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CONFIRMATION OF THE MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS CITY DEVELOPMENT 
DELEGATED COMMITTEE MEETING - 23 NOVEMBER 2021  

Director: Lisa King  
Acting Director Corporate Services  

Author: Danny Bilaver 
Acting Manager Governance and Commercial Services 

 

PURPOSE 

To present for confirmation, the minutes of the City Development Delegated Committee 
Meeting held on 23 November 2021. 
 

ISSUES SUMMARY 

 The Maribyrnong City Council Governance rules requires Council to keep minutes 
of each meeting of the Council and Delegated Committees, and for minutes to be 
submitted to the next appropriate meeting for confirmation. 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Minutes of the City Development Delegated Committee held on 23 November 
2021 ⇩      

 

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION 

That the Delegated Committee confirms the minutes of the City Development 
Delegated Committee Meeting held on 23 November 2021. 
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BACKGROUND 

The minutes of meetings remain unconfirmed until the next appropriate meeting of 
Council. 

DISCUSSION/KEY ISSUES 

1. Key Issues 

Council’s Governance Rules requires Council to confirm its minutes at the next 
appropriate meeting. 

2. Council Policy/Legislation 

Council Plan 2021-2025 

This report contributes to Council’s strategic objectives contained in the Council Plan 
2021-2025 by considering: 

 Ethical leadership - lead our changing city using strategic foresight, innovation, 
transparent decision making and well-planned, effective collaboration to support 
economic growth during the ongoing challenges of the pandemic and beyond.  

Legislation 

Local Government Act 2020 

Conflicts of Interest 

No officer responsible for, or contributing to, this report has declared a direct or indirect 
interest in relation to this report. 

Human Rights Consideration 

This report complies with the rights listed in the Victorian Charter of Human Rights and 
Responsibilities Act 2006. 

3. Engagement 

Not applicable. 

4. Resources 

Not applicable. 

5. Environment 

Not applicable. 

CONCLUSION 

The unconfirmed minutes of the City Development Delegated Committee Meeting held 
on 23 November 2021 are presented for confirmation. 
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1.  COMMENCEMENT OF DELEGATED MEETING AND WELCOME 
 
The meeting commenced at 6.31pm. 
 
The Chair, Cr Cuc Lam made the following acknowledgement statement: 
 

“We acknowledge that we are on the traditional lands of the Kulin Nation. We 
offer our respect to the Elders of these traditional lands, and through them to 
all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, past and present”. 

 
PRESENT 
 
Councillor Cuc Lam (Chair) 
Councillor Sarah Carter 
Councillor Michael Clarke 
Councillor Simon Crawford 
Councillor Bernadette Thomas 
Councillor Anthony Tran 
 
IN ATTENDANCE 
 
Chief Executive Officer, Celia Haddock 
Director Community Services, Clem Gillings 
Acting Director Infrastructure Services, Pat Jess 
Acting Director Corporate Services, Lisa King 
Manager City Places, Ashley Minniti  
Acting Manager Governance and Commercial, Danny Bilaver Services 
 

2. APOLOGIES 
 
An apology for the meeting was received from Councillor Jorge Jorquera. 
 

3. DISCLOSURES OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
 
Nil. 

 
Cr Carter entered the meeting at 6.34pm. 
 
4. PUBLIC QUESTION TIME  

 
Question 

Imogen Wood, asked the following questions: 
 

1. Regarding the Officer Recommendation relating to agenda item 6.1 25 Mackay 
Street Yarraville Planning Permit Application, on page 19 of the meeting agenda, 
the recommendation states "the first floor addition would be behind the existing 
roof form". Given that the 2 story extension sits on the eastern boundary of the 
block, while the original house is centred in the middle of the block (approx. 3.5 
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metres from the eastern boundary), how is the addition "behind" the existing roof 
form? 

2. Regarding the Officer Recommendation relating to agenda item 6.1 25 Mackay 
Street Yarraville Planning Permit Application, on page 19 of the meeting agenda, 
the recommendation states "The first floor … largely follows the existing building 
footprint." Given that the new extension sits on the eastern and rear (southern) 
boundaries of the block, in what is currently the open space of the backyard, can 
you please demonstrate how the first floor follows the existing building footprint? 

 

Response 

With regards to the first question raised, the Chief Executive Officer, Ms Celia Haddock, 
advised that the addition has been sited towards the rear of the property, ensuring the 
original portion of the dwelling remains the prominent structure on the site. Ms Haddock 
further advised that while the addition is to the side of the original dwelling, its setback 
ensures that the addition is read as a secondary element on the site.  
 
Ms Haddock advised in relation to the second question that the addition would be 
located towards the rear of the property where additions and extensions are common. 
Ms Haddock further advised that whilst it is acknowledged that the addition is sited 
closer to the eastern boundary than the current dwelling, a greater portion of the 
addition is located in line with the existing dwelling at both ground and first floors.  
 

Question 

Iain and Janine Argus asked the following questions: 
 

1. Listed objections was the issue of building on 3 boundaries (27 metres in total) 
and stated in the Planning Scheme (43.01-8) it states 'Whether the location, bulk, 
form and appearance of the proposed building is in keeping with the character 
and appearance of adjacent buildings and the heritage place.' Under point 6 - 
Notification of the report it lists the grounds of objections received, there is no 
mention of building on boundaries why has this not been addressed and explain 
how this meets that criteria? 

2. Stated in the Maribyrnong Councils document Alterations & Additions to Heritage 
Dwellings September 2010 - 'Neighbouring properties in Heritage Overlays 
should also be considered and an addition should not overwhelm an adjoining or 
adjacent building.' Please explain how building on 3 boundaries will not 
overwhelm the adjacent buildings? Whether the location, bulk, form or 
appearance of the proposed building will adversely affect the significance of the 
heritage place. Whether the location, bulk, form and appearance of the proposed 
building is in keeping with the character and appearance of adjacent buildings 
and the heritage place. 

3. Under point 7- Referrals in the report it states 'This revised scheme is the subject 
of this report and the one which was publicly advertised. This revised scheme is 
generally supported by Council’s Heritage Advisor'. Using the word 'generally' 
indicates this does not have full support, so please explain how this could be 
acceptable when it does not have full support of the Council's Heritage Advisor? 

 
Response 
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With regards to the first question raised, the Chief Executive Officer, Ms Celia Haddock, 
advised that all aspects of objections have been considered by Council officers in 
formulating the recommendation to Council, including the scale, massing and built form 
of the addition. Ms Haddock noted that the addition would be located on the eastern 
boundary at ground floor, for a length of 13.73 metres that that discussion regarding the 
acceptability of the addition can be found on pages 19 and 20 of the agenda. 
 
Ms Haddock advised in relation to the second question that the addition has been sited 
towards the rear of the site to ensure minimal impacts on the heritage streetscape and 
existing dwelling. Ms Haddock further advised that the addition, sited on the boundary 
towards the middle and rear of the site at ground level only, ensures that it does not 
become a dominate element on the site or within the streetscape.   
 
In relation to the third question raised, Ms Haddock stated that Council’s Heritage 
Advisor provided comments during the course of the application which were considered 
during assessment of the application. Ms Haddock noted that Council officers must 
balance these comments against the heritage policies of Council, the information 
provided in support of the application by the permit applicant and 
objections/submissions received by community members.  

 
Question 

Edward Merrifield, asked the following questions: 
 

1. To Councillor Michael Clarke through the Chair Last month you responded to my 
question to the city development meeting concerning safety and poor image in 
Footscray. Councillors Michael Clarke and Sarah Carter defended categorically 
my claims to further substantiate my concerns, my Question therefore is are the 
councillors aware that a young man overdosed and passed away in the Western 
Hospital? For the record, this took place inside the entrance to the Footscray Hub 
Nicholson Street Footscray. The tenants have been complaining for over 6 
months about these drug affected people meeting in the entrance and sitting on 
the stairs. There is a petition going around to the tenants.  In addition, I am 
currently organising my own E petition to state government concerning bad 
image safety issues that should involve outdated local general by laws 2015. Will 
Council now respond by taking appropriate action? 

2. Why is Council Kindergarten construction site next to council starting work before 
EPA rules 7am and regulations local general bylaws etc and also note where are 
work zone permits displayed for that site? 

3. Is Council now into Censorship of Minutes via the live zoom recording that is 
recorded and also note inserting Drug and Gaming policy into minutes as this 
would not be tolerated in parliament in hansard everything is recorded word for 
word. 

 
Response 

In relation to the first question raised, Councillor Michael Clarke stated that it is 
saddening to hear of the passing of any person that has been the subject of addiction. 
Cr Clarke stated that addiction is the scourge of not just our State or nation, but of the 
world. Cr Clarke offered Council’s condolences to the family and friends of the person 
who had passed and noted that Council does not politicise the passing of anybody. 
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The Chief Executive Officer, Ms Celia Haddock, advised that if business owners or the 
public are concerned regarding illegal drug use, Victoria Police, as the responsibility 
authority for policing problematic drug use behaviours, should be notified 
 
With regards to the second question raised, Ms Haddock advised that Council recently 
had a concern raised by a resident regarding the timing in which trucks were arriving at 
the Hyde Street Early Learning Centre building site and that Council’s Regulatory 
Services team was managing the issue with the construction site manager.  

 
Ms Haddock advised in relation to the third question that the Local Government Act and 
Council’s Governance Rules stipulate what the record of a Council meeting is to 
contain. The minutes record the proceedings and decisions of a meeting, they do not 
record the discussion or debate of the meeting verbatim. Hence the minutes of Council 
meetings provide a summary of responses given to Public Questions and do not have 
the same requirements of the Hansard in State Government. 
 
5. CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING 
 

The purpose of this report was to present for confirmation, the minutes of the City 
Development Delegated Committee Meeting held on 26 October 2021. 
 
Committee Resolution 
 
That the Delegated Committee confirms the minutes of the City Development 
Delegated Committee Meeting held on 26 October 2021. 
 
Moved: Cr Michael Clarke 
Seconded: Cr Simon Crawford 
 

CARRIED 
 
6. OFFICER REPORTS 
 

6.1. 25 Mackay Street Yarraville Planning Permit Application 
 
The purpose of this report was to present for consideration a planning permit 
application for 25 Mackay Street, Yarraville; which has received eight supporting 
submissions and 13 objections.  
 
Nick Wood, Corrie Goodwin and Gabe Hedley addressed the Committee in 
relation to the item. 
 
Committee Resolution 
 
That the City Development Delegated Committee issue a Notice of Decision to 
Grant a Permit for partial demolition and to construct buildings and works for an 
extension to a dwelling in a Heritage Overlay, including construction of a new 
front fence at 25 Mackay Street, Yarraville, subject to conditions contained in 
Attachment 1. 
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Moved: Cr Anthony Tran 
Seconded: Cr Michael Clarke 
 

CARRIED 
 

6.2. 3 McNab Avenue Footscray - Referral of Ministerial Planning Permit 
Application 

 
The purpose of this report was to present to the City Development Delegated 
Committee an amended planning permit application lodged with the Minister for 
Planning. The application seeks changes to the built form and land uses 
associated with Buildings 2 and 3 approved via Planning Permit No.2010024736-
1 at 3 McNab Avenue, Footscray. The report seeks the Committee’s 
endorsement of suggested recommendations and permit conditions for the 
Minister’s consideration.  
 
Lloyd Elliot addressed the Committee in relation to this item. 
 
Committee Resolution 
 
That the City Development Delegated Committee endorse the recommendations 
and suggested permit conditions for 3 McNab Avenue, Footscray, and that these 
be forwarded to the Minister for Planning (via Department of Environment, Land, 
Water and Planning) as per attachment 1.  
 
Moved: Cr Michael Clarke 
Seconded: Cr Simon Crawford 
 

CARRIED 
 

 
7. COUNCILLOR QUESTION TIME 

 
Nil. 
 

8. URGENT BUSINESS 
 
Nil. 
 

9. DELEGATED MEETING CLOSURE 
 
The Chair, Cr Cuc Lam, declared the meeting closed at 7.16pm. 
 
 

_______________________________________ 
To be confirmed at the City Development Delegated Committee Meeting 

to be held on 14 December, 2021. 
 

Chair, Cr Cuc Lam 
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HIGHPOINT DEVELOPMENT PLAN  

Director: Lisa King  
Acting Director Corporate Services  

Author: Ashley Minniti 
Manager City Places 

 

PURPOSE  

To consider the development plan for 120 – 200 Rosamond Road Maribyrnong 
(Highpoint Shopping Centre) submitted in accordance with Clause 43.04 (Schedule 17 
of the Development Plan Overlay) of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme. 
 

 

APPLICATION RECEIVED 17 November 2020 

APPLICATION NUMBER SC15654 

APPLICANT URBIS P/L on behalf of the GPT Group P/L 

SITE ADDRESS 120-200 Rosamond Road Maribyrnong 

ZONE Commercial 1 Zone  

OVERLAYS Development Plan Overlay 

Schedule 17 (DPO17) 

WARD River 

INTERNAL REFERRALS City Strategy, Engineering Services, Transport 
Services, Active Transport Officer, City 
Design, Open Space, WSUD Officer, 
Sustainability Officer & Community Services.  

EXTERNAL REFERRALS Department of Transport 

REASON FOR CONSIDERATION 
BY COUNCIL 

Cost exceeding $10 million 

ISSUES SUMMARY 

 Approval is sought for the Highpoint Development Plan in accordance with Clause 
43.04 (Development Plan Overlay - Schedule 17) of the Maribyrnong Planning 
Scheme. 

 The Development Plan sets the strategic planning framework for the Highpoint 
Shopping Centre spanning the next 30 years.  

 The Development Plan proposes a mixture of commercial, residential and retail. 
Approximately 3,000 dwellings are anticipated over its life.  

 The Highpoint Shopping Centre is within the Commercial 1 Zone, is covered by the 
Development Plan Overlay and is identified as Precinct 6 of the Highpoint Major 
Activity Centre.  
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 The proposal generally achieves compliance with the Commercial zoning of the site 
and is largely aligned with the objectives sought by the Maribyrnong Planning 
Scheme. 

 The development would provide a viable commercial project which would generate 
employment opportunities and a mixture of housing options for the community. 

 While not a requirement of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme, public consultation 
was undertaken by the applicant with 11 submissions received. Submissions 
generally relate to transport and traffic, the need for an expansion of the shopping 
centre, amenity impacts, lack of social and cultural infrastructure, building heights 
and overall residential density. 

 The Development Plan is generally thorough and well justified. Key sections where 
improvements are required relate to Affordable Housing, Overshadowing to Open 
Space, Built Form and Building Separation.  

 The proposal is recommended for in principle support subject to the modifications 
and changes outlined in Attachment 1. 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Modification and Changes to Highpoint Development Plan ⇩   
2. Volume 1 - Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan - 8 October 2021 ⇩   
3. Volume 2 - Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan Planning Report - 8 

October 2021 ⇩   
4. Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan - Community Consultation Report ⇩      
 

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION 

That the City Development Delegated Committee, having considered all relevant 
matters pursuant to Clauses 43.04 and 65 of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme 
resolves to: 

1. Note the contents of the Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan 
Community Consultation Report (October 2021, prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd) 
per Attachment 4. 

2. Provide in principle support to the Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan 
(October 2021, prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd) and associated documents 
(Attachment 2 and 3) subject to the modifications and changes as outlined in 
Attachment 1. 

3. Note the delegation of the Chief Executive Officer (or their delegate) to 
approve the Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan (October 2021, 
prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd) or part thereof and any associated reports and any 
necessary agreements as per the Instrument of Delegation pursuant to the 
Council Resolution of 19 October 2021.  
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BACKGROUND 
 
1. SITE AND SURROUNDS 
Highpoint Shopping Centre (HSC) is located approximately seven (7) kilometres from 
the Melbourne Central Business District (CBD) at 120-200 Rosamond Road, 
Maribyrnong. It is sited just south of Raleigh Road, between Rosamond Road and 
Warrs Road, and occupies an area of approximately 28.6 hectares.  
 
The site is irregular in shape, bounded by Rosamond Road to the west, Aquatic Drive to 
the south, Warrs Road to the east (in part) and residential neighbourhoods to the north 
and east.  
 
The site features a privately owned ring road with associated landscaping along the 
northern and eastern (in part) site boundaries, which separates the site from 
residentially zoned land to the north and east. 
 

 
Figure 1: Subject site  

Source: Nearmap Image dated 23 September 2021, accessed 4 November 2021 

 
North / East – The site adjoins the rear boundaries of detached and semi-detached 
dwellings in the General Residential Zone. The dwellings are separated from the 
shopping centre by a two-lane ‘ring road’ that circles the shopping centre.  
 
East – The site is adjacent to a mixed use zone covered by the same planning controls 
as the shopping centre. 41 Warrs Road has planning permission for a development of 
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55 dwellings between 2-4 Storeys. There are also a number of existing residential 
dwellings located along Warrs Road.  
 
South / West – The site is bound by Aquatic Drive and Rosamond Road. The 
Maribyrnong Aquatic Centre is located in Robert Barrett Reserve to the South of the 
Site. The Highpoint Homemaker Centre and various bulky goods outlets are located to 
the West.  
 

 
Figure 2: Highpoint North Ring Road 

Source: Google Street view dated September 2019 accessed 11 October 2021 
 

 
Figure 3: Highpoint East Ring Road 

Source: Google Street view dated September 2019 accessed 11 October 2021 
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Figure 4: East: Existing Residential Dwellings on Warrs Road 

Source: Google Street view dated September 2019 accessed 11 October 2021 

 

 
Figure 5: South: Maribyrnong Aquatic Centre and Car Park 

Source: Google Street view dated September 2019 accessed 11 October 2021 

 

 
Figure 6: West: Highpoint Home Maker Centre 

Source: Google Street view dated September 2019 accessed 11 October 2021 

 
1.3 Site History  
The site functioned as a bluestone quarry for much of the 20th Century, with the 
shopping centre opening in the mid-1970s. The former quarry use and proximity to the 
Maribyrnong River provides a relatively steep site with changing levels throughout. It is 
a major commercial precinct that services the west and north-west and is a major 
entertainment destination.  
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Amendment C135 to the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme 
Key events in the strategic planning process include: 

 24 June 2014 – The City Development Special Committee resolved to exhibit the 
amendment and to delegate consideration of the 32 submissions received and 
referral to an independent panel.   

 December 2014 – Referred to independent panel for consideration. 

 March 2015 – Panel hearing conducted.   

 June 2015 – Panel Report received which supported the strategic basis of 
Amendment C135, including the suite of zones and overlay tools including the urban 
design propositions. It also recommended some revisions to the wording and layout 
of the exhibited documents. 

 15 September 2015 – Council resolved to adopt Amendment C135 and submit it to 
the Minister for Planning for approval.  

 1 September 2016 – Amendment C135 gazetted rezoning the land to Mixed Use 
Zone and introducing the Development Plan Overlay Schedule 17. 

 
1.4 Title Particulars/Restrictive Covenants/Easements  
The subject land consists of a single title, formally recorded as Lot 2 on Plan of 
Subdivision 417452P.  
 
The following encumbrances are listed on title:  

 Section 173 Agreement (Instrument No. AL272555P). The agreement is between 
Maribyrnong City Council and GPT Funds Management Ltd and required the 
construction of the Warrs Road Realignment and transfer of interest and title to 
Council. The requirements of this agreement have been fulfilled.  

 Easement E-1 is a reservation for drainage and other purposes created in favour 
of Maribyrnong City Council. This easement measures approximately 1.8 metres 
in width and traverses a small portion (approximately 73 metres) of the northern 
boundary. 

 Easement E-2 is a drainage easement and applies to the northern extent of Lot 1 
on Plan of subdivision 417452P. This easement is outside the title boundaries of 
the subject site. 

  
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 
While not strictly applicable to assessment of a Development Plan, a cultural heritage 
management plan is unlikely to be required as the land has been subject to significant 
land disturbance and is not in an area of Aboriginal cultural heritage sensitivity. 
 
Human rights consideration 
This report and its contents do not impede the human rights listed in the Charter of 
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006. 
 
Conflicts of Interest 
No officer responsible for or contributing to, this report has declared a direct or indirect 
interest in relation to this report.  
 
2. PROPOSAL 
The application being considered is a Development Plan (DP), including all associated 
and supporting technical reports.  
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 The DP envisages a yield of approximately 2,977 dwellings with a population 
increase of approximately 6,550 new residents over the 30 year life of the DP. 

 The built form ranges in height between 3 - 14 storeys. A maximum of 6 storeys is 
proposed to the Highpoint Ring Road (North), Warrs Road (East) and Rosamond 
Road (West) of the site with a height range of 6-10 storeys along Aquatic Drive. The 
height of 14 storeys is generally located internally within the site. 

 The DP seeks to provide 147,400 square metres of commercial space and 69,050 
square metres of additional retail space, attracting approximately 9,660 jobs. 

 Total open space equates to approximately 24,300 square metres which includes a 
9,700 square metre Town Plaza accessed from Rosamond Road in the 
approximate location of the existing bus interchange.  

 The existing bus Interchange would be relocated to Little Rosamond Road opposite 
White Street and Sloane Street, as agreed by the Department of Transport.  

 A 2,800 square metre Library & Community Hub facility would be provided within 
Stage 1, with five potential locations identified. 

 

 
Figure 7: Indicative built form plan provided by applicant, page 6 

Source: Highpoint Development Plan Report, Urbis Pty Ltd 
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Figure 8: Indicative built form along Highpoint Ring Road, page 76 

Source: Highpoint Development Plan Report, Urbis Pty Ltd 
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Figure 9: Proposed Development Plan – general layout and building heights, Figure 23, page 29 

Source: Volume 1 - Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan, Urbis Pty Ltd  

 
Development Plan Overlay – Schedule 17 
Schedule 17 at Clause 43.04-1 (DPO17) requires the Development Plan be approved 
prior to the granting of any planning permit for development and provides an exemption 
from notice and appeal rights for planning applications which are ‘generally in 
accordance’ with the approved development plan.  
 
Vision and objectives 
The Vision for the Highpoint Activity Centre as specified at DPO17 is: 
 

To create a compact, highly accessible and distinctive place that provides 
regional high quality living, working and recreation opportunities around a 
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prominent town centre with new development that respects the area's 
spectacular setting and proximity to the Maribyrnong River. Redevelopment will 
reinforce the centre’s significant regional retail role and will accommodate quality 
housing for a range of people, new local retailing to complement the existing 
large format retailing, office based business at different scales, improved vehicle, 
pedestrian and cycle connectivity and plentiful green spaces.  

 
It further noted that: 
 

The general objectives for the Highpoint Activity Centre are located in the local 
area policy at Clause 21.11-2 of this Scheme. Objectives and guidelines for each 
precinct are found at 5.0 of this Schedule. 

 
Development Plan Requirements 
The development plan must be supported by a number of supporting and technical 
documents. In respect to this requirement, the development plan application is supported 
by the following:  
 

 Volume 1 – Development Plan: 

o Development Plan prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd 

 Volume 2 – Planning Report prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd  

 Highpoint Development plan – Community Consultation report by Urbis Pty Ltd 

 Supporting/Technical Reports: 

o Appendix A – Certificate of Title and Plan 

o Appendix B – Social Infrastructure Report prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd 

o Appendix C – Housing Diversity Report prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd 

o Appendix D – Landscape and Public Realm Plan prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd 

o Appendix E – Wind Assessment Report prepared by Windtech 

o Appendix F – Traffic Impact Assessment prepared by Stantec (formally 

GTA) 

o Appendix G – Environmentally Sustainable Design Strategy prepared by 

ADP Consulting 

o Appendix H – Services and Infrastructure Report prepared by ADP 

Consulting 

o Appendix I – Preliminary Environmental Site Assessment prepared by 

Golder Associates 

o Appendix J – Stormwater Drainage Strategy prepared by Peritas Group  

 
The application requirements have generally been addressed in these reports and plans. 
 
Highpoint Planning and Urban Design Framework 2015 
The Highpoint Planning and Urban Design Framework 2015 (Highpoint UDF) provides 
the foundations for strategic planning within the activity centre and has informed the 
planning controls. 

 
Precinct 6 the Highpoint UDF has a projected demand for 500 dwellings, 2,000 square 
metres of office and 60,000 square metres of retail. This is significantly less than the 
proposed DP for the shopping centre site, which envisages just under 3,000 dwellings 
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and over 148,000 square metres of commercial space. It is noted that the figures in the 
Highpoint UDF were indicative only.  
 
The dwelling and floor space projections contained in the Highpoint UDF were 
undertaken approximately seven years ago. It is reasonable to say that the figures do 
not necessarily represent a current market view of the potential development outcomes 
for the next 30 years.  
 
The circumstances impacting the forecasts have changed, as have the relevant markets 
indicators. In particular, the COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in significant changes in 
how people live and where they choose to reside, shop, and work, with a focus on 
decentralisation to suburban centres. 
 

 
Figure 10 – Highpoint Planning and Urban Design Framework 2015 
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3. REFERRALS  
External referrals 
The proposal was referred to the Department of Transport (DoT) in accordance with the 
decision guidelines of the Development Plan Overlay, Schedule 17 section 6.0. 
 
DoT initially raised concerns/queries with a number of aspects of the proposed DP, 
including the location of the Bus Interchange. Following the submission of the Amended 
DP in mid-2021, the application was re-referred to the DoT who confirmed the 
Development Plan addressed their concerns and future assessment will be made once 
individual Planning Permit applications are submitted. 
 

Internal referrals 
The application was referred internally to Council’s City Strategy, Engineering Services, 
Transport Services, Active Transport, City Design, Open Space, WSUD Officer, 
Sustainability Officer and Community Services Departments.  
 
Workshops were formed to discuss and address issues regarding built form, open 
space, transport/traffic and community services. Subject to the comments and 
modifications listed at Attachment 1, the comments of these internal departments have 
been addressed. 
 
4. ENGAGEMENT 
Pursuant to Clause 43.04-3 of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme, if a Development 
Plan has been prepared to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority, an application 
under any provision of this planning scheme is exempt from the notice requirements of 
section 52(1)(a), (b) and (d), the decision requirements of section 64(1), (2) and (3) and 
the review rights of section 82(1) of the Planning and Environment Act 1987.  
 
The applicant held its own community consultation between 6 and 26 September 2021. 
This involved flyers being sent to all properties within a 400m radius of the site, in 
person information being provided within the shopping centre and publication of the 
preparation of the Development Plan on various social media outlets. Direct notice was 
also sent to Maidstone and West Footscray resident groups and to all Highpoint 
shopping centre tenants.  
 
Participants were invited to an online webinar where the Development Plan was 
presented by the applicant. There were a total of 52 registrants for the online webinar, 
with 28 attending. 16 questions were submitted prior to the Webinar and were answered 
on the night. 11 submissions were made following the Webinar.   
 
The submissions related to Transport and Traffic, Shopping Centre expansion, on site 
and off site amenity impacts during construction, Social and Cultural infrastructure, 
Building heights and Residential Density. 
 
A detailed response to the submissions is provided at Attachment 4. Given the 
development timeframe expands over 30 years, the traffic management concerns as 
well as on site and off site amenity impacts have been deferred to individual Planning 
Permit application stages. The responses confirms what the Development Plan 
addresses in regards to built form, heights and social infrastructure. 
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A submission identified that the Development Plan lacks details regarding Affordable 
housing which has been also raised as an outstanding concern by Council officers.  
 
5. ASSESSMENT  
Clause 43.04, Schedule 17 of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme  
Evaluation of Development Plan and Supporting Documents/Reports 
The development plan must be comprised of and informed by the following documents 
and plans as appropriate, having regard to the particular stage, site or precinct and the 
scale of the development, to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. The 
supporting information and assessment is assessed and summarised below.  
  

No. Supporting report Assessment 

1 Planning Report 
 
Must include as 
appropriate:  
- Uses across site 
- Retail and Economic 

Impact Assessment 
- Response to vision 

and objectives 
- Relevant planning 

policy 
- Master Plan  
- Summary of reports 
 

Requirement Satisfied 
 
DPO17 requires the Planning Report to address Land 
Use, response to vision and objectives, Local 
Planning Policy, master plan and summary of reports.  
 
A retail and economic impact assessment is not 
required as the site is located within a Commercial 1 
Zone.  
 
Technical reports have been provided with the 
submission and form part of the overall DP.  
   

2 Transport Plan 
 
Must include as 
appropriate: 
- Traffic generation and 

impacts on 
surrounding network 
including any 
necessary mitigation 

- Indicative location of 
car parking and 
bicycle parking 

- Design of accessways 
and footpaths 

- Existing and proposed 
public transport 

- Bicycle and pedestrian 
connections 

- Indicative connections 
to surrounding streets 
outside of 
development plan and 
any proposed 

Requirement Satisfied 
 
The Transport Impact Assessment and Review 
submitted by Stantec dated 10 August 2021, Version 
C includes all details as required.  
 
The Department of Transport have reviewed the 
Transport Plan and have not objected to the 
proposal.  
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treatments. 
 

3 Landscape and Public 
Realm Concept Plan 
Must include as 
appropriate: 
- Principles for 

improving public realm 
and promoting 
pedestrian friendly 
spaces 

- Overall landscape 
concept 

- Open space and street 
cross sections 

- Response for any site 
remediation strategy 

 

Partially Satisfied – modification required 
 
The concept plan has provided principles in relation 
to improving the public realm and promoting 
pedestrian friendly spaces, an overall landscape 
concept with open space and street cross sections.  
 
However, it does not include a response for any 
remediation strategy where it appears it has been 
deferred to the Planning permit stage.  

4 Environmentally 
Sustainable Design 
Strategy 
 
Must include as 
appropriate:  
- Energy conservation 
- Water conservation 
- Water Sensitive Urban 

Design  
- Waste reduction 

measures 
- Building material 

conservation and 
demolition 

- Landscape and habitat 
- Indoor environment 

quality 
 

Requirement Satisfied 
 
The report provides ESD-related initiatives on energy 
conservation, water conservation, transport planning, 
landscape design, building materials conservation, 
sustainable construction practices, indoor air quality 
and internal environments. 

5 Social Infrastructure 
Report   
 
If required by the 
responsible authority for 
public or private facilities 

Requirement Satisfied 
 
A Social Infrastructure Report has been provided. 
The report considers the level of social infrastructure 
that would be required based on existing demand 
and projected need. The report concludes that there 
is a need for an early years facilities i.e. 
kindergartens, youth centres, aged car facilities and 
flexible community spaces at the site.  
 

6 Services and 
Infrastructure Report 
 

Partially satisfied – deferred 
 
The report identifies existing and proposed 
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Must include and identify 
all existing and proposed 
infrastructure 
requirements and 
easement including: 
- Water 
- Sewerage  
- Gas  
- Electricity 
- Telecommunications 
- Drainage 
- Stormwater overland 

flow points 
- WSUD 
- Any need to relocate 

services 
 

infrastructure requirements and easements including: 

 Mechanical Services 

 Fire services 

 Hydraulic services 

 Electrical services 
 
Services will be managed on a stage by stage basis. 
This is appropriate, with a further detailed Services 
and Infrastructure report required at for each 
Planning permit application.  

7 Site Remediation 
Strategy  
 
Must be prepared if an 
auditor recommends 
preparation. It should 
show where appropriate: 
- Indicative land uses 
- Indicative map 

showing contamination 
and clean up 

- Schedule of proposed 
remediation activities 

- Expected staging and 
timeframes for 
certificates / 
statements 

- Parties responsible 
  

Requirement Satisfied 
 
The Environmental Site Assessment provided by 
Golder Associates Pty Ltd dated 6 August 2020 
recommends an Environmental Audit is undertaken in 
a staged approach given the different uses proposed 
as well as the number of years the development 
spans.  
 
An environmental audit can be undertaken at each 
Planning Permit application stage with each Planning 
Permit requiring a condition on permit as per Clause 
43.04 – subclause 2.0 “permit conditions”. 

8 Site Analysis and Design 
Response Report 
 
Must show how it 
responds to the particular 
design guidelines where 
relevant to the particular 
precinct. 

 
Indicative building heights 
and street setbacks in 
accordance with Map 1 
and 2.  

 

Partially Satisfied – modification required 
 
Map 2 of Schedule 17 sets preferred building heights 
of 3 to 6 storeys adjacent to Rosamond Road, and 6 
to 10 storeys across the remainder of the Shopping 
Centre (aside from a 15m wide strip of 3 to 6 storeys 
along the northern, north-eastern, and eastern edges 
of the centre). Prominent built form is designated for 
the south-east corner of the centre.  
 
The Development Plan proposes heights of up to 8 
and 10 storeys adjacent to Rosamond Road, and a 
range of heights up to 14 storeys across the 
remainder of the Shopping Centre.  
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Table 1 of Schedule 17 sets the preferred street wall 
height of 6 storeys (for streets wider than 18m) or the 
width of the road reserve (for all other streets). 
Preferred upper level setback distances of 10m are 
also set in Table 1.  
 
The Development Plan includes a street wall height 
of up to 6 storeys across much of the centre, 
however an 8 storey street wall is proposed for 
prominent corner sites.  
 
Some street walls shown as 6 storeys on diagrams 
on Figure 37 (page 45 of the report) propose a very 
generous ground level storey of up to 10m floor to 
floor height. This stretches the intent of the DP 
requires refinement.  
 
It is recommended the following additional wording is 
included at Section 5.11 of the report; 
 
Floor to ceiling heights and storeys  
When calculating building heights for the purposes of 
the development plan and DPO17, the following 
should be used:  

 Retail spaces with a floor to ceiling height or 
more than 5m should be counted as two 
storeys, except for Buildings 3 and 6, where a 
floor to ceiling height of 6.4m is adopted due to 
change in levels.  

 Commercial spaces (including offices) with a 
floor to ceiling height of more than 4m should 
be counted as two storeys.  

 Residential floor space/dwellings with a floor to 
ceiling height of more than 3.5m should be 
counted as two storeys. 

 
In relation to upper level setbacks, it appears that 
only 2 to 5m setbacks are proposed, including 
allowance for balconies to intrude into the setback 
area. The lack of spatial separation is concerning and 
consider that this requires further evaluation and 
refinement.  
 
Changes should be made to the street wall heights 
where they are unsuited to a street’s alignment and 
interface condition (i.e. solar access tests) and the 
achievement of a comfortable human scale or 1:1 
ratio (i.e. Little Rosamond Road). 
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Shadow diagrams 
showing shadow impacts 
along Rosamond Road, 
between Williamson 
Road/Aquatic Drive and 
the Highpoint Ring Road, 
between 11am and 2pm 
on 21 June that 
demonstrates the 
reservation of solar access 
to a minimum of one 
footpath. 
 

Satisfied 
 
The shadow diagrams included at section 5.12 
demonstrate that solar access will be maintained to 
at least one footpath (the western footpath of 
Rosamond Road) during the nominated times. 

Shadow diagrams for 
street footpaths between 
10am-3pm at the equinox 

Partially Satisfied – modification required 
 
The Development Plan shadow analysis on page 53 
appears to indicate solar access may not be provided 
at the nominated times to at least one footpath for 
some internal streets. 
 

Indicative waste storage 
and collection 

Not Satisfied – modification required 
 
This does not appear to be shown within the 
document. 
 

Development concept 
plans including indicative 
elevations and cross 
sections  
 

Satisfied 
 
An array of concept plans, indicative elevations and 
cross sections have been provided in the Vol.1 
report.   
 

A façade/architectural 
strategy which provides 
indicative building 
materials, and treatments, 
including reflectivity 
details, throughout the 
precinct. 
 

Partially Satisfied – modification required 
 
Indicative information on architectural façades and 
materiality is provided across pages 45 and 46 of the 
Site Analysis and Design report. It is noted that in 
upper-level zones of buildings, reflective facades are 
not encouraged. 

Indicative siting and 
orientation of buildings 
having regard to passive 
energy efficiency 
techniques and the 
relevant considerations of 
Clause 15.01-1 and 
Clause 55 (as appropriate) 
of the Scheme. 

Satisfied 
 
On page 44 of the Site Analysis and Design report, 
(built form and guidelines) it is suggested that:   
 
“The buildings within the block are arranged with 
consideration for siting, orientation and internal 
layouts to minimise adverse wind impact on the 
public realm, maintain privacy, optimise solar heating 
and lighting across private and public spaces, and 
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promote passive surveillance and safety.”  
 
The indicative tower forms of buildings are generally 
sited in a ‘north-south’ fashion, which is appropriate. 
 

Indicative treatments for 
key interface areas.  
 

Satisfied 
 
Information on indicative treatments has been 
provided. 
 

Indicative treatments to 
reduce adverse wind 
effects on streets, internal 
noise transmission from 
within and from outside 
buildings, visibility of plant 
and equipment, reflectivity 
of glass and other relevant 
matters. Indicative building 
materials and treatments.  
 

Partially Satisfied – modification required 
 
Wind Treatment Strategies are noted. Based on the 
risk of wind effects on certain streets and locations 
identified in the Windtech wind report, individual wind 
assessments must be provided at the planning permit 
stage to ensure the specific impacts are understood. 
This will help ensure the necessary treatments are 
indeed implemented.  
 
Proposed treatment/siting of plant and approach on 
reflectivity is provided on page 45, and is considered 
acceptable. 
 

Any relevant design 
measures recommended 
by the Activity Centre 
Design Guidelines (DSE, 
2005), the Design 
Guidelines for Higher 
Density Residential 
Development (DSE, 2004) 
and Safer Design 
Guidelines Victoria (Crime 
Prevention Victoria and 
DSE, 2005). 
 

Satisfied 
 
The Activity Centre Design Guidelines and Design 
Guidelines for Higher Density Residential 
Development have now been replaced by the Urban 
Design Guidelines for Victoria (2017) and have been 
adequately addressed.  

 
Development Plan Overlay, Schedule 17 
Highpoint Precinct 6 – Objectives and Guidelines 
 

Land Use and Activities Objectives  

To reinforce retail and entertainment 
uses as the focus of the precinct.  

The retail and entertainment component 
remains central to the site and towards 
the east and south where the existing 
retail is currently.   
 

To provide opportunities for 
complementary hospitality, community, 

There are a number of office 
opportunities proposed as well as 5 
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health and office uses in the vicinity of 
the enclosed shopping centre and along 
Rosamond Road.  
 

proposed location for the Library and 
Community Hub.  

To promote Rosamond Road as a main 
street at the heart of the centre.  

Rosamond Road is focused solely on the 
commercial tenancies with a short term 
stay area (i.e. hotel). 
 

To facilitate the addition of housing, 
including above other uses, with a focus 
on the south eastern and western edges 
of the High Point Shopping Centre. 
 

While there is a standalone residential 
area to the north of the site, a number of 
areas to the east, west and south contain 
towers that are proposed to be mixed 
use. 

 

  
Figure 11: Preferred Land Use Plan, page 33 

Source: Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan, Urbis Pty Ltd 

 

Built Form Objectives  

To provide active frontages along 
Rosamond Road and Aquatic Drive and 
weather protection to frontages in key 
pedestrian areas as indicated in Map 2 of 
this Schedule, where feasible.  

Active frontages (commercial-led and 
intermixed) are proposed for Rosamond 
Road and Aquatic Drive. The intermixed 
frontage type does include the potential 
for blank facades in certain locations. 
Weather protection is mentioned in 
relation to streets in general (on p.55). 
 

To provide for greening of large exposed 
surfaces, such as roof tops, with 
elements such as roof gardens, 
particularly where they are overlooked by 
residential uses.  

The proposed buildings have been 
provided with landscaped rooftops with 
some podium courtyards throughout the 
site shown at Figure 5, page 10 of the 
Landscape and Public Realm Plan – 
Appendix D. 
 

To preserve solar access to a minimum 
of one footpath, between 11am and 2pm 

The shadow diagrams included at 
section 5.12 demonstrate that solar 
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on 21 June along Rosamond Road 
between Williamson Road/Aquatic Drive 
and the Highpoint Ring Road, and 
between 10am to 3pm on 21 September 
on other streets. 

access will be maintained to at least one 
footpath (the western footpath of 
Rosamond Road) during the nominated 
times.  
 
The shadow diagrams provided at 
section 5.12 demonstrates that solar 
access is to be generally maintained to 
one footpath of Aquatic Drive and Warrs 
Road during the nominated times.  
 
However, the development shadow 
analysis on page 53 appears to indicate 
solar access may not be provided at the 
nominated times to at least one footpath 
for some internal streets. 
 

 

Built Form Guidelines 

Upper levels of buildings within a 
development should visually complement 
the lower levels of buildings at the street 
frontage. Development more than 10 
metres from the street boundary should 
not form a dominant element in the 
streetscape.  
 

While the height of the upper levels 
relative to the lower levels is generally 
acceptable, there is a risk that reduced 
upper level setbacks evident in the 
Development Plan may compromise the 
achievement of this objective.  
 

Provide a landscaped or green-wall edge 
to buildings where shown on Map 2. An 
active frontage or alternative treatment 
could be included as a substitute for a 
landscaped edge or green wall provided 
it does not result in long or high blank 
facades to a street. 
 

A landscape or green-wall edge has 
generally been provided in the area 
required on Map 2.  
 
The David Jones building and eastern 
edge of the Development Plan area is 
insufficient. 

 

Access and Movement Objectives  

To contribute to a new public transport 
interchange that enables easy exchange 
between travel modes.  

A new bus interchange is proposed and 
the location of this interchange is shown. 
The bus interchange ‘extension’ area 
along Little Rosamond Road as shown in 
Figure 55 should be included as a 
‘potential’ location designation (instead of 
the ‘indicative’ designation).   
 

To provide improved cycling connections 
to and from the enclosed centre.  

The shared path at the perimeter and 
some on-road cycling routes to the 
centre are noted. East-west cycling 
routes through the development plan 
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area however are limited by the centre. 
Given there is no obviously solution for 
this, the importance of Aquatic Drive is 
elevated in terms of its future connectivity 
importance.  
 

To provide for two legible east-west 
pedestrian routes through the shopping 
centre.  

There are two key through site 
connections internally. These 
connections run from 6.45am to 
12.00am, 7 days a week. There are a 
number of level changes required for this 
connection.  
 
The following additional wording should 
thus be included at Section 5.4: 
 
In conjunction with an application for a 
residential development of more than 
150 dwellings on the eastern side of the 
existing shopping centre, a wayfinding 
strategy should be prepared that 
provides guidance on the location and 
type of signage that will be introduced 
across the whole DPO17 including 
objectives, principles and guidelines for 
matters such as location, colours, size 
and type of signs.  
 

To provide for future increased traffic 
capacity on the Highpoint Ring Road 
while retaining pedestrian and cyclist 
connectivity.  

The Highpoint Ring Road is proposed to 
be duplicated to cater for increased 
traffic. Little Rosamond Road running 
from north to south is also provided to 
increase connectivity.  
 
The Development Plan proposes a 
number of pedestrian and cyclist links 
internal to the site to ensure safety and 
connectivity is maintained. A wayfinding 
strategy would be provided with the first 
large development on the east side of the 
site.  
 

To balance convenient car park access 
with pedestrian priority on Rosamond 
Road.  

All access to car parks proposed in 
parcels fronting Rosamond Road occurs 
from the rear – off Little Rosamond 
Road.  
 
Therefore, pedestrian access along the 
Rosamond Road should not be impacted 
by crossovers or additional accesses.   
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To provide sufficient loading bays and 
service roads close to Rosamond Road 
without comprising the visual amenity 
and character of Rosamond Road.  

No loading bays are shown to be located 
along Rosamond Road and Little 
Rosamond Road is provided, effectively 
performing a service road provision in 
parallel to Rosamond Road. 
 

To improve pedestrian and cyclist 
connections to adjacent open space 
including Pipemakers Park and Robert 
Barrett Reserve, including a safe 
crossing point to Pipemakers Park. 

Pedestrian operated signals on Gordon 
Street and Van Ness Avenue either side 
of the Warrs Road roundabout are 
proposed, to improve pedestrian and 
cyclist connectivity to Pipemakers Park. 
 

Access and Movement Guidelines  

The network of roads and paths should 
be generally in accordance with Map 1- 
Highpoint Activity Centre Framework 
Plan.  

The Development Plan is generally in 
accordance with the proposed network 
and paths, Map 1 – Highpoint Activity 
Centre Framework Plan by providing 
‘Little Rosamond Road, Page 66 of 
Attachment 2. 
 

The new east-west pedestrian links 
should be publicly accessible for as long 
as is practicable each day.  
 

The east-west pedestrian link is 
proposed to be available to the public 
from 6.45am to 12.00am, 7 days a week.  

The new public transport interchange 
should provide legible, safe and 
convenient connection to both sides of 
Rosamond Road.  

The proposed bus interchange is located 
closer to the existing tram stop on 
Rosamond Road, approximately 250m in 
lieu of the existing bus interchange 
location that is 450m from the tram stop. 
 
Given the creation of Little Rosamond 
Road and the signalised intersections of 
Aquatic Drive and Rosamond Road, the 
public transport interchange can be 
safely and easily accessed.   
 

Screens throughout Highpoint Shopping 
Centre should provide ‘real-time’ public 
transport timetable information where 
possible.  
 

There does not appear to have reference 
to proposed screens throughout 
Highpoint shopping centre.  

Aquatic Drive crossing locations should 
be aligned to desired pedestrian travel 
patterns.  
 

The proposed Aquatic Drive pedestrian 
crossing locations are acceptable. 

On-site parking should be sited as to 
minimise its impact on the public realm. 

The majority of existing car parking areas 
are being retained and incorporated into 
the design of the buildings. There are 
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some car parking structures, particularly 
within Precinct 4 along Aquatic Drive, 
which may impact on the public realm 
given its interface to Aquatic Drive. 
 

 

Open Space Objectives 

To upgrade the existing public plaza 
fronting Rosamond Road.  

The Town Square is accessed via 
Rosamond Road and approximately 
9,700sqm. 
 

To provide at least one small local open 
space.  

At least one small local open space has 
been provided. 
 

To provide landscaping and street 
treatments that will contribute to 
Rosamond Road’s role as a main street 
at the heart of the centre.  

The Development Plan only provides one 
cross-section of the Rosamond Road 
frontage on page 85. Where it shows a 
building rising sheer to 10 storeys, above 
a recessed Ground Floor.  
 
However, it is noted that proposed 
setbacks vary from 0m to 4m+, providing 
some additional space of landscape 
treatments. 
 

To provide for distinctive and substantial 
green walls, landscaped edges or active 
frontages in highly visible parts of the 
precinct on Highpoint Ring Road, where 
practicable.  
 

A landscape or green-wall edge has 
generally been provided in the area 
required on Map 2. Improvements are 
required to the existing ‘David Jones 
Wall’.  

To provide focal points at each end of the 
main east-west pedestrian links. 

Public spaces are provided at each end 
of the northern east-west link.  
 

To contribute to a new public transport 
interchange that enables easy exchange 
between travel modes. 
 

As mentioned above under ‘Access and 
Movement’, the proposed bus 
interchange is appropriately located.  

 

Open Space Guidelines  

New public open space should provide 
for a range of activities including meeting 
and resting, and not be limited to patrons 
of commercial premises. Inclusion of 
public art is encouraged. 

The proposed centrally located Town 
Plaza provides opportunity for a range of 
activities that is directly accessible to 
commercial premises. The design 
principles encourages public art.  
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Clause 21.11-2 – Highpoint Activity Centre – Objectives and Strategies 
 
The DPO17 requires a Development Plan to respond to the objectives and strategies of 
Clause 21.11-2 of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme. The objectives of Clause 21.11-2 
generally replicate the DPO17 and are discussed above.  

 

6. OUTSTANDING ISSUES 
Throughout the assessment period a number of issues relating to the Development Plan 
were discussed with the applicant. While the majority of these concerns were addressed 
through the submission of the amended Development Plan in October 2021, the areas 
below remain unsatisfactory resolved.  
 

Concerns Response 

Building Separation Satisfied in Part. The applicant does not agree with the 
suggested 1:1 ratio for height vs. street width suggested by 
Council.  
 
The Development Plan in the form presented does not 
address the built form guideline, which states that “Upper 
levels of buildings within a development should visually 
complement the lower levels of buildings at the street 
frontage. Development more than 10 metres from the street 
boundary should not form a dominant element in the 
streetscape”.  
 
Further, Map 2 at Development Plan Overlay - Schedule 17, 
shows buildings between Rosamond Road and the proposed 
Little Rosamond Road to not exceed a height of 3 storeys. 
The submitted Development Plan proposes 8 storeys, which 
would overwhelm both Little Rosamond Road and degrade the 
‘high street feel’ of Rosamond Road. 
 
Modifications to the Development Plan are suggested at 
attachment 1. 
 

Open Space  Satisfied in Part. The two eastern areas of open space and 
the town centre must indicate that there is no shadowing cast 
between 10.00am and 3.00pm on the Equinox. Shadow 
diagrams must be submitted to further assess the adequacy of 
these spaces. Modifications to the Development Plan are 
suggested at attachment 1. 
 

Affordable Housing Satisfied in Part. The permit applicant has agreed to the 
inclusion of the following statement; 
 
“For each planning permit application stage, an Affordable 
Housing report is to be prepared, setting out the strategy to 
deliver 5% Affordable Housing as defined under the  Planning 
and Environment Act 1987, which may include a ‘salt and 
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pepper’ approach or nomination of a particular building for 
affordable housing to be delivered at a particular stage via the 
following methods; 

 to be offered to registered Housing Association or 
Provider for sale, prior to commencement of the 
development, to be offered at a discounted purchase 
price, or  

 to be offered to key workers (defined by the relevant 
act) through an owner-run scheme, with details of the 
discounts on offer to be included in the report, or 

 to be delivered by another funding mechanisms (eg 
shared equity) or future market approach, to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.  

The Affordable Housing Report may be amended to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. Where unfeasible 
to deliver affordable housing, a report from a Quantity 
Surveyor must be prepared and set out indicative profit 
margins for the project, and substantiated findings 
demonstrating why the proposed number cannot be 
delivered without rending the project economically 
unviable.” 

 
While a step in the right direction, the ability to reduce or 
remove the requirement for affordable housing via a Quantity 
Surveyor is not supported. Modifications to the Development 
Plan are suggested at attachment 1. 
  

Green wall to the 
David Jones 
building  

Not Satisfied. The existing blank ‘David Jones’ wall to the 
north-eastern elevation has not been addressed. Given the 
long term nature of the Development Plan, this is a missed 
opportunity to improve this elevation. Modifications to the 
Development Plan are suggested at attachment 1. 
 

 
7. CONCLUSION 
The proposed Development Plan and its supporting technical reports generally address 
the requirements of the Development Plan Overlay – Schedule 17.  
 
The proposed layout and composition is appropriate in consideration of the particular 
context. The varied building heights provide visual interest and articulation to a large 
precinct, where providing a flat height limit would provide a homogenous and 
unimaginative urban form.  
 
The Development Plan provides sufficient guidance for the assessment of individual at 
the Planning Permit stage, where detailed assessment against amenity impacts will be 
undertaken. The Development Plan, subject to the modification outlined in attachment 
1, provides a solid foundation for the consideration of a mixed use site featuring, 
residential, commercial and retail development.  
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  ATTACHMENT 1: MODIFICATIONS AND CHANGES FOR CONSIDERATION 

 

FILE NUMBER SC15654 

SITE ADDRESS 120-200 Rosamond Road MARIBYRNONG 

PROPOSAL Development Plan for 120–200 Rosamond Road, 
Maribyrnong (Highpoint Shopping Centre) submitted in 
accordance with Clause 43.04 (Schedule 17 of the 
Development Plan Overlay) of the Maribyrnong Planning 
Scheme. 

DATE OF CDDC MEETING 14 December 2021 

 
Development Plan (Volume 1) 
 

Outstanding Issue Change Required 

Building Heights The following additional wording included at Section 5.11;  
 
Floor to ceiling heights and storeys  
When calculating building heights for the purposes of the 
development plan and DPO17, the following should be 
used:  

 Retail spaces with a floor to ceiling height or more 
than 5m should be counted as two storeys, except 
for Buildings 3 and 6, where a floor to ceiling height 
of 6.4m is adopted due to change in levels.  

 Commercial spaces (including offices) with a floor 
to ceiling height of more than 4m should be counted 
as two storeys.  

 Residential floor space/dwellings with a floor to 
ceiling height of more than 3.5m should be counted 
as two storeys. 
 

Building Separation The preferred maximum building heights between 
Rosamond Road and Little Rosamond Road reduced in 
height to those specified at Map 2 to Schedule 17 of 
Clause 43.04 of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme.  
 
Additional building height is allowable where both the street 
wall and overall building height does not exceed a 1:1 ratio 
for height vs. street width or where commercial buildings 
provide a high quality public realm to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority. 
 

Open Space  Shadow should be minimised where possible to the two 
eastern areas of open space and the town centre  between 
10am and 3pm on the Equinox OR between 11am and 
2pm on the Winter Solstice.  
 

Aquatic Drive Interface Identification of the Aquatic Drive interface as a potential 
location for the Community/Hub/Library at section 5.18.  

 
Modification of the wording within section 5.5 of the 
Development to read as follows:  
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  The interface to Aquatic Drive is recognised as an 
important external east-west connection with opportunities 
for improvement. Within the Active Frontage types 
specified below, development will seek to encourage and 
support activation. Improved or enhanced levels of 
activation will be explored in response to changes in land 
use and development on the southern side of Aquatic Drive 
as leases expire and/or when redevelopment occurs. 
 
Weather protection to Aquatic Drive must also be 
addressed.  
 

Pedestrian Access through 
the shopping centre 

Concurrent with the submission of the first residential 
development planning permit application on the east side 
of the site, a wayfinding strategy for the entire complex 
must be provided. The strategy must identify how 
connectivity through the site will be provided and 
maintained and provide commitment to undertaken the 
works required (including at which stage).  
 

Affordable Housing The following statement is included; 
 
At the first planning permit application stage (where 
residential is proposed), an Affordable Housing report is to 
be prepared, setting out the strategy to deliver 5% 
Affordable Housing across the precinct as defined under 
the Planning and Environment Act 1987, which may 
include a ‘salt and pepper’ approach or nomination of a 
particular building for affordable housing to be delivered at 
a particular stage via the following methods; 

 to be offered to registered Housing Association or 
Provider for sale, prior to commencement of the 
development, to be offered at a discounted 
purchase price, or  

 to be offered to key workers (defined by the 
relevant act) through an owner-run scheme, with 
details of the discounts on offer to be included in 
the report, or 

 to be delivered by another funding mechanisms (eg 
shared equity) or future market approach, to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.  

The Affordable Housing Report may be amended to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority at subsequent 
stages of development. 

  

Northern Interface The incorrect measurements within the Development Plan 
(in particular Figure 63) updated to be consistent with 
Section A, page 75. An additional built form principle 
should be incorporated that encourages further articulation 
of façade, particularly around resident entries.  
 

Community 
Space/Hub/Library 

Section 5.18 amended to state that the ‘preferred’ location 
for the future library/hub is adjacent the future town square, 
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  with other locations noted as being ‘potential alternate’ 
locations.  
 

Bus Interchange The bus interchange ‘extension’ area along Little 
Rosamond Road as shown in Figure 55 should be included 
with the ‘potential’ location designation (instead of the 
‘indicative’ designation).  
 

Green wall to the David 
Jones building  

The existing blank ‘David Jones’ wall to the north-eastern 
elevation to be treated as either an active and articulated 
frontage OR provided as a green wall as part of future 
development of the David Jones box. 
 

 

Technical and Supporting Reports (Volume 2) 
 

Outstanding Issue Change Required 

Landscape and Public 
Realm Concept Plan 

The report amended to include a preliminary response to a 
remediation strategy, noting that detailed site investigations 
will be required at the planning permit stage. 
 

Site Analysis and Design 
Response Report 

Floor to ceiling heights and storeys  
When calculating building heights for the purposes of the 
development plan and DPO17, the following should be used:  

 Retail spaces with a floor to ceiling height or more 
than 5m should be counted as two storeys, except for 
Buildings 3 and 6, where a floor to ceiling height of 
6.4m is adopted due to change in levels.  

 Commercial spaces (including offices) with a floor to 
ceiling height of more than 4m should be counted as 
two storeys.  

 Residential floor space/dwellings with a floor to ceiling 
height of more than 3.5m should be counted as two 
storeys. 

 
Upper level setbacks increased generally as per Table 1 and 
Figure 1 at Schedule 17 to the Development Plan Overlay 
(where practical). A reduced upper level setback may be 
acceptable where a portion of the setback is provided at 
ground level between the front property boundary and the 
building line. The overall upper level setback from the front 
property boundary should not be less than 10 metres.  
 
Changes should also be made to the street wall heights 
where they are unsuited to a street’s alignment and interface 
condition (i.e. solar access tests) and the achievement of a 
comfortable human scale or 1:1 ratio (i.e. Little Rosamond 
Road), except where high quality public realm outcomes are 
achieved at ground level to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority. 
 
Shadow diagrams 
The shadow diagrams provided at section 5.13 are to be 
updated to clearly demonstrate that solar access is to be 
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  generally maintained to one footpath of Aquatic Drive and 
Warrs Road during the nominated times.  
 
Indicative waste storage and collection 
Indicative waste storage locations and collection 
methodology documented.  
 
A façade/architectural strategy 
A clear notation that in upper-level zones of buildings, 
reflective facades are not provided. 
 
Wind 
A statement that individual wind assessments must be 
provided at the planning permit stage to ensure the site and 
building specific impacts are understood and addressed.  
 
Weather protection 
Where active frontages are proposed for Rosamond Road, 
Aquatic Drive and other key external pedestrian streets, 
weather protection is provided at entrances. 

 
Transport Plan The plan amended to ensure that all access to car parks 

proposed in parcels fronting Rosamond Road must occur 
from the rear – off Little Rosamond Road. Pedestrian access 
along Rosamond Road should not be impacted by 
crossovers or additional accesses unless otherwise 
impractical.   
 
The plan amended to require screens throughout Highpoint 
Shopping Centre providing ‘real-time’ public transport 
timetable information where possible. 
 
The plan amended to require any car parking structures to 
Rosamond Road, Aquatic Drive or other key pedestrian 
streets identified in DPO17 to be incorporated into the design 
of the buildings with ‘skinned’ active uses at ground level. 
 

Environmentally 
Sustainable Design 
Strategy 

Rooftop Solar PV amended to be a ‘minimum’ rather than an 
‘aspirational’ target, with 40% of available roof area in multi-
storey building provided as solar (where practical and 
balancing requirements for services and communal space). 
 
Bicycle parking facilities provided at a minimum rate of one 
space per dwelling, with minimum rates provided for other 
uses consistent with BESS and/or Green Star Building 
requirements.  
 
Minimum targets provided for Electric Vehicles, with a 
minimum commitment to BESS and/or Green Star Building 
requirements. 
  
A statement (or similar) that notes current minimums may not 
meet future planning policy requirements and that all targets 
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 are subject to the sustainable design requirements in the 
planning policy at the time of assessment. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1 Illustrative view of Highpoint Urban Village Proposed 

INTRODUCTION

The GPT Group is committed to creating a vibrant, welcoming and sustainable 
precinct that embraces the site's strategic potential for the transformation of the 
area.

The Vision for this site is to create a compact, highly accessible and distinctive place 
that provides high quality living, working and recreation opportunities around a 
prominent town centre with new development that respects the area's spectacular 
setting and proximity to the Maribyrnong River. Redevelopment will reinforce the 
centre’s significant regional retail role and will accommodate quality housing for a 
range of people, new local retailing to complement the existing large format retailing, 
office based business at different scales, improved vehicle, pedestrian and cycle 
connectivity and plentiful green spaces.

Key elements of the proposal include:
 – A diverse mix of land uses across the site, including retail, commercial office 

and a variety of residential typologies
 – Approximately 2,977 new dwellings (Approximately 6,550 residents)
 – Approximately 147,400m2 additional square metres of commercial office 

space (Approximately 9600 workers)
 – Approximately 24,300 m2 of new open space including a new Town Plaza
 – Community uses/benefits
 – A range of built form types with heights ranging from 3 to 14 storeys
 – Improvements to the internal and external connecting pedestrian, cycling and 

vehicular access routes.
 – Five (5) precincts that provide distinctive places

This proposal will transform Highpoint Shopping Centre (HSC) into an exciting, 
mixed use precinct that addresses a need for well serviced and connected housing, 
community services, and diverse employment opportunities within the City of 
Maribyrnong.

1.1 HIGHPOINT URBAN VILLAGE 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Illustration is indicative 
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1.2 PURPOSE OF THIS 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN

The Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan provides a framework for the future 
growth of the shopping centre through to 2050. 

This submission fulfils the requirements of Schedule 17 to the Development Plan 
Overlay, to provide a Development Plan consistent with the vision and principles 
outlined in the schedule.

This Development Plan will generally guide all future development applications for 
the subject site.

Specifically, the Development Plan identifies:
 – Land use precincts including residential, commercial, community and public 

open space areas;
 – Access, movement, parking and loading arrangements;
 – Landscape and planting concepts;
 – Social and physical infrastructure, including affordable employment offers;
 – Urban design, built form, and activity centre principles;
 – Means by which the environmental and potential contamination impacts of the 

development are to be managed; and,
 – Proposed staging and integration of development.

This Development Plan and associated background documents have been prepared in 
accordance with the requirement of Clause 43.04-1 of the Development Plan Overlay.  

Amongst other things, the purpose of a development plan is to identify areas which 
require the form and conditions of future use and development to be shown on a 
development plan before a permit can be granted to use or develop the land.

The Highpoint urban village Development Plan ("the Development Plan") forms part 
of DPO17.

DEVELOPMENT PLAN CONTENT 
The Highpoint Development Plan comprises two volumes, being:

• Volume 1 - Development Plan

• Volume 2 - Specialist reports. The specialist reports contained within 
Volume 2 have been prepared to respond to the requirements of Section 3 of DPO17.

The requirements of the DPO17 are addressed in full within the specialist reports and 
summarised in this Volume 2 package as follows:

 – Planning Report 
 – Transport Plan 
 – Landscape and Public Realm Concept Plan
 – Environmentally Sustainable Design Strategy
 – Social Infrastructure Report
 – Services and Infrastructure Report
 – Site Remediation Strategy

The 'Site analysis and Design Response Report' is based on the findings and 
recommendations of the Integrated Transport Plan, Landscape Concept Plan, 
Ecologically Sustainable Design Strategy, Site Remediation Strategy, Social 
Infrastructure and Housing Assessment, and Physical and Service Infrastructure 
Assessment reports.

S.no Item Refer Section
1 Indicative building heights and setbacks that are generally in 

accordance with the preferred building heights shown in Map 2 – 
Preferred Building Heights and Streetscape Treatments, and in 
Table 1 – Preferred Street Wall Heights and Upper Level Setback

Sections 5.8,5.11

2 Shadow diagrams showing shadow impacts along Rosamond Road, 
between Williamson
Road/Aquatic Drive and the Highpoint Ring Road, between 11am 
and 2pm on 21 June that
demonstrates the preservation of solar access to a minimum of one 
footpath.

Sections 5.12

3 Shadow diagrams showing shadow impacts between 10am to 
3pm on 21 September on all other streets demonstrating the 
preservation of solar access to a minimum of one footpath

Sections 5.13

4 Indicative waste storage and collection points. Refer Transport 
Impact Assessment 
Review Section  5.2

5 Development concept plans including indicative elevations and 
cross sections.

Indicative sections 
and 3D model are 
shown in section 5 
& 6

6 A façade/architectural strategy which provides indicative building 
materials, and treatments, including reflectivity details, throughout 
the precinct

Section 5.8

7 Indicative siting and orientation of buildings having regard to 
passive energy efficiency
techniques and the relevant considerations of Clause 15.01-1 and 
Clause 55 (as appropriate) of the Scheme.

Section 5.7

8
Indicative treatments for key interface areas (e.g. between 
open space areas and proposed development, within existing 
streetscapes, and between residential and non-residential land 
uses and the proposed development)

Section 5 and6

9
Indicative treatments to reduce adverse wind effects on streets, 
internal noise transmission from within and from outside buildings, 
visibility of plant and equipment, reflectivity of glass and other 
relevant matters in the Objectives and Guidelines of this Schedule

Section 5.7,5.8,5.14

10
Any relevant design measures recommended by the Activity Centre 
Design Guidelines (DSE, 2005), the Design Guidelines for Higher 
Density Residential Development (DSE, 2004) and Safer Design 
Guidelines Victoria (Crime Prevention Victoria and DSE, 2005).

Section 5.7

11
Any relevant design measures recommended by the 
Environmentally Sustainable Design Strategy, Transport 
Management Plan and the Site Remediation Strategy (as 
appropriate).

Section 4.4 & 5 

This 'Site Analysis and Design Report ' responds to the design guidelines as identified 
in the DPO17 in the following sections: (Refer Table 1)

Table 1 Site analysis and design report- design guidelines as identified in 
DPO17  source : Maribyrnong Planning Scheme

 Prepared by Urbis for GPT 7
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2.0 CONTEXT ANALYSIS
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Figure 2 Strategic Context 
Source: Maribyrnong defence site - statement of policy intent, 
June, 2018, p.3

Figure 3 Zones and Overlay Plan 
Source: VicPlan
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HSC is included within the Highpoint Activity Centre (HAC) and subsequently is 
subject to a planning control framework (zoning and overlays) and new local policy 
commensurate with its position within a prominent Activity Centre in Melbourne.  
Specifically, the Centre is subject to the following planning control framework:

 ▪ Commercial 1 Zone (CZ1)
 ▪ Development Plan Overlay, Schedule 17 (DPO17)

Details regarding these controls are described in the Planning Report contained in 
Volume 2. 

2.1 STRATEGIC CONTEXT 
The Highpoint Shopping Centre site is located approximately seven kilometres from 
the Melbourne Central Business District (CBD). It is sited just south of Raleigh Road, 
between Rosamond Road and Warrs Road, and occupies an area of approximately 
28.6 hectares.

The Highpoint Activity Centre has been earmarked for significant urban renewal 
and substantial change and growth, guided by Maribyrnong City Council’s strategic 
planning policy and DPO17.  As the largest landholding in the Highpoint Activity 
Centre, the redevelopment of the Shopping Centre site provides an opportunity to 
transform the Centre is a thriving urban village. 

2.2 ZONES AND OVERLAYS
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Figure 4 Highpoint Activity Centre Framework Plan 
Source :  Maribyrnong planning scheme schedule 17 to 
clause 43.04 Development plan overlay, 27/05/2019 , p.12

Figure 5 Preferred building heights and streetscape treatments 
Source :  Maribyrnong planning scheme schedule 17 to 
clause 43.04 Development plan overlay, 27/05/2019 , p.12

Map 1 to Schedule 17 to Clause 43.04

Highpoint Activity Centre Framework Plan

MARIBYRNONG PLANNING SCHEME

Page 11 of 12

Map 2 to Schedule 17 to Clause 43.04

Preferred Building Heights and Streetscape Treatments

MARIBYRNONG PLANNING SCHEME

Page 12 of 12
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Under the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme’s Municipal Strategic Statement, Highpoint 
Shopping Centre is identified as a Principal Activity Centre within the municipality’s 
Central Activities District. The site represents a significant opportunity for 
commercial, residential and other mixed-use development at a variety of densities. 

Metropolitan planning policy recognises Highpoint-Maribyrnong as an Activity Centre. 
Plan Melbourne has a hierarchy of activity centres, with Metropolitan Activity Centres 
identified as the primary location for future growth, followed by Activity Centres and 
then Neighbourhood Activity Centres. The Planning Policy Framework seeks the 
development of a network of activity centres that are “a focus for business, shopping, 
working leisure and community facilities.” Policy also envisages that activity centre 
will integrate different uses “to provide a mix and level of activity that attracts people, 
creates a safe environment, stimulates interaction and provides a lively community 
focus.”

Local Planning Policy identifies the Highpoint Activity Centre as a “regional centre 
for higher order retail, entertainment and services.” In the future it is envisaged “to 
transform to a vibrant mixed use activity centre with the addition of substantial 
residential development, new enterprises and public realm improvements.”

It is noted that HSC is a crucial part of the Activity Centre and strategically is part 
of a broader Structure Plan that includes mixed use precincts, residential precincts, 
recreation and education, and public use. 

Further information on the Planning and Local Planning Policy Framework and 
particular provisions of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme affecting the site are 
provided in the Planning Report, contained in Volume 2.

2.3 LOCAL PLANNING POLICY 
FRAMEWORK

 Prepared by Urbis for GPT 11
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Figure 6 Highpoint shopping centre location 
Source: NearMaps
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The subject site is located on elevated area which was previously a quarry site and is 
strategically located between varying land uses.

The northern and eastern edge of the site is predominantly residential with low rise 
detached housing to the north and low-rise townhouses to the east, with a pocket of 
mid to high-rise residential development cluster at the south eastern corner of the 
site. Pipemakers Park, a major open space is accessible from the south east corner, 
which connects further to Maribyrnong River. 

There are significant commercial areas consisting of big box developments and 
smaller warehouses located west of the site. Recreation and educational facilities 
(Maribyrnong College and Maribyrnong Aquatic Centre) are located to the south of the 
site. 

This area has recently been rezoned to Mixed Use Zone, with developments of 
between 10-19 storeys approved or under construction.

The subject site is well connected to the surrounding area. It is bounded by Aquatic 
Drive to the south, Warrs Road to the east and Rosamond Road to the west. Highpoint 
Ring Road is an internal road running along the northern and eastern edge which links 
Rosamond Road to Warrs Road. 

Key features of the neighbourhood include:
 –  A mixed use and neighbourhood with diverse uses that includes variety of 

employment spaces, residential uses, retail, recreational, educational, and 
open space

 – Rosamond Road is the major north south connection and transport corridor 
with a bus route and tram station close to the south-west corner of the site

 – Vast long views of the Melbourne CBD, river to ports, Flemington Racecourse, 
and the Maribyrnong valley 

 – A precinct under transition in terms of land uses and built form outcomes

Further north to the site, at the border of the activity centre is the Maribyrnong 
Defence Site, a former Commonwealth facility and a major redevelopment site under  
Commonwealth Management.

2.4 NEIGHBOURHOOD CONTEXT 
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Figure 7 Existing Urban Form 

Figure 8 Existing Urban Form - view 1 
Source: NearMaps

Figure 9 Existing Urban Form - view 2  
Source: NearMaps
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Figure 10 Emerging Urban Form
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Highpoint Activity Centre and the area around it is witnessing significant urban 
transformation, with several new development that have been approved in recent 
times. The Maribyrnong Defence site to the north of the Highpoint Activity Centre and 
the precincts along Hampstead Road is envisioned to undergo urban renewal in the 
future, which will further drive the transformation of the land use, urban form and 
density of the area. The Highpoint Shopping Centre as the largest site in the Highpoint 
Activity Centre is envisioned to undergo significant urban transformation to become 
a mixed use vibrant precinct in the future and a key catalyst for the transformation of 
the Activity Centre.

2.5 EMERGING URBAN FORM 
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The former use of the site as a quarry is abundantly apparent and has been the 
principal physical determinant of the design and layout of the centre. The centre 
extends over four levels and, due to the land form, Level 3 of the centre is generally at 
grade with Rosamond Road.

The centre is typical of many enclosed shopping centres and is based on a north-
south mall layout. The mall forms the spine of the centre, with major nodes (or anchor 
tenants) located at intervals along the mall.

At-grade car-parking is generally positioned on the periphery of the site, with a range 
of multi-storey car parks dispersed around the site. 

HSC comprises more than 400 specialty stores, entertainment, food and beverage 
uses, office and childcare with a combined leasable floor area of approximately 
155,319 m2.

2.6 SITE ANALYSIS

 Prepared by Urbis for GPT 15
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Figure 12 Existing pedestrian connectivity
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Figure 13 Cycling Network 
Source :  Maribyrnong City Council, Draft Bicycle Strategy 2019 - 
2029, Quality of existing facilities, November, 2019 , p.57
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DEVELOPMENT PLAN – ACCESS AND MOVEMENT 
OBJECTIVES 
The Development Plan Overlay identifies the following access and movement 
objective relating to improved pedestrian permeability: 

 ▪ To contribute to a new public transport interchange that enables easy exchange 
between travel modes

 ▪ To provide improved cycling connections to and from the enclosed centre
 ▪ To provide for two legible east-west pedestrian routes through the shopping 

centre
 ▪ To provide for eventual greater traffic capacity on the Highpoint Ring Road while 

retaining pedestrian and cyclist connectivity
 ▪ To balance convenient car park access with pedestrian priority on Rosamond Road
 ▪ To provide sufficient loading bays and service roads close to Rosamond Road, 

without comprising the 
 ▪ To improve pedestrian and cyclist connections into and through adjacent open 

space including Pipemakers Park and Robert Barrett Reserve by improving the 
crossing points along Aquatic Drive and the path through Pipemakers Park

 ▪ To establish a safe crossing point from Pipemakers Park to the activity centre

The Development Plan Overlay identifies the following access and movement 
guideline relating to improved pedestrian permeability: 

 ▪ A new north-south internal link should be provided east of Rosamond Road
 ▪ Two new east-west pedestrian links should be created through the precinct 

linking Rosamond Road and Warrs Road, publicly accessible for as long as 
practicable

EXISTING PEDESTRIAN CONNECTIVITY
 – The surrounding residential areas around the subject site enjoy a connected 

pedestrian network typical of suburban residential areas. The pedestrian 
network connections and the Maribyrnong River Shared User Path provides 
connection to significant recreational facilities.

 – The existing arrangement of Rosamond Road (and Gordon Street to a lesser 
extent) act as barriers to pedestrian movements through the network, due to 
the high vehicular volumes and limited safe crossing opportunities.

 – Overall, the Site has a walk score of 93 out of 100 which equates to ‘Walker’s 
Paradise’ (daily errands do not require a car) 

 – There is significant level changes along the existing the pedestrian routes.
 – In line with Development Plan Overlay objectives, the centre and the 

future development  could provide convenient and accessible pedestrian 
connections.

2.7 EXISTING PEDESTRIAN AND 
CYCLING CONNECTIVITY

EXISTING CYCLING CONNECTIVITY
 ▪ The Site is has limited connections to the surrounding bicycle network, with an on-

road bicycle path on Rosamond Road terminating south of site. There are limited 
off-road facilities with a shared user path along Aquatic Drive. ‘Informal’ bicycle 
routes exist around the site, with minimal facilities provided.

 ▪ Williamson Road and sections of Warrs Road are identified as part of the Principal 
Bicycle Network. However, both roads provide poor conditions for cyclists (i.e high 
vehicle volumes, no dedicated road space, poor separation, etc.)

 ▪ An established off-road shared user path network is provided along the 
Maribyrnong River which connects the Site to surrounding catchments. 
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Figure 14 Existing road network

LEGEND

Subject Site

Main Road

Local Road

Minor Road

Figure 15 Existing bus interchange
Figure 16 Existing pedestrian routes

LEGEND
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Tram Route

Tram Stop

# Walking distance from Highpoint 
Shopping Centre entrance

Highpoint Shopping Centre Bus 
Interchange

Bus Stop

Bus Route

2.8 ROAD NETWORK AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT

600 m / 
8 min

280 m / 
4 min

400 m / 
6 min

The site contains approximately 155,000sqm of retail floor 
area, an on-site bus interchange accommodating a total of 8 
bus bays and 7,276 car parking spaces, provided at a rate of 
approximately 4.7 spaces per 100sqm. Vehicle access to the 
site is provided as follows: 

 ▪ Rosamond Road – 2 vehicle access points
 ▪ Aquatic Drive – 3 vehicle access points
 ▪ Warrs Road / Ring Road – 8 vehicle access points (plus 2 

minor loading access points)

Multiple pedestrian access points are provided to the site, 
with signalised crossing points provided on Warrs Road and 
Rosamond Road, zebra crossings are provided on the Ring 
Road and Aquatic Drive.

A bus interchange is located within the site and 
accommodates 8 bus bays servicing 7 bus routes. Access to 
the bus interchange is provided via a signalised intersection 
to Rosamond Road. To the south of the site , the #82 tram 
operates along Rosamond Road to the south of Aquatic Drive 
and then Williamson Road west of Rosamond Road, with the 
nearest stop located at the intersection of Rosamond Road / 
Aquatic Drive. To the north of the site the #57 and #82 tram 
operate along Raleigh Road, with stops located at Rosamond 
Road and Warrs Road servicing the site.
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Figure 17 Centre Level and Access

2.9 CENTRE LEVEL AND ACCESS
Being located over a former quarry, the wider site slopes considerably from+40m (at 
its highest point at S-W corner of site) to +22m (at its lowest point at the N-E corner 
of site ). Consequently, pedestrian access to the HSC can occur at various levels 
depending on ones position to the shopping centre" The three key level in HPSC is 
identified in the three levels as show in the figures above.  These three key level 
are identified as the main level for pedestrian access and access to the various car 
parking structures and servicing areas located around the site. Of these three levels 
Level 3 identified as the main "ground level". East west pedestrian links through the 
site  will require internal level changes  through these levels. 

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3
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Description

Description

urban design & planning
Highpoint Town Centre Masterplan

Page �4

2.3.3 Views
Long views are obtained from this area across the Maribyrnong River valley to Ascot Vale, 
Aberfeldie as well as along the river to Melbourne’s CBD and Port area.

View to CityView along river to Ports

Views of Maribyrnong Valley

View to Flemington Racecourse

�.� Existing Conditions

View of City from Existing Southern Foodcourt Terrace

View of City from North East Carpark

Views from Highpoint

View of Maribyrnong Valley

View to the City

View along river to Thompson Reserve

Thompson Reserve

Figure 18 Site views

Figure 19 Significant views from site  
Source: Highpoint Town Centre Master plan, 
GPT, April, 2008, p.24

2.10 VIEW ANALYSIS
The site is located on higher land with significant view of the surrounding area. From 
the south-east corner of the site there are views to the east and south-east towards 
Maribyrnong river and Thompson Reserve, the Melbourne CBD, piers, and Flemington 
Racecourse. To the north and north-west there is views to the Maribyrnong Valley.
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Age group Existing population  /% of 
distribution

Projected 2041 population 
/ %

Projected residential population in 
Highpoint

Based on Census in North 
Precinct (2016)

Based on Population 
and household forecasts 
(2016-2041)

Reference to proposed 
development plan and % of age 
distribution from census (2016)

3,057/

14.6%

6,357/

14.3%

1,130/

14.3%

3,357/

16%

6,916/

15.5%

1,230/

15.5%

5,329/

25.5%

10,426/

23.4%

1,860/

23.4%

6,601/

31.6%

13,808/

31.1%

2,470/

31.1%

2,578 

12.4%

6,965/

15.8%

1,250/

15.8%

TOTAL 20,923 44,472 7,940
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Figure 20 Existing and forecast population 
Source: Census of Population and Housing (2016)

Table 2 Existing and forecast population

2.11 DEMOGRAPHIC OVERVIEW
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3.0 VISION & STRATEGIES
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Highpoint Masterplan - Vision

To create a compact, highly accessible and distinctive 
place that provides regional high quality living, working 
and recreation opportunities around a prominent town 
plaza with new development that respects the area's 
spectacular setting and proximity to the Maribyrnong River. 

Redevelopment will reinforce the centre's significant 
regional retail role and will accommodate quality housing 
suitable for the projected demographics, new local retailing 
to complement the existing large format retailing, office 
based business at different scales, including affordable 
employment opportunities, improved vehicle, pedestrian 
and cycle connectivity and plentiful green spaces.

VISION AND STRATEGIES

3.1 VISION AND OBJECTIVES

3.2 SUSTAINABILITY AMBITION
SET A MARKET “WORLD LEADERSHIP” BENCHMARK IN 
SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY IN THE 
BUILT ENVIRONMENT, INCLUDING: 

 ▪ A precinct with enhanced connectivity to mass public transit. 
 ▪ A culturally vibrant community that facilitates engagement with cultural diversity, 

identity, heritage with a “sense of place” 
 ▪ A safe and resilient community that is both inclusive and cohesive, creating 

conditions for equal opportunity. 
 ▪ Community health and well-being facilitated by walkable access to amenities, 

access to affordable fresh food, access to green spaces promoting physical 
exercise, biophilic design and optimal ambient conditions. 

 ▪ Adoption of environmentally sustainable design and construction practices which 
contribute to reductions in waste, water and energy consumption as well as 
greenhouse gas emissions

GPT WISHES TO ACHIEVE THE FOLLOWING OUTCOMES 
IN ALL BUILDINGS AND DEVELOPMENTS: 

 ▪ Consistently reliable and compliant internal comfort conditions whilst optimising 
property environmental performance. 

 ▪ Minimisation of energy, water and gas consumption allowing for the achievement 
of the most efficient operating conditions and highest environmental rating 
possible. 

 ▪ Minimisation of waste to landfill by the maximising of recycling during demolition, 
construction and operation. 

 ▪ Optimised use of recycled materials in construction and recyclability at end of 
lifecycle
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Figure 21 Design Principles: Urban Structure

3.3 DESIGN APPROACH
The design approach sets the urban structure design principles 
for the development. It provides the conceptual framework 
to envisage the transformation of the HPSC into a mixed-use 
centre, that retains its vital role as a regional destination and 
strengthens its local connections in its role and urban form. 

The key strategies identified to guide the transformation are: 

1.MIXED USE PRECINCT
 ▪ Diversify land uses to create a mixed-use town centre, 

including new jobs and houses
 ▪ Precinct framed by commercial, residential, mixed use and 

variety of open space connection around the existing retail 
core

2.LINKED SPACES
 ▪ Promote E-W, and N-S pedestrian connection through the 

site 
 ▪ Develop a permeable network of pedestrian movement 

across the site including access via the internal shopping 
centre and having regards to significant levels changes 
across the site

 ▪ Internal and external through site pedestrian connections 
linking key spaces.

 ▪ Provide for quality landscape treatments in key interfaces 
and in new open spaces to enhance the public realm 
experience and utilisation

3.KEY ROUTES
 ▪ Key connections and routes for movement through the site.
 ▪ Promote accessibility of the site from public transport and 

explore the improvement of bus interchange to improve 
exchange between public travel modes

4.WAY FINDING - BUILT FORM
 ▪ Create a legible urban structure with varied built form and 

heights providing visual diversity and interest, whilst being 
responsive to key views and vistas of the site.

 ▪  Clustering of built form and height to ensure  site legibility 
and wayfinding across and help establish varying precincts 
and distinctive identity to places in the development.

Retail 

Residential

Mixed Use

Commercial

Internal Links

Peripheral ring

Key public accessible open spaces

Key internal spaces

Internal movement  

Key pedestrian corridor

Through site movement routes

New bus interchange

Precinct scale landmark

Key feature entrance points

Local scale landmark

Views- local 

Views- from external 

**
*
*

1.MIXED PRECINCT 2.LINKED SPACES 3.KEY ROUTES 4.WAYFINDING - BUILT FORM
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3.4 KEY DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The Design Principles aim to provide place making strategy that incorporates the 
sustainability objectives to transform Highpoint Shopping Centre site into a vibrant 
mixed-use centre. The key design guidelines for Highpoint Shopping Centre responds 
to the thematic objectives of Precinct 6 of the Highpoint Planning and UDF:

 ▪ Land Use
 ▪ Built form 
 ▪ Access, movement 
 ▪ Open space and community infrastructure

Each of the above principles will be elaborated on in the following sections of this 
report.

PRINCIPLES: LAND USE

 ▪ The existing retail and entertainment function of the precinct will be reinforced and bolstered by a diversification of land uses 
across the site

 ▪ Diversify land uses to create a mixed-use town centre that integrate other appropriate uses, including as accommodation, 
commercial, and other employment and community uses. 

 ▪ Focus employment and community uses to areas with greatest public transport access, including Rosamond Road and Aquatic 
Drive. 

 ▪ Encourage the provision of affordable, creative workspaces. 
 ▪ Encourage the delivery of community-based land uses including aged care, childcare and community space. 
 ▪ Provide a mixture of residential uses and a diversity of housing typologies across the site.  Examples of accommodation uses 

may include student accommodation, aged care, residential hotel, serviced apartments, and build-to-rent. 
 ▪ Facilitate sharing of parking facilities between different uses within the site for efficiency. 
 ▪ Expand the cultural and community uses that will facilitate the diverse needs of future residents, workers and visitors.
 ▪ Create a central community civic space that provides 7 day a week neighbourhood destination.
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PRINCIPLES: BUILT FORM

 ▪ Locate higher development internally and to the Rosamond Road and Central Precincts, and the River Gateway. Higher 
development should be well set back from site boundaries to minimise external amenity impacts. 

 ▪ Create a legible urban form across the external site precincts, to improve legibility and wayfinding. 
 ▪ Create built form variety and interest through a diversity of built form shapes, heights and typologies that respond to their 

predominant use and precinct characteristic
 ▪ Create a series of defining precincts through differentiating the predominate uses, architectural character, and form to add 

variety and interest to the sense of place.
 ▪ Clustering of taller built forms with careful consideration, which step down towards sensitive interfaces. 
 ▪ Built form adjacent to existing low scale residential zones should be appropriately scaled and have a reasonable separation 

from the property boundary. 
 ▪ Facing towers should have appropriate separation. 
 ▪ Optimise passive climate control opportunities, for example by allowing for north facing windows and cross-ventilation. 
 ▪ Provide awnings or other shelter in areas where there are likely to be high volumes of pedestrians congregating or walking, such 

as near key transport nodes and main building entries. 
 ▪ Provide active frontages where possible along Rosamond Road & Aquatic Drive and along parts of the internal street network 

which are likely to attract the highest volumes of pedestrian traffic. 
 ▪ Provision of active frontages is to be balanced with car parking and other servicing needs, and respond to retail demand for 

ground space, avoiding long-term vacancies. Sleeving of car parking with other uses such as residential, office or retail is 
encouraged where possible. If not sleeved, new car parking should feature a quality cladding treatment. 

 ▪ Where ground floor dwellings face the street, individual entrances are encouraged, particularly if accommodating long-term 
residents. 

 ▪ Manage wind impacts through building design that helps deliver comfortable conditions within the public realm.
 ▪ Application for buildings over 40m in height should be accompanied by a wind assessment, demonstrating how acceptable wind 

conditions are maintained in the public realm. 
 ▪ Design and orient buildings to optimise direct sunlight to the town plaza between 10am and 2pm on 21 September, where 

possible.
 ▪ Design buildings to provide a positive and visually interesting interface to open spaces, maximising active frontages where 

possible and limiting the impact of blank walls and service areas.
 ▪ Buildings should include high quality design, materials and finishes
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PRINCIPLES: ACCESS AND MOVEMENT

 ▪ Maximise permeability and public access through legible and coherent connections. Improve site permeability through a 
network of pedestrian movement across the site, including access via the internal shopping centre and having regard to 
significant level changes across the site. 

 ▪ Adopt parking and servicing strategies to avoid conflicts with core pedestrian and cycle routes.
 ▪ Relocate the existing bus interchange to better interface with surrounding uses and improve exchange between public travel 

modes. 
 ▪ The hierarchy of internal streets and paths should provide for two pedestrian routes running east-west (partly internal), 

connecting the site to the external footpath network and surrounding open spaces. 
 ▪ New streets and paths within the site should be legible and support ease of wayfinding. 
 ▪ Enhanced pedestrian and cyclist connections to nearby key destinations, such as the Maribyrnong River, tram stops and 

recreation facilities. 
 ▪ Provide for the potential duplication of Highpoint Ring Road to the redevelopment of the Highpoint Shopping Centre site and the 

downgrading of Rosamond Road (as a traffic route). Prioritise vehicle movements to Warrs Road and Aquatic Drive and minimise 
vehicle accesses and provide only low turnover parking along Rosamond Road.

 ▪ Adopt a transport modal hierarchy that prioritises active and public transport options over private vehicle travel. 
 ▪ Support active travel choices, for example by integrating end of trip facilities in commercial office buildings 
 ▪ Provide safe and convenient bicycle parking and end of trip facilities that can be directly accessed from existing and future 

cycling routes. Provide bicycle parking in excess of the minimum statutory requirements. 
 ▪ Provide car parking at rates less than the existing minimum statutory car parking requirement, particularly seeking 

opportunities for shared parking between uses. 
 ▪ Support the conversion of Rosamond Road into a transit street, by locating new higher traffic generating car parking facilities so 

they are accessed via the Ring Road instead. 
 ▪ Implementation of travel plan initiatives, via Green Travel Plans required for each development stage, to encourage future 

residents, employees and visitors to use alternate modes to private vehicle.
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PRINCIPLES: OPEN SPACE AND COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE

 ▪ Provide one "Small Local" open space easily accessible from Rosamond Road. As defined in Maribyrnong Open Space 
Strategy, it should be a minimum of 20m wide and 0.05 hectares in size. 

 ▪ Provide a series of privately owned, but publicly accessible open spaces throughout the site, which are suitable for a range 
of uses. Consider the use of formal agreements to ensure that public access is reasonably provided to privately owned and 
managed open spaces.

 ▪ Provide high quality public open spaces that knit the precincts together and connects them to the broader region
 ▪ Create distinct streetscapes and landscaping that respond to the different neighbourhoods characteristics. Maintain the 

landscape buffer on the northern side of the ring road to provide separation to surrounding residential areas. Further 
landscaping on the southern side of the ring road should be provided where possible. 

 ▪ Encourage communal open spaces such as podium rooftop gardens or courtyards that are well integrated with residential 
uses. 

 ▪ Publicly accessible spaces should be designed with consideration for Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design 
(CPTED) principles. 

 ▪ Integration of Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) is encouraged. 
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Figure 22 Precinct Plan
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The Development Plan is divided across six precincts with 4 
key precincts . The precincts help to create a unique identity 
and character for the Highpoint Urban Village.  Through 
a series of defining neighbourhoods with differentiating 
predominant uses, architectural character and form, adding 
variety and interest and creating a sense of place. The location 
and objectives of each precinct are detailed below:

4 KEY PRECINCTS

Precinct 1: Northern Residential Edge
 ▪ Residential led with new frontage to Highpoint ring road
 ▪ Provide residential along the Highpoint Ring Road 
 ▪ Utilise Highpoint Ring Road for access to Highpoint 

Shopping Centre developments and reduce traffic 
pressures on Rosamond Road (as a traffic route). 

 ▪ Promote active ground floor uses and activated public 
space where appropriate

Precinct 2: River Gateway
 ▪ Promote a residential led mixed-use development with 

retail and parking 
 ▪ Create active open space interface around the entry to the 

Shopping Centre 
 ▪ Incorporate retail related parking within the developments 

reducing visual impacts and improving streetscape 
interface 

 ▪ Improve access to open space and amenity

Precinct 3: Rosamond Road
 ▪ Commercial led mixed use providing continuous built form 

and frontage onto Rosamond Road that provides variety of 
employment spaces such as commercial offices and hotel 

 ▪ Help to strengthen Rosamond Road street hierarchy. 
 ▪ Ensure a Rosamond Road street-edge that has regular 

visual break through open spaces as well as pedestrian 
and vehicular links 

 ▪ Explore potential public transport interchange in proximity 
to Rosamond Road and the future town centre  

3.5 PRECINCTS
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HIGHPOINT MIXED USE URBAN VILLAGE 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN - PRECINCT 
LEVEL

Highpoint Ring Road

Precinct 4: Central Lifestyle
 ▪ Mixed use led town heart with community uses, 

commercial, residential and parking and new retail street 
and town plaza

 ▪ Street level activation through retail and intermixed 
frontages

 ▪ Provide an active public open space interface that links to 
Rosamond Road  

Other Precincts: 
While the most significant change is anticipated around the 
outer edge of the site, the Development Plan also provides 
for the enhancement of the existing Retail Centre asset, and 
retention / development of a green edge to the northern part of 
the site. 

Internal Central Retail
 ▪ Encourage retail and entertainment-based uses consistent 

with the continued operation of the Highpoint Shopping 
Centre

 ▪ Promote east-west connections by enhancing the Shopping 
Centre entrances with active open spaces and plazas 
that are strengthened by pedestrian connection to the 
surroundings

 ▪ Internal reconfigurations and enhancements to the centre

Green Edge
 ▪ Green corridor with new Highpoint Ring road north  and 

Warrs Road eastern 

Additional detail on the 4 Key Precincts is provided in Section 6 
of this report.
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Figure 23 Development Plan

3.6 DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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Illustrative proposed building envelopes

 Ground level open space

Podium communal open space

Courtyard frontage 

Existing retail in Highpoint shopping mall

Refurbished and additional retail in 
Highpoint shopping mall

Extension of supporting retail areas

Ground level retail led frontage

Ground level residential led frontage

Ground level commercial led frontage

Ground level inter-mixed frontage

Potential void infill opportunity

Major pedestrian access

Major vehicle access

Proposed bus interchange

Indicative future bus interchange extension 
zone

Key pedestrian priority link (External)

Pedestrian connection (Internal)

Vehicle connection

Potential future road link

# No. of storeys of built form (from the ground/
street level)

# No. of storeys at podium level

Note: Refer to Appendix for Development Plan by level
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Figure 24 Development Plan in context
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4.0 LAND USE AND STAGING

 Prepared by Urbis for GPT 31
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Table 3 Land Use Summary

New Residential Community  

(Assume 2.2 person per household)

6,550

Working occupation of commercial space

(Assume 15.4 m2 per worker)

9,640

The Development Plan will create an exciting mixed use urban village with a wide 
range of land uses, including residential, commercial and retail. 

Land uses nominated are as ‘preferred land uses’. Land uses are preferred, however 
final land uses proposed in each permit application must be in accordance with 'as 
of right' or permissible uses within the Commercial 1 Zone, as well as responding to 
market demand.

Key features of the development include:
 ▪ Residential

 – Dwellings, comprising a mix of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom dwellings)
 – Combination of a range of residential typologies such as Build-to-Rent, 

residential hotel, student accommodation, short-stay accommodation, 
serviced apartments etc. contributing to a diversity of accommodation options 
within the municipality. 

 – Affordable housing
 ▪ Employment opportunities, including commercial office spaces and affordable 

employment offerings
 ▪ High quality amenity for residents
 ▪ Retail and local community services
 ▪ High quality public open space network, with a combination of passive and more 

active open space opportunities
 ▪ Social infrastructure opportunities identified are namely: a kindergarten (that 

can potentially be part of an integrated children and family hub), a youth centre 
(that can potentially be co-located with a library to offer an integrated learning 
hub or co-located with disability services for youths and young adults), an indoor 
recreation space, aged care facility, an arts studio or a community arts centre.

The following table provides an approximate breakdown of the land uses and 
their respective floor areas and / or quantities across the precinct. The details and 
quantum of these uses will be resolved during future planning permit applications.

4.1 OVERVIEW OF LAND USE Land use Total GFA Total no, of 
dwellings 
(Approximate)

Total no. of 
hotel rooms 
(Approximate)

Total car park provided

New development

Residential 309,280m2 2,977

-Commercial 147,388m2

-Retail (additional) 72,095 m2

Residential Hotel 8,390 m2 151

Community 10,490m2 -

Subtotal of New Development 564,060 m2

Retail

Existing retail GFA to be retained  
(exclude refurbished)

126,990 m2

- -

Existing retail  GFA to be refurbished 15,000 m2

Existing retail GFA to be removed 13,970 m2

Total 675,686m2 2,977 151 8.836

 

Assumption for residential unit sizes:

Average apartment:80m2

Average townhouse/maisonette: 120m2
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Figure 25 Preferred Land Use 
Plan
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Subject Site
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4.2 PREFERRED LAND USE PLAN

Preferred land uses plan identifies the proposed ‘preferred land use’ allocation 
across the site. Land uses are preferred, however final land uses proposed in each 
permit application must be in accordance with 'as of right' or permissible uses within 
the Commercial 1 Zone, as well as responding to market demand
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Figure 26 Proposed Staging Plan

4.3 FLEXIBLE DEVELOPMENT 
PLAN

4.4 DEVELOPMENT STAGING

FLEXIBILITY OF THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Full development of the Highpoint Urban Mixed Use Village in accordance with 
the Development Plan is expected to occur over a long period of time, in excess 
of 30 years. The benefit of a holistic review of the site, is that permit applications 
coming forward contribute to a greater vision for the site understanding of the site's 
development capacity, rather than as a piecemeal approach.

Accordingly, this Development Plan has been prepared to provide flexibility around 
particular components and seeks to avoid being overly prescriptive. It provides a 
general framework for the long-term development of the Highpoint Urban Village 
site, in a manner which is consistent with the City of Maribyrnong’s vision and design 
objectives for urban renewal of the Highpoint Activity Centre. In particular, it is noted:

 ▪ Land uses –a land use summary has been prepared of anticipated land uses, 
noting their strategic location to public transport, location within the broader 
Activity Centre, as well as exposure. It is further noted that the entire site is 
located within the Commercial 1 Zone, which provides a highly flexible range of 
land uses which are ‘as of right’ or permit required. Each permit application will 
include proposed land uses, responding to market and community demands for 
space as the Highpoint Activity Centre evolves.

 ▪ Building Forms and Design Typologies – the Highpoint Urban Village has been 
designed to create a legible and walkable urban grid across the site. Block and 
massing are created as building envelope forms based around perimeter block 
typologies. However, this does not exclude other building forms and design, which 
are generally in accordance with these forms, such as podium-tower forms or 
further breaking converging tower forms into smaller towers, which may respond 
to wind conditions, outlook, tenant requirements and amenity enhancements.

 ▪ Building Heights – buildings heights have been presented in storeys, which are 
calculated from the natural ground level at or near each building and exclude 
basements and part exposed basements. As the site has a number of very low 
spots, from its quarry past, these levels are considered basement or lower 
ground. Heights are calculated on 4m floor to ceiling for commercial uses and 3.1 
m floor to ceiling for accommodation uses. Final land use configurations within a 
building may result in some variations to final heights. 

 ▪ Development Capacity and Gross Floor Area – development summaries and yield 
estimates have been based on preferred land uses and building forms. As each 
building is designed and shaped, there may be variations in development capacity, 
and the GFA is not intended to be a mandatory maximum.

 ▪ Car parking Requirements – as future patterns of private car usage are expected 
to change over time, an approach has been adopted to allow for flexibility to 
reduce car parking rates over time, as usage patterns change. 

STAGING PLAN
Whilst the timing and the development may vary depending on various regulatory, 
market uptake and the need to ensure appropriate management of the site; it is 
anticipated the development plan will be delivered as illustrated as shown in the 
indicative staging plan and timeline. 

The development of the Highpoint Shopping Centre is envisaged to occur in three 
broad stages

Short Term (0-10 years)
The development in the short term focuses on catalyst projects in strategic areas 
in the site without adversely impacting the operation of the current shopping centre 
functions. Development targets to introduce a various mix of uses such as residential, 
and commercial within this stage.

For clarity, in addition to the ‘short term’ areas shown in the Figure 26, it is proposed 
to deliver the community/library space with this timeframe (0-10) years. Given four 
potential locations for the space have been identified, the community/library space is 
not specifically highlighted on the Proposed Staging Plan.

Medium Term (10-20 years)
 With the uptake of the development in the initial years, in the medium-term, the 
development focus will be along Rosamond Road and the public realm interface to the 
Shopping Centre from Rosamond Road. This stage will see provision of commercial 
office spaces, and the bus interchange relocation.  

Long Term (20-30 years)
 In the long term, Highpoint Shopping Centre is envisaged to undergo a major 
redevelopment to achieve the overall vision and objectives of the development plan 
for Highpoint to be a vibrant mixed use centre with variety of ‘live, work and play’ 
opportunities. 

Open Space
Open spaces are expected to be delivered to support increases in resident and worker 
populations over time, in conjunction with needs assessments as development occurs 
within each stage.
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Short term (0-10 years)

Medium term (10-20 years)

Long term (20-30 years)
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5.0  URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINES 

 Prepared by Urbis for GPT 35
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The design guidelines for Highpoint Urban Village responds to the strategic role of 
the precinct to achieve a vibrant mixed use development that is well connected to the 
larger Highpoint Activity Centre. The guidelines encourage the transition of Highpoint 
from a retail and entertainment centre into a precinct that has a diverse functions and 
uses. 

The guidelines for Highpoint Urban Village aims to foster a safe and convenient 
community interaction between the future residents, workers and visitors. The 
guideline will assist in creating places that are accessible and well connected, safe 
and accommodating, as well as diverse. It encourages variety in the built form and 
open space offering, which are enjoyable, engaging and comfortable. 

 The guidelines is consistent with the vision of the  Development Plan: “to create a 
compact, highly accessible and distinctive place that provide regional high-quality 
living, working and recreation opportunities around a prominent town centre with 
new development that respects the area's spectacular setting and proximity to the 
Maribyrnong River

5.1 PURPOSE OF THE URBAN 
DESIGN GUIDELINES

5.2  RELEVANT DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS

The Development Plan design guidelines, along with the individual Precinct Guidelines 
have been developed with reference to: 

 ▪ Development Plan Overlay Schedule 17 (DPO17) 
 ▪ The Highpoint Planning and Urban Design Framework 
 ▪ Better Apartment Design Standards for Victoria 
 ▪ Urban Design Guidelines for Victoria 

Relevant components of these guidelines will be considered in future planning permit 
applications. The guidelines also integrates relevant design measures recommended 
by supporting documents:

 – Planning Report 
 – Transport Plan 
 – Landscape and Public Realm Concept Plan
 – Environmentally Sustainable Design Strategy
 – Social Infrastructure Report
 – Services and Infrastructure Report
 – Site Remediation Strategy
 – Site Analysis and Design Report

The guidelines assist decision making and are intended for use by those initiating 
urban development and public realm works.  While there are many ways to achieve 
the Development Plan objectives other than through the response described in these 
guidelines; any future development that believes the guidelines should not apply, 
should be able to express clear reasons why and put forward and alternative way to 
meet the UDF objectives.

The Guidelines have been established to deliver high quality building and landscape 
domain outcomes through the transformation of the site, across all uses and 
densities.

The purpose of the Guidelines is to translate the urban design principles and urban 
design framework into objectives and guidelines that will ensure future development 
achieves high quality design and design excellence distributing parks throughout the 
site.

The guidelines address three broad themes under which various elements are 
addressed:

Urban Structure
It ensures a urban form that is well scaled, legible and promotes easy wayfinding as 
well as distinctive character areas

Built form Guidelines:
It addresses strategies to create an accessible, permeable, and functional 
development of block and streets to ensure a high quality and sustainable 
development 

Public realm and Landscape Guidelines:
It focus on creating space and places that are accessible, safe, engaging to the various 
users of the site, visitors as well as the larger community.

Access and movement Guidelines:
It ensures that the variety of movement network and systems and the land use, 
built form support each other to form an integrated movement network through the 
development . 

The Guidelines are structured into objectives and guidelines to be addressed within 
each of these elements.
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Figure 28 Overall Development Urban Form

Figure 27 Design Principles: Urban Structure
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5.3 URBAN STRUCTURE GUIDELINES
OBJECTIVES

 ▪ To enhance the character of the Highpoint Shopping Centre and its surrounds 
particularly those elements that contribute to a sense of place and identity.

 ▪ To ensure development permeability throughout the precinct 
 ▪ To reinforce the future desired structure and character of the area by 

arrangement of the built form.

GUIDELINES
 ▪ Ensure each development within the precinct is responsive to its context and 

promotes clear and legible access, views, circulation and public realm interface
 ▪ Built form and public realm enhancements should inform wayfinding and legibility 

through building articulation, massing scale, setback, frontages 
 ▪ Ensure existing shopping centre is refurbished to strengthen its regional position 

as a retail destination and is well integrated with the proposed new developments
 ▪ Introduce a variety of compact mix of commercial and residential developments to 

wrap around the existing shopping centre and allow for a built form interfaces and 
transition to the surrounding urban context. 

 ▪ Enhance existing and develop new external north-south and east-west pedestrian 
connections through the site that is accessible and is suitably completed by 
footpaths for safe use

 ▪ Enhance internal north-south and east-west pedestrian connections through the 
Shopping Centre which links to shopping centre entrances and public open spaces

 ▪ Primary communal outdoor open space should receive a minimum of two hours 
of sunlight between 9am and 3pm on 21 June (refer Better Apartment Design 
Standards)

 ▪ The typical urban block is generally under 100m (where possible) to minimise 
extensive street walls and create walkable open spaces. Variety within the street 
edge condition and built form arrangement within the block in also introduced to 
ensure visual permeability and variety of built form.

 ▪ Ensure Variety in the urban form is achieved through arrangement of buildings 
blocks and height to achieve a compact mixed use precinct with various building 
typologies.

 ▪ Ensure building height and articulation strategy enhance the views from the site 
at key site corners

 ▪ Articulate buildings within the site to support wayfinding and legibility, establish 
visual links and create city level as well as local landmarks. 

View to Mooney Ponds and distant Yarra Ranges

Views out to distant Macedon Ranges

View to CBD, 
Pipemakers Park & 
Thompson Reserve

Retail 

Residential

Mixed Use

Commercial

Internal Links

Peripheral ring

Key public accessible open 
spaces

Key internal spaces

Internal movement  

Key pedestrian corridor

Through site movement 
routes

New bus interchange

Precinct scale landmark

Key feature entrance points

Local scale landmark

Views- local 

Views- from external 
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*
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1.MIXED PRECINCT 2.LINKED SPACES 3.KEY ROUTES 4.WAYFINDING - BUILT FORM
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Figure 29 Permeability Plan Aquatic Drive
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5.4 PERMEABILITY AND CONNECTIVITY
The Development Plan aims to create a well connected and permeable movement system that ensures 
better pedestrian connection within the site and with the surrounding areas. The site has inherent movement 
challenges created by the changing levels and a centrally located retail core. Adapting with these challenges the 
Development Plan proposes various through site connections some of which are facilitated through built form. 
Better site permeability for pedestrians for the E-W connection also takes advantage of the extended operating 
hours. Similarly, new North-South connections are also proposed ensuring more extensive through the site 
movement network. 

East West Connections 
 ▪ Multiple  pedestrian through connections have been provided along the Rosamond Road frontage. This will 

ensure better connection to the surroundings. 
 ▪ Two key through site connections facilitated through existing built form are provided. These connections 

combine external as well as internal circulation and are bookmarked by public open spaces on either end. 
One of the E-W connection is proposed from the Town Plaza to the NE Plaza . The secondary through site 
E-W connection allows pedestrians to connect further to Pipemakers Park via the Rivergateway precinct. 
The connections are illustrated in the sections in Figure 30 & 31. This generally follows the alignment of the 
existing east-west connection through the entertainment and late night activity area known as ‘The Junction’ 
which is open between 6.45am and 12am for 7 days. This existing and future enhanced connection provides 
safe and accessible pedestrian route through the centre directly connecting to the Town Plaza and future bus 
interchange (aligning with 99% of bus services).

 ▪ Additional enhanced E-W connections through the site and externally along the Aquatic Drive to the south and  
along the Highpoint Ring Road to the north are provided.

 ▪ The legibility of east-west connections through the existing retail centre  will be enhanced through a 
combination of elements including signage, paving/ground marking treatments, internal nodes or landmarks. 
The way finding strategy will be integrated with stages of development and refined to respond to the layout 
and design of the site and emerging technologies.

North South Connections:
 ▪ New North South connection parallel to the Rosamond Road is provided via  the new Little Rosamond Road  
 ▪ A new pedestrian north south connection along the retail edge will help activate the ground place and create 

a new active destination in the precinct
 ▪ Better connection to the south of Aquatic Drive to Robert Barrett Reserve is proposed that with multiple 

locations to connect to the precinct
 ▪ Enhanced pedestrian connection along Warrs Road is proposed 
 ▪ Internal N-S connections through the shopping centre is also further enhanced to ensure better pedestrian 

access to the various users 
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External east west circulation

External north south circulation

Internal east west circulation

Internal north south circulation

Key external circulation (24x7) 

Key east  west circulation through centre 
and focus for wayfinding treatments

Podium

Footpath

Existing retail in Highpoint shopping mall

Refurbished and additional retail in Highpoint 
shopping mall
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Figure 30  Site Section A - illustrates E-W connections through Town plaza (walking distance 500m)

Figure 31  Site Section B - illustrates E-W connections through Rivergateway (walking distance 580m)
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Figure 32 Indicative Active Frontage Plan

5.5 ACTIVE FRONTAGE
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Retail led Frontage is mainly activated by retail shops and food and beverage where 
possible

Residential led
Frontage is mainly activated by residential terrace, maisonette with windows, 
front doors and private frontage gardens and residential lobby communal 
entries and residential services

Commercial led Frontage is mainly activated by front doors, ground level commercial space 
and commercial lobby entries.

Inter-mixed

Frontage is activated by general mixed use frontage including smaller retail 
shops, commercial space and lobby entries, car park entries, residential 
lobbies,communal entries, residential frontages as well as  service entrances 
and blank façades in certain locations

Existing retail in Highpoint shopping mall

Refurbished and additional retail in Highpoint shopping mall

New development podium

To ensure a vibrant ground plane a variety of Active Frontage strategies has been adopted as part of the 
Development Plan. The Active Frontage strategy ensure that the public realm and ground plane interface 
between the development and the open spaces are pedestrian friendly, safe and have a distinct character to 
the areas. 

Four 'Active Frontage' types have been identified for the site depending on the land use at the ground 
plane.  The type of active frontage is guided by the character of the existing adjacent context and intended 
character of the precinct. 

It is noted that the predominate active frontages are indicative only, and the final configuration at the permit 
application stage will respond to the context and opportunities at the time of application, in accordance 
with the Commercial 1 Zone requirements.

The development Plan identifies residential led active frontage along the Highpoint Ring Road to ensure 
a residential future character for the site interface. Within this character context and the specified ‘Active 
Frontage’ types, Rosamond Road should be encouraged to have a mix of active uses, subject to tenant 
requirements and emerging Rosamond Road Character. The Central Lifestyle area has a mixed-use 
character with retail led frontage at the periphery of the existing retail core as well as some residential led 
frontages along the smaller streets. 

The interface to Aquatic Drive is recognised as an important external east-west connection with 
opportunities for improvement. Within the Active Frontage types specified below, development will seek 
to encourage and support activation where possible. Improved or enhanced levels of activation may be 
explored in response to changes in land use and development on the southern side of Aquatic Drive. 

Key open spaces are ensured to have more retail and mixed led frontages to ensure spill out of ground level 
activities to support the activation of these open spaces. 
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Figure 33 Active frontage exemplars

 Broadgate Centre, London

Barangaroo, Sydney

Harold Park, Sydney

King Street, Brisbane

400 George Street, Brisbane

RETAIL LED FRONTAGE

ACTIVE FRONTAGE EXEMPLARS

COMMERCIAL LED FRONTAGE RESIDENTIAL LED FRONTAGE

Quest Serviced Apartments, Wests Rd Highpoint
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Figure 34 Typical block typology

Figure 35 Block Structure

5.6 BLOCK STRUCTURE
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The structure of the urban blocks rationalises the current road network and transform 
it into a gridded street pattern that extends from the surrounding context into the 
retail core and promotes walkability and site permeability. The block structure layout 
ensures integration of the Highpoint Mixed Use Urban Village with the larger Activity 
Centre, by promoting seamless movements of pedestrian and ensuring legibility and 
easy wayfinding in the development.

Whilst urban block sizes are associated with the functions and land uses, variety of 
blocks sizes have been provided to ensure diverse precinct character and to mitigate 
standardised and uniform urban built outcomes.

Block sizes in average range from 30-90m. The maximum frontage length of a 
building should not exceed 65 m without adequate building articulation. Where a 
development site frontage is in excess of 65m in length, two or more buildings with 
different architectural expressions should be developed to front the street or public 
domain with  adequate building break above the podium for the full height of the 
building. This provision would also allow for  opportunities to develop significant 
architectural diversity.

Adequate separation 

Architectural 
expression 

opportunity

36m

45m

34m

88m

40m
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Figure 36 Building block exemplars

Emerald Gardens, Wembley, UK

Arden Gardens, Melbourne

Harold Park, Sydney

BUILDING BLOCK EXEMPLARS

MEDIUM RISE PERIMETER BLOCK TYPOLOGY WITH GARDEN 
LEVEL PODIUM AND INTEGRATED HIGHER BUILT FORM
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5.7 BUILT FORM AND GUIDELINES

OBJECTIVES
 ▪ The building envelopes are developed for the sites within the various precincts 

that allow for a ‘general envelope control’ and allow ample room for articulation 
and modulation of buildings within those envelopes to ensure architectural 
flexibility and ample design exploration opportunities. Built form massing 
and articulation is fundamental to the desired future character and identity of 
streetscapes and the development lots. 

 ▪ To ensure new development is well integrated with the existing buildings and 
responds to the surrounding context

 ▪ To provide internal and external streets, site links and public realm

GUIDELINES

Building siting and layout
 ▪ Determine podium, mid-ride and high-rise building forms. Building heights that are 

coherent to the wider Highpoint master plan, so that the built environment plays a 
positive role in signifying locations of visual importance or urban activity, place-
making and landmark identity. 

 ▪ Building heights should be determined by shadow analysis to ensure good access 
of sunlight to both private habitable areas and public open space, as well as 
providing all building within the master plan views toward open space. 

 ▪ The buildings within the block are arranged with consideration for siting, 
orientation and internal layouts to minimise adverse wind impact on the public 
realm, maintain privacy, optimise solar heating and lighting across private and 
public spaces, and promote passive surveillance and safety. 

 ▪ Building tiers and heights are varied to create visual interest through a dynamic 
skyline. 

 ▪ Protect existing views and new views to and from site

Built form and scale
 ▪ Provide appropriate building separation to protect privacy and solar access to 

private and public spaces. Building forms sited to ensure access to sunlight 
between adjoining building and open spaces, optimise opportunity for view lines 
and outlook, visual and acoustic privacy, the quality of internal living space, the 
amenity of private open space and the sense of pedestrian scale and amenity 
within the public realm and surrounding interfaces.

 ▪ Orientate building to maximise façade in sunlight at winter solstice and minimise 
overshadowing, and better address solar access to open space areas.

 ▪ To ensure the building scale and form supports the context and preferred 
character setbacks and street walls are used to frame the street space or public 
realm. 

 ▪ The maximum tower length should not exceed 65 metres without significant 
modulation.

 ▪ Definition of key streets by 6-8 storey street walls (height depending on the use) 
with towers orientated above the street wall to maximise solar access to public 
and private spaces and habitable rooms, maximise views and to minimise wind 
down draft.

 ▪ Height is measured from the fronting street level. 
 ▪ Floor to floor allowance of 3.1m for residential, with additional height considered 

for ground floor and top levels; and minimum of 4m height allowance for retail 
and commercial spaces.

 ▪ Consider location for plant and light over run – keep compact and unobstructed. 

Building Setbacks
 ▪ Establish common building line with continuity of frontages, local character and 

provide definition and enclosure to public realm and streetscape.
 ▪ Setback upper levels of tall buildings or use a podium and tower form to create a 

pedestrian scale at street level.
 ▪ Maintain a prominent building line and urban edge along most non-residential 

streets to increase the ability of a building to interact with the public realm, while 
also providing primacy and activity to streets.

 ▪ Buildings that face open space to create frame the space, help create identity and 
increase passive surveillance  

 ▪ Each lot is to be designed to allow for human-scaled street environments by 
considering the detail of the public/private realm and interface (for example – 
providing front setbacks to ground floor terraces). 

 ▪ Shape the building corners to signify key street corners and enhance public 
domain legibility. Ground floor uses and location for strong podium base to define 
distinctive urban edge.

 ▪ Sleeve larger buildings with  less active uses and car parking with finer grain 
active frontages to the street and public domain. Car parking, where possible is 
sleeved by residential, commercial or retail built form to reduce visual impact of 
car parks on the public realm and introduce more active street frontages

 ▪ Changes in scale, setbacks should be explored to create interest and enhance the 
relationship with the public domain.

Building identification, address and lobbies
 ▪ Buildings are to be designed to address the street, enhance the public domain 

thought highly visible lobbies/entrances, transparent glass, internal uses at 
ground level, good quality finishes and well resolved architectural design.

 ▪ Variety of active frontages and street interfaces are also considered. In retail and 
commercial mixed-use areas building frontages are places on the front lot line.

 ▪ Interface with adjoining ground floor uses should be considered to avoid land use 
conflicts.

 ▪ Resident drop-off/pick-up point should be provided within close proximity of a 
building entrance

 ▪ Ensure fundamental issues such as parking, loading etc. have been considered in 
relation to the residential and adjoining retail spaces

 ▪ Residential entry lobbies to be on-grade to avoid ramps with handrails and 
wheelchair lifts. Retail and commercial entries to have on-grade entries to avoid 
ramps.

 ▪ Non-activated frontages, podium parking or blank sides of residential apartment 
buildings are to be screened by landscaping and/or architectural façade 
treatment

 ▪ Dwellings on ground floor facing street are to have individual front door entrances 
from the street, where possible.

Building amenities, articulation and materiality
 ▪ Specify facade treatments that create visual variety and interest while 

contributing to the continuity of the streetscape.
 ▪ Where possible podium spaces are utilised for private amenities and greenery 

and be designed to accommodate a range of activities appropriate to the location, 
orientation and size of the development and in line with relevant Planning Scheme 
requirements (e.g. apartment/dwelling design requirements), to provide a high 
level of amenity for residents.

 ▪ Buildings should be designed to reduce wind velocity at footpaths and public 
outdoor spaces, including through the use of landscaping and architectural 
means such as awnings, canopies and densely foliating evergreen trees.

 ▪ Rooftop communal open spaces and balconies should achieve appropriate wind 
comfort levels. The following treatment strategies could be integrated into the 
design of the development where appropriate: The inclusion of high impermeable 
balustrades; densely foliating evergreen landscaping; awnings or canopies; 
permanent or operable screening.

 ▪ Articulate buildings within the site to support wayfinding and legibility, establish 
visual links and create city level as well as local landmarks. 

 ▪ Wind impact mitigation strategies
 – Podium level landscape treatment: more canopy trees
 – Ground level landscape and streetscape treatment : lower level landscape 

planting; more canopy trees
 – Built form treatment: pulling back built form; shave corner built form

Staging
 ▪ Ensure that the redevelopment is coordinated in an orderly manner to ensure the 

activities of adjacent sites and amenity of residential neighbours are not adversely 
impacted upon

 ▪ Address the storm-water and flood management at the outset of construction 
works, thus ensuring adjacent areas are not adversely affected.
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5.8 BUILDING ARTICULATION AND MATERIALITY

The character of each super-lot should be defined by the 
façade articulation and materiality of the built form. Diversity 
in the architectural character of the built form is important to 
ensure varied character and interest which is then to be fused 
through the use of common material palette and expression 
with three key zones:

Public realm base level zone: 
2 – 3 storey zone with fine grain pedestrian environment at 
the building base. Emphasise a horizontal expression with 
materials that are warm, deep and rich in colour, high textured 
and tactile and of superior finish. This will ensure lower levels 
draw out focus of quality and human scale detail that relates 
to street zones.

This Base level frontage height can be Up to a level to 
accommodate (circa 8-10m or preferred 2-3 storeys)  This 
would allow the following

 ▪ Build to plot line for retail/commercial frontages
 ▪ Up to a level to accommodate (circa 8-10m or 2-3 storeys) 

height would support potential mezzanine level and 
diverse retail and commercial uses

 ▪ Up to a level to accommodate (circa 8-10m or 2-3 storeys) 
height would support habitable residential that is set back 
3  to 5 m from the plot line

 ▪ Allow for sleeving of multiple levels of car park behind the 
built frontage

Street Wall-Upper podium zone:
The base level and the upper podium zone together will 
comprise the street wall level. Generally throughout the 
site a street wall level of up to 6 storey has been adopted. 
In prominent built form corners plots can have specialist 
response up to 8 storey street wall edging for width of building. 
All balconies are to be recessed within the street wall. 

Transition zones between the building base and upper 
buildings. Visibility of the upper podium zone remains high 
from the public realm, and so needs to contribute horizontal 
expression and provide a strong architectural response. This 

zone is to include textured and rich material that warm hues 
that are complemented with highly transparent materials. 

Upper level zone: 
Setback of upper level towers help to mitigate wind-wash 
at street level and open spaces as well as allows for better 
solar access. Setback from the street wall and its form and 
materiality should assist to make it visually recede. Upper 
building zones sites above the street wall or on the podium 
and are to have a vertical expression and adopt materials and 
finishes that are simple and restricted in their articulation 
and expression. Colours of the materials in this zone are to 
be lighter than the lower and upper podium zones. Highly 
coloured, reflective or blank façades are not encouraged. 

Building height above the podium ranges from maximum of 10 
to 14 storeys.

Upper level  zone set back 2-5 m from plot line
 ▪ Balconies can be recessed or expressed into set back area 

and less than setback to plot line depth

Screening of plant area:
 ▪ Plant areas above finished top level of building to be set 

back and screened from views

Figure 37 Base and podium- building interface setbacks principle diagrams 
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Figure 38 Architectural Facade precedent imagery 
Source: internet
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Figure 40 Building separation plan

Figure 39 Building separation principle diagram
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The layout of buildings and towers within the master plan ensures adequate building 
separation for residential buildings  and between residential and non residential uses. 
This allows for visual and acoustic private, outlook, natural ventilation and daylight 
access. Building separations contribute to urban form of the building block as well as 
amenities for the apartments; as well as open space provision on the building podium.

Minimum distances of 10m for buildings above podiums and 15m between facing 
buildings above the street wall has been adopted. 

These separations ensure communal and private open space which can be 
landscaped on the podium of the buildings as well as at the ground level. 

Adequate building separation between buildings and towers ensure visual privacy 
between residential buildings and ensure solar access to residential apartments. 

Building separation above podium within a plot:
 ▪ Minimum building separation for built form on podium to be 10m

Building separation for adjacent towers:
 ▪ Minimum building separation of buildings at podium level to be minimum 10m. 
 ▪ Minimum building separation for towers separated by to be minimum 15m above 

the street wall. 

34m
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NOTE: Habitable room to 
Habitable room interfaces to be 
minimum of 12m separation

Commercial building interfaces 
min 9m. Separation 
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Figure 41 Building setbacks plan

5.10 SITE SETBACKS

Setback for buildings from the surrounding areas at the periphery of the site boundary 
help to establish the alignment of buildings along the surrounding streetscapes. The 
street setback depending on the use could accommodate front gardens for ground 
floor residential or retail and lobby functions.  

The key streetscapes surrounding the site include:
 ▪ Rosamond Road street Frontage
 ▪ Aquatic Drive Street Frontage
 ▪ Highpoint Ring Road and Warrs Road Frontage 

The setback of the development from these street frontages is illustrated in the Site 
Setback Plan. The key objectives guiding the setbacks is as follows.

 ▪ Rosamond Road street Frontage: to ensure a street wall edge along the 
pedestrian movement path and allow for activation at the ground plane and 
provide a defined street wall edge along Rosamond Road

 ▪ Aquatic Drive Street Frontage: to ensure a street edge that defines the Aquatic 
Drive edge along the Highpoint Shopping Centre, whilst ensuring solar access 
to a minimum of one footpath at Highpoint Ring Road and Warrs Road Frontage 
between 10am to 3pm on 21 September.

 ▪ Highpoint Ring Road and Warrs Road Frontage: Setback for development along 
the Highpoint Ring Road and Warrs Road ensure transition to the surrounding 
residential development. Generally on this frontage setback is provided which 
accommodates  front gardens for ground floor residential uses.

Podium and tower setbacks are set out in the Precinct Plans.
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Figure 42 Principle for average height of 10storeys

Figure 43 Building height distribution plan

5.11 ACHIEVING AVERAGE BUILDING HEIGHTS 
OF 10 STOREYS
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No. of Storeys No of Buildings Effective Building  
Height

5 & below* 2

10  storeys

6* 2

7 to 9 13

10 - 11 20

12 to 13 9

14 5

 *height within podium not included

Note:Heights from street/surface level

Building heights within the development plan are informed by the site context and 
character. The Development Plan seeks to create interest through the promotion of 
varying building heights and built form outcomes. An averaged building height across 
of the site is 10 storeys, with certain key landmark buildings identified to be up to 14 
storeys from the street level. 

Average height - 10 storeys

Standard height - 10 storeys
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Figure 44 Rosamond Road Shadow Analysis 21 June

5.12 BUILT FORM SHADOW 
ANALYSIS
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Figure 45 Aquatic Drive Shadow Analysis 21 September

AQUATIC DRIVE SHADOWS 21 SEPTEMBER
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Shadow diagrams showing shadow impacts between 10am to 
3pm on 21 September on all other streets demonstrating the 
preservation of solar access to a minimum of one footpath.
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Figure 46 Warrs Rd Shadow 
Analysis 21 September
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Figure 47 Overall Development Shadow Analysis 21 September
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Figure 48 Wind Impact Analysis diagrams 

5.14 BUILT FORM WIND 
ANALYSIS

The 'Built Form and Wind Analysis' is extracted from the 'Pedestrian Wind 
Environment Statement' for Highpoint Urban Village, and presents the likely impact of 
the proposed development from the Development Plan. The effect of wind activity is 
examined for the three predominant wind directions for the Melbourne region; namely 
the northerly, southerly and westerly winds. The analysis of the wind effects relating 
to the proposed development was carried out in the context of the local wind climate, 
building morphology and land topography.

The results of this assessment indicate that the subject development is relatively 
exposed to the three prevailing wind directions, affecting the site. As a result, there 
is a possible impact on the wind comfort within areas such as along the footpaths of 
the various streets that intersect the development and at the communal open spaces 
that are located on the roofs of multiple buildings. It is expected that the wind effects 
identified in the report can be ameliorated with the consideration of the following 
treatment strategies into the design of the development:

 ▪ The inclusion of densely foliating evergreen landscaping for areas where winds 
are expected to funnel or side stream, such as communal open spaces that are 
situated between two buildings. Where planting cannot be utilised, the inclusion 
of chamfered corners, placing awning to deflect downwashing winds away 
from pedestrian trafficable areas, setting building façades back to incorporate 
landscaping, adding a podium or increasing the setback of the tower form from 
the edge of the podium to lessen downwashing effects is recommended.

 ▪ The inclusion of densely foliating evergreen landscaping, permanent screening 
or operable screening where the prevailing winds are expected to interact with 
building corners.

 ▪ The inclusion of awnings, canopies or densely foliating evergreen trees where 
winds are expected to downwash from façades onto footpaths or communal open 
spaces

 ▪ The inclusion of high impermeable balustrades or densely foliating evergreen 
landscaping for areas that are exposed to directly impacting winds.

With the inclusion of these considerations in the detailed design of the development, 
wind conditions within outdoor trafficable areas of the development are expected to 
be suitable for their intended uses. 

Wind analysis is further elaborated in the Pedestrian and Wind Environment 
Statement Report. Further Wind Report could be required during permit application to 
ensure wind impacts are mitigated and managed.
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Figure 7: Street Level – Westerly Wind Flow and Hotspots 
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Figure 8: Elevated Levels – Westerly Wind Flow and Hotspots 
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Figure 5: Street Level – Southerly Wind Flow and Hotspots 
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Figure 6: Elevated Levels – Southerly Wind Flow and Hotspots 
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Figure 3: Street Level – Northerly Wind Flow and Hotspots 
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Figure 4: Elevated Levels – Northerly Wind Flow and Hotspots 
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5.15 PUBLIC REALM AND LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES

The guidelines for Public Realm and Landscape are in line with the Highpoint Planning 
and Urban Design Framework

OBJECTIVES
 ▪ To deliver a well-connected accessible high quality public open space network 

that is diverse, multifunctional, and flexible with a range of typologies and 
functions appropriate to the future community’s needs

 ▪ To integrate and improve the existing public realm, open spaces, connections with 
the proposed landscape and public realm interventions

 ▪ To provide public open space and private amenity spaces to service the higher 
density residential environment

 ▪ Landscaped streetscape as a key element to linking open spaces and precincts
 ▪ Progressively develop open spaces to service increased needs over time.

GUIDELINES
 ▪ The proposed development should provide diverse scales and types of open 

spaces of open spaces to accommodate variety of amenities and activities that 
are universally accessible and DDA (Disability Discrimination Act) compliant.

 ▪ Provide open space as required by the MCC  2031 Open Space Strategy
 ▪ Buildings should be designed to ensure that one footpath on all streets receives 

sunlight between 10 am and 3 pm on 21 September, that one footpath along 
Rosamond Road between Highpoint Ring Road and Aquatic Drive receives 
sunlight between 11 am and 2pm on 21 June, and solar access to public open 
space is maximised where possible.

 ▪ Upgrade existing public plaza to be the new Town Plaza fronting Rosamond Road 
and new NE Plaza and Green Plaza are provided at focal points at each end of the 
E-W pedestrian links 

 ▪ Provide street landscape edge and planting to ensure a landscaped buffer 
along the Highpoint Ring Road and Warrs Road reducing visual impact to the 
surrounding residential. 

 ▪ Provide variety of small pocket parks and plazas both softscaped and hardscaped 
in key locations

 ▪ Public Art to be integrated in key public spaces 
 ▪ High quality landscape treatments and plantings to be provided in accordance to 

responsible authorities’ requirements 

 ▪ Establish and support activity at the edges of public spaces, provide visual link by 
having windows and balconies of residential buildings to face public open spaces, 
and define the boundary or transition between public space and private spaces.

 ▪ Where appropriate, laneways, streetscapes and open spaces should integrate 
active uses along their frontage.

 ▪ Where appropriate weather protection measures for pedestrian must be provided 
in streets. 

 ▪ Landscape strategies to mitigate wind impact on open spaces should incorporated 
in the design and construction of the open spaces

 ▪ Location of public realm elements such as lighting and telecommunication poles, 
street trees, outdoor furniture, parklets and other physical infrastructure should 
be located to minimise adverse impact on the public realm environment and 
ensure safety and amenity. 

 ▪ Open spaces and landscapes to incorporate Water sustainable Urban Design 
strategies. Water sustainable urban design should be a key consideration in future 
open space areas. 

 ▪ Encourage the selection of new plants to contribute to improved tree canopy 
cover where appropriate, including to contribute to urban cooling. 

 ▪ Detailed development of open spaces to consider solar access in regards to 
planting strategy for key congregation areas

 ▪ Development of the precinct should consider the relevant policies of Clause 15.01 
of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme.
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Map 2 to Schedule 17 to Clause 43.04

Preferred Building Heights and Streetscape Treatments

MARIBYRNONG PLANNING SCHEME
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Figure 49 Preferred Building Heights and Streetscape Treatments  
Source: Maribyrnong Planning Scheme

Figure 50 Landscape Buffer along 
Highpoint Ring Road

5.16 GREEN EDGE ALONG 
HIGHPOINT RING ROAD
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15 m distance from the edge of 
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Illustrative distance from the 
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# No. of storeys from ground level

The Green Edge is the interface of the Development Plan along Highpoint Ring 
Road and Warrs Road on the north and west edge.  The Green Edge ensures the 
transformation of the existing  street interface consisting of car parking into a 
residential character. It is envisioned to have ample landscaped/green building edge. 
The enhanced landscaped character of the Highpoint Ring Road along the Green Edge 
ensures a better transition to the surrounding residential uses.

A 15 metre landscaped/green building edge along the northern and eastern edges is 
provided from the kerb of the expanded Highpoint Road. 

Buildings podium heights along the Green Edge is maintained at maximum height 
of 6 storeys within 15m of the expanded ring road, with either landscaping or green 
building edge. Higher built forms are located behind the 15m line.
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Figure 51 Sections at landscape buffer along Highpoint Ring Road
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Figure 52 Open Space Plan
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Table 4 Open Space Summary
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5.17 OPEN SPACE 

Open Space Area

1 North East Entry Plaza 1,350 m2

2 Rivergateway Entry Pocket Park 1,805m2

3 Aquatic Drive Entry Plaza 750 m2

4 Central South Entry Plaza 705 m2

5 Central Linear Link 2,965 m2

6 Town Plaza 9,700 m2

7 Rosamond Road Pocket Park  1 935 m2

8 Rosamond Road Pocket Park 2 885 m2

9 Retail Laneway 1,200 m2

10 Entry Plaza North 1,275 m2

11 Rosamond Road Pocket Park 730 m2

12 Refurbished Park 2,000 m2

Total 24,300 m2

    

There are various public open spaces provided in the Development plan, which includes  softscape and 
hardscaped open spaces strategically located in the various precincts in the Highpoint Shopping Centre 
development. These open spaces are to be designed and landscaped to be the focal points for ‘civic life’ in the 
precinct. These spaces are also the transition zones between various uses and functions and are meant to be 
active and highly pedestrian. 

The main types of open spaces includes:
 ▪ Urban Plazas 
 ▪ Local parks & Pocket Parks 
 ▪ Green Lanes  (Pedestrian Links) 

Figure 52 provides the proposed location and indicative shape and size of new open spaces and is not 
representative of the amount of hard and soft (e.g. grass and green space) proposed. Further details of the open 
space and public realm is provided in the supportive Public Realm and Landscape Concept Report and final 
designs will be undertaken in consultation with council with the aim of achieving a balance between hard and 
soft landscaping to maximise the amenity and practicality of spaces having regard to their location, intended 
function, surrounding land use and development, underground conditions, levels of daylight and sunlight and 
anticipated wind conditions. 
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ILLUSTRATED VIEW OF TOWN PLAZA
Illustration is indicative 

 Prepared by Urbis for GPT 59
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LOOK & FEEL

TOWN PLAZA

Television Centre, Sturrock, UK

Yagan Square, Perth

Frisian Museum, 
Netherlands
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Figure 53  Proposed community and library hub options

5.18 COMMUNITY SPACE/HUB/
LIBRARY 

Develop a community facility in consultation with council that is approximately 
2,800sqm in GFA and positively responds to the following:

 ▪ The community facility building is to be located at a prominent location and should 
be highly visible from the main pedestrian areas/public viewpoints (a destination 
within the development), generally in line with the preferred locations specified in 
the Development Plan.

 ▪ The community facility building should be distinguishable as community space 
from public/private areas (as opposed to private/retail space).

 ▪ The building should include design features that reflect local history and 
Indigenous history, and is bold and engaging.

 ▪ The building frontage should have transparent façades where possible (use of 
glass/windows) so that internal activities can be seen from main

 ▪ The entrance area (both external entry point, and internal reception area) ought to 
be highly accessible and suitable for high pedestrian volumes.

 ▪ The entrance area should be located at ground level and adjacent to a large civic 
space with staff/ reception area visible from the entrance area.

 ▪ The entrance able to be accessed safely 24/7 (or outside of opening hours to 
adjacent development).pedestrian areas/public viewpoints

 ▪ Secondary access from within development may be supported, but would should 
meet other relevant access siting and design guidelines specified above. Need to 
satisfy.

 ▪ The development can be multi-storied but should provide visible sight lines/
connections between levels as appropriate and in diverse and innovative ways. It 
could have compartmentalised (sections can be closed off) so activities can be 
held with fewer staff.

 ▪ Ensure activity rooms are appropriately-sized areas for collections, storage, 
seated areas, meeting space etc. (to be confirmed for the library).

 ▪ Ensure facility has high levels of environmental sustainability, accessibility, 
technology integration and gender equity outcomes (that is, meets/exceeds 
relevant Council strategies/policies).

The community facility is expected to be provided as a ‘cold shell’ to council who will 
be responsible for internal fitout.*

Existing community facilities

Example of community hub integrated with retail at Eastland Shopping Centre, Ringwood

Example- Green Square Library with view of court, Sydney

Pocket 
Park

1

2

LEGEND

Location of existing Maribyrnong Library

# Potential location for final community hub/library

4

3
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5.19 ACCESS AND MOVEMENT GUIDELINES

The guidelines for Access and Movement is in line with the Highpoint Planning and 
Urban Design Framework.

OBJECTIVES
 ▪ To reinforce east west and north south connections through the development to 

promote pedestrian movement through the site and ensure high quality public 
realm interface with major thoroughfares including Rosamond Road

 ▪ To use streets, and pedestrian links to connect open space network and various 
precincts

 ▪ To incorporate transport interchange within development to facilitate seamless 
exchange between travel modes.

 ▪ To provide sufficient parking to reflect the intensification of activity at Highpoint 
shopping centre and to maximise opportunities for sharing of parking

 ▪ To reduce visual impact of ground level parking
 ▪ To provide improved cycling connection to and from the Highpoint Shopping 

Centre
 ▪ To provide safe and convenient pedestrian and cycle links to the surrounding 

public open spaces.

GUIDELINES
 ▪ Develop ‘Little Rosamond’, a north-south internal link road east of Rosamond 

Road.
 ▪ New East West pedestrian link between Rosamond Road and Warrs Road and 

Highpoint Ring Road which includes new publicly accessible sections and internal 
sections through the Highpoint Shopping Centre.

 ▪ A new bus interchange to be provided along the newly proposed Little Rosamond 
Road east of Rosamond Road

 ▪ Improve Highpoint Ring Road as an internal ring road that provides access to the 
development which will reduce the traffic pressures on Rosamond Road  

 ▪ Majority of the development in Highpoint Shopping Centre in the future to be 
within the 400m walking catchment from the public transport

 ▪ Provision of cycling routes as well as cycle parking and end of trip facilities 
provided to promote cycling for future residents as well as visitors 

 ▪ Provide pedestrian connection strategies to improve connection to Pipemaker’s 
Park

 ▪ Provide new pedestrian friendly street access as well as enhance street access 
into the development from the surrounding streets 

 ▪ Provide ‘pedestrian green lanes’ and shared streets within the development 
to improve pedestrian access and connect the various public open spaces and 
development precincts. 

 ▪ Shared street to have traffic calming measures, such as speed limits and ‘shared 
use’ paving materials to signalise high levels of cycling and pedestrian use.

 ▪ Provide adequate lighting, street planting and amenities and high-quality paving 
materials in streets to enable pedestrian and cyclist safe and convenient routes.

GUIDELINES FOR CAR PARKING
 ▪ Develop shared car parking strategy that caters to future residents needs as well 

as future visitors and retail. 
 ▪ Mitigate car parking visual impact on the streetscape and public realm by locating 

it behind active frontage and sleeved by new developments. All podium parking 
should be sleeved by actives uses or façade treatment. No blank walls on primary 
street frontages

 ▪ Car parking entrances to be clearly marked and well lit, and vehicle access points 
to be clearly marked to avoid conflict with pedestrian and cyclists.

 ▪ Traffic management plans including car parking is subject to the relevant 
Transport Management Plan and Integrated Transport plan recommendations as 
well as the approval of the relevant authorities.

 ▪ Design details of car parking entrances, service areas, and drop off points along 
the streets should be resolved as part of future planning permit 

 ▪ Parking mechanical ventilation to be considered up front to avoid visual and 
acoustic amenity loss. 

 ▪ Loading dock should be provisioned within each superlot for garbage collection 
and loading/unloading and deliveries. 
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Figure 54 Proposed Car parking distribution

Table 5 Car park rates assumption

LEGEND

Proposed Precincts

Car park (combined levels)

 OFFICEOFFICE Commercial/ office car park spaces

RETAILRETAIL Retail car park spaces

RESIRESI Residential car park spaces

5.20 CAR PARKING STRATEGY

A trend of modal shift away from private vehicle of -15% and retail use of -23% for the 
residential use is assumed as part of the TIA review. In-line with the trend, the car 
parking rates for residential, retail and offices is also assumed to reduce in the time 
horizon of 30 years.

The car parking strategy assumes potential car park shift from weekday office 
car park to weekend retail Car park. For the purposes of this assessment we have 
assumed that some office car parking remains available for office users on weekends.

For the shared car parking arrangement to be effective. The following arrangement is 
being envisaged in the long run:

 ▪ Retail car parking fully controlled (boom gated)
 ▪ The office car parking quarantined from the retail car parking via a physical 

restriction (i.e. provided behind a secondary boom gate within the car park)

Refer Highpoint Transport Impact Assessment Review for further elaboration on the 
integrated transport strategy for the development. 

* Bicycle parking rate assumed for residential, additional retail and commercial are 
1 space per dwelling , 0.7 spaces per 100sqm of office and 0.5 spaces per 100sqm 
respectively 

Note: high turnover retail car parking spaces shown in Bold

PRECINCT- RIVERGATEWAY

RESI: ~544 SPACESRESI: ~544 SPACES 
RETAIL: ~1366 SPACES RETAIL: ~1366 SPACES 

PRECINCT- RESIDENTIAL EDGE 
 
RESI: ~263 SPACES RESI: ~263 SPACES 
RETAIL: ~2369 SPACESRETAIL: ~2369 SPACES  

PRECINCT-  
ROSAMOND RD 
  
OFFICE: ~143 SPACES OFFICE: ~143 SPACES 
HOTEL: ~45 SPACESHOTEL: ~45 SPACES

PRECINCT- CENTRAL LIFESTYLE 
(SOUTH)  
  
OFFICE: ~250 SPACES OFFICE: ~250 SPACES 
RESI: ~420 SPACES RESI: ~420 SPACES 
RETAIL: ~1305 SPACES RETAIL: ~1305 SPACES 

PRECINCT- CENTRAL LIFESTYLE 
(NORTH)

RESI: ~262 SPACESRESI: ~262 SPACES                    
OFFICE: ~344 SPACESOFFICE: ~344 SPACES  
RETAIL: ~1525 SPACESRETAIL: ~1525 SPACES  

No. of car park assumptions Recommended parking rate  range

Retail 3 to 4 spacer per 100 sqm

Office 0.5 spaces per 100 sqm

Hotel 0.3 spaces per room

Residential 0.5 spaces per dwelling
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Figure 55 Public Transport catchment

5.21 PUBLIC TRANSPORT

LEGEND

400 m walking radius from bus terminal

400 m walking radius from Highpoint SC - tram stop 51

400 m walking radius from Highpoint Shopping Centre/West Rd tram 
stop

Potential locations of bus interchange

Indicative future bus terminal extension zone

Existing tram stop 51

The Development Plan Overlay identifies the following access and movement 
objective relating to the public transport interchange: 

“To contribute to a new public transport interchange that enables easy exchange 
between travel modes.” 

The Development Plan Overlay identifies the following access and movement 
guideline relating to the public transport interchange: 

“The new public transport interchange should provide legible, safe and 
convenient connection to both sides of Rosamond Road.” 

The existing bus interchange caters for 8 bus bays and is located internal to the 
Shopping Centre off Rosamond Road. Whilst this location was logical when the 
Shopping Centre was the heart of the interchange, as it positioned buses as close 
to their destination as possible, it is no longer consistent with the need for buses to 
service the broader Northern Maribyrnong precinct.   

As part of the Development Plan, it is proposed to upgrade and relocate the bus 
interchange to be closer to Rosamond Road. In comparison to the existing bus 
interchange, the proposed bus interchange locations provide the following:
1. Improved Modal Integration - Reduces the travel distance between the existing 

Rosamond Road tram stop and the bus interchange from approximately 450m to 
250m. 

2. Improved Connectivity – Centrally located between Highpoint Shopping Centre 
and the lands to be redeveloped on the west-side of Rosamond Road. East-west 
pedestrian connections across Rosamond Road are provided as part of the 
existing and proposed traffic signals. 
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Figure 56 Proposed bus interchange

5.22 PROPOSED BUS 
INTERCHANGE RELOCATION

LEGEND

Potential Bus lane

Existing bus interchange

Potential new junctions and bus 
circulation link to be explored

Indicative future bus interchange 
extension zone
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GUIDELINES FOR BUS INTERCHANGE DESIGN 

The following design guidelines have been prepared and agreed with council and the Department of Transport to 
form the basis of the future planning and design of an enhanced bus interchange:

 ▪ Ensure sufficient land area provided for bus interchange, having regard to: 
 – Preference for a bus stops located as part of the public or private road network, 
 – Efficient use of land in an Activity Centre context. 

 ▪ Ability to upscale or expand the bus interchange to cater for higher frequency or increased number of services.
 ▪ Ensure connection with Development Plan land uses and future land uses on the west side of Rosamond Road. 
 ▪ Ensure efficient bus movement through the interchange (i.e. minimise turning movements). 
 ▪ Ensure that the bus interchange design does not compromise the quality of the place. 
 ▪ Minimise travel distance (and in turn delays) accessing the bus interchange. 
 ▪ Minimise intermingling of buses with high turnover car parking (and in turn delays). 
 ▪ Separate/Minimise other movement within the bus interchange carriageway space (general traffic, cyclists & 

pedestrians) 
 ▪ Do not have shared bus stops for more than 3 services 
 ▪ All bus stops must be DDA compliant and must allow buses to be able to pull up parallel to the kerb 
 ▪ Connect with existing tram stop at Rosamond Road and Aquatic Drive. 
 ▪ Minimise impact to existing and proposed built form having regard to the broader Activity Centre objectives, 

including consideration of appropriate locations for bus layover in the network (i.e. ensure the inter-change 
results in an efficient use of space for the activity centre). 

 ▪ Encourage suitable interface and amenity for residential uses where they interface with the bus interchange.
 ▪ Encourage where possible and appropriate, the location of active public and secondary uses adjacent to bus 

interchange.

The proposed relocation of bus interchange considers servicing the greatest catchment of land uses/bus 
passengers, minimise bus travel times and distances, enhance customer experience and safety, and Integrate with 
future tram stop locations.  The final location and design of a new enhanced bus interchange will be determined with 
further consultation with council and the Department of Transport and may have regard to changes in development 
that has occurred on the site over time. 
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Figure 57 Street and Access Plan

TO BE UPDATED
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5.23 STREET AND ACCESS

LEGEND

Green Boulevard

Green Streets

Green Lane (Shared Street)

Green Lane (Pedestrian)

The Development Plan Overlay identifies the following access and movement objective relating to traffic: “To 
provide for future increased traffic capacity on the Highpoint Ring Road while retaining pedestrian and cyclist 
connectivity.” The Development Plan Overlay identifies the following access and movement guideline relating 
to traffic: “The network of roads and paths should be generally in accordance with Map 1- Highpoint Activity 
Centre Framework Plan.” 

Green Boulevard - Increase Capacity on the Ring Road: To align with the strategic vision for the 
precinct, as envisaged by the PUDF, it is proposed to reduce reliance on vehicle access from Rosamond Road 
by improving the capacity of the Ring Road/Warrs Road. In this context, the Development Plan proposes the 
duplication and widening of the Ring Road/Warrs Road on the north and eastern frontage of the site. The Ring 
Road/Warrs Road will provide access to most of the retail car parking which is higher turnover compared to 
the residential and office car parking. The Ring Road/Warrs Road will also be the key access route to the major 
retail loading areas (accommodating more frequent and larger loading vehicles than the residential and office 
loading areas). 

The timing of the duplication of the Ring Road will require ongoing discussion with council and should have 
regard to changes in traffic volumes and the configuration of Rosamond Road. Indicatively, the duplication is 
anticipated to occur when there is sufficient traffic generated from the development of the Highpoint Shopping 
Centre  makes it necessary for the appropriate functioning of the area. 

Once duplication is completed, it is anticipated that the Ring Road may be transferred to council and made a 
public road as an in-kind development contribution (i.e. land and works in kind) towards the Highpoint Activity 
Centre Infrastructure works, having regard to the proposed larger network role of the Ring Road to the 
functioning of the broader Activity Centre.

Green Street - Internal Road: The proposed internal road network includes a north-south running 
parallel to Rosamond Road connecting the Ring Road and Aquatic Drive (identified as Little Rosamond 
Road). This Road as two connections at Rosamond Road. In the southern section of the road between the two 
intersection the road section  accommodates the proposed bus interchange.

Green Lane - Shared Street: Lower order internal shared streets provide access to the various 
development in the site. These streets primarily provide access to the internal car parks (primarily the lower 
generating office and residential car parks rather than the high turnover retail car parks), as well as drop off 
to various parts of the site, and can also accommodate surface parking. These landscaped shared streets 
promote through site  pedestrian movement and have variety of active frontages interfaces. 

Green Lane - Pedestrian: These landscaped links are intimately scaled pedestrian streets that connect 
key public open spaces and activity zones. They are programmed to be  vibrant pedestrian activity spines 
that have street level retail frontages and entrances to residential and offices spaces and envisaged to be the 
distinctive urban lane-ways within the future activity centre. 
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Pocket Parks

Vehicle connection

Internal pedestrian circulation

Entry gateway

Potential Future Vehicle Connection
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Figure 58 Typical Street Sections
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Figure 59 Cycling Network Plan

With regard for the Cycling Strategy, the movement and place principles for the 
surrounding roads and the overarching cycling design principle for the site (creation 
of a loop network), the proposed cycling network in the Development Plan is shown in 
illustrated Cycling Network Plan.

The key features in this proposal includes:
 ▪ The extension of the existing shared path network around the Ring Road and 

Warrs Road to connect Rosamond Road and Aquatic Drive. Consistent with the 
current arrangement, the shared path is proposed to be located on the outside 
of the Ring Road to minimise cyclist-vehicle interaction at the key vehicle access 
points to the Centre. Accordingly, safe cyclist/pedestrian crossing points of the 
Ring Road will be required to enable users to transfer safely from the shared path 
to the Centre and development sites. The provision of a shared path treatment is 
consistent with the Development Plan Overlay objective which seeks to increase 
traffic capacity on the Ring Road (through the duplication) and maintain cycling 
connectivity. A standard footpath would be provided on the inside of the Ring 
Road.

 ▪ Consistent with the future role of Rosamond Road as a transit corridor (increased 
active and public transport function and reduced private vehicle function), the 
creation of a separated on-road cycling lane on Rosamond Road between Aquatic 
Drive and Raleigh Road.

 ▪ Provision of a series of lower order cycling paths internally on the site which will 
link land uses (and associated bicycle parking and end of trip facilities) with the 
external loop network. (However, given the existing footprint of the shopping 
centre extends the length of the site from north to south it is not feasible to 
provide any east-west cycling links through the Development Plan area).

Broadly speaking, it is expected that in the order of 4,400 bicycle parking spaces 
would likely be provided within the overall site for staff, resident, customer and visitor 
parking needs. This provision would be located conveniently for the users (ideally at 
ground or +/- one level from ground) within each of the development sites. Integrated 
shower and change room facilities would also be provided for employees.
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5.25 CYCLING STRATEGY

LEGEND

Small cluster secure cycle bike 
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path network)
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Figure 60 Pipemakers Park Connection – Concept Design 

5.26 IMPROVED EXTERNAL 
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The Development Plan Overlay identifies the following access and movement 
objective relating to improved pedestrian access to surrounding land uses: 

“To improve pedestrian and cyclist connections to adjacent open 
space including Pipemakers Park and Robert Barrett Reserve, 
including a safe crossing point to Pipemakers Park.” 
The Development Plan Overlay identifies the following access and movement 
guideline relating to improved pedestrian access to surrounding land uses:  

“Aquatic Drive crossing locations should be aligned to desired 
pedestrian travel patterns.” 
The key pedestrian connections external to the site are discussed below. 

PIPEMAKERS PARK CONNECTIONS 
To improve pedestrian and cyclist connectivity to Pipemakers Park and onwards to 
the Maribyrnong River shared use path, it is proposed to install pedestrian operated 
signals on Gordon Street and Van Ness Avenue either side of the Warrs Road 
roundabout.  

An indicative design for the pedestrian works, including the means to best facilitate 
separated pedestrian and cyclist access, is shown in illustrated figure. The pedestrian 
operated signals would incorporate bike lanterns to allow for convenient bike 
connections. 

It is noted that a signalised intersection at this location is not proposed due to its 
impact on intersection capacity, removal of vegetation and restriction on capacity and 
accessibility to Aquatic Drive.  
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6.0 PRECINCT GUIDELINES
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Figure 61 Precinct Plan
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6.0 PRECINCT GUIDELINES

The guidelines apply to the individual precincts. The Highpoint Shopping Centre 
Development Plan is divided across four key (4) precincts and two (2) additional 
precincts. 

Key Precincts:
 ▪ Precinct 1: Residential Edge
 ▪ Precinct 2: River Gateway
 ▪ Precinct 3: Rosamond Road
 ▪ Precinct 4: Central Lifestyle

Other Precincts: 
 ▪ Internal Central Retail 
 ▪ Green Edge

The precincts have been nominated by identifying future aspirations for the wider site 
as depicted in the Highpoint Activity Centre Framework Plan (DPO17) and grouping 
precincts that share similar site characteristics.

Each of the precincts are exposed to and exhibit a diverse range of attributes, 
including existing building forms or car parking structures, traffic, access and 
movement networks, landscaping and various interfaces (residential, commercial and 
significant roads).

The following section provides an overview of the development vision and 
requirements for each of the key four key (4) precincts. By providing this precinct 
level guidance, it ensures an integrated and holistic planning and design of the overall 
Highpoint Mixed Use Urban Village over the next 30 years. Furthermore, the precinct 
level guidelines provide greater clarity regarding the proposal and simplifies any 
future planning approval process.

The requirements and overall plans are summarised under the following headings:
 ▪ Precinct Plan and Objectives
 ▪ Design Guidelines
 ▪ Built Form and Architecture
 ▪ Public Realm
 ▪ Access, Movement and Car Parking
 ▪ Landscape and Environmentally Sustainable Design

6.1 STRUCTURE OF PRECINCT GUIDELINES
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Figure 62 Precinct 1 - Northern Residential Edge

Highpoint Ringroad

6.2 PRECINCT 1 – NORTHERN 
RESIDENTIAL EDGE

LAND USE SUMMARY
 ▪ Encourage accommodation uses and associated parking. 
 ▪ Consistent with the Commercial 1 Zone, other complementary uses may also be 

provided, for example ground floor retail in areas with higher foot traffic. 
 ▪ Interface appropriately with low density residential uses on opposite side of 

Highpoint ring road

PRECINCT PLAN AND OBJECTIVES
This Precinct is located along the northern edge of the site, encompassing the 
northern portion of the ring road and interfacing with residentially zoned land to the 
north.

The Residential Edge is comprised of two building clusters:
 ▪ Residential Edge North along Highpoint Ring Road
 ▪ Mixed Use - Residential Northeast Entry along Warrs Road

The objectives of the Residential Edge Precinct are to:
 ▪ Promote a mix of active and residential uses to provide diversity of housing
 ▪ Utilise Highpoint Ring Road for access to Highpoint Shopping Centre development 

and reduce traffic pressures on Rosamond Road (as a traffic route). 
 ▪ Promote active ground floor uses and activated public space at Residential 

Northeast Entry
 ▪ Create a residential street edge along Highpoint Shopping Ring Road at 

Residential North development  by sleeving the existing car park with residential

Existing car parking structure adjacent to the Residential North development is 
integrated with development. Similarly the building envelope between the Residential 
North and Residential Northeast Entry is maintained.    
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Figure 63 Precinct 1 - Roof Plan with building height Figure 64 Precinct 1 - Access and car parking plan
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DESIGN GUIDELINES
The following paragraphs and supporting diagrams demonstrate how these design 
guidelines may be achieved within the precinct.

Built Form and Architecture 

 ▪ Street wall height should be a maximum of 6 storeys, with 
overall building forms with a preferred maximum of 10 
storeys along the Highpoint Ring Road.  

 ▪ All built form should be a maximum of 6 storeys, within 
15m of the existing kerb of the Highpoint Ring Road. 

 ▪ Ensure ground level setbacks provide for potential future 
widening of the Highpoint Ring Road. 

 ▪ Opportunities for private residential entries with 
incorporated defensive private space should be explored. 

 ▪ Alignment of built form should take advantage of 
significant views to the north and east. 

 ▪ Facilitate articulation of frontage building façades to the 
Ring Rd elevation to reduce the effect of a continuous edge 
condition.

Access, Movement and Car parking 

 ▪ Maintain the primary cycle and pedestrian path on the 
northern edge of the Highpoint Ring Road. 

 ▪ Provide for the establishment of a new pedestrian footpath 
on the southern side of the Highpoint Ring Road. 

 ▪ Provide a legible and inviting entry to the east-west 
pedestrian connection via the existing shopping centre, 
connecting Warrs Road through a new active landscaped 
plaza entry at the Residential North East 

 ▪ Retain car park and integrate the existing car park with 
development at Residential North
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Figure 65 Precinct 1 - Indicative concept landscape plan
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Roof top planting

Podium Courtyards 

Private Garden space

 Open space and Community Infrastructure 

 ▪ Where sight lines allow, provide large canopy trees along Highpoint Ring Road to enhance amenity 
 ▪ Provide planting along the street edge of the built form, for example with green walls, or small landscaped 

courtyards at ground level for terrace style units
 ▪ Areas identified as public realm should be accessible by all users, have provision for landscaping and public 

art and receive adequate level of natural lighting
 ▪ Provide a comfortable environment near the entry to the shopping centre that invites both pedestrian 

movement and staying activities.
 ▪ The plaza in front of Residential Northeast Entry should promote a range of activities and the built interface 

along the plaza to have adequate retail frontage 
 ▪ Clear identification of pedestrian environment to ensure safety and ensure reduction of potential conflict 

between vehicles and pedestrian. Car parking and bicycling provisions should also be designed to avoid 
conflict zones

 ▪ Landscaping and public realm should be designed to maximise solar access
 ▪ Residential podium to have private communal amenity spaces 
 ▪ Integration of balcony space for indoor and outdoor living amenity and built form greening
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Figure 66 Sections at landscape buffer along Highpoint Ring Road
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ILLUSTRATED VIEW OF RESIDENTIAL EDGE ALONG HIGHPOINT RING ROAD
Illustration is indicative 
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Figure 67 Precinct 1 - Shadow Analysis on Sept 21 
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Shadow Diagrams
Shadow diagrams have been prepared in accordance to the 
requirements of the DPO17. Specifically the shadow diagrams 
indicate the areas of shadow to the site from the spring equinox 
at September 21 between 10am to 3pm. 

DRAWING NOT TO SCALE
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Figure 68 Precinct 2 - Rivergateway

6.3 PRECINCT 2 – 
RIVERGATEWAY

LAND USE SUMMARY
 ▪ Provide for a mix of accommodation and retail land uses, supported by associated 

car parking. 
 ▪ Consistent with the Commercial 1 Zone, other complementary uses may also be 

provided. 
 ▪ Integrate with surrounding prevailing land uses.

PRECINCT PLAN AND OBJECTIVES
This Precinct is located along the south east edge of the site, encompassing the 
southern portion of the Warrs Road and western edge of Aquatic Drive.

The Residential Gateway is comprised of the following building clusters:
 ▪ River Gateway North 
 ▪ River Gateway South 1
 ▪ River Gateway South 2

The objectives of the River Gateway Precinct are to:
 ▪ Promote a residential led mixed-use development with retail and other uses at 

street level
 ▪ Create active open space interface around the entry to the Shopping Centre 
 ▪ Incorporate retail related parking within the development reducing visual impacts 

and improving streetscape interface
 ▪ Ensure E-W pedestrian connection and providing pedestrian link to Pipemaker's 

park
 ▪ Improve permeability and precinct structure
 ▪ Improve access to existing open space and amenity
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Figure 69 Precinct 2 - Roof Plan with building height
Figure 70 Precinct 2 - Access and car parking plan
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DESIGN GUIDELINES
The following paragraphs and supporting diagrams demonstrate how these design 
guidelines may be achieved within the precinct.

Built Form and Architecture 

 ▪ Higher form is to be located away from the site boundary, to reduce the amenity impacts of shadow and massing. 
 ▪ Where not adjacent to existing low scale residential areas, built form is encouraged as a perimeter-tower typology, where 

building forms surround central car parking and podium communal space, as a sleeve for car parking. 
 ▪ Alignment of built form should optimise significant views to the east and south, along with other factors. 
 ▪ Building frontage which bound the pocket park/plaza should maximise opportunities for active uses at ground floor. 
 ▪ Ensure ground level setbacks along Aquatic Drive and Warrs Road are adequate to allow for a comfortable footpath width and 

street trees. 

Access, Movement and Car parking 

 ▪ Establish a consistent footpath along the northern side of Aquatic Drive. 
 ▪ Provide a legible and inviting entry to existing shopping centre from the east-west pedestrian connection, and north south 

pedestrian connection to the Aquatic Drive 
 ▪ Provide a safe, pedestrian access to Pipemakers Park. 
 ▪ Improved pedestrian connectivity between the recreation and education uses to the south and the shopping centre entry is 

encouraged. 
 ▪ Existing public car parking structure adjacent to the River Gateway North and River Gateway South 2 development are to be 

integrated with development
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Figure 71 Precinct 2 - Indicative concept landscape plan
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Open space and Community Infrastructure 

 ▪ Provide a legible and inviting entry to the east-west pedestrian connection via the 
existing shopping centre. 

 ▪ Allow for a pedestrian access and plaza into the shopping centre from the Aquatic 
Drive. The pedestrian connection to have activity generating uses along the 
residential built interface at ground level

 ▪ Integrate a small pocket park/plaza to complement the adjacent uses and provide 
amenity to retail and residential user. 

 ▪ Provide for community amenity e.g. a childcare on the roof of the retail along the 
east-west pedestrian connection
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Figure 72 Sections of River Gateway  at Warrs Road and Aquatic Drive
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Figure 73 Precinct 2 - Shadow Analysis on Sept 21 
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Shadow Diagrams
Shadow diagrams have been prepared in accordance to the 
requirements of the DPO17. Specifically the shadow diagrams 
indicate the areas of shadow to the site from the spring equinox 
at September 21 between 10am to 3pm.  
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Figure 74 Precinct 3 - Rosamond Road North (left) Rosamond Road South  (right)
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6.4 PRECINCT 3 – ROSAMOND 
ROAD

LAND USE SUMMARY
 ▪ Encourage uses along Rosamond Road that would benefit from future activity 

centre, and close proximity to multiple public transport options. 
 ▪ Subject to market demand, encourage commercial and community land uses 

for buildings in the southern portion of Rosamond Road, supported by public 
transport and appropriate levels of parking. 

 ▪ Along the northern portion of Rosamond Road, encourage mix of land uses to 
enliven the precinct e.g. hotel, commercial,retail, residential etc.

 ▪ Consistent with the Commercial 1 Zone, other complementary uses may also be 
provided

PRECINCT PLAN AND OBJECTIVES
This Precinct is located along the western edge of the site fronting the Rosamond 
Road 

The Rosamond Road is comprised of the following building clusters:
 ▪ Rosamond Road North
 ▪ Rosamond Road South

The objectives of the Rosamond Road Precinct are:
 ▪ Commercial led mixed use providing continuous built form interface along 

Rosamond Road that provides variety of employment spaces such as commercial 
office and hotel 

 ▪ Ensure a Rosamond Road street-edge that has regular visual break through open 
spaces as well as pedestrian and vehicular links 

 ▪ Explore potential public transport interchange in proximity to Rosamond Road and 
the future town centre that is better located in terms of access and catchment.  
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Figure 75 Precinct 3 - Roof Plan with building height Figure 76 Precinct 3 - Access and car parking plan
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Built Form and Architecture 

 ▪ Set back built form at ground level along Rosamond Road 
to provide for generosity of the public realm including 
opportunities for spill out commercial uses (including cafés) 
along the Rosamond Road frontage to allow for activation 
opportunities.  

 ▪ There is an opportunity for corner location and gateway sites to 
hold street edges with zero lot lines, for higher building forms 
and limited street wall setbacks. 

 ▪ Built form should ensure that the western side of Rosamond 
Road is free from winter shadows between 10am and 2pm.

 ▪ Consider, where appropriate, opportunities for variation in 
street wall/podium height (subject to commercial floorspace 
requirements being achieved) that may be provided in a variety 
of ways including architectural features, balustrades or similar.

 ▪ Provide opportunities for commercial development typologies 
along the southern portion of Rosamond Road.

 ▪ Building typologies with continuous street edge, rather than 
podium-tower forms.

 ▪ Larger continuous floor plates in-line with the commercial land 
uses. 

 ▪ Provide opportunities for buildings that have 4m (minimum) floor 
to ceiling heights at ground level to enhance land use flexibility 
and change over time. 

DESIGN GUIDELINES
The following paragraphs and supporting diagrams demonstrate 
how these design guidelines may be achieved within the precinct.

Access, Movement and Car parking 

 ▪ Establish a consistent footpath along Rosamond Road 
 ▪ Provide Little Rosamond Road in a north-south configuration 

parallel to Rosamond Road. Road width (minimum 22m including 
carriageway and footpath) should allow for the potential for the 
relocated bus interchange. Service and vehicle entries should be 
encouraged from Little Rosamond Road.  

 ▪ Provide legible and inviting entries to the east-west pedestrian 
connection via the existing shopping centre 

 ▪ Allow for multiple pedestrian access and ensure pedestrian 
permeability form Rosamond Road at varying interval 

 ▪ Allow for new signalised junction at Rosamond road to integrate 
Bus interchange access and exit
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Figure 77 Precinct 3 - Indicative concept landscape plan
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Insitu concrete walls
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Roof top planting

Podium Courtyards 

Open space and Community Infrastructure 

 ▪ Where sight lines allow, provide large canopy trees along Rosamond Road to enhance 
amenity 

 ▪ Provide activity generating uses along the Rosamond Road with complementary 
landscape 

 ▪ Areas identified as public realm should be accessible by all users, have provision for 
landscaping and public art and receive adequate level of natural lighting

 ▪ Provide a comfortable environment near the entry to the shopping centre that invites 
both pedestrian movement and staying activities. 

 ▪ Provide landscaped connection that ensures seamless pedestrian and visual link 
between Rosamond Road and Town Plaza. Provide high quality landscape in the Town 
Plaza and ensure variety of landscaped spaces

 ▪ Clear identification of pedestrian environment to ensure safety and ensure reduction of 
potential conflict between vehicles and pedestrian. Car parking and bicycling provisions 
are to be designed to avoid conflict

 ▪ Landscaping and public realm should be designed to maximise solar access
 ▪ Residential podium to have private communal amenity spaces 
 ▪ Integration of balcony space for indoor and outdoor living amenity and built form 

greening
 ▪ Provision for potential location for the relocation of the community hub
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ILLUSTRATED VIEW FROM ROSAMOND ROAD
Illustration is indicative 

 Prepared by Urbis for GPT 87
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Figure 79 Precinct 2 - Shadow Analysis on Sept 21 

Shadow Diagrams
Shadow diagrams have been prepared in accordance to the 
requirements of the DPO17. Specifically the shadow diagrams 
indicate the areas of shadow in the precinct at September 21 
between 10am to 3pm. 
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Figure 80 Precinct 4 - Central North (top); Central South(bottom)

Rosamond Road

Rosamond Road

to Bus Interchange

6.5 PRECINCT 4– CENTRAL 
LIFESTYLE

LAND USE SUMMARY
 ▪ Reinforce the retail, leisure and recreation role of the Centre, completed by other 

uses where appropriate. 
 ▪ Opportunities for innovation and new retail concepts, including pop up retail 

events are encouraged 
 ▪ Consistent with the Commercial 1 Zone, other complementary uses may also be 

provided. 

PRECINCT PLAN AND OBJECTIVES

This Precinct is located along the central part of the site bounded by Rosamond Road 
and the retail precinct 

The Central Lifestyle Precinct is comprised of the following building clusters:
 ▪ Central South
 ▪ Central North

As identified in the  Development Plan, the objectives of the Central Precinct are:
 ▪ Mixed use and town plaza with street level activation through retail and 

intermixed frontages
 ▪ Provide an active public open space interface that links to Rosamond Road  
 ▪ Retail expansion along southern edge and commercial cluster in Central South
 ▪ Decking of Central South  areas to ensure new road and public realm
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Figure 81 Precinct 4 - Roof Plan with building height Figure 82 Precinct 4 - Access and Car parking plan
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The following paragraphs and supporting diagrams 
demonstrate how these design guidelines may be achieved 
within the precinct.

Built Form and Architecture 

 ▪ Provide for vibrant and intense activity, supported through 
higher built form and density. This Precinct has the 
opportunity for the higher form based on the significant 
distance from sensitive interfaces and opportunities to 
connect to public transport. 

 ▪ Provide for appropriate tower separation (minimum 15m) 
to ensure adequate daylight and a high quality of internal 
amenity 

 ▪ Establish a clear and legible urban structure in from of a 
gridded street network which provides clear connections 
to the external street network, new open space and the 
Highpoint Shopping Centre. 

 ▪ Maximise opportunities for active uses at ground floor, 
particularly along internal streets that are anticipated to 
have relatively high volumes of foot traffic. 

 ▪ Built form is encouraged as a podium and tower typology, 
where building forms surround central car parking and 
podium communal space, as a sleeve for car parking. 

 ▪ Multi-level car parks are encouraged to be sleeved 
with other uses, particularly at ground level. Where not 
possible, provide a high quality façade treatment that 
provides visual interest 

Access, Movement and Car parking 

 ▪ Vehicle and car parking movements are encouraged from 
lower order internal roads 

 ▪ Provide Little Rosamond Road in a north-south 
configuration parallel to Rosamond Road. Road width 
(minimum 22m including carriageways and footpaths) 
should allow for the potential for the relocated bus 
interchange. Service and vehicle entries should be 
encouraged from Little Rosamond Road.  

 ▪ Provide legible and inviting entries to the east-west 
pedestrian connections via the existing shopping centre 

 ▪ Large retail car park located at the southern edge of 
precinct above supermarket and accessed from Aquatic 
Drive via a proposed signalised junction
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Figure 83 Precinct 4 - Indicative concept landscape plan
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Open space and Community Infrastructure 

 ▪ Provide for a new Town Plaza which is visible from Rosamond Road, and provides 
opportunities for both commercial and non-commercial related activity.  

 ▪ Allow for opportunities for relocation of community hub around the new proposed Town 
Plaza

 ▪ Provide for a new Northern Entry Plaza linked by a  new retail lane way to the Town 
plaza

 ▪ Connect the Town Plaza to the Southern Entry Plaza via a landscaped linear link that is 
activated by retail.

 ▪ Allow for podium landscape to cater to private amenities
 ▪ Ensure shared streets with residential interface to ensure passive surveillance and 

intimately scaled streets that are  well landscaped and have pedestrian priority. 
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Figure 84 Precinct 4 - Shadow Analysis on Sept 21 

Shadow Diagrams
Shadow diagrams have been prepared in accordance to the requirements of the 
DPO17. Specifically the shadow diagrams indicate the areas of shadow to the 
site from the spring equinox at September 21 between 10am to 3pm. 
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DRAFT PLANNING REPORT OCTOBER 2021  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  1 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Highpoint Shopping Centre offers a unique, urban infill opportunity – at 28.6 hectares it is the largest single-
ownership landholding within the Highpoint Activity Centre. The development proposal outlined in this report 
is grounded in state and local planning policy, providing an opportunity for significant urban renewal over the 
next 30 years. It is envisaged that the site will be recognised beyond its current retail function, incorporating 
a variety of accommodation typologies, employment opportunities, community facilities, transit networks and 
a new open space network. 

Melbourne is projected to be a city of 8 million people by 2051. To accommodate this growth, Plan 
Melbourne 2017-2050 seeks to provide 1.6 million new homes and 1.5 million new jobs, while ensuring the 
protection of existing residential areas. Plan Melbourne identifies that this growth is best accommodated 
within a hierarchy of activity centres. Substantial change and transformation of the Highpoint Activity Centre 
has been as planned for, with Maribyrnong City Council implementing a range of changes to facilitate the 
development, guided by the Highpoint Activity Centre Structure Plan and the Highpoint Planning and Urban 
Design Framework. 

Leveraging the site’s scale and locational attributes will ensure that Highpoint Shopping Centre can 
contribute significantly to the Western Region’s established area employment and housing targets, and the 
vision set out the local planning strategies. As such, this opportunity to provide well-located employment 
opportunities, housing, open space and community facilities should be wholly supported. 

This Planning Report has been prepared to provide a town planning assessment of the Highpoint Urban 
Village Development Plan. The Development Plan has been prepared to guide the long-term future 
development of the Shopping Centre site. There are significant benefits to this approach, which provides a 
holistic vision for the site.  

Key principles informing the development plan approach include the following: 

▪ State significant development – Maribyrnong (Highpoint Activity Centre) is a designated Major Activity 
Centre in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050. Its development will deliver immediate, medium and long-term 
economic benefits to Victoria through planning, construction, infrastructure delivery, housing and 
commercial development. Upon approval of the Development Plan, the GPT Group intend to proceed 
with short term development opportunities at the site. At completion, the area encapsulated by the 
Development Plan will deliver approximately 2,977 new homes, 151 residential hotel rooms, 147,000 
square metres of commercial floorspace, 2.4 hectares of open space and approximately 10,500 square 
metres of community facilities. 

▪ Delivering employment – Over 200,000 square metres of employment floorspace including net 
additional retail is proposed by this Development Plan aimed to facilitate business growth, job creation 
and innovation within the Highpoint Activity Centre. Employment space will comprise office, retail and 
general commercial land uses, with affordable employment opportunities to be incorporated over time. 

▪ Delivering diversity and affordability – the Development Plan will provide flexibility for a mix of 
accommodation typologies at a range of densities across the site. Townhouses and a mix of apartment 
building forms will predominate with a range of accommodation models proposed, including build to rent, 
student accommodation, residential aged care facilities and short-stay accommodation. In this way, it is 
considered that the Development Plan appropriately provides accommodation choice at a range of 
affordability levels and suited to a broad demographic. 

▪ Delivering community facilities – to support the additional population, over 10,500 square metres of 
floorspace will be dedicated to the provision of future community facilities, possibly including childcare 
and kindergarten services, sports and recreation facilities, health services, youth centres and libraries, 
and other cultural facilities as appropriate. 

▪ Unique identity and amenity – a network of open space will be provided across the site, including a 
range of open space of which collectively will maximise and improve pedestrian connections to the wider 
open space network, including to Pipemakers Park, Thompson Reserve and the Maribyrnong River.  

Street typologies include high-amenity boulevards with shared transport modes, and pedestrian footpath 
routes across the site sleeved with active land uses. Active transport usage will be encouraged with 
connections to the wider activity centre strengthened. Furthermore, sustainability principles are 
embedded in the development plan to establish exceptional green credentials. 
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▪ 20-minute neighbourhoods – The future of Highpoint Shopping Centre is an exemplar 20-minute 
neighbourhood, characterised by ready access to a wide range of services, jobs, shops, and recreational 
options, whilst being supported by public and active transport links. 

▪ Delivering essential infrastructure – the Development Plan provides essential infrastructure to support 
the future population and ensure that impacts on surrounding residents are minimised. The Highpoint 
Ring Road is proposed to be widened which will assist in redirecting traffic along Rosamond Road and 
the activity centre more broadly. Whilst the bus interchange is proposed to be relocated within the 
western edge of the site to improve connections to the wider activity centre and proximity to other 
transport nodes. Furthermore, traffic mitigation measures are proposed to the Warrs Road roundabout, 
which aside from improving pedestrian safety at this intersection will also greatly enhance the 
connectivity between the activity centre and Pipemakers Park. 

Community infrastructure, including a new library, health and childcare facilities will also be delivered, 
along with a new open space network. 

This report carries out an assessment of Volume 1 of the Development Plan and is to be read in conjunction 
with technical supporting reports comprising Volume 2. This report finds that on balance, through the 
guidance of the Development Plan, the Highpoint Urban Village development will realise a unique and 
special opportunity to holistically address the need to deliver more housing, employment and community 
facilities that are well-serviced and connected through the efficient use of land supported by existing and 
proposed infrastructure. The assessment concludes that the Development Plan is generally in accordance 
with the requirements of Development Plan Overlay 17. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. PLANNING REPORT PURPOSE 
Urbis Pty Ltd has been engaged by the GPT Group, and has worked closely with the project consultant 
team, to prepare a Development Plan to facilitate the renewal and development of the site most commonly 
recognised as Highpoint Shopping Centre at No. 120 – 200 Rosamond Road, Maribyrnong. 

The Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan (the Development Plan) provides a planning and design 
framework for the future development of the site, which will transform it into a new mixed-use precinct within 
the broader Highpoint Activity Centre. The site will be recognised beyond its current retail function, 
incorporating a variety of accommodation typologies, employment opportunities, community facilities, transit 
networks and a new open space network. 

This Planning Report has been prepared in accordance with the requirements prescribed by Schedule 17 to 
the Development Plan Overlay (DPO17) of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme. A detailed assessment of the 
proposal is set out in this Planning Report and should be read in conjunction with the following documents: 

▪ Volume 1, comprising: 

‒ Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan (Site Analysis & Design Report), prepared by Urbis Pty 
Ltd  

▪ Volume 2, comprising: 

‒ Certificates of Title (Appendix A) 

‒ Social Infrastructure Report, prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd (Appendix B) 

‒ Housing Diversity Report, prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd (Appendix C) 

‒ Landscape and Public Realm Concept Plan, prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd (Appendix D) 

‒ Wind Assessment, prepared by Windtech (Appendix E) 

‒ Transport Plan, prepared by Stantec Consultants (Appendix F) 

‒ Environmentally Sustainable Design Strategy, prepared by ADP Consulting (Appendix G) 

‒ Services and Infrastructure Report, prepared by ADP Consulting (Appendix H) 

‒ Preliminary Site Assessment and Remediation Strategy, prepared by Golder Associates (Appendix I) 

‒ Stormwater Drainage Strategy, prepared by Peritas Group (Appendix J) 

Collectively, these reports have informed the content of the Development Plan. They further confirm the 
suitability of the Development Plan from a social, amenity, built form, and environmental perspective, as well 
as remaining consistent with the objectives of Schedule 17 to the Development Plan Overlay. 

1.2. DEVELOPMENT PLAN AREA & VISION 
The Development Plan (Volume 1) applies to the land understood as the Highpoint Shopping Centre at No. 
120 – 200 Rosamond Road, Maribyrnong and has been prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd on behalf of the GPT 
Group in accordance with the requirements of Schedule 17 to the Development Plan Overlay.  

The Development Plan seeks to create a compact, highly accessible and distinctive place that provides high 
quality living, working and recreational opportunities around a prominent town centre with new development 
that respects the site’s strategic setting and proximity to the Maribyrnong River. New development will 
reinforce the centre’s significant regional retail role and will accommodate a diverse range of quality housing 
typologies, new local retailing to complement the existing large format retailing, office and other commercial 
based business at different scales, improved vehicle, pedestrian and cycle connectivity and plentiful green 
spaces. 

The consultation process to date has involved several design team meetings and workshops with 
Maribyrnong City Council (Council). The consultation process has led to significantly improved planning 
outcomes that are well resolved and contextually appropriate. 
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1.3. PLANNING REPORT REQUIREMENTS 
The broad overall land uses, and development outcomes as envisaged within the objectives and strategies 
of Development Plan Overlay – Schedule 17 (DPO17) and the Highpoint Planning and Urban Design 
Framework (September 2015) are delivered as part of this Development Plan.  

The proposed mix of uses and development proposed at the site has undergone a thorough design 
refinement process to ensure appropriate integration within the context of the wider activity centre. The 
following Table outlines how and where this Planning Report responds to the specific requirements of 
DPO17. 

Table 1 - Response to the Planning Report requirements of DPO17 

DPO17 Requirement  Response / Report Reference 

The proposed arrangement of uses across the site, 

including residential, office, shop and other uses. 

The proposed land use arrangement provides a 

diverse, mixed use offering that has considered the 

location and surrounding context of the site.  

Please refer to Section 4.2 of this report for further 

detail.  

A Retail Assessment and Economic Impact 

Assessment Report, where applicable, to the 

satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. A Retail 

Assessment and Economic Impact Assessment 

Report is not required in a Commercial 1 Zone. 

The preparation of this report is not applicable in 

this instance, as the site is located within the 

Commercial 1 Zone. 

A description of how the proposed Development 

Plan responds to the vision and objectives set out 

in this Schedule. 

The Development Plan is considered to accord with 

the overall vision for the Highpoint Activity Centre 

and objectives of DPO17.  

Please refer to Section 5.1 of this report for further 

detail.   

A description of how the proposed Development 

Plan will meet the requirements of Clause 15.01-1, 

Clause 21.11-2, and Clauses 55 and/or 56 of the 

Scheme, as appropriate. 

The Development Plan has appropriately 

considered the relevant Clauses of the 

Maribyrnong Planning Scheme.  

Please refer to Section 5.2 of this report for further 

detail.   

A site master plan and summary of how the 

documents, reports and plans (as appropriate) 

have informed the Development Plan. 

The Development Plan has been informed by a 

collection of specialist reports and documents that 

confirm the appropriateness of the proposed 

development outcomes.  

Please refer to Section 5 of this report for further 

detail. Refer to Figure 8 for the overall 

Development Plan (“site master plan”). 
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2.  SUBJECT SITE & URBAN CONTEXT 
2.1. THE SUBJECT SITE: HIGHPOINT SHOPPING CENTRE 
Highpoint Shopping Centre (HSC) is located approximately seven (7) kilometres from the Melbourne Central 
Business District (CBD). It is sited just south of Raleigh Road, between Rosamond Road and Warrs Road, 
and occupies an area of approximately 28.6 hectares. The centre is located within the City of Maribyrnong 
and forms the largest landholding within the Highpoint Activity Centre.  

The site is irregular in shape, bounded by Rosamond Road to the west, Aquatic Drive to the south, Warrs 
Road to the east (in part) and residential neighbourhoods to the north and east. The site features a privately 
owned ring road with associated landscaping along the northern and eastern (in part) site boundaries, which 
separates the site from residentially zoned land to the north and east. 

The subject land consists of a single title, formally recorded as Lot 2 on Plan of Subdivision 417452P. GPT 
Funds Management Ltd is listed as the registered proprietor of the land. The following encumbrances are 
listed on title: 

▪ Section 173 Agreement (Instrument No. AL272555P). The agreement is between Maribyrnong City 
Council and GPT Funds Management Ltd and required the construction of the Warrs Road Realignment 
and transfer of interest and title to Council. 

▪ Easement E-1 is a reservation for drainage and other purposes created in favour of the City of 
Maribyrnong. This easement measures approximately 1.8 metres in width and traverses a small portion 
(approximately 73 metres) of the northern boundary. 

▪ Easement E-2 is a drainage easement and applies to the northern extent of Lot 1 on Plan of Subdivision 
417452P. This easement is therefore outside the title boundaries of the subject site. 

For full details of the encumbrances, easements and agreements applicable to the subject site, please refer 
to the Certificates of Title provided at Appendix A. 

2.2. SITE HISTORY 
HSC is uniquely sited on a former quarry. When quarrying operations ceased in the late 1960s, alternative 
uses for the site were sought. Ultimately, it was decided that the site would be suitable for a regional 
shopping centre capable of providing the western suburbs with an extensive range of retailing services in a 
comprehensively planned complex. 

At the time, the site was zoned Extractive Industrial under the Melbourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme, 
with both the zone and planning scheme now being redundant. In this zone and at this time, a permit was 
required to use land for a shopping centre.  

As indicated by the aerial photographs at Figure 1 and Figure 2, at the time the quarrying uses ceased, there 
was already residential development established to the north of the subject site. Limited residential 
development also existed to the east of the centre. Uses on the western side of Rosamond Road were 
limited although some evidence of industrial land use (including a printing press facility) is apparent. 

Development of the centre (initially) was completed in 1971, with additional development stages occurring 
throughout the centre’s 50 years. The last major expansion project occurred through 2011 – 2014 which 
extended the north-east of the centre, adding retail floor area and new food and drink premises. The total 
Gross Floor Area of the Shopping Centre is around 156,000sqm, compromising retail, food and drink, 
entertainment, office, childcare and library uses. 
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Figure 1 – The subject site as a former quarry circa 1965 

 

Figure 2 - Highpoint Shopping Centre circa 1971 
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2.3. BUILT FORM 
As evident in the aerial image of the site provided at Figure 3, the main built form elements of the shopping 
centre are central to the site, with at grade and multi-level car parking areas predominantly directed to the 
site boundaries. 

The former use of the site as a quarry is still evident today and has been the principal physical determinant 
of the design and layout of the centre over the past 50 years. The centre extends over four levels and, due to 
the landform, Level 3 of the centre is generally at grade with Rosamond Road. The topography of the site 
varies extensively, as depicted in Figure 4. 

The centre is typical of many enclosed shopping centres and is based on a north-south mall layout. The mall 
forms the spine of the centre, with major nodes (or anchor tenants) located at intervals along the mall. Myer 
and David Jones are located towards the northern end of the mall and extends over Levels 2 and 3. 
Woolworths and Big W are located midway along the mall on Levels 2 and 3 respectively, while Harris 
Scarfe, Target and Target Home are located towards the southern end of the centre.  

The North East expansion was completed in 2013 and includes a small plaza and outdoor play area. 

 

Figure 3 - Aerial image of the subject site (Nearmap, 2020) 

2.4. ACCESS AND MOVEMENT 
The current access network which surrounds the HSC is dominated by private vehicle use. Policy directives 
encourage transport mode shift towards walking, cycling and public transport, away from private vehicle 
travel. 

The HSC incorporates a major public transport node in the form of a bus interchange. The bus interchange 
connects HSC to train stations at Essendon, Yarraville, Footscray and St Albans, as well as residential 
suburbs including Caroline Springs and Keilor East. Bus services operating from HSC include Routes 215, 
223, 408, 468, 406 and 407. 

Aquatic Drive and a footpath along the northern side of the ring road provides the primary pedestrian access 
to the centre. The HSC has developed a town centre style streetscape along the southern interface of the 
HSC which encourages walkability. 
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Figure 4 - Site contour plan (VicPlan, 2020) 

2.5. STRATEGIC CONTEXT & SITE INTERFACES 
Plan Melbourne identifies a hierarchy of activity centres, with Metropolitan Activity Centres identified as the 
primary location to direct future growth, followed by Major Activity Centres and then Neighbourhood Activity 
Centres. Metropolitan planning policy recognises Highpoint-Maribyrnong as a Major Activity Centre.  The 
Planning Policy Framework (PPF) of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme seeks the development of a network 
of activity centres that are “a focus for high-quality development, activity and living”. 

The PPF also envisages that activity centres will: 

▪ Comprise a range of centres that differ in size and function 

▪ Be a focus for business, shopping, working, leisure and community facilities  

▪ Provide different types of housing, including forms of higher density housing 

▪ Be connected by transport 

▪ Maximise choices in services, employment and social interaction. 

Local planning policy identifies the Highpoint Activity Centre as a “regional centre for higher order retail, 
entertainment and services.” In the future it is envisaged “to transform to a vibrant mixed use activity centre 
with the addition of substantial residential development, new enterprises and public realm improvements.” 

It is noted that HSC is a crucial part of the Highpoint-Maribyrnong Major Activity Centre. The site is 
positioned centrally within the suburb of Maribyrnong, within close proximity to a range of key locations 
including the Maribyrnong River, Department of Defence Site (Urban Renewal Site) and Maribyrnong 
Secondary College. 
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The City of Maribyrnong is considered a gateway to Melbourne’s western region, positioned between 
Docklands and industrial and residential areas located to the west. The western region is defined by strong 
industrial precincts and transport routes and is expected to continue to be defined by a strong commercial 
and industrial base.  

The City of Maribyrnong has continued growth in the residential sector, particularly as underutilised 
manufacturing and industrial precincts are transformed into residential and mixed-use developments. The 
City of Maribyrnong also includes a range of significant regional facilities including Victoria University, 
Footscray Community Arts Centre and Whitten Oval. 

 

Figure 5 - Existing urban context (Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan) 

Current and future land uses in the surrounding area are summarised below. 

2.5.1. Commercial  

A large bulky goods precinct is positioned on the western side of Rosamond Road. The precinct generally 
extends south from Raleigh Road to Williamson Road and comprises a variety of big box retailers and 
complementary activities. 

South of this area, between White Street and Williamson Road, there are a number of other restricted retail 
premises, as well as a mixture of industrial and warehouse uses. This land is within Precinct 4 (Sloane Street 
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Precinct) of the activity centre, which is designated as a mixed-use precinct consisting of bulky goods, other 
retail, offices and residential uses. The land is located in the Commercial 1 Zone. 

Further south again, between Williamson Road and Wattle Road is another bulky goods precinct that 
includes a Bunnings and Supercheap Auto. This land is located in the Mixed Use Zone and is within Precinct 
5 (South Neighbourhood Precinct). Current planning controls direct future residential development to this 
precinct with retail and local business uses at ground floor. 

2.5.2. Residential 

There are established residential areas to the immediate north and east of the HSC, with the area 
predominated by single and double storey detached dwellings and unit style subdivisions. To the south east 
of the site, there is a small pocket of higher density residential development, benefitting from views over 
Pipemakers Park to the Maribyrnong River and Melbourne CBD skyline. 

In recent times, the wider Highpoint Activity Centre has somewhat lacked an immediate residential 
catchment due to the concentration of industrial activities (including Commonwealth Defence facilities) in the 
precinct. In addition, it has been separated from nearby residential areas by the Maribyrnong River and its 
associated open space network and to a lesser extent by the Flemington Racecourse to the south-east. 

Through Council’s strategic planning process that occurred throughout 2014 – 2015 and the subsequent 
release and implementation of the Highpoint Planning and Urban Design Framework (September 2015), 
there is now clear direction in planning policy for increased residential development within the Highpoint 
Activity Centre.  

2.5.3. Recreation / Education Facilities 

The subject site benefits from its strategic location proximate to a number of recreation and education 
facilities to the south and south-east of the site. These facilities and recreational areas include the 
Maribyrnong Aquatic Centre, Robert Barret Reserve, Maribyrnong College and sporting grounds, Thompson 
Reserve, Pipemakers Park and the Maribyrnong River and walking trail. 
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3. PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT 
3.1. PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK 
The Planning Policy Framework (PPF) seeks to foster the objectives of planning in Victoria (as set out in the 
Planning and Environment Act, 1987) through appropriate planning policies and practices that encompass 
relevant environmental, social and economic factors. The PPF includes a number of policies which are 
relevant to Activity Centres and retailing. These are summarised below: 

▪ Clause 11- Settlement: 

‒ 11.03-1S- Activity Centres encourages the concentration of major retail, residential, commercial, 
administrative, entertainment and cultural developments into activity centres that are highly 
accessible to the community. 

‒ 11.03-1R Activity Centres- Metropolitan Melbourne seeks to ensure development and growth of 
Activity Centres by ensuring that they incorporate a range of land uses, high levels of amenity and 
are supported by infrastructure.  

▪ Clause 15- Built Environment and Heritage seeks to create well designed urban environments that are 
safe, attractive, easily accessible and provide a sense of cultural identity.  

The relevant strategies include:  

‒ Design that enhances liveability, diversity, amenity and safety of the public realm. 

‒ Require development to respond to its context in terms of urban character, cultural heritage, natural 
features, surrounding landscape and climate. 

‒ Ensure transport corridors integrate land use planning, urban design and transport planning and are 
developed and managed with particular attention to urban design aspects. 

‒ Design of interfaces between buildings and public spaces, including the arrangement of adjoining 
activities, entrances, windows, and architectural detailing, should enhance the visual and social 
experience of the user. 

▪ Clause 16- Housing outlines that planning should provide for housing diversity, affordability and 
sustainability.  

▪ Clause 17- Economic Development seeks to provide for a strong and robust economy with a focus on 
innovation and productivity. Clause 17.01-1 ‘Commercial-business’ seeks to ‘’encourage development 
which meet the communities’ needs for retail, entertainment, office and other commercial services and 
provides net community benefit in relation to accessibility, efficient infrastructure use and the aggregation 
and sustainability of commercial facilities’’. 

The relevant strategies include: 

‒ Locate commercial facilities in existing or planned activity centres 

‒ Provide outlets of trade-related goods or services directly serving or ancillary to industry and which 
have adequate on-site car parking. 

▪ Clause 18- Transport seeks to ensure an integrated and sustainable transport system that provides 
access to social and economic opportunities, facilitates economic prosperity, contributes to 
environmental sustainability, coordinates reliable movements of people and goods, and is safe. 

3.2. LOCAL PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK 
The Local Planning Policy Framework (LPPF) comprises the Municipal Strategic Statement and local 
planning policies 

▪ Clause 21.03 – Council Vision sets out Council’s vision and objectives for the city, and details the 
strategies, actions and commitments that will achieve these. Moreover, the Clause states that by 2030 
the city of Maribyrnong will be a popular inner city municipality with a vibrant and diverse community, a 
strong identity and a prosperous modern economy. 
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▪ Clause 21.04- Settlement outlines that Maribyrnong is defined by a network of Activity Centres. 
Relevant objectives of relevance include to: 

‒ Create an activity centre network with a variety of easily accessible, pleasant and safe places where 
people can gather, socialise, shop, work, live, be entertained and make use of many kinds of 
community and leisure services without having to travel far 

‒ To transform the Footscray CAD, Highpoint PAC and Central West MAC into mixed use retail, 
commercial, residential and community services centres with a sense of place. 

‒ To develop centres in accordance with their place in the activity centre hierarchy 

‒ To enhance the community focus of local activity centres. 

▪ Clause 21.06- Built Environment and Heritage seeks to support a sense of place and community in 
Activity Centres. The Clause cites three main strategies to achieve this objective. These include:  

‒ Maintain and enhance the built form character which contributes to each activity centre’s individual 
identity; 

‒ Require appropriate development responses to gateway locations within activity centres; and  

‒ Encourage facilities, services and places in activity centres that support the health and well-being of 
residents, visitors and workers. 

▪ Clause 21.07- Housing outlines that substantial changes are proposed for the Highpoint Activity Centre, 
assuming greater capacity for medium and higher density housing developments.  

▪ Clause 21.08- Economic Development highlights the importance of the Highpoint Activity Centre and 
stresses the untapped potential for the area. The two main objectives of this Clause are to: ensure that 
retail premises are developed in appropriate locations and to ensure restricted retail premises are 
developed in appropriate locations.  

▪ The strategies that relate to the Highpoint Activity Centre include:  

‒ To support the Highpoint PAC as a regional shopping centre and as the key focus in the City for 
bulky goods (restricted retail) retailing 

‒ Discourage retail development outside of identified Activity Centres  

‒ Focus the municipality’s restricted retail premises retailing at the Highpoint PAC. 

▪ Clause 21.09- Transport seeks to mitigate issues surrounding congestion and more generally, transport 
issues. In a statement, the Clause directly addresses the site: The Northern Maribyrnong Integrated 
Transport Strategy is being prepared in response to existing traffic congestion and transport issues 
around the Highpoint PAC and will identify sustainable long term transport improvements that can cater 
for developments at the MDS and the Highpoint PAC. 

▪ Clause 21.11-2- Highpoint Activity Centre is the key policy that applies to the subject site.  This Local 
Policy includes objectives and strategies for the whole Activity Centre in relation to land use, built form, 
access and movement, and open space and community infrastructure.  It envisages a bold 
transformation that will see the area develop into a vibrant mixed-use activity centre taking on substantial 
new residential development.  

It also contains specific objectives in relation to the seven precincts contained within the HAC.  The 
Shopping Centre is located within Precinct 6 (Highpoint Hub) which seeks to support residential, retail 
and entertainment uses and provide complementary hospitality, community, health and office uses.  As 
shown on the Framework Plan (Figure 6), land uses designated within Precinct 6 include a broad mix 
including larger retail, entertainment, residential and offices.   

Precinct 6 - Highpoint Hub also seeks to: 

‒ Create a new public transport interchange in proximity to Rosamond Road with safe and convenient 
pedestrian and cycle connections to Aquatic Drive and Williamson Road 

‒ Improve pedestrian and cycling connections between the Highpoint Shopping centre and other parts 
of the Activity Centre 
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‒ Provide for greater traffic capacity on the Highpoint Ring Road 

‒ Provide for alternative north-south vehicle movements, such as on a widened Warrs Road and a new 
road link between the Highpoint Ring Road and Aquatic Drive 

‒ Improve pedestrian and cyclist connections to adjacent open space including Pipemakers Park and 
Robert Barrett Reserve, including upgrading pedestrian and cyclist access and providing safe 
crossing points from Aquatic Drive, Warrs Road and Horizon Drive into Pipemakers Park 

‒ Provide for “real-time” public transport timetable information at various points in the precinct 

‒ Improve the existing plaza fronting Rosamond Road and provide additional open space to act as 
focal points at each end of the proposed east-west pedestrian links 

‒ Require green wall or landscaped edge treatments at highly visible parts of the precinct 

 

Figure 6 - Highpoint Activity Centre Framework Plan (Clause 21.11-2) 

Key land use and activity objectives of relevance to the site support the inclusion of these land uses in 
conjunction with a desire to create a lively mixed use centre with an appropriate range of day and night-
time activities.  An indicative location for a future Town Centre is shown on the Framework Plan which 
extends into the Shopping Centre boundary.  In conjunction with the framework plan, Rosamond Road is 
identified within the policy as a main street at the heart of the activity centre that provides a commercial 
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and retail focus around a central plaza and a new public transport hub.  Indicative locations for potential 
future parks/plazas are indicated and are also included within the Shopping Centre’s boundary. 

The Local Policy also contains guidance in relation to Built Form, Access and Movement, and Open 
Space and Community Infrastructure with further detailed provisions also provided within the 
accompanying Development Plan Overlay, Schedule 17 (DPO17).  The following key policy objectives 
that are considered to guide future development, in particular building height and detailed design, at the 
Shopping Centre are: 

‒ Promote higher levels of development at the core of the centre, close to facilities, with a transition in 
building heights down to existing residential areas to reflect the character of those areas and to 
complement the topography of the area.  

‒ Use built form to reinforce Rosamond Road’s role as a main street at the heart of the centre and 
Williamson Road’s function as a lively local mixed use centre.  

‒ Use built form to help define the key arrival and orientation points in the centre, such as main street 
corners, with higher and/or more prominent buildings. 

‒ Encourage new building and landscaping design to complement the topography and enhance views 
into and out of the centre. 

‒ Create a built form that strongly defines streets while retaining a human scale and access to daylight 
and sunlight on streets, including through the use of an upper level setback from the street frontage. 

‒ Support wrapping of parking structures with other active uses on street frontages, where practicable. 

▪ Clause 22.07- Open Space Contribution outlines that open space contribution is preferred over cash 
contributions within the Highpoint Activity Centre. 

3.3. ZONING 
The subject site is located in the Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z). The purposes of the C1Z are: 

▪ To implement the State Planning Policy Framework and the Local Planning Policy Framework, including 
the Municipal Strategic Statement and local planning policies.  

▪ To create vibrant mixed use commercial centres for retail, office, business, entertainment and community 
uses.  

▪ To provide for residential uses at densities complementary to the role and scale of the commercial 
centre. 

The C1Z is one of the most flexible zones in the Victoria Planning Provisions (VPPs), and permits a wide 
variety of land uses, including retail, office and residential uses generally as of right. The permissibility of 
some key uses in the C1Z and as proposed in the Development Plan are outlined in Table 2. 

Table 2 - Table of Uses 

No Permit Required Permit Required Prohibited  

Accommodation*  

Child Care Centre* 

Cinema  

Education Centre  

Exhibition Centre  

Informal Outdoor Recreation  

Office  

Leisure and Recreation Facility*  

Place of Assembly* 

 

 

Major sports and recreation 

facility 

Motor racing track 
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No Permit Required Permit Required Prohibited  

Place of Worship*  

Retail Premises  

Shop 

*With conditions or exceptions apply 

 

The VPPs allows for a schedule to the C1Z to specify a maximum leasable floor area for an office or shop 
(other than a restricted retail premises). In this instance, the schedule to the zone does not specify a 
maximum combined leasable floor area for office or shop. 

A permit is required to construct a building or construct or carry out works. This does not include the internal 
rearrangement of a building if the maximum leasable floor area specified in the schedule to the zone is not 
exceeded.  

3.4. PLANNING OVERLAYS 

3.4.1. Development Plan Overlay – Schedule 17 (DPO17) 

The subject site is contained within Schedule 17 to the Development Plan Overlay (DPO17) which concerns 
the Highpoint Activity Centre.  

This Clause seeks to achieve the following:  

To create a compact, highly accessible and distinctive place that provides regional high quality 
living, working and recreation opportunities around a prominent town centre with new 
development that respects the area's spectacular setting and proximity to the Maribyrnong 
River. Redevelopment will reinforce the centre’s significant regional retail role and will 
accommodate quality housing for a range of people, new local retailing to complement the 
existing large format retailing, office based business at different scales, improved vehicle, 
pedestrian and cycle connectivity and plentiful green spaces. 

Under the provisions of this overlay, a permit should not generally be granted to use or subdivide land, 
construct a building or construct or carry out works until a development plan has been prepared to the 
satisfaction of the responsible authority. 

DPO17 sets out the requirements for a Development Plan in selected precincts and includes indicative 
preferred built form guidelines, described further as follows. 

Precinct 6 - Highpoint Hub Precinct 

The subject site is located within Precinct 6 of DPO17. The overarching goals land use goals contained 
within the DPO17 for this precinct are summarised as: 

▪ To reinforce retail and entertainment uses as the focus of the precinct.  

▪ To provide opportunities for complementary hospitality, community, health and office uses in the vicinity 
of the enclosed shopping centre and along Rosamond Road.  

▪ To promote Rosamond Road as a main street at the heart of the centre.  

▪ To facilitate the addition of housing, including above other uses, with a focus on the south eastern and 
western edges of the High Point Shopping Centre. 

The relevant built form objectives for Precinct 6 include: 

▪ To provide active frontages along Rosamond Road and Aquatic Drive and weather protection to 
frontages in key pedestrian areas as indicated in Map 2 of this Schedule, where feasible.  

▪ To provide for greening of large exposed surfaces, such as roof tops, with elements such as roof 
gardens, particularly where they are overlooked by residential uses.  
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▪ To preserve solar access to a minimum of one footpath, between 11am and 2pm on 21 June along 
Rosamond Road between Williamson Road/Aquatic Drive and the Highpoint Ring Road, and between 
10am to 3pm on 21 September on other streets. 

Building Height 

DPO17 outlines a preferred building height of 6 – 10 storeys for the majority of the site, with a reduced height 
of between 3 – 6 storeys for frontage to Rosamond Road and for a width of 15 metres along the ring road. 

Preferred street wall heights also apply, of approximately 6 storeys for streets at least 18 metres wide. For all 
other streets, the street wall height should generally be equivalent to the width of the street. A setback of 10 
metres applies to built form above the street wall, as shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 - Preferred upper level setbacks of buildings (DPO17) 

 

3.5. PARTICULAR & GENERAL PROVISIONS 
The relevant particular provisions of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme include Clauses: 

3.5.1. Clause 52.06 – Car Parking 

Car parking policy seeks to ensure that an appropriate amount of car parking is provided on a site, having 
regard to the likely demand anticipated, the function of the land, the local context and associated policy of 
the Planning Policy Framework and Local Planning Policy Framework. Clause 52.06 further seeks to ensure 
that car parking does not adversely impact upon the amenity of an area and aims to support sustainable 
transport alternatives.  

Clause 52.06 stipulates the car parking provision requirements for a variety of different land uses within 
Table 1. Where the subject land is identified as being within the Principal Public Transport Network Area as 
shown on the Principal Public Transport Network Area Maps (State Government of Victoria, August 2018) 
the Column B rates apply.  

A permit is required to reduce (including reduce to zero) the number of car parking spaces required under 
Clause 52.06-5.  

Under the requirements of Clause 52.06, the relevant car parking requirements are as follows:  

▪ Clause 52.06-8 stipulates the requirement for a car parking plan to be prepared to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority  
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▪ Clause 52.06-9 stipulates design requirements for a car parking plan, including the design of 
accessways, car parking spaces and gradients  

An assessment of proposed car parking rates and provision across the site, including access arrangements, 
is provided in the enclosed Transport Plan prepared by Stantec Consultants. 

3.5.2. Clause 52.17 – Native Vegetation 

This Clause seeks to ensure that there is no net loss to biodiversity as a result of the removal, destruction or 
lopping of native vegetation. It triggers a planning permit requirement to remove, destroy or lop native 
vegetation, including dead native vegetation. 

Some exemptions do exist pursuant to Clause 52.17-7, including: 

▪ Conservation work (conditions apply) 

▪ Removal of native vegetation on Crown land (conditions apply) 

▪ Planted vegetation 

If a permit is required to remove, destroy or lop native vegetation, the biodiversity impacts from the removal, 
destruction or lopping of native vegetation must be offset, in accordance with the Guidelines for the removal, 
destruction or lopping of native vegetation (Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, 2017). 
The conditions on the permit for the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation must specify the 
offset requirement and the timing to secure the offset. 

All matters relating to vegetation removal will be managed through individual applications. It is envisaged 
that some vegetation removal may be required, however the majority of the existing vegetation appears to 
have been planted and will be offset by new soft landscaped areas. 

3.5.3. Clause 52.34 – Bicycle Facilities 

Clause 52.34 aims to promote cycling as a mode of transport and to provide secure, accessible and 
convenient bicycle parking spaces and associated shower and change facilities.  

This provision requires that a new use must not commence, or the floor area of an existing use must not be 
increased until the required bicycle facilities and associated signage has been provided on the land. Clause 
52.34 stipulates the bicycle parking provision requirements for a variety of different land uses within Table 1.  

Pursuant to Clause 52.34-2, a permit may be granted to vary, reduce or waive any requirement of Clause 
52.34-5 and Clause 52.34-6. Refer to the enclosed Transport Plan prepared by Stantec Consultants for 
further discussion. 

3.5.4. Clause 53.01 – Public Open Space Contribution & Subdivision 

The requirements of this Clause are triggered at subdivision. This clause requires a contribution to the 
council for public open space in an amount specified in the schedule to this clause. 

At the time of subdivision, the HSC site will require a contribution in the order of 5.7%. 

3.5.5. Clause 53.18 – Stormwater Management in Urban Development 

This clause seeks to ensure that stormwater in urban development, including retention and reuse, is 
managed to mitigate the impacts of stormwater on the environment, property and public safety, and to 
provide cooling, local habitat and amenity benefits. 

This clause applies to an application to construct a building, or construct or carry out works. Refer to the 
enclosed Stormwater Drainage Strategy prepared by Peritas Group for further discussion. 
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4. THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
The Development Plan has evolved in careful response to a wide range of contextual, demographic, 
topographic and planning considerations. Among these were the requirements set out in DPO17. The site 
will be an exemplar 20-minute neighbourhood, characterised by ready access to a wide range of services, 
jobs and recreational opportunities and supported by active and public transport links. 

The Development Plan is presented in Figure 8 and demonstrates how the future mixed-use urban village 
will integrate with the existing HSC. 

4.1. VISION 
The Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan seeks to create a compact, highly accessible and distinctive 
place that provides high quality living, working and recreational opportunities around a prominent town plaza 
with new development that respects the site’s strategic setting and proximity to the Maribyrnong River. New 
development will reinforce the centre’s significant regional retail role and will accommodate a diverse range 
of quality housing typologies, new local retailing to complement the existing large format retailing, office and 
other commercial based business at different scales, improved vehicle, pedestrian and cycle connectivity 
and plentiful green spaces. 

The vision will be delivered through the following key principles: 

▪ New Urban Environment with a Rationalised Street Network – Create a new legible street network 
and urban structure with varied built form and heights providing visual diversity and interest, whilst being 
responsive to the site context and key views. 

▪ Mixed Use Precinct with a Community Heart – Create a vibrant urban mixed-use village by increasing 
the density across the site and introducing a variety of accommodation typologies and a complementary 
mix of employment generating and community uses. 

▪ Enhanced Connections – Enhance pedestrian movement around and through the site, ensuring these 
new and enhanced routes are legible and of high-quality, particularly considering the challenges in site 
topography.  

▪ Sustainable Change – Deliver environmentally, socially and economically sustainable outcomes in all 
aspects of the new urban form. 

▪ Open Spaces – Provide a network of open spaces of different scale, character and function which cater 
for a variety of activities to support the future community. 

4.2. DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
Refer to Figure 8 overleaf.
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Figure 8 - Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan (Urbis, 2021) 
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4.3. LAND USE 
The subject site will be transformed into a new mixed-use urban village.  A key aim is to ensure that the 
range of uses proposed across the site will enhance the retail offer of the HSC, by facilitating the 
establishment of a range of complementary uses that increase the number of multi-purpose trips to the site 
and ultimately create a quality place to live, work and play. 

4.3.1. Urban Village 

At completion, the area encapsulated by the Development Plan will deliver approximately 3,000 new homes, 
150 residential hotel rooms, 150,000 square metres of commercial floorspace, 2.4 hectares of open space, 
over 70,000 square metres of net additional retail and approximately 10,500 square metres of community 
facilities: 

▪ Housing & Accommodation: The Development Plan provides for a mix of accommodation typologies at 
a range of densities across the site. Townhouses and apartment building forms will predominate with a 
range of accommodation models proposed, including build to rent, student accommodation, residential 
aged care facilities and short-stay accommodation. In this way, it is considered that the Development 
Plan appropriately provides a diverse range of accommodation at varying affordability levels. Ultimately 
the housing offer will improve supply and provide greater diversity and choice for local residents, both 
with regards to the housing forms and tenure. 

▪ Employment: The land use plan for the site has been developed to encourage local employment and 
jobs as part of the renewal of the Highpoint Activity Centre. Approximately 200,000+ square metres of 
additional employment floorspace is proposed by this Development Plan aimed to facilitate business 
growth and innovation within the Highpoint Activity Centre. Employment space will comprise office, retail 
and general commercial land uses, with affordable employment opportunities to be incorporated over 
time. If an average of 1 job / 30 sqm if assumed, this would provide space for 9,600 ongoing commercial 
jobs (assuming 85% efficiency rate for net lettable area). 

▪ Community Facilities: To support the additional population and addressing gaps in current provision, 
over 10,500 square metres of floorspace is proposed to the provision of future community facilities. The 
possible uses may include childcare and kindergarten services, sports and recreation facilities, health 
services, youth centres and libraries, and other cultural facilities as appropriate. The approach to 
community facility provision at the site will allow for flexibility to ensure that facilities are responsive to 
changes in community needs over time. 

In spatial terms, community facilities will be generally located on the western side of the site, publicly 
accessible and close to public transport. They will ensure appropriate access for people of all abilities. 
Community facilities and open space will be co-located wherever possible. 

4.3.2. Precinct Specific Objectives 

The Development Plan has seen the formation of five (5) separate precincts, all with individual character 
objectives and outcomes. These are described in further detail below: 

Precinct 1: Northern Residential Edge 

Precinct 1 encapsulates the most sensitive elements of the subject site. Extending along the northern 
boundary and north-east corner of the site, the objectives and design principles resolved for Precinct 1 are 
informed by the precinct’s location at the interface to residentially zoned land. As such, land uses within this 
precinct will also be primarily residential, to prevent any amenity impacts associated with other land uses in 
this location. A diversity of housing choices will be provided in this precinct.  

Precinct 2: River Gateway 

Precinct 2 is spatially located at the south-east corner of the site, wedged between the HSC and Warrs Road 
to the east, and Aquatic Drive to the south. One of the primary drivers of this precinct is to enhance and 
maximise connections to the various public parkland and recreational opportunities to the south-east towards 
the Maribyrnong River. As the wider context to this precinct is also characterised by predominantly 
residential and retail uses, the promotion of various residential uses in Precinct 2 will be encouraged. 
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Precinct 3: Rosamond Road 

Precinct 3 extends along the width of the site frontage to Rosamond Road. The primary influence for this 
precinct is its location at the interface to the wider Highpoint Activity Centre. Commercial uses will therefore 
be encouraged along this interface, including active ground floor uses where appropriate to encourage 
activation of the public realm and assist in elevating Rosamond Road as a ‘high street’. The relocation of the 
bus interchange within this precinct will further bolster its contribution to the wider activity centre. 

Precinct 4: Central Lifestyle 

Precinct 4 is located west of the HSC and east of Precinct 3. By virtue of its context between a retail centre 
and new commercial opportunities fronting Rosamond Road, there is opportunity to create a mixed-use 
village at the heart of the site. This precinct therefore seeks to provide a complementary mix of residential, 
community, commercial and retail uses, with street level activation and ample public open space. 

Precinct 5: Internal Central Retail 

The Internal Central Retail precinct incorporates the existing HSC. It will continue to provide retail and 
entertainment based uses and will facilitate internal improvements and reconfigurations, as well as improved 
connectivity through to the various other precincts on site. 

4.4. OPEN SPACE 
The subject site is proximate to a number of major public park and recreation reserves, including: 

▪ Pipemakers Park 
▪ Thompson Reserve 
▪ Robert Barret Reserve (including tennis courts and the Maribyrnong Aquatic Centre)  
▪ Maribyrnong River Trail 
▪ Frog’s Hollow Wetlands 

To complement the adjacent open space, a new network of open space will be provided across the site 
which collectively will maximise and improve pedestrian connections to the wider open space network, 
including to Pipemakers Park, Thompson Reserve and the Maribyrnong River. The main purpose of the 
open space network is to cater for the needs of the future site population and visitors.  

Approximately 24,000 square metres of the total site will be recognised and used as open space, including 
12 individual public realm spaces varying in size from 705 – 9,700 square metres. The largest of these will 
be the Town Plaza, an approximately 9,700 square metre open space that will be located at the heart of the 
precinct with a clear visual link and access to Rosamond Road and the wider activity centre. The size of this 
open space has been doubled in line with feedback and with the agreement of council.   

These open spaces are to be designed and landscaped to be the focal points for ‘civic life’ in the precinct. 
These spaces will provide a transitionary element between various uses and functions of the site and are 
intended to be active and highly pedestrianised.  

The publicly accessible open space areas will be supplemented by private podium and rooftop level 
communal open space areas. The internal open space network will be further complemented by high-
amenity boulevards with shared transport modes, and pedestrian footpath routes across the site sleeved 
with active land uses. Furthermore, sustainability principles are embedded in the development plan to 
establish exceptional green credentials. 

4.5. CHARACTER & BUILT FORM 
The unique characteristics of the site have demanded a particular site response that enables effective 
interaction with the Shopping Centre, various topographical challenges associated with the former use of the 
site as a quarry, adjoining residential neighbourhoods, the wider Highpoint Activity Centre and the 
surrounding road network. Amenity within the public realm and the need to create a rationalised urban grid 
has informed the placement and scale of buildings with the aim of ensuring that streets and spaces enjoy 
access to sunlight, a sense of safety and security through good engagement between buildings and internal 
streets and appropriate environmental conditions for their particular purpose. 
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4.5.1. Building Heights 

The DPO17 outlines that development should be generally in accordance with preferred maximum building 
heights prescribed within this overlay. Map 2 in DPO17 prescribes a preferred 6 – 10 storey building height 
across the HSC, with the Rosamond Road and ring road frontages having a preferred 3 – 6 storey building 
height. 

As outlined within the Panel Report released for Planning Scheme Amendment C135 which introduced 
DPO17 across the Highpoint Activity Centre, it is considered that a range of factors, including population 
projections, the site’s enormous scale, urban renewal potential and regional catchment functions provides 
strong basis for proposing performance based and in some instances, higher density built form than 
contemplated by DPO17.  Expert Mark Sheppard noted in relation to building heights of between 3-6 storeys: 
‘In my view, this significantly undercapitalises on the strategic attributes of the land for urban renewal. As an 
activity centre with a regional catchment, reasonable public transport access and limited constraints on 
development, it has huge potential to contribute to the accommodation of metropolitan growth.’ (page 32 of 
the Panel Report for Amendment C135). 

Further, the Panel in their discussion note that the proposed heights are flexible: 

The Panel supports the arrangement whereby the preferred building heights provide guidance 
but do not mandate an outcome, as this allows for some flexibility in the design response of 
development proposals to the characteristics of particular sites (C135 Panel report, Page 37). 

Of the HSC site, the Panel say: 

The Panel's view is that the main consideration in the development of higher building forms on 
this site should be protection of the amenity of adjoining residential areas to the north and east. 

Following several pre and post lodgement discussions with the City of Maribyrnong, building heights across 
the precinct have been refined to ensure a well-considered final outcome that appropriately considers the 
site context and individual precinct sensitivities. It is also considered that a variety of building heights provide 
visual interest and diversity in the landscape. Buildings are therefore proposed ranging in heights from 3 – 14 
storeys. 

It is considered that these heights are ‘generally in accordance’ with DPO17, where the Development Plan 
provides an overall average building height of 10 storeys across the site (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9 - Reaching an average 10 storey building height 

Higher built form is positioned centrally within the site and toward the less sensitive southern and south 
eastern interfaces. Map 2 to DPO17 encourages more prominent built form at the south-east corner of the 
site, which the Development Plan responds to by providing a cluster of towers above a 3-storey podium 
ranging between 6 – 14 storeys. For example, in the River Gateway Precinct, buildings that 14 storeys in 
height are located approximately 100 metres away from the closest residential receptors. 

Higher built form is also positioned to minimise overshadowing to adjacent residential precincts and the 
public realm. The western side of Rosamond Road and opposite side of the footpath (from the site) along 
Aquatic Drive and Warrs Road will be largely unaffected by overshadowing throughout the nominated hours 
of the day, as directed by DPO17. 

Lower built form and greater setbacks are incorporated to the northern and eastern boundaries of the site to 
limit impact on adjacent residential precincts, highly consistent with the expectations set out in DPO17. 
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4.5.2. Block Structure 

A grid block structure is incorporated across the site. This rationalises the existing movement patterns across 
the site, and assists in legibility, which is currently impeded by the central location of the HSC and various 
access routes to car parking and loading areas.  

Again, the Planning Panel at C135 considered the likely outcome of this, saying (at Page 38): 

The Panel considers it highly unlikely that the Highpoint Activity Centre Precinct (Precinct 6) 
will develop in the same manner of Precincts 1 to 5. While these precincts are capable of 
staged development of new streets upon which the streetscape concept discussed above may 
be based, Precinct 6 is very unlikely to be broken up into street‐based blocks given the nature 
of the present use and the level of investment in the buildings on the site. Precinct 6 is 
fundamentally different to the other precincts in that it is a former quarry hole 10 to 12 metres 
deep. The site has been developed as a whole, forming a unified development. (In this context 
the use of a "storey" as a height control takes on a somewhat different light14, with some 
storeys potentially below natural ground level. Flexibility in assessment will be required.)  

The typical block typology will measure approximately 70 metres x 90 metres and incorporate a podium level 
(in the order of 3 storeys) and multiple tower forms above. Adequate separation between towers will be 
achieved with a requirement for a least 10 – 15 metres between tower forms. The benefits of the block 
structure include legibility, wayfinding, safety and connectivity through and around the site. 

4.5.3. Building Setbacks & Separation 

The Development Plan contemplates typical podium + tower built form outcomes across the site. While 
DPO17 allows for a zero lot line, the Development Plan proposes more generous building setbacks at 
ground level around the site, either to provide more generous public realm space or to provide for additional 
contextual response to residential interfaces. 

Typical podium / street wall heights range between 3 – 6 storeys, ensuring that the ground floor plane 
encourages active uses and weather protection measures (such as canopies) where appropriate. Parking 
will also be sleeved with other uses to ensure active street frontages are maintained. Where possible, 
ground floor dwellings with entrances to the street will be encouraged. Active frontages will be particularly 
encouraged along Rosamond Road, Aquatic Drive and other key internal street networks including buildings 
fronting onto open space areas. 

Above podium level, tower forms are setback 2 – 5 metres from the street wall. Adequate building separation 
is encouraged between tower forms (at least 10 – 15 metres) to provide privacy to future residents, ensure 
visual relief from built form and ameliorate wind effects.  

4.5.4. Precinct Specific Character Outcomes 

Precinct 1: Northern Residential Edge 

This Precinct is located along the northern edge of the site, encompassing the northern portion of the ring 
road and interfacing with residentially zoned land to the north. The key built form objectives of the Northern 
Residential Edge Precinct are to: 

▪ Street wall heights should be a maximum of 6 storeys, with overall building forms with a preferred 
maximum of 10-11 storeys along the Highpoint Ring Road.  

▪ All built form should be a maximum of 6 storeys, within 15m of the existing kerb of the Highpoint Ring 
Road.  

▪ Ensure ground level setbacks provide for potential future widening of the Highpoint Ring Road.  

▪ Opportunities for private residential entries with incorporated defensive private space should be explored.  

▪ Alignment of built form should take advantage of significant views to the north and east.  

The building typology along this section of the ring road will resemble townhouse style development which is 
respectful to the residential neighbourhoods to the north and north-east of the site. A lower street wall is 
proposed to the ring road to create a human scale and reduce visual bulk impacts associated with tower 
forms.  
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The ring road itself is flagged for duplication, with the widening of this road and emphasis on active transport 
providing an opportunity to encourage landscaping and a ‘green edge’. This is nominated in the 
Development Plan as a 15-metre-wide landscaped building edge along the northern and eastern edges of 
the site. 

Building podium heights along the green edge are maintained at maximum height of 6 storeys within 15 
metres of the expanded ring road. Higher built form outcomes are positioned behind the 15 metre setback 
and will be generally in the order of 10 – 11 storeys, with the southernmost tower (i.e. furthest building from 
the closest residential receptor) reaching 14 storeys. 

Precinct 2: River Gateway 

Precinct 2 is spatially located at the south-east corner of the site, wedged between the HSC and Warrs Road 
to the east, and Aquatic Drive to the south. The key built form objectives of the River Gateway Precinct 
include:  

▪ Higher form is to be located away from the site boundary, to reduce the amenity impacts of shadow and 
massing.  

▪ Where not adjacent to existing low scale residential areas, built form is encouraged as a perimeter-tower 
typology, where building forms surround central car parking and podium communal space, as a sleeve 
for car parking.  

▪ Alignment of built form should optimise significant views to the east and south, along with other factors.  

▪ Taller forms should be slender to minimise their visual impact.  

▪ Building frontage which bound the pocket park/plaza should maximise opportunities for active uses at 
ground floor.  

▪ Ensure ground level setbacks along Aquatic Drive and Warrs Road are adequate to allow for a 
comfortable footpath width and street trees.  

Podium heights within this precinct will be in the order of 2 – 6 storeys, whilst tower forms will reach 6 – 14 
storeys. Taller built form outcomes within Precinct 2 are located centrally, or towards the north-west corner of 
the precinct. This reduces impacts of shadowing and visual bulk as viewed and experienced from the public 
realm. Development in this precinct will seek to maximise views to the Maribyrnong River, and views further 
south-east towards the Melbourne CBD skyline. 

Precinct 3: Rosamond Road 

This Precinct is located along the western edge of the site fronting the Rosamond Road. The key built form 
objectives of the Rosamond Road Precinct are:  

▪ Set back built form at ground level along Rosamond Road to provide for generosity of the public realm 
including opportunities for spill out commercial uses (including cafés) along the Rosamond Road 
frontage to allow for activation opportunities.  

▪ There is an opportunity for corner location and gateway sites to hold street edges with zero lot lines, for 
higher building forms and limited street wall setbacks.  

▪ Built form should ensure that the western side of Rosamond Road is free from winter shadows between 
10am and 2pm. 

▪ Consider, where appropriate, opportunities for variation in streetwall/podium height (subject to 
commercial floorspace requirements being achieved) that may be provided in a variety of ways including 
architectural features, balustrades or similar. 

▪ Provide opportunities for commercial development typologies along the southern portion of Rosamond 
Road which include:  

‒ Building typologies with continuous street edge, rather than podium-tower forms  

‒ Larger continuous floor plates in-line with the commercial land uses  

Built form along Rosamond Road will be setback beyond the title boundary, to provide a wider and more 
inviting public realm space and pedestrian thoroughfare. This will further provide opportunities for active 
ground floor uses to utilise part of the footpath for seating or other types of activation. 
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A consistent built form along Rosamond Road will be adopted with a constant street wall height of 6 storeys. 
Tower forms will be setback above the street wall and will reach between 8 – 11  storeys in height. Any 
amenity impacts in regard to the height of these buildings will be effectively ameliorated through a variety of 
means, including active uses at ground level, canopies across the street to provide weather protection and 
public open spaces punctuating the built form. 

Precinct 4: Central Lifestyle 

Precinct 4 is located west of the HSC and east of Precinct 3. The key built form objectives of the Central 
Precinct are:  

▪ Provide for vibrant and intense activity, supported through higher built form and density. This Precinct 
has the opportunity for higher built form based on the significant distance from sensitive interfaces and 
opportunities to connect to public transport. Furthermore, it directly addresses and interfaces with the 
retail centre and proposed Town Plaza. 

▪ Provide for appropriate tower separation (minimum 15m) to ensure adequate daylight and a high quality 
of internal amenity  

▪ Establish a clear and legible urban structure in from of a gridded street network which provides clear 
connections to the external street network, new open space and the Highpoint Shopping Centre.  

▪ Maximise opportunities for active uses at ground floor, particularly along internal streets that are 
anticipated to have relatively high volumes of foot traffic.  

▪ Built form is encouraged as a perimeter-tower typology, where building forms surround central car 
parking and podium communal space, as a sleeve for car parking.  

▪ Multi-level car parks are encouraged to be sleeved with other uses, particularly at ground level. Where 
not possible, provide a high quality façade treatment that provides visual interest  

Due to the lack of sensitivities that other precincts are somewhat encumbered by (such as Precinct 1), this 
Precinct is afforded a clear new grid block structure, with building heights in the order of 3 – 14 storeys. This 
precinct features the greatest diversity in terms of building height and form which is reflective of its future 
mixed-use character. Emphasis has been placed on ensuring that the new central Town Plaza is provided 
with ample daylight and is comfortable in terms of wind effects. Internal street wall heights vary within this 
precinct, with 3 – 6 storey street wall heights provided along key pedestrian links and open space areas, and 
taller podium levels in secondary accessways. 

4.6. ACCESS & MOVEMENT 
Development of the site will exemplify the principles of Plan Melbourne’s 20-minute neighbourhood, 
delivering a dense, urban environment that supports much higher levels of walkability and sustainable 
transport choice than found in conventional suburban environments. 

The urban structure of the site will seek to maximise active and public transport-oriented benefits that stem 
from the site’s location in the Highpoint Activity Centre, and proximity to key active transport links. 

The internal transport network will be fully integrated and maximise access for all transport modes 
throughout the site. The network will be designed to ensure it can support emerging vehicle technologies and 
changing travel behaviours into the future. 

4.6.1. Active Transport 

The sustainable and active transport objectives for the future mixed-use urban village have a strong focus 
around the role of the local shared path network in driving more active transport trips, including the 
duplication of the ring road. Coupled with a comprehensive internal shared path network that is proposed 
within the site, there is significant opportunity to reduce multiple vehicle trips within the Highpoint Activity 
Centre and other local facilities. 

Active transport will be prioritised throughout the site and particularly within and providing access to new 
employment opportunities, open spaces, and the new bus interchange. Furthermore, facilities for cyclists will 
be integrated into key destinations. 

New and legible east-west links through the HSC will be provided to increase pedestrian connectivity across 
the site. This further responds to Map 1 of DPO17. 
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4.6.2. Public Transport 

The existing bus interchange caters for eight (8) bus bays and is located internal to the HSC off Rosamond 
Road. Whilst this location was logical when the HSC was the heart of the interchange, as it positioned buses 
as close to their destination as possible, it is no longer consistent with the need for buses to service the 
broader Highpoint Activity Centre precinct. 

The Development Plan contemplates the relocation and upgrade to the bus interchange to be closer to 
Rosamond Road and more conveniently located, along Little Rosamond Road. This will effectively improve 
modal integration, reducing travel distance between the existing tram stop and the bus interchange from 450 
metres to 250 metres. It will also improve connectivity between the HSC and the wider activity centre, being 
located proximate to existing signalised crossing infrastructure. 

The site’s public transport accessibility is expected to improve into the future, with benefits expected to flow 
from various major transport infrastructure projects that are presently underway in the region. 

4.6.3. Road Network & Car Parking 

Vehicular access to the site will continue to be provided via the existing road network and primary 
intersections, including: 

▪ The intersection of Rosamond Road and the private ring road at the north-west corner of the site. 

▪ The central signalised entrance mid-way along the western boundary to Rosamond Road. 

▪ Via Aquatic Drive to the south 

▪ Via Warrs Road the east 

These access intersections will be supported by additional infrastructure investment and access points along 
the private ring road. As a result of future demand, and to alleviate traffic along Rosamond Road, duplication 
of the private ring road is required. The new ring road will provide access to the majority of retail car parking 
areas, which generally experiences higher turnover than residential and employment loading and car parking 
areas. 

Forward looking public and private car parking solutions will be considered as development progresses 
across the site, particularly in and around the newly located bus interchange and higher density residential 
areas. 

The transport planning approach to the HSC development will be based on future focused assumptions 
around travel demand and behaviour, and vehicle parking innovations, rather than current ‘business as 
usual’ transport planning assumptions. Car parking is anticipated to be shared across uses as usage 
patterns fluctuate throughout the day. It is also anticipated that reliance on the private motor vehicle will 
decline over the next 20 – 30 years. 

Further investment will be made to the roundabout at the corner of Warrs Road and Aquatic Drive, with 
signalised pedestrian crossings. This will effectively improve pedestrian connections to open space and 
recreation opportunities to the south and south-east of the site. 

The timing of delivery of the various transport infrastructure works discussed in this section, including the 
duplication of the ring road, new pedestrian crossings, and the relocation of the bus interchange will be 
informed by individual traffic studies prepared at the time of relevant site specific planning applications. 

Refer to the enclosed Transport Strategy, prepared by Stantec Consultants for further detail. 
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5. DEVELOPMENT PLAN ASSESSMENT 
The broad overall land use and development outcomes as envisaged within the Highpoint Planning and 
Urban Design Framework (September 2015), DPO17 and relevant state and local policy are delivered as 
part of this Development Plan. 

The mix of uses and development proposed at the site has undergone a thorough authority engagement and 
design refinement process to ensure appropriate integration within the context of the surrounding area, whilst 
delivering a high-quality and vibrant mixed-use urban village. The built form characteristics and scale of the 
development proposed under the Development Plan is generally in accordance with Map 1 and Map 2 
outlined in DPO17. 

A critical aspect of the refinement process has been the analysis of and response to the key policy objectives 
outlined within DPO17 and the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme more broadly. The way these have been 
addressed are outlined in the following sections. 
 

5.1. RESPONSE TO DEVELOPMENT PLAN OVERLAY – SCHEDULE 17 
DPO17 requires that this planning report provide a description of how the proposed Development Plan 
responds to the vision and objectives set out in the Schedule. The general objectives for the Highpoint 
Activity Centre are located in the local area policy at Clause 21.11-2 of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme. 

The Development Plan is considered to accord with the overall vision for the Highpoint Activity Centre by 
proposing a compact, diverse and highly accessible precinct that will provide a high-quality place to live, 
work and play.  

This proposal seeks to build on the strong retail offerings of the HSC and create a diverse hub for the 
community and wider region. It will include a range of housing typologies that will cater for a wide cross-
section of the community, complemented by a range of open spaces.  Improvements to accessibility through 
cycling, walking and bus interchange will complement the range of offerings whilst ensuring a high level of 
amenity.  

More specifically, the proposal is also considered to accord with the general objectives as nominated for the 
Highpoint Activity Centre at Clause 21.11-2 and precinct-specific objectives of DPO17 as follows: 
 

5.1.1. Land Uses & Activities (Objective 1) 

Table 3 – Development Plan response to land use policy objectives 

Policy Objective Response 

General Objectives 

To facilitate more intensive use 

of underused land in the activity 

centre and to create a lively 

mixed use centre with an 

appropriate range of day and 

night-time activities. 

Achieved. 

The Development Plan seeks to diversify land uses across a site that 

has historically been centred around retail uses. The periphery of the 

HSC is currently underutilised, being predominantly used for at-grade 

and multi-level car parking structures. The future mixed-use village will 

deliver a range of commercial, employment, community and residential 

offerings, along with a new network of open space. 

To create an identifiable town 

centre 

Achieved. 

A new identifiable town plaza is proposed within Precinct 3 (Central 

Lifestyle). Located internally to the site, towards the western edge of 

the site, the location of the new town plaza will create an inviting and 
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Policy Objective Response 

legible space, featuring a variety of commercial, retail and community 

land uses, which will effectively integrate with the wider activity centre. 

To provide a range of housing 

to cater for population growth, 

including demand for diversity in 

housing types and affordable 

housing. 

Achieved. 

The Development Plan contemplates a ranging of housing choices 

across the site, including standard private dwellings (in townhouse and 

apartment form), build-to-rent models, student accommodation, and 

serviced apartments / short-stay accommodation. By virtue of the large 

range of housing proposed, the Development Plan suitably provides 

accommodation at a range of affordability levels and responds to 

differing market demands. 

To provide for local enterprises, 

facilities and employment and to 

support business expansion. 

Achieved. 

The Development Plan has sought to encourage and diversify 

employment opportunities across the site. The HSC already has a 

significant retail function and presence, this will be supported in the 

future with new commercial and office space, as well as affordable 

employment offerings. 

Precinct 6 (Highpoint Hub) Objectives 

To reinforce retail and 

entertainment uses as the focus 

of the precinct. 

Achieved. 

As indicated above, the HSC already has a significant retail function 

and presence in the City of Maribyrnong. The diversification of uses 

proposed across the site will reinforce and enhance the performance 

and use of the existing retail and entertainment facilities across the 

site. Furthermore, the Development Plan contemplates the provision of 

a net addition of 70,000 square metres of new retail space. 

To provide opportunities for 

complementary hospitality, 

community, health and office 

uses in the vicinity of the 

enclosed shopping centre and 

along Rosamond Road. 

Achieved. 

The Development Plan seeks to provide approximately 150,000 

square metres of commercial and office floorspace in the vicinity of the 

existing shopping centre and predominantly along the Rosamond 

Road frontage. The residential and employment uses across the site 

will be contemplated by an additional 10,500 square metres 

(approximately) of space dedicated to community needs.  

To promote Rosamond Road as 

a main street at the heart of the 

centre. 

Achieved. 

As depicted in the Development Plan, Rosamond Road will feature 

new building heights in the range of 8 – 10 storeys with a clear 6 

storey street wall height. An active ground floor plane will be 

encouraged to promote Rosamond Road as an attractive pedestrian 

street, and encouraging “eyes on the street”, whilst creating an inviting 

pedestrian experience. The new road network on site will also better 

meld the former (and somewhat isolated) shopping centre with the 

wider activity centre. The activated ground floor plane to Rosamond 

Road which will be encouraged to have 4m floor to ceiling heights will 
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Policy Objective Response 

feature a range of commercial and mixed use frontages. This flexibility 

will ensure any future development along Rosamond Road is viable, 

and allows individual buildings to respond to market demands at the 

time. 

Vehicle volumes and traffic movement will also be alleviated by 

duplication works proposed for the private ring road, which will further 

provide a more pedestrian-friendly environment. 

To facilitate the addition of 

housing, including above other 

uses, with a focus on the south 

eastern and western edges of 

the High Point Shopping Centre. 

Achieved. 

The broad land use plan provided in the Development Plan (at Section 

4.2), indicates that new housing will generally be encouraged to the 

north, east and south of the subject site. The southern precincts 

particularly, will be encouraged to provide a land use mix. 

To the north of the site, residential uses alone will be encouraged. This 

is responsive to the site context, noting the area to the north of the site 

is characterised by its traditional residential setting, with single 

detached dwellings and unit style development predominating.  

Accommodation proposed above retail and other uses across the site 

will provide a vibrant land use mix and contribute to activation of the 

ground plane. 

 

5.1.2. Built Form (Objective 2) 

Table 4 – Development Plan response to built form policy objectives 

Policy Objective Response 

General Objectives 

To use the opportunities 

provided by new buildings in 

Highpoint to create a safe and 

attractive public realm, a high 

level of amenity for building 

occupants, and good practice in 

environmental performance in 

new buildings. 

Achieved. 

One of the key design principles adopted in the production of the 

Development Plan is to create a new legible and pedestrian-friendly 

block structure. This will effectively create a safe and attractive public 

realm, with key green pedestrian links between a new open space 

network. A mix of land uses and building heights will create visual 

diversity in the new mixed-use village, whilst providing high amenity 

workplaces and homes. Environmentally sustainable design is 

encouraged by the Development Plan and in future individual planning 

applications. Private open space proposed at podium level of 

residential buildings will further provide amenity for building occupants. 

To encourage development that 

is of high architectural and 

urban design quality, offers 

attractive internal and external 

spaces and provides good 

amenity. 

Achieved. 

The Development Plan encourages site responsive design that has 

utilised the topography of the area and surrounding interfaces to guide 

built form outcomes. Design principles have been established which 
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Policy Objective Response 

are to guide future development applications, with emphasis on high 

architectural quality and finishes and high quality amenity spaces. 

Precinct 6 (Highpoint Hub) Objectives 

To provide active frontages 

along Rosamond Road and 

Aquatic Drive and weather 

protection to frontages in key 

pedestrian areas as indicated in 

Map 2 of this Schedule, where 

feasible. 

Achieved. 

As indicated earlier, an active ground floor plane will be encouraged to 

promote Rosamond Road and Aquatic Drive as attractive pedestrian 

streets, and encouraging “eyes on the street”, whilst creating an 

inviting pedestrian experience. The new road network on site will also 

better meld the former (and somewhat isolated) shopping centre with 

the wider activity centre. The activated ground floor plane to 

Rosamond Road will feature a range of commercial and mixed use 

frontages. 

Where appropriate, weather protection to street frontages will be 

provided through provision of building awnings / canopies and other 

appropriate treatments. 

To provide for greening of large 

exposed surfaces, such as roof 

tops, with elements such as roof 

gardens, particularly where they 

are overlooked by residential 

uses. 

The Development Plan provides for up to 50% of new rooftops to 

provide landscaping opportunities. Additional podium level landscaping 

and ground level private courtyard gardens are also encouraged. 

To preserve solar access to a 

minimum of one footpath, 

between 11am and 2pm on 21 

June along Rosamond Road 

between Williamson 

Road/Aquatic Drive and the 

Highpoint Ring Road, and 

between 10am to 3pm on 21 

September on other streets. 

The shadow analysis included in the Development Plan indicates that 

winter solar access will be preserved during the prescribed hours 

along Rosamond Road. 

To Aquatic Drive at the winter solstice, a very small amount of 

shadowing associated with rooftop building services is possible to a 

sliver of the southern side of the footpath at 10am. This has shifted off 

the footpath by 11am and does not affect the footpath through the 

other nominated hours. 

To Warrs Road at the spring equinox, a minor amount of 

overshadowing to the eastern side of the footpath will occur in the 

afternoon at 3pm. This affects the north-eastern corner of the site only 

and is predominantly contained to the landscaped area. The footpath 

itself will generally remain unaffected. 
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5.1.3. Access & Movement (Objective 3) 

Table 5 – Development Plan response to access & movement policy objectives 

Policy Objective Response 

General Objectives 

To create a well-connected, 

safe and attractive road, 

pedestrian and cycle network 

that promotes a mode shift to 

sustainable transport modes 

and is part of a high quality 

public realm. 

Achieved. 

The rationalised urban block structure will assist in creating a high-

quality and legible internal road and movement network across the 

site. The movement hierarchy places pedestrian and cyclist movement 

as top priority, whilst public transport and private vehicle networks are 

of less priority. Green lanes / pedestrian links have been designed 

between open spaces to further protect and encourage active 

transport modes. 

Furthermore, the Development Plan makes provision for the future 

expansion of the ring road. This will effectively alleviate some vehicular 

movement along Rosamond Road, allowing it to transform into a high-

quality multi-transport spine. Whilst investment in the ring road via 

duplication will increase capacity and create a new green boulevard 

around the site 

To facilitate a transport mode 

shift towards walking, cycling 

and public transport and away 

from private vehicle travel. 

Achieved. 

This is addressed in the response above. 

To reduce the need to travel by 

attracting a range of 

complementary land uses to the 

activity centre. 

Achieved. 

By virtue of the site being a shopping centre, a vast array of land uses 

already exist at the site. It is envisaged that in providing a variety of 

accommodation and employment typologies, the new mixed use urban 

village will increase the number of multi-purpose trips to the site and 

otherwise complement the development activity occurring further west 

in the Highpoint Activity Centre. 

Further, the range of car parking rates have been nominated, which 

will reduce over time, encouraging more sustainable modes of 

transport. 

To create vehicle, walking and 

cycling connections from the 

precinct through to surrounding 

areas. 

Achieved. 

In duplicating the ring road, the Development Plan directly seeks to 

alleviate the current traffic volume of Rosamond Road and the wider 

road network. Creation of dedicated bicycle paths and mode-share 

routes will encourage active transport across the site. 

A high quality series of streets, including generous footpath spaces, is 

proposed across the site. 

Roundabout modifications are also proposed at the Warrs Road and 

Aquatic Drive intersection. This will encourage safe pedestrian access 
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Policy Objective Response 

to Pipemakers Park. Potential future pedestrian crossing points also 

have been identified on Rosamond Road. 

To encourage parking and 

vehicle access to retail and 

commercial uses that is safe 

and visually unobtrusive, where 

possible. 

Achieved. 

Car parking trends suggest usage rates are likely to decrease over the 

next 20 – 30 years for residential, retail and commercial uses at the 

site. The enclosed Transport Plan, prepared by Stantec Consultants, 

provides an overview of forecasted car parking demand and the 

provision of a shared car parking arrangement across the site. Car 

parking and vehicle access has been sited to ensure it is central to the 

site and largely obstructed from view as seen from the public realm. 

To locate goods storage and 

loading bays away from the 

public realm and sensitive uses, 

where possible. 

Achieved. 

The privately owned ring road is nominated as the key access route to 

the major retail loading areas. Although many existing loading bays will 

continue to be used in the short term, it is recognised in the 

Development Plan and supporting documentation that these should be 

located away from sensitive uses and the public realm where possible. 

To minimise impacts of parking 

access on safety and comfort of 

pedestrians and cyclists. 

Achieved. 

Car parking access is predominantly via the ring road. The proposed 

mode structure of the ring road ensures that pedestrian and cyclist 

safety is of utmost priority. 

To reconfigure Rosamond Road 

to establish its role as a main 

street at the heart of the centre 

and to reinforce Williamson 

Road’s role as a local retail and 

business street. 

Achieved. 

As indicated in an earlier section of this report, an active ground floor 

plane will be encouraged to promote Rosamond Road as an attractive 

pedestrian street, and encouraging “eyes on the street”, whilst creating 

an inviting pedestrian experience. The activated ground floor plane to 

Rosamond Road will feature a range of commercial and mixed use 

frontages. This flexibility will ensure any future development along 

Rosamond Road is viable and allows individual buildings to respond to 

market demands at the time, which will vary depending on the road 

environment of Rosamond Road, the land uses on the western side of 

Rosamond Road, and footfall from other land uses along the Road.  

Precinct 6 (Highpoint Hub) Objectives 

To contribute to a new public 

transport interchange that 

enables easy exchange 

between travel modes. 

Achieved. 

The existing bus interchange caters for 8 bus bays and is located 

internal to the HSC off Rosamond Road. Whilst this location was 

logical when the Shopping Centre was the heart of the interchange, as 

it positioned buses as close to their destination as possible, it is no 

longer consistent with the need for buses to service the broader 

Northern Maribyrnong precinct.  

As part of the Development Plan, it is proposed to upgrade and 

relocate the bus interchange to be closer to Rosamond Road on the 
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Policy Objective Response 

western side of the shopping centre. In comparison to the existing bus 

interchange, the new location provides for greater modal integration 

and improved connectivity to the wider Highpoint Activity Centre. 

To provide improved cycling 

connections to and from the 

enclosed centre. 

Achieved. 

The Development Plan has a relevant design guideline that seeks to 

create a cycling loop network. The key features of the loop include: 

• Extension of the existing shared path network around the ring 

road and Warrs Road to connect to Rosamond Road and 

Aquatic Drive. 

• Provision of a series of lower order cycling paths internal to 

the site, which will link land uses, associated bicycle parking 

and end of trip facilities. 

To provide for two legible east-

west pedestrian routes through 

the shopping centre. 

Achieved. 

Noting the substantial level changes that occur across the HSC, four 

(4) legible east-west pedestrian routes have been nominated through 

the site. This exceeds the policy objective. 

To provide for future increased 

traffic capacity on the Highpoint 

Ring Road while retaining 

pedestrian and cyclist 

connectivity. 

Achieved. 

As indicated earlier, provision has been made for the duplication of the 

ring road to ultimately alleviate some vehicular traffic along Rosamond 

Road and local road network. Most loading and parking access points 

will also be provided along the ring road, however the duplication 

project itself will prioritise the safety of, and connectivity for, 

pedestrians and cyclists.  

To balance convenient car park 

access with pedestrian priority 

on Rosamond Road. 

Achieved. 

As indicated earlier, the duplication of the Ring Road will allow for 

Rosamond Road to be downgraded. The majority of car parking and 

loading access will occur via the ring road. Pedestrian networks are of 

highest priority along Rosamond Road and through the site. 

To provide sufficient loading 

bays and service roads close to 

Rosamond Road without 

comprising the visual amenity 

and character of Rosamond 

Road. 

Achieved. 

Investment in Little Rosamond Road (an internal private road) will 

effectively redirect service vehicles away from Rosamond Road. This 

will ensure the protection and visual amenity of Rosamond Road. 

To improve pedestrian and 

cyclist connections to adjacent 

open space including 

Pipemakers Park and Robert 

Barrett Reserve, including a 

Achieved. 

The Development Plan will improve pedestrian and cyclist connectivity 

to Pipemakers Park and onwards to the Maribyrnong River shared 

path through the installation of pedestrian operated signals on Gordon 

Street and Van Ness Avenue. An indicative signalised design for the 

works, including the means to best facilitate separated pedestrian and 
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safe crossing point to 

Pipemakers Park. 

cyclists access is illustrated in the Development Plan and Transport 

Plan. 

 

5.1.4. Open Space & Community Infrastructure (Objective 4) 

Table 6 – Development Plan response to community & infrastructure policy objectives 

Policy Objective Response 

General Objectives 

To create a high quality public 

realm and open spaces 

comprising attractive, safe and 

walkable open spaces and 

streets that caters for the 

recreational and community 

infrastructure needs of a range 

of age and ability groups and for 

residents, workers and visitors. 

Achieved. 

The Development Plan outlines the future provision of over 24,000 

square metres of new open space across the HSC site. These vary in 

shape and orientation to create diversity in the new Mixed Use Urban 

Village. Several of these open spaces are provided in a linear form, 

providing high-quality and landscaped pedestrian links throughout the 

site. 

The rationalised urban block structure will further assist in creating a 

high-quality and legible internal road and movement network. 

To use the streetscape as a key 

element in linking open spaces. 

Achieved. 

As indicated earlier, the rationalised urban block structure will further 

assist in creating a high-quality and legible internal road and 

movement network across the site. The movement hierarchy places 

pedestrian and cyclist movement as top priority, whilst public transport 

and private vehicle networks are of less priority. Green lanes / 

pedestrian links have been designed between open spaces to further 

protect and encourage active transport modes. 

To use small open spaces to 

enhance the urban experience 

in areas with high pedestrian 

volumes. 

Achieved. 

The Development Plan provides 12 separate open space areas across 

the site. These spaces are positioned at various intervals across the 

site to create a network of open space and enhance the urban 

experience across the site overall. 

To encourage public art in open 

spaces. 

Achieved 

The Design Principles include the encouragement of public art. 

 

Precinct 6 (Highpoint Hub) Objectives 

To upgrade the existing public 

plaza fronting Rosamond Road. 

Achieved. 

The public plaza fronting Rosamond Road meets the size and 

dimensioning requirements prescribed by the Maribyrnong Open 

Space Strategy (2014). The plaza will be improved by way of 
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extending into a new Town Plaza area. The Town Plaza will provide 

commercial, retail and community sleeving to enhance activation. 

To provide at least one small 

local open space. 

Achieved. 

One small local open space, meeting the size requirements prescribed 

by the Maribyrnong Open Space Strategy (2014), is located fronting 

Rosamond Road. There are three open spaces on Rosamond Road 

that meet the criteria, and the final space nominated as open space 

can be confirmed in discussions with Council. 

To provide landscaping and 

street treatments that will 

contribute to Rosamond Road’s 

role as a main street at the 

heart of the centre. 

Achieved. 

The Development Plan includes the following measures, all giving 

effect to Rosamond Road’s role as a high quality main street at the 

heart of the centre: 

• Employment and community uses are encouraged to front 

along Rosamond Road, which will increase the activation of 

the street.  

• Downgrading of Rosamond Road as a traffic intensive route is 

encouraged to promote greater pedestrian and cyclist 

movement. 

• Several pocket parks and green spaces are proposed along 

the Rosamond Road frontage to create a more pedestrian-

friendly environment. 

To provide for distinctive and 

substantial green walls, 

landscaped edges or active 

frontages in highly visible parts 

of the precinct on Highpoint 

Ring Road, where practicable. 

Achieved. 

The Development Plan provides for a 15 metre green edge along the 

extent of the ring road. New residential development along the ring 

road will further contribute to the greening and landscaping of this 

road. 

To provide focal points at each 

end of the main east-west 

pedestrian links 

Achieved. 

Many of the open spaces and pocket parks / plazas provided at the 

eastern and western edges of the site have been located so as to 

provide a focal point or ‘book-end’ to each of the primary pedestrian 

links. 

 

5.1.5. Precinct Specific Objectives (Objective 5) 

The site is located in Precinct 6 (Highpoint Hub) which has a key objective to support residential, retail and 
entertainment uses and provide complementary hospitality, community, health and office uses. The 
Development Plan achieves this in providing a diverse range of uses including residential, retail and 
entertainment with complementary office, employment and community infrastructure. 

Other precinct specific objectives were largely addressed in Sections 4.1.1 to 4.1.4 of this report. 
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5.2. POLICY RESPONSE 
DPO17 further requires that this planning report provide a description of how the Development Plan 
responds to the requirements of Clause 15.01-1, Clause 21.11-2, and Clauses 55 and / or 56 of the 
Maribyrnong Planning Scheme, as appropriate. The Development Plan is considered to have a high level of 
consistency with the identified clauses, with each being discussed in further detail as follows: 

5.2.1. Clause 15.01 (Built Environment) 

Amendment VC148 was gazetted on 31 July 2018 and introduced a new Planning Policy Framework (PPF) 
into all Victorian Planning Schemes. This replaced the former Clause 15.01-1 referenced in DPO17. Clause 
15.01 (Built Environment) is still largely relevant, with the Development Plan responding to the various 
objectives and strategies as follows: 

▪ Consistent with Clause 15.01-1S (Urban Design) and Clause 15.01-1R (Urban Design – Metropolitan 
Melbourne), the Development Plan seeks to facilitate a new mixed-use urban village which values the 
safety and amenity of future residents, workers and visitors of the site. Any development approved under 
the Development Plan will be required to be of a high architectural quality and provide innovative design 
and built form outcomes.  

▪ Clause 15.01-2S seeks to achieve building design outcomes that contribute positively to the local context 
and enhance the public realm. The Development Plan directly addresses this objective by providing a 
rationalised urban grid network to improve legibility and wayfinding across the site and creating a 
network of new open space areas. Building footprints have been defined so as to ensure that future 
design outcomes are of high-quality and will contribute positively to the local context by way of human 
scale, wind effects, shadowing and visual bulk. 

▪ Consistent with Clause 15.01-5S (Neighbourhood Character), the quantum and scale of development 
contemplated under the Development Plan is responsive to its higher-order activity centre context. The 
built form steps down appropriately to more sensitive interfaces to the north and east and provides a 
housing typology at these interfaces which is more characteristic of the adjoining residentially zoned 
land. 

▪ One of the key principles informing the Development Plan approach is to ensure that the future of 
Highpoint Shopping Centre is an exemplar 20-minute neighbourhood, characterised by ready access to a 
wide range of services, jobs, shops, and recreational options, whilst being supported by public and active 
transport links. This directly correlates with the single strategy of Clause 15.01-4R (Healthy 
Neighbourhoods – Metropolitan Melbourne) which seeks to give people the ability to meet most of their 
everyday needs within a 20 minute walk, cycle or local public transport trip from their home. 

▪ Responding to Clause 15.01-4S (Healthy Neighbourhoods), the Development Plan seeks to not only 
improve, but increase connectivity through and around the site. This is achieved through a variety of 
means, including significant infrastructure investment such as relocating the bus interchange to a 
location that is better connected to the wider Highpoint Activity Centre and duplicating the private ring 
road. The modal hierarchy favours pedestrian and cyclist movement throughout the site, providing a 
network of open space and green / landscaped connections and new dedicated bicycle routes. It is 
considered the developments scheme directly responds to the key objective of this policy which seeks to 
achieve neighbourhoods that foster healthy and active living and community wellbeing. 
 

5.2.2. Clause 21.11-2 (Highpoint Shopping Centre) 

A response to each objective of Clause 21.11-2 - Highpoint Shopping Centre has been provided at Section 
4.1 of this report. Overall, it is considered that the Development Plan highly accords with the overall 
objectives of this policy by providing an exciting place to live, work and visit.  
 

5.2.3. Clause 55 & Clause 56 

The requirements of Clause 55 and 56 are not directly applicable to this Development Plan. The scale of 
development generally exceeds the 4 storeys contemplated under these design standards (Clause 55), with 
built form across the site informed by the provisions of DPO17. Clause 56 relates to subdivision, which is 
also not applicable in this instance.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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6. TECHNICAL REPORT INTEGRATION 
The proposed land uses and development across the site, as depicted in Development Plan, have been 
informed by the findings of the following additional documents: 

▪ Social Infrastructure Report, prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd (Appendix B) 

▪ Housing Diversity Report, prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd (Appendix C) 

▪ Landscape and Public Realm Concept Plan, prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd (Appendix D) 

▪ Wind Assessment, prepared by Windtech (Appendix E) 

▪ Transport Plan, prepared by Stantec Consultants (Appendix F) 

▪ Environmentally Sustainable Design Strategy, prepared by ADP Consulting (Appendix G) 

▪ Services and Infrastructure Report, prepared by ADP Consulting (Appendix H) 

▪ Preliminary Site Assessment and Remediation Strategy, prepared by Golder Associates (Appendix I) 

▪ Stormwater Drainage Strategy, prepared by Peritas Group (Appendix J) 

These are summarised in further detail in the following sections. 

6.1. SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE REPORT 
The purpose of the Social Infrastructure Report (SIR) is to explore the social infrastructure that is required for 
the quantum of development proposed under the Development Plan, including potential public and / or 
private community facilities.  

To achieve this, the SIR prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd, analyses demographic data, reviews existing provision of 
social infrastructure (e.g. childcare, kindergarten services, proximal health and maternal services, health 
services, recreation and sports facilities, community facilities like youth centres and libraries) and identifies 
any gaps. The report also covers what could be provided on the Highpoint site, including working spaces for 
creative industries as part of delivering on affordability.  

Social infrastructure opportunities that the gap analysis has identified are namely:  

▪ A kindergarten (that can potentially be part of an integrated children and family hub) 

▪ A youth centre (that can potentially be co-located with a library to offer an integrated learning hub or co-
located with disability services for youths and young adults) 

▪ An indoor recreation stadium (local 2-court facility) 

▪ Aged care facility 

▪ An arts studio or a community arts centre 

The Development Plan sets aside over 10,500 square metres of floorspace which will be dedicated to the 
provision of future community facilities, including childcare and kindergarten services, sports and recreation 
facilities, health services, youth centres and libraries, and other cultural facilities as appropriate. 

Design guidelines and three potential locations have been included for the future community facility in 
consultation and with agreement of council. This direction in the Development Plan will ensure a balance 
between certainty and flexibility in development of the community space to meet the needs of the future 
community on the site and in the surrounding area.  

6.2. HOUSING DIVERSITY REPORT 
The purpose of the Housing Diversity Report is to identify the mix of housing typologies and household sizes 
proposed and possible across the site, having regard to market demand, housing supply, key demographics 
and housing choice. Housing affordability has also been addressed through the breadth of accommodation 
being offered (including affordable options and alternatives). 
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The Housing Diversity Report was prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd and identified that the quantum of development 
proposed under the Development Plan is aligned with State and Local policies and housing strategies. 
Demographic and market trends suggest there is a community need for housing diversity to manage 
changes occurring within the City of Maribyrnong. These changes include an aging population, growing 
demographic segments each with their own unique needs, and evolving generational lifestyle preferences 
and priorities. Long term lease is the preferred tenure type which enables the land to remain in single 
ownership, rather than selling to individuals. Single ownership facilitates further opportunities to repurpose 
land uses on the site according to changing community needs. 

The Development Plan intends to provide a significant housing contribution to the municipality, and identifies 
that a range of housing typologies and tenures will be integrated into future development. 
 

6.3. LANDSCAPE & PUBLIC REALM CONCEPT PLAN 
A Landscape and Public Realm Concept Plan has been prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd. The landscape concept 
explores opportunities to integrate the existing built form with the proposed new development and ensure 
better linkages to the surrounding areas. The concept developed is cognisant of the various open space 
strategies of Maribyrnong City Council. 

Being the largest landholding in the Highpoint Activity Centre, the concept plan aims to create an open space 
strategy that integrates land use, connectivity and public realm opportunities to ensure variety of public realm 
and open spaces that connects to the larger surrounding urban fabric and open spaces. 

6.4. WIND ASSESSMENT 
The potential for wind impacts as a result of the development contemplated under the Development Plan 
have been carefully considered to ensure an appropriate level of comfort is provided to public realm areas. A 
Pedestrian Wind Environment Statement has been prepared by Windtech Consultants Pty Ltd. 

The statement identifies that the site is relatively exposed to the three prevailing wind directions. As a result, 
there is a possible impact on the wind comfort within areas such as along the footpaths of the various streets 
that intersect the development and at the communal open spaces that are located on the roof of multiple 
buildings. Several strategies are proposed to ameliorate the anticipated wind effects, including: 

▪ The inclusion of densely foliating evergreen landscaping for areas where winds are expected to funnel. 
Or else providing awnings and podium-tower type built form to lessen down-washing effects. 

▪ The inclusion of densely foliating evergreen landscaping or screening where wind is expected to interact 
with building corners. 

▪ The inclusion of high impermeable balustrades or densely foliating evergreen landscaping for areas that 
are exposed to directly impacting winds. 

The Development Plan has taken these recommendations on board, providing an extensive Landscape and 
Public Realm Concept Plan which features substantial landscaping throughout open space areas. A 
traditional podium and tower built form response is also widely planned for the area, which is noted as being 
effective in ameliorating against undesirable wind effects. 

In consultation with council, design guidelines have been included to ensure that future public open spaces 
achieve comfortable wind conditions.  

It is noted that wind tunnel testing is recommended at a later, more detailed design stage, once each of the 
individual building forms are closer to being resolved. 

6.5. TRANSPORT PLAN 
A Transport Plan has been prepared by Stantec Consultants. The plan is strategic in nature, assessing the 
overarching considerations of applicable planning policies and controls, parking, traffic and access.  

The Transport Plan does not provide a final transport impact assessment of the individual development sites 
that are covered by the Development Plan area. Rather, it has been prepared to provide a high-level review 
of the appropriateness of the proposed walking, cycling and vehicle access elements of the Development 
Plan, and provide an indicative assessment of external traffic impacts. It is expected that more detailed 
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transport and traffic impact assessments will be completed for subsequent planning permit applications (as 
appropriate for the scale of those developments). 

6.5.1. Trip Generation & Modal Principles 

The Development Plan has been prepared adopting a modal hierarchy that favours walking, cycling and 
public transport, over private vehicles. The Transport Plan indicates that the proposed development could be 
expected to generate in the order of approximately 6,300 additional person trips via all modes of transport in 
the weekday PM peak hour. This estimate relates to the ultimate full Development Plan and reflects total 
external trips. 

Using the mode split understanding indicated earlier (i.e. active transport modes are favoured), the ultimate 
development proposed in the Development Plan could be expected to generate in the order of 3,300 public 
transport trips, 1,300 walking trips, 620 vehicle trips (plus 590 passenger trips) and 450 bicycle trips during 
the peak hour (assuming each of the uses peak simultaneously). These trip estimates are in addition to the 
existing demands generated by the existing Shopping Centre. 

6.5.2. Walking & Cycling 

In this context, the delivery of an active transport network that has high amenity, is convenient and is safe is 
critically important for successful delivery of the Development Plan. This importance is reflected in numerous 
local and state policies which seek to encourage active travel modes in place of private vehicle travel. In 
developing the active transport strategy for the Development Plan the following overarching design principles 
have been adopted (which are reflected in the Development Plan itself): 

▪ Pedestrian – provide a permeable pedestrian network through the Centre with improved connections to 
surrounding land uses. 

▪ Cycling – provide a cycling “loop” around the Centre linking onward external links to internal site links. 

6.5.3. Public Transport 

To deliver the desired land use intensification envisaged as part of the Development Plan (as well as for the 
broader Highpoint Activity Centre and Maribyrnong Defence Site), a substantial mode shift from private 
vehicle to public transport is required. 

As the current public transport network performance servicing Highpoint is relatively poor (with buses and 
trams currently sharing the congested road space with private vehicles), public transport access to Highpoint 
needs to be improved through the prioritisation of higher density modes of transport (i.e. buses and trams). 

As part of the Development Plan, it is proposed to upgrade and relocate the bus interchange to be closer to 
Rosamond Road. In comparison to the existing bus interchange, the possible bus interchange locations 
provide the following: 

▪ Improved Modal Integration - Reduces the travel distance between the existing Rosamond Road tram 
stop and the bus interchange from approximately 450m to 250m.  

▪ Improved Connectivity – Centrally located between Highpoint Shopping Centre and the lands to be 
redeveloped on the westside of Rosamond Road. East-west pedestrian connections across Rosamond 
Road are provided as part of the existing and proposed traffic signals. 

The Development Plan includes a range of design guidelines for the future development of the bus 
interchange that have been agreed in consultation with council and the Department of Transport.  

6.5.4. Loading 

The proposed development plan responses to ensure the appropriate management of loading movements to 
and from the proposed development include: 

▪ Locating higher turnover loading and logistics areas on the Ring Road to minimise truck movements  
through the Activity Centre itself. 

▪ The implementation of a loading dock management system to optimise the use of the existing and 
proposed facilities. 
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6.5.5. Car Parking & Traffic 

As outlined earlier, planning for the future land use development on the site will need to be cognisant of the 
need to maximise travel by sustainable transport modes (walking, cycling and public transport) and minimise, 
as far as practical, travel by private motor vehicle. 

The proposed Development Plan Responses to car parking and traffic arrangements include: 

Car Parking 

▪ Adopt a travel demand management approach to car parking provision which results in a reduced car 
parking provision and in turn reduced traffic generation. 

▪ Implement a controlled car parking scheme to manage long-term car parking demands. 

▪ Provide car share for residents and employees to reduce car ownership/reliance for users of the future 
site. 

▪ Provide electric vehicle charging for residential car parking (or in the first instance ensure it can be 
retrofitted in the future). 

Traffic 

▪ Duplicate the Ring Road/Warrs Road link to provide capacity for additional traffic to the site and 
reassigned traffic from the downgraded Rosamond Road. 

▪ Continue to engage with Council and the Department of Transport to explore mitigation works at 
surrounding intersections (Rosamond Road/Aquatic Drive, Rosamond Road/Raleigh Road and Van Ness 
Avenue/Raleigh Road) to cater for additional traffic demands from the Development Plan. 

▪ Implement a new internal road network to provide vehicle access to land uses and car parking areas. 

▪ Implement external real time guidance signage to direct vehicles via defined vehicle routes to the Centre. 

6.6. ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGY 
Environmentally Sustainable Design (ESD) is critical to realising the vision for the future mixed-use urban 
village. A holistic approach has been taken to ESD throughout this concept design stage, with the focus on 
strategies and initiatives to enhance the well-being and productivity of those who will live, work and visit the 
site. 

The Highpoint Development Plan ESD Strategy, prepared by ADP Consulting, translates and applies the 
GPT Sustainability Strategy and Maribyrnong City Council requirements to set key sustainability 
requirements, and foster ambition and innovation by comparing these key requirements against world-
leading sustainability approaches. 

GPT’s current sustainability vision for the project is to set a market “World Leadership” benchmark in social 
and environmental sustainability in the built environment, including: 

▪ A precinct with enhanced connectivity to mass public transit. 

▪ A culturally vibrant community that facilitates engagement with cultural diversity, identity, heritage with a 
“sense of place” 

▪ A safe and resilient community that is both inclusive and cohesive, creating conditions for equal 
opportunity. 

▪ Community health and well-being facilitated by walkable access to amenities, access to affordable fresh 
food, access to green spaces promoting physical exercise, biophilic design and optimal ambient 
conditions. 

▪ Adoption of environmentally sustainable design and construction practices which contribute to reductions 
in waste, water and energy consumption as well as greenhouse gas emissions. 

This Report demonstrates compliance with the key policy objectives of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme, 
DPO17 and demonstrates that future development will target achievement the following sustainability 
benchmarks:  
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▪ Minimum 5 Star Green Star Buildings (for new buildings). 

▪ Minimum 5 Star Green Star Communities (precinct level). 

▪ National Construction Code (NCC) 2019 Section J Compliance (where relevant) 
 

6.7. SERVICES & INFRASTRUCTURE REPORT 
A Services and Infrastructure Report has been prepared by ADP Consulting. This report identifies all existing 
and proposed infrastructure requirements and easements to service the quantum of development proposed, 
including: 

▪ Mechanical services 

▪ Fire services 

▪ Hydraulic services 

▪ Electrical services 

The report identifies the need for ongoing review of the staging of works, to ensure that the existing centre 
and new development are serviced appropriately. 
 

6.8. PRELIMINARY SITE REMEDIATION STRATEGY 
In discussion with Council, A Preliminary Environment Site Assessment (Phase 1) has been prepared by 
Golder. The objectives of the Phase 1 ESA were as follows: 

▪ To assess potential sources of contamination at the site based on the identified site history. 

▪ To assess potential environmental issues associated with soil and groundwater for the site (if any), their 
potential impact and their associated uncertainties for the proposed use of the site; and 

▪ To make recommendations for further assessment (if required). 

The desktop site history review assessed the potential for past and current activities on and around the site 
to have resulted in contamination. Although the decision for the site to require an Environmental Audit as a 
permit condition lies with the responsible authority, Golder resolves that an audit would be the appropriate 
level of environmental assessment for areas of the development for which sensitive uses such as high 
density residential use are proposed to characterise and mitigate (if required) the potential risks posed by 
potential contamination. 

It is acknowledged that an Environmental Audit could be undertaken in a staged manner, and provided as 
part of the permit application process where sensitive land uses are proposed. 

The ESA recommends further investigation (by way of a Phase 2 ESA), including intrusive soil, soil vapour 
and groundwater assessment. It is proposed that this further assessment (i.e. the Landfill Gas Assessment 
and Audit) will be required at individual permit stage, as many of the requirements of a Site Remediation 
Strategy and on-site monitoring are only triggered by the commencement of an audit process. 

6.9. STORMWATER DRAINAGE STRATEGY 
Peritas Group has prepared a Stormwater Management Plan to inform the existing and proposed stormwater 
management measures across the subject site. This report generally outlines that the scale and quantum of 
development contemplated under the Development Plan will not alter the drainage patterns of the site. 
Furthermore, future development across the site is appropriately positioned and sized to benefit from existing 
stormwater collection, detention and treatment systems. 

The Stormwater Management Plan recommends further analysis at individual permit stage. 
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7. CONCLUSION 
Highpoint Shopping Centre is the largest landholding in the Highpoint Activity Centre, which makes it ideally 
sized and located to support the strategic objectives of Maribyrnong City Council and the Victorian 
Government. 

A development of this scale is a long-term proposition and the future will see major changes for Metropolitan 
Melbourne as its population continues to grow and evolve. Planning for Highpoint Shopping Centre needs to 
be able to respond to these changes. This setting necessitates a holistic approach for the future of the site, 
that is able to provide both certainty of vision and objectives for the site, with flexibility to respond to changes 
in projections and demands over time. 

The proposed development of the site supports the objectives of key State and local planning policy and is 
consistent with the objectives of Plan Melbourne 2017-2050.  

There is strong strategic support for the scale and type of development proposed. In light of the assessment 
as outlined in this report, it is considered that the Development Plan should be supported for the following 
reasons: 

▪ The Development Plan sets the vision and objectives that provide certainty that the desired outcomes will 
be achieved through future permit applications and eventual development outcomes. 

▪ The site will provide housing choice, fit for the needs and expectations of a diverse community now and 
into the future. 

▪ Development will capitalise on existing and invest in new public transport infrastructure to deliver 
enhanced transit-oriented development outcomes. Coupled with active transport infrastructure, the site 
will be a true 20-minute neighbourhood. 

▪ The additional employment floorspace proposed by this Development Plan will facilitate business growth 
and innovation within the Highpoint Activity Centre 

▪ Sustainability objectives and requirements are embedded in the framework to deliver an active, resilient 
community. 

▪ Development will facilitate a significantly improved pedestrian environment and public realm internal to 
the site, and also along Rosamond Road, Aquatic Drive, Warrs Road and the private ring road. 
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8. DISCLAIMER 
This report is dated 06 October 2020 and incorporates information and events up to that date only and 
excludes any information arising, or event occurring, after that date which may affect the validity of Urbis Pty 
Ltd (Urbis) opinion in this report.  Urbis prepared this report on the instructions, and for the benefit only, of 
The GPT Group (Instructing Party) for the purpose of Development Plan Planning Report (Purpose) and 
not for any other purpose or use. To the extent permitted by applicable law, Urbis expressly disclaims all 
liability, whether direct or indirect, to the Instructing Party which relies or purports to rely on this report for any 
purpose other than the Purpose, and to any other person which relies or purports to rely on this report for 
any purpose whatsoever (including the Purpose). 

In preparing this report, Urbis was required to make judgements which may be affected by unforeseen future 
events, the likelihood and effects of which are not capable of precise assessment. 

All surveys, forecasts, projections and recommendations contained in or associated with this report are 
made in good faith and on the basis of information supplied to Urbis at the date of this report, and upon 
which Urbis relied. Achievement of the projections and budgets set out in this report will depend, among 
other things, on the actions of others over which Urbis has no control. 

In preparing this report, Urbis may rely on or refer to documents in a language other than English, which 
Urbis may arrange to be translated. Urbis is not responsible for the accuracy or completeness of such 
translations and disclaims any liability for any statement or opinion made in this report being inaccurate or 
incomplete arising from such translations. 

Whilst Urbis has made all reasonable inquiries it believes necessary in preparing this report, it is not 
responsible for determining the completeness or accuracy of information provided to it. Urbis (including its 
officers and personnel) is not liable for any errors or omissions, including in information provided by the 
Instructing Party or another person or upon which Urbis relies, provided that such errors or omissions are not 
made by Urbis recklessly or in bad faith. 

This report has been prepared with due care and diligence by Urbis and the statements and opinions given 
by Urbis in this report are given in good faith and in the reasonable belief that they are correct and not 
misleading, subject to the limitations above. 
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APPENDIX A CERTIFICATES OF TITLE 
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APPENDIX B SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE REPORT 
(URBIS PTY LTD) 
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APPENDIX C HOUSING DIVERSITY REPORT (URBIS 
PTY LTD) 
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APPENDIX D LANDSCAPE & PUBLIC REALM 
CONCEPT PLAN (URBIS PTY LTD) 
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APPENDIX E WIND ASSESSMENT (WINDTECH) 
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APPENDIX F TRANSPORT PLAN (Stantec 
CONSULTANTS) 
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APPENDIX G ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE 
DESIGN STRATEGY (ADP 
CONSULTING) 
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APPENDIX H SERVICES & INFRASTRUCTURE 
REPORT (ADP CONSULTING) 
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APPENDIX I PRELIMINARY SITE ASSESSMENT & 
REMEDIATION STRATEGY (GOLDER 
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1. BACKGROUND

In response to planning controls developed and 

implemented by the Maribyrnong City Council, 

The GPT Group as owners and managers of the 

Highpoint Shopping Centre have prepared a 

long term, 25-30 year vision for the shopping 

centre site. This vision is contained in the 

Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan 

and associated supporting reports. 

In preparing the Development Plan, GPT have 

collaborated closely with council and other 

authorities such as the Department of Transport 

to refine the vision and for the site and ensure 

that its outcomes meet shared aspirations for 

the renewal and enhancement of the shopping 

centre and surrounding area. 

As part of this process, GPT has also sought to 

consult and engage with the community on the 

Development Plan. This report provides a 

summary of the consultation process, what 

feedback was received, and responses to issues 

raised. 
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2. CONSULTATION 
PURPOSE AND 
OBJECTIVES

Consultation was carried out to ensure that the community within 

the immediate surrounds as well as the broader area had the 

opportunity to review the proposed Development Plan and 

supporting reports and information and provide their feedback. 

The objectives of the consultation were to:

▪ Provide direct notice of the Development Plan to those in the 

immediate surrounds.

▪ Provide a point of contact for the community to ask questions 

and receive responses.

▪ Provide the full suite of Development Plan material for review.

▪ Enhance the community’s understanding of the project, its 

vision and key elements and how development will occur over 

time. 

▪ Be able to provide council with information about the 

community’s views on the Development Plan. 
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3. CONSULTATION 
PROGRAM

3.1  WHAT WE CONSULTED ON
Feedback was sought on the Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan and its supporting documents 

including:

▪ Planning Report (Urbis Pty Ltd) 

▪ Social Infrastructure Report (Urbis Pty Ltd)

▪ Housing Diversity Report (Urbis Pty Ltd)

▪ Landscape & Public Realm Concept Plan (Urbis Pty Ltd)

▪ Wind Assessment (Windtech)

▪ Transport Plan (GTA Consultants)

▪ Environmentally Sustainable Design Strategy (ADP Consulting)

▪ Services & Infrastructure Report (ADP Consulting)

▪ Stormwater Drainage Strategy (Peritas Group)
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3.2 HOW WE CONSULTED
Consultation was carried out over a three week period from 6 – 24 September 2021 with an information flyer 

sent to properties within a 400 meter radius of the Highpoint Shopping centre. The flyers provided an outline 

of the Development Plan process, including a summary of the key components of the proposal, as well as a 

link to view the complete draft Development Plan online, and an invitation to register to attend an online 

information webinar about the Development Plan, and contact details to ask questions and provide written 

feedback via email. An example of the flyer is provided at Appendix B. 

52 people registered to attend the webinar which was conducted via Microsoft Teams at 5.30pm on 21 

September 2021, with approximately 28 people attending. At the webinar, 16 questions received prior were 

responded to, and in total 11 submission were provided via email during the consultation period. 

In addition:

▪ Direct notice was sent to the Maidstone and West Footscray Residents Action Group.

▪ Information was posted to council Facebook page with 18,000 followers. 

▪ All information was provided on the Highpoint Shopping Centre website including information banners 

on the landing page. 

▪ Direct notice to Highpoint Shopping Centre tenants.

▪ The webinar presentation was circulated to those who registered for the event. 
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4. WHAT WE HEARD
A total of 11 submissions were received via email, 

which have been summarised below. All submitters 

received an acknowledgement of receipt, and the full 

submissions are provided in Appendix A to this 

report.

Section 5 of this report provides a summary 

response to the concerns raised under each theme 

and refers to sections of the Development Plan and 

other Consultant reports that address the relevant 

issues. More detailed responses to each individual 

comment are provided in Appendix B to this report.

4.1 EXCITEMENT ABOUT THE 
VISION
Many participants were enthusiastic about The GPT 

Group’s vision for the Highpoint Shopping Centre 

and the Activity Centre as a whole. Participants 

described the Development Plan as an exciting 

project, and were particularly pleased with the 

emphasis the Plan places on green and open 

spaces, as well as the renewed emphasis on 

pedestrian and active transport access to the site. 

4.2 TRANSPORT AND TRAFFIC
A number of submitters were concerned about the 

effects that the expansion of the centre will have on 

traffic demand generation and access to the centre, 

as well as movement within the precinct more 

generally.

Key themes within this topic included:

▪ The effects of the development on major roads in 

the precinct;

▪ Pedestrian and public transport access to the 

centre and within the precinct more broadly;

▪ Movement of emergency services in the area;

▪ Car parking provision for the centre and for new 

residences.

4.3 SHOPPING CENTRE 
EXPANSION
Some submitters asked about any plans Highpoint 

has to expand the shopping centre beyond its 

current boundaries. Questions were asked about 

specific sites outside the existing title boundaries, 

and about any future acquisition of land.

4.4 ON-SITE / OFF-SITE AMENITY
One submitter was concerned about the amenity of 

the new dwellings being constructed as part of the 

Development Plan. This submitter asked about:

▪ Internal storage provided to each dwelling.

▪ Private open space provided to each dwelling.

▪ Space for a rotary clothesline for each dwelling.

Other amenity concerns included:

▪ Increase in noise from mechanical services as 

part of the centre’s expansion.

▪ Overshadowing impacts on surrounding land.

▪ Open space provision, including the size of the 

proposed town centre.

▪ Managing the spread of COVID-19 and other 

pathogens in retail environments.

4.5 SOCIAL AND CULTURAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE
It was submitted that the Development Plan makes 

inadequate provision for social and cultural 

infrastructure, with particular reference to galleries, 

theatres, and the possibility for a town hall as part of 

the precinct. There were also submissions relating to 

the need for affordable housing within the centre.

4.6 BUILDING HEIGHTS AND 
RESIDENTIAL DENSITY
A number of submitters were concerned with the 

scale of development within the subject site and its 

relationship to surrounding land. Some submitters 

were concerned that the heights did not 

appropriately respond to DPO17 by locating taller 

buildings at the centre of the site, and that residential 

densities in the precinct were excessive. 
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5. RESPONSE TO ISSUES 
RAISED

We appreciate the time participants took to engage 

with the consultation process and have endeavoured 

to respond to the feedback received. Where relevant, 

submitters received direct responses by email, 

drawing their attention to relevant components of the 

Development Plan and other consultant reports that 

addressed their concerns. Additionally, the webinar 

sought to address the key concerns raised over the 

consultation period.

A brief summary of how the Development Plan 

responds to the key issues raised during consultation 

is provided below, with detailed responses provided in 

Appendix A. 

5.1 TRANSPORT AND TRAFFIC

Transport and traffic issues are principally addressed 

through the Transport Plan, prepared by Stantec. 

Stantec’s Transport Plan takes a traffic demand 

management approach, prioritising active and public 

transport in an effort to reduce the need for residents 

and shoppers to use private vehicles. A new bus 

terminal and enhanced tram services are envisioned 

as part of this modal shift.

Together with infrastructure treatments, such as the 

proposed duplication of the Highpoint Ring Road and 

potential capacity works to key corridors around the 

centre, the proposed approach will appropriately 

manage traffic around the centre. Movement of 

emergency services through the area will not be 

hindered due to these management approaches. New 

pedestrian facilities will further improve connectivity by 

active transport.

5.2 SHOPPING CENTRE EXPANSION

While additional retail development will occur at 

Highpoint over coming decades, no expansion is 

proposed beyond the current title boundaries.

5.3 ON-SITE / OFF-SITE AMENITY

Details of the internal amenity for new dwellings will 

be addressed as part of future planning permit 

application processes. All future dwellings will be 

required to comply with the Better Apartment Design 

Standards under the City of Maribyrnong Planning 

Scheme, which addresses matters such as internal 

storage and provision of open space. There are 

unlikely to be rotary clotheslines included with these 

dwellings.

Addressing the other amenity concerns raised:

▪ All mechanical services will be required to comply 

with State Environmental Planning Policy N-1 

requirements, regulated by the Environmental 

Protection Authority.

▪ Overshadowing impacts are primarily contained 

within the site boundary or adjacent roads 

between 10am and 3pm at the Spring Equinox. 

These are detailed on page 81 of the 

Development Plan.

▪ Over 24,000m2 of new open space is planned. 

After consultation with Council, the size of the 

planned town centre was increased to 

approximately 9,700m2, doubled in comparison to 

the previous version of the Development Plan

▪ COVID-19 and other pathogens will be managed 

by GPT group in accordance with up-to-date 

government health advice.
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5.4 SOCIAL AND CULTURAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE

Social and cultural infrastructure are an important part 

of the proposed Development Plan for the Highpoint 

Urban Village Activity Centre. These issues are 

addressed in detail in the Social Infrastructure Report, 

prepared by Urbis. The Development Plan provides 

for around 10,000 m2 of community space, and GPT 

are exploring the opportunity for cultural and creative 

uses.

Housing supply on the site has focussed on creating 

diversity and supply, facilitating a range of different 

housing types to meet the needs of diverse income 

groups and demographics. This may include specialist 

accommodation. GPT are looking at affordable 

employment spaces within the urban village.

5.5 BUILDING HEIGHTS AND 
RESIDENTIAL DENSITY

A full breakdown of proposed building heights is 

provided in the Development Plan. Building heights 

are intentionally scaled down towards the lower scale 

development surrounding the site, with the tallest 

forms located away from the site edges. Landscaping 

around the site edges play an important additional 

visual role.

The densities and mix of uses respond to the direction 

within the DPO17 and the Highpoint Planning and 

Urban Design Framework seeking increased densities 

and intensity of development within a key Major 

Activity Centre, providing housing close to services, 

jobs, and recreational opportunities.

The proposed residential density responds to both 

state and local planning policy and reflects the site’s 

capacity to deliver a sustainable 20 minute 

neighbourhood. No density controls apply to the site 

under the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme, including 

the DPO17. 
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6. CONCLUSION AND 
NEXT STEPS

The consultation process conducted has provided an opportunity for members of the community to provide their 

feedback on the draft Development Plan. Feedback received during the consultation process has been carefully 

considered and will be provided to council to inform its decision making process. 

Importantly, The GPT Group will continue to work closely with the Council who will be responsible for the 

detailed assessment of planning permit applications for development within the Development Plan area, as well 

as other projects that enhance the Highpoint Activity Centre.

This next phase of collaboration will continue over the next 25-30 years and beyond to ensure the shared vision 

for the Highpoint Urban Village and surrounding area is realised. 

TIMELINE
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SUBMITTER ISSUES RAISED RESPONSE

1 Is the shopping centre expanding beyond its 

current boundaries?

Additional retail will be added to the Highpoint 

Shopping Centre over the next few decades, but all 

proposed development is occurring within the 

existing Shopping Centre title boundary.

2 How are existing traffic problems around the 

centre going to be managed now and in the 

future. Key roads highlighted:

▪ Rosamond Road.

▪ Gordon Street.

A travel demand management approach has been 

adopted for the Development Plan which includes 

a modal hierarchy which prioritises active and 

public transport modes over private vehicle travel. 

Adoption of the proposed hierarchy will limit the 

potential traffic generation to the site and in turn 

traffic impact to the surrounding network.

Furthermore, the Transport Report identifies 

potential capacity improvements for the key 

corridors servicing the Centre (to Footscray, 

Sunshine and Essendon) to accommodate 

increased public transport and vehicle demands, 

including the creation of tram fairways, intersection 

works, new phasing, turn bans, etc.

There isn’t enough information on cultural 

and social infrastructure. The precinct 

should include more galleries, theatres or 

even a town hall.

The Development Plan provides for around 

10,000sqm of community space, and GPT will be 

exploring cultural and creative uses.

3 Noise from existing mechanical services is 

a disturbance and will be made worse with 

new development.

All services need to comply with SEPP N1 

requirements from the EPA

Existing traffic may block emergency 

services. This is a safety risk.

As above.

The combination of the above works will ensure 

that the impact to the surrounding road network 

(and to emergency service vehicles) is managed 

appropriately.

4 Does the development intend to 

open Warrs Road from Raleigh Road 

through to Van Ness Avenue? If so, what is 

the likely impact on traffic in the area?

No, it is not proposed to provide a new vehicle 

connection between the northern and southern 

sections of Warrs Road as part of the 

Development Plan.

5 Will there be improved connections 

to Pipemakers park?

As part of the Development Plan it is proposed to 

provide new pedestrian crossing facilities on each 

leg of the intersection providing a safe pedestrian 

connection from the Centre to Pipemakers Park.

6 How will Covid and the potential spread of 

other pathogens be managed in future 

development?

As new guidance on COVID in retail environments 

developers, GPT will implement these 

requirements.

What level of internal amenity will there be 

for future residents in apartments e.g.

How much storage will each apartment 

have?

How much private open space will there 

be?

Can people have a rotary clothesline each.

Details of internal amenity will be included in the 

permit application stages, but all apartments will 

need to comply with the Better Apartment Design 

standards on matters such as internal storage, 

and communal open space.

There are unlikely to be rotary clotheslines 

included.
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SUBMITTER ISSUES RAISED RESPONSE

How many car parks will future 

residents have?

A travel demand management approach has been 

adopted for the Development Plan which includes a 

modal hierarchy which prioritises active and public 

transport modes over private vehicle travel.

Given the collocation of the residential uses with the 

retail, employment and recreation uses at the Centre, 

as well as public transport access, the need for 

residents to own a car will be reduced.

The Development Plan proposes the an average 

residential car parking of 0.5 to 0.6 spaces per 

dwelling.

It is noted that initial residential car parking rates will 

be higher with the lower overall rates to be phased in 

over the 30 year lifespan of the Development Plan.

7 I have had a look at the advertised 

development plans for the Highpoint 

upgrade (all of which is very exciting), 

but I am having some difficulty in 

understanding the impact on our 

business, particularly during the 

construction phase.

The street on which we are located has 

only one access point and this is 

adjacent to Highpoint. The intersection 

(White St/Rosamond Rd) is one of the 

key areas proposed for change and I 

would like to know whether a traffic 

management plan is in place to 

minimise disruption to small businesses 

like mine?

Most of my customers drive to our 

studio and clear vehicle access along 

Rosamond Road and White Street is 

imperative for our success. I do have 

concerns that the proposal may cause 

traffic issues on Rosamond Road and 

White Street, both during the 

construction phase and beyond, which 

will act as a deterrent for existing and 

future customers.

Traffic management will be addressed when changes 

are proposed and in conjunction with council and other 

relevant authorities. This will need 

to consider access to nearby businesses and 

residences.

The staged roll out of the masterplan over 30 years 

assumes improvements to public transport and existing 

local road infrastructure over time to improve 

accessibility and minimise impacts to the local 

neighbourhood.

For reference, please see the transport Sections 5.18 -

5.25 within Volume 1 of the Highpoint Urban Village 

Development Plan (“HUVDP”) and Section 6.5 and 

Appendix F in Volume 2 of the HUVDP, which provide 

further detail about the transport strategy and plan.

8 How are the works to be staged over 

the forecast 30 years? Will they be 

timed to avoid having an unsightly 

construction site for the entire 

period? Long-term construction activity 

has a severely detrimental effect on the 

local amenity for neighbouring 

residents.

Construction activity will be timed to respond to market 

demands and will be managed in accordance with 

relevant council and authority requirements. An 

indicative staging plan has been provided at Section 

4.4 (page 34) of Volume 1 of the Highpoint Urban 

Village Development Plan.
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SUBMITTER ISSUES RAISED RESPONSE

Will the height of proposed buildings be 

limited to conform with human scale? We 

note with some concern that your plan 

proposes buildings between 3 and 14 

storeys high. It would be better for the 

environment to limit heights to 5 storeys as 

is the case in the Horizon community where 

we live. This is the usual practice in Europe 

- especially Germany - which makes for a 

much more pleasant urban design and 

living environment. Tower blocks tend to 

be very alienating as can be seen from the 

ugly development at 64-72 Wests Road 

Maribyrnong. The lower buildings in front of 

the tower blocks do nothing to redress this 

unsightly imposition on the streetscape. 

Another appalling example of misplaced 

towers blocks in a low rise suburban 

environment are the new tower blocks in 

the Puckle Street precinct in Moonee Ponds 

and the out-of-scale tower block on the 

junction of Epsom and Racecourse Roads 

opposite Flemington Racecourse. We think 

this poor urban design should be avoided at 

all costs. If the Germans can create higher 

density living on a human scale, why can’t 

we in Australia?

Building heights are consistent with the existing 

building controls and respond to state and local 

policies that encourage intensification and growth 

within the Highpoint Activity Centre. The design of 

each new development will be assessed in detail 

via future planning permit applications to ensure 

they result in acceptable urban design and 

amenity outcomes.

The Development Plan aims to deliver a high 

level of pedestrian comfort and a human centric 

ground plane environment through set back of 

taller tower elements and consideration of shadow 

impacts on the public realm.

The proposal to making Warrs Road into a 

wider dual carriageway raises several 

concerns. Does this mean that the traffic 

now blighting Rosamond Road will be 

transferred to Warrs Road, so not achieving 

the desired outcome of reducing traffic 

congestion? Will this also mean 

that Warrs Road will be lined with 

commercial buildings and how will you 

plan this so they are evenly distributed over 

the site rather than having high density 

clumps. The object should be to avoid a 

cluttered, claustrophobic effect.

The duplication of Warrs Road/Highpoint Ring 

Road was proposed by council and is a key 

element of council’s Highpoint Planning and 

Urban Design Framework. Modifications to the 

road will be undertaken in consultation with 

council and will be designed to improve 

connections around the centre and local area and 

improve traffic management. Residential uses are 

predominantly intended to front Warrs Road 

providing an appropriate interface to neighbouring 

areas. Commercial uses will be general focused 

around Rosamond Road.

Horizon Drive is a private road owned by 

the Owners Corporation. What effect will 

construction have on access for 

residents? Will construction activities 

require access to Horizon Drive and, if so, 

will the relevant developer be required to 

make good any damage done to the 

road? Has this issue been factored into the 

plan?

Construction management and impacts will be 

addressed when development occurs and will be 

in line with relevant council and authority 

requirements. It is unlikely construction access 

will be required to Horizon Drive.
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SUBMITTER ISSUES RAISED RESPONSE

It was pleasing to hear at the webinar on 21 

September that green space will be incorporated as 

a fundamental principle guiding your plan. Will this 

be distributed evenly around the development? It 

seems from the plans published so far that the green 

spaces will be concentrated on the Rosamond Road 

side. What is proposed for the Warrs Road 

side? Will green space be sacrificed to the widening 

of Warrs Road?

The Development Plan proposes a wide 

range of different new green and open 

spaces including the ‘Green Edge’ 

along Warrs Road. In total there will be 

approximately 19,000sqm of open and green 

space in the Development Plan area which is 

intended to be delivered in an equitable 

manner across the site and considering the 

proximity to existing green and open space 

areas.

It is also pleasing to hear that pedestrian accessibility 

and movement will be a key principle of the 

plan. We support this fully as residents of Horizon 

Drive, who walk rather than drive to 

Highpoint. Highpoint is currently one of the most 

pedestrian-unfriendly places in Melbourne, where 

one has to walk through car parks to get access to 

the shops. We are looking forward to a significant 

improvement on this score.

Noted.

9 We thank you for the opportunity to provide 

feedback. It’s exciting to know things are happening 

in the Highpoint Activity Centre and to see 

development plans for the transformation of the 

Highpoint Shopping Centre site. We have had a 

quick overview of the DP documentation and would 

like to provide some general feedback as follows:

We note that “At completion, the area encapsulated 

by the DP will deliver appropriately 3150 new homes, 

150 residential hotel rooms, 150,000 square metres 

of commercial floorspace, 1.9 hectares of open 

space, over 55,000 square metres of net additional 

retail and over 10,500 square metres of community 

facilities”. The size of the proposal is significantly 

greater than the development demand of only 500 

dwellings and 2000 square metres of commercial 

floorspace, as projected in the Highpoint Urban 

Design Framework Plan September 2015 

(Framework Plan).

The DP essentially presents 6.3 times more 

dwellings and 75 times more offices than projected in 

precinct 6 of the framework plan. Or put it another 

way, the DP for one precinct alone seeks to deliver 

30% more dwellings than what’s anticipated for the 

entire Highpoint Activity Centre.

Is there any socio economic impact assessment to 

justify such demand / significant increase in density? 

We are particularly concerned about the impact of 

the proposal on the overall economic impact or 

development viability of six other precincts within the 

Highpoint Activity Centre.

The proposed development plan proposes an 

anticipated outcome over the next 25-30 

years and will respond to market demands as 

they change over time. It also responds to 

local and state planning policies that seek to 

local intensive growth and activity in major 

activity centres to provide locations for people 

to live, work and recreate in ’20 

minute neighbourhoods’ with access to 

services, job opportunities and open space.

The dwelling demand included in the HPUD 

Framework Plan was an estimate, by 

Council, of demand completed several years 

ago. It is not a capacity limit. Our team 

considers the estimates are very low and do 

not reflect the market demands and the long 

term potential of the Highpoint Activity 

Centre.

A Social Infrastructure and Housing Diversity 

Report was submitted as part of the 

application.

Overall the development anticipated in the 

Development plan will help achieve these 

objectives and make a significant and 

positive economic, social and environmental 

contribution to the local and broader area. It 

is expected that the Highpoint Development 

Plan will complement rather than compete 

with other precincts situated within the 

Highpoint Activity Centre, delivering a vibrant 

and active Town Centre that will become a 

major attractor for the broader surrounding 

area.
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SUBMITTER ISSUES RAISED RESPONSE

We note that a consistent built form along 

Rosamond Road with a constant street wall height 

of 6 storeys and an overall height of 10 storeys is 

proposed. The justifications provided to increase 

the preferred height from 3 – 4 storeys and to 

provide a continuous built form are that there 

would be no amenity impact in terms of 

overshadowing and that there would be active 

uses at ground floor, and public open spaces 

punctuating the built form.

We are of the view that the continuous 6-10 storey 

built form along Rosamond Road would visually 

block off connection to and physically create a 

barrier separating the broader area of the 

Highpoint Activity Centre to the west. We feel that 

the minimal landscaping area and narrow 

pedestrian paths around the almost continuous 6 

to 10 storey built form along Rosamond Road will 

not support Rosamond Street as the ‘heart’ of the 

Highpoint Activity Centre.

A key focus in the Framework Plan and in Clause 

21.11-2 of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme is to 

support Rosamond Street as a main street at the 

‘heart’ of the Highpoint Activity Centre. Some of 

the strategies outlined in Clause 21.11-2 to 

support this theme include: ‘Support Rosamond 

Road as a main street at the heart at the activity 

centre that provides a commercial and retail focus 

around a central plaza and a new public transport 

hub’, ‘Use built form to reinforce Rosamond 

Road’s role as a main street at the heart of the 

centre’, ‘Encourage new building and landscape 

design to complement the topography and 

enhance views into and out of the centre’.

Building heights have been carefully developed 

to respond to relevant state and local policies as 

well as the DPO17 and Highpoint Planning and 

Urban Design Framework that recognises 

Rosamond Road as the focus for the most 

intensive commercial and recreational activity in 

the centre and Highpoint Shopping Centre is the 

focus for the most intensive retail activity.

The Development Plan proposes indicative 

building heights and setbacks that will ensure 

excellent access to sunlight to footpaths on 

Rosamond Road (between 10am and 2pm at the 

winter solstice) and includes building setbacks 

and separation that will ensure pedestrians have 

open and outward views from within the public 

realm.

The potential diversity of built form and land use 

proposed in the Development Plan is expected to 

deliver key objectives of local policy and the 

DPO17 in providing the level of activity and 

intensity envisaged.

The Development Plan responds directly to the 

overarching vision statement in the HPUDF and 

Clause 21.11-2 of the Maribyrnong Planning 

Scheme.

We further note that some of the open space 

objectives of Precinct 6 of DPO17 are to ‘upgrade 

the existing public plaza fronting Rosamond Road’ 

and ‘to provide landscaping and street treatments 

that will contribute to Rosamond Road’s role as a 

main street at the heart of the centre’.

We are of the view that a public 

plaza fronting Rosamond Road, which is an 

important element of the Highpoint Activity Centre 

and a requirement of the DPO17, is missing in this 

DP.

GPT are proposing to 

update the proposed Development Plan proposal 

to include a new approx.. 10,000sqm ‘Town 

Square’ with clear sight lines and access from 

Rosamond Road that will provide a new high 

amenity, highly accessible space for Highpoint 

and the wider area. This area has been doubled 

compared to the previous version of the 

Development Plan. Development on Rosamond 

Road will also provide for landscaped setbacks, 

directly responding to objectives in the DPO17.

The key principles, location, size and accessibility 

of the Town Square have been developed 

through extensive consultation with Council and 

are believed to be generally in accordance with 

the requirements of DPO17. The Town Square 

does not prevent further development of open 

space by others along and around Rosamond 

Road.
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Whilst we understand that as this DP was 

prepared for the GPT Group, it would be 

imperative to have Highpoint Shopping Centre 

or the centre of their site as the focal point of 

their DP. We however request Council that, 

when assessing this DP, to consider the 

overall impact on the Highpoint Activity Centre 

and the overall intent of the Framework Plan. 

More emphasis should be placed on (both 

sides of) Rosamond Road, as the ‘heart’ of the 

Highpoint Activity Centre.

The Development Plan provides a key ‘Town 

Square’ on the western side of the site fronting 

Rosamond Road, responding to the DPO17 

and Rosamond Road as the ‘heart of the 

Highpoint Activity Centre’. In conjunction with 

this and in recognition that the site is large and 

will provide a diverse range of new 

development, multiple other open 

space have been provided to ensure each 

precinct (and the broader surrounding area) has 

access to high quality open space that will cater 

for a variety of activities.

Development on the western side of Rosamond 

Road cannot be controlled by the Highpoint 

Shopping Centre development and nothing in 

the Development Plan prevents other land from 

developing in a way that would respond to local 

and state policy as well as the DPO17.

We note in the planning report that the DP has 

undergone a thorough authority engagement. 

We are just curious to know if the DP has also 

undergone any peer review? There is no 

doubt that Urbis is one of the leading urban 

design and planning firms in Melbourne, 

however, the disclaimer in the planning report 

states that the DP was prepared under the 

instruction of the GPT Group, for the benefit 

only of the GPT Group. It would be interesting 

to see what if this DP was prepared also for 

the benefit of the community.

The DPO17 was prepared after extensive 

public and local industry consultation completed 

by Council.

The Development Plan has been prepared in 

response to the requirements of the DPO17 

with expert urban and landscape design, 

planning, traffic, wind, ESD, services, and 

housing and social infrastructure input. The 

Development Plan has been prepared in 

consultation with council staff and the 

Department of Transport including their experts 

in relevant fields.

The disclaimer in the report is a standard 

practice relating to contract management.

10 The proposed plan will need to include an 

authentic and significant commitment to a 

percentage of affordable housing in any 

future development. This ensures the plan 

gives effect to The Planning Policy Framework 

Clause 16 states that planning should provide 

for housing diversity, affordability and 

sustainability. Currently the plan only plays lip 

service to affordable housing.

Whilst council has not required a formal 

contribution to ‘affordable housing’ as defined in 

the Planning and Environment Act and it is not 

required by the DPO17, the Development Plan 

will facilitate a range of different housing types 

that will meet the needs of a diverse range of 

income groups and demographics. The 

Development Plan is a masterplan and the 

specifics of end users will be defined as site 

specific development applications are lodged.
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The proposal is not in accordance with the 

preferred heights currently in place for the 

site. The proposal should be amended to 

reflect these heights. What is proposed in 

terms of building heights and their location at 

the periphery of the site does not give effect 

to the Local Policy guidance in relation to the 

Key policy objective to:

▪ Promote higher levels of development at 

the core of the centre, close to facilities, 

with a transition in building heights down 

to existing residential areas to reflect the 

character of those areas and to 

complement the topography of the area.

The Development Plan appropriately responds 

to the preferred building heights within the 

DPO17, seeking to achieve an average of 

10 storeys across the site, while seeking to 

maximise its contribution to local and state 

polices that seek to intensify development 

within Activity Centres to provide people with 

housing close to services, jobs, entertaining 

and recreational opportunities.

Building heights have also been carefully 

considered against design guidelines to ensure 

appropriate levels of sunlight reaches public 

spaces, they are of a human scale and provide 

appropriate and comfortable wind conditions 

whilst accommodating diversity and visual 

interest. The height of each new building will be 

assessed in detail through future planning 

permit applications to ensure they are 

appropriate.

The Development Plan does locate the tallest 

forms away from the edges of the site and 

purposefully scales down to surrounding lower 

scale development to limit amenity and visual 

impacts. This is combined with landscaping 

around the edges of the site that will play an 

additional and important visual and 

environmental role.

Furthermore, the proposed building heights 

and their location on the periphery of the site 

do not support the outcome outlined in the 

Highpoint Development framework “to 

ensure new buildings and landscaping 

complement the topography and enhance 

views in and out of the area”.

The Development Plan responds appropriately 

to requirements of the DPO17 which is the key 

planning provision which was informed by the 

Highpoint Development framework and ensures 

a high quality urban outcome and transition 

from an area specifically identified for more 

intensive development to surrounding lower 

scale areas. The plan responds to the site’s 

unique topography, achieving appropriate level 

transitions through built form and public realm 

which enhance the site’s walkability and 

accessibility.

Development transitions down to existing 

residential areas, consistent with DPO17, 

including 3-6 storeys within 15m of the Ring 

Road, and the green edge
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The residential densities proposed for the site 

are far higher than those outlined in Highpoint 

Urban Development Plan and should be 

reduced to meet this

The Highpoint Planning and Urban Design 

Framework does not specify density 

requirements for the site, nor foes the DPO17 

or the Planning Scheme. The Development 

Plan appropriately responds to direction in 

these documents that seeks increased 

densities and intensity of development within a 

key Major Activity Centre and to deliver policies 

outcomes that seek to provide housing close to 

services, jobs, entertainment and recreational 

opportunities.

The proposed number and layout of residential 

development is not in alignment with the 

Development plan overlay overarching Land 

Use and Activities Objectives below:

▪ To reinforce retail and entertainment uses as 

the focus of the precinct.

▪ To facilitate the addition of housing, 

including above other uses, with a focus on 

the south eastern and western edges of the 

Highpoint Shopping Centre.

As such the proposed residential development 

in precinct 6 should be reduced in number and 

the location of it refocused on the south eastern 

and western edges of the Highpoint Shopping 

Centre instead of the north.

The Development Plan proposes to retain the 

core regional retailing role of the Highpoint 

Shopping Centre whilst accommodating a 

range of uses including additional retailing, 

office/commercial uses, community uses, open 

space and housing. The mix of uses is in line 

with the DPO17, local and state policy and will 

make a significant social, economic and 

environmental contribution to the local and 

broader inner western area.

The proposed town centre is too small for 

the future growth on the site. The proposed 

open space is too fragmented with insufficient 

satellite open spaces of size to provide 

alternatives to the town centre.

Open space has been carefully considered to 

provide a diverse range of areas for the 

enjoyment of new and existing 

residents, workers and visitors alike. In 

response to feedback from Council, the ‘Town 

Square’ has been increased to approximately 

10,000sqm in area and will work in conjunction 

with the approximately 24,000sqm of open 

space on the site to provide excellent amenity 

and recreational and social opportunities to new 

and existing communities.

11 Increased Traffic

The plan suggests that with an alteration to the 

current public transport arrangements shoppers 

will be encouraged to use this as a means of 

visiting the centre. Unfortunately, we do not 

share your optimism regarding a reduced level 

of car use. Our observations confirm that the 

typical behaviour of that people who visit 

Highpoint with the intention of purchasing will 

drive rather than use transport. This is because 

they do not want to carry numerous packages 

home on a bus or tram for safety reasons as 

well as convenience.

The Development Plan has been prepared in 

anticipation of changes in traffic and transport 

patterns and will respond over time to these 

changes including enhanced public transport 

provision through a new bus terminal and 

improved tram services. It also acknowledges 

that car parking will remain as part of the centre 

and seeks to optimise its management to cater 

for user preferences.
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Noise - Night time Activity & Ring Road

The creation of a village with people live on 

the outskirts of Highpoints will bring more 

premises that will trade later into the evening 

to cater for the population’s social and eating 

activities. Has the increase in noise levels 

from these happenings, from cars to groups 

congregating outside in public spaces, been 

factored into the plan. Our experience is that 

noise from Highpoint travels extremely well to 

the households on the northern edge. Further 

to this, the widening of the Ring Road on the 

northern side will also increase the noise 

coming from the Highpoint Activity centre to 

the detriment of local residents.

The Development Plan responds to local and 

state planning policy that seeks to intensity 

development and activity in Activity Centres. All 

future land uses will meet relevant state and 

local requirements (including EPA 

requirements) to mitigate off-site amenity 

impacts including noise. This will be managed 

in conjunction with council through future 

planning permit applications.

Parking at Christmas time

The Christmas season (particularly Boxing 

Day) is already a great concern to locals in 

terms of Highpoint Shoppers parking in local 

streets. When shoppers are unable to a 

secure parking space within Highpoint, they 

resort to surrounding streets. At times 

shoppers have blocked our driveways 

preventing us from leaving the house! How 

will this problem be addressed with the 

forecasted increase in patronage and no 

doubt increased demand for car space around 

this busy season.

Whilst it is council’s responsibility to enforce 

parking controls on public streets, the 

Development Plan makes provision for on-site 

car parking that will be optimised to meet user 

demands as and when these change over 

time.

Highpoint adopts several strategies during peak 

shopping periods to ensure we meet increased 

demand including extended trade hours, valet 

parking and customer communications around 

increased public transport services.

Development of Defence Site

The proposed development of the defence 

land again brings concerns around increase in 

traffic and higher demands for car parking 

spaces. We envisage this will place an 

incredible strain on Raleigh Rd which is 

already struggling. We would be keen to see 

what studies have been done around traffic 

management in this area. Is there the potential 

for an underground train station at Highpoint?

Council are currently preparaing the Highpoint 

Infrastructure Master Plan (HIMP) which 

assesses the future transport network 

requirements of the broader precinct. The HIMP 

includes consideration of the land use uplift 

anticipated as part of the Highpoint Activity 

Centre (inclusive of the Shopping Centre site) 

and the Maribyrnong Defence Site.

The Transport Report that accopmanied the 

Development Plan identifies potential capacity 

improvements for the key corridors servicing 

the Centre (to Footscray, Sunshine and 

Essendon) to accommodate increased public 

transport and vehicle demands, including the 

creation of tram fairways, intersection works, 

new phasing, turn bans, etc.

A new train station was considered as part of 

the various alignments for the future Melbourne 

Airport Rail Link, however, the adopted 

alignment does not travel via Highpoint. 

Accordingly, there is no proposal for a train 

station at Highpoint at this point in time.
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Re. Highpoint Shopping Centre Development Plan 

The GPT Group is an Australian company and has owned and operated the Highpoint Shopping Centre for 15 
years. During that time, GPT has invested heavily in renewal and rejuvenation of the centre to ensure it remains an 
important shopping and entertainment hub for Maribyrnong and the surrounding region. 
In 2014, the Maribyrnong City Council prepared the Highpoint Planning and Urban Design Framework to help guide 
the development of the Highpoint Activity Centre, including the Highpoint Shopping Centre. 
In 2016, at the request of the Council, and to give effect to the Highpoint Planning and Urban Design Framework, 
the Minister for Planning approved changes to the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme. These changes included rezoning 
of substantial parts of the Activity Centre to mixed use, in order to support a broader range of land uses including 
office, commercial, residential and retail and increase height guidelines to revitalise the area. At the same time, the 
Development Plan Overlay, Schedule 17 (DPO17) was applied to the Highpoint Shopping Centre. 
The DPO17 sets out the planning and development framework for the Highpoint Shopping Centre and requires that 
the land owner prepare a Development Plan before they seek permission for development. 
In accordance with the DPO17, GPT has prepared a draft Development Plan for the Highpoint Shopping Centre that 
will provide an integrated framework for its progressive development and enhancement over the next 30 years to 
create a new urban village. Key points of the Development Plan include:
 • Staged development across 30 years
 • Introduction of new and exciting opportunities for people to live,  

work and play within a 20 minute neighbourhood  
 • Provision of new open and green space including a new town plaza
 • Provision of a new library and community spaces
 • Relocation and upgrades to the bus interchange
 • Upgrading of local perimeter roads to support future development

Since 2019, GPT has worked with Council on the preparation of the draft Development Plan and before Council 
considers approval of the final version, we are seeking your feedback. Your feedback will be considered by the 
project team and summarised in the final submission to the council. Comments may be provided in writing via email 
at HPUVDP@urbis.com.au, and must be received by 5pm, Friday 24 September 2021. 
To find out more about the Development Plan, an online webinar will be held at 5:30pm on 21 September 2021 
where GPT and its project team will present the project. To participate in the webinar, please register your interest 
by emailing HPUVDP@urbis.com.au. You will be provided details of how to log onto the event once you’ve registered. 
We value your feedback on this exciting next phase of the Highpoint Shopping Centre and look forward to continuing 
to be part of the growth of Maribyrnong and Maidstone as well as the broader inner-western area of Melbourne. 
Best regards,

 

Owners and managers of Highpoint Shopping Centre

To the Owner / Occupier

HIGHPOINT  
URBAN VILLAGE  
DEVELOPMENT PLAN

<Address Line 1>
<Address Line 2>
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WHAT IS A DEVELOPMENT PLAN?
A Development Plan is a statutory document that is approved by 
the council and shows how the land it applies to will be developed 
over time. It may consist of plans, reports and other written 
material. 

WHY HAS A DEVELOPMENT PLAN BEEN PREPARED?
The Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan has been 
prepared because it is required by the Maribyrnong Planning 
Scheme before planning permits for anything other than minor 
works at the shopping centre can be approved. 

WHO APPROVES THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN?
The Maribyrnong City Council are responsible for assessing 
and approving the Development Plan. The assessment is being 
managed by council’s Statutory Planning Department. 

WHAT HAPPENS IF THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN IS 
APPROVED?
Once the Development Plan is approved, all future planning 
permit applications for development within the Highpoint 
Shopping Centre site must be generally in accordance with it.

IF THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN IS APPROVED, CAN GPT 
BUILD WHATEVER IT WANTS?
Before any new development can commence, planning permits 
must be submitted to council for approval. Council will undertake 
an assessment of the proposed use or development in the same 
way it does for other areas in Maribyrnong. The planning permit 
and development must be generally in accordance with the 
approved Development Plan. 

WHAT DOES THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN SAY?
Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan provides direction 
about land use and development of the shopping centre over the 
next 30 years. The vision for the development plan is:
The Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan seeks to create 
a compact, highly accessible and distinctive place that provides 
high quality living, working and recreational opportunities, around 
a prominent town plaza with new development that respects the 
site’s strategic setting and proximity to the Maribyrnong River. New 
development will reinforce the centre’s significant regional retail 
role and will accommodate a diverse range of quality housing 
typologies, new local retailing to complement the existing large 
format retailing, office and other commercial based business 
at different scales, improved vehicle, pedestrian and cycle 
connectivity and plentiful green spaces. 

The vision will be delivered through the following key principles: 
 • New Urban Environment with a Rationalised Street 

Network – Create a new legible street network and urban 
structure with varied built form and heights providing visual 
diversity and interest, whilst being responsive to the site 
context and key views.

 • Mixed Use Precinct with a Community Heart – Create a 
vibrant urban mixed-use village by increasing the density 
across the site and introducing a variety of accommodation 
typologies and a complementary mix of employment 
generating and community uses.

 • Enhanced Connections – Enhance pedestrian movement 
around and through the site, ensuring these new and 
enhanced routes are legible and of high-quality, particularly 
considering the challenges in site topography. 

 • Sustainable Change – Deliver environmentally, socially and 
economically sustainable outcomes in all aspects of the new 
urban form. 

 • Open Spaces – Provide a network of open spaces of 
different scale, character and function which cater for a 
variety of activities to support the future community.

FAQS

HOW CAN I PROVIDE FEEDBACK?
You can provide feedback by sending  
an email to HPUVDP@urbis.com.au. 

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
Once all feedback is reviewed, a final Development  
Plan will be submitted to council for approval.  

WHO CAN I CONTACT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS?
If you have any questions about the Development Plan, 
please contact us via email at HPUVDP@urbis.com.au.  
Urbis have been appointed by GPT to prepare the  
proposed Development Plan.

Full details of the Development Plan 
including its supporting reports can 
be found on the Highpoint website at 
https://bit.ly/HighpointUrbanVillage 

Artist’s illustration – Indicative Only
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STATE GOVERNMENT PLANNING REFORMS  

Director: Lisa King  
Acting Director Corporate Services  

Author: Ashley Minniti 
Manager City Places 

 

PURPOSE  

To provide information to Council on the Victorian Government’s proposed planning 
reforms. 

ISSUES SUMMARY 

 In March 2019, the Treasurer and Minister for Planning asked the Better 
Regulation (Red Tape) Commissioner to undertake a review of State and Local 
government processes surrounding building and planning approvals to identify 
opportunities to streamline processes and reduce delays. 

 The review looked at the root causes for why planning and building approvals 
have become so complex and time-consuming.  

 The Commissioner’s Final Report was released in November 2021 and contains 
27 recommendations spanning a range of issues.  

 A number of individual changes have resulted in efficiency gains and faster 
approvals, particularly for minor or uncontroversial matters.  

 In the 2020/21 State Budget, $111m was allocated to ‘unlock the Victorian 
economy’ following the devastating effects of protracted lockdowns.  

 In late 2020 a streamlined approvals process was announced for social housing 
proposals, removing local government as the decision maker for larger (10+ 
dwelling) proposals.  

 In the second half of 2021 briefings between the Municipal Association of Victoria 
(MAV) and Local Government Mayors and senior executives were held but with no 
substantial information provided or subsequently released. 

 While the majority of reforms are expected to be uncontroversial, a small number 
are expected to have a significant effect on the Victorian planning system.  

 Such ‘streamlining’ may undermine local government strategic plans, circumvent 
normal environmental, heritage and other expert inputs and cut out local 
communities’ opportunities to have a say on developments that will affect their 
amenity.  

 It is not clear how much opportunity Councils will have to respond. The 
Government has emphasised that the reforms must be fast-tracked to enable 
speedy economic recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic.  

 The time and resources spent in responding to and implementing the reforms may 
be considerable but is at this stage unknown. 

 It is recommended that Council advocate to the State Government to undertake 
meaningful consultation prior to any further reforms being enacted.   
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ATTACHMENTS 

1. Risks and Opportunities Paper MAV (October 2021) ⇩   
2. Risks and Opportunities Summary MAV (October 2021) ⇩   
3. Better Regulation Victoria Turning Best Practice into Common Practice Report 

(November 2021) ⇩      
 

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION 

That the City Development Delegated Committee: 
 
1. Notes that a number of amendments have been made by the State 

Government to Victorian Planning Schemes without consultation with Local 
Government or the wider community.  

2. Write to the Minister for Planning, to advocate that:  
a. Any further changes to the planning framework are put on hold until the 

full suite of reforms are made public;  
b. Meaningful consultation with the community and with local government 

on any reform proposals must occur before reforms are considered or 
introduced;  

c. Community consultation must remain an integral consideration for 
planning decisions; and 

d. Local Government be retained as a decision maker for planning decisions 
to ensure a transparent planning system. 

3. Request the Chief Executive Officer, or their delegate, coordinate with other 
Council’s regarding advocacy on the matters raised above.  
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BACKGROUND 
 
Smart Planning Reforms 
Stage 1 of the reforms generally involved removing redundant provisions in planning 
schemes and setting up the VicSmart 10-day streamlined planning approvals process 
for minor matters. Stage 2 integrated State and Local policies into a single new 
Planning Policy Framework (PPF) and expanded the type of applications considered 
under the VicSmart provisions. Stage 3 included simplifying provisions for second 
dwellings on a lot and assisted the translation of local provisions into the new PPF.  
 
Commissioner for Better Regulation Review (CBRR) – “Red Tape Review” 
In 2019 the Victorian Government commissioned the CBRR to review the planning and 
buildings approvals process and recommend ways to streamline local and state 
government planning to “remove delays and further support the delivery of essential 
housing and infrastructure” and to ensure the planning system “efficiently enables state 
infrastructure and development projects”.  
 
In November 2019 Council made a submission to the interim Red Tape review 
Discussion Paper. Among other things, the submission supported simplification of the 
permit approvals process, faster resolution of issues with applications, and a 
streamlined process for the Minister to authorise exhibition of amendments. Concerns 
were raised with the reforms including the opportunities for lobbying and undue 
pressure on councils when strategic sites are identified as suited to streamlined 
approvals, and the prospect of imposing standardised delegations on councils.  
 
The Commissioner’s final report is attached and appears to be the basis of DELWP’s 
current reform agenda. The Government has accepted all recommendations, but with 
limited detail available on implementation, timeframes and resourcing.   
 
As with most legislative changes, implementation is likely to be complex and will require 
Councils to undertake substantial retraining for urban planners and re-engineering of 
Council planning processes.  
 
Building Victoria’s Recovery Taskforce 
In April 2020 the Victorian Premier announced a special taskforce had been established 
to fast-track planning approvals for projects that had been held up due to COVID-19 and 
to advise on longer term reforms to stimulate investment in construction. It is 
understood that this taskforce has, at least in part, helped shape the planning reforms.  
 
Amendment VC194 - November 2020 social housing changes 
The Minister for Planning’s media release of 24 November 2020, “Planning Revamp to 
Boost Economic Recovery”, had few details of the overall reform program. It briefly 
mentioned: 

 A new ‘simpler and quicker’ assessment model for projects of $50m or more in 
value, to stimulate investment.  

 Streamlined approvals for social and affordable housing projects. 

 Upgrades to DELWP’s digital planning tools and addition of 3D modelling. 

 Continuation of the VPA’s Streamlining for Growth program for councils.  
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Multiple changes made in December to all planning schemes through the insertion of 
new Clauses 52.20 and 53.20 to streamline approvals for social and affordable housing 
associated with the State Government’s Big Housing Build program (Amendment 
VC194). Among other things, the reforms effectively make the State Government the 
responsible authority for medium and large social and affordable housing projects (10+ 
dwellings) and exempt such housing from most local overlay controls. Local 
communities are consulted through direct mail, but no appeal rights exist.   
 
Amendment VC198 – August 2021 major project changes 
Amendment VC198 introduced new particular provisions at clauses 52.35 (Major Road 
Projects) and 52.36 (Rail Projects) and makes other changes related to delivery of 
projects carried out by or on behalf of Major Road Projects Victoria and Rail Projects 
Victoria. While these changes have not yet had a direct impact on the Maribyrnong 
Community, they are another step in a long line of changes which remove planning 
control from local government in favour of state level assessment.  
 
Legislative changes 
The Minister for Planning advised Parliament in February 2021 (2nd reading speech on 
various changes to the Planning and Environment Act 1987) that “the planning system 
must continue to efficiently support government efforts to deliver the homes, jobs and 
services needed to support population growth and to support the economic growth that 
will drive Victoria’s recovery.”  
 
The Minister commented in his speech that many other CBRR recommendations would 
not need legislative changes.  
 
Early information on planning reforms  
The Commissioner’s Report (Attachment 3) outlines a number of reforms which 
generally focus on better rules, better processes, better reporting and better integration 
between planning and building processes. The timeline has been given as 2020-2024, 
and the aims are said to be: 

 A more efficient, clearer system; 

 Greater market certainty about timeframes and pathways; 

 Increased community confidence in planning; and 

 Ensuring integrity of decisions. 
 
The five focus areas are described as: 

1. Update and simplify planning rules and processes - e.g. new State codes/more 
exemptions from planning permits/new online portal/time savings at panels and 
VCAT. 

2. Partner with local council planning departments – e.g. surge capacity for regional 
councils/capacity building/digital grants/more funds for Streamlining For Growth. 

3. Focus on major projects and attracting investment – e.g. new concierge 
service/dedicated teams for major projects/streamlined decision-making (dollar 
value for ‘major projects’ not noted).  

4. Planning for priority precincts and growth areas e.g. Clear framework for 
declaring precincts/new tools to support faster planning and assessment/VPA 
Affordable by Supply. 
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5. Prioritising infrastructure delivery e.g. Improved development contributions/new 
tools to support delivery/better alignment of growth and services. 

 
Priority precincts focus 
Focus area no. 4 (planning for priority precincts) is likely to affect the planning of the 
wider Footscray area, as this has been identified as a priority business precinct for the 
State since December 2019.  
Preliminary information is that there will be three categories for priority precincts: 

 State priority precincts – led by DJPR (e.g. Footscray) or DOT. 

 State facilitation precincts – led by VPA (e.g. Braybrook Regeneration area). 

 Local growth precincts – led by Council following request by State to prioritise 
growth based on their economic importance. 

 
Precincts in the first two categories would be declared by the Minister for Planning. The 
lead Ministers and State agencies involved in each precinct would have assigned roles 
for planning, infrastructure coordination, land assembly and striking and collecting 
infrastructure levies.  
 
All three precinct categories would be put through a streamlined planning process that 
combines structure planning, writing of development and built form controls, and 
infrastructure delivery planning. There would be a single point for consultation and 
referrals. Advisory Committees examining the precinct plans would have tight 
timeframes and a clear scope of issues to review. They may potentially have decision-
making powers delegated from the Minister for Planning.  
 
It is understood that the streamlining process would then extend to the granting of 
permits. That is, if a permit application within the precinct area complies with the new 
development controls, it could be automatically given a permit or be exempt from giving 
notice. If it did not comply, it could be considered under the new pathway for State-
significant projects.  
 
MAV guidance 
The MAV’s view is that the official launch of the reform process may not be until 2022. 
MAV understands consultation will likely take place through Engage Victoria and 
through forums, newsletters and other avenues. Consultation to date has been 
fragmented and has not allowed a coordinated response to the reforms.  
 
MAV have issued a member briefing (Attachment 1) and summary table (Attachment 2). 
The briefing summarises the opportunities and issues for local government under five 
themes: 
 
1. Update and simplify planning rules and processes  
MAV notes the opportunities to further reduce the time and resources taken up by 
applications for low impact developments. The main risk they identify is that essential 
review processes will be done away with, with a consequent decline in the quality of 
developments and their net benefits to communities.   
 
2. Partner with local council planning departments  
This theme would be strongly supported by local government. For instance, the 
Streamlining for Growth program of grants to Councils for specific improvements in their 
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planning framework should be continued. This theme should also embrace further 
digitisation of planning instruments. However, MAV identify risks with this theme as 
councils potentially being excluded from reform of key processes and the need for 
considerable capacity building so that councils can be equal partners in the reforms.  
 
3. Focus on major projects and attracting investment  
Benefits to councils could include more consistency in how and when the Ministerial call 
in powers are applied to major projects. The MAV sees risks to councils, including that 
they will have to implement decisions to approve major projects without having any say 
(or limited involvement) on those decisions.  
 
There is also the danger that the approvals will bypass council strategic directions for 
the areas covered by the projects. In particular, streamlined centralised approvals of 
major projects have been found in the past to bypass environmental and/or heritage 
considerations. Environmental and Heritage impacts from development can be 
subjective and take time and technical expertise to assess and are not so easily 
‘streamlined’ or ‘code assessed’.   
 
Maribyrnong has recent experience of the exercise of Ministerial planning power 
inconsistent with Council intentions. In the Joseph Road precinct, the former Minister for 
Planning, as responsible authority for almost all tower developments in Footscray at the 
time, approved developments contrary to Council’s strategy to protect the Maribyrnong 
River from overshadowing. In some instances buildings four times the preferred height 
limit were approved, with no regard to Council’s objection.  
 
4. Planning for priority precincts and growth areas  
MAV’s interpretation of this theme is that it is concentrated on improving the 
arrangements for funding of infrastructure through development contributions. This 
follows the Auditor-General’s highly critical assessment early in 2021 of the ineffectual 
and resource-intensive current arrangements for infrastructure contributions.  
 
The MAV suggests that Councils would be supportive of reforms in this area provided 
they address the risks of under-funded infrastructure and councils having to make 
budget commitments over many years to secure part-funding of essential infrastructure.  
 
5. Prioritising infrastructure delivery  
This is likely to complement recent changes exempting State transport infrastructure 
projects from permits. The risks with this theme of fast-tracking transport infrastructure 
is that council strategic plans will be over-ridden and heritage and environmental 
protections set aside.  
 
DISCUSSION/KEY ISSUES 
 
1. Key Issues 
Undermining of the Victorian planning system  
The Victorian planning system is built around community participation. It is the 
cornerstone of the system and has more touchpoints with the community than any other 
system in Australia.  
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The MAV member briefing raised several key ways in which the strengths of the 
Victorian planning system could be jettisoned in a rush to approve a raft of significant 
projects.  
 
Risks to the planning system include: 

 Loss of community consultation and input into planning decisions, including 
removal of third party appeal rights.   

 Much broader exercise of Ministerial planning powers.  

 Scant consideration of long term strategic plans and municipal objectives when 
making decisions about specific sites. 

 Less attention to heritage and environmental considerations, and other matters 
than take time and technical inputs to review. 
 

MAV also notes the risk of the proposed streamlined processes to the evolving 
consideration in the planning system of climate change.  
 
Council will need to closely monitor the changes, once they are announced, and 
respond if these risks are evident.  
 
Responding to the reform proposals individually will absorb much time for Council and 
community members, assuming that there will be a consultation process. Following the 
consultation process, the implementation of the reforms may take up considerable staff 
resources in retraining and redesigning processes to reflect the new regulations and 
directions.  
 
To date, Council has seen the impacts of the reforms, through DJPR and the VPAs 
interest in Footscray and Braybrook respectively.  
 
2. Council Policy/Legislation 
Council Plan 2021-2025 
This report contributes to Council’s strategic objectives contained in the Council Plan 
2021-2025 by considering: 
 

 Strategic Objective: 
- Safe climate and healthy environment - Council will proactively identify 

opportunities to support a return to a safe climate and healthy environment 
and work with our community to respond to climate emergency challenges. 

- Liveable neighbourhoods - Council will partner with community to provide & 
advocate for integrated built and natural environments with access to open 
spaces that are well maintained, engaging, accessible and respectful. 

- A place for all - Council will provide well-planned neighbourhoods & strong 
local economy, delivering services that are inclusive & accessible to the 
whole community, support wellbeing, healthy & safe living, community 
connection, and cultural interaction. 

- Future focussed - Council will plan and advocate for new infrastructure and 
safe, sustainable and effective transport networks and a smart innovative city 
that encourages and supports new generations to thrive. 
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Legislation 

 Planning and Environment Act 1987 

 Planning and Environment Regulations 2015 
 
Conflicts of Interest 
No officer responsible for, or contributing to, this report has declared a direct or indirect 
interest in relation to this report. 
 
Human Rights Consideration 
This report complies with the rights listed in the Victorian Charter of Human Rights and 
Responsibilities Act 2006. 
 
3. Engagement 
Engagement will be contingent on the State Government program. 
  
4. Resources 
Unknown at this stage.  
 
5. Environment 
Risks to environmental protection have been briefly summarised above.  
 
CONCLUSION 
The shape of the State Government’s planning reforms is not yet clear enough to draw 
conclusions on its implications for local government. It is also not yet clear to what 
extent local government will be able to influence the reforms to ensure that they serve 
the sector and local communities.  
 
The reforms have the potential to benefit local government through more efficient 
planning and building approval processes that take less Council resources and produce 
the same or better built form outcomes.  
 
There are, however, risks to councils and communities. More centralised and 
streamlined decision making at the State Government level could reduce community 
input, undermine local strategic planning and put undue weight on short term economic 
outputs at the expense of longer term environmental, heritage and social 
considerations.    
 
Council will need to closely monitor the communications from State Government on the 
proposed reforms and be ready to quickly respond with a considered view of the 
benefits and risks of the proposals.  
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Risks and Opportunities in the Five Focus areas of Planning Reform 

 
The State Government is developing a range of planning reforms that will change how 
planning decisions are made and how the planning system operates. These reforms will 
appear to be the most significant changes to the planning system since the creation of the 
Planning and Environment Act 1987.  
 
DELWP has publicly stated that the reforms are grouped under five broad themes:  

1. Update and simplify planning rules and processes 
2. Partner with local council planning departments 
3. Focus on major projects and attracting investment 
4. Planning for priority precincts and growth areas 
5. Prioritising infrastructure delivery  

 
The key driver of this reform package appears to be lifting Victoria’s post COVID economic 
performance through facilitating growth. The roots of this reform program can be found in the 
Red Tape Commissioner’s 2019 review of planning and building approval systems which 
has not been released publicly. This agenda is already apparent in recent planning scheme 
amendments (VC187, VC190, VC194, VC198) which have streamlined decisions for Big 
Housing Build and State and Local government projects. 
 
Some reforms will likely be welcomed by local government.  Any focus on investing in 
process improvement and refining the Victoria Planning Provisions (VPPs) to enable more 
streamlined decision making will be valuable to councils. We believe it is vital to balance this 
against local planning policies and strategic vision. We also believe that council and 
community must retain their roles in Victoria’s planning system. Considered, community-
informed decision making should not be undermined for short term economic outcomes.   
 
The Government is determined to complete the reforms as quickly as possible, with DELWP 
officers given tight timeframes to design and implement the changes.  
 
We recognise the priority of driving economic growth as Victoria recovers from the impacts 
of COVID. We also believe it is vital that the reforms strike the right balance to ensure 
medium to longer terms planning outcomes are not compromised.   
 
We think some of the key aspects for consideration include:  
 

• Protecting the role of councils and councillors as elected community 
representatives, in developing longer term visions for their built environments: 
To date consultation on the reforms with councillors has been extremely limited. The 
absence of engagement with elected community representatives is a major concern.  
It sets a worrying precedent for the relationship between the State Government and 
councils. Despite the MAV and individual councils repeatedly calling on the State to 
consult and engage openly and accountably, the reforms have by and large been 
developed without consultation with councillors. It is a missed opportunity to work 
with representatives who know and understand their constituents and local areas 
intimately. This would assist DELWP to identify, pursue and promote reforms in the 
interests of all Victorians. 
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• Ensuring there is a role for community voice in the planning system:  Victoria’s 
planning system is well known for incorporating community consultation in planning 
decisions. It is a component of our system that is enshrined in legislation and gives 
social license to planning decisions. We are concerned the positive influence 
community input often has on development outcomes has not been adequately 
considered. Existing processes have allowed councils to facilitate tens of billions of 
dollars’ worth of development every year while maintaining a high degree of 
community input. Recent changes have seen decision making for key developments, 
including social housing and major projects, transferred to the Minister, with 
consideration of local planning policies and direct community input severely 
diminished.  

 

• Creating appropriate checks and balances on Ministerial powers within any 
reforms:  Council and community input will be limited for projects that the Minister 
considers “state-significant”, while less significant applications will follow the existing 
process with councils. In many instances, consultation must merely be carried out “to 
the satisfaction of the Minister,” but this can itself be waived. Essentially the State is 
creating a parallel planning system for projects that have the most impact on 
communities, providing these projects with a decision-making pathway that has the 
least amount of oversight. 

 

• Balancing shorter term economic recovery priorities with longer term strategic 
planning objectives:  In seeking faster decision-making to help deliver short-term 
economic gain, the State must ensure that our built and natural environment is 
enhanced for future generations. Development must not undermine the planning 
vision for an area and must align with strategic planning work undertaken by councils 
with their communities. This will reduce the likelihood of substandard outcomes. 
Strategic work such as council housing and environment policy as well as urban 
design, heritage and neighbourhood character objectives are vital to achieving 
balanced outcomes. 

 

• Addressing climate change mitigation and adaptation in our planning system 
may be overshadowed by an economic recovery lens:  Councils continue to push 
for greater consideration of climate change in the planning system and within their 
own planning schemes. If these reforms are the most significant in a generation, they 
must address the biggest challenge of the generation – the climate crisis. Across all 
the reform focus areas, there are opportunities to support and facilitate the transition 
to net-zero emissions and increase resilience to climate change impacts. While the 
Government is working on some changes, such as the ESD roadmap, we must 
create systemic planning reform that readies and enables the planning system to 
deeply integrate climate thinking into decision-making. This work must be focused on 
long term interests and must not be overshadowed by an economic recovery lens. 
Changes to the planning system must include listing some decisions (such as 
planning scheme amendments) under the Planning and Environment Act in Schedule 
1 of Climate Change Act 2017, mandating net-zero buildings, integrating electric 
vehicle charging, and planning for increased environmental hazard risk. 
 

 
The MAV has consolidated an assessment of the wider risks and opportunities in the reform 
program’s five focus areas for local government.  They are outlined below. We welcome 
council feedback on this to help inform our advocacy.  
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Reform Theme 1: Update and simplify planning rules and processes 
 
Reforms under this theme include both statutory and legislative changes that seek to reduce 
complexity and delays. This will involve creating simpler planning pathways for smaller 
projects/permits, including code-based assessments or removing permit requirements. 
Legislative changes will aim for more efficient planning scheme amendment processes. 
 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Process improvement 

• There are several opportunities to address existing “high footprint, low impact” 
situations where significant resources are expended for minimal benefit. This 
includes further reform of the VPPs to streamline assessment of more minor 
development applications.  

• Process improvements free up council planning officer time to focus on more 
significant projects that have a greater impact. Requiring permit applications to be 
complete and ready for assessment before being submitted would aid this by 
reducing the time spent by councils shepherding applications to an acceptable 
standard. A complete application requirement should also serve to deter applicants 
from lodging incomplete applications with the intent to use VCAT for primary 
assessment rather than review.  

• Process improvements must also extend to DELWP and referral authorities. Referral 
authorities should be required to meet their obligation to provide timely and well 
considered advice. 
 

Improved Planning Scheme Amendment process  

• In progressing a planning scheme amendment there are several steps at which 
council must wait to receive approval from the Minister. In theory there are time limits 
for these Ministerial decisions.  In reality, the experience of councils is these are 
frequently exceeded. The Minister should be required to meet these timeframes, with 
councils permitted to continue the amendment process if they are not met.  

• The Planning Panel process should be simplified, including by limiting panels to 
complex matters. Less complex amendments or those with few submissions to be 
undertaken ‘on the papers’.  

• There should be stronger guidelines for community and stakeholder submissions to 
assist the community to engage with applications on valid planning grounds. 

 
RISKS 
Limited consultation means reforms and support may not be appropriately targeted 

• Councils continue to implement process improvements for simple applications to free 
up council planner time. The key risk here is that the State targets application types 
that should follow standard processes with third-party appeal rights.  

• By further eroding review processes and protections in the planning system that seek 
to manage reasonable community expectations of change in an area, there is a risk 
of eroding public confidence in the planning system.  

• Any reform agenda that seeks to streamline decision making must ensure no net 
detriment to the community and to the environment.  
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Reform Theme 2: Partner with local council planning departments 
 
Direct capacity and resource support, as well as process improvements, are proposed under 
this reform theme. There is some overlap between this theme and theme one, Update and 
simplify planning rules and processes. Process reforms include opportunities for 
simplification and streamlining of permit processes, refreshed guidance material, and 
investment in digital systems.  
 
OPPORTUNITIES 
In addition to the positives that partnering more closely with DELWP would bring in 
developing process improvements for simple and less-impactful applications, we see 
opportunities for councils in the following areas: 
 
Streamlining for Growth 

• Continued support for programs like Streamlining for Growth that have been effective 
in assisting councils to improve processes and boost capacity and capability would 
be welcome. DELWP should work with councils to identify where this is most needed. 
 

Regional Planning hubs  

• The Regional Planning Hub program has supported rural and regional councils to 
progress statutory and strategic planning work, including permit application backlogs 
and planning scheme amendment processes. Training opportunities for planners are 
also available through the program.  

• There would be potential for significant economic benefit if this program had 
additional funding to better resource rural and regional councils. 
 

Digital reform 

• There are numerous frustrations with the systems councils currently use to manage 
planning permits and amendments. This includes the Amendment Tracking System 
(ATS), which both council and DELWP planners say cause delays and frustrations in 
drafting provisions and general administration.  

• Investment in new technology and processes could be welcome news for councils 
looking to address the digital process side of their planning departments. 

 
RISKS 
Local government planning not tapped into effectively 

• Councils process over 50,000 planning permits every year. The vast majority are 
uncontroversial. Local government is a critical partner in the planning system. It has 
knowledge and expertise that, if tapped into, could help deliver a reform package in 
the interests of all Victorians.   

• Limiting engagement with councils despite their detailed knowledge of the system 
risks missing key insights regarding how to best understand critical bottlenecks in the 
system, or how to enhance the public’s engagement in planning applications – 
whether they be an applicant or submitter.  

• Longer term council capacity and capability development not supported if ongoing 
investment is discontinued and council insight is sidelined. 
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Reform Theme 3: Focus on major projects and attracting investment 
 
A dedicated development facilitation program will be formalised within DELWP and direct 
decision-making powers for major ‘state-significant’ projects to the Minister or independent 
committees. Public consultation on these projects will be limited.  
 
OPPORTUNITIES 

• Clear criteria and agreed-upon thresholds for Ministerial call-ins could improve 
consistency and transparency.  The current experience of the system is one of high 
levels of Ministerial discretion. It will clarify the role of councils in providing advice on 
and managing community input on such applications.  

• Clear criteria for call-ins may reduce instances of councils spending resources on an 
application only for it to be called in. This could potentially free up council time to 
focus on other pressing planning issues, or other important projects that might be 
significant, but do not meet the Ministerial call-in criteria.  
 

RISKS 
Resource impact on councils  

• Even where decision-making power is transferred to the Minister, councils will still be 
required to provide their expert advice to DELWP as part of the process.  

• Councils will be required to administer planning permits that may not have been 
granted if council had been the decision maker. Councils will need to resource this 
work while also receiving reduced planning application fee revenue which helps fund 
council planning departments.  

 
Misalignment with council vision 

• State-significant developments will likely not be required to align with strategic 
planning work undertaken by councils with their communities.  This raises the real 
prospect of decision making that undermines the local planning vision.  

• Strategic work such as council housing and environment policy as well as urban 
design, heritage and neighbourhood character objectives are vital to achieving 
balanced outcomes and must be considered.  

• Strategic planning projects are time-consuming and costly for councils to undertake, 
and benefit from significant community input. Sidelining this work further erodes trust 
in the planning system and weakens a council’s ability to shape the future of its 
community. 

 

Reform Theme 4: Planning for priority precincts and growth areas 
 
This area of reform is largely being led by the Victorian Planning Authority (VPA). Very 
limited information has been shared. We understand some of the reforms under this theme 
may be informed by the Victorian Auditor-General’s audit report on Managing Developer 
Contributions (March 2020), and the subsequent work of the Minister’s Infrastructure 
Contributions Advisory Committee. More information will not be available until late 2021 or 
2022.  
 
OPPORTUNITIES 

• Improvements to infrastructure contribution tools are necessary. The availability of 
different tools for different situations should be a strength of the system, not a 
weakness. Different tools respond better in different contexts. 
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• Affordable housing is a form of infrastructure that has broad social benefits. A certain 
percentage of social and affordable housing funding could be realised through broad 
developer contributions schemes, providing ongoing funding beyond the Big Housing 
Build. 

• Provision of land for public purposes has proven to be one of the most complex 
aspects of the Development Contribution Plan (DCP) system, and the source of 
some of the costliest funding shortfalls. There are promising signs from the land 
equalisation model implemented through Infrastructure Contribution Plans. There is 
merit in exploring whether this mechanism could be adapted for use in a DCP model. 

 
RISKS 

• Councils are responsible for the implementation of Precinct Structure Plans (PSPs) 
and delivery of infrastructure on the ground. Planning for PSPs lies with the VPA. 
Councils therefore administer PSP areas over which they have had a limited 
contribution to strategic plan. 

• Efforts to streamline contribution processes must not compromise the quality of 
infrastructure being provided and the outcomes sought.  

• Councils continue to take on great financial risk through the current system. Reforms 
must ensure that the levies accurately reflect the true cost of delivery with an 
appropriate balance found to cost sharing. 

• There is still no guide to what constitutes the ‘basic and essential’ standard of 
infrastructure. This should be addressed through the reform program.  
 

 
Reform Theme 5: Prioritising infrastructure delivery  
 
We have little detail on how planning reform will impact decision making for infrastructure 
delivery. We understand that the Department of Transport (DoT) is developing changes to 
planning, heritage and environmental assessments in infrastructure decisions.  
 
DoT has already rolled out some of these changes through amendment VC194 which was 
gazetted in March 2021. This amendment created new permit exemptions for any State 
Government led or funded (or part-funded) project, or project carried out on Crown land. 
Notably, the amendment also exempted Councils from planning requirements for public-led 
projects valued under $10million.  
 
OPPORTUNITIES 

• There are opportunities to reform major infrastructure projects planning assessments, 
particularly transport infrastructure. Review of legislation and planning tools should 
be undertaken alongside the development of a comprehensive transport plan for 
metropolitan Melbourne and regional Victoria.  

• An integrated transport plan is critical to giving local government and private entities 
confidence to plan and invest in supporting or complementary infrastructure. The 
current haphazard approach to transport planning decisions in Victoria is further 
eroding confidence in planning for State-significant infrastructure.  

• Victoria’s Infrastructure Strategy (Infrastructure Victoria 2021) makes a number of 
recommendations to address these issues, particularly recommendations 32 to 34.   
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RISKS 

• The planning, placement and design of critical government infrastructure is important 
to all Victorians. Leaving community consultation to the discretion of the Minister 
jeopardises the quality and transparency of decision making on publicly funded 
projects.  

• There are already significant concerns about the effectiveness and value of 
environmental and heritage protections when planning for state-significant public 
projects – particularly transport infrastructure such as road and rail. Any changes to 
these processes must add greater rigour to environmental and heritage review to 
ensure costly mistakes are not repeated. 

• Planning for large-scale infrastructure rarely considers existing council strategic 
planning policy for an area. Further weakening of planning protections and processes 
will actively undermine council’s strategic planning work, and further constrain public 
input.  

 
If you have any feedback or comments on the above, please contact James McLean, Senior 
Policy Adviser – Natural and Built Environment at jmclean@mav.asn.au 
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MAV Brief on Victorian Government planning reforms 
The Victorian Government is embarking on the most significant reforms to the Victorian planning system since the Planning and Environment Act 1987 was 
enacted. Consultation with local government has been extremely limited to date.  

The key driver of this reform package appears to be lifting Victoria’s post COVID economic performance through facilitating growth. The roots of this reform 
program can be found  in the Red Tape Commissioner’s 2019 review of planning and building approval systems. This agenda is already apparent in recent 
planning scheme amendments (VC187, VC190, VC194, VC198).  

While we recognise the priority of driving economic growth, we believe it is vital that the reforms strike the right balance to ensure medium to longer term 
planning outcomes are not compromised.  We think some of the key aspects for consideration include:  

 Protecting the role of councils and councillors as elected community representatives, in developing longer term visions for their built environments  
 Ensuring there is a role for community voice in the planning system 
 Creating appropriate checks and balances on Ministerial powers within any reforms 
 Balancing shorter term economic recovery priorities with longer term strategic planning objectives  
 Addressing climate change mitigation and adaptation in our planning system may be overshadowed by an economic recovery lens 

The following table summarises the five themes of the reform program, and our view of the risks and opportunities associated with each. 
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Theme Risks Opportunities 
Update and simplify planning rules and 
processes 
Legislative and non-legislative changes 
intended to reduce complexity and delays in 
strategic and statutory planning processes. 
This includes VPP changes targeted at specific 
application types. 

 Limited consultation means reforms and 
support may not be appropriately targeted 

 Eroding the social licence of the planning 
system 

 Loss of third party appeal rights for some 
application types which currently act as an 
important check on decision making 
 

 Addressing “high footprint, low impact” aspects of the 
planning system to free up resources for dealing with 
strategic planning and higher impact development 

 Requiring permit applications to be complete and ready for 
assessment before being submitted would aid this. A 
complete application requirement should also serve to 
deter applicants from lodging incomplete applications with 
the intent to use VCAT for primary assessment rather than 
review. 

 Improving transparency and timeliness of DELWP and other 
agencies’ roles in the planning system, i.e., approval of 
planning scheme amendments, and responses from referral 
authorities 

Partner with council planning departments 
Both process improvements and direct 
support provided to councils 

 Support programs do not target identified 
needs of individual councils  

 Longer term council capacity and capability 
development not supported by partnering 
approaches 

 Continuation of already successful programs like 
Streamlining for Growth 

 Strengthening relationships between DELWP and councils 
 Ability for councils to address backlogged or aspirational 

work that otherwise would not occur (i.e. Regional Planning 
Hubs program) 
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Theme Risks Opportunities 
Focus on major projects and attracting 
investment 
Facilitation of “state significant” projects 
including by making the Minister the decision 
maker, having a concierge service within 
DELWP (similar to the Building Victoria’s 
Recovery Taskforce) and streamlining the 
application process 

 Loss of community input into applications that 
have major local impacts through transfer of 
decision making to the State 

 Councils being responsible for administering 
permits granted by the State creating 
reputational risk, challenges with resourcing 
and potential technical complexity for 
enforcement 

 Resourcing impacts as councils still need to 
provide input while the State absorbs 
application fees 

 Potential for misalignment between Ministerial 
decisions and council strategy 

 Clear criteria for Ministerial call-ins could improve 
consistency and transparency compared to the current 
highly discretionary system 

 Clear criteria for call-ins may reduce instances of councils 
spending resources on an application only for it to be called 
in 

Planning for priority precincts and growth 
areas 
Led largely by the VPA, we have very limited 
knowledge on this theme currently. 

 Funding and delivery of associated 
infrastructure undermined by ‘streamlined’ 
precinct development proce4ss 

 Unsubstantiated claims of “gold-plating” by 
both private industry and state agencies 

 Developing fit for purpose infrastructure contribution tools 
for different development settings 

 Addressing unmet need for social housing through a 
contributions system 

Prioritising infrastructure delivery 
Facilitating major infrastructure projects, 
particularly transport 

 Community impact marginalised and/or ignored 
 Strategic policy being overridden or re-written 

to suit major infrastructure decisions 
 Erosion of environmental and heritage 

assessment for major infrastructure 

 Integrated transport planning, supported by a metropolitan 
and regional transport plan would give local government 
and private sector confidence to plan and invest 

 Potential for increased transparency of infrastructure 
planning and alignment with municipal strategies 
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Disclaimer 

The views expressed herein are those of Better Regulation Victoria and do not purport to 

represent the position of the Victorian Government. The content of this report is provided 

for information purposes only. Neither Better Regulation Victoria nor the Victorian 

Government accepts any liability to any person for the information (or the use of such 

information) which is provided in this report or incorporated into it by reference. The 

information in this report is provided on the basis that all persons having access to this 

report undertake responsibility for assessing the relevance and accuracy of its content. 

 

Better Regulation Victoria 

GPO Box 4379  

Melbourne Victoria 3001 Australia 

Telephone: (03) 9092 5800 

Email: contact@betterreg.vic.gov.au 

Webpage: www.betterregulation.vic.gov.au 

 

© State of Victoria 2021 

  

You are free to re-use this work under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 licence, 
provided you credit the State of Victoria (Department of Treasury and Finance) as author, 
indicate if changes were made and comply with the other licence terms. The licence does 
not apply to any branding, including Government logos. 
 
Copyright queries may be directed to IPpolicy@dtf.vic.gov.au 
 
 
Published November 2021 
 
If you would like to receive this publication in an accessible format please email 
contact@betterreg.vic.gov.au  
 
This document is also available in Word and PDF format at www.betterregulation.vic.gov.au
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Foreword 

The Planning and Building Approvals Process Review was established in March 2019 to look in 

detail at how the current system could be streamlined to reduce delays and unnecessary costs and 

to increase the focus on the quality of outcomes. After extensive consultation with stakeholder 

groups and councils, the Review’s Discussion Paper was released in October 2019, identifying a 

wide range of opportunities for improvement. We have now reviewed the extensive feedback 

provided by stakeholders and finalised this Report to Government, making 27 recommendations 

which include specific actions.  

I would like to thank the members of the Advisory Board, Bill Kusznirczuk, Kate Roffey and Radley 

De Silva for their wise counsel and valuable contributions.  It was a pleasure to work with each of 

them and the report benefited from their expertise.   

Part 1 of this Report sets out these recommendations and actions into five separate programs to 

reduce delays and costs, grouped together for coordinated delivery. Many will require close co-

operation between DELWP and councils.  

Part 2 identifies the priorities for immediate action by key agencies as part of these programs.  

Part 3 sets out a complete list of the 27 recommendations and the actions required to implement 

them. Part 4 contains a discussion of each recommendation including the existing issues it 

addresses, a summary of stakeholder feedback on the improvements proposed in the Discussion 

Paper and the way in which those proposals have been refined. 

The terms of reference sought advice on both short and medium-term opportunities to streamline 

planning processes. Our recommended actions have therefore been sorted into those that can be 

commenced in 2020 and those that may take longer.  

The scale and speed of reform efforts will depend on additional resources being made available to 

deliver the recommended reforms.  

One of the major challenges in reforming these systems is the many decision-makers and decision-

making parts across the approvals spectrum. Councils and referral authorities have a substantial 

role in the approvals process and thus are the focus of much of this Report. 

From our consultation with the many councils that made submissions it is clear that councils are 

aware of the opportunities to improve their operations and that many have already made significant 

efforts to address them. What is needed is for best practices to become common practice, 

reforming the rules and simplifying processes along the entire approvals chain. Councils have 

demonstrated themselves eager and capable of driving these changes – in addition to the many 

examples of best practice mentioned in the Discussion Paper, submissions highlighted further good 

examples, many of which are noted in this Report. 

The terms of reference specify the goal of this Review as reducing unnecessary delays and costs 

without compromising the intent of the regulations to deliver quality outcomes for the community. 

The recommendations in this Report are consistent with this goal and have the potential to deliver 

significant improvements in the approval system’s effectiveness and efficiency and to boost 

Victoria’s productivity.  

Anna Cronin 

Commissioner for Better Regulation 

Red Tape Commissioner 
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Part 1: Introduction 

Victoria’s planning and building system provides the legislative and regulatory framework for the 

appropriate use and development of buildings and land. The system protects the amenity and 

safety of the community and supports the efficient implementation of government land use planning, 

building and infrastructure policies.  

Over time, planning approvals processes have become more complex with many decision-makers 

and decision points, some of them repetitive or no longer necessary. This has resulted in concerns 

about delays and the quality of decisions. Building approvals processes have similarly become 

more complex and require updating to meet community expectations. Improvement is clearly 

needed in both these areas. For applicants, (individuals, families or developers) time is money. The 

harder it is to navigate the system, the more costs are incurred at the expense of efficiency and the 

system’s overall effectiveness. 

Balancing the demands of growth, employment, sustainability, climate change, housing affo rdability 

and liveability for our community is a huge, ongoing challenge.  

Consultation undertaken as part of this Review demonstrates there is scope for immediate 

improvement in how we assess and approve land use and development proposals and scope for 

more fundamental improvements in the medium term. 

Currently there is too much fragmentation, inconsistency and complexity in the voluminous 

documents that underpin the planning and building rules that apply in Victoria. This leads to 

uncertainty for applicants, repeat work needed by council and referral authority staff and much 

wasted time and effort. Almost half of all applications result in a formal “ request for further 

information” (RFI) and around a quarter are referred to other agencies for advice.  

Processes should be fit for purpose, requirements should relate directly to the purpose of the 

assessment, policies should be clear about their expected outcomes, the business processes of 

assessment should be efficient and decisions should be made at the most effective organisational 

level. 

Electronic process management should promote complete and accurate applications that are 

decision-ready, access to all necessary information for the applicant, the community and the 

decisionmaker and automatically track progress and generate appropriate performance reporting 

data. 

The assessment should deliver the intended policy, amenity and safety outcomes. The level of 

assessment should align with the nature of the risk and statutory and business processes should 

recognise the costs and impacts on all stakeholders and the community.  

Guidance material should ensure that applicants are clear about all the information they need to 

prepare a decision-ready application. The community should be able to access appropriate 

information about a proposal and decision-makers should have the training and support they need, 

as well as an appropriate authorising environment in which to make good decisions.  

It is clear from our work in this Review that it is not sensible to consider separately information 

requirements for planning permits, the submission of applications or ways to deal with the need for 

additional information. Although each of these is the focus of separate sets of recommendations, 

this Report emphasises the need to integrate these. 
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The benefits of improving the planning and building system 

Improving the efficiency of the planning and building system will benefit Victoria in a range of ways.  

The cost to the economy of delays in the $33 billion planning and building industry has been 

estimated by SGS to be as large as $400 million to $600 million a year (based on estimated value 

of additional rental yields that would be realised sooner if approvals were granted faster) . This is a 

burden that can be significantly reduced. These avoidable costs are better re-channelled into 

productive outcomes such as more affordable housing, rather than just being lost to the economy 

as they are now.  

Promoting better and faster approvals processes will not only bring forward residential , commercial 

and industrial construction but also dwelling occupation, delivering economic benefits associated 

with household expenditure for goods and services and increased employment. For example, 

according to the Performance of Construction Index, September 2019 was the thirteenth 

consecutive month of contraction for Australia’s construction industry. Forecasts by Charter Keck 

Cramer suggest the residential construction industry across the eastern States is entering a 12 to 

18 month period of decline. While these forecasts have now improved slightly, bringing forward 

construction activity will provide the needed stimulus to the Victorian construction industry.  

Following the release of the Discussion Paper, SGS was reviewed the proposed improvements and 

estimated the likely economic and revenue benefits of implementing them. SGS considered that a 

one-month reduction in the average time taken in approvals processes as a result of proposed 

improvements was readily attainable. 

SGS has estimated the benefits of the reforms based on this improved capacity in the planning and 

building system bringing forward an additional 4,800 units of dwelling construction worth $1.8 

billion. These benefits over five years (from 2022 to 2026) are estimated to be:  

 an increase in gross state product of around $775 million over five years; 

 an increase in State revenue of up to $330m over five years; and 

 the creation of around 550 jobs per year, on average, over five years, with a peak impact of 

around 1,200 jobs in the construction sector alone in 2024. 

Victoria’s population growth means there will be around 55,000 new households each year on 

average. To accommodate this growth requires over 65,000 dwelling approvals a year, after 

accounting for replacement homes and demolished buildings.  

Dwelling approvals peaked at 75,000 in 2017 but dropped to 59,000 in 2018 as the market 

adjusted. The planning and building systems need to be streamlined and capable of supporting the 

necessary capacity to assess and approve projects as they are put forward, if projected growth is to 

be facilitated. Recent experience shows that when there is a shortage of supply, house prices can 

increase sharply. A strong supply of available properties, in the places that people want to live, 

delivers competitive prices. 

Streamlined approval processes and greater system efficiency will lead to increased investment 

and underpin the supply of new homes. This will result in economic benefits such as increased 

employment in construction and building supplies and increased commercial and industrial 

development to create jobs. 

Victoria is often regarded as having the best fundamental framework for planning nationally. This is 

a significant competitive advantage that we must strive to maintain. A better planning and building 

system is crucial to meeting the community’s infrastructure needs. The recommendations in this 
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Report will help meet these needs through improvements that reduce delays and costs for all types 

of projects. In terms of new precincts and strategic sites, this Report makes several 

recommendations which will enable greater clarity about the timing and delivery of infrastructure 

such as roads, schools, public transport and community facilities. Examples of the latter include 

improving the sequencing of infrastructure delivery in new communities, prioritising and expediting 

planning for sites of strategic importance and simplifying the processes for payment of 

infrastructure contributions. 

The positive engagement by the range of stakeholders involved in this Review demonstrates a 

commitment by all parties to implement more efficient processes and realise the potential economic 

and community benefits of the reforms in this Report. 

The people who operate or interact with the system – including those in government agencies, 

councils, the community, business and the planning and building industry peak bodies and 

individuals who have made significant contributions to this Review – are the key to achieving more 

effective and efficient planning and building approvals. Investing in the people administering the 

system, including providing training and additional resources to address workloads and system 

needs, will deliver better planning and building outcomes for the community and industry.  
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Five proposed programs to reduce unnecessary delays and costs 

The programs of recommendations proposed in this Report, and shown in Figure 1 below, aim to lift 

the performance of the system by locking in permanent and sustainable improvements while also 

setting a solid foundation for further improvements over time.  

 

 

Figure 1: Programs to deliver this Report’s recommendations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The recommendations in this Report will be most effective if delivered together in a coordinated 

way. There are several ways of configuring these recommendations within the different programs, 

and Figure 2 below shows an indicative grouping of how the recommendations could be allocated 

to these programs. However, most of these recommendations contain several elements some of 

which are short term and others medium term and involve several agencies working together on 

implementation. A summary of each proposed program is set out below the table.  
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Program 1: Better Planning Rules 

Legislation and regulations set the requirements for the planning scheme amendment and planning 

permit and building permit assessment processes. Improving these processes while focusing on 

good outcomes will require reviewing and resetting the regulatory requirements to embed best 

practices. Changes to regulations will be essential to implementing several key process 

improvements relating to pausing the clock and only assessing complete applications.  

Areas for change include defining roles and responsibilities, ‘front loading’ business processes to 

ensure all the required information is provided to decision-makers from the outset, establishing 

performance requirements and timelines and providing clarity about how notice is prepared and 

given.  

It will also include more consistent drafting of requirements and policies, standardisation of similar 

provisions, improved user focus and guidance and improved proportionality of planning provisions 

with the expected impact of land use and development. A new program, Better Planning should be 

established, working in conjunction with councils to deliver the core recommendations from this 

Report over the next two years. This would build on and extend the work already delivered through 

Smart Planning.  

The current Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) agenda for Smart 

Planning reforms should be refocused to deliver various recommendations from the Review over 

the next two years, working in conjunction with councils. We are suggesting revamping this program 

as Better Planning Rules. This program will address several areas where new practice notes, 

guidelines and ministerial directives need to be drafted to streamline the current requirements and 

simplify the steps to consider applications.  

Program 2: Better Planning Processes 

This program is focused on improving processes at councils as well as in DELWP and other 

government agencies. Councils will be supported in improving their processes by a State-led Better 

Planning Approvals program, and DELWP will lead work with a range of other State agencies to 

improve their processes and practices. 

The Better Approvals program run by Small Business Victoria has delivered substantial 

improvements in how councils provide approvals to small business. This program has enabled 

councils to adopt concierge approaches – where an applicant is given a single point of contact with 

the council. It also involves enabling councils to set up systems to assess applications concurrently 

and develop problem-solving mind sets. The Better Approvals program also yielded useful insights 

into councils’ own practices in approvals for small businesses. 

Better Planning Approvals will support councils’ planning and building teams in applying a 

‘concierge’ model to their planning and building approvals operations , implementing concurrent 

assessment and improving application processes overall. This will also help them implement the 

best practices identified in the Discussion Paper and identify any obstacles to adopting them.  

This program will include, for example, checking what stage of development a council’s process 

management systems and IT platforms are at and any challenges councils face in improving these, 

with this information supporting the upgrade of digital systems and introduction of a Better 

Reporting framework in Program 3. This approach will also be aimed at addressing the substantial 
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stakeholder feedback regarding issues relating to quality of applications, access to and clarity of 

information and the delays caused by sequential approaches to obtaining technical and specialist 

comment on applications. 

DELWP will work with a range of State agencies to improve their processes and practices. This will 

contribute to a wide range of improvements in efficiency, including faster resolution of disputes, 

faster approval of Precinct Structure Plans (PSPs), clearer guidelines and requirements from 

referral authorities and faster electricity connections to new development. 

Better Planning Approvals will be complemented by several improvements in State agency 

activities, including the review underway of the various Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal 

(VCAT) listing options and approach of the Victorian Planning Authority (VPA) to managing staged 

payment arrangements for the Growth Areas Infrastructure Contribution (GAIC). 

Developing a more collaborative working culture within and between councils, agencies and 

applicants will promote more efficient and concurrent assessment and decision processes. 

Harmonising policies and requirements for like matters between adjacent councils will also generate 

efficiencies for proponents, referral authorities and councils. 

Program 3: Better Reporting 

This program is based on the fundamental requirement to deliver significant improvements in data 

collection and reporting across the entire planning and building approval systems. The Better 

Reporting framework will provide accurate and comparable data on planning and building approvals 

performance. 

The existing Planning Permit Activity Reporting System (PPARS) data provides a good starting 

point. However, data entry is variable and does not include specific data on some matters of 

particular interest such as the total time taken in specific stages of processing an application. In 

conjunction with upgrading councils’ digital systems, improving the quality of performance reporting 

data and automating how it is collected would enable real time management and assist in achieving 

best practice.  

Key milestones and decision points in all four stages of permit approvals (strategic, statutory, post-

permit and building) will be recorded to allow better identification of bottlenecks and further 

opportunities for improvement. 

There also needs to be a stocktake of the different councils’ IT process management systems. 

More work is needed to define what is best practice and the pathways different councils can follow 

to upgrade their systems. 

More comprehensive use of a digital portal for applications that ensures they are decision-ready 

before they are assessed would deliver significant efficiencies.  

While a State-wide system or network of compatible systems is a widely supported end goal, 

existing council systems are at various stages of development. Joining up the varied systems will 

not be easy. In the first instance the DELWP Planning portal can give access to each council’s 

planning permit applications, just as they currently link to local planning schemes. 
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Program 4: Better Capabilities 

A recurring theme in stakeholder feedback was the need for improved capabilities in counc ils and 

other decision-making bodies and participants in the approvals system. 

This program aims to address these issues by providing the resources, support, guidance and 

training required by councils and users of the system. This will involve the establishment of 

Regional Planning Hubs to provide additional resources for councils and facilitate training and 

regional collaboration. 

The DELWP regional office network offers an opportunity to create Regional Planning Hubs that 

can provide short-term resource support, address peak workloads, provide specialist support and a 

centre for training. These Hubs would support both the strategic and statutory functions of councils.  

The nature of the support they offer will vary between regions based on their specific needs. For 

example, some regions may require more support for strategic planning than statutory planning. 

Some may require more support from heritage, native vegetation or drainage experts than others.  

Based on existing best practice in some councils (see successful efforts in Gippsland and among 

the Wimmera councils), these would be most effective if established at a regional level. This would 

support the establishment of the “communities of practice”. The Regional Planning Hubs would be a 

logical channel through which DELWP could convene and support collaboration between councils 

in a region. 

Improved guidance material is an important mechanism for ensuring that best practice is 

established across the State regarding how similar matters are managed and decided. Up to date 

and user-oriented documentation will promote best practice as common practice and underpin the 

provision of new education and training pathways. 

A system can only operate efficiently when people who operate it perform at their best. Shortages 

of skilled people, particularly in regional areas in the planning and the building areas were 

consistently raised. This program aims to increase training opportunities in key areas, such as the 

application of permit conditions, expanding training for councillors and staff and developing 

programs to increase the attractiveness of the planning, engineering, building surveying and 

building inspection professions. 

Program 5: Better Building Approvals 

This program of work includes several actions to minimise delays by increasing the supply of skilled 

practitioners and streamlining and clarifying responsibilities for the building approvals process.  

Stakeholder feedback has confirmed that actions to increase the supply of suitably qualified 

building surveyors, inspectors and fire safety engineers will support the timely issue of permits, 

inspection of work and certification of completed buildings. This work will include promoting these 

professions as career options for secondary students (with a focus on women to address the 

current gender bias), improving the quality and availability of training, particularly in regional and 

rural areas, and assisting graduates to build their experience through structured on-the-job 

programs such as cadetships. The Victorian Building Authority (VBA) commenced some of this 

work in 2019 and plans to continue to do so in partnership with the peak industry associations.  
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Complementary measures include the creation of a new category of building surveyor for low-rise 

domestic building work, and the VBA providing bridging pathways for practitioners from related 

occupations such as builders, architects, engineers and project managers. A new category of 

building surveyor for low-risk domestic building work will not only assist with the high cost of 

professional indemnity insurance but will free up more experienced practitioners for the quality 

assurance of high-risk buildings.  

Building approval processes can be streamlined, for example, by removing the requirement to 

obtain a building permit for some decks, mobility access ramps and small sheds that have a low risk 

and low impact. 

Expanding the scope of the Building Activity Management System (BAMS) to become the central 

digital registry for all building records for Victoria is also recommended. Expanding BAMS will make 

it easier for builders and developers to quickly find copies of the records they need to support their 

application and obtain a building permit, and for the VBA to access the records it needs to 

undertake its ongoing building inspection and audit programs. 

The Victorian Government recently announced a comprehensive review of the Building Act 1993 

and appointed an expert panel to lead the review. This Report refers several matters to the Building 

Act Review for consideration to clarify the roles and responsibilities for verifying the standard and 

quality of building work and for administering and enforcing the building approvals process. 

Consistent with work Program 3, Better Reporting, the Building Act Review will also consider an 

ongoing role for the State Building Surveyor to monitor and report on the performance of the 

system. 

Some short-term measures which could be implemented (while the Building Act Review is being 

conducted) include introducing a protocol to guide co-operation and communication between the 

VBA and councils, and the development of a practice guide setting out the matters to be examined 

when inspecting buildings. 
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Part 2: Priority actions for agencies 

The proposed programs are intended to promote an efficient and coordinated delivery of all the 

recommended actions, based on best practice. Most of the gains will take some time to  achieve and 

will depend on both management commitment from both the Victorian Government and councils 

and the availability of training in new policies and processes.  

In the short-term, there are some twenty opportunities for significant early improvement that should 

be given priority. These are listed below, grouped by the responsible agency.  

Priorities for DELWP  

1. Better planning rules 

A new program, Better Planning should be established working in conjunction with councils to 

deliver the core recommendations from this Report over the next two years. This would build on and 

extend the work underway through Smart Planning.  

There are several areas where new practice notes, guidelines and ministerial directives need to be 

drafted to streamline the current requirements and simplify the steps to consider applications. More 

substantial regulatory changes will require regulatory and legislative amendments. 

2. Reforms related to applications 

The most prospective set of changes is to tackle the problem of incomplete applications and the 

high rate of requests for further information. By only starting the “statutory clock” once an 

application is decision-ready and pausing – instead of resetting – the clock for requests for further 

information there will be incentives for both applicants to submit more complete and higher quality 

applications and for councils to be more timely and effective in their use of RFIs.  

3. Make amendment authorisation decisions quickly 

DELWP should review the process and criteria for planning scheme amendment authorisation with 

a view to making all decisions within 10 days or, if further review is required, within an additional 30 

days. 

4. Introduce VicSmart Plus 

Introducing VicSmart Plus, subject to further consultation on and refinement of the proposal, will 

expand the number of low-risk applications (particularly for residential development) that can be 

determined quickly through the VicSmart assessment process. 

5. Establish regional planning hubs 

Regional councils have very limited planning resources and face significant variations in demand. 

There are considerable benefits in having shared resources, harmonised policies and access to 

reserve staff to cover absences and peaks. 
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6. Introduce the Better Reporting framework 

DELWP to examine how to improve data collection and performance reporting, including using and 

expanding the existing PPARS and Know Your Council data. The Better Reporting framework 

addresses the need to report additional data across many different points in the system (this is 

reflected in links to the Better Reporting framework note in Recommendations A2, B8, B9, C1 and 

C2). 

7. Provide guidance on delegation models and processes 

DELWP should work with councils to develop frameworks based on several best practice examples 

of delegation arrangements, that councils can elect to adopt or amend, in accordance with local 

circumstances. This work should involve preparing example deeds of delegation to support councils 

in choosing and applying the delegation mechanisms that best suits their needs and supporting 

councillors to understand their roles and responsibilities when making decisions under the planning 

framework through training. 

 

Priorities for VPA and DJPR 

1. Establish a strategic sites pipeline 

DELWP and the Department of Jobs, Precincts and Resources (DJPR) should lead work with the 

VPA and councils to develop clear criteria for prioritising precincts and strategic sites that warrant 

direct facilitation and management by the Victorian Government. A Standing Advisory Committee 

should be created to advise the Minister for Planning at the Minister’s request on which precincts or 

strategic sites to expedite, the appropriate role for different agencies in order to expedite planning 

for those precincts or strategic sites and the most appropriate mechanisms with which to do so. 

This Committee could also form the Panel for hearings on planning scheme amendments relating to 

precincts and strategic sites. 

2. Streamlining for Growth program 

Continuing this program, which is managed by the VPA, would continue to fund councils that do not 

have the resources to implement the reforms needed to manage growth or undertake strategic 

planning for the release of land for housing growth. 

3. Coordination of infrastructure delivery 

The Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) and the Department of Treasury and Finance (DTF) 

should seek a whole of government approach to forward planning for infrastructure across portfolios 

to ensure that land use development can progress with confidence in the way strategic sites and 

growth corridors will be supported by new investment in schools, transport and community facilities.  
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Priorities for councils 

The review identified several best practices already implemented by some councils that could be 

adopted by other councils as common practice. Councils could review their current arrangements 

and implement operational and business process improvements that support the objectives of this 

Review immediately. Some of these opportunities are listed below, including supporting councils in 

these efforts through a State-led Better Planning Approvals program. 

1. A Better Planning Approvals concierge approach 

The Better Approvals program delivered significant improvements to the handling of small business 

approvals. Several councils have redesigned their business processes to provide every applicant 

with a single point of contact through the approvals process. This approach enables concurrent 

assessments to be used. DELWP, in collaboration with Local Government Victoria, could oversee 

the implementation of the Better Planning Approvals program focused on improving planning and 

building approvals processes through a similar concierge service. 

2. Merging development branch silos 

Disconnected (and sometimes physically separated) strategic, statutory, building, heritage, 

engineering, traffic and environment units within councils create significant inefficiencies as a 

project passes through the four stages of approval. Some councils have delivered significant 

efficiencies by creating development branches that co-locate some or all of these functions. This 

co-location boosts opportunities to deliver concurrent and well-informed assessments. 

3. Modernising public notification 

It is not necessary to change the Planning and Environment Regulations 2015 to implement a more 

modern and user-friendly basis for public notice of an application. Some councils such as Glen Eira 

do this already. Creating a template for councils to adapt and use would deliver an immediate 

improvement. 

4. Reducing use of conditions 

There is scope to update and simplify the use of conditions. The United Kingdom Government 

recently updated its guidance to councils and it is worth considering the principles on which this 

was based. An updated Practice Note is needed to define the appropriate circumstances more 

appropriately and to manage the timeframes for post permit approvals. 

5. Construction management plans and protection of local assets 

This requires development of model local faws for the range of matters included in construction 

management plans and asset protection permits along with supporting guidance materials and 

template documents, as required. This should be centrally coordinated but needs to involve 

DELWP, councils and the Municipal Association of Victoria (MAV). 

6. Permits for low-rise low-impact building work 

Work to expand the types of minor building work that can be exempt from the requirement to obtain 

a building permit while maintaining public safety could be progressed ahead of the Building Act 
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Review. This would include the construction of certain decks, mobility access ramps and sheds that 

meet the relevant building standards. 

 

Priorities for other agencies 

VBA: Expand the building surveyor workforce 

While the VBA is already working to promote careers in building surveying and inspection to 

secondary students, providing more flexibility for practitioners from related professions to move into 

these professions will also assist in expanding the future workforce. Work by DELWP and the VBA 

to create a new class of building surveyor for low-risk domestic building work would assist with 

building surveyor workloads and could also progress in advance of the Building Act  Review. . 

ESC: Amend the electricity distribution code 

The Essential Services Commission (ESC) should formalise ongoing public reporting requirements 

for non-standard connections. A performance management framework could be introduced with 

enforceable timelines for defined residential non-standard electricity connection in greenfield 

developments with clear and effective compliance obligations. This could be introduced in parallel 

with ESC’s current review of Electricity Distribution Code (EDC).  

VCAT: Listing options 

Given the delays that are experienced by developers through the VCAT process, there is 

considerable opportunity for review and improvement. This may result in streamlining processes, 

better registry support and greater opportunity for mediation, ultimately realising the economic value 

of these developments sooner. 

VCAT already has a reform process in train for its Planning and Environment Division, under the 

new Deputy President Teresa Bisucci. VCAT is aware of the need to better promote the availability 

of its existing Short Cases List and the ability to settle simple matters “on the day”. There is another 

infrequently used process to request a “practice day hearing” for matters that can be dealt with in 

30 minutes. 

Consumer Affairs Victoria: Awareness about the role of building consultants 

In regard to the use of building consultants, the recommendation is that Consumer Affairs Victoria 

(CAV) should continue its consumer awareness program. Other related actions – such as limiting 

the use of the term “building surveyor” or “inspector” to registered and qualified people – should be 

considered by the VBA. 

Federal Government: Timely environmental approvals 

These issues are being considered as part of the recently announced inquiry into “green tape” 

being led by Graeme Samuel. This issue can be directly raised by the Premier with the Prime 

Minister – possibly by listing it on the agenda for the Council of Australian Governments. In the first 

instance the issue can be raised with DELWP and a ‘whole of Department’ view put to the Ministers 

for Environment and Planning. 
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Part 3: List of recommendations  

Recommendation A1 – simplify planning schemes 

This Report recommends simplifying planning schemes by: 

 building on recent reforms, focusing on plain language drafting principles, improving digital 

delivery and accessibility and completing the translation of planning schemes into the 

integrated Planning Provisions Framework; 

 consolidating planning scheme requirements that serve similar purposes and updating 

longstanding policies to reduce overlap and duplication; 

 DELWP prioritising the development of State-wide planning policies, particularly on 

emerging issues (as has been recently done in the case of developments overshadowing 

solar panels); 

 developing tighter criteria for where local variations of planning policy are justified to 

provide a better framework for local policy development; and 

 councils working together within their regions and across Victoria, to harmonise local 

planning policies where possible.  

These measures should be led by DELWP, working in consultation with councils. 

 

Recommendation A2 – streamline the planning scheme amendment process 

This Report recommends streamlining the planning scheme amendment process by:  

 DELWP providing councils with a final response within 30 days of DELWP initiating a 

“further review” of an authorisation request; 

 DELWP exploring opportunities to stream different types of planning scheme amendments 

and package multiple amendments in omnibus amendments; 

 as part of Better Reporting, DELWP to measure and review the performance of the planning 

scheme amendment process from start to finish and to identify the steps in the chain that 

are causing some amendments to take unreasonable time;  

 modernising how proposed planning scheme amendments are publicly explained, updating 

notice templates to support plain-language, multi-language notices and using images for 

significant planning scheme amendments – DELWP should provide an updated Planning 

Practice Note to support the use of these new provisions; 

 councils referring exhibited amendments to Planning Panels Victoria (PPV) at the earliest 

opportunity in cases where there are clearly unresolvable objections — DELWP should 

provide guidance on how this can be managed through delegations;  

 reducing the maximum period for publication of Panel reports by councils from 28 days to 

14 days; 

 requiring councils to provide reasons as well as notice for a decision to abandon or to not 

consider or progress an amendment; and  

 clarifying the process for applicants to formally seek a planning scheme amendment related 

to their land and how such requests can be referred to the Minister should the council 

unreasonably reject the proposal – this may require an amendment to the Planning and 

Environment Act 1987. 
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Recommendation A3 – streamline the precinct planning process 

This Report recommends streamlining the Precinct Structure Planning (PSP) process by:  

 finalising the VPA’s PSP 2.0 process and applying this to the current round of greenfield 

precincts, in order to reduce the average completion time to two years; 

 adapting the VPA’s PSP 2.0 process as the standard method for structure planning for all 

major precincts, strategic sites and regional developments; 

 requiring early engagement of key government agencies in the VPA planning process to 

ensure that future requirements for infrastructure, including transport, education, health and 

other community facilities are properly embedded in agency forward plans, with timing of 

delivery linked to future development needs; 

 using the PSP plans to empower the sequencing of how a new community develops over 

time and community facilities are delivered, enabling infrastructure providers to use trigger 

points (for example, population) and capital works programming to ensure that schools, 

parks and public transport are delivered at the appropriate point in the cycle and not built at 

the end;  

 DPC and DTF considering how the longer-term planning for infrastructure development is 

integrated with the State budget cycle and timely utilisation of  developer contributions, 

including consideration of development-related need for State infrastructure; and 

 reducing delays between precinct planning and permits for the first stage of development by 

encouraging concurrent assessment processes for subdivision and permits and the PSP 

process, bearing in mind the provisions in section 96A of the Planning and Environment Act 

1987 are rarely used. 
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Recommendation A4 – expedite planning for precincts and strategic sites  

This Report recommends expediting planning for precincts and strategic sites by: 

 DELWP and DJPR classifying the numerous precincts already identified in Plan Melbourne 

and the Regional Growth Plans into three tiers of responsibility: 

o State priority precincts (the responsibility of DJPR); 

o precincts of strategic importance (generally referred to VPA); and 

o key local growth precincts (generally planned by the responsible council);  

 DELWP and DJPR issuing clear criteria to designate new precincts and strategic sites; 

 including in the criteria for precincts and strategic sites factors such as economic and job 

potential, community support, opportunities for innovation and synergies with State 

infrastructure projects – other considerations include opportunities for value uplift and the 

need for coordination;  

 providing ongoing funding through the Streamlining for Growth program for the VPA to 

support councils planning key local growth precincts, in each case using the most 

appropriate of the VPA’s four engagement levels;  

 facilitating better coordinated planning by the Minister, where appropriate, using the existing 

powers to appoint him or herself as the responsible authority for State priority precincts and 

some sites of strategic importance, appointing the VPA or DJPR as planning authority and 

setting clear timeframes for outcomes; 

 creating a Standing Advisory Committee under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 to 

advise the Minister for Planning on strategic sites at the Minister’s request (and to form the 

Panel for hearings on planning scheme amendments if requested);  

 looking at adopting similar mechanisms to the Major Transport Projects Facilitation Act 

2009 to aid the delivery of major sites; and 

 considering new approaches to expediting the issuing of planning permits and subdivisions 

in State priority precincts and precincts of strategic importance (such as adopting a 

coordinated approach to referrals and secondary approvals, utilising some of the lessons 

from the Queensland SARA model). 
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Recommendation B1 – support councils to improve pre-application processes 

This Report recommends supporting councils to improve their pre-application processes and 

provide more help to applicants by: 

 supporting councils to adopt early engagement opportunities through the Better Planning 

Approvals program; 

 focusing early engagement approaches to assist applicants to provide all the information 

required under the planning scheme (see also Recommendation B2 regarding decision-

ready applications) and supporting early engagement with external referral authorities and 

council departments for internal referrals; and 

 using the upcoming review of planning fees to consider prescribing fees or fee structures 

for pre-application services (including fees that may vary within prescribed limits and giving 

councils discretion over whether to charge fees). 

The Report notes that to deliver significant improvements in application processing including 

reducing delays and ensuring sound decision-making, it is imperative that the improvements 

regarding early engagement, clarity of information requirements, improvements having decision-

ready applications and managing assessment times are integrated and that the relevant 

recommendations considered together. This means that these recommended actions overlap with 

those in Recommendations B2 and B7, relating to only assessing applications that are decision-

ready and pausing (rather than resetting) the clock for requests for information.  

Further work is being done to integrate these three recommendations and address concerns raised 

by stakeholders. 

 

Recommendation B2 – ensure applications are decision-ready before being 
assessed 

This Report recommends ensuring applications are decision-ready before they are assessed by: 

 developing guidelines, forms and checklists to ensure that applicants are clear about what 

information is required under a planning scheme (this work to be led by DELWP, in 

collaboration with councils) and the standards that applications must meet; 

 reviewing and clarifying the the Victorian Planning Provisions (VPP) information 

requirements, and identifying opportunities to remove any duplicative or unnecessary 

information requirements (this work to be led by DELWP, in collaboration with councils); 

and 

 amending the regulatory framework to allow councils to only assess applications once they 

are decision-ready and for the statutory clock on council decision to start once applications 

are decision-ready.  

See also the related comments under B1 regarding the need for integrating improvements 

regarding early engagement, clarity of information requirements, improvements having decision-

ready applications and managing assessment times. 
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Recommendation B3 – complete the move to online permit tracking and 
processing 

This Report recommends that, as part of the Better Planning Approvals program (see Part 1), 

DELWP should support all councils completing the move to online permit tracking and processing 

by: 

 conducting a stocktake of the current situation and the capabilities of digital platforms in 

each council; 

 identifying which improvements in these systems would be required to facilitate the best 

practices identified in this Review, and to determine which would be most beneficial to each 

council’s planning processes as part of the Better Planning Approvals program; and  

 exploring mechanisms like the Rural Council Transformation Fund to target support for 

online tracking and processing of planning applications for groups of rural and regional 

councils and prioritising those that will accelerate collaboration towards a standardised and 

integrated system across councils.  

 

Recommendation B4 – improve planning resources for councils 

This Report recommends improving planning resources for councils by expanding the five DELWP 

Regional Planning Service offices to create Regional Planning Hubs which would provide councils 

with: 

 access to staff to help manage short-term workloads as well as provide access to specialist 

strategic and statutory planning skills suited to the needs of each region;  

 training packages (including online modules) focused on the practical skills required in each 

region to deliver improved processes, including the implementation of the reforms coming 

out of this Report; and 

 support to underpin collaboration between regional groups of councils and to facilitate 

regular forums to promote best practice as well as an annual state-wide conference.  

 

Recommendation B5 – modernise public advertising of proposals 

This Report recommends modernising public advertising of proposals by:  

 requiring planning notices for proposals to include a picture of the intended development 

subject to specific triggers (for example, size or significance of development) with clear 

guidelines on the form and content of images; 

 supporting councils to deploy user-friendly notice designs with quick and clear pathways 

(including QR codes) to access further information about an application;  

 supporting councils to provide supplementary notice via council websites, email alerts 

and/or social media (to be done as part of the Better Planning Approvals program) ; and  

 updating guidance on best-practice processes for notifications of different types of permit 

applications, including reviewing greater use of online notification and the requirement for 

formal newspaper advertisements. 

This work should be done as part of the Better Planning Approvals program in collaboration with 

councils. 
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Recommendation B6 – stream applications according to risk 

This Report recommends streaming applications according to risk by: 

 reducing restrictions on specific land use types where those uses are compatible with the 

purpose of the zone (such as non-retail service provision uses being allowed in retail 

centres without a permit)  

 facilitating the provision of important community services such as child care, aged care or 

social housing facilities in residential areas; 

 further consulting on and refining the proposed VicSmart Plus to provide a third pathway for 

low-risk applications;  

 reducing the current occupancy restrictions and including secondary dwellings on a single 

title in the proposed VicSmart Plus permit approval stream – there should be further 

consultation with councils and industry to confirm standard characteristics; and 

 developing a small lot code for established areas as part of VicSmart Plus and in 

consultation with councils and industry. 

 

Recommendation B7 – reduce requests for further information 

This Report recommends reducing requests for further information (RFIs) by focusing them on 

those matters which go beyond that which is required for a complete application by:  

 starting the ‘decision clock’ only once an application is decision-ready; 

 pausing – rather than resetting – the clock when council issues an RFI; 

 adopting guidelines to focus the use of RFIs on requests for information that is needed to 

inform a decision;  

 discouraging the use of RFIs by councils for purposes other than to obtain information to 

inform a decision (for example, using RFIs to request changes to a design);  

 supporting councils to share insights about and improve their practices for accurately 

assessing the need for RFIs by issuing a PPN and facilitating training opportunities; and 

 making more use of VCAT’s Short Cases List in the event of disputes about the content of 

RFIs.  

See also the related comments under B1 regarding the need for integrating improvements 

regarding early engagement, clarity of information requirements, improvements having decision-

ready applications and managing assessment times. 

Given the improvements embedding early engagement and the discipline around “decision -ready” 

applications, there will be less need for requests for further information later in the process.  
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Recommendation B8 – reduce response times for referrals 

This Report recommends reducing response times for external referrals by:  

 the Government giving formal advice to referral authorities about the importance of their 

statutory role in the planning system and the need to provide timely responses;  

 authorities providing the appropriate focus and resources to their role as referral authorities;  

 improving the customer-focus of referral authorities by engaging early with applicants to 

provide up-front direction on triggers for referrals and the likely information required (as part 

of councils’ early engagement services – see B1); 

 DELWP collaborating with referral authorities and councils to standardise requirements for 

simple, low-risk referrals so that these can be assessed directly by councils and referral 

authorities can focus resources on complex referrals; 

 considering giving referral authorities access to grants under Streamlining for Growth to 

improve their internal systems; 

 requiring referral authorities to report their performance as part of the Better Reporting 

framework; and  

 establishing regional forums among referral authorities to share insights about bes t-practice 

(to be led by DELWP in collaboration with the VPA). 

 

Recommendation B9 – improve transparency for decision timeframes 

This Report recommends improving transparency and accountability for decision timeframes by:  

 keeping applicants up to date about their application’s progress through the assessment 

process (achieving this through the proposed Better Planning Approvals program and the 

adoption of online management of applications);  

 councils reporting on time taken at different stages of the assessment and decision process 

through PPARS in the Better Reporting framework; and 

 in cases where applicants indicate at the beginning of an application process that they are 

willing to agree to longer approval timeframes, in return for confidence that it will be met, 

having councils agree up front. 
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Recommendation B10 – provide guidance on delegation models and processes 

This Report recommends providing frameworks for councils, based on several best practice 

examples of delegation arrangements, that councils can elect to adopt or amend, in accordance 

with local circumstances: 

 DELWP working with councils to develop suitable criteria for delegation of decision-making 

based on approaches used by councils already where decision-making frameworks are 

clear, effective and efficient; 

 DELWP and MAV preparing example deeds of delegation to support councils in choosing 

and applying the delegation mechanisms that are appropriate to their needs and consistent 

with other councils’ practices; and 

 supporting councillors through training to better understand their roles and responsibilities 

when making decisions under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and the planning 

scheme. 

 

Recommendation C1 – simplify post-permit approvals 

This Report recommends reducing the time taken for post-permit approvals and improving the 

clarity and quality of post permit conditions and approvals by: 

 DELWP developing guidance and training on best-practice post-permit approvals processes 

and standards; 

 focusing guidance and training on applying conditions that arise directly from issues relating 

to a permit and only using conditions that are necessary and reasonable where other 

provisions cannot manage compliance; 

 incorporating benchmark approval timeframes into post-permit guidance;  

 setting standards for urban and non-urban areas through a manual of standardised 

engineering infrastructure requirements and conditions – this approach should aim to 

facilitate greater consistency across councils and reduce the time taken to negotiate 

infrastructure contributions;  

 reporting through PPARS as part of the Better Reporting framework on time taken for key 

stages in post-permit approval processes; and 

 utilising the Better Planning Approvals approach to ensure internal referrals are considered 

up front and concurrently with planning assessment as part of the permit process to avoid 

conflicting or unnecessary conditions. 

This Report notes that implementing Recommendations B1, B2 and B7 to coordinate internal 

referrals as part of a concierge approach that begins with early engagement pre-application 

services, improve the quality of applications and only assess applications that are decision-ready 

should lead to fewer post approval conditions and faster assessment of endorsed plans. 
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Recommendation C2 – streamline variations to a permit 

This Report recommends making it easier to get variations to the terms of a permit approved by:  

 DELWP collaborating with councils to prepare a Planning Practice Note to update guidance 

on post-permit variations (including both secondary consents and extensions of time) along 

with benchmarks for reasonable timeframes for approvals; and 

 using the upcoming review of fees as an opportunity to consider prescribing fees or fee 

structures for post-permit services provided by councils; 

 making more use of VCAT’s Short Cases List hear appropriate secondary consent disputes 

more frequently and more quickly; and 

 as part of the Better Reporting framework, supporting councils to report on key aspects of 

the post-permit process (see also Recommendation B3 regarding supporting councils to 

upgrade digital systems to make such reporting easier).  

 

Recommendation C3 – reduce timelines for electricity connections 

This Report recommends reducing timelines for electricity connections by: 

 developing a performance reporting framework for residential non-standard electricity 

connections including common timeframes for distribution businesses; 

 formalising ongoing public reporting requirements, including enforceable timelines for 

defined residential non-standard electricity connection in greenfield developments with clear 

and effective compliance obligations, in parallel with the ESC’s current review of the EDC;  

 increasing training requirements and encouraging tighter endorsement for civil contractors 

to improve the quality of civil works; and 

 reviewing sources of locational data to identify opportunities to have a single address 

database for electricity connections and other purposes. 

 

Recommendation C4 – simplify payment of infrastructure contributions 

This Report recommends simplifying the payment of infrastructure contributions by:  

 boosting efforts by the VPA to streamline the GAIC staged payment system (including a 

simpler method for rolling these over if the GAIC liability has not been triggered within the 

financial year); 

 establishing regular meetings between the VPA, Land Use Victoria (LUV) and the State 

Revenue Office (SRO) and industry representatives to monitor the implementation of 

current reforms (such as SRO’s work with LUV to integrate GAIC notices in the PEXA and 

SPEAR systems and the provision of an online calculator for staged payments); 

 abolishing the (now redundant) GAIC Hardship Board; and 

 developing a stronger and more predictable policy framework for future developer 

contributions, drawing on recent work by the VPA, DELWP, councils and industry on 

Infrastructure Contribution Plans (ICPs), the work of the current Ministerial Advisory 

Committee on Affordable Housing and the recent experience with councils ’ existing section 

173 model agreements. 
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Recommendation C5 – engage earlier with authorities outside the planning 
system 

This Report recommends engaging earlier with authorities outside the planning system by:  

 using councils’ early engagement approaches including pre-application processes to alert 

applicants to other approvals that may apply and involving other authorities earlier as 

appropriate; 

 working with the Commonwealth at both Ministerial and Departmental levels to reduce the 

time taken for approvals under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation 

Act 1999 (including raising the issues through the Commonwealth’s recently announced 

review of the national environmental approvals system); 

 considering the issues of keeping council heritage studies and overlays up to date, interim 

heritage protection requests and the relation with demolition permits as part of the Heritage 

Council’s current review of local heritage issues; and 

 DELWP providing clearer guidance for councils and proponents about State and local 

heritage responsibilities and processes, including the safety protections of the Building Act 

1993. 

 

Recommendation C6 – improve coordination of internal referrals 

This Report recommends improving coordination of internal referrals by: 

 involving planning and building staff as well as heritage, drainage, engineering and other 

specialist staff in councils in early engagement services to identify key issues up front (as 

part of the Better Planning Approvals program); 

 developing a consolidated flood mapping dataset; and 

 councils requesting that applicants include up-to-date flood information (provided by the 

appropriate authority) and other information required by a planning scheme in flood-prone 

areas. 
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Recommendation D1 – expand the building certification workforce  

This Report recommends expanding the workforce of building surveyors, inspectors and fire safety 

engineers by: 

 DELWP collaborating with the VBA to Introduce a new class of registration for building 

surveyors restricted to certifying Class 1 and Class 10 buildings and structures with a floor 

area of up to 500 square metres. To ensure national consistency this recommendation 

should take into consideration equivalent classes of registration in other states and 

territories and be aligned with the current Commonwealth national training package project, 

which is reviewing the vocational education and training qualifications for building 

surveyors; 

 the VBA partnering with industry bodies to continue to promote the building surveying and 

inspection professions as a career option for secondary school students (with a focus on 

women);  

 the VBA partnering with industry bodies and training providers to work towards improving 

the availability and quality of the courses prescribed for the registration of building 

surveyors and inspectors by: 

o improving access to these courses in regional Victoria; 

o strengthening the coverage of the Building Act 1993 and the National Construction 

Code (NCC) in the curriculum for those courses; 

o exploring whether other courses could be prescribed for the registration of building 

surveyors and inspectors; and 

o supporting the development of industry trainers and training materials;  

 the VBA, municipal building surveyors and industry bodies working together to introduce 

cadetships to assist graduate surveyors to obtain relevant work experience in the sector;  

 supporting Engineer Australia’s pipeline strategy to address the predicted shortage in local 

engineering skills; and 

 the VBA developing bridging pathways to enable practitioners from related occupations to 

transfer into building surveying and inspection work. 

 

Recommendation D2 – improve access to building records 

This Report recommends improving access to building records by making the Building Activity 

Management System (BAMS), introduced by the VBA to manage building permit numbers, the 

State’s central registry for these records for councils and building practitioners in Victoria.  
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Recommendation D3 – streamline building permit requirements for low-risk 
work 

This Report recommends DELWP and VBA streamlining building permit requirements for low-risk 

work while maintaining safety and quality by considering the following exemptions in the context of 

national harmonisation: 

 exemptions for the construction of decks and sheds from the requirement to obtain a 

building permit if they comply with the NCC and any other conditions determined necessary 

to ensure the standard of building work, nearby amenity and community safety, for 

example:  

o the deck is less than 800 millimetres in height; and 

o the shed has a floor area not exceeding 16 square metres; and 

 an exemption from the requirement to obtain a building permit for mobility access ramps, for 

example based on the criteria such as: 

o it complies with the NCC; 

o it complies with any other conditions determined necessary to ensure the standard 

of building work, nearby amenity and community safety; 

o if the mobility ramp is 800 millimetres or above in height, it is certified on completion 

by a building surveyor or inspector; and 

o the appropriate class or classes of buildings to which the exemption is to apply 

have been assessed and determined. 

 

Recommendation D4 – standardise construction management plans 

This Report recommends standardising construction management plans by DELWP working with 

councils and MAV to: 

 develop a model law for adoption by councils on the matters needed to be included in 

different levels of construction management plans. The model law should standardise these 

matters to the extent possible;  

 prepare a standard template for each level of construction management plan identified in 

the model law along with supporting guidelines for builders and developers that could be 

adopted by councils across Victoria with local variation, where required. Development of the 

standard templates and guidelines should draw on the documentation already being used 

by some councils; and 

 include the construction management plan process in the Better Planning Approvals 

program. 
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Recommendation D5 – improve consistency of council asset protection 
requirements 

This Report recommends improving the consistency of council asset protection requirements by 

DELWP working with councils and MAV to: 

 prepare a standard practice guide for applicants for asset protection permits that could be 

adopted by councils across Victoria, allowing local variation, where required;  

 develop a model law and enforcement policy to be adopted by councils on the matters 

needed to be covered by permits to protect council assets, utility assets and other 

development related work – the model law should standardise these matters to the extent 

possible while recognising the different needs of individual and groups of councils; and 

 include the asset protection permit process in the Better Planning Approvals program. 

 

Recommendation D6 – distinguish building “consultants” from building 
surveyors 

This Report recommends distinguishing building “consultants” from building surveyors by: 

 CAV continuing to raise consumer awareness of: 

o what to look for when engaging a building consultant; and 

o the importance of engaging a qualified and/or experienced building consultant ; and 

 DELWP (in consultation with the VBA) reviewing the role and conduct of building 

consultants, and the measures to address the issues identified – the review should consider 

non-regulatory and regulatory measures such as a registration scheme and a code of 

conduct for building consultants. 
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Recommendation D7 – clarify processes for enforcement  

This Report notes that there are several measures underway which support this outcome, and in 

that context, recommends clarifying the processes for enforcement of the building permit approvals 

process through:  

 the review of the Building Act 1993 announced by the Victorian Government in 2019 

considering:  

o alternative models to clarify and strengthen responsibility and processes for the 

administration and enforcement of the building permit approvals process; 

o the respective roles of private and municipal building surveyors to minimise the 

conflict of interest inherent in the private certification of building work; and 

o expanding the role of the State Building Surveyor to include ongoing monitoring and 

reporting on the performance of the building permit approvals process, and to make 

recommendations to improve that process, where needed;  

 developing the protocol between the VBA and councils that was recommended in the 2019 

Report from the Co-Chairs of the Victorian Cladding Taskforce to set out accountabilities, 

mechanisms for cooperation and communication, strategic intervent ions and agreed 

procedures for referring enforcement actions;  

 the VBA continuing its current work to: 

o develop and implement a code of conduct for building surveyors and inspectors; 

and 

o develop VBA/council statements of intent to strengthen information sharing; and 

 DELWP and the VBA also developing practice guides for building surveyors and inspectors 

on the processes and matters they must examine when conducting inspections of the 

various classes of buildings. 
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Part 4: Summary of the recommendations and 

stakeholder feedback 

Recommendation A1 – simplify planning schemes 

This Report recommends simplifying planning schemes by: 

 building on recent reforms, focusing on plain language drafting principles, improving digital 

delivery and accessibility and completing the translation of planning schemes into the 

integrated Planning Provisions Framework; 

 consolidating planning scheme requirements that serve similar purposes and updating 

longstanding policies to reduce overlap and duplication; 

 DELWP prioritising the development of State-wide planning policies, particularly on 

emerging issues (as has been recently done in the case of developments overshadowing 

solar panels); 

 developing tighter criteria for where local variations of planning policy are justified to 

provide a better framework for local policy development; and 

 councils working together within their regions and across Victoria, to harmonise local 

planning policies where possible.  

These measures should be led by DELWP, working in consultation with councils. 

Existing process(es) 

Planning schemes are often difficult to navigate and reading them requires an assumed level of 

knowledge. The structure and layout of planning schemes often makes them unnecessarily long 

with sections that could be better organised or consolidated.  

Smart Planning and the Planning Policy Framework (PPF) program have started addressing these 

issues, to remove duplication and consolidate and update planning schemes.  

In cases where emerging policy issues or VCAT or Planning Panels Victoria decisions have created 

the need for State-wide policy clarification, State responses have been slow or inconsistent. This 

has increased complexity and reduced certainty for councils, proponents and the community about 

how to update, interpret and apply planning schemes. 

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed: 

 extending the Smart Planning program to continue improving planning schemes;  

 consolidating planning scheme requirements, principles or rules that serve similar purposes; 

 faster policy resolution for emerging planning issues to ensure consistent state-wide approach 

with clear and appropriate frameworks for local council variation; and 

 harmonise council planning policies where possible through collaboration.  

There was strong support for extending moves to redraft and simplify planning schemes using plain 

language drafting principles and for continuing the translation of planning schemes into the 

integrated PPF. Some councils noted the importance of ensuring that this proposal did not 

exacerbate the already heavy workload associated with current efforts to translate planning 
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schemes or create backlogs in DELWP’s authorisation of proposed amendments to implement 

changes in planning schemes.  

Reordering schemes from most used to least used was not supported and was not considered 

necessary given DELWP’s work on planning schemes that can now be searched online. It was 

considered more important to have an accessible digital platform which shows the triggers relevant 

to a proposal as well as the associated information requirements. 

There was support for consolidating planning scheme requirements and removing duplication 

without diminishing protection for overlays and for DELWP to give priority to development of State-

wide planning schemes for emerging issues. 

In terms of harmonising planning policies, many submissions supported the proposal to reduce any 

unnecessary local variation and to create clear frameworks for local policy development. In the 

same context, councils advised that they spend time preparing planning scheme amendments that 

are then left in abeyance for long periods until a state position is formed. It was generally felt that 

the Victorian Government should be more proactive particularly in relation to emerging policy issues 

rather than waiting for councils to lead the way and that guidance on implementing state policies 

needed to be developed concurrently with those policies. 

The proposal for councils to work at a regional and State-wide level to harmonise and simplify local 

planning policies was supported. Councils advised that this requires additional resources and 

support from DELWP.  
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Recommendation A2 – streamline the planning scheme 

amendment process 

This Report recommends streamlining the planning scheme amendment process by: 

 DELWP providing councils with a final response within 30 days of DELWP initiating a 

“further review” of an authorisation request; 

 DELWP exploring opportunities to stream different types of planning scheme amendments 

and package multiple amendments in omnibus amendments; 

 as part of Better Reporting, DELWP to measure and review the performance of the planning 

scheme amendment process from start to finish and to identify the steps in the chain that 

are causing some amendments to take unreasonable time;  

 modernising how proposed planning scheme amendments are publicly explained, updating 

notice templates to support plain-language, multi-language notices and using images for 

significant planning scheme amendments – DELWP should provide an updated Planning 

Practice Note to support the use of these new provisions; 

 councils referring exhibited amendments to Planning Panels Victoria (PPV) at the earliest 

opportunity in cases where there are clearly unresolvable objections — DELWP should 

provide guidance on how this can be managed through delegations;  

 reducing the maximum period for publication of Panel reports by councils from 28 days to 

14 days; 

 requiring councils to provide reasons as well as notice for a decision to abandon or to not 

consider or progress an amendment; and  

 clarifying the process for applicants to formally seek a planning scheme amendment related 

to their land and how such requests can be referred to the Minister should the council 

unreasonably reject the proposal – this may require an amendment to the Planning and 

Environment Act 1987. 

Existing process(es) 

DELWP’s further review of proposed amendments 

Planning scheme amendments proposed by councils in their role as planning authorities must be 

authorised by DELWP before they can be exhibited. DELWP must either approve or reject the 

proposed amendment within 10 days or decide that it needs to review the amendment further. 

There are no timeframes for this further review, and stakeholders have pointed to examples where 

proposed amendments have been held in limbo for long periods of time. 

Giving notice for a proposed amendment 

When a council exhibits a proposed amendment (subsequent to DELWP’s authorisation) they must 

give formal notice. DELWP’s notification provisions for proposed amendments use a lot of technical 

terms and the notification requirements are not always proportionate to the scale or significance of 

the proposed amendment. Examples of notice provision used provided by the VPA suggest there 

are more effective ways to communicate the intent and expected outcome of the proposed 

amendments in ways that can result in better understanding of a proposal and reduce the risk of 

concerns being raised at the last minute. 

Referring proposed amendments to PPV 
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If, after exhibiting an amendment, a council has received submissions from the community 

requesting changes to the proposal and intends to proceed with the amendment without making 

those changes, then the council needs to refer the matter to PPV for review. Ministerial Direction 15 

currently requires planning authorities to do so within 40 days. In some cases councils have taken 

much longer than 40 days. 

Embargo on release of a Panel report 

When PPV reviews a proposed amendment and associated submissions, the Panel provides a 

report to the relevant council. The council can embargo the release of that report for up to 28 days, 

during which time any proponents of the amendment and any other affected parties remain 

unaware of PPV’s position on the amendment. 

A council’s decision to abandon an amendment 

Councils can abandon a proposed amendment at any time during the planning scheme amendment 

process. While they are required to notify the Minister if they abandon an amendment, there is no 

requirement for councils to inform the community of their reasons for abandoning an amendment. 

More generally, the legal standing of proponents of planning scheme amendments under the 

Planning and Environment Act 1987 is unclear, as are any avenues for appeal if their proposed 

amendments are abandoned. The regulatory framework does not recognise the role of proponents 

apart from regulation 6 of the Planning and Environment Fees Regulations 2016 which prescribes 

fees to be paid by anyone requesting an amendment to a planning scheme. There are no 

prescribed timeframes within which a planning authority must make a decision). 

The potential to package amendments as omnibus amendments 

Data from the recently introduced Amendment Tracking System suggest that there are cases in 

which councils propose multiple planning scheme amendments at different points in time which 

could instead be packaged together as omnibus amendments to move through the entire planning 

scheme amendment process in bulk. 

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed addressing each of the above issues in turn by: 

 DELWP providing councils with a final response within 30 days of DELWP initiating a 

further review of an authorisation request; 

 DELWP updating its notice templates in simpler language and enabling the use of images 

to show the changes the community can expect to see; 

 councils referring exhibited amendments to PPV at the earliest opportunity in cases where 

there are unresolvable objections; 

 reducing the embargo on Panel reports from 28 days to 7 days; 

 requiring councils to give reasons why an amendment has been abandoned; and 

 DELWP exploring with councils the merit of further opportunities to package multiple 

amendments in omnibus proposals. 

DELWP’s further review of proposed amendments 

The proposal for DELWP to provide councils with a final response within 30 days received 

widespread support. Council feedback supported this Report’s recommendation that 30 days be 

used as a benchmark (rather than a hard time limit), given the wide variation in complexity of 

planning scheme amendments. To address this and other feedback, this Report recommends that 
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the 30 days be counted excluding time taken to go back and request further information from the 

planning authority. 

Giving notice for a proposed amendment 

The proposal to improve notice templates had broad support, with suggestions that fact sheets 

should include information in different languages relevant to the affected community and that the 

provisions be accompanied by clear guidance material from DELWP to support councils in 

preventing the use of images that may mislead the community. 

Referring proposed amendments to Planning Panels Victoria 

Feedback from councils reinforced the Discussion Paper’s statements that Ministerial Order 15 

required councils to refer matters to PPV within 40 days and highlighted examples of councils 

already trying to find ways to expedite the process. Some noted that meeting this timeframe was 

sometimes difficult depending on the scheduling of council meetings and the interpretation of the 

requirement for councils to formally decide to refer matters to PPV.  

The Report recommends supporting councils in their efforts to streamline the referral of matters to 

PPV through DELWP providing guidance on how referrals to PPV could be managed through 

delegations. 

Embargo on release of a Planning Panels Victoria report 

Many councils noted that they use the embargo period to brief councillors on key issues relating to 

the Panel report. Some submissions suggest that the Discussion Paper’s proposal was interpreted 

as requiring councils to make a formal decision within 7 days of receiving a Panel report. This 

Report emphasises that the recommendation is that the embargo period be reduced, rather than 

setting a timeframe for decision by council. Considering the common practice of briefing councillors 

prior to release of a Panel report, this Report recommends reducing the embargo period from 28 

days to 14 days (rather than 7). 

Setting out reasons for a council’s decision to abandon an amendment 

This proposal was widely supported, with several councils noting that a formal decision is already 

made in council meetings and recorded in council minutes. Some councils noted that while it is not 

a legislative requirement, they provide reasons for their decision when notifying the Minister  that 

they are abandoning an amendment. Given that preparing reasons for a decision to abandon an 

amendment is common practice, this Report recommends that these reasons by published when an 

amendment is abandoned so that proponents and the community can easily access them. 

Council feedback also highlighted a range of approaches to their roles and responsibilities in 

relation to proponents of planning scheme amendments, given a lack of clarity in the Planning and 

Environment Act 1987about how councils should engage with proponents.  

For example, there are no provisions in the Act for circumstances in which a council decides not to 

prepare or exhibit an amendment sought by a proponent, or for timeframes for council decisions on 

proposed amendments (which, if not formally abandoned, go into abeyance).  

This is compounded by the absence in the Act of any procedural provisions surrounding how a 

proponent can request an amendment. This is commonly done by way of a letter, but there is no 

recourse if the council fails to act or disagrees (with or without reasons). The Minister has overall 

powers to approve that an amendment be exhibited but there is no formal provision for an applicant 

rebuffed by a council to submit the matter to the Minister. 
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Given the uncertainty surrounding these matters, this Report recommends that DELWP clarifying 

the process for applicants to formally seek a planning scheme amendment related to their land and 

how such requests can be referred to the Minister should the council unreasonably reject the 

proposal – this may require an amendment to the Planning and Environment Act 1987. 

The potential to package amendments as ‘omnibus amendments’ 

Submissions were strongly supportive of this proposal. Councils expressed an enthusiasm to work 

with DELWP to identify other amendment types that placed a high administrative burden on 

DELWP and which could be streamlined through omnibus amendments. Councils were also eager 

to consider get further guidance from DELWP regarding the range of amendments that cou ld be 

considered for these purposes (under sections 20(4) and 20A). This Report notes that the 

recommendation would not preclude councils from continuing to pursue one-off, urgent 

amendments. 
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Recommendation A3 – streamline the precinct planning process 

This Report recommends streamlining the Precinct Structure Planning (PSP) process by:  

 finalising the VPA’s PSP 2.0 process and applying this to the current round of greenfield 

precincts, in order to reduce the average completion time to two years; 

 adapting the VPA’s PSP 2.0 process as the standard method for structure planning for all 

major precincts, strategic sites and regional developments; 

 requiring early engagement of key government agencies in the VPA planning process to 

ensure that future requirements for infrastructure, including transport, education, health and 

other community facilities are properly embedded in agency forward plans, with timing of 

delivery linked to future development needs; 

 using the PSP plans to empower the sequencing of how a new community develops over 

time and community facilities are delivered, enabling infrastructure providers to use trigger 

points (for example, population) and capital works programming to ensure that schools, 

parks and public transport are delivered at the appropriate point in the cycle and not built at 

the end;  

 DPC and DTF considering how the longer-term planning for infrastructure development is 

integrated with the State budget cycle and timely utilisation of developer contributions, 

including consideration of development-related need for State infrastructure; and 

 reducing delays between precinct planning and permits for the first stage of development by 

encouraging concurrent assessment processes for subdivision and permits and the PSP 

process, bearing in mind the provisions in section 96A of the Planning and Environment Act 

1987 are rarely used. 

Existing process(es) 

Many stakeholders have highlighted long delays in preparing and approving PSPs for greenfield 

areas.  

In some cases stakeholders have noted that out-of-sequence provision of infrastructure has 

contributed to delays in developing these areas. 

The VPA is developing a revised process for preparing structure plans – PSP 2.0. This work is 

nearing completion and consultation with councils and industry is underway.  

PSP 2.0 has the potential to be used as the process for developing other structure plans outside 

greenfield areas. Currently, there are various names and types of plan being used for precincts 

outside the greenfield areas – these include vision statements, opportunity statements, framework 

plans, structure plans and precinct plans. 

Mostly, subdivision permits are sought well after a PSP has been planned and gazetted. While the 

existing legislation has a mechanism under section 96A that could reduce delays by supporting the 

issue of permits in the first stage of development, the use of this section is associated by councils 

and other stakeholders with previous out-of-sequence developments and delays. 

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed: 

 applying PSP 2.0 as soon as possible to existing PSPs; 
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 adapting PSP 2.0 to support structure planning in other areas;  

 evaluating the effectiveness of PSP 2.0 as soon as practicable; 

 balancing the need to plan over large areas with PSPs that are of a manageable scale to 

deliver; and 

 developing guidelines on sequencing development within a PSP, including using section 

96A of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 to issue early permits for development. 

The Discussion Paper also invited stakeholder feedback on the idea of supporting councils’ 

resource requirements through memoranda of understanding such as those agreed between 

developers and Wyndham Council. 

Stakeholder feedback suggested that it is important to have more certainty about long term 

planning for infrastructure development. There is also a lack of transparency about the use of 

developer contributions (such as GAIC).  

Applying, adapting and evaluating PSP 2.0 

There was strong support for a more streamlined and predictable timeframe for preparing PSP’s 

and for PSP 2.0’s consolidation of structure planning into the readily understandable steps of:  

 initial consultation and engagement with agencies to identify opportunities; 

 preparation of a PSP and ICP; 

 exhibition and referral to a Panel for consideration of comments; and 

 adoption of a planning scheme amendment; 

The main concern was that other government agencies were not sufficiently engaged in the PSP 

planning process and that the final plans were not “binding” – that other agencies came up with 

their own strategies which differed from the overall plan. This reinforces the importance of early 

engagement from all government agencies in order to achieve the goal of completing any PSPs in 

no more than two years. 

Concern was expressed that the PSP 2.0 process may need to be varied for other locations – 

particularly rural settings. Submissions also noted that while the VPA can recover costs for 

preparing PSPs through fees, regional councils cannot do so and so have to fund this work 

themselves. In several cases this cost has been partly offset by grants from Streaming for Growth. 

DJPR noted the potential for adapting the PSP process to metropolitan strategic si tes. 

Some concern was expressed that there had not been sufficient industry consultation in the 

development of the PSP 2.0 approach. This is being rectified as part of the current consultation on 

the proposal, prior to its adoption.  

Several comments supported careful assessment of the initial round of plans produced using the 

new approach. 

The size and sequencing of PSPs 

There was general agreement that the current size is appropriate for residential PSP planning. The 

more significant issue of concern in submissions was how development within PSPs is sequenced 

and commitments to infrastructure are delivered. Councils highlighted that out of sequence 

development was a huge drain on resources (for example, roads having to be built earlier than 

intended and before they are fully utilised). This issues also impacts on the funding and planning of 

State-provided infrastructure. 
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There was not support for the current section 96A provisions from either councils or the Urban 

Development Institute of Australia, on the basis that using these provisions has proved problematic 

and resulted in delays. An informal practice that has emerged in recent years called “ghost 

planning” was supported: subdivision permit applications are accepted after the Panel report stage 

and processed in parallel with the PSP planning scheme amendment and the ICP. This enables 

prompt approval once the PSP has been gazetted.  

Using memoranda of understanding with developers to support council resources 

Feedback on the Discussion Paper suggested that this can be an effective method for supporting 

council resources, but that it was important that this remain a tailored approach to be used at the 

discretion of councils and as a stop-gap in cases where other resourcing options were not 

available, rather than adopted as standard practice. Several councils noted that any council 

preparing such an agreement would need to be careful that any such agreement guarded against 

any potential conflict of interest.  
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Recommendation A4 – expedite planning for precincts and 

strategic sites  

This Report recommends expediting planning for precincts and strategic sites by:  

 DELWP and DJPR classifying the numerous precincts already identified in Plan Melbourne 

and the Regional Growth Plans into three tiers of responsibility: 

o State priority precincts (the responsibility of DJPR); 

o precincts of strategic importance (generally referred to VPA); and 

o key local growth precincts (generally planned by the responsible council);  

 DELWP and DJPR issuing clear criteria to designate new precincts and strategic sites; 

 including in the criteria for precincts and strategic sites factors such as economic and job 

potential, community support, opportunities for innovation and synergies with State 

infrastructure projects – other considerations include opportunities for value uplift and the 

need for coordination;  

 providing ongoing funding through the Streamlining for Growth program for the VPA to 

support councils planning key local growth precincts, in each case using the most 

appropriate of the VPA’s four engagement levels;  

 facilitating better coordinated planning by the Minister, where appropriate, using the existing 

powers to appoint him or herself as the responsible authority for State priority precincts and 

some sites of strategic importance, appointing the VPA or DJPR as planning authority and 

setting clear timeframes for outcomes; 

 creating a Standing Advisory Committee under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 to 

advise the Minister for Planning on strategic sites at the Minister’s request (and to form the 

Panel for hearings on planning scheme amendments if requested);  

 looking at adopting similar mechanisms to the Major Transport Projects Facilitation Act 

2009 to aid the delivery of major sites; and 

 considering new approaches to expediting the issuing of planning permits and subdivisions 

in State priority precincts and precincts of strategic importance (such as adopting a 

coordinated approach to referrals and secondary approvals, utilising some of the lessons 

from the Queensland SARA model). 

Existing process(es) 

There are several differing processes currently used to designate strategic sites.  

DJPR has designated certain Priority Precincts and developed a framework for identifying priorities. 

Particular attention is being paid to Fishermans Bend, Arden, Parkville, the Richmond to Docklands 

corridor, Footscray and Sunshine as the first priority precincts. In addition, DJPR is managing the 

Geelong City Deal and a range of projects being delivered by Development Victoria and is also 

considering the approach to be taken for stations on the Suburban Rail Loop.  

The VPA has a detailed work program as part of its 2019-20 Statement of Expectations which 

includes work on strategic sites across metropolitan and regional areas. This has included the 

ongoing provision of spatial growth planning and post-PSP Approval services through the VPA’s 

Regional Planning team.  
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Various councils have strategic planning work underway for other activity centres that are not on 

the VPA program. Many of these are looking for assistance from the Victorian Government for 

future planning. 

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed: 

 the VPA and DJPR advising the Minister for Planning and the Minister for Priority Precincts 

of the pipeline of sites of strategic importance; and 

 the VPA (in consultation with DJPR, the Suburban Rail Loop Authority and councils) 

advising the Ministers about which of the sites could be prioritised and the best role for the 

VPA in engaging councils to jointly plan these sites. 

The responses from government agencies provided detailed accounts of their current priorities.  

Several councils’ submissions set out their own priorities and emphasised the value of identifying 

and prioritising strategic sites of regional – not just State or metropolitan – importance.  

Some councils noted in their submissions the need for additional funding and assistance associated 

with strategic planning while emphasising that councils should retain a central role in planning 

strategic sites. Previously, funding has mostly been provided through the Streamlining for Growth 

program with the focus being housing developments for greenfield areas and regional sites rather 

than sites of strategic importance in established areas. This Report notes that the recommended 

Regional Planning Hubs (see Recommendation B4) are intended to provide a mix of stra tegic and 

statutory planning support to councils depending on each region’s needs.  

In general, feedback highlighted that: 

 there are a range of views about what should constitute sites of strategic importance or 

State significance; 

 there are multiple bodies currently working to prioritise sites without a clear and shared 

framework structuring those choices; 

 there is clear support for transparent criteria for identifying and prioritising sites of strategic 

significance; 

 sites of strategic importance need to include those in Regional Growth Plans as well as 

Plan Melbourne; and 

 it is important to be clear about whether we are proposing criteria for designating and 

expediting new sites of strategic importance or for expediting those already identified in 

Plan Melbourne and the Regional Growth Plans. 

This Report therefore recommends that DELWP and DJPR should create clear criteria for 

designating new strategic sites and that DELWP and DJPR should also assign responsibility for 

sites already identified in Plan Melbourne and the Regional Growth Plans by classifying these into 

three tiers of responsibility: 

 State priority precincts (the responsibility of DJPR); 

 sites of strategic importance (generally referred to VPA); and 

 key local growth precincts (generally planned by the responsible council). 

This Report also recommends creating a Standing Advisory Committee under the Planning and 

Environment Act 1987 to advise the Minister for Planning on precincts and strategic sites at the 
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Minister’s request. This Committee could also form the Panel for hearings on planning scheme 

amendments. 

For new sites designated as strategic sites the Committee would advise the Minister for Planning on 

which of those sites to expedite and the appropriate options for doing so. Options may vary from 

one site to the next, including examples such as the Minister using their existing powers under the 

Planning and Environment Act 1987, adopting similar mechanisms to those under the Major 

Transport Projects Facilitation Act 2009 or considering new approaches to expediting sites of 

strategic importance (such as adopting a coordinated approach to referrals and secondary 

approvals, utilising some of the lessons from the Queensland SARA model).  
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Recommendation B1 – support councils to improve pre-

application processes 

This Report recommends supporting councils to improve their pre-application processes and 

provide more help to applicants by: 

 supporting councils to adopt early engagement opportunities through the Better Planning 

Approvals program; 

 focusing early engagement approaches to assist applicants to provide all the information 

required under the planning scheme (see also Recommendation B2 regarding decision-

ready applications) and supporting early engagement with external referral authorities and 

council departments for internal referrals; and 

 using the upcoming review of planning fees to consider prescribing fees or fee structures 

for pre-application services (including fees that may vary within prescribed limits and giving 

councils discretion over whether to charge fees). 

The Report notes that to deliver significant improvements in application processing including 

reducing delays and ensuring sound decision-making, it is imperative that the improvements 

regarding early engagement, clarity of information requirements, improvements having decision-

ready applications and managing assessment times are integrated and that the relevant 

recommendations considered together. This means that these recommended actions overlap with 

those in Recommendations B2 and B7, relating to only assessing applications that are decision-

ready and pausing (rather than resetting) the clock for requests for information.  

Further work is being done to integrate these three recommendations and address concerns raised 

by stakeholders. 

Existing process(es) 

Clear details about what information needs to be provided with an application can be hard to find 

and understand for both applicants and authorities (see also Recommendation B2). 

Many councils offer pre-application services aimed at helping applicants better understand these 

requirements and, in some councils, promoting early engagement with referral authorities.  

While applicants and authorities both report early engagement with councils, council internal 

referral teams and external referral authorities as valuable, there is significant variation in the 

practice and quality of early engagement (including pre-application services) and in the subsequent 

impact on application quality. Submissions note that in cases where early engagement is not 

offered, applicants face multiple requests for further information from councils seeking to obtain all 

required information (see Recommendation B7). 

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed that: 

 DELWP prepare a Planning Practice Note for councils on best-practice application 

processes, including benchmarks for costs of these services to inform potential fees;  

 pre-application should involve experienced council staff and, where appropriate, include 

staff responsible for internal referrals and staff from external authorities where relevant;  
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 councils be required to offer pre-application services and should be able to charge fees for 

pre-application services; and 

 pre-applications should form the first step in a concierge service offered by councils and 

supported by a Better Approvals approach. 

Feedback confirmed that early engagement, including pre-application services, are widely 

practiced, and councils and other stakeholders welcomed an opportunity to develop more 

consistent practices. Submissions noted that effective pre-application services, would improve 

application quality and reduce council and referral authority administrative costs and delays (for 

example, by reducing the need for further information requests or design changes – see 

Recommendation B7).  

Consultation suggested differing views on the timing and purpose of these services, including 

whether they: 

 refer to support provided by council to prospective applicants up until an application form is 

lodged, or until all information required by the planning scheme has been received;  

 should focus on helping applicants prepare decision-ready applications and on early 

engagement with internal and external referral authorities, or provide a form of preliminary 

assessment or indication of likely approval; and 

Many council and non-council submissions emphasised that pre-application comments should not 

be mistaken for application assessment or a form of in-principle approval. This is consistent with 

our understanding that best-practice pre-application services focus on matters such as: 

 communicating to the applicant which policies and triggers apply to their application;  

 clarifying the information required to accompany the application based on the planning 

scheme; 

 identifying which other agencies or other parts of council will be involved; and 

 supporting early engagement with internal and external referrals, where appropriate.  

This Report considers that early engagement, including pre-application services, are best aimed at 

helping applicants prepare and submit accurate and relevant information about a proposal and its 

impacts and making sure that the applicant is aware of what else they may need to provide during 

assessment: they are not a means for seeking in-principle approval or early assessment. This is 

reflected in the Report’s recommendations about changes to the regulatory framework for the 

planning system, outlined in the Part 1. 

This Report notes that feedback also highlighted that some councils may require further resources 

to offer such services, particularly if written advice was to be provided. A pre-application fee was 

generally supported, provided it was set in response to application complexity or scale and the level 

of service each council can provide. Others noted that while early engagement is to be encouraged, 

offering pre-application services for simple applications may not be worthwhile. These issues 

should be considered both in DELWP’s Planning Practice Note for councils on best-practice for 

these services and in the upcoming fee review. 
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Recommendation B2 – ensure applications are decision-ready 

before being assessed 

This Report recommends ensuring applications are decision-ready before they are assessed by: 

 developing guidelines, forms and checklists to ensure that applicants are clear about what 

information is required under a planning scheme (this work to be led by DELWP, in 

collaboration with councils) and the standards that applications must meet; 

 reviewing and clarifying the the Victorian Planning Provisions (VPP) information 

requirements, and identifying opportunities to remove any duplicative or unnecessary 

information requirements (this work to be led by DELWP, in collaboration with councils); 

and 

 amending the regulatory framework to allow councils to only assess applications once they 

are decision-ready and for the statutory clock on council decision to start once applications 

are decision-ready.  

See also the related comments under B1 regarding the need for integrat ing improvements 

regarding early engagement, clarity of information requirements, improvements having decision-

ready applications and managing assessment times. 

Existing process(es) 

Applications are often submitted to councils without all the information required by the planning 

scheme or with some accompanying information being of too low quality to be ready for 

assessment by council planners. 

While the Planning and Environment Act 1987 requires that all information required in a planning 

scheme must accompany an application, past VCAT decisions have found that councils must 

accept an application provided that a valid application form has been received, even if the 

application lacks the information required for council to be able to assess and decide on an 

application. 

There is a range of views about the minimum required form and content of plans or other 

information that must accompany the application to enable council to assess and make a decision 

on the application. 

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed ensuring that applications are complete by going back to the 

applicant about information before starting the assessment process, and that to support this:  

 councils should only accept complete applications; 

 the information requirements in the VPP should be improved; and 

 duplication and unnecessary local information requirements should be removed.  

While there was widespread support for the proposal to only accept applications that are decision -

ready on the grounds that many applications were incomplete or of poor quality, several 

submissions highlighted the need for support to help applicants prepare an application that 

contained all required information and provided an description of the proposal that is of suff icient 

quality to be assessed.  
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Councils and other stakeholders acknowledged that applicants can’t always identify all the relevant 

permit triggers and requirements from the planning scheme – these matters are often only identified 

when the council planner undertakes a considered preliminary assessment after lodgement. 

Several councils noted that pre-application services are used to address issues like this and 

Recommendation B1 of this Report recommends focusing on the helping applicants prepare 

decision-ready applications during the pre-application stage. 

Several stakeholders highlighted that their interpretation of the existing regulatory framework made 

it difficult for councils to only assess decision-ready applications, on the grounds that they were 

currently required both to accept incomplete applications and to start the clock, which created 

pressure for councils to start assessing incomplete applications or to rely on RFIs to ‘reset the 

clock’ (see Recommendation B7 for more on this). 

Feedback reinforced the Discussion Paper’s suggestion that improving this stage of the process 

should be focused on assessing applications once they were decision-ready – not on turning people 

away or refusing to accept submitted documents until all required information can be submitted at 

once.  

The proposal to improve the clarity of application requirements in planning schemes and the VPPs 

was widely supported – including removing, adding and clarifying requirements as needed. The 

value in this was the potential to agree a common understanding on application standards.  

Submissions supported DELWP consulting closely with councils in undertaking work to clarify and 

consolidate information requirements, to ensure that the requirements reflect the information 

councils need to be able to make fully-informed decisions. 
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Recommendation B3 – complete the move to online permit 

tracking and processing 

This Report recommends that, as part of the Better Planning Approvals program (see Part 1), 

DELWP should support all councils completing the move to online permit tracking and processing 

by: 

 conducting a stocktake of the current situation and the capabilities of digital platforms in 

each council; 

 identifying which improvements in these systems would be required to facilitate the best 

practices identified in this Review, and to determine which would be most beneficial to each 

council’s planning processes as part of the Better Planning Approvals program; and  

 exploring mechanisms like the Rural Council Transformation Fund to target support for 

online tracking and processing of planning applications for groups of rural and regional 

councils and prioritising those that will accelerate collaboration towards a standardised and 

integrated system across councils.  

Existing process(es) 

There is wide variation between councils (particularly between rural, regional and urban councils) in 

terms of their investment in and use of digital platforms, as well as the perceived demand for those 

platforms and the resources available to fund them.  

Many councils have e-planning capabilities including electronic lodgement and payment of 

applications, ability for the public to view advertised plans and lodge objections online and 

dashboards for staff to track and record progress of applications. Some have also adopted digital 

plan reading and assessment tools. A limited number provide publicly viewable stage-by-stage 

process tracking. 

Many rural and regional councils do not yet provide for electronic lodgement and tracking. However 

basic facilities enabling the emailing of applications and uploading of files are common. Many 

referral authorities do not have online lodgement services, which makes it harder for an applicant to 

contact the referral authority directly (instead of having council handle that task after the application 

has been lodged).  

The Rural Councils Transformation Project (RCTP) has approved funding for 4 groupings of 

regional and rural councils (19 councils) for shared digital platforms. One of these groupings, 

Central Highlands, has committed to delivering planning services within its shared services model.  

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed that: 

 timeframes should be set for councils to adopt online permit processing systems;  

 these systems should be designed to allow compatibility with other council systems; and 

 funding initiatives to deliver such systems should target collaborative proposals.  

The majority of stakeholders support the Discussion Paper’s proposal for councils to improve their 

online planning processes and to move towards greater standardisation and compatibility between 

systems. Many, including Referral Authorities, noted the usefulness of the SPEAR system for 

subdivision and suggested extending this system for other application types, or developing a similar 
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system. One submission suggested that online systems could help improve referral times by 

providing a standard format for referrals. 

While many respondents noted that a single state-wide planning portal would offer the greatest 

benefits in terms of efficiencies, transparency and monitoring, many councils stressed that its 

introduction would require significant investment, research and testing.  

Several councils have recently invested heavily in the development of their own digital planning 

platforms which integrate with their other corporate systems but may not easily integrate with other 

council platforms.  

This Report notes that while a single, State-wide platform may be preferable in the longer term, the 

immediate priority is to assist those councils with limited or no digital functionality, to build and 

transition to fully digitised portals and tracking systems that are compatible with other systems for 

future integration. 

Feedback suggested that for several rural and regional councils, building online systems would 

require substantial resources and that in some cases these councils had relatively low quantities of 

applications. This reinforces the importance of State-led initiatives focusing on supporting groups of 

councils. 

Feedback in response to several parts of the Discussion Paper emphasised the importance of 

having good tracking and processing systems in place to support improved reporting.  
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Recommendation B4 – improve planning resources for councils 

This Report recommends improving planning resources for councils by expanding the five DELWP 

Regional Planning Service offices to create Regional Planning Hubs which would provide councils 

with: 

 access to staff to help manage short-term workloads as well as provide access to specialist 

strategic and statutory planning skills suited to the needs of each region;  

 training packages (including online modules) focused on the practical skills required in each 

region to deliver improved processes, including the implementation of the reforms coming 

out of this Report; and 

 support to underpin collaboration between regional groups of councils and to facilitate 

regular forums to promote best practice as well as an annual state-wide conference.  

Existing process(es) 

Councils regularly experience shortages of planners. Shortages are most acute in regional Victoria 

and outer metropolitan Melbourne.  

A 2018 MAV report noted that immediate shortages are often filled with contractors, which is costly 

and does not build in-house expertise, and that councils’ capacity to access and deliver training to 

their staff is limited by resources and the availability of expert trainers. The problem is particularly 

acute for rural and regional councils. 

A lack of resources for strategic planning in councils makes it difficult for councils to keep their 

planning schemes up to date. This means that important work to update schemes for matters like 

flooding and heritage studies can fall behind. Outdated planning schemes are more likel y to result 

in unnecessary variations between schemes in different municipalities, are less likely to deliver 

good planning outcomes, and can place additional administrative burden on council planners 

assessing permits. 

Councils have welcomed existing efforts to support their resource needs, including the VPA’s 

ongoing provision of spatial growth planning and post-PSP approval services through the VPA’s 

Regional Planning team and ongoing Streamlining for Growth funding for regional areas.  

Councils have also expressed a need and an eagerness to share ideas about planning policies and 

practices more frequently than they currently do.  

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper  

The Discussion Paper proposed: 

 establishing Regional Planning Hubs to supplement and share authority resources; 

 develop more online training packages to improve non-metropolitan access; 

 hosting regular regional level forums to encourage communication, collaboration and 

harmonisation between authorities. 

Most stakeholders strongly support the Discussion Paper’s proposals for a State-led initiative to 

provide additional resources for DELWP’s Regional Planning Services network to enable it to 

become a network of Regional Planning Hubs, providing resources and facilitating train ing to 

support councils’ planning functions.  
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Feedback supported the proposal in the Discussion Paper that this support be offered in addition to 

existing DELWP services. Stakeholders also reinforced the value of staffing these hubs with 

planners with specialist knowledge and skills relevant to each region (for example, skills in 

assessing biodiversity including native vegetation requirements or experience in considering 

bushfire impacts).  

There is widespread support for in-house training via DELWP’s regional networks and via e-

learning and roadshows. A common theme of feedback was training for council planners should use 

modern training methods and provide trainers with practical experience, focusing on the real -world 

challenges facing councils and industry in administering and using the system.  

Providing or coordinating this training through the regional hubs was supported by stakeholders 

who noted that the training needs of different regions will vary (much as the resourcing needs may 

differ between councils). 

Councils also saw this as a good opportunity for DELWP to provide guidance and training on how to 

interpret and apply the VPP, especially in the case of changes to the VPP. Several organisations 

including the Planning Institute of Australia, VPA, the Housing Industry Association and UDIA 

offered to help develop and deliver training.  

Councils were enthusiastic about the suggestion of structured and routine regional collaboration in 

meetings and workshops. The Wimmera councils noted that they already meet quarterly and 

include referral authorities and regional DELWP staff in these meetings. In facilitating communities 

of practice to support council collaboration, DELWP can draw on Wimmera’s experience and that of 

the Planning in the Economic Growth Zone councils. The regional hubs provide a logical structure 

for DELWP to use to support regional communities of practice. 
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Recommendation B5 – modernise public advertising of proposals 

This Report recommends modernising public advertising of proposals by:  

 requiring planning notices for proposals to include a picture of the intended development 

subject to specific triggers (for example, size or significance of development) with clear 

guidelines on the form and content of images; 

 supporting councils to deploy user-friendly notice designs with quick and clear pathways 

(including QR codes) to access further information about an application;  

 supporting councils to provide supplementary notice via council websites, email alerts 

and/or social media (to be done as part of the Better Planning Approvals program); and  

 updating guidance on best-practice processes for notifications of different types of permit 

applications, including reviewing greater use of online notification and the requirement for 

formal newspaper advertisements. 

This work should be done as part of the Better Planning Approvals program in collaboration with 

councils. 

Existing process(es) 

A prescribed written planning permit application notice is used by most councils for direct owner 

and occupier notices, and for public notices such as on-site signs and newspaper notices. 

The form and language of these notices is often technical and not very user friendly, making it 

harder for those receiving or seeing the notice to understand the nature of the proposed 

development.  

Consultation with stakeholders suggested that this sometimes means concerns or objections are 

raised late in the process, rather than at an earlier stage where they may be able to be addressed 

more easily and in a less adversarial manner. 

Councils with online permit registers often provide direct online access to plans and information for 

currently advertised applications, but the pathways for members of the community to learn about 

and easily access this information vary widely between councils. 

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed: 

 including pictures of development proposals on planning permit application notices;  

 encouraging notice to be given via online platforms; 

 updating guidance on best practice notification processing. 

There was strong support for improving the presentation of notices including by using images of 

development proposals. Some noted that it would save time by reducing the need for interested 

parties to visit council offices. Some councils use notices that provide details of where users can 

get more information online. One council suggested that it would be helpful for DELWP’s guidance 

and the prescribed public notice form to be updated to clarify which aspects of an application are 

valid grounds for objections from the public, as councils currently adapt the prescribe form to 

provide the public with more practical parameters for their feedback. 

Submissions reinforced the value of have user-friendly notices that made it simple and easy for 

members of the community to access further information (as shown in the Discussion Paper’s 
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example of Glen Eira’s use of QR codes). Councils such as Moreland are using augmented reality 

software to allow users to see what a site would look like once developed as proposed. 

Others noted that images may only be suitable for certain types of applications. Many submitters 

noted that consistent guidance on the quality and type of images is required to ensure that images 

are presented as objectively as possible, with one noting VCAT’s guidelines for presenting images 

to tribunal hearings. 

Many submissions supported the Discussion Paper’s suggestion that written notification for affected 

landowners remain a requirement, with notice via other media (websites, email, social media) to be 

used where feasible and practicable. Submissions noted some obstacles to systematic use of 

electronic communication for notices, such as councils not having valid email addresses for 

ratepayers. 

Other submissions emphasised the importance of ensuring that if using other media to provide 

notice to the community there would need to be a clear distinction between these and formal 

notices provided in writing and formal written objectives, to avoid situations in which a member  of 

the public believes they have formally ‘objected’ by expressing concerns via social media. 
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Recommendation B6 – stream applications according to risk 

This Report recommends streaming applications according to risk by: 

 reducing restrictions on specific land use types where those uses are compatible with the 

purpose of the zone (such as non-retail service provision uses being allowed in retail 

centres without a permit)  

 facilitating the provision of important community services such as child care, aged care or 

social housing facilities in residential areas; 

 further consulting on and refining the proposed VicSmart Plus to provide a third pathway for 

low-risk applications;  

 reducing the current occupancy restrictions and including secondary dwellings on a single 

title in the proposed VicSmart Plus permit approval stream – there should be further 

consultation with councils and industry to confirm standard characteristics; and 

 developing a small lot code for established areas as part of VicSmart Plus and in 

consultation with councils and industry. 

Existing process(es) 

Stakeholders have identified several examples where streamlined assessment pathways or 

simplified requirements could expedite planning approvals. 

In terms of restrictions on specific types of land use, concerns raised by stakeholders usually 

focused on current provisions that were capturing quite modest changes in use and tying up a lot of 

effort and resources for applicants in getting the right permit for their intended use of land. In cases 

where planning schemes have fallen behind changing patterns in land use and community 

preferences, restrictions on land use may no longer be up to date.  

The development of VicSmart Plus is still in the consultation phase and a proposal will be put to the 

Minister for consideration after further consultation in early 2020. The proposal would create a third 

assessment pathway with 30-day assessment and targeted notice provisions. 

Under Rescode there is an “as of right” power to bui ld a dwelling that complies with the building 

code on a lot larger than a specified size (usually 500 square metres). A VPA-produced code for 

building single dwellings on small growth corridor lots has been operating since 2012 to streamline 

home-building as the preference for smaller home lots has grown. 

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper  

The Discussion Paper proposed: 

 reviewing issues with current prohibited and restricted uses to allow non-retail land uses 

that add vitality and patronage to shopping strips and centres and to allow planning 

concessions for child care centres, aged care centres and social housing in residential 

areas; 

 enabling 30-day streamlined issuing of permits through VicSmart Plus for secondary 

dwellings and for dwelling applications for small lots in an established area; and 

 considering amending Rescode and dealing with siting and other issues through building 

permits, following the review of the small lot code for growth areas.  
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Many submissions suggested in-principle support for more streamlined assessment pathways and 

requirements, provided that there were corresponding efforts to reduce administrative burden and 

to prevent any of these changes from compromising the quality of outcomes. Several councils also 

emphasised that while they were open to further streaming of application types, they did not 

support exempting the example land uses from permit requirements altogether.  

Submissions from councils highlighted their detailed knowledge of the tradeoffs involved in 

streamlining applications and a variety of views on the merits of the proposed improvements, and 

an enthusiasm to be involved in the ongoing development of any streamlined pathways or changes 

in land use requirements.  

In terms of concessions for some types of land use, councils’ views were heavily dependent on the 

form of concession that might be offered. Some councils pointed out that in cases where decisions 

needed to be made on a case-by-case basis the requirement for a permit might be preferable to 

offering additional concessions. The Country Fire Authority (CFA) noted that there may be limited 

scope for additional land uses concessions in areas at risk from bushfire. 

Based on this feedback, this Report considers that there is value in DELWP collaborating with 

councils in 2020 on opportunities to reduce prohibitions and restrictions on specific land use types 

(such as non-retail land use in commercial centres and child card, aged care or social housing 

facilities in residential areas). 

Regarding the proposed VicSmart Plus assessment pathway, some councils suggested that while a 

third pathway for assessment might provide faster assessment for eligible applications it could also 

add administrative burden for council officers triaging applications (in cases where such operations 

are manual and not supported by an online system as recommended in B4). Council feedback 

suggests that this burden would be reduced if other recommendations in this Report were 

introduced to improve the quality of applications (see Recommendations B1 and B2 regarding pre-

application services and only assessing applications that are decision-ready) and could also be 

addressed in the upcoming fee review by considering cost-reflective fees for this service.  

Council feedback also highlighted different levels of awareness of the nature of the proposed 

VicSmart Plus. For example, while consultation to date has included consideration of the definition 

of secondary dwellings on a lot for inclusion in VicSmart Plus, feedback from some counci ls 

suggests that broader and deeper engagement to confirm an appropriate definition is warranted.  

Based on this feedback, this Report recommends that DELWP continue consulting on the proposed 

VicSmart Plus and refining its development of VicSmart Plus with these issues in mind, and to 

ensure that the use of VicSmart Plus in established areas does not undermine the intention of an 

underlying zone (for example, the CFA noted in its submission that otherwise simple proposals for 

small lots may still require detailed assessment if the lot is in a Bushfire Management Overlay).  

Feedback on the proposal to consider a small lot code in established areas suggests a key role for 

councils in working with DELWP to develop such a code, given the range of issues raised by 

different councils. For example, most council submissions mostly on the question of whether a 

State-wide small lot code would be suitable for their municipalities compared to growth zones. 

Similarly, several councils noted in their submissions that a single State-wide code would not 

appropriately capture the neighbourhood and amenity concerns of some municipalities. Among 

these councils the commonly held view was that a small lot code would need to be carefully 

designed in order to be used outside of the growth areas. Another example of the level of detail that 

needs to be considered in developing such a code for established areas is the question of how 

minimum garden requirements would apply. 
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This Report recommends DELWP consult with councils on these matters to consider the merits of a 

small lot code for established areas following the refinement and development of VicSmart Plus and 

the adoption of a small lot code for growth areas. 
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Recommendation B7 – reduce requests for further information 

This Report recommends reducing requests for further information (RFIs) by focusing them on 

those matters which go beyond that which is required for a complete application by:  

 starting the ‘decision clock’ only once an application is decision-ready; 

 pausing – rather than resetting – the clock when council issues an RFI; 

 adopting guidelines to focus the use of RFIs on requests for information that is needed to 

inform a decision;  

 discouraging the use of RFIs by councils for purposes other than to obtain information to 

inform a decision (for example, using RFIs to request changes to a design);  

 supporting councils to share insights about and improve their practices for accurately 

assessing the need for RFIs by issuing a PPN and facilitating training opportunities; and 

 making more use of VCAT’s Short Cases List in the event of disputes about the content of 

RFIs.  

See also the related comments under B1 regarding the need for integrating improvements 

regarding early engagement, clarity of information requirements, improvements having decision-

ready applications and managing assessment times. 

Given the improvements embedding early engagement and the discipline around “decision -ready” 

applications, there will be less need for requests for further information later in the process.  

Existing process(es) 

On average, councils make at least one request further information for every second application 

they receive. This has increased from every third application in 2008.  

An application with complete and adequate information about the proposal and its impacts is critical 

to enable councils to make good decisions and for the planning system to achieve good outcomes. 

However, applicants suggest that further information requests are often used to address other 

matters such as council amendment requests, workload management and matters capable of being 

addressed through assessment. 

Any request for further information issued by a council within 28 days of an application being lodged 

resets the 60-day statutory ‘decision clock’. Councils report that they often end up issuing repeated 

requests for information before applicant provides the information required by the planning scheme.  

The current system creates delays and frustration for those administering and those using the 

permit system. 

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed reducing requests for information by:  

 pausing instead of resetting the time after which an appeal right for failure to decide arises;  

 considering the merit of a 10-day deadline for further information requests; 

 improving and promoting VCAT’s Short Cases List for review of further information 

requests; and 

 developing a practice note on assessing further information and preparing requests.  
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There was overall support in principle for reducing further information requests, with many 

submissions reinforcing that the proposed improvements would only work if supported by the 

actions outlined in Recommendations B1 and B2. Those include, for example, having properly 

resourced pre-application services that focus on the quality of applications prior to assessment 

commencing, having a clearer standard for the minimum required information and putting in place a 

strong incentive for applicants to submit high-quality applications that are decision-ready. 

If pausing the clock were implemented in the absence of these other changes, councils anticipated 

that the result would be lower quality applications. This was on the basis that applicants would have 

less incentive to ensure the application was decision-ready if a request for further information did 

not pose potentially longer timeframes for the assessment of their application.  

Other councils acknowledged the usefulness of resetting the clock in managing their assessment 

workload in the face of incomplete or poor-quality applications, suggesting that to pause instead of 

resetting the clock without complementary measures to improve the quality of applications would 

place significant additional burden on council planning staff. 

The proposal that DELWP develop guidance on using requests for information was welcomed by 

councils. Feedback emphasised the relationship between this and the need for clearer guidance on 

what constitutes the minimum required information under the planning scheme (see B2). This was 

particularly important to councils in cases where new VPP provisions are created without councils 

being given much context, guidance or training regarding the information the provisions require. 

This makes it challenging for applicants and planning officers alike to know what information is 

needed. 

Given Recommendations B1, B2 and B7 and their refinement in response to stakeholder feedback 

– which will reduce the need for and number of requests for further information – there is no need to 

introduce a 10-day time limit for requests for information. 

Submissions were generally supportive of using the VCAT Short Cases List. The Better Reporting 

framework (see Part 1) will help evaluate whether this results in any significant change in the 

number of appeals and, if so, what factors might be driving that change.  
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Recommendation B8 – reduce response times for external 

referrals 

This Report recommends reducing response times for external referrals by:  

 the Government giving formal advice to referral authorities about the importance of their 

statutory role in the planning system and the need to provide timely responses;  

 authorities providing the appropriate focus and resources to their role as referral authorities;  

 improving the customer-focus of referral authorities by engaging early with applicants to 

provide up-front direction on triggers for referrals and the likely information required (as part 

of councils’ early engagement services – see B1); 

 DELWP collaborating with referral authorities and councils to standardise requirements for 

simple, low-risk referrals so that these can be assessed directly by councils and referral 

authorities can focus resources on complex referrals; 

 considering giving referral authorities access to grants under Streamlining for Growth to 

improve their internal systems; 

 requiring referral authorities to report their performance as part of the Better Reporting 

framework; and  

 establishing regional forums among referral authorities to share insights about best -practice 

(to be led by DELWP in collaboration with the VPA). 

Existing process(es) 

Councils are required to refer certain permit applications to referral authorities for a decision or 

comment, unless an applicant has already referred the relevant matter to a referral  authority and 

received approval within the three months before lodging an application.  

There is a 28-day statutory clock for referral authority decisions on applications referred to them by 

councils. If a referral authority requests further information from council within 21 days, this 28-day 

statutory clock is reset. 

There is no public reporting of referral authority performance, with limited self -initiated reporting. 

Nearly all applications requiring referral authority involvement have the same processing rules, with 

no differentiation for complexity or scale. 

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed: 

 emphasising referral authorities’ role in efficiently meeting their planning duties;  

 pausing – not resetting – the clock for RFIs from referral authorities; 

 improving referral authority performance reporting; 

 supporting continuous improvement by referral authorities; 

 engaging referral authorities early in the permit process; and 

 removing referral triggers for simple and low-risk matters. 

Almost all submissions on this issue expressed frustration at the lack of prioritisation of or 

resourcing for referral authorities’ roles in the planning system. Some submissions noted that in 

some cases applicants had to consult with multiple divisions within a referral authority.  
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There was widespread in-principle support for better targeted referral triggers, reducing timeframes 

for responses to more straightforward applications and using standardised requirements for simple,  

low-risk referral matters that could then be code-assessed by councils. 

Further work will need to be done by DELWP in collaboration with referral authorities and councils 

to refine the recommendation that simple, low-risk referrals be standardised and code-assessed by 

councils. This should consider any associated resource requirements that councils may need to do 

this work. The examples of driveways and fire hydrants noted in the Discussion Paper are 

worthwhile starting points for this work, in collaboration with Department of Transport (Roads) and 

the Country Fire Authority.  

There were mixed views on the merits of pausing – rather than stopping – the clock for RFIs from 

referral authorities. Some authorities suggested that it would have little impact on their work, either 

because they did not issue many RFIs or because the more burdensome work for them came in the 

post-permit stage with the check to ensure permit conditions had been met. Some authorities 

expressed concern that pausing the clock would result in unrealistically short timeframes for them 

to assess referrals, particularly in the case of more complex referrals. These can include, for 

example, referrals relating to otherwise simple applications that involve lots in Bushfire 

Management Overlays, where a proper CFA assessment can be vital.  

Based on this feedback, this Report does not recommend changing the current arrangements for 

the statutory clock for referral authority decisions, meaning that the statutory clock for referral 

authority responses would still be reset in cases where a referral authority requests further 

information from a council within 21 days of receiving a referral. This Report notes that the 

recommended Better Reporting framework would, however, keep track of each time that a referral 

is issued and the total gross – rather than statutory – days a referral is handled by a referral 

authority. The option to pause the clock for referral authorities could be reviewed after implementing 

the other recommendations of this Report along with the Better Reporting framework.  
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Recommendation B9 – improve transparency and accountability 

for decision timeframes 

This Report recommends improving transparency and accountability for decision timeframes by:  

 keeping applicants up to date about their application’s progress through the assessment 

process (achieving this through the proposed Better Planning Approvals program and the 

adoption of online management of applications);  

 councils reporting on time taken at different stages of the assessment and decision process 

through PPARS in the Better Reporting framework; and 

 in cases where applicants indicate at the beginning of an application process that they are 

willing to agree to longer approval timeframes, in return for confidence that it will be met, 

having councils agree up front. 

Existing process(es) 

Applicants can appeal to VCAT against a council for failing to grant a permit within 60 days of an 

application being received. 

Based on PPARS data, almost a third of applications are not assessed within this statutory 

timeframe.  

Several users of the planning scheme who were consulted in this Review noted that they were often 

unaware of whether their application was likely to be assessed within this timeframe and of how 

long assessment would take. 

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed: 

 considering a longer timeframe for more complex applications, along with guidance defining 

the threshold for ‘complex’; 

 requiring councils to report on the time taken at different stages of the assessment and 

decision process; and 

 user-focused concierge service to update users throughout the assessment process on the 

likely timeframe for a decision on their application. 

Feedback from a range of stakeholders noted that the idea of longer timeframes for more complex 

applications had merit, but that defining ‘complex’ could be challenging and costly exercise. Given 

the potential for this to add more red tape, this Report does not recommend creating a longer 

timeframe for complex applications. 

Several councils noted that they sometimes enter into agreements with applicants regarding 

timeframes, and several applicants noted that they are often happy to do so. This Report therefore 

recommends that as standard practice all councils should – through their preapplication processes 

and potentially through changes to the prescribed application form – make it easy for applicants to 

declare if they are willing to agree to longer timeframes.  

There was widespread support among councils for the adoption of a concierge service (such as the 

proposed Better Planning Approvals program) to provide better communication with stakeholders 

throughout the assessment process. Some councils noted that they already have such practices in 

place, and that if councils have a proper end-to-end online process management platform in place 
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(see Recommendation B3) then this reduces the administrative burden of making sure applicants 

know where their application is in the system. 

As with Recommendation B9 (which includes improving reporting during the permit process), many 

stakeholders, including several councils, supported the proposal to improve the measurement and 

reporting of activity and timeframes during the permit process as part of the State-led creation of a 

Better Reporting framework (see Part 1). To deliver this improvement effectively and with due 

consideration of the resource implications for councils, any additional reporting should be integrated 

with the existing PPARS system. The potential resource requirements for the Better Reporting 

framework can be scoped out for each council as part of the Better Planning Approvals program’s 

stocktake of councils’ digital platforms and systems (see Part 1).  
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Recommendation B10 – provide guidance on delegation models 

and processes 

This Report recommends providing frameworks for councils, based on several best practice 

examples of delegation arrangements, that councils can elect to adopt or amend, in accordance 

with local circumstances: 

 DELWP working with councils to develop suitable criteria for delegation of decision-making 

based on approaches used by councils already where decision-making frameworks are 

clear, effective and efficient; 

 DELWP and MAV preparing example deeds of delegation to support councils in choosing 

and applying the delegation mechanisms that are appropriate to their needs and consistent 

with other councils’ practices; and 

 supporting councillors through training to better understand their roles and responsibilities 

when making decisions under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and the planning 

scheme. 

Existing process(es) 

Councils are the appropriate level of government to make local planning decisions.  

When acting as a responsible authority under the Planning and Environment Act 1987, councils 

may delegate powers relating to planning permit decisions to a committee or to council officers.  The 

council can determine what categories of applications should be considered directly by the council 

(or its Planning Subcommittee). This is usually done by the council adopting a “deed of delegation” 

at the commencement of each term.  

Many councils delegate powers in this way. Indeed 97 per cent of planning permit applications are 

decided under delegation. In cases where assessment of applications is delegated to officers, the 

primary role of the councillors is to set the policies and guidelines that enable these to be 

undertaken effectively. Over time the nature of these deeds has varied significantly with many 

different triggers being set for when a contested application should be considered by council.  

Unclear delegation processes and practices can be challenging for councils to administer and can 

make it difficult for applicants to anticipate the way in which their application will be assessed 

(particularly in cases where applicants work across municipalities). 

The time delays for an application that is decided directly by the council can be significant due to 

the timing of council meetings and the lead time required for reporting to council. 

The Local Government Bill 2019 is currently before Parliament. It includes a provision in section 32 

that requires all councillors to receive induction training. This training should include specific legal 

advice on the distinction between a council acting as planning authority and its general duties and 

the individual obligations on councillors when handling planning matters. 

 

 

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed: 
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 developing a best practice model ‘deed of delegation’ and supporting guideline for planning 

permit decisions; 

 increasing the frequency of councils’ planning subcommittee meetings; and  

 providing training for councillors about their roles and responsibilities in the planning 

system. 

Submissions reinforced the Discussion Paper emphasis of the importance of councillors’ role in 

reflecting community opinion and managing local issues. Submissions also confirmed the 

Discussion Paper’s understanding of the substantial variation in delegation practices and 

highlighted some of the key factors that should be considered by DELWP in developing guidance 

and model deeds to support councils in choosing the delegation mechanism that best suits their 

needs. For example, some rural councils with low volumes of applications reported low levels of 

delegation from their councillors, while councils with higher application volumes generally had 

higher levels of delegation, coupled with the ordinary right of councillors to call in an individual 

application.  

One submission noted that one example of potential improvements from clearer and more 

transparent delegation processes would be providing certainty about whether delegated powers 

extended to being able to represent a council at VCAT hearings or not.  

Smaller councils noted that more frequent meetings of their full council would be impractical, 

particularly in rural areas, which points to the value of councils convening planning sub-committees. 

Given the large variation in application loads, council sizes and the administrative burden of 

scheduling additional meetings, this Report notes that other opportunities to reduce decision 

timeframes through more frequent meetings may be identified through support provided to councils 

in the State-led Better Planning Approvals program. 

There was widespread support for councillor training on their role and responsibilities in the 

planning system. 
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Recommendation C1 – simplify post-permit approvals 

This Report recommends reducing the time taken for post-permit approvals and improving the 

clarity and quality of post permit conditions and approvals by: 

 DELWP developing guidance and training on best-practice post-permit approvals processes 

and standards; 

 focusing guidance and training on applying conditions that arise directly from issues relating  

to a permit and only using conditions that are necessary and reasonable where other 

provisions cannot manage compliance; 

 incorporating benchmark approval timeframes into post-permit guidance;  

 setting standards for urban and non-urban areas through a manual of standardised 

engineering infrastructure requirements and conditions – this approach should aim to 

facilitate greater consistency across councils and reduce the time taken to negotiate 

infrastructure contributions;  

 reporting through PPARS as part of the Better Reporting framework on time taken for key 

stages in post-permit approval processes; and 

 utilising the Better Planning Approvals approach to ensure internal referrals are considered 

up front and concurrently with planning assessment as part of the permit process to avoid 

conflicting or unnecessary conditions. 

This Report notes that implementing Recommendations B1, B2 and B7 to coordinate internal 

referrals as part of a concierge approach that begins with early engagement pre-application 

services, improve the quality of applications and only assess applications that are decision-ready 

should lead to fewer post approval conditions and faster assessment of endorsed plans.  

Existing process(es) 

When granting a planning permit, councils may attach conditions that must be met. These allow for 

important factors that cannot be included in a planning permit to be considered.  

While most planning permits come with conditions attached, and many are not significant hurdles, 

applicants have reported that conditions are often overused, ambiguous, or could be dealt with via 

other means (for example in the permit itself or through the building permit system instead of being 

stipulated as a condition of a planning permit). 

There are some cases in which planning permits have been issued subject to all conditions from 

DELWP’s now 12-years-old guidance material in a ‘kitchen sink’ approach. 

In other cases a condition such as ‘must comply with the Road Management Act’ is attached to a 

permit without the permit holder being aware that this can involve lengthy and complex approval 

processes with Department of Transport (Roads) engineers, and then counter-approval from 

council traffic engineers. The result is raised expectations about being ‘nearly finished’ with 

approvals processes, only to find several more stages await. 

These issues can cause delays to applicants that are incurred through testing whether a condition 

is valid in the first instance, gathering additional information to demonstrate that a permit condition 

has been met and amending plans to meet those conditions.  

From the point of view of councils, planning staff end up spending large portions of their time 

handling permit conditions and having to repeatedly send back incomplete or poor-quality requests 

for post-permit conditions to be approved. 
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Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed developing: 

 a planning practice note and updating guidance to focus on best-practice principles and 

timeframes for post-permit processes; 

 an education and guidance program to better target conditions and improve consistency of 

conditions across councils; 

 using the Better Planning Approvals concierge approach to coordinate internal referrals 

including those between planning and building teams within local council; 

 a State-wide manual of standardised engineering infrastructure requirements and 

conditions; and 

 collecting and reporting council performance data in the post-permit stage. 

The idea of providing guidance and education to improve post-permit processes was well received. 

In developing this guidance, DELWP will be able to address issues raised by stakeholders 

regarding the varying types and complexity of post-permit approvals, rather than taking a one-size-

fits-all approach. This variation will also be reflected in DELWP’s guidance on benchmark approval 

timeframes (noting that these benchmarks would not equate to prescribing timeframes).  

The Discussion Paper suggested that the principles recently adopted in the United Kingdom for the 

use of permit conditions are worth consideration. This was broadly supported. One of the principles 

is for draft conditions to be clearly communicated to applicants before a permit is granted. This 

would enable applicants to take proactive steps to address likely conditions or reduce their 

necessity. Several councils noted in their submissions that they already do this either as a formal 

step in providing a planning permit or in the general course of communication with applicants during 

the permit process.  

Other councils noted they would be reluctant to share written draft conditions with applicants – they 

were concerned that doing so would create another formal consultation stage and result in 

applicants trying to negotiate conditions. The intention of the proposed improvement was not that 

councils would be required by law to provide written copies, but that it was good practice where 

practicable, for councils to communicate and consult with applicants so that they were aware of the 

types of conditions they were likely to have attached to a permit, and why. 

Submissions reinforced the Discussion Paper’s observation (also noted in Recommendation B1) 

that internal referrals could be better coordinated to deal with matters up front and make sure that 

conditions were used only when necessary to manage issues relating to the permit. 

There was widespread support for a State-wide infrastructure manual, with submissions from both 

councils and users of the system wanting to ensure a degree of flexibility. This Report notes that 

rather than setting uniform State-wide standards for all infrastructure requirements and conditions, 

this manual would be developed in collaboration with councils, government agencies and industry 

to establish more consistent standards. This Report envisages that councils would retain the 

authority to deviate from the requirements in the manual and that they would be able to explain to 

applicants the rationale using the manual as a benchmark.  

As with Recommendation B9 (which includes improving reporting during the permit process), many 

stakeholders, including several councils, supported the proposal to measure and report activity and 

timeframes during the post-permit process as part of the State-led creation of a Better Reporting 

framework (see Part 1). To deliver this improvement effectively and with due consideration of the 

resource implications for councils, post-permit reporting should be integrated with the existing 
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PPARS system. The potential resource requirements for the Better Reporting framework should be 

scoped for each council as part of the Better Planning Approvals program’s stocktake of councils’ 

digital platforms and systems (see Part 1). 
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Recommendation C2 – streamline variations to a permit 

This Report recommends making it easier to get variations to the terms of a permit approved by: 

 DELWP collaborating with councils to prepare a Planning Practice Note to update guidance 

on post-permit variations (including both secondary consents and extensions of time) along 

with benchmarks for reasonable timeframes for approvals; and 

 using the upcoming review of fees as an opportunity to consider prescribing fees or fee 

structures for post-permit services provided by councils; 

 making more use of VCAT’s Short Cases List hear appropriate secondary consent disputes 

more frequently and more quickly; and 

 as part of the Better Reporting framework, supporting councils to report on key aspects of 

the post-permit process (see also Recommendation B3 regarding supporting councils to 

upgrade digital systems to make such reporting easier).  

Existing process(es) 

In contrast to post-permit approvals processes that are created by a condition or requirement of a 

responsible authority or a referral authority (see Recommendation C1) there are also post -permit 

approvals that are triggered by requests from permit-holders. 

These most commonly include requests for secondary consent (where a permit-holder requests a 

change in their permit or attached conditions that requires consent to be obtained again from a 

responsible authority or referral authority) and requests from a permit-holder for an extension of a 

time limit on their permit (for example, a requirement that development commence before a 

specified date). 

The post permit processes are the most unclear, with some stakeholders saying that it sometimes 

takes as long to get any changes arising from applicant actions or requests that need to be 

approved to be reflected in the permit.  

Consultation with stakeholders to inform the Discussion Paper revealed conflicting and uncertain 

views on any prescribed timeframes for approvals for secondary consents or extensions of time. 

Decisions made as part of post-permit approvals are not reported and so there is no monitoring or 

reporting on council performance or on how quickly and accurately applicants meet conditions.  

Under the Planning and Environment (Fees) Regulations 2016 there are no prescribed fees for 

variations to a permit or extension of times.  

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed: 

 DELWP preparing a Planning Practice Note to update guidance on post-permit approvals 

(including both secondary consents and extensions of time) along with benchmarks for 

reasonable timeframes for approvals; and 

 VCAT promoting their Short Cases List to hear secondary consent disputes more frequently 

and more quickly; 

 prescribing post-permit fees; and 

 requiring councils to report on the number of conditions and time taken to approve post -

permit conditions.  
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There was widespread support for DELWP providing guidance on best-practice post-permit 

approvals, and submissions suggest that councils would welcome the opportunity to provide input 

to the development of the Planning Practice Note. Submissions supported the Discussion Paper’s 

suggestion that DELWP’s guidance provide benchmarked timeframes rather than prescribing new 

statutory time limits (see also Recommendation C1 for a discussion of the need for any benchmarks 

to reflect variation in post-permit processes).  

There was broad support for the recommendation concerning VCAT Short Cases List. Some 

stakeholders seemed unaware of the opportunity this list provides to get an early hearing date, 

which reinforces this Report’s recommendation that the list be promoted.  

There was strong support for scaling fees for post permit consents with a suggestion that these 

needed to be set centrally by the Victorian Government. Submissions emphasised the importance 

of these being cost reflective given the complexity of some consent applications. The Planning and 

Environment (Fees) Regulations 2016 are scheduled to have a mid-term review completed by 

October 2021. The scope of the mid-term review can include new fee structures for post-permit 

services provided by councils.  

Council submissions were broadly supportive of reporting on post-permit approvals provided this 

was done as an extension of PPARS (as suggested in this Report’s recommended Better Reporting 

framework initiative). Feedback supports this Report’s suggestions that such reporting should 

include clear delineation of the time spent by applicants in meeting permit conditions and not just 

the time taken by councils to approve those efforts. Council feedback supported the observation in 

the Discussion Paper that additional reporting requirements can impose administrative burden on 

councils and so should prioritise the most important information.  
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Recommendation C3 – reduce timelines for electricity connections 

This Report recommends reducing timelines for electricity connections by:  

 developing a performance reporting framework for residential non-standard electricity 

connections including common timeframes for distribution businesses; 

 formalising ongoing public reporting requirements, including enforceable timelines for 

defined residential non-standard electricity connection in greenfield developments with clear 

and effective compliance obligations, in parallel with the ESC’s current review of the EDC; 

 increasing training requirements and encouraging tighter endorsement for civil contractors 

to improve the quality of civil works; and 

 reviewing sources of locational data to identify opportunities to have a single address 

database for electricity connections and other purposes. 

Existing process(es) 

The timeframes for non-standard electricity connections, which are largely in greenfield areas, are 

negotiated between distribution businesses and developers. Non-standard are generally more 

costly and complex than basic or standard connections and may require network augmentation. 

Unlike basic and standard connections, there are no regulated timeframes or penalties for poor 

service. 

The ESC has introduced a voluntary Service Improvement Commitment (SIC) to address delays in 

the connection process. Since being introduced, the development industry has noted some 

improvements to the timeliness of construction audits and the provision of temporary connections. 

But timelines for some steps in the connection process have not improved and there is some doubt 

among developers that any improvement are “locked in” for the future. There is no formal 

compliance obligation under the SIC and there are no ongoing formal public reporting requirements. 

In parallel to the SIC process, the ESC is also undertaking a review of the Electricity Distribution 

Code (‘the Code’). The ESC states that this Review of the Code will be a staged process over 

several years but its principal focus in 2019 and 2020 is on technical standards. Matters related to 

timeliness of connections are yet to be scheduled for review. The ESC and the Australian Energy 

Regulator are also outlining their respective responsibilities for non-standard connections. The ESC 

advises that this is yet to commence. Previous advice suggested this would be completed by mid-

2020. Regardless of the outcome of the EDC review and responsibility mapping, the EDC can be 

changed by the ESC after consultation with industry. 

Developers engage civil contractors to carry out many of the steps in the connection process 

including construction (each distribution business determine which steps are contestable). Some of 

the work conducted is of low quality which increases the time taken for electricity to be connected 

and threatens safety. 

To have electricity connected, data on addresses needs to be provided to retailers and in turn to 

Energy Safety Victoria and distribution businesses. Sometimes addresses are not compatible or not 

up to date, causing delays in simple connections. 

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed: 

 amending the EDC to include a performance framework for distributors; 
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 include timeframes for connection stages in that framework with penalties for non-

compliance; and 

 developing training and support for contractors and subcontractors to improve work quality.  

There was broad support for the introduction of a performance measurement framework, as delays 

in this area can have significant costs. Distribution businesses have noted that some refinement is 

required to the way in which the proposal was couched in the Discussion Paper. For example, non-

standard connections may include large scale projects such as solar farms and wind farms. Other 

feedback raised included the feasibility of applying specific timelines for certain steps, the effect of 

factors outside distribution businesses’ control (such as weather) and differences in the connection 

processes of distribution businesses. 

An exemption process for large scale projects such as solar farms and wind farms could be 

introduced. Subject to further consultation, this could mean regulators are able to grant an 

exemption for projects outside the scope of this Review (e.g. non-housing or energy projects), for 

factors outside of the distribution businesses control (e.g. severe weather events or other works) or 

for safety reasons.  

Overall, there was support from the development industry, councils, civil contractors and distribution 

businesses about training to increase the quality of contractor’s work. It was also noted that existing 

bodies, such as the Victorian Electrical Distribution Network (VEDN), already have processes in 

place to administer training. Further consultation with distributors and industry will be important in 

the development of training programs to improve the quality of work to ensure the training is tailored 

to the needs of the sector and provided by trainers with the relevant expertise. 

The issue of inconsistent locational data sources used by retailers, distribution businesses and 

some regulators was also raised. An application which contains locational data inconsistent with the 

receiving party’s locational data is immediately rejected. This impacts up to 2.5 percent of all 

electricity connections. The source of locational data should be reviewed for the purposes of 

aggregating these data. 
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Recommendation C4 – simplify payment of infrastructure 

contributions 

This Report recommends simplifying the payment of infrastructure contributions by:  

 boosting efforts by the VPA to streamline the GAIC staged payment system (including a 

simpler method for rolling these over if the GAIC liability has not been triggered within the 

financial year); 

 establishing regular meetings between the VPA, Land Use Victoria (LUV) and the State 

Revenue Office (SRO) and industry representatives to monitor the implementation of 

current reforms (such as SRO’s work with LUV to integrate GAIC notices in the PEXA and 

SPEAR systems and the provision of an online calculator for staged payments); 

 abolishing the (now redundant) GAIC Hardship Board; and 

 developing a stronger and more predictable policy framework for future developer 

contributions, drawing on recent work by the VPA, DELWP, councils and industry on 

Infrastructure Contribution Plans (ICPs), the work of the current Ministerial Advisory 

Committee on Affordable Housing and the recent experience with councils’ existing section 

173 model agreements. 

Existing process(es)  

Reform efforts to streamline GAIC payments have been underway for some time, in an environment 

that is changing significantly. The outsourcing of major land title functions to LUV, the 

implementation of PEXA and the shift to greater online processing of subdivision applications have 

all resulted in significant process improvements in recent times. 

Since the GAIC Hardship Board’s establishment, legislative changes to the Planning and 

Environment Act 1987 have been made which render it unnecessary. Under the current provisions 

a purchaser can elect to defer their GAIC liability and, if they cannot pay the GAIC, they would be 

able to on-sell the development and would therefore not be required to pay the GAIC. 

Three common recent uses for section 173 agreements by councils are: 

 as an interim measure to secure infrastructure payments until an ICP or Development 

Contribution Plan is negotiated; 

 as a “one off” contribution towards infrastructure outside the growth corridors; and 

 as an agreement with developers to provide affordable housing. 

Stakeholders raised concerns that the use of section 173 agreements resulted in protracted 

discussion between stakeholders and councils about the appropriate cost and specifications for 

stipulated infrastructure. Community housing developers noted that section 173 agreements were 

being used in ways that (unintentionally) compromised the viability of those projects from the 

developer’s perspective due to council planners being unfamiliar with Community housing 

developers’ business models.  

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed that: 
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 the VPA continue to streamline the GAIC staged payment system (including a simpler 

method for rolling these over if the GAIC liability has not been triggered within the financial 

year); 

 the VPA, LUV and the SRO meet regularly with industry representatives to monitor the 

implementation of reforms (such as SRO’s work with LUV to integrate GAIC  notices in the 

PEXA and SPEAR systems and the provision of an online calculator for stage payments);  

 the GAIC Hardship Board should be abolished by repealing the relevant sections of the 

Planning and Environment Act 1987; 

 the VPA, councils and industry continue working towards agreement on using simpler 

arrangements to deliver infrastructure contributions; and 

 DELWP, councils and the MAV develop model section 173 agreements and explore the 

opportunity to create benchmark infrastructure prices. 

There was good support for the proposals relating to GAIC. The VPA and SRO have committed to 

take additional steps, including the provision of an online calculator and convening regular meetings 

to examine issues as they arise. No submissions opposed the abolition of the GAIC Hardship 

Board. 

Broadly there was support for the concept of model s173 agreements. In the growth corridors the 

revised implementation arrangements for ICPs should mean that interim s 173 agreements would 

no longer be necessary. The primary focus was on individual developments and several councils 

said they were happy with their own model agreements. However, there is still a lot of time and 

money spent on negotiations over the details and the quantum of support to be provided. DELWP 

has already produced a model s173 agreement for affordable housing and this issue is currently 

being considered by a Ministerial Advisory Committee. 

More attention was given to whether it is possible to set benchmark prices for infrastructure, given 

the variation in circumstances across the State – both in terms of the standards to be met and the 

cost of delivery in different locations. As with the proposal for a State-wide manual of engineering 

standards, there is a strong view that different standards are appropriate for non-metro councils 

which do not want to have to deliver standards suited to denser urban areas.  

Based on feedback about section 173 agreements and infrastructure prices, this Report 

recommends DELWP collaborate with councils and industry to draw on recent work on growth 

corridor ICPs, the current Ministerial Advisory Committee on Affordable Housing and councils’ 

existing section 173 model agreements to evaluate the way in which costs are currently considered. 
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Recommendation C5 – engage earlier with authorities outside the 

planning system 

This Report recommends engaging earlier with authorities outside the planning system by:  

 using councils’ early engagement approaches including pre-application processes to alert 

applicants to other approvals that may apply and involving other authorities earlier as 

appropriate; 

 working with the Commonwealth at both Ministerial and Departmental levels to reduce the 

time taken for approvals under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation 

Act 1999 (including raising the issues through the Commonwealth’s recently announced 

review of the national environmental approvals system); 

 considering the issues of keeping council heritage studies and overlays up to date, interim 

heritage protection requests and the relation with demolition permits as part of the Heritage 

Council’s current review of local heritage issues; and 

 DELWP providing clearer guidance for councils and proponents about State and local 

heritage responsibilities and processes, including the safety protections of the Building Act 

1993. 

Existing process(es) 

There is a range of approvals that are outside the planning system – each with their own processes 

and complexities.  

Consultation with stakeholders found that engaging later in the process with other authorities can 

cause delays and frustration for permit-holders. 

Generally, these processes work best when proponents engage early and when the responsible 

authority ensures that the necessary provisions and information requirements are up to date.  

Councils maintain heritage studies for buildings of local heritage significance. Sometimes these 

studies are not up to date. As a result applying for a demolition permit can trigger interim measures 

that result in delays which would have been avoided if the Heritage Overlays were up to date.  

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed that: 

 early engagement (including through preapplication processes) should enable council 

planners to inform proponents of the range of approvals they will need; 

 the Victorian Government and the Commonwealth should work together to reduce time 

taken for approvals under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 

1999; 

 councils should ensure that their heritage studies and overlays are up to date; and 

 DELWP should provide clearer advice and information about heritage responsibilities and 

processes including coordination with demolition applications under the Building Act 1993. 

Several councils noted in their submissions that they seek to flag ‘other approvals’ early in 

approvals processes for applicants where relevant and where they are aware of them. Many 

councils also noted that as they are not technically responsible for approvals by other authorities, 
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they do not have the resources or expertise to provide applicants with any certainties about which 

future approvals from other authorities will or will not be required.  

This reinforces the Discussion Paper’s suggestion that – while it is the responsibility of proponents 

to be aware of and obtain all the necessary approvals that may be required for their proposal – 

councils’ early engagement (including preapplication services) can help identify potential approvals 

required later and facilitate engagement with authorities early in discussions where appropriate. 

This is consistent with this Report’s recommendation that council concierge services can help 

applicants get a ‘whole of project’ perspective on approvals processes, withou t making councils 

responsible for all parts of that process. 

The Commonwealth has recently announced a new initiative that will work towards digitising 

environmental approvals and building a national biodiversity database. This represents a significant 

opportunity for the Victorian Government to work collaboratively with the Commonwealth to 

advance sensible reforms that improve coordination and efficiency of the environmental approvals 

process. The priority that this initiative has been given by the Commonwealth is welcome and 

represents a good opportunity to streamline the process. 

In relation to heritage, councils pointed to the cost and time involved in heritage studies and that 

this is a challenge in a resource constrained environment. These resourcing requirements could be 

further explored as part of the Heritage Council’s review of local heritage issues and as part of the 

Better Planning Approvals initiative (see Part 1) supported in part by the Regional Planning Hubs 

(see Recommendation B4). Councils also noted that there are sometimes differing views among 

heritage consultants which can result in varying advice being provided to councils. The subjective 

nature of heritage issues was a clear theme from the submissions that were received. A greater role 

for DELWP in providing guidance about heritage matters was widely supported by councils.  

The matters concerning heritage are particularly complex. We acknowledge that councils have 

expressed concern over their ability to resource the costly work of maintaining heritage studies and 

note that this activity is a responsibility of councils. 
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Recommendation C6 – improve coordination of internal referrals 

This Report recommends improving coordination of internal referrals by: 

 involving planning and building staff as well as heritage, drainage, engineering and other 

specialist staff in councils in early engagement services to identify key issues up front (as 

part of the Better Planning Approvals program); 

 developing a consolidated flood mapping dataset; and 

 councils requesting that applicants include up-to-date flood information (provided by the 

appropriate authority) and other information required by a planning scheme in flood-prone 

areas. 

Existing process(es) 

In some instances, the assessment of a building permit raises matters not previously stipulated or 

anticipated at the planning permit stage. These take times to resolve and may require additional 

conditions to be attached to the planning permit or amending the permit itself before the building 

permit can be issued.  

Some councils have attempted to address these issues by creating ‘development’ branches that co -

locate council planning and building staff, to deliver faster and more integrated coordination of 

internal referrals. 

One prominent concern regarding the intersection of requirements prescribed on planning permits 

and the requirements of building permits relates to flooding. Examples include planning permits not 

considering flooding requirements that are likely to be dealt with in the building approvals  stage and 

flooding information being inconsistent across the two stages.  

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed: 

 councils using the concierge approach, which would start with preapplication services (see 

B1), to coordinate internal referrals; 

 development of a consolidated flood mapping dataset to reduce frequent contradictions 

between the requirements prescribed through planning permit assessments compared to 

those prescribed through building permit assessments; and 

 requiring building statements to be prepared when lodging planning permit applications in 

flood prone areas (as an interim measure until a consolidated dataset can be developed).  

Councils largely supported a concierge approach that provides more integration between their 

planning and building services.  

The Better Planning Approvals program would work with councils to apply these concierge and 

concurrent approaches in a proportionate way. Council feedback confirmed the value of a 

proportionate approach. In some cases, for example, councils’ Municipal Building Surveyors are 

active in assessing and granting building permits, so the need to focus the concierge approach on 

building permits would vary between councils.  

Many submissions supported the suggestion of councils adopting the ‘development branch’ 

organisational structure, with better integration between council planning, engineering and building 
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teams. The Better Planning Approvals program should help councils explore opportunities to adopt 

this practice. 

The proposal to develop a single, consolidated set of flood mapping information was largely 

supported by stakeholders. The interim measure proposed in the Discussion Paper – using Building 

Information Statements (BISs) earlier in the planning and building approvals process to provide up-

to-date flood level information – was widely supported. This proposal was to change the point in 

time at which a Building Information Statement was prepared, without changing the party that would 

complete the Building Information Statement. Feedback suggests that there are other ways of 

councils or permit applicants obtaining this information from the relevant authority. This Report 

recommends that councils request that applicants include up-to-date flood level information along 

with other information required by a planning scheme.  
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Recommendation D1 – expand the building certification workforce  

This Report recommends expanding the workforce of building surveyors, inspectors and fire safety 

engineers by: 

 DELWP collaborating with the VBA to Introduce a new class of registration for building 

surveyors restricted to certifying Class 1 and Class 10 buildings and structures with a floor 

area of up to 500 square metres. To ensure national consistency this recommendat ion 

should take into consideration equivalent classes of registration in other states and 

territories and be aligned with the current Commonwealth national training package project, 

which is reviewing the vocational education and training qualifications for building 

surveyors; 

 the VBA partnering with industry bodies to continue to promote the building surveying and 

inspection professions as a career option for secondary school students (with a focus on 

women);  

 the VBA partnering with industry bodies and training providers to work towards improving 

the availability and quality of the courses prescribed for the registration of building 

surveyors and inspectors by: 

o improving access to these courses in regional Victoria; 

o strengthening the coverage of the Building Act 1993 and the National Construction 

Code (NCC) in the curriculum for those courses; 

o exploring whether other courses could be prescribed for the registration of building 

surveyors and inspectors; and 

o supporting the development of industry trainers and training materials; 

 the VBA, municipal building surveyors and industry bodies working together to introduce 

cadetships to assist graduate surveyors to obtain relevant work experience in the sector;  

 supporting Engineer Australia’s pipeline strategy to address the predicted shortage in local 

engineering skills; and 

 the VBA developing bridging pathways to enable practitioners from related occupations to 

transfer into building surveying and inspection work. 

Existing process(es) 

Shortages of building surveyors, building inspectors and fire safety engineers are causing delays in 

the approval of building plans and the construction of buildings. The problem is more acute in 

regional areas and for smaller building projects.  

Some of the factors contributing to the shortages are the: 

 inadequate numbers of students enrolling in and completing the courses for entry to the 

building surveying and engineering professions, and for building surveyors and inspectors 

an ageing workforce; 

 limited access to courses for building surveying and inspection careers; 

 lack of bridging pathways for building practitioners seeking a career change into building 

surveying; and 

 heavy reliance on skilled migration to meet local demand for engineers. 
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Feedback from stakeholders based on the Discussion Paper 

The Discussion Paper sought feedback on several proposals including creating a new class of 

building surveyor, increasing interest in the building and engineering professions as a career option, 

improving the quality and availability of training; and developing bridging pathways for practitioners 

from related occupation to transition into building surveying and inspection work.  

There was widespread support for these proposed improvements. 

The proposal to create a new class of building surveyor for low-rise domestic buildings was 

supported by the majority of stakeholders. Stakeholders who did not support the proposal appear to 

have misinterpreted it as duplicating the existing class of ‘limited’ building surveyor. By comparison 

the limited building surveyor class is authorised to deal with all classes of building up to three 

storeys and with a maximum floor area of 2,000 square metre whereas, the proposed new class of 

building surveyor would be restricted to class 1 and 10 buildings with a floor area of up to 500 

square metres.  

A small number of stakeholders were concerned that the new class of building surveyor may risk 

public safety. However, setting the appropriate training and experience standards for the new class 

of building surveyor would ensure practitioner competency. Other stakeholders noted that further 

work would be required to set these standard. This work would be undertaken as part of 

implementing the proposal and should consider the review of the building surveying qualifications 

contained in the national Construction, Plumbing and Services Training Package being undertaken 

by Artibus Innovation on behalf of the Commonwealth Government. Stakeholders also commented 

that the training and experience standards for the new class of building surveyor should be 

consistent with those in the other states and territories where there is an equivalent class of 

registration.  

Almost all stakeholders supported the proposals outlined in the discussion to increase interest in 

the building and engineering professions as career options, and to improve the quality and 

availability of training. These proposals included, for example, scholarships, subsidised tuition fees, 

cadetships, a specialised unit of study on building law and the NCC to be included in  the courses 

prescribed for the registration of building surveyors and inspector, exploring whether additional 

course could be prescribed and improving training delivery. These measures were seen as 

necessary to address current shortages and to ensure that sufficient numbers of practitioners are 

available to meet future demand from private sector and government projects.  

Councils, industry associations and regulators all supported the introduction of bridging pathways 

for builders, architects, engineers, project managers and the like wishing to move into building 

surveying and inspection work. Stakeholders noted that courses forming the bridging pathways 

would need to recognise the existing skill sets of the different categories of practitioners while being  

sufficiently rigorous to ensure public health and safety. 

Some stakeholders raised the increasing cost and the coverage of professional indemnity insurance 

for building surveyors as affecting the numbers of people entering and exiting the building surveying 

profession. However, given the action taken by the Victorian Government in mid-2019 and the work 

underway by the Building Ministers’ Forum, at this time no further action is recommended on 

professional indemnity insurance for building surveyors. 
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Recommendation D2 – improve access to building records 

This Report recommends improving access to building records by making the Building Activity 

Management System (BAMS), introduced by the VBA to manage building permit numbers, the 

State’s central registry for these records for councils and building practitioners in Victoria.  

Existing process(es) 

Building owners and developers are experiencing delays preparing building permit applications 

where the records of a property – such as previous building plans or records of construction 

materials or methods – are not available, incomplete or only kept in difficult to access hard copies.  

The issue is compounded over time and as properties are sold. The consequences where accurate 

records are not available include safety risks, challenges for regulators undertaking audits and 

building inspections, including for combustible cladding, and additional costs and delays to prepare 

a building permit particularly where an owner must engage a consultant to compile the information 

needed. 

While building records can be lodged electronically with councils by building surveyors, some 

records continue to by lodged as hard copies and many historic records are still stored as hard 

copies. 

Feedback from stakeholders based on the Discussion Paper 

The Discussion Paper supported the Victorian Government’s longer-term objective to centralise the 

storage and retrieval of building records by utilising the BAMS platform managed by the VBA.  

Almost all stakeholders responding to this proposal agreed with the BAMS platform becoming the 

central database for all building records for Victoria. Where the proposal was not supported this 

appears to be based on early experience with software issues following the introduction of BAMS in 

mid-2019, and highlights the important role that systems design, consultant and support for councils 

will play in implementing this proposal. 

In supporting the proposal councils commented on the heavy workload that would be required to 

migrate their records to the BAMS database and the need for funding assistance to do this. Council 

resourcing and funding along with technical queries about the platform, such as the need for ease 

of use and maintenance of records would be considered as part of the implementation of this 

proposal. 

Concerns about loss of council revenue from the introduction of BAMS for the storage of building 

records are speculative as councils would be able to continue to respond to, and charge for, public 

request for access to building records in their jurisdictions. 

Some stakeholders suggested further extending BAMS to manage all building permit activity or to 

capture other building records, for example, fixtures, fittings and appliances to track faulty products 

and assist with rectification. While extending BAMS in these ways may have merit, it is a longer-

term goal. 

As BAMS develops it will become a rich source of data that could be utilised to monitor and report 

on the performance of the building permit process as recommended in D7. In addition, this data 

could be integrated with the data proposed to be collected on the planning permit approval process. 

This would provide a holistic view of the performance of the planning and building system from the 
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application for planning permit through to the issue of a certificate of occupancy on completing the 

construction of a building. 
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Recommendation D3 – streamline building permit requirements for 

low-risk work 

This Report recommends DELWP and VBA streamlining building permit requirements for low-risk 

work while maintaining safety and quality by considering the following exemptions in the context of 

national harmonisation: 

 exemptions for the construction of decks and sheds from the requirement to obtain a 

building permit if they comply with the NCC and any other conditions determined necessary 

to ensure the standard of building work, nearby amenity and community safety, for 

example:  

o the deck is less than 800 millimetres in height; and 

o the shed has a floor area not exceeding 16 square metres; and 

 an exemption from the requirement to obtain a building permit for mobility access ramps, for 

example based on the criteria such as: 

o it complies with the NCC; 

o it complies with any other conditions determined necessary to ensure the standard 

of building work, nearby amenity and community safety; 

o if the mobility ramp is 800 millimetres or above in height, it is certified on completion 

by a building surveyor or inspector; and 

o the appropriate class or classes of buildings to which the exemption is to apply 

have been assessed and determined. 

Existing process(es) 

For some categories of low-risk, low-impact building works, such as sheds, mobility access ramps 

and decks, the requirement to obtain a building permit: 

 imposes a cost that outweighs the potential benefits of the permit; 

 leads to delays for developers and builders; 

 puts additional pressure on the heavy workloads of building surveyors; and 

 can result in work being done illegally to circumvent the permit process. 

Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed exemptions from the requirement to obtain a building permit for the 

construction of: 

 decks up to the height of 800 millimetres; 

 mobility access ramps provided those above 800 millimetres in height are certified on 

completion by a building surveyor or inspector; and 

 sheds up to the size of 16 square metres, which would mean increasing the current 

exemption that is set at 10 square metres. 

In each case the exemption is proposed as being conditional on the building work  continuing to 

meet the requirements of the NCC. 

There was broad support for the proposed exemptions provided that appropriate conditions are 

imposed to ensure the standard of building work, nearby amenity and community safety is 

maintained, and that the proposals are considered in the context of national consistency.  
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In addition to the NCC requirements proposed in the Discussion Paper, the additional conditions 

suggested by stakeholders for decks are the size of the deck, its set back from the property 

boundary, overlooking into neighbouring properties, easements and the protection of utility assets. 

Similar areas for conditions were raised for mobility access ramps and sheds with the addition of 

height and number of structures for sheds. The flexibility to consider such conditions in drafting the 

exemptions has been incorporated into the actions recommended above.  

Ensuring that the details of the exemptions are consistent with the VPP was also considered 

important. Except for sheds, the proposals are consistent with the VPP, which exempts mobility 

access ramps from requiring a planning permit and also decks that are less than 800 millimetres 

high unless a permit is specifically required in a particular zone or overlay. There are exemptions in 

the VPP for sheds (described as out-buildings) in specific zones and overlays, however, the trigger 

is less than 10 square metres, which is the same as the current exemption from a building permit. 

Increasing the building exemption trigger, therefore, may prompt a review of the trigger for sheds in 

the VPP. 

In addition, the VBA has advised that the exemption for decks should also consider any findings or 

recommendations of the current Coronial inquest into the collapse of a balcony in Melbourne in 

2017. However, it is noted that this was a second storey balcony and, therefore, may have limited 

application to the proposed exemption. 

Although most stakeholders agreed with the thresholds for the exemptions for decks and sheds, 

some suggested that for decks it be lower at 600 millimetres or 250 millimetres, and for sheds it be 

increased from 10 square meters to either 15 or 20 square metres. In response, 800 millimetres is 

considered to be the appropriate threshold for decks as this height qualifies a deck for an 

exemption from the overlooking requirements of the VPP, while 16 square metres for sheds 

ensures that enough space is available to store land and bushfire management equipment.  

A challenge raised in relation to the proposed mobility access ramp exemption is the complexi ty of 

the NCC and the difficulty of identifying the requirements for ramps attached to different types of 

buildings. Therefore, one suggestion was to limit the exemption to ramps attached to Class 1 and 

Class 10 buildings. To address this, an action is recommended above to consider the classes of 

building to which the exemption for mobility access ramps should apply.  

While some stakeholders were generally cautious of exemptions referring to the issues that had 

arisen in the past when there was a permit exemption for all building work under the value of 

$5,000, there was also recognition of the narrower character of the proposed exemptions. 

The approach to ensuring the compliance of exempt building work with the building standards was 

also raised by stakeholders. This will be clarified as part of the implementation of the recommended 

actions. 
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Recommendation D4 – standardise construction management 

plans 

This Report recommends standardising construction management plans by DELWP working with 

councils and MAV to: 

 develop a model law for adoption by councils on the matters needed to be included in 

different levels of construction management plans. The model law should standardise these 

matters to the extent possible;  

 prepare a standard template for each level of construction management plan identified in 

the model law along with supporting guidelines for builders and developers that could be 

adopted by councils across Victoria with local variation, where required. Development of the 

standard templates and guidelines should draw on the documentation already being used 

by some councils; and 

 include the construction management plan process in the Better Planning Approvals 

program. 

Existing process(es) 

Delays of between six to 12 months for the approval of some construction management plans are, 

in turn, delaying the issue of building permits. The causes of these delays are:  

 unclear and varying requirements; 

 inconsistent standards of documentation and administrative procedures between councils;  

 inexperience and gaps in the skills of some council officers assessing construction 

management plans; and 

 poor communication between council officers and building surveyors issuing permits.  

Feedback from stakeholders based on the Discussion Paper 

The improvements proposed in the Discussion Paper included the development of a model local 

law supported by a template for a construction management plan and guidelines for builders and 

developers who need to prepare a plan. It was also proposed to include the construction 

management plan process in a Better Planning Approvals approach to enable councils to case 

manage builders and developers through the process. 

There is strong support for the development of a model law, template plan and guidelines.  

Some stakeholders suggested that the model law would need to provide for different levels of 

construction management plans to reflect the nature, scale and complexity of different types of 

developments. Different template plans and guidelines would also need to be developed to support 

each of the different level of construction management plans. The first action recommended above 

recognises this need for different levels of construction management plans and supporting 

documentation.  

It was also suggested that development of the model law and associated documentation should 

draw on any relevant state or national standards and be clear on the circumstances that trigger the 

need for a construction management plan. 

A collaborative approach that involves DELWP, the MAV and councils as outlined in  the Discussion 

Paper was confirmed by stakeholders as the approach to developing the model law and standard 
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documentation. However, it was noted that councils would need support to participate in the 

process and adopt the model laws, which among other matters, would require changes to council 

processes and amendments to the laws that each council makes locally under the authority of the 

Local Government Act 1989. B4 recommends action to improve planning resources for councils that 

could assist with this process. 

The development of a model law and standard documentation was welcomed as a means of 

achieving certainty and consistency for both industry and councils. However, councils agreed with 

the proposition in the Discussion Paper that they should be able to vary the model law and 

documentation in certain circumstances to reflect their local conditions, in particular, the different 

needs of metropolitan and regional and rural councils.  

While the Discussion Paper acknowledged some councils as having pre-existing templates and 

guidelines, other councils indicated that they also have templates that could support the 

development of the proposed model law and documentation. 

All stakeholders supported the Better Planning Approvals approach as proposed in the Discussion 

Paper to manage the preparation and assessment of constriction management plans. B1 

recommends that councils adopt a Better Planning Approvals approach that features early 

engagement with permit and other applicants. 
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Recommendation D5 – improve consistency of council asset 

protection requirements 

This Report recommends improving the consistency of council asset protection requirements by 

DELWP working with councils and MAV to: 

 prepare a standard practice guide for applicants for asset protection permits that could be 

adopted by councils across Victoria, allowing local variation, where required;  

 develop a model law and enforcement policy to be adopted by councils on the matters 

needed to be covered by permits to protect council assets, utility assets and other 

development related work – the model law should standardise these matters to the extent 

possible while recognising the different needs of individual and groups of councils;  and 

 include the asset protection permit process in the Better Planning Approvals program. 

Existing process(es) 

Inconsistent requirements between councils for the protection of council and other assets, such as 

utility assets, are delaying the start of building work and imposing additional administrative 

overheads on builders and developers operating in more than one municipality.  

Many of the requirements are imposed by councils through their local laws and administrative 

arrangements. 

Feedback from stakeholders based on the Discussion Paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed several improvements to streamline the asset protection permit 

process by standardising the requirements across councils. These included: 

 developing a model law and consistent enforcement policies; and  

 proving support for permit applicants through a standard practice guide and a Better 

Planning Approvals approach at councils. 

Stakeholders were unanimous in their support for a standard practice guide that could be adopted 

by all councils to create uniformity in asset protection permit requirements across Victoria. There 

was also widespread support for a model law to establish the uniform requirements that would 

underpin the standard practice guide. Some stakeholders noted that in certain circumstance 

councils would need to retain the ability to be able to vary the model law and standard practice 

guide to meet particular local conditions. This need for flexibility was reflected in the improvements 

proposed in the Discussion Paper and is included in the relevant actions recommended above. 

Stakeholders reinforced the view in the Discussion Paper that the practice guide and model law 

should not be limited to council assets but should encompass the requirements for protecting utility 

assets and other relevant development related work. 

An online portal was suggested by stakeholders as the long-term goal for recording, tracking and 

reporting on building permit applications, including asset protection permits, and also planning 

permit applications. Recommendation B3 sets out the actions for moving towards digital planning 

processing and tracking, which in the future could be extended to the building approvals process, 

and Recommendation D2 outlines the actions for establishing an online registry of build ing records.  

There was general agreement that councils would need assistance, in particular additional 

resources, to support them to contribute to the development and implementation of these proposed 
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improvements, and subsequentially to enforce compliance with the model law. B4 recommends 

action to improve planning resources for councils that may also benefit the building approvals 

processes. 

As with construction management plans, all stakeholders supported the asset protection permits 

process being managed through the Better Planning Approvals approach recommended in B1 to 

support early engagement by councils with permit applicants. 
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Recommendation D6 – distinguish building “consultants” from 

building surveyors 

This Report recommends distinguishing building “consultants” from building surveyors by: 

 CAV continuing to raise consumer awareness of: 

o what to look for when engaging a building consultant; and 

o the importance of engaging a qualified and/or experienced building consultant ; and 

 DELWP (in consultation with the VBA) reviewing the role and conduct of building 

consultants, and the measures to address the issues identified – the review should consider 

non-regulatory and regulatory measures such as a registration scheme and a code of 

conduct for building consultants. 

Existing process(es) 

Some building consultants employed by owners to provide them with independent advice on the 

quality of building work are causing unnecessary disputes between owners and builders that are 

causing delays to building work while the matter is resolved. 

Disputes referred to Domestic Building Dispute Resolution Victoria demonstrate that some building 

consultants are either unskilled and provide reports that are incorrect and misquote regulatory 

requirements, or aggressively market their services and provide reports that while technically 

correct mislead owners about the consequences of minor matters. 

Some building consultants have been targeting particular ethnic communities and older home 

owners. 

As there is no requirement for building consultants to be qualified or registered, the only action that 

can be taken is by the property owner under the Australian Consumer Law for false or misleading 

conduct and representations, or for services that are not fit for purpose or not provided wi th due 

care. 

Feedback from stakeholders based on the Discussion Paper 

The Discussion Paper proposed a review of the role and conduct of building consultants and, as an 

interim measure, a communications campaign to raise consumer awareness of the issues that can 

arise from the reports provided by building consultants. 

Almost all stakeholders responding to this issue supported these proposals. It was noted that in 

some cases consultants were targeting more vulnerable community members who are less able to 

check their qualifications and levels of expertise.  

The proposed review was strongly supported with most stakeholders considering that mandatory 

qualifications and/or a registration scheme were the preferred solution. Alternatively, some 

stakeholders agreed with the view in the Discussion Paper that the review should also consider 

other measures to protect consumers. Examples of such measures raised by stakeholders for 

consideration were mandatory insurance requirements for building consultants and the role that the 

industry bodies could play. 

While the conduct of building consultants may be misleading and have financial consequences for 

consumers, building practitioners and related occupations are regulated under the Building Act 

1993 to ensure public safety. As DELWP has policy responsibility for the Act, the above 
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recommendation is for DELWP to lead the review in consultation with the VBA, as the regulator for 

building practitioners.     

In the context of the proposed review, the VBA noted that a registration and licensing framework for 

building trades is currently being developed and is scheduled for implementation in September 

2020. There is an opportunity for this work to consider the role and regulatory framework for 

building consultants.  

There was also strong support for the proposed communications campaign as an interim measure. 

The above recommendation acknowledges that since the release of the Discussion Paper CAV has 

commenced work on such a campaign. 
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Recommendation D7 – clarify processes for enforcement  

This Report notes that there are several measures underway which support this outcome, and in 

that context, recommends clarifying the processes for enforcement of the building permit approvals 

process through:  

 the review of the Building Act 1993 announced by the Victorian Government in 2019 

considering:  

o alternative models to clarify and strengthen responsibility and processes for the 

administration and enforcement of the building permit approvals process; 

o the respective roles of private and municipal building surveyors to minimise the 

conflict of interest inherent in the private certification of building work; and 

o expanding the role of the State Building Surveyor to include ongoing monitoring and 

reporting on the performance of the building permit approvals process, and to make 

recommendations to improve that process, where needed;  

 developing the protocol between the VBA and councils that was recommended in the 2019 

Report from the Co-Chairs of the Victorian Cladding Taskforce to set out accountabilities, 

mechanisms for cooperation and communication, strategic interventions and agreed 

procedures for referring enforcement actions;  

 the VBA continuing its current work to: 

o develop and implement a code of conduct for building surveyors and inspectors; 

and 

o develop VBA/council statements of intent to strengthen information sharing; and 

 DELWP and the VBA also developing practice guides for building surveyors and inspectors 

on the processes and matters they must examine when conducting inspections of the 

various classes of buildings. 

Existing process(es) 

Fragmentation of responsibility for enforcing the building permit approvals process along with an 

inherent conflict of interest in private certification for building surveyors contribute to delays that add 

costs to the permit approvals process. 

Accountability for enforcement is split between four groups – private building surveyors, municipal 

building surveyors, local councils and the VBA – meaning that, in practice, it is often not clear who 

is responsible for enforcing building permit matters. 

In addition, there is evidence that some private building surveyors are reluctant to act against 

builders with whom they have a commercial relationship and depend on for ongoing work. This is a 

concern as private building surveyors have control over all stages of the building approvals process 

and, therefore, for all but a few projects have responsibility for verifying the standard and quality of 

building work in Victoria. 

Feedback from stakeholders based on the Discussion Paper 

The Discussion Paper sets out several proposals to: 

 clarify the accountabilities for enforcement for the building permit approvals process;  

 introduce ongoing performance monitoring and reporting of that process, and  

 minimise the inherent conflict of interest in the private certification of building work. 
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Stakeholder feedback confirms that the improvements proposed in each of these areas are 

appropriate measures to address the issues and bottlenecks identified in the Discussion Paper.  

Responsibility for enforcement 

The majority of stakeholders supported a review of the enforcement arrangements on the basis that 

the current arrangements are ineffective and limited funding makes enforcement challenging for 

councils, particularly those in regional and rural Victoria.  

As an early action there was also broad support for developing the protocol recommended by the 

Co-Chairs of the Victorian Cladding Taskforce in their 2019 Report, which is aimed at fostering 

cooperation and communication between the VBA and councils and guiding enforcement actions. 

The VBA advised in its response that, as a complementary measure, statements of intent have 

been finalised with the majority of councils that will strengthen information sharing and grow its 

market intelligence.  

There was some support for councils to develop local building control plans. However, the timing for 

considering such plans may be of more benefit following the review of the Building Act 1993, which 

is due to commence in 2020, and the subsequent implementation of any changes to the 

enforcement accountabilities resulting from that review. Therefore, while the development of local 

building central plans was suggested in the Discussion Paper, it has not been included in the above 

recommendations. 

Performance monitoring and reporting 

There was unanimous support from councils and the VBA for expanding the role of the State 

Building Surveyor to include monitoring and reporting on the performance of the building permit 

approvals process. A performance monitoring framework was considered to be a positive step in 

facilitating ongoing process improvements, although it was noted that councils would require 

funding assistance if further reporting obligations were imposed on them. 

Any monitoring and reporting functions given to the State Building Surveyor would be supported by 

the information and data available by expanding BAMS, in the first instance, to capture all building 

records, as proposed in Recommendation D2, and in the future to potentially record all building 

permit activity. In addition, date collected on the building permit approvals process could be 

integrated with the planning data collected through the approach to digital processing and tracking 

outlined in Recommendation B3.  

Conflict of interest 

There was widespread support for the proposals outlined in the Discussion Paper to address the 

inherent conflict of interest that arises with the private certification of building work.  

All stakeholders supported a review of the respective roles of private and municipal building 

surveyors. Most stakeholders saw merit in practice guides for building surveyors and inspectors on 

the processes and matters they must examine when inspecting buildings during construction, and a 

code of conduct for building surveyors and inspectors, in particular, to strengthen their obligations 

to avoid conflicts of interest.  

In its response to the Discussion Paper, the VBA confirmed that it is currently developing a Code of 

Conduct to set out the core principles and conduct expected of building surveyors when performing 

their statutory functions and other work they undertake as building surveyors. For clarity, the VBA 

intends to publish example of the types of conduct that would breach this code, which should 

include conduct and practices that create a conflict of interest. 
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Appendix 1: Summary of feedback on the 

Discussion Paper 

Alongside the release of the Discussion Paper there was an open consultation process capturing a 

wide range of stakeholder groups including councils, industry and Victorian Government officials.  

This was an essential undertaking to ensure that the areas canvassed in the Discussion Paper 

were well understood by key stakeholders and that they were well placed to contribute to the review 

process.   

A number of activities were completed, including: 

 publication of the Discussion Paper on the Engage Victoria website ( the Discussion Paper 

was the second most downloaded file from Victorian Government domains during the 

consultation period); 

 an open submission process which attracted over 100 submissions (including 40 from local 

councils and 50 from a range of businesses, community groups and industry associations);  

 a number of panel sessions and forums that were hosted by industry organisations where 

Advisory Board members and the Commissioner provided an overview of key areas of the 

Discussion Paper and facilitated open questions and answer sessions; 

 public briefings provided by the Commissioner and the review team that were offered to key 

industry stakeholders and councils (with these sessions live streamed to accommodate 

regional and rural stakeholders); 

 a webinar through the Planning Institute of Australia which included a presentation by the 

Commissioner and an open Q&A session that involved over 200 planning practitioners; 

 workshops held in Gippsland to further test certain recommendation areas involving five 

Gippsland councils, a number of referral authorities and regional Department of Land Water 

and Planning (DELWP) staff; and 

 promotion of the consultation process and the discussion paper release via DELWP local 

government news and via direct email to a wide range of industry and local government 

stakeholders.  

This represented the second consultation period as part of the review with the initial round one  

consultation period attracting around 40 submissions. 
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT POP-UP BIKE LANES PROJECT  

Director: Lisa King  
Acting Director Corporate Services  

Author: Ashley Minniti 
Manager City Places 

 

PURPOSE  

To consider the Department of Transport’s Pop-Up Bicycle Lanes Project.  
 

 
ISSUES SUMMARY 

 The Department of Transport (DoT) is installing 100 kilometres of new and improved 
bike routes across key inner-Melbourne suburbs.  

 The proposal is to install up to 20kms of new and improved pop-up bike routes 
around Footscray, Seddon, Yarraville.   

 The project seeks to link existing bike lanes and off-road routes using a mix of local 
and main roads. The pop-up aims to provide better local connections in and around 
central Footscray and make it easier for bike riders to get to and from Melbourne’s 
CBD.    

 The State Government committed $15m to the project and the Department is 
proposing to spend 20% of the funding available, equating to $3m and 20 kilometres 
of investment, on local streets in Maribyrnong.   

 The proposed works are a combination of line marking, bollards, parking removal 
and speed devices.  

 The project will provide an opportunity for both DoT and Council to evaluate the 
success of particularly cycling routes, with an aim to making successful routes 
permanent.  

 Subject to adequate data capture and monitoring, the project should be supported.  
 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Pop Up Bike Lanes Proposed Project Routes ⇩   
2. Pop Up Bike Lanes Community Sentiment Report ⇩      
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OFFICER RECOMMENDATION 

That the City Development Delegated Committee: 
 
1. Note the community engagement summary at Attachment 2. 

 
2. Endorses the Department of Transport Pop Up Bike Lane Trial for 

construction subject to: 
a. Specification of data collection methods to measure change in cycling 

behaviours and numbers over the life of the project.   
b. Project deliverables being defined, including how ‘project success’ will 

be calculated.   
c. Details regarding potential ways to encourage ‘cautious but optimistic’ 

cyclists to use the pop up bike lanes.  
d. Investigation of potential links between the Barkly and Kinnear 

Campuses of Footscray High School.  
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BACKGROUND 
 
The Department of Transport (DoT) is installing 100 kilometres of new and improved 
pop-up bicycle infrastructure across inner-Melbourne suburbs to make it easier and 
safer for people to ride to and from the Melbourne CBD.  
 
For Maribyrnong, approximately 20kms of new and improved pop-up bike routes around 
Footscray, Seddon Yarraville. The project seeks to link and improve existing bike lanes 
and off-road routes using a mix of local and collector roads. The pop-up links will 
provide better local connections in and around central Footscray and make it easier for 
bike riders to get to and from Melbourne’s CBD from the inner-west.    
 
The State Government committed $15m to the project with approximately 20% of the 
funding available to Maribyrnong, equating to $3m and 20 kilometres of investment on 
local streets. The proposed works are a combination of line marking, bollards, parking 
removal and speed devices with a distinction between; 

 improved on-road painted bike lanes;  

 shared streets with lower speeds for vehicle traffic; and  

 shared user path refreshes. 
The bike routes will provide an east-west connection between the Sunshine Rail Trail 
and Footscray and Dynon Road shared use paths to the CBD. The pop-ups will improve 
a number of local north-south connections, including Hyde Street.  
 
DoT staff and Council officers have been working together to revise the designs over 
the past 18 months to ensure they align to Council’s goals as set out in the Maribyrnong 
Bicycle Strategy 2020-2030. The design work has been informed by input from; 
adjacent stakeholders and the Maribyrnong Active Transport Advisory Committee 
(MATAC). 
 
Once installed, DoT will evaluate the trial at key intervals, including at the end of the trial 
where the Council may then elect to retain or remove the trial facilities. Should Council 
decide to retain the facilities, they would then become Council’s responsibility to 
maintain. 
 
Key streets where improvements are proposed include Moore Street, Hyde Street, 
Raleigh Street, Cross Street, Albert Street, Donald Street, Pentland Parade and 
Somerville Road. An overview map is provided below, with a detailed map provided at 
Attachment 1.  
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Image 1 – Overview Map of DoT Pop-Up Bicycle Infrastructure  

 
DISCUSSION/KEY ISSUES 
 
1. Key Issues 
Parking Loss 
There would be 59 car parking spaces lost during the trial to accommodate safer cycling 
within the project. Parking loss has been minimised as much as possible through route 
and treatment selection. A breakdown on parking loss street-by-street is provided 
below: 
 

Route/Segment Parking Loss 

Albert Street – Buckley to Pilgrim Streets 16 

Albert Street – Raleigh to Buckley Streets 4 

Hyde Street – south of school 14 

Hyde Street – adjacent to school  3 

Hyde Street – south of Somerville Road 2 

Victoria Street – Buckingham to Raleigh Streets 3 

Bristow Street – Nicholson to Hyde Streets 2 
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Pilgrim Street – Victoria to Bristow Streets 4 

Charles Street – Albert to Victoria Streets 3 

Pentland Parade – Birmingham to Albert Streets 6 

Nicholson Street – Donald Street to Geelong Road 2 

TOTAL 59 

 
Trial Period and Evaluation 
A key component of the project is the trail nature, allowing continuous evaluation by 
DoT. The project is subject to community consultation prior to, during and after the trial 
period. The initial phase of public consultation is the first iteration of the design, with 
feedback from residents and users informing the installations. The trial nature means 
infrastructure can be quickly altered in response to ‘live’ feedback from users.  
 
The project will undertake a 12-18 month trial of light-touch, quick-build cycling 
infrastructure, aimed at improving access to active transport options and encouraging 
greater participation in cycling. The trial will be followed by an evaluation period, with 
recommendations made to government on the success of trial treatments.  
 

At the end of the trial period DoT will provide Council a report on the project’s success. 
Council can then decide if the trial facilities are to be retained or removed.  
 
The project will provide an opportunity for both DoT and Council to evaluate the success 
of particularly cycling routes, with an aim to making successful routes permanent. 
Future investment in permanent design options will be considered through various 
funding pathways, including State Grants and Council’s Capital Works Program. 
 
To support trial monitoring and evaluation, the program assesses a range of factors 
including, but not limited to: 

 Rider volumes and demographics; 

 Rider experience; 

 Network impacts – general traffic & public transport; 

 Pedestrian impacts; and 

 Community sentiment.  
BikeWest Response 
Bikewest provided a response to the Department of Transport noting the following 
concerns with the proposal: 

 How will DoT measure an increase in cycling, what data collection methods are 
proposed?  

 How will project success be calculated, what measures are included in the 
calculation?  

 There is a significant need to link the various educational precincts in Footscray. 
The project should link the Barkly and Kinnear Campuses of Footscray High 
School.  

 How does DoT propose to encourage ‘cautious but optimistic’ cyclists to use the 
pop up bike lanes?  
 

These suggestions are reasonable and form part of the recommendation to DoT.  
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2. Council Policy/Legislation 
Council Plan 2021-2025 
This report contributes to Council’s strategic objectives contained in the Council Plan 
2021-2025 by considering: 

 Strategic Objective: 
- Safe climate and healthy environment - Council will proactively identify 

opportunities to support a return to a safe climate and healthy environment 
and work with our community to respond to climate emergency challenges. 

- Liveable neighbourhoods - Council will partner with community to provide & 
advocate for integrated built and natural environments with access to open 
spaces that are well maintained, engaging, accessible and respectful. 

 
Legislation 
The implementation of the Department of Transport Pop Up Bike Lane Trial will be 
subject to the Road Management Act 1989 and other relevant Australian standards for 
bicycle infrastructure facilities.  
 
Conflicts of Interest 
No officer responsible for, or contributing to, this report has declared a direct or indirect 
interest in relation to this report. 
 
Human Rights Consideration 
This report complies with the rights listed in the Victorian Charter of Human Rights and 
Responsibilities Act 2006. 
 
3. Engagement 
Consultation on the project was undertaken by the Department of Transport during 
November 2021 and included:  

 Social media posts, including on Council’s platforms;  

 Direct meetings with significantly impacted stakeholders; 

 Letterboxing of 20,000 properties; 

 Door knocking over 170 properties; 

 Engagement with the Council’s MATAC; 

 Interactive Online Bicycle Map; and 

 Promotion of Pop Up Bike Lanes via placing posters across the area. 
Engagement with community, MATAC and other stakeholders will continue through the 
delivery and implementation of the DoT Pop Up Bike Lane Trial period.  
 
The Department of Transport commenced community consultation in October 2021, by: 

 delivering letters to highly impacted stakeholders; 

 delivering community engagement flyers; 

 door knocking over 170 highly affected properties; 

 conducting a social media campaign; and 

 installing posters around the area proposed for changes. 
  
There was a significant interest in the proposal with 329 ‘pins’ marked on the virtual 
map and 90 stakeholder meetings/conversations. The design and routes have been 
refined by DoT following this consultation, with ongoing evaluation expected over the 
trial period. Full consultation outcomes are provided in Attachment 2. 
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4. Resources 
The Department of Transport will fund the installation and maintenance of the 
infrastructure for the trial period (around 18 months). After the trial period, if Council 
chooses to retain the infrastructure, maintenance will fall to Council.  
 
5. Environment 
Cycling is a low cost, energy efficient, space saving, non-polluting form of transport.  
Where cycling is used to replace motor vehicles it assists in reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions and traffic congestion. During the pandemic, cycling outdoors is a healthy 
and cost effective social distancing alternative to many other shared transport options.  
As a major source of physical exercise, cycling provides a healthy alternative to 
motorised transport.  
 
CONCLUSION 
The Department of Transport Pop Up Bike Lane Trial represents an opportunity for 
Council to deliver on the aims of the Maribyrnong Bicycle Strategy in a trial at no 
financial cost to Council. The works are mainly on Council roads and present Council 
with the chance to trial various cycling facility styles, observe the outcomes and receive 
reports on the efficacy of the cycling facilities in attracting riders, especially new riders.  
 
There is strong community support for the actions outlined in the Maribyrnong Bicycle 
Strategy with the majority of respondents calling for greater infrastructure investment 
across the whole City.   
 
The routes proposed in the Department of Transport Pop Up Bike Lane Trial match 
Council’s adopted Bicycle Strategy in many locations and strengthen existing routes 
and connections.  
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  Inner Melbourne Bicycle Program – Footscray Pop-Up Links
Community Sentiment Report
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  Community and stakeholder engagement 

• Engagement and consultation on multiple channels between August and November 2021
• Key stakeholders included City of Maribyrnong, Maribyrnong Active Transport Advisory 

Committee, local schools, Bicycle Victoria 
• 20,000 Letterbox drops, social, 246 door knock, virtual meetings, and website consultation 

(social pinpoint) 
• Spoken directly to 90 impacted residents and businesses on the routes 
• 329 online comments 

2
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  Key themes 

• Commentary largely centred around issues or improvements to assist them in 
getting around.

• Sentiment noted during door knocking was largely positive about change
• A significant number of comments were received calling for more separated bike 

lanes, permanent infrastructure and filling network gaps. 
• Some concerns about cyclist safety issues and questions about why particular 

treatments have been chosen over others. 

3
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Footscray Pop-Up Links - what are we hearing

4
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Online sentiment 
(329 comments 17/11/2021)

Positive Negative Neutral

Key issues: Online commentary
Significant commentary demonstrating need for cohesive network of permanent 
infrastructure:
• Largely representative of bike rider views (In particular Bike West members 

expressing similar views.)
Requests to:
• Address gap from Dynon to Moore St and from central Footscray to Geelong Rd 

and West Footscray.
• Improve east/west network – through central Footscray and make proposed 

routes more direct.
• Use separation rather than linemarking as much as possible.

Key issues: Doorknocking 
Doorknock focussed on 7 areas where there will be changes to parking and or access 
• Overall positive reception, doorknocking company reported: “a community 

positive about change and improvements that will assist them in getting around”
• Comments generally specific to the local area, some parking concerns raised
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Footscray Pop-Up Links – issues summary by section 

5

Middle Footscray Connectors: 
Positive themes: general support for the improvements, improved cycling paths 
and proposed roundabout at the intersection of Victoria St and Raleigh St. 
Issues and suggestions: improved separation along Buckley St and Victoria St, 
improved bike lane visibility at Cross St, Buckingham St and Errol St and 
improved connections to Barkley Village.  

Footscray Park Connector: 
Positive themes: appreciation for proposals and additional infrastructure as well 
as proposed roundabout. 
Issues and suggestions: some commentary calling for a more direct east to 
west route and parking protected bike lanes. Other suggestions include improved 
separation on Barkly St and Hopkins St, improved connectivity and safety on 
Ballarat Rd and improved access to schools. 

Dynon Rd Connector Area: 
Positive themes: appreciation for proposals and intersection improvements at 
Moreland St. 
Issues and suggestions: some comments about missing links and suggestions 
for improved safety from the Dynon Road bike path to central Footscray, as well 
as Central Footscray to Sunshine.

Parker St Area: 
Positive themes: support for proposed links to Dynon Rd. 
Issues and suggestions: separated bike lanes on Napier St and Parker St and 
calls to address the missing link between Central Footscray and Footscray Road 
off-street bike path. 

Albert St Area: 
Positive themes: support for separation and improvements to the Albert St, Buckley 
St intersection. 
Ideas and suggestions: some comments about connectivity to central Footscray, 
with calls for more separated bike lanes throughout the area and improved traffic 
signals at the intersection of Albert St and Buckley St. 

Charles St Area: 
Positive comment: supportive of the proposed improved on road painted bike 
lane. 
Ideas and suggestions: commentary about the lack of separation and changes 
to on street parking. Suggestions include improved safety measures on Charles 
St and the Victoria St, Buckley St intersection.

Hyde St Area: 
Positive themes: support for the proposed design and improved connectivity to 
Williamstown. 
Ideas and suggestions: some commentary about cyclist’s proximity to parked 
cars and the connection between Schilds St and Hyde St. Suggestions include 
wider bike paths to avoid potential conflicts and increasing the landing/footpath 
area at Napier St.

Education Precinct Area: 
Positive themes: support for intersection improvements and the proposed 
roundabout at Bristow St. 
Ideas and suggestions: separation on Pilgrim St, traffic calming and textured 
road surfaces. 

The Seddon Connector Area, Yarraville Connector Area, Kingsville Connector 
Area and Schild and Princess Streets received minimal commentary and have 
been excluded from this analysis. 
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 Future connections

• The Footscray Pop-Up Links project is intended to create immediate incremental improvements, 
over a 12–18-month time frame supporting Council’s Integrated Transport Strategy and Bicycle 
Strategy 2020-2030, as well as improved transport movements arising from completion of the 
Westgate Tunnel, Footscray Hospital and further capital works in the precinct.

6

• Community feedback on our proposed design is the first stage of our ongoing engagement process. 
• We will share what we’ve heard and what we’re doing in our next community update.
• It is expected that interest and feedback will broaden significantly when the infrastructure becomes 

tangible.
• Our ongoing monitoring and review program will identify and respond to any safety issues observed 

by the team or raised by community members.
• We’ll review community feedback received 6 weeks after installation to identify if any tweaks are 

needed and we’ll continue to monitor community feedback through to the end of the pop-up program.
• Initial feedback and lessons learned from the early works package can feed into subsequent delivery 

packages.

Engagement process
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 1. COMMENCEMENT OF DELEGATED MEETING AND WELCOME 
 
The meeting commenced at 6.31pm. 
 
The Chair, Cr Cuc Lam made the following acknowledgement statement: 
 


“We acknowledge that we are on the traditional lands of the Kulin Nation. We 
offer our respect to the Elders of these traditional lands, and through them to 
all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, past and present”. 


 
PRESENT 
 
Councillor Cuc Lam (Chair) 
Councillor Sarah Carter 
Councillor Michael Clarke 
Councillor Simon Crawford 
Councillor Bernadette Thomas 
Councillor Anthony Tran 
 
IN ATTENDANCE 
 
Chief Executive Officer, Celia Haddock 
Director Community Services, Clem Gillings 
Acting Director Infrastructure Services, Pat Jess 
Acting Director Corporate Services, Lisa King 
Manager City Places, Ashley Minniti  
Acting Manager Governance and Commercial, Danny Bilaver Services 
 


2. APOLOGIES 
 
An apology for the meeting was received from Councillor Jorge Jorquera. 
 


3. DISCLOSURES OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
 
Nil. 


 
Cr Carter entered the meeting at 6.34pm. 
 
4. PUBLIC QUESTION TIME  
 
Question 
Imogen Wood, asked the following questions: 
 


1. Regarding the Officer Recommendation relating to agenda item 6.1 25 Mackay 
Street Yarraville Planning Permit Application, on page 19 of the meeting agenda, 
the recommendation states "the first floor addition would be behind the existing 
roof form". Given that the 2 story extension sits on the eastern boundary of the 
block, while the original house is centred in the middle of the block (approx. 3.5 
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metres from the eastern boundary), how is the addition "behind" the existing roof 
form? 


2. Regarding the Officer Recommendation relating to agenda item 6.1 25 Mackay 
Street Yarraville Planning Permit Application, on page 19 of the meeting agenda, 
the recommendation states "The first floor … largely follows the existing building 
footprint." Given that the new extension sits on the eastern and rear (southern) 
boundaries of the block, in what is currently the open space of the backyard, can 
you please demonstrate how the first floor follows the existing building footprint? 


 
Response 
With regards to the first question raised, the Chief Executive Officer, Ms Celia Haddock, 
advised that the addition has been sited towards the rear of the property, ensuring the 
original portion of the dwelling remains the prominent structure on the site. Ms Haddock 
further advised that while the addition is to the side of the original dwelling, its setback 
ensures that the addition is read as a secondary element on the site.  
 
Ms Haddock advised in relation to the second question that the addition would be 
located towards the rear of the property where additions and extensions are common. 
Ms Haddock further advised that whilst it is acknowledged that the addition is sited 
closer to the eastern boundary than the current dwelling, a greater portion of the 
addition is located in line with the existing dwelling at both ground and first floors.  
 
Question 
Iain and Janine Argus asked the following questions: 


 
1. Listed objections was the issue of building on 3 boundaries (27 metres in total) 


and stated in the Planning Scheme (43.01-8) it states 'Whether the location, bulk, 
form and appearance of the proposed building is in keeping with the character 
and appearance of adjacent buildings and the heritage place.' Under point 6 - 
Notification of the report it lists the grounds of objections received, there is no 
mention of building on boundaries why has this not been addressed and explain 
how this meets that criteria? 


2. Stated in the Maribyrnong Councils document Alterations & Additions to Heritage 
Dwellings September 2010 - 'Neighbouring properties in Heritage Overlays 
should also be considered and an addition should not overwhelm an adjoining or 
adjacent building.' Please explain how building on 3 boundaries will not 
overwhelm the adjacent buildings? Whether the location, bulk, form or 
appearance of the proposed building will adversely affect the significance of the 
heritage place. Whether the location, bulk, form and appearance of the proposed 
building is in keeping with the character and appearance of adjacent buildings 
and the heritage place. 


3. Under point 7- Referrals in the report it states 'This revised scheme is the subject 
of this report and the one which was publicly advertised. This revised scheme is 
generally supported by Council’s Heritage Advisor'. Using the word 'generally' 
indicates this does not have full support, so please explain how this could be 
acceptable when it does not have full support of the Council's Heritage Advisor? 
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Response 
With regards to the first question raised, the Chief Executive Officer, Ms Celia Haddock, 
advised that all aspects of objections have been considered by Council officers in 
formulating the recommendation to Council, including the scale, massing and built form 
of the addition. Ms Haddock noted that the addition would be located on the eastern 
boundary at ground floor, for a length of 13.73 metres that that discussion regarding the 
acceptability of the addition can be found on pages 19 and 20 of the agenda. 
 
Ms Haddock advised in relation to the second question that the addition has been sited 
towards the rear of the site to ensure minimal impacts on the heritage streetscape and 
existing dwelling. Ms Haddock further advised that the addition, sited on the boundary 
towards the middle and rear of the site at ground level only, ensures that it does not 
become a dominate element on the site or within the streetscape.   
 
In relation to the third question raised, Ms Haddock stated that Council’s Heritage 
Advisor provided comments during the course of the application which were considered 
during assessment of the application. Ms Haddock noted that Council officers must 
balance these comments against the heritage policies of Council, the information 
provided in support of the application by the permit applicant and 
objections/submissions received by community members.  


 
Question 
Edward Merrifield, asked the following questions: 
 


1. To Councillor Michael Clarke through the Chair Last month you responded to my 
question to the city development meeting concerning safety and poor image in 
Footscray. Councillors Michael Clarke and Sarah Carter defended categorically 
my claims to further substantiate my concerns, my Question therefore is are the 
councillors aware that a young man overdosed and passed away in the Western 
Hospital? For the record, this took place inside the entrance to the Footscray Hub 
Nicholson Street Footscray. The tenants have been complaining for over 6 
months about these drug affected people meeting in the entrance and sitting on 
the stairs. There is a petition going around to the tenants.  In addition, I am 
currently organising my own E petition to state government concerning bad 
image safety issues that should involve outdated local general by laws 2015. Will 
Council now respond by taking appropriate action? 


2. Why is Council Kindergarten construction site next to council starting work before 
EPA rules 7am and regulations local general bylaws etc and also note where are 
work zone permits displayed for that site? 


3. Is Council now into Censorship of Minutes via the live zoom recording that is 
recorded and also note inserting Drug and Gaming policy into minutes as this 
would not be tolerated in parliament in hansard everything is recorded word for 
word. 


 
Response 
In relation to the first question raised, Councillor Michael Clarke stated that it is 
saddening to hear of the passing of any person that has been the subject of addiction. 
Cr Clarke stated that addiction is the scourge of not just our State or nation, but of the 
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world. Cr Clarke offered Council’s condolences to the family and friends of the person 
who had passed and noted that Council does not politicise the passing of anybody. 
 
The Chief Executive Officer, Ms Celia Haddock, advised that if business owners or the 
public are concerned regarding illegal drug use, Victoria Police, as the responsibility 
authority for policing problematic drug use behaviours, should be notified 
 
With regards to the second question raised, Ms Haddock advised that Council recently 
had a concern raised by a resident regarding the timing in which trucks were arriving at 
the Hyde Street Early Learning Centre building site and that Council’s Regulatory 
Services team was managing the issue with the construction site manager.  


 
Ms Haddock advised in relation to the third question that the Local Government Act and 
Council’s Governance Rules stipulate what the record of a Council meeting is to 
contain. The minutes record the proceedings and decisions of a meeting, they do not 
record the discussion or debate of the meeting verbatim. Hence the minutes of Council 
meetings provide a summary of responses given to Public Questions and do not have 
the same requirements of the Hansard in State Government. 
 
5. CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING 
 


The purpose of this report was to present for confirmation, the minutes of the City 
Development Delegated Committee Meeting held on 26 October 2021. 
 
Committee Resolution 
 
That the Delegated Committee confirms the minutes of the City Development 
Delegated Committee Meeting held on 26 October 2021. 
 
Moved: Cr Michael Clarke 
Seconded: Cr Simon Crawford 
 


CARRIED 
 
6. OFFICER REPORTS 
 


6.1. 25 Mackay Street Yarraville Planning Permit Application 
 
The purpose of this report was to present for consideration a planning permit 
application for 25 Mackay Street, Yarraville; which has received eight supporting 
submissions and 13 objections.  
 
Nick Wood, Corrie Goodwin and Gabe Hedley addressed the Committee in 
relation to the item. 
 
Committee Resolution 
 
That the City Development Delegated Committee issue a Notice of Decision to 
Grant a Permit for partial demolition and to construct buildings and works for an 
extension to a dwelling in a Heritage Overlay, including construction of a new 
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front fence at 25 Mackay Street, Yarraville, subject to conditions contained in 
Attachment 1. 
 
Moved: Cr Anthony Tran 
Seconded: Cr Michael Clarke 
 


CARRIED 
 


6.2. 3 McNab Avenue Footscray - Referral of Ministerial Planning Permit 
Application 


 
The purpose of this report was to present to the City Development Delegated 
Committee an amended planning permit application lodged with the Minister for 
Planning. The application seeks changes to the built form and land uses 
associated with Buildings 2 and 3 approved via Planning Permit No.2010024736-
1 at 3 McNab Avenue, Footscray. The report seeks the Committee’s 
endorsement of suggested recommendations and permit conditions for the 
Minister’s consideration.  
 
Lloyd Elliot addressed the Committee in relation to this item. 
 
Committee Resolution 
 
That the City Development Delegated Committee endorse the recommendations 
and suggested permit conditions for 3 McNab Avenue, Footscray, and that these 
be forwarded to the Minister for Planning (via Department of Environment, Land, 
Water and Planning) as per attachment 1.  
 
Moved: Cr Michael Clarke 
Seconded: Cr Simon Crawford 
 


CARRIED 
 


 
7. COUNCILLOR QUESTION TIME 


 
Nil. 
 


8. URGENT BUSINESS 
 
Nil. 


 
9. DELEGATED MEETING CLOSURE 


 
The Chair, Cr Cuc Lam, declared the meeting closed at 7.16pm. 
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_______________________________________ 


To be confirmed at the City Development Delegated Committee Meeting 
to be held on 14 December, 2021. 


 
Chair, Cr Cuc Lam 
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ATTACHMENT 1: MODIFICATIONS AND CHANGES FOR CONSIDERATION 


 


FILE NUMBER SC15654 


SITE ADDRESS 120-200 Rosamond Road MARIBYRNONG 


PROPOSAL Development Plan for 120–200 Rosamond Road, 
Maribyrnong (Highpoint Shopping Centre) submitted in 
accordance with Clause 43.04 (Schedule 17 of the 
Development Plan Overlay) of the Maribyrnong Planning 
Scheme. 


DATE OF CDDC MEETING 14 December 2021 


 
Development Plan (Volume 1) 
 


Outstanding Issue Change Required 


Building Heights The following additional wording included at Section 5.11;  
 
Floor to ceiling heights and storeys  
When calculating building heights for the purposes of the 
development plan and DPO17, the following should be 
used:  


 Retail spaces with a floor to ceiling height or more 
than 5m should be counted as two storeys, except 
for Buildings 3 and 6, where a floor to ceiling height 
of 6.4m is adopted due to change in levels.  


 Commercial spaces (including offices) with a floor 
to ceiling height of more than 4m should be counted 
as two storeys.  


 Residential floor space/dwellings with a floor to 
ceiling height of more than 3.5m should be counted 
as two storeys. 
 


Building Separation The preferred maximum building heights between 
Rosamond Road and Little Rosamond Road reduced in 
height to those specified at Map 2 to Schedule 17 of 
Clause 43.04 of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme.  
 
Additional building height is allowable where both the street 
wall and overall building height does not exceed a 1:1 ratio 
for height vs. street width or where commercial buildings 
provide a high quality public realm to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority. 
 


Open Space  Shadow should be minimised where possible to the two 
eastern areas of open space and the town centre  between 
10am and 3pm on the Equinox OR between 11am and 
2pm on the Winter Solstice.  
 


Aquatic Drive Interface Identification of the Aquatic Drive interface as a potential 
location for the Community/Hub/Library at section 5.18.  


 
Modification of the wording within section 5.5 of the 
Development to read as follows:  
 







The interface to Aquatic Drive is recognised as an 
important external east-west connection with opportunities 
for improvement. Within the Active Frontage types 
specified below, development will seek to encourage and 
support activation. Improved or enhanced levels of 
activation will be explored in response to changes in land 
use and development on the southern side of Aquatic Drive 
as leases expire and/or when redevelopment occurs. 
 
Weather protection to Aquatic Drive must also be 
addressed.  
 


Pedestrian Access through 
the shopping centre 


Concurrent with the submission of the first residential 
development planning permit application on the east side 
of the site, a wayfinding strategy for the entire complex 
must be provided. The strategy must identify how 
connectivity through the site will be provided and 
maintained and provide commitment to undertaken the 
works required (including at which stage).  
 


Affordable Housing The following statement is included; 
 
At the first planning permit application stage (where 
residential is proposed), an Affordable Housing report is to 
be prepared, setting out the strategy to deliver 5% 
Affordable Housing across the precinct as defined under 
the Planning and Environment Act 1987, which may 
include a ‘salt and pepper’ approach or nomination of a 
particular building for affordable housing to be delivered at 
a particular stage via the following methods; 


 to be offered to registered Housing Association or 
Provider for sale, prior to commencement of the 
development, to be offered at a discounted 
purchase price, or  


 to be offered to key workers (defined by the 
relevant act) through an owner-run scheme, with 
details of the discounts on offer to be included in 
the report, or 


 to be delivered by another funding mechanisms (eg 
shared equity) or future market approach, to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.  


The Affordable Housing Report may be amended to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority at subsequent 
stages of development. 


  


Northern Interface The incorrect measurements within the Development Plan 
(in particular Figure 63) updated to be consistent with 
Section A, page 75. An additional built form principle 
should be incorporated that encourages further articulation 
of façade, particularly around resident entries.  
 


Community 
Space/Hub/Library 


Section 5.18 amended to state that the ‘preferred’ location 
for the future library/hub is adjacent the future town square, 







with other locations noted as being ‘potential alternate’ 
locations.  
 


Bus Interchange The bus interchange ‘extension’ area along Little 
Rosamond Road as shown in Figure 55 should be included 
with the ‘potential’ location designation (instead of the 
‘indicative’ designation).  
 


Green wall to the David 
Jones building  


The existing blank ‘David Jones’ wall to the north-eastern 
elevation to be treated as either an active and articulated 
frontage OR provided as a green wall as part of future 
development of the David Jones box. 
 


 


Technical and Supporting Reports (Volume 2) 
 


Outstanding Issue Change Required 


Landscape and Public 
Realm Concept Plan 


The report amended to include a preliminary response to a 
remediation strategy, noting that detailed site investigations 
will be required at the planning permit stage. 
 


Site Analysis and Design 
Response Report 


Floor to ceiling heights and storeys  
When calculating building heights for the purposes of the 
development plan and DPO17, the following should be used:  


 Retail spaces with a floor to ceiling height or more 
than 5m should be counted as two storeys, except for 
Buildings 3 and 6, where a floor to ceiling height of 
6.4m is adopted due to change in levels.  


 Commercial spaces (including offices) with a floor to 
ceiling height of more than 4m should be counted as 
two storeys.  


 Residential floor space/dwellings with a floor to ceiling 
height of more than 3.5m should be counted as two 
storeys. 


 
Upper level setbacks increased generally as per Table 1 and 
Figure 1 at Schedule 17 to the Development Plan Overlay 
(where practical). A reduced upper level setback may be 
acceptable where a portion of the setback is provided at 
ground level between the front property boundary and the 
building line. The overall upper level setback from the front 
property boundary should not be less than 10 metres.  
 
Changes should also be made to the street wall heights 
where they are unsuited to a street’s alignment and interface 
condition (i.e. solar access tests) and the achievement of a 
comfortable human scale or 1:1 ratio (i.e. Little Rosamond 
Road), except where high quality public realm outcomes are 
achieved at ground level to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority. 
 
Shadow diagrams 
The shadow diagrams provided at section 5.13 are to be 
updated to clearly demonstrate that solar access is to be 







generally maintained to one footpath of Aquatic Drive and 
Warrs Road during the nominated times.  
 
Indicative waste storage and collection 
Indicative waste storage locations and collection 
methodology documented.  
 
A façade/architectural strategy 
A clear notation that in upper-level zones of buildings, 
reflective facades are not provided. 
 
Wind 
A statement that individual wind assessments must be 
provided at the planning permit stage to ensure the site and 
building specific impacts are understood and addressed.  
 
Weather protection 
Where active frontages are proposed for Rosamond Road, 
Aquatic Drive and other key external pedestrian streets, 
weather protection is provided at entrances. 


 
Transport Plan The plan amended to ensure that all access to car parks 


proposed in parcels fronting Rosamond Road must occur 
from the rear – off Little Rosamond Road. Pedestrian access 
along Rosamond Road should not be impacted by 
crossovers or additional accesses unless otherwise 
impractical.   
 
The plan amended to require screens throughout Highpoint 
Shopping Centre providing ‘real-time’ public transport 
timetable information where possible. 
 
The plan amended to require any car parking structures to 
Rosamond Road, Aquatic Drive or other key pedestrian 
streets identified in DPO17 to be incorporated into the design 
of the buildings with ‘skinned’ active uses at ground level. 
 


Environmentally 
Sustainable Design 
Strategy 


Rooftop Solar PV amended to be a ‘minimum’ rather than an 
‘aspirational’ target, with 40% of available roof area in multi-
storey building provided as solar (where practical and 
balancing requirements for services and communal space). 
 
Bicycle parking facilities provided at a minimum rate of one 
space per dwelling, with minimum rates provided for other 
uses consistent with BESS and/or Green Star Building 
requirements.  
 
Minimum targets provided for Electric Vehicles, with a 
minimum commitment to BESS and/or Green Star Building 
requirements. 
  
A statement (or similar) that notes current minimums may not 
meet future planning policy requirements and that all targets 







are subject to the sustainable design requirements in the 
planning policy at the time of assessment. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1 Illustrative view of Highpoint Urban Village Proposed 


INTRODUCTION


The GPT Group is committed to creating a vibrant, welcoming and sustainable 
precinct that embraces the site's strategic potential for the transformation of the 
area.


The Vision for this site is to create a compact, highly accessible and distinctive place 
that provides high quality living, working and recreation opportunities around a 
prominent town centre with new development that respects the area's spectacular 
setting and proximity to the Maribyrnong River. Redevelopment will reinforce the 
centre’s significant regional retail role and will accommodate quality housing for a 
range of people, new local retailing to complement the existing large format retailing, 
office based business at different scales, improved vehicle, pedestrian and cycle 
connectivity and plentiful green spaces.


Key elements of the proposal include:
 – A diverse mix of land uses across the site, including retail, commercial office 


and a variety of residential typologies
 – Approximately 2,977 new dwellings (Approximately 6,550 residents)
 – Approximately 147,400m2 additional square metres of commercial office 


space (Approximately 9600 workers)
 – Approximately 24,300 m2 of new open space including a new Town Plaza
 – Community uses/benefits
 – A range of built form types with heights ranging from 3 to 14 storeys
 – Improvements to the internal and external connecting pedestrian, cycling and 


vehicular access routes.
 – Five (5) precincts that provide distinctive places


This proposal will transform Highpoint Shopping Centre (HSC) into an exciting, 
mixed use precinct that addresses a need for well serviced and connected housing, 
community services, and diverse employment opportunities within the City of 
Maribyrnong.


1.1 HIGHPOINT URBAN VILLAGE 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN


Illustration is indicative 
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1.2 PURPOSE OF THIS 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN


The Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan provides a framework for the future 
growth of the shopping centre through to 2050. 


This submission fulfils the requirements of Schedule 17 to the Development Plan 
Overlay, to provide a Development Plan consistent with the vision and principles 
outlined in the schedule.


This Development Plan will generally guide all future development applications for 
the subject site.


Specifically, the Development Plan identifies:
 – Land use precincts including residential, commercial, community and public 


open space areas;
 – Access, movement, parking and loading arrangements;
 – Landscape and planting concepts;
 – Social and physical infrastructure, including affordable employment offers;
 – Urban design, built form, and activity centre principles;
 – Means by which the environmental and potential contamination impacts of the 


development are to be managed; and,
 – Proposed staging and integration of development.


This Development Plan and associated background documents have been prepared in 
accordance with the requirement of Clause 43.04-1 of the Development Plan Overlay.  


Amongst other things, the purpose of a development plan is to identify areas which 
require the form and conditions of future use and development to be shown on a 
development plan before a permit can be granted to use or develop the land.


The Highpoint urban village Development Plan ("the Development Plan") forms part 
of DPO17.


DEVELOPMENT PLAN CONTENT 
The Highpoint Development Plan comprises two volumes, being:


• Volume 1 - Development Plan


• Volume 2 - Specialist reports. The specialist reports contained within 
Volume 2 have been prepared to respond to the requirements of Section 3 of DPO17.


The requirements of the DPO17 are addressed in full within the specialist reports and 
summarised in this Volume 2 package as follows:


 – Planning Report 
 – Transport Plan 
 – Landscape and Public Realm Concept Plan
 – Environmentally Sustainable Design Strategy
 – Social Infrastructure Report
 – Services and Infrastructure Report
 – Site Remediation Strategy


The 'Site analysis and Design Response Report' is based on the findings and 
recommendations of the Integrated Transport Plan, Landscape Concept Plan, 
Ecologically Sustainable Design Strategy, Site Remediation Strategy, Social 
Infrastructure and Housing Assessment, and Physical and Service Infrastructure 
Assessment reports.


S.no Item Refer Section
1 Indicative building heights and setbacks that are generally in 


accordance with the preferred building heights shown in Map 2 – 
Preferred Building Heights and Streetscape Treatments, and in 
Table 1 – Preferred Street Wall Heights and Upper Level Setback


Sections 5.8,5.11


2 Shadow diagrams showing shadow impacts along Rosamond Road, 
between Williamson
Road/Aquatic Drive and the Highpoint Ring Road, between 11am 
and 2pm on 21 June that
demonstrates the preservation of solar access to a minimum of one 
footpath.


Sections 5.12


3 Shadow diagrams showing shadow impacts between 10am to 
3pm on 21 September on all other streets demonstrating the 
preservation of solar access to a minimum of one footpath


Sections 5.13


4 Indicative waste storage and collection points. Refer Transport 
Impact Assessment 
Review Section  5.2


5 Development concept plans including indicative elevations and 
cross sections.


Indicative sections 
and 3D model are 
shown in section 5 
& 6


6 A façade/architectural strategy which provides indicative building 
materials, and treatments, including reflectivity details, throughout 
the precinct


Section 5.8


7 Indicative siting and orientation of buildings having regard to 
passive energy efficiency
techniques and the relevant considerations of Clause 15.01-1 and 
Clause 55 (as appropriate) of the Scheme.


Section 5.7


8
Indicative treatments for key interface areas (e.g. between 
open space areas and proposed development, within existing 
streetscapes, and between residential and non-residential land 
uses and the proposed development)


Section 5 and6


9
Indicative treatments to reduce adverse wind effects on streets, 
internal noise transmission from within and from outside buildings, 
visibility of plant and equipment, reflectivity of glass and other 
relevant matters in the Objectives and Guidelines of this Schedule


Section 5.7,5.8,5.14


10
Any relevant design measures recommended by the Activity Centre 
Design Guidelines (DSE, 2005), the Design Guidelines for Higher 
Density Residential Development (DSE, 2004) and Safer Design 
Guidelines Victoria (Crime Prevention Victoria and DSE, 2005).


Section 5.7


11
Any relevant design measures recommended by the 
Environmentally Sustainable Design Strategy, Transport 
Management Plan and the Site Remediation Strategy (as 
appropriate).


Section 4.4 & 5 


This 'Site Analysis and Design Report ' responds to the design guidelines as identified 
in the DPO17 in the following sections: (Refer Table 1)


Table 1 Site analysis and design report- design guidelines as identified in 
DPO17  source : Maribyrnong Planning Scheme
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2.0 CONTEXT ANALYSIS
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Figure 2 Strategic Context 
Source: Maribyrnong defence site - statement of policy intent, 
June, 2018, p.3


Figure 3 Zones and Overlay Plan 
Source: VicPlan
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HSC is included within the Highpoint Activity Centre (HAC) and subsequently is 
subject to a planning control framework (zoning and overlays) and new local policy 
commensurate with its position within a prominent Activity Centre in Melbourne.  
Specifically, the Centre is subject to the following planning control framework:


 ▪ Commercial 1 Zone (CZ1)
 ▪ Development Plan Overlay, Schedule 17 (DPO17)


Details regarding these controls are described in the Planning Report contained in 
Volume 2. 


2.1 STRATEGIC CONTEXT 
The Highpoint Shopping Centre site is located approximately seven kilometres from 
the Melbourne Central Business District (CBD). It is sited just south of Raleigh Road, 
between Rosamond Road and Warrs Road, and occupies an area of approximately 
28.6 hectares.


The Highpoint Activity Centre has been earmarked for significant urban renewal 
and substantial change and growth, guided by Maribyrnong City Council’s strategic 
planning policy and DPO17.  As the largest landholding in the Highpoint Activity 
Centre, the redevelopment of the Shopping Centre site provides an opportunity to 
transform the Centre is a thriving urban village. 


2.2 ZONES AND OVERLAYS
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Figure 4 Highpoint Activity Centre Framework Plan 
Source :  Maribyrnong planning scheme schedule 17 to 
clause 43.04 Development plan overlay, 27/05/2019 , p.12


Figure 5 Preferred building heights and streetscape treatments 
Source :  Maribyrnong planning scheme schedule 17 to 
clause 43.04 Development plan overlay, 27/05/2019 , p.12


Map 1 to Schedule 17 to Clause 43.04


Highpoint Activity Centre Framework Plan


MARIBYRNONG PLANNING SCHEME


Page 11 of 12


Map 2 to Schedule 17 to Clause 43.04


Preferred Building Heights and Streetscape Treatments


MARIBYRNONG PLANNING SCHEME


Page 12 of 12
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Under the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme’s Municipal Strategic Statement, Highpoint 
Shopping Centre is identified as a Principal Activity Centre within the municipality’s 
Central Activities District. The site represents a significant opportunity for 
commercial, residential and other mixed-use development at a variety of densities. 


Metropolitan planning policy recognises Highpoint-Maribyrnong as an Activity Centre. 
Plan Melbourne has a hierarchy of activity centres, with Metropolitan Activity Centres 
identified as the primary location for future growth, followed by Activity Centres and 
then Neighbourhood Activity Centres. The Planning Policy Framework seeks the 
development of a network of activity centres that are “a focus for business, shopping, 
working leisure and community facilities.” Policy also envisages that activity centre 
will integrate different uses “to provide a mix and level of activity that attracts people, 
creates a safe environment, stimulates interaction and provides a lively community 
focus.”


Local Planning Policy identifies the Highpoint Activity Centre as a “regional centre 
for higher order retail, entertainment and services.” In the future it is envisaged “to 
transform to a vibrant mixed use activity centre with the addition of substantial 
residential development, new enterprises and public realm improvements.”


It is noted that HSC is a crucial part of the Activity Centre and strategically is part 
of a broader Structure Plan that includes mixed use precincts, residential precincts, 
recreation and education, and public use. 


Further information on the Planning and Local Planning Policy Framework and 
particular provisions of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme affecting the site are 
provided in the Planning Report, contained in Volume 2.


2.3 LOCAL PLANNING POLICY 
FRAMEWORK
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Figure 6 Highpoint shopping centre location 
Source: NearMaps
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The subject site is located on elevated area which was previously a quarry site and is 
strategically located between varying land uses.


The northern and eastern edge of the site is predominantly residential with low rise 
detached housing to the north and low-rise townhouses to the east, with a pocket of 
mid to high-rise residential development cluster at the south eastern corner of the 
site. Pipemakers Park, a major open space is accessible from the south east corner, 
which connects further to Maribyrnong River. 


There are significant commercial areas consisting of big box developments and 
smaller warehouses located west of the site. Recreation and educational facilities 
(Maribyrnong College and Maribyrnong Aquatic Centre) are located to the south of the 
site. 


This area has recently been rezoned to Mixed Use Zone, with developments of 
between 10-19 storeys approved or under construction.


The subject site is well connected to the surrounding area. It is bounded by Aquatic 
Drive to the south, Warrs Road to the east and Rosamond Road to the west. Highpoint 
Ring Road is an internal road running along the northern and eastern edge which links 
Rosamond Road to Warrs Road. 


Key features of the neighbourhood include:
 –  A mixed use and neighbourhood with diverse uses that includes variety of 


employment spaces, residential uses, retail, recreational, educational, and 
open space


 – Rosamond Road is the major north south connection and transport corridor 
with a bus route and tram station close to the south-west corner of the site


 – Vast long views of the Melbourne CBD, river to ports, Flemington Racecourse, 
and the Maribyrnong valley 


 – A precinct under transition in terms of land uses and built form outcomes


Further north to the site, at the border of the activity centre is the Maribyrnong 
Defence Site, a former Commonwealth facility and a major redevelopment site under  
Commonwealth Management.


2.4 NEIGHBOURHOOD CONTEXT 
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Figure 7 Existing Urban Form 


Figure 8 Existing Urban Form - view 1 
Source: NearMaps


Figure 9 Existing Urban Form - view 2  
Source: NearMaps
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Figure 10 Emerging Urban Form
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Highpoint Activity Centre and the area around it is witnessing significant urban 
transformation, with several new development that have been approved in recent 
times. The Maribyrnong Defence site to the north of the Highpoint Activity Centre and 
the precincts along Hampstead Road is envisioned to undergo urban renewal in the 
future, which will further drive the transformation of the land use, urban form and 
density of the area. The Highpoint Shopping Centre as the largest site in the Highpoint 
Activity Centre is envisioned to undergo significant urban transformation to become 
a mixed use vibrant precinct in the future and a key catalyst for the transformation of 
the Activity Centre.


2.5 EMERGING URBAN FORM 
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The former use of the site as a quarry is abundantly apparent and has been the 
principal physical determinant of the design and layout of the centre. The centre 
extends over four levels and, due to the land form, Level 3 of the centre is generally at 
grade with Rosamond Road.


The centre is typical of many enclosed shopping centres and is based on a north-
south mall layout. The mall forms the spine of the centre, with major nodes (or anchor 
tenants) located at intervals along the mall.


At-grade car-parking is generally positioned on the periphery of the site, with a range 
of multi-storey car parks dispersed around the site. 


HSC comprises more than 400 specialty stores, entertainment, food and beverage 
uses, office and childcare with a combined leasable floor area of approximately 
155,319 m2.


2.6 SITE ANALYSIS
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Figure 12 Existing pedestrian connectivity
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Figure 13 Cycling Network 
Source :  Maribyrnong City Council, Draft Bicycle Strategy 2019 - 
2029, Quality of existing facilities, November, 2019 , p.57
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DEVELOPMENT PLAN – ACCESS AND MOVEMENT 
OBJECTIVES 
The Development Plan Overlay identifies the following access and movement 
objective relating to improved pedestrian permeability: 


 ▪ To contribute to a new public transport interchange that enables easy exchange 
between travel modes


 ▪ To provide improved cycling connections to and from the enclosed centre
 ▪ To provide for two legible east-west pedestrian routes through the shopping 


centre
 ▪ To provide for eventual greater traffic capacity on the Highpoint Ring Road while 


retaining pedestrian and cyclist connectivity
 ▪ To balance convenient car park access with pedestrian priority on Rosamond Road
 ▪ To provide sufficient loading bays and service roads close to Rosamond Road, 


without comprising the 
 ▪ To improve pedestrian and cyclist connections into and through adjacent open 


space including Pipemakers Park and Robert Barrett Reserve by improving the 
crossing points along Aquatic Drive and the path through Pipemakers Park


 ▪ To establish a safe crossing point from Pipemakers Park to the activity centre


The Development Plan Overlay identifies the following access and movement 
guideline relating to improved pedestrian permeability: 


 ▪ A new north-south internal link should be provided east of Rosamond Road
 ▪ Two new east-west pedestrian links should be created through the precinct 


linking Rosamond Road and Warrs Road, publicly accessible for as long as 
practicable


EXISTING PEDESTRIAN CONNECTIVITY
 – The surrounding residential areas around the subject site enjoy a connected 


pedestrian network typical of suburban residential areas. The pedestrian 
network connections and the Maribyrnong River Shared User Path provides 
connection to significant recreational facilities.


 – The existing arrangement of Rosamond Road (and Gordon Street to a lesser 
extent) act as barriers to pedestrian movements through the network, due to 
the high vehicular volumes and limited safe crossing opportunities.


 – Overall, the Site has a walk score of 93 out of 100 which equates to ‘Walker’s 
Paradise’ (daily errands do not require a car) 


 – There is significant level changes along the existing the pedestrian routes.
 – In line with Development Plan Overlay objectives, the centre and the 


future development  could provide convenient and accessible pedestrian 
connections.


2.7 EXISTING PEDESTRIAN AND 
CYCLING CONNECTIVITY


EXISTING CYCLING CONNECTIVITY
 ▪ The Site is has limited connections to the surrounding bicycle network, with an on-


road bicycle path on Rosamond Road terminating south of site. There are limited 
off-road facilities with a shared user path along Aquatic Drive. ‘Informal’ bicycle 
routes exist around the site, with minimal facilities provided.


 ▪ Williamson Road and sections of Warrs Road are identified as part of the Principal 
Bicycle Network. However, both roads provide poor conditions for cyclists (i.e high 
vehicle volumes, no dedicated road space, poor separation, etc.)


 ▪ An established off-road shared user path network is provided along the 
Maribyrnong River which connects the Site to surrounding catchments. 
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Figure 14 Existing road network
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2.8 ROAD NETWORK AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT
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The site contains approximately 155,000sqm of retail floor 
area, an on-site bus interchange accommodating a total of 8 
bus bays and 7,276 car parking spaces, provided at a rate of 
approximately 4.7 spaces per 100sqm. Vehicle access to the 
site is provided as follows: 


 ▪ Rosamond Road – 2 vehicle access points
 ▪ Aquatic Drive – 3 vehicle access points
 ▪ Warrs Road / Ring Road – 8 vehicle access points (plus 2 


minor loading access points)


Multiple pedestrian access points are provided to the site, 
with signalised crossing points provided on Warrs Road and 
Rosamond Road, zebra crossings are provided on the Ring 
Road and Aquatic Drive.


A bus interchange is located within the site and 
accommodates 8 bus bays servicing 7 bus routes. Access to 
the bus interchange is provided via a signalised intersection 
to Rosamond Road. To the south of the site , the #82 tram 
operates along Rosamond Road to the south of Aquatic Drive 
and then Williamson Road west of Rosamond Road, with the 
nearest stop located at the intersection of Rosamond Road / 
Aquatic Drive. To the north of the site the #57 and #82 tram 
operate along Raleigh Road, with stops located at Rosamond 
Road and Warrs Road servicing the site.
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Figure 17 Centre Level and Access


2.9 CENTRE LEVEL AND ACCESS
Being located over a former quarry, the wider site slopes considerably from+40m (at 
its highest point at S-W corner of site) to +22m (at its lowest point at the N-E corner 
of site ). Consequently, pedestrian access to the HSC can occur at various levels 
depending on ones position to the shopping centre" The three key level in HPSC is 
identified in the three levels as show in the figures above.  These three key level 
are identified as the main level for pedestrian access and access to the various car 
parking structures and servicing areas located around the site. Of these three levels 
Level 3 identified as the main "ground level". East west pedestrian links through the 
site  will require internal level changes  through these levels. 


LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3
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Description


Description


urban design & planning
Highpoint Town Centre Masterplan


Page �4


2.3.3 Views
Long views are obtained from this area across the Maribyrnong River valley to Ascot Vale, 
Aberfeldie as well as along the river to Melbourne’s CBD and Port area.


View to CityView along river to Ports


Views of Maribyrnong Valley


View to Flemington Racecourse


�.� Existing Conditions


View of City from Existing Southern Foodcourt Terrace


View of City from North East Carpark


Views from Highpoint


View of Maribyrnong Valley


View to the City


View along river to Thompson Reserve


Thompson Reserve


Figure 18 Site views


Figure 19 Significant views from site  
Source: Highpoint Town Centre Master plan, 
GPT, April, 2008, p.24


2.10 VIEW ANALYSIS
The site is located on higher land with significant view of the surrounding area. From 
the south-east corner of the site there are views to the east and south-east towards 
Maribyrnong river and Thompson Reserve, the Melbourne CBD, piers, and Flemington 
Racecourse. To the north and north-west there is views to the Maribyrnong Valley.
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Age group Existing population  /% of 
distribution


Projected 2041 population 
/ %


Projected residential population in 
Highpoint


Based on Census in North 
Precinct (2016)


Based on Population 
and household forecasts 
(2016-2041)


Reference to proposed 
development plan and % of age 
distribution from census (2016)


3,057/


14.6%


6,357/


14.3%


1,130/


14.3%


3,357/


16%


6,916/


15.5%


1,230/


15.5%


5,329/


25.5%


10,426/


23.4%


1,860/


23.4%


6,601/


31.6%


13,808/


31.1%


2,470/


31.1%


2,578 


12.4%


6,965/


15.8%


1,250/


15.8%


TOTAL 20,923 44,472 7,940
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Figure 20 Existing and forecast population 
Source: Census of Population and Housing (2016)


Table 2 Existing and forecast population


2.11 DEMOGRAPHIC OVERVIEW
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3.0 VISION & STRATEGIES
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Highpoint Masterplan - Vision


To create a compact, highly accessible and distinctive 
place that provides regional high quality living, working 
and recreation opportunities around a prominent town 
plaza with new development that respects the area's 
spectacular setting and proximity to the Maribyrnong River. 


Redevelopment will reinforce the centre's significant 
regional retail role and will accommodate quality housing 
suitable for the projected demographics, new local retailing 
to complement the existing large format retailing, office 
based business at different scales, including affordable 
employment opportunities, improved vehicle, pedestrian 
and cycle connectivity and plentiful green spaces.


VISION AND STRATEGIES


3.1 VISION AND OBJECTIVES


3.2 SUSTAINABILITY AMBITION
SET A MARKET “WORLD LEADERSHIP” BENCHMARK IN 
SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY IN THE 
BUILT ENVIRONMENT, INCLUDING: 


 ▪ A precinct with enhanced connectivity to mass public transit. 
 ▪ A culturally vibrant community that facilitates engagement with cultural diversity, 


identity, heritage with a “sense of place” 
 ▪ A safe and resilient community that is both inclusive and cohesive, creating 


conditions for equal opportunity. 
 ▪ Community health and well-being facilitated by walkable access to amenities, 


access to affordable fresh food, access to green spaces promoting physical 
exercise, biophilic design and optimal ambient conditions. 


 ▪ Adoption of environmentally sustainable design and construction practices which 
contribute to reductions in waste, water and energy consumption as well as 
greenhouse gas emissions


GPT WISHES TO ACHIEVE THE FOLLOWING OUTCOMES 
IN ALL BUILDINGS AND DEVELOPMENTS: 


 ▪ Consistently reliable and compliant internal comfort conditions whilst optimising 
property environmental performance. 


 ▪ Minimisation of energy, water and gas consumption allowing for the achievement 
of the most efficient operating conditions and highest environmental rating 
possible. 


 ▪ Minimisation of waste to landfill by the maximising of recycling during demolition, 
construction and operation. 


 ▪ Optimised use of recycled materials in construction and recyclability at end of 
lifecycle
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Figure 21 Design Principles: Urban Structure


3.3 DESIGN APPROACH
The design approach sets the urban structure design principles 
for the development. It provides the conceptual framework 
to envisage the transformation of the HPSC into a mixed-use 
centre, that retains its vital role as a regional destination and 
strengthens its local connections in its role and urban form. 


The key strategies identified to guide the transformation are: 


1.MIXED USE PRECINCT
 ▪ Diversify land uses to create a mixed-use town centre, 


including new jobs and houses
 ▪ Precinct framed by commercial, residential, mixed use and 


variety of open space connection around the existing retail 
core


2.LINKED SPACES
 ▪ Promote E-W, and N-S pedestrian connection through the 


site 
 ▪ Develop a permeable network of pedestrian movement 


across the site including access via the internal shopping 
centre and having regards to significant levels changes 
across the site


 ▪ Internal and external through site pedestrian connections 
linking key spaces.


 ▪ Provide for quality landscape treatments in key interfaces 
and in new open spaces to enhance the public realm 
experience and utilisation


3.KEY ROUTES
 ▪ Key connections and routes for movement through the site.
 ▪ Promote accessibility of the site from public transport and 


explore the improvement of bus interchange to improve 
exchange between public travel modes


4.WAY FINDING - BUILT FORM
 ▪ Create a legible urban structure with varied built form and 


heights providing visual diversity and interest, whilst being 
responsive to key views and vistas of the site.


 ▪  Clustering of built form and height to ensure  site legibility 
and wayfinding across and help establish varying precincts 
and distinctive identity to places in the development.


Retail 


Residential


Mixed Use


Commercial


Internal Links


Peripheral ring


Key public accessible open spaces


Key internal spaces


Internal movement  


Key pedestrian corridor


Through site movement routes


New bus interchange


Precinct scale landmark


Key feature entrance points


Local scale landmark


Views- local 


Views- from external 


**
*
*


1.MIXED PRECINCT 2.LINKED SPACES 3.KEY ROUTES 4.WAYFINDING - BUILT FORM
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3.4 KEY DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The Design Principles aim to provide place making strategy that incorporates the 
sustainability objectives to transform Highpoint Shopping Centre site into a vibrant 
mixed-use centre. The key design guidelines for Highpoint Shopping Centre responds 
to the thematic objectives of Precinct 6 of the Highpoint Planning and UDF:


 ▪ Land Use
 ▪ Built form 
 ▪ Access, movement 
 ▪ Open space and community infrastructure


Each of the above principles will be elaborated on in the following sections of this 
report.


PRINCIPLES: LAND USE


 ▪ The existing retail and entertainment function of the precinct will be reinforced and bolstered by a diversification of land uses 
across the site


 ▪ Diversify land uses to create a mixed-use town centre that integrate other appropriate uses, including as accommodation, 
commercial, and other employment and community uses. 


 ▪ Focus employment and community uses to areas with greatest public transport access, including Rosamond Road and Aquatic 
Drive. 


 ▪ Encourage the provision of affordable, creative workspaces. 
 ▪ Encourage the delivery of community-based land uses including aged care, childcare and community space. 
 ▪ Provide a mixture of residential uses and a diversity of housing typologies across the site.  Examples of accommodation uses 


may include student accommodation, aged care, residential hotel, serviced apartments, and build-to-rent. 
 ▪ Facilitate sharing of parking facilities between different uses within the site for efficiency. 
 ▪ Expand the cultural and community uses that will facilitate the diverse needs of future residents, workers and visitors.
 ▪ Create a central community civic space that provides 7 day a week neighbourhood destination.
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PRINCIPLES: BUILT FORM


 ▪ Locate higher development internally and to the Rosamond Road and Central Precincts, and the River Gateway. Higher 
development should be well set back from site boundaries to minimise external amenity impacts. 


 ▪ Create a legible urban form across the external site precincts, to improve legibility and wayfinding. 
 ▪ Create built form variety and interest through a diversity of built form shapes, heights and typologies that respond to their 


predominant use and precinct characteristic
 ▪ Create a series of defining precincts through differentiating the predominate uses, architectural character, and form to add 


variety and interest to the sense of place.
 ▪ Clustering of taller built forms with careful consideration, which step down towards sensitive interfaces. 
 ▪ Built form adjacent to existing low scale residential zones should be appropriately scaled and have a reasonable separation 


from the property boundary. 
 ▪ Facing towers should have appropriate separation. 
 ▪ Optimise passive climate control opportunities, for example by allowing for north facing windows and cross-ventilation. 
 ▪ Provide awnings or other shelter in areas where there are likely to be high volumes of pedestrians congregating or walking, such 


as near key transport nodes and main building entries. 
 ▪ Provide active frontages where possible along Rosamond Road & Aquatic Drive and along parts of the internal street network 


which are likely to attract the highest volumes of pedestrian traffic. 
 ▪ Provision of active frontages is to be balanced with car parking and other servicing needs, and respond to retail demand for 


ground space, avoiding long-term vacancies. Sleeving of car parking with other uses such as residential, office or retail is 
encouraged where possible. If not sleeved, new car parking should feature a quality cladding treatment. 


 ▪ Where ground floor dwellings face the street, individual entrances are encouraged, particularly if accommodating long-term 
residents. 


 ▪ Manage wind impacts through building design that helps deliver comfortable conditions within the public realm.
 ▪ Application for buildings over 40m in height should be accompanied by a wind assessment, demonstrating how acceptable wind 


conditions are maintained in the public realm. 
 ▪ Design and orient buildings to optimise direct sunlight to the town plaza between 10am and 2pm on 21 September, where 


possible.
 ▪ Design buildings to provide a positive and visually interesting interface to open spaces, maximising active frontages where 


possible and limiting the impact of blank walls and service areas.
 ▪ Buildings should include high quality design, materials and finishes
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PRINCIPLES: ACCESS AND MOVEMENT


 ▪ Maximise permeability and public access through legible and coherent connections. Improve site permeability through a 
network of pedestrian movement across the site, including access via the internal shopping centre and having regard to 
significant level changes across the site. 


 ▪ Adopt parking and servicing strategies to avoid conflicts with core pedestrian and cycle routes.
 ▪ Relocate the existing bus interchange to better interface with surrounding uses and improve exchange between public travel 


modes. 
 ▪ The hierarchy of internal streets and paths should provide for two pedestrian routes running east-west (partly internal), 


connecting the site to the external footpath network and surrounding open spaces. 
 ▪ New streets and paths within the site should be legible and support ease of wayfinding. 
 ▪ Enhanced pedestrian and cyclist connections to nearby key destinations, such as the Maribyrnong River, tram stops and 


recreation facilities. 
 ▪ Provide for the potential duplication of Highpoint Ring Road to the redevelopment of the Highpoint Shopping Centre site and the 


downgrading of Rosamond Road (as a traffic route). Prioritise vehicle movements to Warrs Road and Aquatic Drive and minimise 
vehicle accesses and provide only low turnover parking along Rosamond Road.


 ▪ Adopt a transport modal hierarchy that prioritises active and public transport options over private vehicle travel. 
 ▪ Support active travel choices, for example by integrating end of trip facilities in commercial office buildings 
 ▪ Provide safe and convenient bicycle parking and end of trip facilities that can be directly accessed from existing and future 


cycling routes. Provide bicycle parking in excess of the minimum statutory requirements. 
 ▪ Provide car parking at rates less than the existing minimum statutory car parking requirement, particularly seeking 


opportunities for shared parking between uses. 
 ▪ Support the conversion of Rosamond Road into a transit street, by locating new higher traffic generating car parking facilities so 


they are accessed via the Ring Road instead. 
 ▪ Implementation of travel plan initiatives, via Green Travel Plans required for each development stage, to encourage future 


residents, employees and visitors to use alternate modes to private vehicle.
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PRINCIPLES: OPEN SPACE AND COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE


 ▪ Provide one "Small Local" open space easily accessible from Rosamond Road. As defined in Maribyrnong Open Space 
Strategy, it should be a minimum of 20m wide and 0.05 hectares in size. 


 ▪ Provide a series of privately owned, but publicly accessible open spaces throughout the site, which are suitable for a range 
of uses. Consider the use of formal agreements to ensure that public access is reasonably provided to privately owned and 
managed open spaces.


 ▪ Provide high quality public open spaces that knit the precincts together and connects them to the broader region
 ▪ Create distinct streetscapes and landscaping that respond to the different neighbourhoods characteristics. Maintain the 


landscape buffer on the northern side of the ring road to provide separation to surrounding residential areas. Further 
landscaping on the southern side of the ring road should be provided where possible. 


 ▪ Encourage communal open spaces such as podium rooftop gardens or courtyards that are well integrated with residential 
uses. 


 ▪ Publicly accessible spaces should be designed with consideration for Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design 
(CPTED) principles. 


 ▪ Integration of Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) is encouraged. 
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Figure 22 Precinct Plan
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The Development Plan is divided across six precincts with 4 
key precincts . The precincts help to create a unique identity 
and character for the Highpoint Urban Village.  Through 
a series of defining neighbourhoods with differentiating 
predominant uses, architectural character and form, adding 
variety and interest and creating a sense of place. The location 
and objectives of each precinct are detailed below:


4 KEY PRECINCTS


Precinct 1: Northern Residential Edge
 ▪ Residential led with new frontage to Highpoint ring road
 ▪ Provide residential along the Highpoint Ring Road 
 ▪ Utilise Highpoint Ring Road for access to Highpoint 


Shopping Centre developments and reduce traffic 
pressures on Rosamond Road (as a traffic route). 


 ▪ Promote active ground floor uses and activated public 
space where appropriate


Precinct 2: River Gateway
 ▪ Promote a residential led mixed-use development with 


retail and parking 
 ▪ Create active open space interface around the entry to the 


Shopping Centre 
 ▪ Incorporate retail related parking within the developments 


reducing visual impacts and improving streetscape 
interface 


 ▪ Improve access to open space and amenity


Precinct 3: Rosamond Road
 ▪ Commercial led mixed use providing continuous built form 


and frontage onto Rosamond Road that provides variety of 
employment spaces such as commercial offices and hotel 


 ▪ Help to strengthen Rosamond Road street hierarchy. 
 ▪ Ensure a Rosamond Road street-edge that has regular 


visual break through open spaces as well as pedestrian 
and vehicular links 


 ▪ Explore potential public transport interchange in proximity 
to Rosamond Road and the future town centre  


3.5 PRECINCTS
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HIGHPOINT MIXED USE URBAN VILLAGE 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN - PRECINCT 
LEVEL


Highpoint Ring Road


Precinct 4: Central Lifestyle
 ▪ Mixed use led town heart with community uses, 


commercial, residential and parking and new retail street 
and town plaza


 ▪ Street level activation through retail and intermixed 
frontages


 ▪ Provide an active public open space interface that links to 
Rosamond Road  


Other Precincts: 
While the most significant change is anticipated around the 
outer edge of the site, the Development Plan also provides 
for the enhancement of the existing Retail Centre asset, and 
retention / development of a green edge to the northern part of 
the site. 


Internal Central Retail
 ▪ Encourage retail and entertainment-based uses consistent 


with the continued operation of the Highpoint Shopping 
Centre


 ▪ Promote east-west connections by enhancing the Shopping 
Centre entrances with active open spaces and plazas 
that are strengthened by pedestrian connection to the 
surroundings


 ▪ Internal reconfigurations and enhancements to the centre


Green Edge
 ▪ Green corridor with new Highpoint Ring road north  and 


Warrs Road eastern 


Additional detail on the 4 Key Precincts is provided in Section 6 
of this report.
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Figure 23 Development Plan
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Illustrative proposed building envelopes


 Ground level open space


Podium communal open space


Courtyard frontage 


Existing retail in Highpoint shopping mall


Refurbished and additional retail in 
Highpoint shopping mall


Extension of supporting retail areas


Ground level retail led frontage


Ground level residential led frontage


Ground level commercial led frontage


Ground level inter-mixed frontage


Potential void infill opportunity


Major pedestrian access


Major vehicle access


Proposed bus interchange


Indicative future bus interchange extension 
zone


Key pedestrian priority link (External)


Pedestrian connection (Internal)


Vehicle connection


Potential future road link


# No. of storeys of built form (from the ground/
street level)


# No. of storeys at podium level


Note: Refer to Appendix for Development Plan by level
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Figure 24 Development Plan in context
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4.0 LAND USE AND STAGING
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Table 3 Land Use Summary


New Residential Community  


(Assume 2.2 person per household)


6,550


Working occupation of commercial space


(Assume 15.4 m2 per worker)


9,640


The Development Plan will create an exciting mixed use urban village with a wide 
range of land uses, including residential, commercial and retail. 


Land uses nominated are as ‘preferred land uses’. Land uses are preferred, however 
final land uses proposed in each permit application must be in accordance with 'as 
of right' or permissible uses within the Commercial 1 Zone, as well as responding to 
market demand.


Key features of the development include:
 ▪ Residential


 – Dwellings, comprising a mix of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom dwellings)
 – Combination of a range of residential typologies such as Build-to-Rent, 


residential hotel, student accommodation, short-stay accommodation, 
serviced apartments etc. contributing to a diversity of accommodation options 
within the municipality. 


 – Affordable housing
 ▪ Employment opportunities, including commercial office spaces and affordable 


employment offerings
 ▪ High quality amenity for residents
 ▪ Retail and local community services
 ▪ High quality public open space network, with a combination of passive and more 


active open space opportunities
 ▪ Social infrastructure opportunities identified are namely: a kindergarten (that 


can potentially be part of an integrated children and family hub), a youth centre 
(that can potentially be co-located with a library to offer an integrated learning 
hub or co-located with disability services for youths and young adults), an indoor 
recreation space, aged care facility, an arts studio or a community arts centre.


The following table provides an approximate breakdown of the land uses and 
their respective floor areas and / or quantities across the precinct. The details and 
quantum of these uses will be resolved during future planning permit applications.


4.1 OVERVIEW OF LAND USE Land use Total GFA Total no, of 
dwellings 
(Approximate)


Total no. of 
hotel rooms 
(Approximate)


Total car park provided


New development


Residential 309,280m2 2,977


-Commercial 147,388m2


-Retail (additional) 72,095 m2


Residential Hotel 8,390 m2 151


Community 10,490m2 -


Subtotal of New Development 564,060 m2


Retail


Existing retail GFA to be retained  
(exclude refurbished)


126,990 m2


- -


Existing retail  GFA to be refurbished 15,000 m2


Existing retail GFA to be removed 13,970 m2


Total 675,686m2 2,977 151 8.836


 


Assumption for residential unit sizes:


Average apartment:80m2


Average townhouse/maisonette: 120m2
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Figure 25 Preferred Land Use 
Plan
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4.2 PREFERRED LAND USE PLAN


Preferred land uses plan identifies the proposed ‘preferred land use’ allocation 
across the site. Land uses are preferred, however final land uses proposed in each 
permit application must be in accordance with 'as of right' or permissible uses within 
the Commercial 1 Zone, as well as responding to market demand
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Figure 26 Proposed Staging Plan


4.3 FLEXIBLE DEVELOPMENT 
PLAN


4.4 DEVELOPMENT STAGING


FLEXIBILITY OF THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Full development of the Highpoint Urban Mixed Use Village in accordance with 
the Development Plan is expected to occur over a long period of time, in excess 
of 30 years. The benefit of a holistic review of the site, is that permit applications 
coming forward contribute to a greater vision for the site understanding of the site's 
development capacity, rather than as a piecemeal approach.


Accordingly, this Development Plan has been prepared to provide flexibility around 
particular components and seeks to avoid being overly prescriptive. It provides a 
general framework for the long-term development of the Highpoint Urban Village 
site, in a manner which is consistent with the City of Maribyrnong’s vision and design 
objectives for urban renewal of the Highpoint Activity Centre. In particular, it is noted:


 ▪ Land uses –a land use summary has been prepared of anticipated land uses, 
noting their strategic location to public transport, location within the broader 
Activity Centre, as well as exposure. It is further noted that the entire site is 
located within the Commercial 1 Zone, which provides a highly flexible range of 
land uses which are ‘as of right’ or permit required. Each permit application will 
include proposed land uses, responding to market and community demands for 
space as the Highpoint Activity Centre evolves.


 ▪ Building Forms and Design Typologies – the Highpoint Urban Village has been 
designed to create a legible and walkable urban grid across the site. Block and 
massing are created as building envelope forms based around perimeter block 
typologies. However, this does not exclude other building forms and design, which 
are generally in accordance with these forms, such as podium-tower forms or 
further breaking converging tower forms into smaller towers, which may respond 
to wind conditions, outlook, tenant requirements and amenity enhancements.


 ▪ Building Heights – buildings heights have been presented in storeys, which are 
calculated from the natural ground level at or near each building and exclude 
basements and part exposed basements. As the site has a number of very low 
spots, from its quarry past, these levels are considered basement or lower 
ground. Heights are calculated on 4m floor to ceiling for commercial uses and 3.1 
m floor to ceiling for accommodation uses. Final land use configurations within a 
building may result in some variations to final heights. 


 ▪ Development Capacity and Gross Floor Area – development summaries and yield 
estimates have been based on preferred land uses and building forms. As each 
building is designed and shaped, there may be variations in development capacity, 
and the GFA is not intended to be a mandatory maximum.


 ▪ Car parking Requirements – as future patterns of private car usage are expected 
to change over time, an approach has been adopted to allow for flexibility to 
reduce car parking rates over time, as usage patterns change. 


STAGING PLAN
Whilst the timing and the development may vary depending on various regulatory, 
market uptake and the need to ensure appropriate management of the site; it is 
anticipated the development plan will be delivered as illustrated as shown in the 
indicative staging plan and timeline. 


The development of the Highpoint Shopping Centre is envisaged to occur in three 
broad stages


Short Term (0-10 years)
The development in the short term focuses on catalyst projects in strategic areas 
in the site without adversely impacting the operation of the current shopping centre 
functions. Development targets to introduce a various mix of uses such as residential, 
and commercial within this stage.


For clarity, in addition to the ‘short term’ areas shown in the Figure 26, it is proposed 
to deliver the community/library space with this timeframe (0-10) years. Given four 
potential locations for the space have been identified, the community/library space is 
not specifically highlighted on the Proposed Staging Plan.


Medium Term (10-20 years)
 With the uptake of the development in the initial years, in the medium-term, the 
development focus will be along Rosamond Road and the public realm interface to the 
Shopping Centre from Rosamond Road. This stage will see provision of commercial 
office spaces, and the bus interchange relocation.  


Long Term (20-30 years)
 In the long term, Highpoint Shopping Centre is envisaged to undergo a major 
redevelopment to achieve the overall vision and objectives of the development plan 
for Highpoint to be a vibrant mixed use centre with variety of ‘live, work and play’ 
opportunities. 


Open Space
Open spaces are expected to be delivered to support increases in resident and worker 
populations over time, in conjunction with needs assessments as development occurs 
within each stage.
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5.0  URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINES 
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The design guidelines for Highpoint Urban Village responds to the strategic role of 
the precinct to achieve a vibrant mixed use development that is well connected to the 
larger Highpoint Activity Centre. The guidelines encourage the transition of Highpoint 
from a retail and entertainment centre into a precinct that has a diverse functions and 
uses. 


The guidelines for Highpoint Urban Village aims to foster a safe and convenient 
community interaction between the future residents, workers and visitors. The 
guideline will assist in creating places that are accessible and well connected, safe 
and accommodating, as well as diverse. It encourages variety in the built form and 
open space offering, which are enjoyable, engaging and comfortable. 


 The guidelines is consistent with the vision of the  Development Plan: “to create a 
compact, highly accessible and distinctive place that provide regional high-quality 
living, working and recreation opportunities around a prominent town centre with 
new development that respects the area's spectacular setting and proximity to the 
Maribyrnong River


5.1 PURPOSE OF THE URBAN 
DESIGN GUIDELINES


5.2  RELEVANT DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS


The Development Plan design guidelines, along with the individual Precinct Guidelines 
have been developed with reference to: 


 ▪ Development Plan Overlay Schedule 17 (DPO17) 
 ▪ The Highpoint Planning and Urban Design Framework 
 ▪ Better Apartment Design Standards for Victoria 
 ▪ Urban Design Guidelines for Victoria 


Relevant components of these guidelines will be considered in future planning permit 
applications. The guidelines also integrates relevant design measures recommended 
by supporting documents:


 – Planning Report 
 – Transport Plan 
 – Landscape and Public Realm Concept Plan
 – Environmentally Sustainable Design Strategy
 – Social Infrastructure Report
 – Services and Infrastructure Report
 – Site Remediation Strategy
 – Site Analysis and Design Report


The guidelines assist decision making and are intended for use by those initiating 
urban development and public realm works.  While there are many ways to achieve 
the Development Plan objectives other than through the response described in these 
guidelines; any future development that believes the guidelines should not apply, 
should be able to express clear reasons why and put forward and alternative way to 
meet the UDF objectives.


The Guidelines have been established to deliver high quality building and landscape 
domain outcomes through the transformation of the site, across all uses and 
densities.


The purpose of the Guidelines is to translate the urban design principles and urban 
design framework into objectives and guidelines that will ensure future development 
achieves high quality design and design excellence distributing parks throughout the 
site.


The guidelines address three broad themes under which various elements are 
addressed:


Urban Structure
It ensures a urban form that is well scaled, legible and promotes easy wayfinding as 
well as distinctive character areas


Built form Guidelines:
It addresses strategies to create an accessible, permeable, and functional 
development of block and streets to ensure a high quality and sustainable 
development 


Public realm and Landscape Guidelines:
It focus on creating space and places that are accessible, safe, engaging to the various 
users of the site, visitors as well as the larger community.


Access and movement Guidelines:
It ensures that the variety of movement network and systems and the land use, 
built form support each other to form an integrated movement network through the 
development . 


The Guidelines are structured into objectives and guidelines to be addressed within 
each of these elements.
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Figure 28 Overall Development Urban Form


Figure 27 Design Principles: Urban Structure
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5.3 URBAN STRUCTURE GUIDELINES
OBJECTIVES


 ▪ To enhance the character of the Highpoint Shopping Centre and its surrounds 
particularly those elements that contribute to a sense of place and identity.


 ▪ To ensure development permeability throughout the precinct 
 ▪ To reinforce the future desired structure and character of the area by 


arrangement of the built form.


GUIDELINES
 ▪ Ensure each development within the precinct is responsive to its context and 


promotes clear and legible access, views, circulation and public realm interface
 ▪ Built form and public realm enhancements should inform wayfinding and legibility 


through building articulation, massing scale, setback, frontages 
 ▪ Ensure existing shopping centre is refurbished to strengthen its regional position 


as a retail destination and is well integrated with the proposed new developments
 ▪ Introduce a variety of compact mix of commercial and residential developments to 


wrap around the existing shopping centre and allow for a built form interfaces and 
transition to the surrounding urban context. 


 ▪ Enhance existing and develop new external north-south and east-west pedestrian 
connections through the site that is accessible and is suitably completed by 
footpaths for safe use


 ▪ Enhance internal north-south and east-west pedestrian connections through the 
Shopping Centre which links to shopping centre entrances and public open spaces


 ▪ Primary communal outdoor open space should receive a minimum of two hours 
of sunlight between 9am and 3pm on 21 June (refer Better Apartment Design 
Standards)


 ▪ The typical urban block is generally under 100m (where possible) to minimise 
extensive street walls and create walkable open spaces. Variety within the street 
edge condition and built form arrangement within the block in also introduced to 
ensure visual permeability and variety of built form.


 ▪ Ensure Variety in the urban form is achieved through arrangement of buildings 
blocks and height to achieve a compact mixed use precinct with various building 
typologies.


 ▪ Ensure building height and articulation strategy enhance the views from the site 
at key site corners


 ▪ Articulate buildings within the site to support wayfinding and legibility, establish 
visual links and create city level as well as local landmarks. 
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Figure 29 Permeability Plan Aquatic Drive
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5.4 PERMEABILITY AND CONNECTIVITY
The Development Plan aims to create a well connected and permeable movement system that ensures 
better pedestrian connection within the site and with the surrounding areas. The site has inherent movement 
challenges created by the changing levels and a centrally located retail core. Adapting with these challenges the 
Development Plan proposes various through site connections some of which are facilitated through built form. 
Better site permeability for pedestrians for the E-W connection also takes advantage of the extended operating 
hours. Similarly, new North-South connections are also proposed ensuring more extensive through the site 
movement network. 


East West Connections 
 ▪ Multiple  pedestrian through connections have been provided along the Rosamond Road frontage. This will 


ensure better connection to the surroundings. 
 ▪ Two key through site connections facilitated through existing built form are provided. These connections 


combine external as well as internal circulation and are bookmarked by public open spaces on either end. 
One of the E-W connection is proposed from the Town Plaza to the NE Plaza . The secondary through site 
E-W connection allows pedestrians to connect further to Pipemakers Park via the Rivergateway precinct. 
The connections are illustrated in the sections in Figure 30 & 31. This generally follows the alignment of the 
existing east-west connection through the entertainment and late night activity area known as ‘The Junction’ 
which is open between 6.45am and 12am for 7 days. This existing and future enhanced connection provides 
safe and accessible pedestrian route through the centre directly connecting to the Town Plaza and future bus 
interchange (aligning with 99% of bus services).


 ▪ Additional enhanced E-W connections through the site and externally along the Aquatic Drive to the south and  
along the Highpoint Ring Road to the north are provided.


 ▪ The legibility of east-west connections through the existing retail centre  will be enhanced through a 
combination of elements including signage, paving/ground marking treatments, internal nodes or landmarks. 
The way finding strategy will be integrated with stages of development and refined to respond to the layout 
and design of the site and emerging technologies.


North South Connections:
 ▪ New North South connection parallel to the Rosamond Road is provided via  the new Little Rosamond Road  
 ▪ A new pedestrian north south connection along the retail edge will help activate the ground place and create 


a new active destination in the precinct
 ▪ Better connection to the south of Aquatic Drive to Robert Barrett Reserve is proposed that with multiple 


locations to connect to the precinct
 ▪ Enhanced pedestrian connection along Warrs Road is proposed 
 ▪ Internal N-S connections through the shopping centre is also further enhanced to ensure better pedestrian 


access to the various users 
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Figure 30  Site Section A - illustrates E-W connections through Town plaza (walking distance 500m)


Figure 31  Site Section B - illustrates E-W connections through Rivergateway (walking distance 580m)
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Figure 32 Indicative Active Frontage Plan


5.5 ACTIVE FRONTAGE
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Retail led Frontage is mainly activated by retail shops and food and beverage where 
possible


Residential led
Frontage is mainly activated by residential terrace, maisonette with windows, 
front doors and private frontage gardens and residential lobby communal 
entries and residential services


Commercial led Frontage is mainly activated by front doors, ground level commercial space 
and commercial lobby entries.


Inter-mixed


Frontage is activated by general mixed use frontage including smaller retail 
shops, commercial space and lobby entries, car park entries, residential 
lobbies,communal entries, residential frontages as well as  service entrances 
and blank façades in certain locations


Existing retail in Highpoint shopping mall


Refurbished and additional retail in Highpoint shopping mall


New development podium


To ensure a vibrant ground plane a variety of Active Frontage strategies has been adopted as part of the 
Development Plan. The Active Frontage strategy ensure that the public realm and ground plane interface 
between the development and the open spaces are pedestrian friendly, safe and have a distinct character to 
the areas. 


Four 'Active Frontage' types have been identified for the site depending on the land use at the ground 
plane.  The type of active frontage is guided by the character of the existing adjacent context and intended 
character of the precinct. 


It is noted that the predominate active frontages are indicative only, and the final configuration at the permit 
application stage will respond to the context and opportunities at the time of application, in accordance 
with the Commercial 1 Zone requirements.


The development Plan identifies residential led active frontage along the Highpoint Ring Road to ensure 
a residential future character for the site interface. Within this character context and the specified ‘Active 
Frontage’ types, Rosamond Road should be encouraged to have a mix of active uses, subject to tenant 
requirements and emerging Rosamond Road Character. The Central Lifestyle area has a mixed-use 
character with retail led frontage at the periphery of the existing retail core as well as some residential led 
frontages along the smaller streets. 


The interface to Aquatic Drive is recognised as an important external east-west connection with 
opportunities for improvement. Within the Active Frontage types specified below, development will seek 
to encourage and support activation where possible. Improved or enhanced levels of activation may be 
explored in response to changes in land use and development on the southern side of Aquatic Drive. 


Key open spaces are ensured to have more retail and mixed led frontages to ensure spill out of ground level 
activities to support the activation of these open spaces. 
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Figure 33 Active frontage exemplars


 Broadgate Centre, London


Barangaroo, Sydney


Harold Park, Sydney


King Street, Brisbane


400 George Street, Brisbane
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Quest Serviced Apartments, Wests Rd Highpoint
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Figure 34 Typical block typology


Figure 35 Block Structure


5.6 BLOCK STRUCTURE
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The structure of the urban blocks rationalises the current road network and transform 
it into a gridded street pattern that extends from the surrounding context into the 
retail core and promotes walkability and site permeability. The block structure layout 
ensures integration of the Highpoint Mixed Use Urban Village with the larger Activity 
Centre, by promoting seamless movements of pedestrian and ensuring legibility and 
easy wayfinding in the development.


Whilst urban block sizes are associated with the functions and land uses, variety of 
blocks sizes have been provided to ensure diverse precinct character and to mitigate 
standardised and uniform urban built outcomes.


Block sizes in average range from 30-90m. The maximum frontage length of a 
building should not exceed 65 m without adequate building articulation. Where a 
development site frontage is in excess of 65m in length, two or more buildings with 
different architectural expressions should be developed to front the street or public 
domain with  adequate building break above the podium for the full height of the 
building. This provision would also allow for  opportunities to develop significant 
architectural diversity.


Adequate separation 


Architectural 
expression 


opportunity


36m
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Figure 36 Building block exemplars


Emerald Gardens, Wembley, UK


Arden Gardens, Melbourne


Harold Park, Sydney


BUILDING BLOCK EXEMPLARS


MEDIUM RISE PERIMETER BLOCK TYPOLOGY WITH GARDEN 
LEVEL PODIUM AND INTEGRATED HIGHER BUILT FORM
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5.7 BUILT FORM AND GUIDELINES


OBJECTIVES
 ▪ The building envelopes are developed for the sites within the various precincts 


that allow for a ‘general envelope control’ and allow ample room for articulation 
and modulation of buildings within those envelopes to ensure architectural 
flexibility and ample design exploration opportunities. Built form massing 
and articulation is fundamental to the desired future character and identity of 
streetscapes and the development lots. 


 ▪ To ensure new development is well integrated with the existing buildings and 
responds to the surrounding context


 ▪ To provide internal and external streets, site links and public realm


GUIDELINES


Building siting and layout
 ▪ Determine podium, mid-ride and high-rise building forms. Building heights that are 


coherent to the wider Highpoint master plan, so that the built environment plays a 
positive role in signifying locations of visual importance or urban activity, place-
making and landmark identity. 


 ▪ Building heights should be determined by shadow analysis to ensure good access 
of sunlight to both private habitable areas and public open space, as well as 
providing all building within the master plan views toward open space. 


 ▪ The buildings within the block are arranged with consideration for siting, 
orientation and internal layouts to minimise adverse wind impact on the public 
realm, maintain privacy, optimise solar heating and lighting across private and 
public spaces, and promote passive surveillance and safety. 


 ▪ Building tiers and heights are varied to create visual interest through a dynamic 
skyline. 


 ▪ Protect existing views and new views to and from site


Built form and scale
 ▪ Provide appropriate building separation to protect privacy and solar access to 


private and public spaces. Building forms sited to ensure access to sunlight 
between adjoining building and open spaces, optimise opportunity for view lines 
and outlook, visual and acoustic privacy, the quality of internal living space, the 
amenity of private open space and the sense of pedestrian scale and amenity 
within the public realm and surrounding interfaces.


 ▪ Orientate building to maximise façade in sunlight at winter solstice and minimise 
overshadowing, and better address solar access to open space areas.


 ▪ To ensure the building scale and form supports the context and preferred 
character setbacks and street walls are used to frame the street space or public 
realm. 


 ▪ The maximum tower length should not exceed 65 metres without significant 
modulation.


 ▪ Definition of key streets by 6-8 storey street walls (height depending on the use) 
with towers orientated above the street wall to maximise solar access to public 
and private spaces and habitable rooms, maximise views and to minimise wind 
down draft.


 ▪ Height is measured from the fronting street level. 
 ▪ Floor to floor allowance of 3.1m for residential, with additional height considered 


for ground floor and top levels; and minimum of 4m height allowance for retail 
and commercial spaces.


 ▪ Consider location for plant and light over run – keep compact and unobstructed. 


Building Setbacks
 ▪ Establish common building line with continuity of frontages, local character and 


provide definition and enclosure to public realm and streetscape.
 ▪ Setback upper levels of tall buildings or use a podium and tower form to create a 


pedestrian scale at street level.
 ▪ Maintain a prominent building line and urban edge along most non-residential 


streets to increase the ability of a building to interact with the public realm, while 
also providing primacy and activity to streets.


 ▪ Buildings that face open space to create frame the space, help create identity and 
increase passive surveillance  


 ▪ Each lot is to be designed to allow for human-scaled street environments by 
considering the detail of the public/private realm and interface (for example – 
providing front setbacks to ground floor terraces). 


 ▪ Shape the building corners to signify key street corners and enhance public 
domain legibility. Ground floor uses and location for strong podium base to define 
distinctive urban edge.


 ▪ Sleeve larger buildings with  less active uses and car parking with finer grain 
active frontages to the street and public domain. Car parking, where possible is 
sleeved by residential, commercial or retail built form to reduce visual impact of 
car parks on the public realm and introduce more active street frontages


 ▪ Changes in scale, setbacks should be explored to create interest and enhance the 
relationship with the public domain.


Building identification, address and lobbies
 ▪ Buildings are to be designed to address the street, enhance the public domain 


thought highly visible lobbies/entrances, transparent glass, internal uses at 
ground level, good quality finishes and well resolved architectural design.


 ▪ Variety of active frontages and street interfaces are also considered. In retail and 
commercial mixed-use areas building frontages are places on the front lot line.


 ▪ Interface with adjoining ground floor uses should be considered to avoid land use 
conflicts.


 ▪ Resident drop-off/pick-up point should be provided within close proximity of a 
building entrance


 ▪ Ensure fundamental issues such as parking, loading etc. have been considered in 
relation to the residential and adjoining retail spaces


 ▪ Residential entry lobbies to be on-grade to avoid ramps with handrails and 
wheelchair lifts. Retail and commercial entries to have on-grade entries to avoid 
ramps.


 ▪ Non-activated frontages, podium parking or blank sides of residential apartment 
buildings are to be screened by landscaping and/or architectural façade 
treatment


 ▪ Dwellings on ground floor facing street are to have individual front door entrances 
from the street, where possible.


Building amenities, articulation and materiality
 ▪ Specify facade treatments that create visual variety and interest while 


contributing to the continuity of the streetscape.
 ▪ Where possible podium spaces are utilised for private amenities and greenery 


and be designed to accommodate a range of activities appropriate to the location, 
orientation and size of the development and in line with relevant Planning Scheme 
requirements (e.g. apartment/dwelling design requirements), to provide a high 
level of amenity for residents.


 ▪ Buildings should be designed to reduce wind velocity at footpaths and public 
outdoor spaces, including through the use of landscaping and architectural 
means such as awnings, canopies and densely foliating evergreen trees.


 ▪ Rooftop communal open spaces and balconies should achieve appropriate wind 
comfort levels. The following treatment strategies could be integrated into the 
design of the development where appropriate: The inclusion of high impermeable 
balustrades; densely foliating evergreen landscaping; awnings or canopies; 
permanent or operable screening.


 ▪ Articulate buildings within the site to support wayfinding and legibility, establish 
visual links and create city level as well as local landmarks. 


 ▪ Wind impact mitigation strategies
 – Podium level landscape treatment: more canopy trees
 – Ground level landscape and streetscape treatment : lower level landscape 


planting; more canopy trees
 – Built form treatment: pulling back built form; shave corner built form


Staging
 ▪ Ensure that the redevelopment is coordinated in an orderly manner to ensure the 


activities of adjacent sites and amenity of residential neighbours are not adversely 
impacted upon


 ▪ Address the storm-water and flood management at the outset of construction 
works, thus ensuring adjacent areas are not adversely affected.
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5.8 BUILDING ARTICULATION AND MATERIALITY


The character of each super-lot should be defined by the 
façade articulation and materiality of the built form. Diversity 
in the architectural character of the built form is important to 
ensure varied character and interest which is then to be fused 
through the use of common material palette and expression 
with three key zones:


Public realm base level zone: 
2 – 3 storey zone with fine grain pedestrian environment at 
the building base. Emphasise a horizontal expression with 
materials that are warm, deep and rich in colour, high textured 
and tactile and of superior finish. This will ensure lower levels 
draw out focus of quality and human scale detail that relates 
to street zones.


This Base level frontage height can be Up to a level to 
accommodate (circa 8-10m or preferred 2-3 storeys)  This 
would allow the following


 ▪ Build to plot line for retail/commercial frontages
 ▪ Up to a level to accommodate (circa 8-10m or 2-3 storeys) 


height would support potential mezzanine level and 
diverse retail and commercial uses


 ▪ Up to a level to accommodate (circa 8-10m or 2-3 storeys) 
height would support habitable residential that is set back 
3  to 5 m from the plot line


 ▪ Allow for sleeving of multiple levels of car park behind the 
built frontage


Street Wall-Upper podium zone:
The base level and the upper podium zone together will 
comprise the street wall level. Generally throughout the 
site a street wall level of up to 6 storey has been adopted. 
In prominent built form corners plots can have specialist 
response up to 8 storey street wall edging for width of building. 
All balconies are to be recessed within the street wall. 


Transition zones between the building base and upper 
buildings. Visibility of the upper podium zone remains high 
from the public realm, and so needs to contribute horizontal 
expression and provide a strong architectural response. This 


zone is to include textured and rich material that warm hues 
that are complemented with highly transparent materials. 


Upper level zone: 
Setback of upper level towers help to mitigate wind-wash 
at street level and open spaces as well as allows for better 
solar access. Setback from the street wall and its form and 
materiality should assist to make it visually recede. Upper 
building zones sites above the street wall or on the podium 
and are to have a vertical expression and adopt materials and 
finishes that are simple and restricted in their articulation 
and expression. Colours of the materials in this zone are to 
be lighter than the lower and upper podium zones. Highly 
coloured, reflective or blank façades are not encouraged. 


Building height above the podium ranges from maximum of 10 
to 14 storeys.


Upper level  zone set back 2-5 m from plot line
 ▪ Balconies can be recessed or expressed into set back area 


and less than setback to plot line depth


Screening of plant area:
 ▪ Plant areas above finished top level of building to be set 


back and screened from views


Figure 37 Base and podium- building interface setbacks principle diagrams 
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Figure 38 Architectural Facade precedent imagery 
Source: internet
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Figure 40 Building separation plan


Figure 39 Building separation principle diagram
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The layout of buildings and towers within the master plan ensures adequate building 
separation for residential buildings  and between residential and non residential uses. 
This allows for visual and acoustic private, outlook, natural ventilation and daylight 
access. Building separations contribute to urban form of the building block as well as 
amenities for the apartments; as well as open space provision on the building podium.


Minimum distances of 10m for buildings above podiums and 15m between facing 
buildings above the street wall has been adopted. 


These separations ensure communal and private open space which can be 
landscaped on the podium of the buildings as well as at the ground level. 


Adequate building separation between buildings and towers ensure visual privacy 
between residential buildings and ensure solar access to residential apartments. 


Building separation above podium within a plot:
 ▪ Minimum building separation for built form on podium to be 10m


Building separation for adjacent towers:
 ▪ Minimum building separation of buildings at podium level to be minimum 10m. 
 ▪ Minimum building separation for towers separated by to be minimum 15m above 


the street wall. 
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NOTE: Habitable room to 
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Figure 41 Building setbacks plan


5.10 SITE SETBACKS


Setback for buildings from the surrounding areas at the periphery of the site boundary 
help to establish the alignment of buildings along the surrounding streetscapes. The 
street setback depending on the use could accommodate front gardens for ground 
floor residential or retail and lobby functions.  


The key streetscapes surrounding the site include:
 ▪ Rosamond Road street Frontage
 ▪ Aquatic Drive Street Frontage
 ▪ Highpoint Ring Road and Warrs Road Frontage 


The setback of the development from these street frontages is illustrated in the Site 
Setback Plan. The key objectives guiding the setbacks is as follows.


 ▪ Rosamond Road street Frontage: to ensure a street wall edge along the 
pedestrian movement path and allow for activation at the ground plane and 
provide a defined street wall edge along Rosamond Road


 ▪ Aquatic Drive Street Frontage: to ensure a street edge that defines the Aquatic 
Drive edge along the Highpoint Shopping Centre, whilst ensuring solar access 
to a minimum of one footpath at Highpoint Ring Road and Warrs Road Frontage 
between 10am to 3pm on 21 September.


 ▪ Highpoint Ring Road and Warrs Road Frontage: Setback for development along 
the Highpoint Ring Road and Warrs Road ensure transition to the surrounding 
residential development. Generally on this frontage setback is provided which 
accommodates  front gardens for ground floor residential uses.


Podium and tower setbacks are set out in the Precinct Plans.
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Figure 42 Principle for average height of 10storeys


Figure 43 Building height distribution plan


5.11 ACHIEVING AVERAGE BUILDING HEIGHTS 
OF 10 STOREYS
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BUILDING HEIGHT


No. of Storeys No of Buildings Effective Building  
Height


5 & below* 2


10  storeys


6* 2


7 to 9 13


10 - 11 20


12 to 13 9


14 5


 *height within podium not included


Note:Heights from street/surface level


Building heights within the development plan are informed by the site context and 
character. The Development Plan seeks to create interest through the promotion of 
varying building heights and built form outcomes. An averaged building height across 
of the site is 10 storeys, with certain key landmark buildings identified to be up to 14 
storeys from the street level. 


Average height - 10 storeys


Standard height - 10 storeys
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Figure 44 Rosamond Road Shadow Analysis 21 June


5.12 BUILT FORM SHADOW 
ANALYSIS


ROSAMOND ROAD SHADOWS 21 JUNE


11AM 12 PM 1PM 2PM


To preserve solar access to a minimum of one footpath, 
between 11am and 2pm on 21 June along Rosamond Road as 
required by DPO17
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Figure 45 Aquatic Drive Shadow Analysis 21 September


AQUATIC DRIVE SHADOWS 21 SEPTEMBER


10AM 1AM


11AM 2AM


12PM 3PM


Shadow diagrams showing shadow impacts between 10am to 
3pm on 21 September on all other streets demonstrating the 
preservation of solar access to a minimum of one footpath.


AQUATIC DRIVE


AQUATIC DRIVE


AQUATIC DRIVE


AQUATIC DRIVE


AQUATIC DRIVE


AQUATIC DRIVE


LEGEND


Aquatic Drive southern footpath
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Figure 46 Warrs Rd Shadow 
Analysis 21 September
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Figure 47 Overall Development Shadow Analysis 21 September
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5.13 DEVELOPMENT  SHADOW ANALYSIS SEPTEMBER 21 9AM- 3PM
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Figure 48 Wind Impact Analysis diagrams 


5.14 BUILT FORM WIND 
ANALYSIS


The 'Built Form and Wind Analysis' is extracted from the 'Pedestrian Wind 
Environment Statement' for Highpoint Urban Village, and presents the likely impact of 
the proposed development from the Development Plan. The effect of wind activity is 
examined for the three predominant wind directions for the Melbourne region; namely 
the northerly, southerly and westerly winds. The analysis of the wind effects relating 
to the proposed development was carried out in the context of the local wind climate, 
building morphology and land topography.


The results of this assessment indicate that the subject development is relatively 
exposed to the three prevailing wind directions, affecting the site. As a result, there 
is a possible impact on the wind comfort within areas such as along the footpaths of 
the various streets that intersect the development and at the communal open spaces 
that are located on the roofs of multiple buildings. It is expected that the wind effects 
identified in the report can be ameliorated with the consideration of the following 
treatment strategies into the design of the development:


 ▪ The inclusion of densely foliating evergreen landscaping for areas where winds 
are expected to funnel or side stream, such as communal open spaces that are 
situated between two buildings. Where planting cannot be utilised, the inclusion 
of chamfered corners, placing awning to deflect downwashing winds away 
from pedestrian trafficable areas, setting building façades back to incorporate 
landscaping, adding a podium or increasing the setback of the tower form from 
the edge of the podium to lessen downwashing effects is recommended.


 ▪ The inclusion of densely foliating evergreen landscaping, permanent screening 
or operable screening where the prevailing winds are expected to interact with 
building corners.


 ▪ The inclusion of awnings, canopies or densely foliating evergreen trees where 
winds are expected to downwash from façades onto footpaths or communal open 
spaces


 ▪ The inclusion of high impermeable balustrades or densely foliating evergreen 
landscaping for areas that are exposed to directly impacting winds.


With the inclusion of these considerations in the detailed design of the development, 
wind conditions within outdoor trafficable areas of the development are expected to 
be suitable for their intended uses. 


Wind analysis is further elaborated in the Pedestrian and Wind Environment 
Statement Report. Further Wind Report could be required during permit application to 
ensure wind impacts are mitigated and managed.
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Figure 7: Street Level – Westerly Wind Flow and Hotspots 
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Figure 8: Elevated Levels – Westerly Wind Flow and Hotspots 
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Figure 5: Street Level – Southerly Wind Flow and Hotspots 
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Figure 6: Elevated Levels – Southerly Wind Flow and Hotspots 
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Figure 3: Street Level – Northerly Wind Flow and Hotspots 
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Figure 4: Elevated Levels – Northerly Wind Flow and Hotspots 
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5.15 PUBLIC REALM AND LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES


The guidelines for Public Realm and Landscape are in line with the Highpoint Planning 
and Urban Design Framework


OBJECTIVES
 ▪ To deliver a well-connected accessible high quality public open space network 


that is diverse, multifunctional, and flexible with a range of typologies and 
functions appropriate to the future community’s needs


 ▪ To integrate and improve the existing public realm, open spaces, connections with 
the proposed landscape and public realm interventions


 ▪ To provide public open space and private amenity spaces to service the higher 
density residential environment


 ▪ Landscaped streetscape as a key element to linking open spaces and precincts
 ▪ Progressively develop open spaces to service increased needs over time.


GUIDELINES
 ▪ The proposed development should provide diverse scales and types of open 


spaces of open spaces to accommodate variety of amenities and activities that 
are universally accessible and DDA (Disability Discrimination Act) compliant.


 ▪ Provide open space as required by the MCC  2031 Open Space Strategy
 ▪ Buildings should be designed to ensure that one footpath on all streets receives 


sunlight between 10 am and 3 pm on 21 September, that one footpath along 
Rosamond Road between Highpoint Ring Road and Aquatic Drive receives 
sunlight between 11 am and 2pm on 21 June, and solar access to public open 
space is maximised where possible.


 ▪ Upgrade existing public plaza to be the new Town Plaza fronting Rosamond Road 
and new NE Plaza and Green Plaza are provided at focal points at each end of the 
E-W pedestrian links 


 ▪ Provide street landscape edge and planting to ensure a landscaped buffer 
along the Highpoint Ring Road and Warrs Road reducing visual impact to the 
surrounding residential. 


 ▪ Provide variety of small pocket parks and plazas both softscaped and hardscaped 
in key locations


 ▪ Public Art to be integrated in key public spaces 
 ▪ High quality landscape treatments and plantings to be provided in accordance to 


responsible authorities’ requirements 


 ▪ Establish and support activity at the edges of public spaces, provide visual link by 
having windows and balconies of residential buildings to face public open spaces, 
and define the boundary or transition between public space and private spaces.


 ▪ Where appropriate, laneways, streetscapes and open spaces should integrate 
active uses along their frontage.


 ▪ Where appropriate weather protection measures for pedestrian must be provided 
in streets. 


 ▪ Landscape strategies to mitigate wind impact on open spaces should incorporated 
in the design and construction of the open spaces


 ▪ Location of public realm elements such as lighting and telecommunication poles, 
street trees, outdoor furniture, parklets and other physical infrastructure should 
be located to minimise adverse impact on the public realm environment and 
ensure safety and amenity. 


 ▪ Open spaces and landscapes to incorporate Water sustainable Urban Design 
strategies. Water sustainable urban design should be a key consideration in future 
open space areas. 


 ▪ Encourage the selection of new plants to contribute to improved tree canopy 
cover where appropriate, including to contribute to urban cooling. 


 ▪ Detailed development of open spaces to consider solar access in regards to 
planting strategy for key congregation areas


 ▪ Development of the precinct should consider the relevant policies of Clause 15.01 
of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme.
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Map 2 to Schedule 17 to Clause 43.04


Preferred Building Heights and Streetscape Treatments


MARIBYRNONG PLANNING SCHEME
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Figure 49 Preferred Building Heights and Streetscape Treatments  
Source: Maribyrnong Planning Scheme


Figure 50 Landscape Buffer along 
Highpoint Ring Road


5.16 GREEN EDGE ALONG 
HIGHPOINT RING ROAD


LEGEND


Buildings


Podium


Footpath


Edge of the new kerb


15 m distance from the edge of 
new kerb


Illustrative distance from the 
edge of new kerb


# No. of storeys from ground level


The Green Edge is the interface of the Development Plan along Highpoint Ring 
Road and Warrs Road on the north and west edge.  The Green Edge ensures the 
transformation of the existing  street interface consisting of car parking into a 
residential character. It is envisioned to have ample landscaped/green building edge. 
The enhanced landscaped character of the Highpoint Ring Road along the Green Edge 
ensures a better transition to the surrounding residential uses.


A 15 metre landscaped/green building edge along the northern and eastern edges is 
provided from the kerb of the expanded Highpoint Road. 


Buildings podium heights along the Green Edge is maintained at maximum height 
of 6 storeys within 15m of the expanded ring road, with either landscaping or green 
building edge. Higher built forms are located behind the 15m line.
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Figure 51 Sections at landscape buffer along Highpoint Ring Road
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SECTION A - HIGHPOINT RING ROAD NORTH


SECTION B - HIGHPOINT RING ROAD & WARRS ROAD EAST


BUILDING ARTICULATION ZONES


Public Realm- base level zone


Street wall- upper podium zone


Upper level zone
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Figure 52 Open Space Plan
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Table 4 Open Space Summary
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5.17 OPEN SPACE 


Open Space Area


1 North East Entry Plaza 1,350 m2


2 Rivergateway Entry Pocket Park 1,805m2


3 Aquatic Drive Entry Plaza 750 m2


4 Central South Entry Plaza 705 m2


5 Central Linear Link 2,965 m2


6 Town Plaza 9,700 m2


7 Rosamond Road Pocket Park  1 935 m2


8 Rosamond Road Pocket Park 2 885 m2


9 Retail Laneway 1,200 m2


10 Entry Plaza North 1,275 m2


11 Rosamond Road Pocket Park 730 m2


12 Refurbished Park 2,000 m2


Total 24,300 m2


    


There are various public open spaces provided in the Development plan, which includes  softscape and 
hardscaped open spaces strategically located in the various precincts in the Highpoint Shopping Centre 
development. These open spaces are to be designed and landscaped to be the focal points for ‘civic life’ in the 
precinct. These spaces are also the transition zones between various uses and functions and are meant to be 
active and highly pedestrian. 


The main types of open spaces includes:
 ▪ Urban Plazas 
 ▪ Local parks & Pocket Parks 
 ▪ Green Lanes  (Pedestrian Links) 


Figure 52 provides the proposed location and indicative shape and size of new open spaces and is not 
representative of the amount of hard and soft (e.g. grass and green space) proposed. Further details of the open 
space and public realm is provided in the supportive Public Realm and Landscape Concept Report and final 
designs will be undertaken in consultation with council with the aim of achieving a balance between hard and 
soft landscaping to maximise the amenity and practicality of spaces having regard to their location, intended 
function, surrounding land use and development, underground conditions, levels of daylight and sunlight and 
anticipated wind conditions. 
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ILLUSTRATED VIEW OF TOWN PLAZA
Illustration is indicative 
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LOOK & FEEL


TOWN PLAZA


Television Centre, Sturrock, UK


Yagan Square, Perth


Frisian Museum, 
Netherlands
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Figure 53  Proposed community and library hub options


5.18 COMMUNITY SPACE/HUB/
LIBRARY 


Develop a community facility in consultation with council that is approximately 
2,800sqm in GFA and positively responds to the following:


 ▪ The community facility building is to be located at a prominent location and should 
be highly visible from the main pedestrian areas/public viewpoints (a destination 
within the development), generally in line with the preferred locations specified in 
the Development Plan.


 ▪ The community facility building should be distinguishable as community space 
from public/private areas (as opposed to private/retail space).


 ▪ The building should include design features that reflect local history and 
Indigenous history, and is bold and engaging.


 ▪ The building frontage should have transparent façades where possible (use of 
glass/windows) so that internal activities can be seen from main


 ▪ The entrance area (both external entry point, and internal reception area) ought to 
be highly accessible and suitable for high pedestrian volumes.


 ▪ The entrance area should be located at ground level and adjacent to a large civic 
space with staff/ reception area visible from the entrance area.


 ▪ The entrance able to be accessed safely 24/7 (or outside of opening hours to 
adjacent development).pedestrian areas/public viewpoints


 ▪ Secondary access from within development may be supported, but would should 
meet other relevant access siting and design guidelines specified above. Need to 
satisfy.


 ▪ The development can be multi-storied but should provide visible sight lines/
connections between levels as appropriate and in diverse and innovative ways. It 
could have compartmentalised (sections can be closed off) so activities can be 
held with fewer staff.


 ▪ Ensure activity rooms are appropriately-sized areas for collections, storage, 
seated areas, meeting space etc. (to be confirmed for the library).


 ▪ Ensure facility has high levels of environmental sustainability, accessibility, 
technology integration and gender equity outcomes (that is, meets/exceeds 
relevant Council strategies/policies).


The community facility is expected to be provided as a ‘cold shell’ to council who will 
be responsible for internal fitout.*


Existing community facilities


Example of community hub integrated with retail at Eastland Shopping Centre, Ringwood


Example- Green Square Library with view of court, Sydney


Pocket 
Park


1


2


LEGEND


Location of existing Maribyrnong Library


# Potential location for final community hub/library


4


3
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5.19 ACCESS AND MOVEMENT GUIDELINES


The guidelines for Access and Movement is in line with the Highpoint Planning and 
Urban Design Framework.


OBJECTIVES
 ▪ To reinforce east west and north south connections through the development to 


promote pedestrian movement through the site and ensure high quality public 
realm interface with major thoroughfares including Rosamond Road


 ▪ To use streets, and pedestrian links to connect open space network and various 
precincts


 ▪ To incorporate transport interchange within development to facilitate seamless 
exchange between travel modes.


 ▪ To provide sufficient parking to reflect the intensification of activity at Highpoint 
shopping centre and to maximise opportunities for sharing of parking


 ▪ To reduce visual impact of ground level parking
 ▪ To provide improved cycling connection to and from the Highpoint Shopping 


Centre
 ▪ To provide safe and convenient pedestrian and cycle links to the surrounding 


public open spaces.


GUIDELINES
 ▪ Develop ‘Little Rosamond’, a north-south internal link road east of Rosamond 


Road.
 ▪ New East West pedestrian link between Rosamond Road and Warrs Road and 


Highpoint Ring Road which includes new publicly accessible sections and internal 
sections through the Highpoint Shopping Centre.


 ▪ A new bus interchange to be provided along the newly proposed Little Rosamond 
Road east of Rosamond Road


 ▪ Improve Highpoint Ring Road as an internal ring road that provides access to the 
development which will reduce the traffic pressures on Rosamond Road  


 ▪ Majority of the development in Highpoint Shopping Centre in the future to be 
within the 400m walking catchment from the public transport


 ▪ Provision of cycling routes as well as cycle parking and end of trip facilities 
provided to promote cycling for future residents as well as visitors 


 ▪ Provide pedestrian connection strategies to improve connection to Pipemaker’s 
Park


 ▪ Provide new pedestrian friendly street access as well as enhance street access 
into the development from the surrounding streets 


 ▪ Provide ‘pedestrian green lanes’ and shared streets within the development 
to improve pedestrian access and connect the various public open spaces and 
development precincts. 


 ▪ Shared street to have traffic calming measures, such as speed limits and ‘shared 
use’ paving materials to signalise high levels of cycling and pedestrian use.


 ▪ Provide adequate lighting, street planting and amenities and high-quality paving 
materials in streets to enable pedestrian and cyclist safe and convenient routes.


GUIDELINES FOR CAR PARKING
 ▪ Develop shared car parking strategy that caters to future residents needs as well 


as future visitors and retail. 
 ▪ Mitigate car parking visual impact on the streetscape and public realm by locating 


it behind active frontage and sleeved by new developments. All podium parking 
should be sleeved by actives uses or façade treatment. No blank walls on primary 
street frontages


 ▪ Car parking entrances to be clearly marked and well lit, and vehicle access points 
to be clearly marked to avoid conflict with pedestrian and cyclists.


 ▪ Traffic management plans including car parking is subject to the relevant 
Transport Management Plan and Integrated Transport plan recommendations as 
well as the approval of the relevant authorities.


 ▪ Design details of car parking entrances, service areas, and drop off points along 
the streets should be resolved as part of future planning permit 


 ▪ Parking mechanical ventilation to be considered up front to avoid visual and 
acoustic amenity loss. 


 ▪ Loading dock should be provisioned within each superlot for garbage collection 
and loading/unloading and deliveries. 
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Figure 54 Proposed Car parking distribution


Table 5 Car park rates assumption


LEGEND


Proposed Precincts


Car park (combined levels)


 OFFICEOFFICE Commercial/ office car park spaces


RETAILRETAIL Retail car park spaces


RESIRESI Residential car park spaces


5.20 CAR PARKING STRATEGY


A trend of modal shift away from private vehicle of -15% and retail use of -23% for the 
residential use is assumed as part of the TIA review. In-line with the trend, the car 
parking rates for residential, retail and offices is also assumed to reduce in the time 
horizon of 30 years.


The car parking strategy assumes potential car park shift from weekday office 
car park to weekend retail Car park. For the purposes of this assessment we have 
assumed that some office car parking remains available for office users on weekends.


For the shared car parking arrangement to be effective. The following arrangement is 
being envisaged in the long run:


 ▪ Retail car parking fully controlled (boom gated)
 ▪ The office car parking quarantined from the retail car parking via a physical 


restriction (i.e. provided behind a secondary boom gate within the car park)


Refer Highpoint Transport Impact Assessment Review for further elaboration on the 
integrated transport strategy for the development. 


* Bicycle parking rate assumed for residential, additional retail and commercial are 
1 space per dwelling , 0.7 spaces per 100sqm of office and 0.5 spaces per 100sqm 
respectively 


Note: high turnover retail car parking spaces shown in Bold


PRECINCT- RIVERGATEWAY


RESI: ~544 SPACESRESI: ~544 SPACES 
RETAIL: ~1366 SPACES RETAIL: ~1366 SPACES 


PRECINCT- RESIDENTIAL EDGE 
 
RESI: ~263 SPACES RESI: ~263 SPACES 
RETAIL: ~2369 SPACESRETAIL: ~2369 SPACES  


PRECINCT-  
ROSAMOND RD 
  
OFFICE: ~143 SPACES OFFICE: ~143 SPACES 
HOTEL: ~45 SPACESHOTEL: ~45 SPACES


PRECINCT- CENTRAL LIFESTYLE 
(SOUTH)  
  
OFFICE: ~250 SPACES OFFICE: ~250 SPACES 
RESI: ~420 SPACES RESI: ~420 SPACES 
RETAIL: ~1305 SPACES RETAIL: ~1305 SPACES 


PRECINCT- CENTRAL LIFESTYLE 
(NORTH)


RESI: ~262 SPACESRESI: ~262 SPACES                    
OFFICE: ~344 SPACESOFFICE: ~344 SPACES  
RETAIL: ~1525 SPACESRETAIL: ~1525 SPACES  


No. of car park assumptions Recommended parking rate  range


Retail 3 to 4 spacer per 100 sqm


Office 0.5 spaces per 100 sqm


Hotel 0.3 spaces per room


Residential 0.5 spaces per dwelling
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Figure 55 Public Transport catchment


5.21 PUBLIC TRANSPORT


LEGEND


400 m walking radius from bus terminal


400 m walking radius from Highpoint SC - tram stop 51


400 m walking radius from Highpoint Shopping Centre/West Rd tram 
stop


Potential locations of bus interchange


Indicative future bus terminal extension zone


Existing tram stop 51


The Development Plan Overlay identifies the following access and movement 
objective relating to the public transport interchange: 


“To contribute to a new public transport interchange that enables easy exchange 
between travel modes.” 


The Development Plan Overlay identifies the following access and movement 
guideline relating to the public transport interchange: 


“The new public transport interchange should provide legible, safe and 
convenient connection to both sides of Rosamond Road.” 


The existing bus interchange caters for 8 bus bays and is located internal to the 
Shopping Centre off Rosamond Road. Whilst this location was logical when the 
Shopping Centre was the heart of the interchange, as it positioned buses as close 
to their destination as possible, it is no longer consistent with the need for buses to 
service the broader Northern Maribyrnong precinct.   


As part of the Development Plan, it is proposed to upgrade and relocate the bus 
interchange to be closer to Rosamond Road. In comparison to the existing bus 
interchange, the proposed bus interchange locations provide the following:
1. Improved Modal Integration - Reduces the travel distance between the existing 


Rosamond Road tram stop and the bus interchange from approximately 450m to 
250m. 


2. Improved Connectivity – Centrally located between Highpoint Shopping Centre 
and the lands to be redeveloped on the west-side of Rosamond Road. East-west 
pedestrian connections across Rosamond Road are provided as part of the 
existing and proposed traffic signals. 
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Figure 56 Proposed bus interchange
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GUIDELINES FOR BUS INTERCHANGE DESIGN 


The following design guidelines have been prepared and agreed with council and the Department of Transport to 
form the basis of the future planning and design of an enhanced bus interchange:


 ▪ Ensure sufficient land area provided for bus interchange, having regard to: 
 – Preference for a bus stops located as part of the public or private road network, 
 – Efficient use of land in an Activity Centre context. 


 ▪ Ability to upscale or expand the bus interchange to cater for higher frequency or increased number of services.
 ▪ Ensure connection with Development Plan land uses and future land uses on the west side of Rosamond Road. 
 ▪ Ensure efficient bus movement through the interchange (i.e. minimise turning movements). 
 ▪ Ensure that the bus interchange design does not compromise the quality of the place. 
 ▪ Minimise travel distance (and in turn delays) accessing the bus interchange. 
 ▪ Minimise intermingling of buses with high turnover car parking (and in turn delays). 
 ▪ Separate/Minimise other movement within the bus interchange carriageway space (general traffic, cyclists & 


pedestrians) 
 ▪ Do not have shared bus stops for more than 3 services 
 ▪ All bus stops must be DDA compliant and must allow buses to be able to pull up parallel to the kerb 
 ▪ Connect with existing tram stop at Rosamond Road and Aquatic Drive. 
 ▪ Minimise impact to existing and proposed built form having regard to the broader Activity Centre objectives, 


including consideration of appropriate locations for bus layover in the network (i.e. ensure the inter-change 
results in an efficient use of space for the activity centre). 


 ▪ Encourage suitable interface and amenity for residential uses where they interface with the bus interchange.
 ▪ Encourage where possible and appropriate, the location of active public and secondary uses adjacent to bus 


interchange.


The proposed relocation of bus interchange considers servicing the greatest catchment of land uses/bus 
passengers, minimise bus travel times and distances, enhance customer experience and safety, and Integrate with 
future tram stop locations.  The final location and design of a new enhanced bus interchange will be determined with 
further consultation with council and the Department of Transport and may have regard to changes in development 
that has occurred on the site over time. 
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Figure 57 Street and Access Plan
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5.23 STREET AND ACCESS
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Green Boulevard
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Green Lane (Shared Street)
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The Development Plan Overlay identifies the following access and movement objective relating to traffic: “To 
provide for future increased traffic capacity on the Highpoint Ring Road while retaining pedestrian and cyclist 
connectivity.” The Development Plan Overlay identifies the following access and movement guideline relating 
to traffic: “The network of roads and paths should be generally in accordance with Map 1- Highpoint Activity 
Centre Framework Plan.” 


Green Boulevard - Increase Capacity on the Ring Road: To align with the strategic vision for the 
precinct, as envisaged by the PUDF, it is proposed to reduce reliance on vehicle access from Rosamond Road 
by improving the capacity of the Ring Road/Warrs Road. In this context, the Development Plan proposes the 
duplication and widening of the Ring Road/Warrs Road on the north and eastern frontage of the site. The Ring 
Road/Warrs Road will provide access to most of the retail car parking which is higher turnover compared to 
the residential and office car parking. The Ring Road/Warrs Road will also be the key access route to the major 
retail loading areas (accommodating more frequent and larger loading vehicles than the residential and office 
loading areas). 


The timing of the duplication of the Ring Road will require ongoing discussion with council and should have 
regard to changes in traffic volumes and the configuration of Rosamond Road. Indicatively, the duplication is 
anticipated to occur when there is sufficient traffic generated from the development of the Highpoint Shopping 
Centre  makes it necessary for the appropriate functioning of the area. 


Once duplication is completed, it is anticipated that the Ring Road may be transferred to council and made a 
public road as an in-kind development contribution (i.e. land and works in kind) towards the Highpoint Activity 
Centre Infrastructure works, having regard to the proposed larger network role of the Ring Road to the 
functioning of the broader Activity Centre.


Green Street - Internal Road: The proposed internal road network includes a north-south running 
parallel to Rosamond Road connecting the Ring Road and Aquatic Drive (identified as Little Rosamond 
Road). This Road as two connections at Rosamond Road. In the southern section of the road between the two 
intersection the road section  accommodates the proposed bus interchange.


Green Lane - Shared Street: Lower order internal shared streets provide access to the various 
development in the site. These streets primarily provide access to the internal car parks (primarily the lower 
generating office and residential car parks rather than the high turnover retail car parks), as well as drop off 
to various parts of the site, and can also accommodate surface parking. These landscaped shared streets 
promote through site  pedestrian movement and have variety of active frontages interfaces. 


Green Lane - Pedestrian: These landscaped links are intimately scaled pedestrian streets that connect 
key public open spaces and activity zones. They are programmed to be  vibrant pedestrian activity spines 
that have street level retail frontages and entrances to residential and offices spaces and envisaged to be the 
distinctive urban lane-ways within the future activity centre. 
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Figure 58 Typical Street Sections
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Figure 59 Cycling Network Plan


With regard for the Cycling Strategy, the movement and place principles for the 
surrounding roads and the overarching cycling design principle for the site (creation 
of a loop network), the proposed cycling network in the Development Plan is shown in 
illustrated Cycling Network Plan.


The key features in this proposal includes:
 ▪ The extension of the existing shared path network around the Ring Road and 


Warrs Road to connect Rosamond Road and Aquatic Drive. Consistent with the 
current arrangement, the shared path is proposed to be located on the outside 
of the Ring Road to minimise cyclist-vehicle interaction at the key vehicle access 
points to the Centre. Accordingly, safe cyclist/pedestrian crossing points of the 
Ring Road will be required to enable users to transfer safely from the shared path 
to the Centre and development sites. The provision of a shared path treatment is 
consistent with the Development Plan Overlay objective which seeks to increase 
traffic capacity on the Ring Road (through the duplication) and maintain cycling 
connectivity. A standard footpath would be provided on the inside of the Ring 
Road.


 ▪ Consistent with the future role of Rosamond Road as a transit corridor (increased 
active and public transport function and reduced private vehicle function), the 
creation of a separated on-road cycling lane on Rosamond Road between Aquatic 
Drive and Raleigh Road.


 ▪ Provision of a series of lower order cycling paths internally on the site which will 
link land uses (and associated bicycle parking and end of trip facilities) with the 
external loop network. (However, given the existing footprint of the shopping 
centre extends the length of the site from north to south it is not feasible to 
provide any east-west cycling links through the Development Plan area).


Broadly speaking, it is expected that in the order of 4,400 bicycle parking spaces 
would likely be provided within the overall site for staff, resident, customer and visitor 
parking needs. This provision would be located conveniently for the users (ideally at 
ground or +/- one level from ground) within each of the development sites. Integrated 
shower and change room facilities would also be provided for employees.
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Figure 60 Pipemakers Park Connection – Concept Design 
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The Development Plan Overlay identifies the following access and movement 
objective relating to improved pedestrian access to surrounding land uses: 


“To improve pedestrian and cyclist connections to adjacent open 
space including Pipemakers Park and Robert Barrett Reserve, 
including a safe crossing point to Pipemakers Park.” 
The Development Plan Overlay identifies the following access and movement 
guideline relating to improved pedestrian access to surrounding land uses:  


“Aquatic Drive crossing locations should be aligned to desired 
pedestrian travel patterns.” 
The key pedestrian connections external to the site are discussed below. 


PIPEMAKERS PARK CONNECTIONS 
To improve pedestrian and cyclist connectivity to Pipemakers Park and onwards to 
the Maribyrnong River shared use path, it is proposed to install pedestrian operated 
signals on Gordon Street and Van Ness Avenue either side of the Warrs Road 
roundabout.  


An indicative design for the pedestrian works, including the means to best facilitate 
separated pedestrian and cyclist access, is shown in illustrated figure. The pedestrian 
operated signals would incorporate bike lanterns to allow for convenient bike 
connections. 


It is noted that a signalised intersection at this location is not proposed due to its 
impact on intersection capacity, removal of vegetation and restriction on capacity and 
accessibility to Aquatic Drive.  
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6.0 PRECINCT GUIDELINES
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Figure 61 Precinct Plan
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6.0 PRECINCT GUIDELINES


The guidelines apply to the individual precincts. The Highpoint Shopping Centre 
Development Plan is divided across four key (4) precincts and two (2) additional 
precincts. 


Key Precincts:
 ▪ Precinct 1: Residential Edge
 ▪ Precinct 2: River Gateway
 ▪ Precinct 3: Rosamond Road
 ▪ Precinct 4: Central Lifestyle


Other Precincts: 
 ▪ Internal Central Retail 
 ▪ Green Edge


The precincts have been nominated by identifying future aspirations for the wider site 
as depicted in the Highpoint Activity Centre Framework Plan (DPO17) and grouping 
precincts that share similar site characteristics.


Each of the precincts are exposed to and exhibit a diverse range of attributes, 
including existing building forms or car parking structures, traffic, access and 
movement networks, landscaping and various interfaces (residential, commercial and 
significant roads).


The following section provides an overview of the development vision and 
requirements for each of the key four key (4) precincts. By providing this precinct 
level guidance, it ensures an integrated and holistic planning and design of the overall 
Highpoint Mixed Use Urban Village over the next 30 years. Furthermore, the precinct 
level guidelines provide greater clarity regarding the proposal and simplifies any 
future planning approval process.


The requirements and overall plans are summarised under the following headings:
 ▪ Precinct Plan and Objectives
 ▪ Design Guidelines
 ▪ Built Form and Architecture
 ▪ Public Realm
 ▪ Access, Movement and Car Parking
 ▪ Landscape and Environmentally Sustainable Design


6.1 STRUCTURE OF PRECINCT GUIDELINES
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Figure 62 Precinct 1 - Northern Residential Edge


Highpoint Ringroad


6.2 PRECINCT 1 – NORTHERN 
RESIDENTIAL EDGE


LAND USE SUMMARY
 ▪ Encourage accommodation uses and associated parking. 
 ▪ Consistent with the Commercial 1 Zone, other complementary uses may also be 


provided, for example ground floor retail in areas with higher foot traffic. 
 ▪ Interface appropriately with low density residential uses on opposite side of 


Highpoint ring road


PRECINCT PLAN AND OBJECTIVES
This Precinct is located along the northern edge of the site, encompassing the 
northern portion of the ring road and interfacing with residentially zoned land to the 
north.


The Residential Edge is comprised of two building clusters:
 ▪ Residential Edge North along Highpoint Ring Road
 ▪ Mixed Use - Residential Northeast Entry along Warrs Road


The objectives of the Residential Edge Precinct are to:
 ▪ Promote a mix of active and residential uses to provide diversity of housing
 ▪ Utilise Highpoint Ring Road for access to Highpoint Shopping Centre development 


and reduce traffic pressures on Rosamond Road (as a traffic route). 
 ▪ Promote active ground floor uses and activated public space at Residential 


Northeast Entry
 ▪ Create a residential street edge along Highpoint Shopping Ring Road at 


Residential North development  by sleeving the existing car park with residential


Existing car parking structure adjacent to the Residential North development is 
integrated with development. Similarly the building envelope between the Residential 
North and Residential Northeast Entry is maintained.    
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Figure 63 Precinct 1 - Roof Plan with building height Figure 64 Precinct 1 - Access and car parking plan
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DESIGN GUIDELINES
The following paragraphs and supporting diagrams demonstrate how these design 
guidelines may be achieved within the precinct.


Built Form and Architecture 


 ▪ Street wall height should be a maximum of 6 storeys, with 
overall building forms with a preferred maximum of 10 
storeys along the Highpoint Ring Road.  


 ▪ All built form should be a maximum of 6 storeys, within 
15m of the existing kerb of the Highpoint Ring Road. 


 ▪ Ensure ground level setbacks provide for potential future 
widening of the Highpoint Ring Road. 


 ▪ Opportunities for private residential entries with 
incorporated defensive private space should be explored. 


 ▪ Alignment of built form should take advantage of 
significant views to the north and east. 


 ▪ Facilitate articulation of frontage building façades to the 
Ring Rd elevation to reduce the effect of a continuous edge 
condition.


Access, Movement and Car parking 


 ▪ Maintain the primary cycle and pedestrian path on the 
northern edge of the Highpoint Ring Road. 


 ▪ Provide for the establishment of a new pedestrian footpath 
on the southern side of the Highpoint Ring Road. 


 ▪ Provide a legible and inviting entry to the east-west 
pedestrian connection via the existing shopping centre, 
connecting Warrs Road through a new active landscaped 
plaza entry at the Residential North East 


 ▪ Retain car park and integrate the existing car park with 
development at Residential North
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Figure 65 Precinct 1 - Indicative concept landscape plan
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 Open space and Community Infrastructure 


 ▪ Where sight lines allow, provide large canopy trees along Highpoint Ring Road to enhance amenity 
 ▪ Provide planting along the street edge of the built form, for example with green walls, or small landscaped 


courtyards at ground level for terrace style units
 ▪ Areas identified as public realm should be accessible by all users, have provision for landscaping and public 


art and receive adequate level of natural lighting
 ▪ Provide a comfortable environment near the entry to the shopping centre that invites both pedestrian 


movement and staying activities.
 ▪ The plaza in front of Residential Northeast Entry should promote a range of activities and the built interface 


along the plaza to have adequate retail frontage 
 ▪ Clear identification of pedestrian environment to ensure safety and ensure reduction of potential conflict 


between vehicles and pedestrian. Car parking and bicycling provisions should also be designed to avoid 
conflict zones


 ▪ Landscaping and public realm should be designed to maximise solar access
 ▪ Residential podium to have private communal amenity spaces 
 ▪ Integration of balcony space for indoor and outdoor living amenity and built form greening
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Figure 66 Sections at landscape buffer along Highpoint Ring Road
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ILLUSTRATED VIEW OF RESIDENTIAL EDGE ALONG HIGHPOINT RING ROAD
Illustration is indicative 
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Figure 67 Precinct 1 - Shadow Analysis on Sept 21 
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Shadow Diagrams
Shadow diagrams have been prepared in accordance to the 
requirements of the DPO17. Specifically the shadow diagrams 
indicate the areas of shadow to the site from the spring equinox 
at September 21 between 10am to 3pm. 
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Figure 68 Precinct 2 - Rivergateway


6.3 PRECINCT 2 – 
RIVERGATEWAY


LAND USE SUMMARY
 ▪ Provide for a mix of accommodation and retail land uses, supported by associated 


car parking. 
 ▪ Consistent with the Commercial 1 Zone, other complementary uses may also be 


provided. 
 ▪ Integrate with surrounding prevailing land uses.


PRECINCT PLAN AND OBJECTIVES
This Precinct is located along the south east edge of the site, encompassing the 
southern portion of the Warrs Road and western edge of Aquatic Drive.


The Residential Gateway is comprised of the following building clusters:
 ▪ River Gateway North 
 ▪ River Gateway South 1
 ▪ River Gateway South 2


The objectives of the River Gateway Precinct are to:
 ▪ Promote a residential led mixed-use development with retail and other uses at 


street level
 ▪ Create active open space interface around the entry to the Shopping Centre 
 ▪ Incorporate retail related parking within the development reducing visual impacts 


and improving streetscape interface
 ▪ Ensure E-W pedestrian connection and providing pedestrian link to Pipemaker's 


park
 ▪ Improve permeability and precinct structure
 ▪ Improve access to existing open space and amenity
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Figure 69 Precinct 2 - Roof Plan with building height
Figure 70 Precinct 2 - Access and car parking plan
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DESIGN GUIDELINES
The following paragraphs and supporting diagrams demonstrate how these design 
guidelines may be achieved within the precinct.


Built Form and Architecture 


 ▪ Higher form is to be located away from the site boundary, to reduce the amenity impacts of shadow and massing. 
 ▪ Where not adjacent to existing low scale residential areas, built form is encouraged as a perimeter-tower typology, where 


building forms surround central car parking and podium communal space, as a sleeve for car parking. 
 ▪ Alignment of built form should optimise significant views to the east and south, along with other factors. 
 ▪ Building frontage which bound the pocket park/plaza should maximise opportunities for active uses at ground floor. 
 ▪ Ensure ground level setbacks along Aquatic Drive and Warrs Road are adequate to allow for a comfortable footpath width and 


street trees. 


Access, Movement and Car parking 


 ▪ Establish a consistent footpath along the northern side of Aquatic Drive. 
 ▪ Provide a legible and inviting entry to existing shopping centre from the east-west pedestrian connection, and north south 


pedestrian connection to the Aquatic Drive 
 ▪ Provide a safe, pedestrian access to Pipemakers Park. 
 ▪ Improved pedestrian connectivity between the recreation and education uses to the south and the shopping centre entry is 


encouraged. 
 ▪ Existing public car parking structure adjacent to the River Gateway North and River Gateway South 2 development are to be 


integrated with development
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Figure 71 Precinct 2 - Indicative concept landscape plan
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Open space and Community Infrastructure 


 ▪ Provide a legible and inviting entry to the east-west pedestrian connection via the 
existing shopping centre. 


 ▪ Allow for a pedestrian access and plaza into the shopping centre from the Aquatic 
Drive. The pedestrian connection to have activity generating uses along the 
residential built interface at ground level


 ▪ Integrate a small pocket park/plaza to complement the adjacent uses and provide 
amenity to retail and residential user. 


 ▪ Provide for community amenity e.g. a childcare on the roof of the retail along the 
east-west pedestrian connection
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Figure 72 Sections of River Gateway  at Warrs Road and Aquatic Drive
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Figure 73 Precinct 2 - Shadow Analysis on Sept 21 
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Shadow Diagrams
Shadow diagrams have been prepared in accordance to the 
requirements of the DPO17. Specifically the shadow diagrams 
indicate the areas of shadow to the site from the spring equinox 
at September 21 between 10am to 3pm.  
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Figure 74 Precinct 3 - Rosamond Road North (left) Rosamond Road South  (right)
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6.4 PRECINCT 3 – ROSAMOND 
ROAD


LAND USE SUMMARY
 ▪ Encourage uses along Rosamond Road that would benefit from future activity 


centre, and close proximity to multiple public transport options. 
 ▪ Subject to market demand, encourage commercial and community land uses 


for buildings in the southern portion of Rosamond Road, supported by public 
transport and appropriate levels of parking. 


 ▪ Along the northern portion of Rosamond Road, encourage mix of land uses to 
enliven the precinct e.g. hotel, commercial,retail, residential etc.


 ▪ Consistent with the Commercial 1 Zone, other complementary uses may also be 
provided


PRECINCT PLAN AND OBJECTIVES
This Precinct is located along the western edge of the site fronting the Rosamond 
Road 


The Rosamond Road is comprised of the following building clusters:
 ▪ Rosamond Road North
 ▪ Rosamond Road South


The objectives of the Rosamond Road Precinct are:
 ▪ Commercial led mixed use providing continuous built form interface along 


Rosamond Road that provides variety of employment spaces such as commercial 
office and hotel 


 ▪ Ensure a Rosamond Road street-edge that has regular visual break through open 
spaces as well as pedestrian and vehicular links 


 ▪ Explore potential public transport interchange in proximity to Rosamond Road and 
the future town centre that is better located in terms of access and catchment.  
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Figure 75 Precinct 3 - Roof Plan with building height Figure 76 Precinct 3 - Access and car parking plan
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Built Form and Architecture 


 ▪ Set back built form at ground level along Rosamond Road 
to provide for generosity of the public realm including 
opportunities for spill out commercial uses (including cafés) 
along the Rosamond Road frontage to allow for activation 
opportunities.  


 ▪ There is an opportunity for corner location and gateway sites to 
hold street edges with zero lot lines, for higher building forms 
and limited street wall setbacks. 


 ▪ Built form should ensure that the western side of Rosamond 
Road is free from winter shadows between 10am and 2pm.


 ▪ Consider, where appropriate, opportunities for variation in 
street wall/podium height (subject to commercial floorspace 
requirements being achieved) that may be provided in a variety 
of ways including architectural features, balustrades or similar.


 ▪ Provide opportunities for commercial development typologies 
along the southern portion of Rosamond Road.


 ▪ Building typologies with continuous street edge, rather than 
podium-tower forms.


 ▪ Larger continuous floor plates in-line with the commercial land 
uses. 


 ▪ Provide opportunities for buildings that have 4m (minimum) floor 
to ceiling heights at ground level to enhance land use flexibility 
and change over time. 


DESIGN GUIDELINES
The following paragraphs and supporting diagrams demonstrate 
how these design guidelines may be achieved within the precinct.


Access, Movement and Car parking 


 ▪ Establish a consistent footpath along Rosamond Road 
 ▪ Provide Little Rosamond Road in a north-south configuration 


parallel to Rosamond Road. Road width (minimum 22m including 
carriageway and footpath) should allow for the potential for the 
relocated bus interchange. Service and vehicle entries should be 
encouraged from Little Rosamond Road.  


 ▪ Provide legible and inviting entries to the east-west pedestrian 
connection via the existing shopping centre 


 ▪ Allow for multiple pedestrian access and ensure pedestrian 
permeability form Rosamond Road at varying interval 


 ▪ Allow for new signalised junction at Rosamond road to integrate 
Bus interchange access and exit
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Figure 77 Precinct 3 - Indicative concept landscape plan
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Open space and Community Infrastructure 


 ▪ Where sight lines allow, provide large canopy trees along Rosamond Road to enhance 
amenity 


 ▪ Provide activity generating uses along the Rosamond Road with complementary 
landscape 


 ▪ Areas identified as public realm should be accessible by all users, have provision for 
landscaping and public art and receive adequate level of natural lighting


 ▪ Provide a comfortable environment near the entry to the shopping centre that invites 
both pedestrian movement and staying activities. 


 ▪ Provide landscaped connection that ensures seamless pedestrian and visual link 
between Rosamond Road and Town Plaza. Provide high quality landscape in the Town 
Plaza and ensure variety of landscaped spaces


 ▪ Clear identification of pedestrian environment to ensure safety and ensure reduction of 
potential conflict between vehicles and pedestrian. Car parking and bicycling provisions 
are to be designed to avoid conflict


 ▪ Landscaping and public realm should be designed to maximise solar access
 ▪ Residential podium to have private communal amenity spaces 
 ▪ Integration of balcony space for indoor and outdoor living amenity and built form 


greening
 ▪ Provision for potential location for the relocation of the community hub
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Figure 78 Sections of River Gateway  at Warrs Road and Aquatic Drive
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ILLUSTRATED VIEW FROM ROSAMOND ROAD
Illustration is indicative 
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Figure 79 Precinct 2 - Shadow Analysis on Sept 21 


Shadow Diagrams
Shadow diagrams have been prepared in accordance to the 
requirements of the DPO17. Specifically the shadow diagrams 
indicate the areas of shadow in the precinct at September 21 
between 10am to 3pm. 
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Figure 80 Precinct 4 - Central North (top); Central South(bottom)
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6.5 PRECINCT 4– CENTRAL 
LIFESTYLE


LAND USE SUMMARY
 ▪ Reinforce the retail, leisure and recreation role of the Centre, completed by other 


uses where appropriate. 
 ▪ Opportunities for innovation and new retail concepts, including pop up retail 


events are encouraged 
 ▪ Consistent with the Commercial 1 Zone, other complementary uses may also be 


provided. 


PRECINCT PLAN AND OBJECTIVES


This Precinct is located along the central part of the site bounded by Rosamond Road 
and the retail precinct 


The Central Lifestyle Precinct is comprised of the following building clusters:
 ▪ Central South
 ▪ Central North


As identified in the  Development Plan, the objectives of the Central Precinct are:
 ▪ Mixed use and town plaza with street level activation through retail and 


intermixed frontages
 ▪ Provide an active public open space interface that links to Rosamond Road  
 ▪ Retail expansion along southern edge and commercial cluster in Central South
 ▪ Decking of Central South  areas to ensure new road and public realm
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Figure 81 Precinct 4 - Roof Plan with building height Figure 82 Precinct 4 - Access and Car parking plan
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The following paragraphs and supporting diagrams 
demonstrate how these design guidelines may be achieved 
within the precinct.


Built Form and Architecture 


 ▪ Provide for vibrant and intense activity, supported through 
higher built form and density. This Precinct has the 
opportunity for the higher form based on the significant 
distance from sensitive interfaces and opportunities to 
connect to public transport. 


 ▪ Provide for appropriate tower separation (minimum 15m) 
to ensure adequate daylight and a high quality of internal 
amenity 


 ▪ Establish a clear and legible urban structure in from of a 
gridded street network which provides clear connections 
to the external street network, new open space and the 
Highpoint Shopping Centre. 


 ▪ Maximise opportunities for active uses at ground floor, 
particularly along internal streets that are anticipated to 
have relatively high volumes of foot traffic. 


 ▪ Built form is encouraged as a podium and tower typology, 
where building forms surround central car parking and 
podium communal space, as a sleeve for car parking. 


 ▪ Multi-level car parks are encouraged to be sleeved 
with other uses, particularly at ground level. Where not 
possible, provide a high quality façade treatment that 
provides visual interest 


Access, Movement and Car parking 


 ▪ Vehicle and car parking movements are encouraged from 
lower order internal roads 


 ▪ Provide Little Rosamond Road in a north-south 
configuration parallel to Rosamond Road. Road width 
(minimum 22m including carriageways and footpaths) 
should allow for the potential for the relocated bus 
interchange. Service and vehicle entries should be 
encouraged from Little Rosamond Road.  


 ▪ Provide legible and inviting entries to the east-west 
pedestrian connections via the existing shopping centre 


 ▪ Large retail car park located at the southern edge of 
precinct above supermarket and accessed from Aquatic 
Drive via a proposed signalised junction
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Figure 83 Precinct 4 - Indicative concept landscape plan
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Figure 84 Precinct 4 - Shadow Analysis on Sept 21 


Shadow Diagrams
Shadow diagrams have been prepared in accordance to the requirements of the 
DPO17. Specifically the shadow diagrams indicate the areas of shadow to the 
site from the spring equinox at September 21 between 10am to 3pm. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Highpoint Shopping Centre offers a unique, urban infill opportunity – at 28.6 hectares it is the largest single-
ownership landholding within the Highpoint Activity Centre. The development proposal outlined in this report 
is grounded in state and local planning policy, providing an opportunity for significant urban renewal over the 
next 30 years. It is envisaged that the site will be recognised beyond its current retail function, incorporating 
a variety of accommodation typologies, employment opportunities, community facilities, transit networks and 
a new open space network. 


Melbourne is projected to be a city of 8 million people by 2051. To accommodate this growth, Plan 
Melbourne 2017-2050 seeks to provide 1.6 million new homes and 1.5 million new jobs, while ensuring the 
protection of existing residential areas. Plan Melbourne identifies that this growth is best accommodated 
within a hierarchy of activity centres. Substantial change and transformation of the Highpoint Activity Centre 
has been as planned for, with Maribyrnong City Council implementing a range of changes to facilitate the 
development, guided by the Highpoint Activity Centre Structure Plan and the Highpoint Planning and Urban 
Design Framework. 


Leveraging the site’s scale and locational attributes will ensure that Highpoint Shopping Centre can 
contribute significantly to the Western Region’s established area employment and housing targets, and the 
vision set out the local planning strategies. As such, this opportunity to provide well-located employment 
opportunities, housing, open space and community facilities should be wholly supported. 


This Planning Report has been prepared to provide a town planning assessment of the Highpoint Urban 
Village Development Plan. The Development Plan has been prepared to guide the long-term future 
development of the Shopping Centre site. There are significant benefits to this approach, which provides a 
holistic vision for the site.  


Key principles informing the development plan approach include the following: 


▪ State significant development – Maribyrnong (Highpoint Activity Centre) is a designated Major Activity 
Centre in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050. Its development will deliver immediate, medium and long-term 
economic benefits to Victoria through planning, construction, infrastructure delivery, housing and 
commercial development. Upon approval of the Development Plan, the GPT Group intend to proceed 
with short term development opportunities at the site. At completion, the area encapsulated by the 
Development Plan will deliver approximately 2,977 new homes, 151 residential hotel rooms, 147,000 
square metres of commercial floorspace, 2.4 hectares of open space and approximately 10,500 square 
metres of community facilities. 


▪ Delivering employment – Over 200,000 square metres of employment floorspace including net 
additional retail is proposed by this Development Plan aimed to facilitate business growth, job creation 
and innovation within the Highpoint Activity Centre. Employment space will comprise office, retail and 
general commercial land uses, with affordable employment opportunities to be incorporated over time. 


▪ Delivering diversity and affordability – the Development Plan will provide flexibility for a mix of 
accommodation typologies at a range of densities across the site. Townhouses and a mix of apartment 
building forms will predominate with a range of accommodation models proposed, including build to rent, 
student accommodation, residential aged care facilities and short-stay accommodation. In this way, it is 
considered that the Development Plan appropriately provides accommodation choice at a range of 
affordability levels and suited to a broad demographic. 


▪ Delivering community facilities – to support the additional population, over 10,500 square metres of 
floorspace will be dedicated to the provision of future community facilities, possibly including childcare 
and kindergarten services, sports and recreation facilities, health services, youth centres and libraries, 
and other cultural facilities as appropriate. 


▪ Unique identity and amenity – a network of open space will be provided across the site, including a 
range of open space of which collectively will maximise and improve pedestrian connections to the wider 
open space network, including to Pipemakers Park, Thompson Reserve and the Maribyrnong River.  


Street typologies include high-amenity boulevards with shared transport modes, and pedestrian footpath 
routes across the site sleeved with active land uses. Active transport usage will be encouraged with 
connections to the wider activity centre strengthened. Furthermore, sustainability principles are 
embedded in the development plan to establish exceptional green credentials. 
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▪ 20-minute neighbourhoods – The future of Highpoint Shopping Centre is an exemplar 20-minute 
neighbourhood, characterised by ready access to a wide range of services, jobs, shops, and recreational 
options, whilst being supported by public and active transport links. 


▪ Delivering essential infrastructure – the Development Plan provides essential infrastructure to support 
the future population and ensure that impacts on surrounding residents are minimised. The Highpoint 
Ring Road is proposed to be widened which will assist in redirecting traffic along Rosamond Road and 
the activity centre more broadly. Whilst the bus interchange is proposed to be relocated within the 
western edge of the site to improve connections to the wider activity centre and proximity to other 
transport nodes. Furthermore, traffic mitigation measures are proposed to the Warrs Road roundabout, 
which aside from improving pedestrian safety at this intersection will also greatly enhance the 
connectivity between the activity centre and Pipemakers Park. 


Community infrastructure, including a new library, health and childcare facilities will also be delivered, 
along with a new open space network. 


This report carries out an assessment of Volume 1 of the Development Plan and is to be read in conjunction 
with technical supporting reports comprising Volume 2. This report finds that on balance, through the 
guidance of the Development Plan, the Highpoint Urban Village development will realise a unique and 
special opportunity to holistically address the need to deliver more housing, employment and community 
facilities that are well-serviced and connected through the efficient use of land supported by existing and 
proposed infrastructure. The assessment concludes that the Development Plan is generally in accordance 
with the requirements of Development Plan Overlay 17. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. PLANNING REPORT PURPOSE 
Urbis Pty Ltd has been engaged by the GPT Group, and has worked closely with the project consultant 
team, to prepare a Development Plan to facilitate the renewal and development of the site most commonly 
recognised as Highpoint Shopping Centre at No. 120 – 200 Rosamond Road, Maribyrnong. 


The Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan (the Development Plan) provides a planning and design 
framework for the future development of the site, which will transform it into a new mixed-use precinct within 
the broader Highpoint Activity Centre. The site will be recognised beyond its current retail function, 
incorporating a variety of accommodation typologies, employment opportunities, community facilities, transit 
networks and a new open space network. 


This Planning Report has been prepared in accordance with the requirements prescribed by Schedule 17 to 
the Development Plan Overlay (DPO17) of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme. A detailed assessment of the 
proposal is set out in this Planning Report and should be read in conjunction with the following documents: 


▪ Volume 1, comprising: 


‒ Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan (Site Analysis & Design Report), prepared by Urbis Pty 
Ltd  


▪ Volume 2, comprising: 


‒ Certificates of Title (Appendix A) 


‒ Social Infrastructure Report, prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd (Appendix B) 


‒ Housing Diversity Report, prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd (Appendix C) 


‒ Landscape and Public Realm Concept Plan, prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd (Appendix D) 


‒ Wind Assessment, prepared by Windtech (Appendix E) 


‒ Transport Plan, prepared by Stantec Consultants (Appendix F) 


‒ Environmentally Sustainable Design Strategy, prepared by ADP Consulting (Appendix G) 


‒ Services and Infrastructure Report, prepared by ADP Consulting (Appendix H) 


‒ Preliminary Site Assessment and Remediation Strategy, prepared by Golder Associates (Appendix I) 


‒ Stormwater Drainage Strategy, prepared by Peritas Group (Appendix J) 


Collectively, these reports have informed the content of the Development Plan. They further confirm the 
suitability of the Development Plan from a social, amenity, built form, and environmental perspective, as well 
as remaining consistent with the objectives of Schedule 17 to the Development Plan Overlay. 


1.2. DEVELOPMENT PLAN AREA & VISION 
The Development Plan (Volume 1) applies to the land understood as the Highpoint Shopping Centre at No. 
120 – 200 Rosamond Road, Maribyrnong and has been prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd on behalf of the GPT 
Group in accordance with the requirements of Schedule 17 to the Development Plan Overlay.  


The Development Plan seeks to create a compact, highly accessible and distinctive place that provides high 
quality living, working and recreational opportunities around a prominent town centre with new development 
that respects the site’s strategic setting and proximity to the Maribyrnong River. New development will 
reinforce the centre’s significant regional retail role and will accommodate a diverse range of quality housing 
typologies, new local retailing to complement the existing large format retailing, office and other commercial 
based business at different scales, improved vehicle, pedestrian and cycle connectivity and plentiful green 
spaces. 


The consultation process to date has involved several design team meetings and workshops with 
Maribyrnong City Council (Council). The consultation process has led to significantly improved planning 
outcomes that are well resolved and contextually appropriate. 
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1.3. PLANNING REPORT REQUIREMENTS 
The broad overall land uses, and development outcomes as envisaged within the objectives and strategies 
of Development Plan Overlay – Schedule 17 (DPO17) and the Highpoint Planning and Urban Design 
Framework (September 2015) are delivered as part of this Development Plan.  


The proposed mix of uses and development proposed at the site has undergone a thorough design 
refinement process to ensure appropriate integration within the context of the wider activity centre. The 
following Table outlines how and where this Planning Report responds to the specific requirements of 
DPO17. 


Table 1 - Response to the Planning Report requirements of DPO17 


DPO17 Requirement  Response / Report Reference 


The proposed arrangement of uses across the site, 


including residential, office, shop and other uses. 


The proposed land use arrangement provides a 


diverse, mixed use offering that has considered the 


location and surrounding context of the site.  


Please refer to Section 4.2 of this report for further 


detail.  


A Retail Assessment and Economic Impact 


Assessment Report, where applicable, to the 


satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. A Retail 


Assessment and Economic Impact Assessment 


Report is not required in a Commercial 1 Zone. 


The preparation of this report is not applicable in 


this instance, as the site is located within the 


Commercial 1 Zone. 


A description of how the proposed Development 


Plan responds to the vision and objectives set out 


in this Schedule. 


The Development Plan is considered to accord with 


the overall vision for the Highpoint Activity Centre 


and objectives of DPO17.  


Please refer to Section 5.1 of this report for further 


detail.   


A description of how the proposed Development 


Plan will meet the requirements of Clause 15.01-1, 


Clause 21.11-2, and Clauses 55 and/or 56 of the 


Scheme, as appropriate. 


The Development Plan has appropriately 


considered the relevant Clauses of the 


Maribyrnong Planning Scheme.  


Please refer to Section 5.2 of this report for further 


detail.   


A site master plan and summary of how the 


documents, reports and plans (as appropriate) 


have informed the Development Plan. 


The Development Plan has been informed by a 


collection of specialist reports and documents that 


confirm the appropriateness of the proposed 


development outcomes.  


Please refer to Section 5 of this report for further 


detail. Refer to Figure 8 for the overall 


Development Plan (“site master plan”). 
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2.  SUBJECT SITE & URBAN CONTEXT 
2.1. THE SUBJECT SITE: HIGHPOINT SHOPPING CENTRE 
Highpoint Shopping Centre (HSC) is located approximately seven (7) kilometres from the Melbourne Central 
Business District (CBD). It is sited just south of Raleigh Road, between Rosamond Road and Warrs Road, 
and occupies an area of approximately 28.6 hectares. The centre is located within the City of Maribyrnong 
and forms the largest landholding within the Highpoint Activity Centre.  


The site is irregular in shape, bounded by Rosamond Road to the west, Aquatic Drive to the south, Warrs 
Road to the east (in part) and residential neighbourhoods to the north and east. The site features a privately 
owned ring road with associated landscaping along the northern and eastern (in part) site boundaries, which 
separates the site from residentially zoned land to the north and east. 


The subject land consists of a single title, formally recorded as Lot 2 on Plan of Subdivision 417452P. GPT 
Funds Management Ltd is listed as the registered proprietor of the land. The following encumbrances are 
listed on title: 


▪ Section 173 Agreement (Instrument No. AL272555P). The agreement is between Maribyrnong City 
Council and GPT Funds Management Ltd and required the construction of the Warrs Road Realignment 
and transfer of interest and title to Council. 


▪ Easement E-1 is a reservation for drainage and other purposes created in favour of the City of 
Maribyrnong. This easement measures approximately 1.8 metres in width and traverses a small portion 
(approximately 73 metres) of the northern boundary. 


▪ Easement E-2 is a drainage easement and applies to the northern extent of Lot 1 on Plan of Subdivision 
417452P. This easement is therefore outside the title boundaries of the subject site. 


For full details of the encumbrances, easements and agreements applicable to the subject site, please refer 
to the Certificates of Title provided at Appendix A. 


2.2. SITE HISTORY 
HSC is uniquely sited on a former quarry. When quarrying operations ceased in the late 1960s, alternative 
uses for the site were sought. Ultimately, it was decided that the site would be suitable for a regional 
shopping centre capable of providing the western suburbs with an extensive range of retailing services in a 
comprehensively planned complex. 


At the time, the site was zoned Extractive Industrial under the Melbourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme, 
with both the zone and planning scheme now being redundant. In this zone and at this time, a permit was 
required to use land for a shopping centre.  


As indicated by the aerial photographs at Figure 1 and Figure 2, at the time the quarrying uses ceased, there 
was already residential development established to the north of the subject site. Limited residential 
development also existed to the east of the centre. Uses on the western side of Rosamond Road were 
limited although some evidence of industrial land use (including a printing press facility) is apparent. 


Development of the centre (initially) was completed in 1971, with additional development stages occurring 
throughout the centre’s 50 years. The last major expansion project occurred through 2011 – 2014 which 
extended the north-east of the centre, adding retail floor area and new food and drink premises. The total 
Gross Floor Area of the Shopping Centre is around 156,000sqm, compromising retail, food and drink, 
entertainment, office, childcare and library uses. 
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Figure 1 – The subject site as a former quarry circa 1965 


 


Figure 2 - Highpoint Shopping Centre circa 1971 
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2.3. BUILT FORM 
As evident in the aerial image of the site provided at Figure 3, the main built form elements of the shopping 
centre are central to the site, with at grade and multi-level car parking areas predominantly directed to the 
site boundaries. 


The former use of the site as a quarry is still evident today and has been the principal physical determinant 
of the design and layout of the centre over the past 50 years. The centre extends over four levels and, due to 
the landform, Level 3 of the centre is generally at grade with Rosamond Road. The topography of the site 
varies extensively, as depicted in Figure 4. 


The centre is typical of many enclosed shopping centres and is based on a north-south mall layout. The mall 
forms the spine of the centre, with major nodes (or anchor tenants) located at intervals along the mall. Myer 
and David Jones are located towards the northern end of the mall and extends over Levels 2 and 3. 
Woolworths and Big W are located midway along the mall on Levels 2 and 3 respectively, while Harris 
Scarfe, Target and Target Home are located towards the southern end of the centre.  


The North East expansion was completed in 2013 and includes a small plaza and outdoor play area. 


 


Figure 3 - Aerial image of the subject site (Nearmap, 2020) 


2.4. ACCESS AND MOVEMENT 
The current access network which surrounds the HSC is dominated by private vehicle use. Policy directives 
encourage transport mode shift towards walking, cycling and public transport, away from private vehicle 
travel. 


The HSC incorporates a major public transport node in the form of a bus interchange. The bus interchange 
connects HSC to train stations at Essendon, Yarraville, Footscray and St Albans, as well as residential 
suburbs including Caroline Springs and Keilor East. Bus services operating from HSC include Routes 215, 
223, 408, 468, 406 and 407. 


Aquatic Drive and a footpath along the northern side of the ring road provides the primary pedestrian access 
to the centre. The HSC has developed a town centre style streetscape along the southern interface of the 
HSC which encourages walkability. 
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Figure 4 - Site contour plan (VicPlan, 2020) 


2.5. STRATEGIC CONTEXT & SITE INTERFACES 
Plan Melbourne identifies a hierarchy of activity centres, with Metropolitan Activity Centres identified as the 
primary location to direct future growth, followed by Major Activity Centres and then Neighbourhood Activity 
Centres. Metropolitan planning policy recognises Highpoint-Maribyrnong as a Major Activity Centre.  The 
Planning Policy Framework (PPF) of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme seeks the development of a network 
of activity centres that are “a focus for high-quality development, activity and living”. 


The PPF also envisages that activity centres will: 


▪ Comprise a range of centres that differ in size and function 


▪ Be a focus for business, shopping, working, leisure and community facilities  


▪ Provide different types of housing, including forms of higher density housing 


▪ Be connected by transport 


▪ Maximise choices in services, employment and social interaction. 


Local planning policy identifies the Highpoint Activity Centre as a “regional centre for higher order retail, 
entertainment and services.” In the future it is envisaged “to transform to a vibrant mixed use activity centre 
with the addition of substantial residential development, new enterprises and public realm improvements.” 


It is noted that HSC is a crucial part of the Highpoint-Maribyrnong Major Activity Centre. The site is 
positioned centrally within the suburb of Maribyrnong, within close proximity to a range of key locations 
including the Maribyrnong River, Department of Defence Site (Urban Renewal Site) and Maribyrnong 
Secondary College. 
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The City of Maribyrnong is considered a gateway to Melbourne’s western region, positioned between 
Docklands and industrial and residential areas located to the west. The western region is defined by strong 
industrial precincts and transport routes and is expected to continue to be defined by a strong commercial 
and industrial base.  


The City of Maribyrnong has continued growth in the residential sector, particularly as underutilised 
manufacturing and industrial precincts are transformed into residential and mixed-use developments. The 
City of Maribyrnong also includes a range of significant regional facilities including Victoria University, 
Footscray Community Arts Centre and Whitten Oval. 


 


Figure 5 - Existing urban context (Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan) 


Current and future land uses in the surrounding area are summarised below. 


2.5.1. Commercial  


A large bulky goods precinct is positioned on the western side of Rosamond Road. The precinct generally 
extends south from Raleigh Road to Williamson Road and comprises a variety of big box retailers and 
complementary activities. 


South of this area, between White Street and Williamson Road, there are a number of other restricted retail 
premises, as well as a mixture of industrial and warehouse uses. This land is within Precinct 4 (Sloane Street 
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Precinct) of the activity centre, which is designated as a mixed-use precinct consisting of bulky goods, other 
retail, offices and residential uses. The land is located in the Commercial 1 Zone. 


Further south again, between Williamson Road and Wattle Road is another bulky goods precinct that 
includes a Bunnings and Supercheap Auto. This land is located in the Mixed Use Zone and is within Precinct 
5 (South Neighbourhood Precinct). Current planning controls direct future residential development to this 
precinct with retail and local business uses at ground floor. 


2.5.2. Residential 


There are established residential areas to the immediate north and east of the HSC, with the area 
predominated by single and double storey detached dwellings and unit style subdivisions. To the south east 
of the site, there is a small pocket of higher density residential development, benefitting from views over 
Pipemakers Park to the Maribyrnong River and Melbourne CBD skyline. 


In recent times, the wider Highpoint Activity Centre has somewhat lacked an immediate residential 
catchment due to the concentration of industrial activities (including Commonwealth Defence facilities) in the 
precinct. In addition, it has been separated from nearby residential areas by the Maribyrnong River and its 
associated open space network and to a lesser extent by the Flemington Racecourse to the south-east. 


Through Council’s strategic planning process that occurred throughout 2014 – 2015 and the subsequent 
release and implementation of the Highpoint Planning and Urban Design Framework (September 2015), 
there is now clear direction in planning policy for increased residential development within the Highpoint 
Activity Centre.  


2.5.3. Recreation / Education Facilities 


The subject site benefits from its strategic location proximate to a number of recreation and education 
facilities to the south and south-east of the site. These facilities and recreational areas include the 
Maribyrnong Aquatic Centre, Robert Barret Reserve, Maribyrnong College and sporting grounds, Thompson 
Reserve, Pipemakers Park and the Maribyrnong River and walking trail. 
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3. PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT 
3.1. PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK 
The Planning Policy Framework (PPF) seeks to foster the objectives of planning in Victoria (as set out in the 
Planning and Environment Act, 1987) through appropriate planning policies and practices that encompass 
relevant environmental, social and economic factors. The PPF includes a number of policies which are 
relevant to Activity Centres and retailing. These are summarised below: 


▪ Clause 11- Settlement: 


‒ 11.03-1S- Activity Centres encourages the concentration of major retail, residential, commercial, 
administrative, entertainment and cultural developments into activity centres that are highly 
accessible to the community. 


‒ 11.03-1R Activity Centres- Metropolitan Melbourne seeks to ensure development and growth of 
Activity Centres by ensuring that they incorporate a range of land uses, high levels of amenity and 
are supported by infrastructure.  


▪ Clause 15- Built Environment and Heritage seeks to create well designed urban environments that are 
safe, attractive, easily accessible and provide a sense of cultural identity.  


The relevant strategies include:  


‒ Design that enhances liveability, diversity, amenity and safety of the public realm. 


‒ Require development to respond to its context in terms of urban character, cultural heritage, natural 
features, surrounding landscape and climate. 


‒ Ensure transport corridors integrate land use planning, urban design and transport planning and are 
developed and managed with particular attention to urban design aspects. 


‒ Design of interfaces between buildings and public spaces, including the arrangement of adjoining 
activities, entrances, windows, and architectural detailing, should enhance the visual and social 
experience of the user. 


▪ Clause 16- Housing outlines that planning should provide for housing diversity, affordability and 
sustainability.  


▪ Clause 17- Economic Development seeks to provide for a strong and robust economy with a focus on 
innovation and productivity. Clause 17.01-1 ‘Commercial-business’ seeks to ‘’encourage development 
which meet the communities’ needs for retail, entertainment, office and other commercial services and 
provides net community benefit in relation to accessibility, efficient infrastructure use and the aggregation 
and sustainability of commercial facilities’’. 


The relevant strategies include: 


‒ Locate commercial facilities in existing or planned activity centres 


‒ Provide outlets of trade-related goods or services directly serving or ancillary to industry and which 
have adequate on-site car parking. 


▪ Clause 18- Transport seeks to ensure an integrated and sustainable transport system that provides 
access to social and economic opportunities, facilitates economic prosperity, contributes to 
environmental sustainability, coordinates reliable movements of people and goods, and is safe. 


3.2. LOCAL PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK 
The Local Planning Policy Framework (LPPF) comprises the Municipal Strategic Statement and local 
planning policies 


▪ Clause 21.03 – Council Vision sets out Council’s vision and objectives for the city, and details the 
strategies, actions and commitments that will achieve these. Moreover, the Clause states that by 2030 
the city of Maribyrnong will be a popular inner city municipality with a vibrant and diverse community, a 
strong identity and a prosperous modern economy. 
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▪ Clause 21.04- Settlement outlines that Maribyrnong is defined by a network of Activity Centres. 
Relevant objectives of relevance include to: 


‒ Create an activity centre network with a variety of easily accessible, pleasant and safe places where 
people can gather, socialise, shop, work, live, be entertained and make use of many kinds of 
community and leisure services without having to travel far 


‒ To transform the Footscray CAD, Highpoint PAC and Central West MAC into mixed use retail, 
commercial, residential and community services centres with a sense of place. 


‒ To develop centres in accordance with their place in the activity centre hierarchy 


‒ To enhance the community focus of local activity centres. 


▪ Clause 21.06- Built Environment and Heritage seeks to support a sense of place and community in 
Activity Centres. The Clause cites three main strategies to achieve this objective. These include:  


‒ Maintain and enhance the built form character which contributes to each activity centre’s individual 
identity; 


‒ Require appropriate development responses to gateway locations within activity centres; and  


‒ Encourage facilities, services and places in activity centres that support the health and well-being of 
residents, visitors and workers. 


▪ Clause 21.07- Housing outlines that substantial changes are proposed for the Highpoint Activity Centre, 
assuming greater capacity for medium and higher density housing developments.  


▪ Clause 21.08- Economic Development highlights the importance of the Highpoint Activity Centre and 
stresses the untapped potential for the area. The two main objectives of this Clause are to: ensure that 
retail premises are developed in appropriate locations and to ensure restricted retail premises are 
developed in appropriate locations.  


▪ The strategies that relate to the Highpoint Activity Centre include:  


‒ To support the Highpoint PAC as a regional shopping centre and as the key focus in the City for 
bulky goods (restricted retail) retailing 


‒ Discourage retail development outside of identified Activity Centres  


‒ Focus the municipality’s restricted retail premises retailing at the Highpoint PAC. 


▪ Clause 21.09- Transport seeks to mitigate issues surrounding congestion and more generally, transport 
issues. In a statement, the Clause directly addresses the site: The Northern Maribyrnong Integrated 
Transport Strategy is being prepared in response to existing traffic congestion and transport issues 
around the Highpoint PAC and will identify sustainable long term transport improvements that can cater 
for developments at the MDS and the Highpoint PAC. 


▪ Clause 21.11-2- Highpoint Activity Centre is the key policy that applies to the subject site.  This Local 
Policy includes objectives and strategies for the whole Activity Centre in relation to land use, built form, 
access and movement, and open space and community infrastructure.  It envisages a bold 
transformation that will see the area develop into a vibrant mixed-use activity centre taking on substantial 
new residential development.  


It also contains specific objectives in relation to the seven precincts contained within the HAC.  The 
Shopping Centre is located within Precinct 6 (Highpoint Hub) which seeks to support residential, retail 
and entertainment uses and provide complementary hospitality, community, health and office uses.  As 
shown on the Framework Plan (Figure 6), land uses designated within Precinct 6 include a broad mix 
including larger retail, entertainment, residential and offices.   


Precinct 6 - Highpoint Hub also seeks to: 


‒ Create a new public transport interchange in proximity to Rosamond Road with safe and convenient 
pedestrian and cycle connections to Aquatic Drive and Williamson Road 


‒ Improve pedestrian and cycling connections between the Highpoint Shopping centre and other parts 
of the Activity Centre 
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‒ Provide for greater traffic capacity on the Highpoint Ring Road 


‒ Provide for alternative north-south vehicle movements, such as on a widened Warrs Road and a new 
road link between the Highpoint Ring Road and Aquatic Drive 


‒ Improve pedestrian and cyclist connections to adjacent open space including Pipemakers Park and 
Robert Barrett Reserve, including upgrading pedestrian and cyclist access and providing safe 
crossing points from Aquatic Drive, Warrs Road and Horizon Drive into Pipemakers Park 


‒ Provide for “real-time” public transport timetable information at various points in the precinct 


‒ Improve the existing plaza fronting Rosamond Road and provide additional open space to act as 
focal points at each end of the proposed east-west pedestrian links 


‒ Require green wall or landscaped edge treatments at highly visible parts of the precinct 


 


Figure 6 - Highpoint Activity Centre Framework Plan (Clause 21.11-2) 


Key land use and activity objectives of relevance to the site support the inclusion of these land uses in 
conjunction with a desire to create a lively mixed use centre with an appropriate range of day and night-
time activities.  An indicative location for a future Town Centre is shown on the Framework Plan which 
extends into the Shopping Centre boundary.  In conjunction with the framework plan, Rosamond Road is 
identified within the policy as a main street at the heart of the activity centre that provides a commercial 
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and retail focus around a central plaza and a new public transport hub.  Indicative locations for potential 
future parks/plazas are indicated and are also included within the Shopping Centre’s boundary. 


The Local Policy also contains guidance in relation to Built Form, Access and Movement, and Open 
Space and Community Infrastructure with further detailed provisions also provided within the 
accompanying Development Plan Overlay, Schedule 17 (DPO17).  The following key policy objectives 
that are considered to guide future development, in particular building height and detailed design, at the 
Shopping Centre are: 


‒ Promote higher levels of development at the core of the centre, close to facilities, with a transition in 
building heights down to existing residential areas to reflect the character of those areas and to 
complement the topography of the area.  


‒ Use built form to reinforce Rosamond Road’s role as a main street at the heart of the centre and 
Williamson Road’s function as a lively local mixed use centre.  


‒ Use built form to help define the key arrival and orientation points in the centre, such as main street 
corners, with higher and/or more prominent buildings. 


‒ Encourage new building and landscaping design to complement the topography and enhance views 
into and out of the centre. 


‒ Create a built form that strongly defines streets while retaining a human scale and access to daylight 
and sunlight on streets, including through the use of an upper level setback from the street frontage. 


‒ Support wrapping of parking structures with other active uses on street frontages, where practicable. 


▪ Clause 22.07- Open Space Contribution outlines that open space contribution is preferred over cash 
contributions within the Highpoint Activity Centre. 


3.3. ZONING 
The subject site is located in the Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z). The purposes of the C1Z are: 


▪ To implement the State Planning Policy Framework and the Local Planning Policy Framework, including 
the Municipal Strategic Statement and local planning policies.  


▪ To create vibrant mixed use commercial centres for retail, office, business, entertainment and community 
uses.  


▪ To provide for residential uses at densities complementary to the role and scale of the commercial 
centre. 


The C1Z is one of the most flexible zones in the Victoria Planning Provisions (VPPs), and permits a wide 
variety of land uses, including retail, office and residential uses generally as of right. The permissibility of 
some key uses in the C1Z and as proposed in the Development Plan are outlined in Table 2. 


Table 2 - Table of Uses 


No Permit Required Permit Required Prohibited  


Accommodation*  


Child Care Centre* 


Cinema  


Education Centre  


Exhibition Centre  


Informal Outdoor Recreation  


Office  


Leisure and Recreation Facility*  


Place of Assembly* 


 


 


Major sports and recreation 


facility 


Motor racing track 
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No Permit Required Permit Required Prohibited  


Place of Worship*  


Retail Premises  


Shop 


*With conditions or exceptions apply 


 


The VPPs allows for a schedule to the C1Z to specify a maximum leasable floor area for an office or shop 
(other than a restricted retail premises). In this instance, the schedule to the zone does not specify a 
maximum combined leasable floor area for office or shop. 


A permit is required to construct a building or construct or carry out works. This does not include the internal 
rearrangement of a building if the maximum leasable floor area specified in the schedule to the zone is not 
exceeded.  


3.4. PLANNING OVERLAYS 


3.4.1. Development Plan Overlay – Schedule 17 (DPO17) 


The subject site is contained within Schedule 17 to the Development Plan Overlay (DPO17) which concerns 
the Highpoint Activity Centre.  


This Clause seeks to achieve the following:  


To create a compact, highly accessible and distinctive place that provides regional high quality 
living, working and recreation opportunities around a prominent town centre with new 
development that respects the area's spectacular setting and proximity to the Maribyrnong 
River. Redevelopment will reinforce the centre’s significant regional retail role and will 
accommodate quality housing for a range of people, new local retailing to complement the 
existing large format retailing, office based business at different scales, improved vehicle, 
pedestrian and cycle connectivity and plentiful green spaces. 


Under the provisions of this overlay, a permit should not generally be granted to use or subdivide land, 
construct a building or construct or carry out works until a development plan has been prepared to the 
satisfaction of the responsible authority. 


DPO17 sets out the requirements for a Development Plan in selected precincts and includes indicative 
preferred built form guidelines, described further as follows. 


Precinct 6 - Highpoint Hub Precinct 


The subject site is located within Precinct 6 of DPO17. The overarching goals land use goals contained 
within the DPO17 for this precinct are summarised as: 


▪ To reinforce retail and entertainment uses as the focus of the precinct.  


▪ To provide opportunities for complementary hospitality, community, health and office uses in the vicinity 
of the enclosed shopping centre and along Rosamond Road.  


▪ To promote Rosamond Road as a main street at the heart of the centre.  


▪ To facilitate the addition of housing, including above other uses, with a focus on the south eastern and 
western edges of the High Point Shopping Centre. 


The relevant built form objectives for Precinct 6 include: 


▪ To provide active frontages along Rosamond Road and Aquatic Drive and weather protection to 
frontages in key pedestrian areas as indicated in Map 2 of this Schedule, where feasible.  


▪ To provide for greening of large exposed surfaces, such as roof tops, with elements such as roof 
gardens, particularly where they are overlooked by residential uses.  
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▪ To preserve solar access to a minimum of one footpath, between 11am and 2pm on 21 June along 
Rosamond Road between Williamson Road/Aquatic Drive and the Highpoint Ring Road, and between 
10am to 3pm on 21 September on other streets. 


Building Height 


DPO17 outlines a preferred building height of 6 – 10 storeys for the majority of the site, with a reduced height 
of between 3 – 6 storeys for frontage to Rosamond Road and for a width of 15 metres along the ring road. 


Preferred street wall heights also apply, of approximately 6 storeys for streets at least 18 metres wide. For all 
other streets, the street wall height should generally be equivalent to the width of the street. A setback of 10 
metres applies to built form above the street wall, as shown in Figure 7. 


 


Figure 7 - Preferred upper level setbacks of buildings (DPO17) 


 


3.5. PARTICULAR & GENERAL PROVISIONS 
The relevant particular provisions of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme include Clauses: 


3.5.1. Clause 52.06 – Car Parking 


Car parking policy seeks to ensure that an appropriate amount of car parking is provided on a site, having 
regard to the likely demand anticipated, the function of the land, the local context and associated policy of 
the Planning Policy Framework and Local Planning Policy Framework. Clause 52.06 further seeks to ensure 
that car parking does not adversely impact upon the amenity of an area and aims to support sustainable 
transport alternatives.  


Clause 52.06 stipulates the car parking provision requirements for a variety of different land uses within 
Table 1. Where the subject land is identified as being within the Principal Public Transport Network Area as 
shown on the Principal Public Transport Network Area Maps (State Government of Victoria, August 2018) 
the Column B rates apply.  


A permit is required to reduce (including reduce to zero) the number of car parking spaces required under 
Clause 52.06-5.  


Under the requirements of Clause 52.06, the relevant car parking requirements are as follows:  


▪ Clause 52.06-8 stipulates the requirement for a car parking plan to be prepared to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority  
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▪ Clause 52.06-9 stipulates design requirements for a car parking plan, including the design of 
accessways, car parking spaces and gradients  


An assessment of proposed car parking rates and provision across the site, including access arrangements, 
is provided in the enclosed Transport Plan prepared by Stantec Consultants. 


3.5.2. Clause 52.17 – Native Vegetation 


This Clause seeks to ensure that there is no net loss to biodiversity as a result of the removal, destruction or 
lopping of native vegetation. It triggers a planning permit requirement to remove, destroy or lop native 
vegetation, including dead native vegetation. 


Some exemptions do exist pursuant to Clause 52.17-7, including: 


▪ Conservation work (conditions apply) 


▪ Removal of native vegetation on Crown land (conditions apply) 


▪ Planted vegetation 


If a permit is required to remove, destroy or lop native vegetation, the biodiversity impacts from the removal, 
destruction or lopping of native vegetation must be offset, in accordance with the Guidelines for the removal, 
destruction or lopping of native vegetation (Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, 2017). 
The conditions on the permit for the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation must specify the 
offset requirement and the timing to secure the offset. 


All matters relating to vegetation removal will be managed through individual applications. It is envisaged 
that some vegetation removal may be required, however the majority of the existing vegetation appears to 
have been planted and will be offset by new soft landscaped areas. 


3.5.3. Clause 52.34 – Bicycle Facilities 


Clause 52.34 aims to promote cycling as a mode of transport and to provide secure, accessible and 
convenient bicycle parking spaces and associated shower and change facilities.  


This provision requires that a new use must not commence, or the floor area of an existing use must not be 
increased until the required bicycle facilities and associated signage has been provided on the land. Clause 
52.34 stipulates the bicycle parking provision requirements for a variety of different land uses within Table 1.  


Pursuant to Clause 52.34-2, a permit may be granted to vary, reduce or waive any requirement of Clause 
52.34-5 and Clause 52.34-6. Refer to the enclosed Transport Plan prepared by Stantec Consultants for 
further discussion. 


3.5.4. Clause 53.01 – Public Open Space Contribution & Subdivision 


The requirements of this Clause are triggered at subdivision. This clause requires a contribution to the 
council for public open space in an amount specified in the schedule to this clause. 


At the time of subdivision, the HSC site will require a contribution in the order of 5.7%. 


3.5.5. Clause 53.18 – Stormwater Management in Urban Development 


This clause seeks to ensure that stormwater in urban development, including retention and reuse, is 
managed to mitigate the impacts of stormwater on the environment, property and public safety, and to 
provide cooling, local habitat and amenity benefits. 


This clause applies to an application to construct a building, or construct or carry out works. Refer to the 
enclosed Stormwater Drainage Strategy prepared by Peritas Group for further discussion. 
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4. THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
The Development Plan has evolved in careful response to a wide range of contextual, demographic, 
topographic and planning considerations. Among these were the requirements set out in DPO17. The site 
will be an exemplar 20-minute neighbourhood, characterised by ready access to a wide range of services, 
jobs and recreational opportunities and supported by active and public transport links. 


The Development Plan is presented in Figure 8 and demonstrates how the future mixed-use urban village 
will integrate with the existing HSC. 


4.1. VISION 
The Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan seeks to create a compact, highly accessible and distinctive 
place that provides high quality living, working and recreational opportunities around a prominent town plaza 
with new development that respects the site’s strategic setting and proximity to the Maribyrnong River. New 
development will reinforce the centre’s significant regional retail role and will accommodate a diverse range 
of quality housing typologies, new local retailing to complement the existing large format retailing, office and 
other commercial based business at different scales, improved vehicle, pedestrian and cycle connectivity 
and plentiful green spaces. 


The vision will be delivered through the following key principles: 


▪ New Urban Environment with a Rationalised Street Network – Create a new legible street network 
and urban structure with varied built form and heights providing visual diversity and interest, whilst being 
responsive to the site context and key views. 


▪ Mixed Use Precinct with a Community Heart – Create a vibrant urban mixed-use village by increasing 
the density across the site and introducing a variety of accommodation typologies and a complementary 
mix of employment generating and community uses. 


▪ Enhanced Connections – Enhance pedestrian movement around and through the site, ensuring these 
new and enhanced routes are legible and of high-quality, particularly considering the challenges in site 
topography.  


▪ Sustainable Change – Deliver environmentally, socially and economically sustainable outcomes in all 
aspects of the new urban form. 


▪ Open Spaces – Provide a network of open spaces of different scale, character and function which cater 
for a variety of activities to support the future community. 


4.2. DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
Refer to Figure 8 overleaf.
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Figure 8 - Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan (Urbis, 2021) 
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4.3. LAND USE 
The subject site will be transformed into a new mixed-use urban village.  A key aim is to ensure that the 
range of uses proposed across the site will enhance the retail offer of the HSC, by facilitating the 
establishment of a range of complementary uses that increase the number of multi-purpose trips to the site 
and ultimately create a quality place to live, work and play. 


4.3.1. Urban Village 


At completion, the area encapsulated by the Development Plan will deliver approximately 3,000 new homes, 
150 residential hotel rooms, 150,000 square metres of commercial floorspace, 2.4 hectares of open space, 
over 70,000 square metres of net additional retail and approximately 10,500 square metres of community 
facilities: 


▪ Housing & Accommodation: The Development Plan provides for a mix of accommodation typologies at 
a range of densities across the site. Townhouses and apartment building forms will predominate with a 
range of accommodation models proposed, including build to rent, student accommodation, residential 
aged care facilities and short-stay accommodation. In this way, it is considered that the Development 
Plan appropriately provides a diverse range of accommodation at varying affordability levels. Ultimately 
the housing offer will improve supply and provide greater diversity and choice for local residents, both 
with regards to the housing forms and tenure. 


▪ Employment: The land use plan for the site has been developed to encourage local employment and 
jobs as part of the renewal of the Highpoint Activity Centre. Approximately 200,000+ square metres of 
additional employment floorspace is proposed by this Development Plan aimed to facilitate business 
growth and innovation within the Highpoint Activity Centre. Employment space will comprise office, retail 
and general commercial land uses, with affordable employment opportunities to be incorporated over 
time. If an average of 1 job / 30 sqm if assumed, this would provide space for 9,600 ongoing commercial 
jobs (assuming 85% efficiency rate for net lettable area). 


▪ Community Facilities: To support the additional population and addressing gaps in current provision, 
over 10,500 square metres of floorspace is proposed to the provision of future community facilities. The 
possible uses may include childcare and kindergarten services, sports and recreation facilities, health 
services, youth centres and libraries, and other cultural facilities as appropriate. The approach to 
community facility provision at the site will allow for flexibility to ensure that facilities are responsive to 
changes in community needs over time. 


In spatial terms, community facilities will be generally located on the western side of the site, publicly 
accessible and close to public transport. They will ensure appropriate access for people of all abilities. 
Community facilities and open space will be co-located wherever possible. 


4.3.2. Precinct Specific Objectives 


The Development Plan has seen the formation of five (5) separate precincts, all with individual character 
objectives and outcomes. These are described in further detail below: 


Precinct 1: Northern Residential Edge 


Precinct 1 encapsulates the most sensitive elements of the subject site. Extending along the northern 
boundary and north-east corner of the site, the objectives and design principles resolved for Precinct 1 are 
informed by the precinct’s location at the interface to residentially zoned land. As such, land uses within this 
precinct will also be primarily residential, to prevent any amenity impacts associated with other land uses in 
this location. A diversity of housing choices will be provided in this precinct.  


Precinct 2: River Gateway 


Precinct 2 is spatially located at the south-east corner of the site, wedged between the HSC and Warrs Road 
to the east, and Aquatic Drive to the south. One of the primary drivers of this precinct is to enhance and 
maximise connections to the various public parkland and recreational opportunities to the south-east towards 
the Maribyrnong River. As the wider context to this precinct is also characterised by predominantly 
residential and retail uses, the promotion of various residential uses in Precinct 2 will be encouraged. 
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Precinct 3: Rosamond Road 


Precinct 3 extends along the width of the site frontage to Rosamond Road. The primary influence for this 
precinct is its location at the interface to the wider Highpoint Activity Centre. Commercial uses will therefore 
be encouraged along this interface, including active ground floor uses where appropriate to encourage 
activation of the public realm and assist in elevating Rosamond Road as a ‘high street’. The relocation of the 
bus interchange within this precinct will further bolster its contribution to the wider activity centre. 


Precinct 4: Central Lifestyle 


Precinct 4 is located west of the HSC and east of Precinct 3. By virtue of its context between a retail centre 
and new commercial opportunities fronting Rosamond Road, there is opportunity to create a mixed-use 
village at the heart of the site. This precinct therefore seeks to provide a complementary mix of residential, 
community, commercial and retail uses, with street level activation and ample public open space. 


Precinct 5: Internal Central Retail 


The Internal Central Retail precinct incorporates the existing HSC. It will continue to provide retail and 
entertainment based uses and will facilitate internal improvements and reconfigurations, as well as improved 
connectivity through to the various other precincts on site. 


4.4. OPEN SPACE 
The subject site is proximate to a number of major public park and recreation reserves, including: 


▪ Pipemakers Park 
▪ Thompson Reserve 
▪ Robert Barret Reserve (including tennis courts and the Maribyrnong Aquatic Centre)  
▪ Maribyrnong River Trail 
▪ Frog’s Hollow Wetlands 


To complement the adjacent open space, a new network of open space will be provided across the site 
which collectively will maximise and improve pedestrian connections to the wider open space network, 
including to Pipemakers Park, Thompson Reserve and the Maribyrnong River. The main purpose of the 
open space network is to cater for the needs of the future site population and visitors.  


Approximately 24,000 square metres of the total site will be recognised and used as open space, including 
12 individual public realm spaces varying in size from 705 – 9,700 square metres. The largest of these will 
be the Town Plaza, an approximately 9,700 square metre open space that will be located at the heart of the 
precinct with a clear visual link and access to Rosamond Road and the wider activity centre. The size of this 
open space has been doubled in line with feedback and with the agreement of council.   


These open spaces are to be designed and landscaped to be the focal points for ‘civic life’ in the precinct. 
These spaces will provide a transitionary element between various uses and functions of the site and are 
intended to be active and highly pedestrianised.  


The publicly accessible open space areas will be supplemented by private podium and rooftop level 
communal open space areas. The internal open space network will be further complemented by high-
amenity boulevards with shared transport modes, and pedestrian footpath routes across the site sleeved 
with active land uses. Furthermore, sustainability principles are embedded in the development plan to 
establish exceptional green credentials. 


4.5. CHARACTER & BUILT FORM 
The unique characteristics of the site have demanded a particular site response that enables effective 
interaction with the Shopping Centre, various topographical challenges associated with the former use of the 
site as a quarry, adjoining residential neighbourhoods, the wider Highpoint Activity Centre and the 
surrounding road network. Amenity within the public realm and the need to create a rationalised urban grid 
has informed the placement and scale of buildings with the aim of ensuring that streets and spaces enjoy 
access to sunlight, a sense of safety and security through good engagement between buildings and internal 
streets and appropriate environmental conditions for their particular purpose. 
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4.5.1. Building Heights 


The DPO17 outlines that development should be generally in accordance with preferred maximum building 
heights prescribed within this overlay. Map 2 in DPO17 prescribes a preferred 6 – 10 storey building height 
across the HSC, with the Rosamond Road and ring road frontages having a preferred 3 – 6 storey building 
height. 


As outlined within the Panel Report released for Planning Scheme Amendment C135 which introduced 
DPO17 across the Highpoint Activity Centre, it is considered that a range of factors, including population 
projections, the site’s enormous scale, urban renewal potential and regional catchment functions provides 
strong basis for proposing performance based and in some instances, higher density built form than 
contemplated by DPO17.  Expert Mark Sheppard noted in relation to building heights of between 3-6 storeys: 
‘In my view, this significantly undercapitalises on the strategic attributes of the land for urban renewal. As an 
activity centre with a regional catchment, reasonable public transport access and limited constraints on 
development, it has huge potential to contribute to the accommodation of metropolitan growth.’ (page 32 of 
the Panel Report for Amendment C135). 


Further, the Panel in their discussion note that the proposed heights are flexible: 


The Panel supports the arrangement whereby the preferred building heights provide guidance 
but do not mandate an outcome, as this allows for some flexibility in the design response of 
development proposals to the characteristics of particular sites (C135 Panel report, Page 37). 


Of the HSC site, the Panel say: 


The Panel's view is that the main consideration in the development of higher building forms on 
this site should be protection of the amenity of adjoining residential areas to the north and east. 


Following several pre and post lodgement discussions with the City of Maribyrnong, building heights across 
the precinct have been refined to ensure a well-considered final outcome that appropriately considers the 
site context and individual precinct sensitivities. It is also considered that a variety of building heights provide 
visual interest and diversity in the landscape. Buildings are therefore proposed ranging in heights from 3 – 14 
storeys. 


It is considered that these heights are ‘generally in accordance’ with DPO17, where the Development Plan 
provides an overall average building height of 10 storeys across the site (Figure 9). 


 


Figure 9 - Reaching an average 10 storey building height 


Higher built form is positioned centrally within the site and toward the less sensitive southern and south 
eastern interfaces. Map 2 to DPO17 encourages more prominent built form at the south-east corner of the 
site, which the Development Plan responds to by providing a cluster of towers above a 3-storey podium 
ranging between 6 – 14 storeys. For example, in the River Gateway Precinct, buildings that 14 storeys in 
height are located approximately 100 metres away from the closest residential receptors. 


Higher built form is also positioned to minimise overshadowing to adjacent residential precincts and the 
public realm. The western side of Rosamond Road and opposite side of the footpath (from the site) along 
Aquatic Drive and Warrs Road will be largely unaffected by overshadowing throughout the nominated hours 
of the day, as directed by DPO17. 


Lower built form and greater setbacks are incorporated to the northern and eastern boundaries of the site to 
limit impact on adjacent residential precincts, highly consistent with the expectations set out in DPO17. 
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4.5.2. Block Structure 


A grid block structure is incorporated across the site. This rationalises the existing movement patterns across 
the site, and assists in legibility, which is currently impeded by the central location of the HSC and various 
access routes to car parking and loading areas.  


Again, the Planning Panel at C135 considered the likely outcome of this, saying (at Page 38): 


The Panel considers it highly unlikely that the Highpoint Activity Centre Precinct (Precinct 6) 
will develop in the same manner of Precincts 1 to 5. While these precincts are capable of 
staged development of new streets upon which the streetscape concept discussed above may 
be based, Precinct 6 is very unlikely to be broken up into street‐based blocks given the nature 
of the present use and the level of investment in the buildings on the site. Precinct 6 is 
fundamentally different to the other precincts in that it is a former quarry hole 10 to 12 metres 
deep. The site has been developed as a whole, forming a unified development. (In this context 
the use of a "storey" as a height control takes on a somewhat different light14, with some 
storeys potentially below natural ground level. Flexibility in assessment will be required.)  


The typical block typology will measure approximately 70 metres x 90 metres and incorporate a podium level 
(in the order of 3 storeys) and multiple tower forms above. Adequate separation between towers will be 
achieved with a requirement for a least 10 – 15 metres between tower forms. The benefits of the block 
structure include legibility, wayfinding, safety and connectivity through and around the site. 


4.5.3. Building Setbacks & Separation 


The Development Plan contemplates typical podium + tower built form outcomes across the site. While 
DPO17 allows for a zero lot line, the Development Plan proposes more generous building setbacks at 
ground level around the site, either to provide more generous public realm space or to provide for additional 
contextual response to residential interfaces. 


Typical podium / street wall heights range between 3 – 6 storeys, ensuring that the ground floor plane 
encourages active uses and weather protection measures (such as canopies) where appropriate. Parking 
will also be sleeved with other uses to ensure active street frontages are maintained. Where possible, 
ground floor dwellings with entrances to the street will be encouraged. Active frontages will be particularly 
encouraged along Rosamond Road, Aquatic Drive and other key internal street networks including buildings 
fronting onto open space areas. 


Above podium level, tower forms are setback 2 – 5 metres from the street wall. Adequate building separation 
is encouraged between tower forms (at least 10 – 15 metres) to provide privacy to future residents, ensure 
visual relief from built form and ameliorate wind effects.  


4.5.4. Precinct Specific Character Outcomes 


Precinct 1: Northern Residential Edge 


This Precinct is located along the northern edge of the site, encompassing the northern portion of the ring 
road and interfacing with residentially zoned land to the north. The key built form objectives of the Northern 
Residential Edge Precinct are to: 


▪ Street wall heights should be a maximum of 6 storeys, with overall building forms with a preferred 
maximum of 10-11 storeys along the Highpoint Ring Road.  


▪ All built form should be a maximum of 6 storeys, within 15m of the existing kerb of the Highpoint Ring 
Road.  


▪ Ensure ground level setbacks provide for potential future widening of the Highpoint Ring Road.  


▪ Opportunities for private residential entries with incorporated defensive private space should be explored.  


▪ Alignment of built form should take advantage of significant views to the north and east.  


The building typology along this section of the ring road will resemble townhouse style development which is 
respectful to the residential neighbourhoods to the north and north-east of the site. A lower street wall is 
proposed to the ring road to create a human scale and reduce visual bulk impacts associated with tower 
forms.  
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The ring road itself is flagged for duplication, with the widening of this road and emphasis on active transport 
providing an opportunity to encourage landscaping and a ‘green edge’. This is nominated in the 
Development Plan as a 15-metre-wide landscaped building edge along the northern and eastern edges of 
the site. 


Building podium heights along the green edge are maintained at maximum height of 6 storeys within 15 
metres of the expanded ring road. Higher built form outcomes are positioned behind the 15 metre setback 
and will be generally in the order of 10 – 11 storeys, with the southernmost tower (i.e. furthest building from 
the closest residential receptor) reaching 14 storeys. 


Precinct 2: River Gateway 


Precinct 2 is spatially located at the south-east corner of the site, wedged between the HSC and Warrs Road 
to the east, and Aquatic Drive to the south. The key built form objectives of the River Gateway Precinct 
include:  


▪ Higher form is to be located away from the site boundary, to reduce the amenity impacts of shadow and 
massing.  


▪ Where not adjacent to existing low scale residential areas, built form is encouraged as a perimeter-tower 
typology, where building forms surround central car parking and podium communal space, as a sleeve 
for car parking.  


▪ Alignment of built form should optimise significant views to the east and south, along with other factors.  


▪ Taller forms should be slender to minimise their visual impact.  


▪ Building frontage which bound the pocket park/plaza should maximise opportunities for active uses at 
ground floor.  


▪ Ensure ground level setbacks along Aquatic Drive and Warrs Road are adequate to allow for a 
comfortable footpath width and street trees.  


Podium heights within this precinct will be in the order of 2 – 6 storeys, whilst tower forms will reach 6 – 14 
storeys. Taller built form outcomes within Precinct 2 are located centrally, or towards the north-west corner of 
the precinct. This reduces impacts of shadowing and visual bulk as viewed and experienced from the public 
realm. Development in this precinct will seek to maximise views to the Maribyrnong River, and views further 
south-east towards the Melbourne CBD skyline. 


Precinct 3: Rosamond Road 


This Precinct is located along the western edge of the site fronting the Rosamond Road. The key built form 
objectives of the Rosamond Road Precinct are:  


▪ Set back built form at ground level along Rosamond Road to provide for generosity of the public realm 
including opportunities for spill out commercial uses (including cafés) along the Rosamond Road 
frontage to allow for activation opportunities.  


▪ There is an opportunity for corner location and gateway sites to hold street edges with zero lot lines, for 
higher building forms and limited street wall setbacks.  


▪ Built form should ensure that the western side of Rosamond Road is free from winter shadows between 
10am and 2pm. 


▪ Consider, where appropriate, opportunities for variation in streetwall/podium height (subject to 
commercial floorspace requirements being achieved) that may be provided in a variety of ways including 
architectural features, balustrades or similar. 


▪ Provide opportunities for commercial development typologies along the southern portion of Rosamond 
Road which include:  


‒ Building typologies with continuous street edge, rather than podium-tower forms  


‒ Larger continuous floor plates in-line with the commercial land uses  


Built form along Rosamond Road will be setback beyond the title boundary, to provide a wider and more 
inviting public realm space and pedestrian thoroughfare. This will further provide opportunities for active 
ground floor uses to utilise part of the footpath for seating or other types of activation. 
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A consistent built form along Rosamond Road will be adopted with a constant street wall height of 6 storeys. 
Tower forms will be setback above the street wall and will reach between 8 – 11  storeys in height. Any 
amenity impacts in regard to the height of these buildings will be effectively ameliorated through a variety of 
means, including active uses at ground level, canopies across the street to provide weather protection and 
public open spaces punctuating the built form. 


Precinct 4: Central Lifestyle 


Precinct 4 is located west of the HSC and east of Precinct 3. The key built form objectives of the Central 
Precinct are:  


▪ Provide for vibrant and intense activity, supported through higher built form and density. This Precinct 
has the opportunity for higher built form based on the significant distance from sensitive interfaces and 
opportunities to connect to public transport. Furthermore, it directly addresses and interfaces with the 
retail centre and proposed Town Plaza. 


▪ Provide for appropriate tower separation (minimum 15m) to ensure adequate daylight and a high quality 
of internal amenity  


▪ Establish a clear and legible urban structure in from of a gridded street network which provides clear 
connections to the external street network, new open space and the Highpoint Shopping Centre.  


▪ Maximise opportunities for active uses at ground floor, particularly along internal streets that are 
anticipated to have relatively high volumes of foot traffic.  


▪ Built form is encouraged as a perimeter-tower typology, where building forms surround central car 
parking and podium communal space, as a sleeve for car parking.  


▪ Multi-level car parks are encouraged to be sleeved with other uses, particularly at ground level. Where 
not possible, provide a high quality façade treatment that provides visual interest  


Due to the lack of sensitivities that other precincts are somewhat encumbered by (such as Precinct 1), this 
Precinct is afforded a clear new grid block structure, with building heights in the order of 3 – 14 storeys. This 
precinct features the greatest diversity in terms of building height and form which is reflective of its future 
mixed-use character. Emphasis has been placed on ensuring that the new central Town Plaza is provided 
with ample daylight and is comfortable in terms of wind effects. Internal street wall heights vary within this 
precinct, with 3 – 6 storey street wall heights provided along key pedestrian links and open space areas, and 
taller podium levels in secondary accessways. 


4.6. ACCESS & MOVEMENT 
Development of the site will exemplify the principles of Plan Melbourne’s 20-minute neighbourhood, 
delivering a dense, urban environment that supports much higher levels of walkability and sustainable 
transport choice than found in conventional suburban environments. 


The urban structure of the site will seek to maximise active and public transport-oriented benefits that stem 
from the site’s location in the Highpoint Activity Centre, and proximity to key active transport links. 


The internal transport network will be fully integrated and maximise access for all transport modes 
throughout the site. The network will be designed to ensure it can support emerging vehicle technologies and 
changing travel behaviours into the future. 


4.6.1. Active Transport 


The sustainable and active transport objectives for the future mixed-use urban village have a strong focus 
around the role of the local shared path network in driving more active transport trips, including the 
duplication of the ring road. Coupled with a comprehensive internal shared path network that is proposed 
within the site, there is significant opportunity to reduce multiple vehicle trips within the Highpoint Activity 
Centre and other local facilities. 


Active transport will be prioritised throughout the site and particularly within and providing access to new 
employment opportunities, open spaces, and the new bus interchange. Furthermore, facilities for cyclists will 
be integrated into key destinations. 


New and legible east-west links through the HSC will be provided to increase pedestrian connectivity across 
the site. This further responds to Map 1 of DPO17. 
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4.6.2. Public Transport 


The existing bus interchange caters for eight (8) bus bays and is located internal to the HSC off Rosamond 
Road. Whilst this location was logical when the HSC was the heart of the interchange, as it positioned buses 
as close to their destination as possible, it is no longer consistent with the need for buses to service the 
broader Highpoint Activity Centre precinct. 


The Development Plan contemplates the relocation and upgrade to the bus interchange to be closer to 
Rosamond Road and more conveniently located, along Little Rosamond Road. This will effectively improve 
modal integration, reducing travel distance between the existing tram stop and the bus interchange from 450 
metres to 250 metres. It will also improve connectivity between the HSC and the wider activity centre, being 
located proximate to existing signalised crossing infrastructure. 


The site’s public transport accessibility is expected to improve into the future, with benefits expected to flow 
from various major transport infrastructure projects that are presently underway in the region. 


4.6.3. Road Network & Car Parking 


Vehicular access to the site will continue to be provided via the existing road network and primary 
intersections, including: 


▪ The intersection of Rosamond Road and the private ring road at the north-west corner of the site. 


▪ The central signalised entrance mid-way along the western boundary to Rosamond Road. 


▪ Via Aquatic Drive to the south 


▪ Via Warrs Road the east 


These access intersections will be supported by additional infrastructure investment and access points along 
the private ring road. As a result of future demand, and to alleviate traffic along Rosamond Road, duplication 
of the private ring road is required. The new ring road will provide access to the majority of retail car parking 
areas, which generally experiences higher turnover than residential and employment loading and car parking 
areas. 


Forward looking public and private car parking solutions will be considered as development progresses 
across the site, particularly in and around the newly located bus interchange and higher density residential 
areas. 


The transport planning approach to the HSC development will be based on future focused assumptions 
around travel demand and behaviour, and vehicle parking innovations, rather than current ‘business as 
usual’ transport planning assumptions. Car parking is anticipated to be shared across uses as usage 
patterns fluctuate throughout the day. It is also anticipated that reliance on the private motor vehicle will 
decline over the next 20 – 30 years. 


Further investment will be made to the roundabout at the corner of Warrs Road and Aquatic Drive, with 
signalised pedestrian crossings. This will effectively improve pedestrian connections to open space and 
recreation opportunities to the south and south-east of the site. 


The timing of delivery of the various transport infrastructure works discussed in this section, including the 
duplication of the ring road, new pedestrian crossings, and the relocation of the bus interchange will be 
informed by individual traffic studies prepared at the time of relevant site specific planning applications. 


Refer to the enclosed Transport Strategy, prepared by Stantec Consultants for further detail. 
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5. DEVELOPMENT PLAN ASSESSMENT 
The broad overall land use and development outcomes as envisaged within the Highpoint Planning and 
Urban Design Framework (September 2015), DPO17 and relevant state and local policy are delivered as 
part of this Development Plan. 


The mix of uses and development proposed at the site has undergone a thorough authority engagement and 
design refinement process to ensure appropriate integration within the context of the surrounding area, whilst 
delivering a high-quality and vibrant mixed-use urban village. The built form characteristics and scale of the 
development proposed under the Development Plan is generally in accordance with Map 1 and Map 2 
outlined in DPO17. 


A critical aspect of the refinement process has been the analysis of and response to the key policy objectives 
outlined within DPO17 and the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme more broadly. The way these have been 
addressed are outlined in the following sections. 
 


5.1. RESPONSE TO DEVELOPMENT PLAN OVERLAY – SCHEDULE 17 
DPO17 requires that this planning report provide a description of how the proposed Development Plan 
responds to the vision and objectives set out in the Schedule. The general objectives for the Highpoint 
Activity Centre are located in the local area policy at Clause 21.11-2 of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme. 


The Development Plan is considered to accord with the overall vision for the Highpoint Activity Centre by 
proposing a compact, diverse and highly accessible precinct that will provide a high-quality place to live, 
work and play.  


This proposal seeks to build on the strong retail offerings of the HSC and create a diverse hub for the 
community and wider region. It will include a range of housing typologies that will cater for a wide cross-
section of the community, complemented by a range of open spaces.  Improvements to accessibility through 
cycling, walking and bus interchange will complement the range of offerings whilst ensuring a high level of 
amenity.  


More specifically, the proposal is also considered to accord with the general objectives as nominated for the 
Highpoint Activity Centre at Clause 21.11-2 and precinct-specific objectives of DPO17 as follows: 
 


5.1.1. Land Uses & Activities (Objective 1) 


Table 3 – Development Plan response to land use policy objectives 


Policy Objective Response 


General Objectives 


To facilitate more intensive use 


of underused land in the activity 


centre and to create a lively 


mixed use centre with an 


appropriate range of day and 


night-time activities. 


Achieved. 


The Development Plan seeks to diversify land uses across a site that 


has historically been centred around retail uses. The periphery of the 


HSC is currently underutilised, being predominantly used for at-grade 


and multi-level car parking structures. The future mixed-use village will 


deliver a range of commercial, employment, community and residential 


offerings, along with a new network of open space. 


To create an identifiable town 


centre 


Achieved. 


A new identifiable town plaza is proposed within Precinct 3 (Central 


Lifestyle). Located internally to the site, towards the western edge of 


the site, the location of the new town plaza will create an inviting and 
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Policy Objective Response 


legible space, featuring a variety of commercial, retail and community 


land uses, which will effectively integrate with the wider activity centre. 


To provide a range of housing 


to cater for population growth, 


including demand for diversity in 


housing types and affordable 


housing. 


Achieved. 


The Development Plan contemplates a ranging of housing choices 


across the site, including standard private dwellings (in townhouse and 


apartment form), build-to-rent models, student accommodation, and 


serviced apartments / short-stay accommodation. By virtue of the large 


range of housing proposed, the Development Plan suitably provides 


accommodation at a range of affordability levels and responds to 


differing market demands. 


To provide for local enterprises, 


facilities and employment and to 


support business expansion. 


Achieved. 


The Development Plan has sought to encourage and diversify 


employment opportunities across the site. The HSC already has a 


significant retail function and presence, this will be supported in the 


future with new commercial and office space, as well as affordable 


employment offerings. 


Precinct 6 (Highpoint Hub) Objectives 


To reinforce retail and 


entertainment uses as the focus 


of the precinct. 


Achieved. 


As indicated above, the HSC already has a significant retail function 


and presence in the City of Maribyrnong. The diversification of uses 


proposed across the site will reinforce and enhance the performance 


and use of the existing retail and entertainment facilities across the 


site. Furthermore, the Development Plan contemplates the provision of 


a net addition of 70,000 square metres of new retail space. 


To provide opportunities for 


complementary hospitality, 


community, health and office 


uses in the vicinity of the 


enclosed shopping centre and 


along Rosamond Road. 


Achieved. 


The Development Plan seeks to provide approximately 150,000 


square metres of commercial and office floorspace in the vicinity of the 


existing shopping centre and predominantly along the Rosamond 


Road frontage. The residential and employment uses across the site 


will be contemplated by an additional 10,500 square metres 


(approximately) of space dedicated to community needs.  


To promote Rosamond Road as 


a main street at the heart of the 


centre. 


Achieved. 


As depicted in the Development Plan, Rosamond Road will feature 


new building heights in the range of 8 – 10 storeys with a clear 6 


storey street wall height. An active ground floor plane will be 


encouraged to promote Rosamond Road as an attractive pedestrian 


street, and encouraging “eyes on the street”, whilst creating an inviting 


pedestrian experience. The new road network on site will also better 


meld the former (and somewhat isolated) shopping centre with the 


wider activity centre. The activated ground floor plane to Rosamond 


Road which will be encouraged to have 4m floor to ceiling heights will 
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Policy Objective Response 


feature a range of commercial and mixed use frontages. This flexibility 


will ensure any future development along Rosamond Road is viable, 


and allows individual buildings to respond to market demands at the 


time. 


Vehicle volumes and traffic movement will also be alleviated by 


duplication works proposed for the private ring road, which will further 


provide a more pedestrian-friendly environment. 


To facilitate the addition of 


housing, including above other 


uses, with a focus on the south 


eastern and western edges of 


the High Point Shopping Centre. 


Achieved. 


The broad land use plan provided in the Development Plan (at Section 


4.2), indicates that new housing will generally be encouraged to the 


north, east and south of the subject site. The southern precincts 


particularly, will be encouraged to provide a land use mix. 


To the north of the site, residential uses alone will be encouraged. This 


is responsive to the site context, noting the area to the north of the site 


is characterised by its traditional residential setting, with single 


detached dwellings and unit style development predominating.  


Accommodation proposed above retail and other uses across the site 


will provide a vibrant land use mix and contribute to activation of the 


ground plane. 


 


5.1.2. Built Form (Objective 2) 


Table 4 – Development Plan response to built form policy objectives 


Policy Objective Response 


General Objectives 


To use the opportunities 


provided by new buildings in 


Highpoint to create a safe and 


attractive public realm, a high 


level of amenity for building 


occupants, and good practice in 


environmental performance in 


new buildings. 


Achieved. 


One of the key design principles adopted in the production of the 


Development Plan is to create a new legible and pedestrian-friendly 


block structure. This will effectively create a safe and attractive public 


realm, with key green pedestrian links between a new open space 


network. A mix of land uses and building heights will create visual 


diversity in the new mixed-use village, whilst providing high amenity 


workplaces and homes. Environmentally sustainable design is 


encouraged by the Development Plan and in future individual planning 


applications. Private open space proposed at podium level of 


residential buildings will further provide amenity for building occupants. 


To encourage development that 


is of high architectural and 


urban design quality, offers 


attractive internal and external 


spaces and provides good 


amenity. 


Achieved. 


The Development Plan encourages site responsive design that has 


utilised the topography of the area and surrounding interfaces to guide 


built form outcomes. Design principles have been established which 
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Policy Objective Response 


are to guide future development applications, with emphasis on high 


architectural quality and finishes and high quality amenity spaces. 


Precinct 6 (Highpoint Hub) Objectives 


To provide active frontages 


along Rosamond Road and 


Aquatic Drive and weather 


protection to frontages in key 


pedestrian areas as indicated in 


Map 2 of this Schedule, where 


feasible. 


Achieved. 


As indicated earlier, an active ground floor plane will be encouraged to 


promote Rosamond Road and Aquatic Drive as attractive pedestrian 


streets, and encouraging “eyes on the street”, whilst creating an 


inviting pedestrian experience. The new road network on site will also 


better meld the former (and somewhat isolated) shopping centre with 


the wider activity centre. The activated ground floor plane to 


Rosamond Road will feature a range of commercial and mixed use 


frontages. 


Where appropriate, weather protection to street frontages will be 


provided through provision of building awnings / canopies and other 


appropriate treatments. 


To provide for greening of large 


exposed surfaces, such as roof 


tops, with elements such as roof 


gardens, particularly where they 


are overlooked by residential 


uses. 


The Development Plan provides for up to 50% of new rooftops to 


provide landscaping opportunities. Additional podium level landscaping 


and ground level private courtyard gardens are also encouraged. 


To preserve solar access to a 


minimum of one footpath, 


between 11am and 2pm on 21 


June along Rosamond Road 


between Williamson 


Road/Aquatic Drive and the 


Highpoint Ring Road, and 


between 10am to 3pm on 21 


September on other streets. 


The shadow analysis included in the Development Plan indicates that 


winter solar access will be preserved during the prescribed hours 


along Rosamond Road. 


To Aquatic Drive at the winter solstice, a very small amount of 


shadowing associated with rooftop building services is possible to a 


sliver of the southern side of the footpath at 10am. This has shifted off 


the footpath by 11am and does not affect the footpath through the 


other nominated hours. 


To Warrs Road at the spring equinox, a minor amount of 


overshadowing to the eastern side of the footpath will occur in the 


afternoon at 3pm. This affects the north-eastern corner of the site only 


and is predominantly contained to the landscaped area. The footpath 


itself will generally remain unaffected. 
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5.1.3. Access & Movement (Objective 3) 


Table 5 – Development Plan response to access & movement policy objectives 


Policy Objective Response 


General Objectives 


To create a well-connected, 


safe and attractive road, 


pedestrian and cycle network 


that promotes a mode shift to 


sustainable transport modes 


and is part of a high quality 


public realm. 


Achieved. 


The rationalised urban block structure will assist in creating a high-


quality and legible internal road and movement network across the 


site. The movement hierarchy places pedestrian and cyclist movement 


as top priority, whilst public transport and private vehicle networks are 


of less priority. Green lanes / pedestrian links have been designed 


between open spaces to further protect and encourage active 


transport modes. 


Furthermore, the Development Plan makes provision for the future 


expansion of the ring road. This will effectively alleviate some vehicular 


movement along Rosamond Road, allowing it to transform into a high-


quality multi-transport spine. Whilst investment in the ring road via 


duplication will increase capacity and create a new green boulevard 


around the site 


To facilitate a transport mode 


shift towards walking, cycling 


and public transport and away 


from private vehicle travel. 


Achieved. 


This is addressed in the response above. 


To reduce the need to travel by 


attracting a range of 


complementary land uses to the 


activity centre. 


Achieved. 


By virtue of the site being a shopping centre, a vast array of land uses 


already exist at the site. It is envisaged that in providing a variety of 


accommodation and employment typologies, the new mixed use urban 


village will increase the number of multi-purpose trips to the site and 


otherwise complement the development activity occurring further west 


in the Highpoint Activity Centre. 


Further, the range of car parking rates have been nominated, which 


will reduce over time, encouraging more sustainable modes of 


transport. 


To create vehicle, walking and 


cycling connections from the 


precinct through to surrounding 


areas. 


Achieved. 


In duplicating the ring road, the Development Plan directly seeks to 


alleviate the current traffic volume of Rosamond Road and the wider 


road network. Creation of dedicated bicycle paths and mode-share 


routes will encourage active transport across the site. 


A high quality series of streets, including generous footpath spaces, is 


proposed across the site. 


Roundabout modifications are also proposed at the Warrs Road and 


Aquatic Drive intersection. This will encourage safe pedestrian access 
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Policy Objective Response 


to Pipemakers Park. Potential future pedestrian crossing points also 


have been identified on Rosamond Road. 


To encourage parking and 


vehicle access to retail and 


commercial uses that is safe 


and visually unobtrusive, where 


possible. 


Achieved. 


Car parking trends suggest usage rates are likely to decrease over the 


next 20 – 30 years for residential, retail and commercial uses at the 


site. The enclosed Transport Plan, prepared by Stantec Consultants, 


provides an overview of forecasted car parking demand and the 


provision of a shared car parking arrangement across the site. Car 


parking and vehicle access has been sited to ensure it is central to the 


site and largely obstructed from view as seen from the public realm. 


To locate goods storage and 


loading bays away from the 


public realm and sensitive uses, 


where possible. 


Achieved. 


The privately owned ring road is nominated as the key access route to 


the major retail loading areas. Although many existing loading bays will 


continue to be used in the short term, it is recognised in the 


Development Plan and supporting documentation that these should be 


located away from sensitive uses and the public realm where possible. 


To minimise impacts of parking 


access on safety and comfort of 


pedestrians and cyclists. 


Achieved. 


Car parking access is predominantly via the ring road. The proposed 


mode structure of the ring road ensures that pedestrian and cyclist 


safety is of utmost priority. 


To reconfigure Rosamond Road 


to establish its role as a main 


street at the heart of the centre 


and to reinforce Williamson 


Road’s role as a local retail and 


business street. 


Achieved. 


As indicated in an earlier section of this report, an active ground floor 


plane will be encouraged to promote Rosamond Road as an attractive 


pedestrian street, and encouraging “eyes on the street”, whilst creating 


an inviting pedestrian experience. The activated ground floor plane to 


Rosamond Road will feature a range of commercial and mixed use 


frontages. This flexibility will ensure any future development along 


Rosamond Road is viable and allows individual buildings to respond to 


market demands at the time, which will vary depending on the road 


environment of Rosamond Road, the land uses on the western side of 


Rosamond Road, and footfall from other land uses along the Road.  


Precinct 6 (Highpoint Hub) Objectives 


To contribute to a new public 


transport interchange that 


enables easy exchange 


between travel modes. 


Achieved. 


The existing bus interchange caters for 8 bus bays and is located 


internal to the HSC off Rosamond Road. Whilst this location was 


logical when the Shopping Centre was the heart of the interchange, as 


it positioned buses as close to their destination as possible, it is no 


longer consistent with the need for buses to service the broader 


Northern Maribyrnong precinct.  


As part of the Development Plan, it is proposed to upgrade and 


relocate the bus interchange to be closer to Rosamond Road on the 
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Policy Objective Response 


western side of the shopping centre. In comparison to the existing bus 


interchange, the new location provides for greater modal integration 


and improved connectivity to the wider Highpoint Activity Centre. 


To provide improved cycling 


connections to and from the 


enclosed centre. 


Achieved. 


The Development Plan has a relevant design guideline that seeks to 


create a cycling loop network. The key features of the loop include: 


• Extension of the existing shared path network around the ring 


road and Warrs Road to connect to Rosamond Road and 


Aquatic Drive. 


• Provision of a series of lower order cycling paths internal to 


the site, which will link land uses, associated bicycle parking 


and end of trip facilities. 


To provide for two legible east-


west pedestrian routes through 


the shopping centre. 


Achieved. 


Noting the substantial level changes that occur across the HSC, four 


(4) legible east-west pedestrian routes have been nominated through 


the site. This exceeds the policy objective. 


To provide for future increased 


traffic capacity on the Highpoint 


Ring Road while retaining 


pedestrian and cyclist 


connectivity. 


Achieved. 


As indicated earlier, provision has been made for the duplication of the 


ring road to ultimately alleviate some vehicular traffic along Rosamond 


Road and local road network. Most loading and parking access points 


will also be provided along the ring road, however the duplication 


project itself will prioritise the safety of, and connectivity for, 


pedestrians and cyclists.  


To balance convenient car park 


access with pedestrian priority 


on Rosamond Road. 


Achieved. 


As indicated earlier, the duplication of the Ring Road will allow for 


Rosamond Road to be downgraded. The majority of car parking and 


loading access will occur via the ring road. Pedestrian networks are of 


highest priority along Rosamond Road and through the site. 


To provide sufficient loading 


bays and service roads close to 


Rosamond Road without 


comprising the visual amenity 


and character of Rosamond 


Road. 


Achieved. 


Investment in Little Rosamond Road (an internal private road) will 


effectively redirect service vehicles away from Rosamond Road. This 


will ensure the protection and visual amenity of Rosamond Road. 


To improve pedestrian and 


cyclist connections to adjacent 


open space including 


Pipemakers Park and Robert 


Barrett Reserve, including a 


Achieved. 


The Development Plan will improve pedestrian and cyclist connectivity 


to Pipemakers Park and onwards to the Maribyrnong River shared 


path through the installation of pedestrian operated signals on Gordon 


Street and Van Ness Avenue. An indicative signalised design for the 


works, including the means to best facilitate separated pedestrian and 
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Policy Objective Response 


safe crossing point to 


Pipemakers Park. 


cyclists access is illustrated in the Development Plan and Transport 


Plan. 


 


5.1.4. Open Space & Community Infrastructure (Objective 4) 


Table 6 – Development Plan response to community & infrastructure policy objectives 


Policy Objective Response 


General Objectives 


To create a high quality public 


realm and open spaces 


comprising attractive, safe and 


walkable open spaces and 


streets that caters for the 


recreational and community 


infrastructure needs of a range 


of age and ability groups and for 


residents, workers and visitors. 


Achieved. 


The Development Plan outlines the future provision of over 24,000 


square metres of new open space across the HSC site. These vary in 


shape and orientation to create diversity in the new Mixed Use Urban 


Village. Several of these open spaces are provided in a linear form, 


providing high-quality and landscaped pedestrian links throughout the 


site. 


The rationalised urban block structure will further assist in creating a 


high-quality and legible internal road and movement network. 


To use the streetscape as a key 


element in linking open spaces. 


Achieved. 


As indicated earlier, the rationalised urban block structure will further 


assist in creating a high-quality and legible internal road and 


movement network across the site. The movement hierarchy places 


pedestrian and cyclist movement as top priority, whilst public transport 


and private vehicle networks are of less priority. Green lanes / 


pedestrian links have been designed between open spaces to further 


protect and encourage active transport modes. 


To use small open spaces to 


enhance the urban experience 


in areas with high pedestrian 


volumes. 


Achieved. 


The Development Plan provides 12 separate open space areas across 


the site. These spaces are positioned at various intervals across the 


site to create a network of open space and enhance the urban 


experience across the site overall. 


To encourage public art in open 


spaces. 


Achieved 


The Design Principles include the encouragement of public art. 


 


Precinct 6 (Highpoint Hub) Objectives 


To upgrade the existing public 


plaza fronting Rosamond Road. 


Achieved. 


The public plaza fronting Rosamond Road meets the size and 


dimensioning requirements prescribed by the Maribyrnong Open 


Space Strategy (2014). The plaza will be improved by way of 
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Policy Objective Response 


extending into a new Town Plaza area. The Town Plaza will provide 


commercial, retail and community sleeving to enhance activation. 


To provide at least one small 


local open space. 


Achieved. 


One small local open space, meeting the size requirements prescribed 


by the Maribyrnong Open Space Strategy (2014), is located fronting 


Rosamond Road. There are three open spaces on Rosamond Road 


that meet the criteria, and the final space nominated as open space 


can be confirmed in discussions with Council. 


To provide landscaping and 


street treatments that will 


contribute to Rosamond Road’s 


role as a main street at the 


heart of the centre. 


Achieved. 


The Development Plan includes the following measures, all giving 


effect to Rosamond Road’s role as a high quality main street at the 


heart of the centre: 


• Employment and community uses are encouraged to front 


along Rosamond Road, which will increase the activation of 


the street.  


• Downgrading of Rosamond Road as a traffic intensive route is 


encouraged to promote greater pedestrian and cyclist 


movement. 


• Several pocket parks and green spaces are proposed along 


the Rosamond Road frontage to create a more pedestrian-


friendly environment. 


To provide for distinctive and 


substantial green walls, 


landscaped edges or active 


frontages in highly visible parts 


of the precinct on Highpoint 


Ring Road, where practicable. 


Achieved. 


The Development Plan provides for a 15 metre green edge along the 


extent of the ring road. New residential development along the ring 


road will further contribute to the greening and landscaping of this 


road. 


To provide focal points at each 


end of the main east-west 


pedestrian links 


Achieved. 


Many of the open spaces and pocket parks / plazas provided at the 


eastern and western edges of the site have been located so as to 


provide a focal point or ‘book-end’ to each of the primary pedestrian 


links. 


 


5.1.5. Precinct Specific Objectives (Objective 5) 


The site is located in Precinct 6 (Highpoint Hub) which has a key objective to support residential, retail and 
entertainment uses and provide complementary hospitality, community, health and office uses. The 
Development Plan achieves this in providing a diverse range of uses including residential, retail and 
entertainment with complementary office, employment and community infrastructure. 


Other precinct specific objectives were largely addressed in Sections 4.1.1 to 4.1.4 of this report. 
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5.2. POLICY RESPONSE 
DPO17 further requires that this planning report provide a description of how the Development Plan 
responds to the requirements of Clause 15.01-1, Clause 21.11-2, and Clauses 55 and / or 56 of the 
Maribyrnong Planning Scheme, as appropriate. The Development Plan is considered to have a high level of 
consistency with the identified clauses, with each being discussed in further detail as follows: 


5.2.1. Clause 15.01 (Built Environment) 


Amendment VC148 was gazetted on 31 July 2018 and introduced a new Planning Policy Framework (PPF) 
into all Victorian Planning Schemes. This replaced the former Clause 15.01-1 referenced in DPO17. Clause 
15.01 (Built Environment) is still largely relevant, with the Development Plan responding to the various 
objectives and strategies as follows: 


▪ Consistent with Clause 15.01-1S (Urban Design) and Clause 15.01-1R (Urban Design – Metropolitan 
Melbourne), the Development Plan seeks to facilitate a new mixed-use urban village which values the 
safety and amenity of future residents, workers and visitors of the site. Any development approved under 
the Development Plan will be required to be of a high architectural quality and provide innovative design 
and built form outcomes.  


▪ Clause 15.01-2S seeks to achieve building design outcomes that contribute positively to the local context 
and enhance the public realm. The Development Plan directly addresses this objective by providing a 
rationalised urban grid network to improve legibility and wayfinding across the site and creating a 
network of new open space areas. Building footprints have been defined so as to ensure that future 
design outcomes are of high-quality and will contribute positively to the local context by way of human 
scale, wind effects, shadowing and visual bulk. 


▪ Consistent with Clause 15.01-5S (Neighbourhood Character), the quantum and scale of development 
contemplated under the Development Plan is responsive to its higher-order activity centre context. The 
built form steps down appropriately to more sensitive interfaces to the north and east and provides a 
housing typology at these interfaces which is more characteristic of the adjoining residentially zoned 
land. 


▪ One of the key principles informing the Development Plan approach is to ensure that the future of 
Highpoint Shopping Centre is an exemplar 20-minute neighbourhood, characterised by ready access to a 
wide range of services, jobs, shops, and recreational options, whilst being supported by public and active 
transport links. This directly correlates with the single strategy of Clause 15.01-4R (Healthy 
Neighbourhoods – Metropolitan Melbourne) which seeks to give people the ability to meet most of their 
everyday needs within a 20 minute walk, cycle or local public transport trip from their home. 


▪ Responding to Clause 15.01-4S (Healthy Neighbourhoods), the Development Plan seeks to not only 
improve, but increase connectivity through and around the site. This is achieved through a variety of 
means, including significant infrastructure investment such as relocating the bus interchange to a 
location that is better connected to the wider Highpoint Activity Centre and duplicating the private ring 
road. The modal hierarchy favours pedestrian and cyclist movement throughout the site, providing a 
network of open space and green / landscaped connections and new dedicated bicycle routes. It is 
considered the developments scheme directly responds to the key objective of this policy which seeks to 
achieve neighbourhoods that foster healthy and active living and community wellbeing. 
 


5.2.2. Clause 21.11-2 (Highpoint Shopping Centre) 


A response to each objective of Clause 21.11-2 - Highpoint Shopping Centre has been provided at Section 
4.1 of this report. Overall, it is considered that the Development Plan highly accords with the overall 
objectives of this policy by providing an exciting place to live, work and visit.  
 


5.2.3. Clause 55 & Clause 56 


The requirements of Clause 55 and 56 are not directly applicable to this Development Plan. The scale of 
development generally exceeds the 4 storeys contemplated under these design standards (Clause 55), with 
built form across the site informed by the provisions of DPO17. Clause 56 relates to subdivision, which is 
also not applicable in this instance.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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6. TECHNICAL REPORT INTEGRATION 
The proposed land uses and development across the site, as depicted in Development Plan, have been 
informed by the findings of the following additional documents: 


▪ Social Infrastructure Report, prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd (Appendix B) 


▪ Housing Diversity Report, prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd (Appendix C) 


▪ Landscape and Public Realm Concept Plan, prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd (Appendix D) 


▪ Wind Assessment, prepared by Windtech (Appendix E) 


▪ Transport Plan, prepared by Stantec Consultants (Appendix F) 


▪ Environmentally Sustainable Design Strategy, prepared by ADP Consulting (Appendix G) 


▪ Services and Infrastructure Report, prepared by ADP Consulting (Appendix H) 


▪ Preliminary Site Assessment and Remediation Strategy, prepared by Golder Associates (Appendix I) 


▪ Stormwater Drainage Strategy, prepared by Peritas Group (Appendix J) 


These are summarised in further detail in the following sections. 


6.1. SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE REPORT 
The purpose of the Social Infrastructure Report (SIR) is to explore the social infrastructure that is required for 
the quantum of development proposed under the Development Plan, including potential public and / or 
private community facilities.  


To achieve this, the SIR prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd, analyses demographic data, reviews existing provision of 
social infrastructure (e.g. childcare, kindergarten services, proximal health and maternal services, health 
services, recreation and sports facilities, community facilities like youth centres and libraries) and identifies 
any gaps. The report also covers what could be provided on the Highpoint site, including working spaces for 
creative industries as part of delivering on affordability.  


Social infrastructure opportunities that the gap analysis has identified are namely:  


▪ A kindergarten (that can potentially be part of an integrated children and family hub) 


▪ A youth centre (that can potentially be co-located with a library to offer an integrated learning hub or co-
located with disability services for youths and young adults) 


▪ An indoor recreation stadium (local 2-court facility) 


▪ Aged care facility 


▪ An arts studio or a community arts centre 


The Development Plan sets aside over 10,500 square metres of floorspace which will be dedicated to the 
provision of future community facilities, including childcare and kindergarten services, sports and recreation 
facilities, health services, youth centres and libraries, and other cultural facilities as appropriate. 


Design guidelines and three potential locations have been included for the future community facility in 
consultation and with agreement of council. This direction in the Development Plan will ensure a balance 
between certainty and flexibility in development of the community space to meet the needs of the future 
community on the site and in the surrounding area.  


6.2. HOUSING DIVERSITY REPORT 
The purpose of the Housing Diversity Report is to identify the mix of housing typologies and household sizes 
proposed and possible across the site, having regard to market demand, housing supply, key demographics 
and housing choice. Housing affordability has also been addressed through the breadth of accommodation 
being offered (including affordable options and alternatives). 
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The Housing Diversity Report was prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd and identified that the quantum of development 
proposed under the Development Plan is aligned with State and Local policies and housing strategies. 
Demographic and market trends suggest there is a community need for housing diversity to manage 
changes occurring within the City of Maribyrnong. These changes include an aging population, growing 
demographic segments each with their own unique needs, and evolving generational lifestyle preferences 
and priorities. Long term lease is the preferred tenure type which enables the land to remain in single 
ownership, rather than selling to individuals. Single ownership facilitates further opportunities to repurpose 
land uses on the site according to changing community needs. 


The Development Plan intends to provide a significant housing contribution to the municipality, and identifies 
that a range of housing typologies and tenures will be integrated into future development. 
 


6.3. LANDSCAPE & PUBLIC REALM CONCEPT PLAN 
A Landscape and Public Realm Concept Plan has been prepared by Urbis Pty Ltd. The landscape concept 
explores opportunities to integrate the existing built form with the proposed new development and ensure 
better linkages to the surrounding areas. The concept developed is cognisant of the various open space 
strategies of Maribyrnong City Council. 


Being the largest landholding in the Highpoint Activity Centre, the concept plan aims to create an open space 
strategy that integrates land use, connectivity and public realm opportunities to ensure variety of public realm 
and open spaces that connects to the larger surrounding urban fabric and open spaces. 


6.4. WIND ASSESSMENT 
The potential for wind impacts as a result of the development contemplated under the Development Plan 
have been carefully considered to ensure an appropriate level of comfort is provided to public realm areas. A 
Pedestrian Wind Environment Statement has been prepared by Windtech Consultants Pty Ltd. 


The statement identifies that the site is relatively exposed to the three prevailing wind directions. As a result, 
there is a possible impact on the wind comfort within areas such as along the footpaths of the various streets 
that intersect the development and at the communal open spaces that are located on the roof of multiple 
buildings. Several strategies are proposed to ameliorate the anticipated wind effects, including: 


▪ The inclusion of densely foliating evergreen landscaping for areas where winds are expected to funnel. 
Or else providing awnings and podium-tower type built form to lessen down-washing effects. 


▪ The inclusion of densely foliating evergreen landscaping or screening where wind is expected to interact 
with building corners. 


▪ The inclusion of high impermeable balustrades or densely foliating evergreen landscaping for areas that 
are exposed to directly impacting winds. 


The Development Plan has taken these recommendations on board, providing an extensive Landscape and 
Public Realm Concept Plan which features substantial landscaping throughout open space areas. A 
traditional podium and tower built form response is also widely planned for the area, which is noted as being 
effective in ameliorating against undesirable wind effects. 


In consultation with council, design guidelines have been included to ensure that future public open spaces 
achieve comfortable wind conditions.  


It is noted that wind tunnel testing is recommended at a later, more detailed design stage, once each of the 
individual building forms are closer to being resolved. 


6.5. TRANSPORT PLAN 
A Transport Plan has been prepared by Stantec Consultants. The plan is strategic in nature, assessing the 
overarching considerations of applicable planning policies and controls, parking, traffic and access.  


The Transport Plan does not provide a final transport impact assessment of the individual development sites 
that are covered by the Development Plan area. Rather, it has been prepared to provide a high-level review 
of the appropriateness of the proposed walking, cycling and vehicle access elements of the Development 
Plan, and provide an indicative assessment of external traffic impacts. It is expected that more detailed 
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transport and traffic impact assessments will be completed for subsequent planning permit applications (as 
appropriate for the scale of those developments). 


6.5.1. Trip Generation & Modal Principles 


The Development Plan has been prepared adopting a modal hierarchy that favours walking, cycling and 
public transport, over private vehicles. The Transport Plan indicates that the proposed development could be 
expected to generate in the order of approximately 6,300 additional person trips via all modes of transport in 
the weekday PM peak hour. This estimate relates to the ultimate full Development Plan and reflects total 
external trips. 


Using the mode split understanding indicated earlier (i.e. active transport modes are favoured), the ultimate 
development proposed in the Development Plan could be expected to generate in the order of 3,300 public 
transport trips, 1,300 walking trips, 620 vehicle trips (plus 590 passenger trips) and 450 bicycle trips during 
the peak hour (assuming each of the uses peak simultaneously). These trip estimates are in addition to the 
existing demands generated by the existing Shopping Centre. 


6.5.2. Walking & Cycling 


In this context, the delivery of an active transport network that has high amenity, is convenient and is safe is 
critically important for successful delivery of the Development Plan. This importance is reflected in numerous 
local and state policies which seek to encourage active travel modes in place of private vehicle travel. In 
developing the active transport strategy for the Development Plan the following overarching design principles 
have been adopted (which are reflected in the Development Plan itself): 


▪ Pedestrian – provide a permeable pedestrian network through the Centre with improved connections to 
surrounding land uses. 


▪ Cycling – provide a cycling “loop” around the Centre linking onward external links to internal site links. 


6.5.3. Public Transport 


To deliver the desired land use intensification envisaged as part of the Development Plan (as well as for the 
broader Highpoint Activity Centre and Maribyrnong Defence Site), a substantial mode shift from private 
vehicle to public transport is required. 


As the current public transport network performance servicing Highpoint is relatively poor (with buses and 
trams currently sharing the congested road space with private vehicles), public transport access to Highpoint 
needs to be improved through the prioritisation of higher density modes of transport (i.e. buses and trams). 


As part of the Development Plan, it is proposed to upgrade and relocate the bus interchange to be closer to 
Rosamond Road. In comparison to the existing bus interchange, the possible bus interchange locations 
provide the following: 


▪ Improved Modal Integration - Reduces the travel distance between the existing Rosamond Road tram 
stop and the bus interchange from approximately 450m to 250m.  


▪ Improved Connectivity – Centrally located between Highpoint Shopping Centre and the lands to be 
redeveloped on the westside of Rosamond Road. East-west pedestrian connections across Rosamond 
Road are provided as part of the existing and proposed traffic signals. 


The Development Plan includes a range of design guidelines for the future development of the bus 
interchange that have been agreed in consultation with council and the Department of Transport.  


6.5.4. Loading 


The proposed development plan responses to ensure the appropriate management of loading movements to 
and from the proposed development include: 


▪ Locating higher turnover loading and logistics areas on the Ring Road to minimise truck movements  
through the Activity Centre itself. 


▪ The implementation of a loading dock management system to optimise the use of the existing and 
proposed facilities. 
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6.5.5. Car Parking & Traffic 


As outlined earlier, planning for the future land use development on the site will need to be cognisant of the 
need to maximise travel by sustainable transport modes (walking, cycling and public transport) and minimise, 
as far as practical, travel by private motor vehicle. 


The proposed Development Plan Responses to car parking and traffic arrangements include: 


Car Parking 


▪ Adopt a travel demand management approach to car parking provision which results in a reduced car 
parking provision and in turn reduced traffic generation. 


▪ Implement a controlled car parking scheme to manage long-term car parking demands. 


▪ Provide car share for residents and employees to reduce car ownership/reliance for users of the future 
site. 


▪ Provide electric vehicle charging for residential car parking (or in the first instance ensure it can be 
retrofitted in the future). 


Traffic 


▪ Duplicate the Ring Road/Warrs Road link to provide capacity for additional traffic to the site and 
reassigned traffic from the downgraded Rosamond Road. 


▪ Continue to engage with Council and the Department of Transport to explore mitigation works at 
surrounding intersections (Rosamond Road/Aquatic Drive, Rosamond Road/Raleigh Road and Van Ness 
Avenue/Raleigh Road) to cater for additional traffic demands from the Development Plan. 


▪ Implement a new internal road network to provide vehicle access to land uses and car parking areas. 


▪ Implement external real time guidance signage to direct vehicles via defined vehicle routes to the Centre. 


6.6. ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGY 
Environmentally Sustainable Design (ESD) is critical to realising the vision for the future mixed-use urban 
village. A holistic approach has been taken to ESD throughout this concept design stage, with the focus on 
strategies and initiatives to enhance the well-being and productivity of those who will live, work and visit the 
site. 


The Highpoint Development Plan ESD Strategy, prepared by ADP Consulting, translates and applies the 
GPT Sustainability Strategy and Maribyrnong City Council requirements to set key sustainability 
requirements, and foster ambition and innovation by comparing these key requirements against world-
leading sustainability approaches. 


GPT’s current sustainability vision for the project is to set a market “World Leadership” benchmark in social 
and environmental sustainability in the built environment, including: 


▪ A precinct with enhanced connectivity to mass public transit. 


▪ A culturally vibrant community that facilitates engagement with cultural diversity, identity, heritage with a 
“sense of place” 


▪ A safe and resilient community that is both inclusive and cohesive, creating conditions for equal 
opportunity. 


▪ Community health and well-being facilitated by walkable access to amenities, access to affordable fresh 
food, access to green spaces promoting physical exercise, biophilic design and optimal ambient 
conditions. 


▪ Adoption of environmentally sustainable design and construction practices which contribute to reductions 
in waste, water and energy consumption as well as greenhouse gas emissions. 


This Report demonstrates compliance with the key policy objectives of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme, 
DPO17 and demonstrates that future development will target achievement the following sustainability 
benchmarks:  
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▪ Minimum 5 Star Green Star Buildings (for new buildings). 


▪ Minimum 5 Star Green Star Communities (precinct level). 


▪ National Construction Code (NCC) 2019 Section J Compliance (where relevant) 
 


6.7. SERVICES & INFRASTRUCTURE REPORT 
A Services and Infrastructure Report has been prepared by ADP Consulting. This report identifies all existing 
and proposed infrastructure requirements and easements to service the quantum of development proposed, 
including: 


▪ Mechanical services 


▪ Fire services 


▪ Hydraulic services 


▪ Electrical services 


The report identifies the need for ongoing review of the staging of works, to ensure that the existing centre 
and new development are serviced appropriately. 
 


6.8. PRELIMINARY SITE REMEDIATION STRATEGY 
In discussion with Council, A Preliminary Environment Site Assessment (Phase 1) has been prepared by 
Golder. The objectives of the Phase 1 ESA were as follows: 


▪ To assess potential sources of contamination at the site based on the identified site history. 


▪ To assess potential environmental issues associated with soil and groundwater for the site (if any), their 
potential impact and their associated uncertainties for the proposed use of the site; and 


▪ To make recommendations for further assessment (if required). 


The desktop site history review assessed the potential for past and current activities on and around the site 
to have resulted in contamination. Although the decision for the site to require an Environmental Audit as a 
permit condition lies with the responsible authority, Golder resolves that an audit would be the appropriate 
level of environmental assessment for areas of the development for which sensitive uses such as high 
density residential use are proposed to characterise and mitigate (if required) the potential risks posed by 
potential contamination. 


It is acknowledged that an Environmental Audit could be undertaken in a staged manner, and provided as 
part of the permit application process where sensitive land uses are proposed. 


The ESA recommends further investigation (by way of a Phase 2 ESA), including intrusive soil, soil vapour 
and groundwater assessment. It is proposed that this further assessment (i.e. the Landfill Gas Assessment 
and Audit) will be required at individual permit stage, as many of the requirements of a Site Remediation 
Strategy and on-site monitoring are only triggered by the commencement of an audit process. 


6.9. STORMWATER DRAINAGE STRATEGY 
Peritas Group has prepared a Stormwater Management Plan to inform the existing and proposed stormwater 
management measures across the subject site. This report generally outlines that the scale and quantum of 
development contemplated under the Development Plan will not alter the drainage patterns of the site. 
Furthermore, future development across the site is appropriately positioned and sized to benefit from existing 
stormwater collection, detention and treatment systems. 


The Stormwater Management Plan recommends further analysis at individual permit stage. 
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7. CONCLUSION 
Highpoint Shopping Centre is the largest landholding in the Highpoint Activity Centre, which makes it ideally 
sized and located to support the strategic objectives of Maribyrnong City Council and the Victorian 
Government. 


A development of this scale is a long-term proposition and the future will see major changes for Metropolitan 
Melbourne as its population continues to grow and evolve. Planning for Highpoint Shopping Centre needs to 
be able to respond to these changes. This setting necessitates a holistic approach for the future of the site, 
that is able to provide both certainty of vision and objectives for the site, with flexibility to respond to changes 
in projections and demands over time. 


The proposed development of the site supports the objectives of key State and local planning policy and is 
consistent with the objectives of Plan Melbourne 2017-2050.  


There is strong strategic support for the scale and type of development proposed. In light of the assessment 
as outlined in this report, it is considered that the Development Plan should be supported for the following 
reasons: 


▪ The Development Plan sets the vision and objectives that provide certainty that the desired outcomes will 
be achieved through future permit applications and eventual development outcomes. 


▪ The site will provide housing choice, fit for the needs and expectations of a diverse community now and 
into the future. 


▪ Development will capitalise on existing and invest in new public transport infrastructure to deliver 
enhanced transit-oriented development outcomes. Coupled with active transport infrastructure, the site 
will be a true 20-minute neighbourhood. 


▪ The additional employment floorspace proposed by this Development Plan will facilitate business growth 
and innovation within the Highpoint Activity Centre 


▪ Sustainability objectives and requirements are embedded in the framework to deliver an active, resilient 
community. 


▪ Development will facilitate a significantly improved pedestrian environment and public realm internal to 
the site, and also along Rosamond Road, Aquatic Drive, Warrs Road and the private ring road. 
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8. DISCLAIMER 
This report is dated 06 October 2020 and incorporates information and events up to that date only and 
excludes any information arising, or event occurring, after that date which may affect the validity of Urbis Pty 
Ltd (Urbis) opinion in this report.  Urbis prepared this report on the instructions, and for the benefit only, of 
The GPT Group (Instructing Party) for the purpose of Development Plan Planning Report (Purpose) and 
not for any other purpose or use. To the extent permitted by applicable law, Urbis expressly disclaims all 
liability, whether direct or indirect, to the Instructing Party which relies or purports to rely on this report for any 
purpose other than the Purpose, and to any other person which relies or purports to rely on this report for 
any purpose whatsoever (including the Purpose). 


In preparing this report, Urbis was required to make judgements which may be affected by unforeseen future 
events, the likelihood and effects of which are not capable of precise assessment. 


All surveys, forecasts, projections and recommendations contained in or associated with this report are 
made in good faith and on the basis of information supplied to Urbis at the date of this report, and upon 
which Urbis relied. Achievement of the projections and budgets set out in this report will depend, among 
other things, on the actions of others over which Urbis has no control. 


In preparing this report, Urbis may rely on or refer to documents in a language other than English, which 
Urbis may arrange to be translated. Urbis is not responsible for the accuracy or completeness of such 
translations and disclaims any liability for any statement or opinion made in this report being inaccurate or 
incomplete arising from such translations. 


Whilst Urbis has made all reasonable inquiries it believes necessary in preparing this report, it is not 
responsible for determining the completeness or accuracy of information provided to it. Urbis (including its 
officers and personnel) is not liable for any errors or omissions, including in information provided by the 
Instructing Party or another person or upon which Urbis relies, provided that such errors or omissions are not 
made by Urbis recklessly or in bad faith. 


This report has been prepared with due care and diligence by Urbis and the statements and opinions given 
by Urbis in this report are given in good faith and in the reasonable belief that they are correct and not 
misleading, subject to the limitations above. 
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1. BACKGROUND


In response to planning controls developed and 


implemented by the Maribyrnong City Council, 


The GPT Group as owners and managers of the 


Highpoint Shopping Centre have prepared a 


long term, 25-30 year vision for the shopping 


centre site. This vision is contained in the 


Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan 


and associated supporting reports. 


In preparing the Development Plan, GPT have 


collaborated closely with council and other 


authorities such as the Department of Transport 


to refine the vision and for the site and ensure 


that its outcomes meet shared aspirations for 


the renewal and enhancement of the shopping 


centre and surrounding area. 


As part of this process, GPT has also sought to 


consult and engage with the community on the 


Development Plan. This report provides a 


summary of the consultation process, what 


feedback was received, and responses to issues 


raised. 
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2. CONSULTATION 
PURPOSE AND 
OBJECTIVES


Consultation was carried out to ensure that the community within 


the immediate surrounds as well as the broader area had the 


opportunity to review the proposed Development Plan and 


supporting reports and information and provide their feedback. 


The objectives of the consultation were to:


▪ Provide direct notice of the Development Plan to those in the 


immediate surrounds.


▪ Provide a point of contact for the community to ask questions 


and receive responses.


▪ Provide the full suite of Development Plan material for review.


▪ Enhance the community’s understanding of the project, its 


vision and key elements and how development will occur over 


time. 


▪ Be able to provide council with information about the 


community’s views on the Development Plan. 
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3. CONSULTATION 
PROGRAM


3.1  WHAT WE CONSULTED ON
Feedback was sought on the Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan and its supporting documents 


including:


▪ Planning Report (Urbis Pty Ltd) 


▪ Social Infrastructure Report (Urbis Pty Ltd)


▪ Housing Diversity Report (Urbis Pty Ltd)


▪ Landscape & Public Realm Concept Plan (Urbis Pty Ltd)


▪ Wind Assessment (Windtech)


▪ Transport Plan (GTA Consultants)


▪ Environmentally Sustainable Design Strategy (ADP Consulting)


▪ Services & Infrastructure Report (ADP Consulting)


▪ Stormwater Drainage Strategy (Peritas Group)
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3.2 HOW WE CONSULTED
Consultation was carried out over a three week period from 6 – 24 September 2021 with an information flyer 


sent to properties within a 400 meter radius of the Highpoint Shopping centre. The flyers provided an outline 


of the Development Plan process, including a summary of the key components of the proposal, as well as a 


link to view the complete draft Development Plan online, and an invitation to register to attend an online 


information webinar about the Development Plan, and contact details to ask questions and provide written 


feedback via email. An example of the flyer is provided at Appendix B. 


52 people registered to attend the webinar which was conducted via Microsoft Teams at 5.30pm on 21 


September 2021, with approximately 28 people attending. At the webinar, 16 questions received prior were 


responded to, and in total 11 submission were provided via email during the consultation period. 


In addition:


▪ Direct notice was sent to the Maidstone and West Footscray Residents Action Group.


▪ Information was posted to council Facebook page with 18,000 followers. 


▪ All information was provided on the Highpoint Shopping Centre website including information banners 


on the landing page. 


▪ Direct notice to Highpoint Shopping Centre tenants.


▪ The webinar presentation was circulated to those who registered for the event. 
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4. WHAT WE HEARD
A total of 11 submissions were received via email, 


which have been summarised below. All submitters 


received an acknowledgement of receipt, and the full 


submissions are provided in Appendix A to this 


report.


Section 5 of this report provides a summary 


response to the concerns raised under each theme 


and refers to sections of the Development Plan and 


other Consultant reports that address the relevant 


issues. More detailed responses to each individual 


comment are provided in Appendix B to this report.


4.1 EXCITEMENT ABOUT THE 
VISION
Many participants were enthusiastic about The GPT 


Group’s vision for the Highpoint Shopping Centre 


and the Activity Centre as a whole. Participants 


described the Development Plan as an exciting 


project, and were particularly pleased with the 


emphasis the Plan places on green and open 


spaces, as well as the renewed emphasis on 


pedestrian and active transport access to the site. 


4.2 TRANSPORT AND TRAFFIC
A number of submitters were concerned about the 


effects that the expansion of the centre will have on 


traffic demand generation and access to the centre, 


as well as movement within the precinct more 


generally.


Key themes within this topic included:


▪ The effects of the development on major roads in 


the precinct;


▪ Pedestrian and public transport access to the 


centre and within the precinct more broadly;


▪ Movement of emergency services in the area;


▪ Car parking provision for the centre and for new 


residences.


4.3 SHOPPING CENTRE 
EXPANSION
Some submitters asked about any plans Highpoint 


has to expand the shopping centre beyond its 


current boundaries. Questions were asked about 


specific sites outside the existing title boundaries, 


and about any future acquisition of land.


4.4 ON-SITE / OFF-SITE AMENITY
One submitter was concerned about the amenity of 


the new dwellings being constructed as part of the 


Development Plan. This submitter asked about:


▪ Internal storage provided to each dwelling.


▪ Private open space provided to each dwelling.


▪ Space for a rotary clothesline for each dwelling.


Other amenity concerns included:


▪ Increase in noise from mechanical services as 


part of the centre’s expansion.


▪ Overshadowing impacts on surrounding land.


▪ Open space provision, including the size of the 


proposed town centre.


▪ Managing the spread of COVID-19 and other 


pathogens in retail environments.


4.5 SOCIAL AND CULTURAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE
It was submitted that the Development Plan makes 


inadequate provision for social and cultural 


infrastructure, with particular reference to galleries, 


theatres, and the possibility for a town hall as part of 


the precinct. There were also submissions relating to 


the need for affordable housing within the centre.


4.6 BUILDING HEIGHTS AND 
RESIDENTIAL DENSITY
A number of submitters were concerned with the 


scale of development within the subject site and its 


relationship to surrounding land. Some submitters 


were concerned that the heights did not 


appropriately respond to DPO17 by locating taller 


buildings at the centre of the site, and that residential 


densities in the precinct were excessive. 
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5. RESPONSE TO ISSUES 
RAISED


We appreciate the time participants took to engage 


with the consultation process and have endeavoured 


to respond to the feedback received. Where relevant, 


submitters received direct responses by email, 


drawing their attention to relevant components of the 


Development Plan and other consultant reports that 


addressed their concerns. Additionally, the webinar 


sought to address the key concerns raised over the 


consultation period.


A brief summary of how the Development Plan 


responds to the key issues raised during consultation 


is provided below, with detailed responses provided in 


Appendix A. 


5.1 TRANSPORT AND TRAFFIC


Transport and traffic issues are principally addressed 


through the Transport Plan, prepared by Stantec. 


Stantec’s Transport Plan takes a traffic demand 


management approach, prioritising active and public 


transport in an effort to reduce the need for residents 


and shoppers to use private vehicles. A new bus 


terminal and enhanced tram services are envisioned 


as part of this modal shift.


Together with infrastructure treatments, such as the 


proposed duplication of the Highpoint Ring Road and 


potential capacity works to key corridors around the 


centre, the proposed approach will appropriately 


manage traffic around the centre. Movement of 


emergency services through the area will not be 


hindered due to these management approaches. New 


pedestrian facilities will further improve connectivity by 


active transport.


5.2 SHOPPING CENTRE EXPANSION


While additional retail development will occur at 


Highpoint over coming decades, no expansion is 


proposed beyond the current title boundaries.


5.3 ON-SITE / OFF-SITE AMENITY


Details of the internal amenity for new dwellings will 


be addressed as part of future planning permit 


application processes. All future dwellings will be 


required to comply with the Better Apartment Design 


Standards under the City of Maribyrnong Planning 


Scheme, which addresses matters such as internal 


storage and provision of open space. There are 


unlikely to be rotary clotheslines included with these 


dwellings.


Addressing the other amenity concerns raised:


▪ All mechanical services will be required to comply 


with State Environmental Planning Policy N-1 


requirements, regulated by the Environmental 


Protection Authority.


▪ Overshadowing impacts are primarily contained 


within the site boundary or adjacent roads 


between 10am and 3pm at the Spring Equinox. 


These are detailed on page 81 of the 


Development Plan.


▪ Over 24,000m2 of new open space is planned. 


After consultation with Council, the size of the 


planned town centre was increased to 


approximately 9,700m2, doubled in comparison to 


the previous version of the Development Plan


▪ COVID-19 and other pathogens will be managed 


by GPT group in accordance with up-to-date 


government health advice.
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5.4 SOCIAL AND CULTURAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE


Social and cultural infrastructure are an important part 


of the proposed Development Plan for the Highpoint 


Urban Village Activity Centre. These issues are 


addressed in detail in the Social Infrastructure Report, 


prepared by Urbis. The Development Plan provides 


for around 10,000 m2 of community space, and GPT 


are exploring the opportunity for cultural and creative 


uses.


Housing supply on the site has focussed on creating 


diversity and supply, facilitating a range of different 


housing types to meet the needs of diverse income 


groups and demographics. This may include specialist 


accommodation. GPT are looking at affordable 


employment spaces within the urban village.


5.5 BUILDING HEIGHTS AND 
RESIDENTIAL DENSITY


A full breakdown of proposed building heights is 


provided in the Development Plan. Building heights 


are intentionally scaled down towards the lower scale 


development surrounding the site, with the tallest 


forms located away from the site edges. Landscaping 


around the site edges play an important additional 


visual role.


The densities and mix of uses respond to the direction 


within the DPO17 and the Highpoint Planning and 


Urban Design Framework seeking increased densities 


and intensity of development within a key Major 


Activity Centre, providing housing close to services, 


jobs, and recreational opportunities.


The proposed residential density responds to both 


state and local planning policy and reflects the site’s 


capacity to deliver a sustainable 20 minute 


neighbourhood. No density controls apply to the site 


under the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme, including 


the DPO17. 
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6. CONCLUSION AND 
NEXT STEPS


The consultation process conducted has provided an opportunity for members of the community to provide their 


feedback on the draft Development Plan. Feedback received during the consultation process has been carefully 


considered and will be provided to council to inform its decision making process. 


Importantly, The GPT Group will continue to work closely with the Council who will be responsible for the 


detailed assessment of planning permit applications for development within the Development Plan area, as well 


as other projects that enhance the Highpoint Activity Centre.


This next phase of collaboration will continue over the next 25-30 years and beyond to ensure the shared vision 


for the Highpoint Urban Village and surrounding area is realised. 


TIMELINE
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APPENDIX A 
DETAILED FEEDBACK SUMMARY AND RESPONSE
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SUBMITTER ISSUES RAISED RESPONSE


1 Is the shopping centre expanding beyond its 


current boundaries?


Additional retail will be added to the Highpoint 


Shopping Centre over the next few decades, but all 


proposed development is occurring within the 


existing Shopping Centre title boundary.


2 How are existing traffic problems around the 


centre going to be managed now and in the 


future. Key roads highlighted:


▪ Rosamond Road.


▪ Gordon Street.


A travel demand management approach has been 


adopted for the Development Plan which includes 


a modal hierarchy which prioritises active and 


public transport modes over private vehicle travel. 


Adoption of the proposed hierarchy will limit the 


potential traffic generation to the site and in turn 


traffic impact to the surrounding network.


Furthermore, the Transport Report identifies 


potential capacity improvements for the key 


corridors servicing the Centre (to Footscray, 


Sunshine and Essendon) to accommodate 


increased public transport and vehicle demands, 


including the creation of tram fairways, intersection 


works, new phasing, turn bans, etc.


There isn’t enough information on cultural 


and social infrastructure. The precinct 


should include more galleries, theatres or 


even a town hall.


The Development Plan provides for around 


10,000sqm of community space, and GPT will be 


exploring cultural and creative uses.


3 Noise from existing mechanical services is 


a disturbance and will be made worse with 


new development.


All services need to comply with SEPP N1 


requirements from the EPA


Existing traffic may block emergency 


services. This is a safety risk.


As above.


The combination of the above works will ensure 


that the impact to the surrounding road network 


(and to emergency service vehicles) is managed 


appropriately.


4 Does the development intend to 


open Warrs Road from Raleigh Road 


through to Van Ness Avenue? If so, what is 


the likely impact on traffic in the area?


No, it is not proposed to provide a new vehicle 


connection between the northern and southern 


sections of Warrs Road as part of the 


Development Plan.


5 Will there be improved connections 


to Pipemakers park?


As part of the Development Plan it is proposed to 


provide new pedestrian crossing facilities on each 


leg of the intersection providing a safe pedestrian 


connection from the Centre to Pipemakers Park.


6 How will Covid and the potential spread of 


other pathogens be managed in future 


development?


As new guidance on COVID in retail environments 


developers, GPT will implement these 


requirements.


What level of internal amenity will there be 


for future residents in apartments e.g.


How much storage will each apartment 


have?


How much private open space will there 


be?


Can people have a rotary clothesline each.


Details of internal amenity will be included in the 


permit application stages, but all apartments will 


need to comply with the Better Apartment Design 


standards on matters such as internal storage, 


and communal open space.


There are unlikely to be rotary clotheslines 


included.
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DETAILED FEEDBACK SUMMARY AND RESPONSE
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SUBMITTER ISSUES RAISED RESPONSE


How many car parks will future 


residents have?


A travel demand management approach has been 


adopted for the Development Plan which includes a 


modal hierarchy which prioritises active and public 


transport modes over private vehicle travel.


Given the collocation of the residential uses with the 


retail, employment and recreation uses at the Centre, 


as well as public transport access, the need for 


residents to own a car will be reduced.


The Development Plan proposes the an average 


residential car parking of 0.5 to 0.6 spaces per 


dwelling.


It is noted that initial residential car parking rates will 


be higher with the lower overall rates to be phased in 


over the 30 year lifespan of the Development Plan.


7 I have had a look at the advertised 


development plans for the Highpoint 


upgrade (all of which is very exciting), 


but I am having some difficulty in 


understanding the impact on our 


business, particularly during the 


construction phase.


The street on which we are located has 


only one access point and this is 


adjacent to Highpoint. The intersection 


(White St/Rosamond Rd) is one of the 


key areas proposed for change and I 


would like to know whether a traffic 


management plan is in place to 


minimise disruption to small businesses 


like mine?


Most of my customers drive to our 


studio and clear vehicle access along 


Rosamond Road and White Street is 


imperative for our success. I do have 


concerns that the proposal may cause 


traffic issues on Rosamond Road and 


White Street, both during the 


construction phase and beyond, which 


will act as a deterrent for existing and 


future customers.


Traffic management will be addressed when changes 


are proposed and in conjunction with council and other 


relevant authorities. This will need 


to consider access to nearby businesses and 


residences.


The staged roll out of the masterplan over 30 years 


assumes improvements to public transport and existing 


local road infrastructure over time to improve 


accessibility and minimise impacts to the local 


neighbourhood.


For reference, please see the transport Sections 5.18 -


5.25 within Volume 1 of the Highpoint Urban Village 


Development Plan (“HUVDP”) and Section 6.5 and 


Appendix F in Volume 2 of the HUVDP, which provide 


further detail about the transport strategy and plan.


8 How are the works to be staged over 


the forecast 30 years? Will they be 


timed to avoid having an unsightly 


construction site for the entire 


period? Long-term construction activity 


has a severely detrimental effect on the 


local amenity for neighbouring 


residents.


Construction activity will be timed to respond to market 


demands and will be managed in accordance with 


relevant council and authority requirements. An 


indicative staging plan has been provided at Section 


4.4 (page 34) of Volume 1 of the Highpoint Urban 


Village Development Plan.
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SUBMITTER ISSUES RAISED RESPONSE


Will the height of proposed buildings be 


limited to conform with human scale? We 


note with some concern that your plan 


proposes buildings between 3 and 14 


storeys high. It would be better for the 


environment to limit heights to 5 storeys as 


is the case in the Horizon community where 


we live. This is the usual practice in Europe 


- especially Germany - which makes for a 


much more pleasant urban design and 


living environment. Tower blocks tend to 


be very alienating as can be seen from the 


ugly development at 64-72 Wests Road 


Maribyrnong. The lower buildings in front of 


the tower blocks do nothing to redress this 


unsightly imposition on the streetscape. 


Another appalling example of misplaced 


towers blocks in a low rise suburban 


environment are the new tower blocks in 


the Puckle Street precinct in Moonee Ponds 


and the out-of-scale tower block on the 


junction of Epsom and Racecourse Roads 


opposite Flemington Racecourse. We think 


this poor urban design should be avoided at 


all costs. If the Germans can create higher 


density living on a human scale, why can’t 


we in Australia?


Building heights are consistent with the existing 


building controls and respond to state and local 


policies that encourage intensification and growth 


within the Highpoint Activity Centre. The design of 


each new development will be assessed in detail 


via future planning permit applications to ensure 


they result in acceptable urban design and 


amenity outcomes.


The Development Plan aims to deliver a high 


level of pedestrian comfort and a human centric 


ground plane environment through set back of 


taller tower elements and consideration of shadow 


impacts on the public realm.


The proposal to making Warrs Road into a 


wider dual carriageway raises several 


concerns. Does this mean that the traffic 


now blighting Rosamond Road will be 


transferred to Warrs Road, so not achieving 


the desired outcome of reducing traffic 


congestion? Will this also mean 


that Warrs Road will be lined with 


commercial buildings and how will you 


plan this so they are evenly distributed over 


the site rather than having high density 


clumps. The object should be to avoid a 


cluttered, claustrophobic effect.


The duplication of Warrs Road/Highpoint Ring 


Road was proposed by council and is a key 


element of council’s Highpoint Planning and 


Urban Design Framework. Modifications to the 


road will be undertaken in consultation with 


council and will be designed to improve 


connections around the centre and local area and 


improve traffic management. Residential uses are 


predominantly intended to front Warrs Road 


providing an appropriate interface to neighbouring 


areas. Commercial uses will be general focused 


around Rosamond Road.


Horizon Drive is a private road owned by 


the Owners Corporation. What effect will 


construction have on access for 


residents? Will construction activities 


require access to Horizon Drive and, if so, 


will the relevant developer be required to 


make good any damage done to the 


road? Has this issue been factored into the 


plan?


Construction management and impacts will be 


addressed when development occurs and will be 


in line with relevant council and authority 


requirements. It is unlikely construction access 


will be required to Horizon Drive.
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SUBMITTER ISSUES RAISED RESPONSE


It was pleasing to hear at the webinar on 21 


September that green space will be incorporated as 


a fundamental principle guiding your plan. Will this 


be distributed evenly around the development? It 


seems from the plans published so far that the green 


spaces will be concentrated on the Rosamond Road 


side. What is proposed for the Warrs Road 


side? Will green space be sacrificed to the widening 


of Warrs Road?


The Development Plan proposes a wide 


range of different new green and open 


spaces including the ‘Green Edge’ 


along Warrs Road. In total there will be 


approximately 19,000sqm of open and green 


space in the Development Plan area which is 


intended to be delivered in an equitable 


manner across the site and considering the 


proximity to existing green and open space 


areas.


It is also pleasing to hear that pedestrian accessibility 


and movement will be a key principle of the 


plan. We support this fully as residents of Horizon 


Drive, who walk rather than drive to 


Highpoint. Highpoint is currently one of the most 


pedestrian-unfriendly places in Melbourne, where 


one has to walk through car parks to get access to 


the shops. We are looking forward to a significant 


improvement on this score.


Noted.


9 We thank you for the opportunity to provide 


feedback. It’s exciting to know things are happening 


in the Highpoint Activity Centre and to see 


development plans for the transformation of the 


Highpoint Shopping Centre site. We have had a 


quick overview of the DP documentation and would 


like to provide some general feedback as follows:


We note that “At completion, the area encapsulated 


by the DP will deliver appropriately 3150 new homes, 


150 residential hotel rooms, 150,000 square metres 


of commercial floorspace, 1.9 hectares of open 


space, over 55,000 square metres of net additional 


retail and over 10,500 square metres of community 


facilities”. The size of the proposal is significantly 


greater than the development demand of only 500 


dwellings and 2000 square metres of commercial 


floorspace, as projected in the Highpoint Urban 


Design Framework Plan September 2015 


(Framework Plan).


The DP essentially presents 6.3 times more 


dwellings and 75 times more offices than projected in 


precinct 6 of the framework plan. Or put it another 


way, the DP for one precinct alone seeks to deliver 


30% more dwellings than what’s anticipated for the 


entire Highpoint Activity Centre.


Is there any socio economic impact assessment to 


justify such demand / significant increase in density? 


We are particularly concerned about the impact of 


the proposal on the overall economic impact or 


development viability of six other precincts within the 


Highpoint Activity Centre.


The proposed development plan proposes an 


anticipated outcome over the next 25-30 


years and will respond to market demands as 


they change over time. It also responds to 


local and state planning policies that seek to 


local intensive growth and activity in major 


activity centres to provide locations for people 


to live, work and recreate in ’20 


minute neighbourhoods’ with access to 


services, job opportunities and open space.


The dwelling demand included in the HPUD 


Framework Plan was an estimate, by 


Council, of demand completed several years 


ago. It is not a capacity limit. Our team 


considers the estimates are very low and do 


not reflect the market demands and the long 


term potential of the Highpoint Activity 


Centre.


A Social Infrastructure and Housing Diversity 


Report was submitted as part of the 


application.


Overall the development anticipated in the 


Development plan will help achieve these 


objectives and make a significant and 


positive economic, social and environmental 


contribution to the local and broader area. It 


is expected that the Highpoint Development 


Plan will complement rather than compete 


with other precincts situated within the 


Highpoint Activity Centre, delivering a vibrant 


and active Town Centre that will become a 


major attractor for the broader surrounding 


area.
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SUBMITTER ISSUES RAISED RESPONSE


We note that a consistent built form along 


Rosamond Road with a constant street wall height 


of 6 storeys and an overall height of 10 storeys is 


proposed. The justifications provided to increase 


the preferred height from 3 – 4 storeys and to 


provide a continuous built form are that there 


would be no amenity impact in terms of 


overshadowing and that there would be active 


uses at ground floor, and public open spaces 


punctuating the built form.


We are of the view that the continuous 6-10 storey 


built form along Rosamond Road would visually 


block off connection to and physically create a 


barrier separating the broader area of the 


Highpoint Activity Centre to the west. We feel that 


the minimal landscaping area and narrow 


pedestrian paths around the almost continuous 6 


to 10 storey built form along Rosamond Road will 


not support Rosamond Street as the ‘heart’ of the 


Highpoint Activity Centre.


A key focus in the Framework Plan and in Clause 


21.11-2 of the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme is to 


support Rosamond Street as a main street at the 


‘heart’ of the Highpoint Activity Centre. Some of 


the strategies outlined in Clause 21.11-2 to 


support this theme include: ‘Support Rosamond 


Road as a main street at the heart at the activity 


centre that provides a commercial and retail focus 


around a central plaza and a new public transport 


hub’, ‘Use built form to reinforce Rosamond 


Road’s role as a main street at the heart of the 


centre’, ‘Encourage new building and landscape 


design to complement the topography and 


enhance views into and out of the centre’.


Building heights have been carefully developed 


to respond to relevant state and local policies as 


well as the DPO17 and Highpoint Planning and 


Urban Design Framework that recognises 


Rosamond Road as the focus for the most 


intensive commercial and recreational activity in 


the centre and Highpoint Shopping Centre is the 


focus for the most intensive retail activity.


The Development Plan proposes indicative 


building heights and setbacks that will ensure 


excellent access to sunlight to footpaths on 


Rosamond Road (between 10am and 2pm at the 


winter solstice) and includes building setbacks 


and separation that will ensure pedestrians have 


open and outward views from within the public 


realm.


The potential diversity of built form and land use 


proposed in the Development Plan is expected to 


deliver key objectives of local policy and the 


DPO17 in providing the level of activity and 


intensity envisaged.


The Development Plan responds directly to the 


overarching vision statement in the HPUDF and 


Clause 21.11-2 of the Maribyrnong Planning 


Scheme.


We further note that some of the open space 


objectives of Precinct 6 of DPO17 are to ‘upgrade 


the existing public plaza fronting Rosamond Road’ 


and ‘to provide landscaping and street treatments 


that will contribute to Rosamond Road’s role as a 


main street at the heart of the centre’.


We are of the view that a public 


plaza fronting Rosamond Road, which is an 


important element of the Highpoint Activity Centre 


and a requirement of the DPO17, is missing in this 


DP.


GPT are proposing to 


update the proposed Development Plan proposal 


to include a new approx.. 10,000sqm ‘Town 


Square’ with clear sight lines and access from 


Rosamond Road that will provide a new high 


amenity, highly accessible space for Highpoint 


and the wider area. This area has been doubled 


compared to the previous version of the 


Development Plan. Development on Rosamond 


Road will also provide for landscaped setbacks, 


directly responding to objectives in the DPO17.


The key principles, location, size and accessibility 


of the Town Square have been developed 


through extensive consultation with Council and 


are believed to be generally in accordance with 


the requirements of DPO17. The Town Square 


does not prevent further development of open 


space by others along and around Rosamond 


Road.
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SUBMITTER ISSUES RAISED RESPONSE


Whilst we understand that as this DP was 


prepared for the GPT Group, it would be 


imperative to have Highpoint Shopping Centre 


or the centre of their site as the focal point of 


their DP. We however request Council that, 


when assessing this DP, to consider the 


overall impact on the Highpoint Activity Centre 


and the overall intent of the Framework Plan. 


More emphasis should be placed on (both 


sides of) Rosamond Road, as the ‘heart’ of the 


Highpoint Activity Centre.


The Development Plan provides a key ‘Town 


Square’ on the western side of the site fronting 


Rosamond Road, responding to the DPO17 


and Rosamond Road as the ‘heart of the 


Highpoint Activity Centre’. In conjunction with 


this and in recognition that the site is large and 


will provide a diverse range of new 


development, multiple other open 


space have been provided to ensure each 


precinct (and the broader surrounding area) has 


access to high quality open space that will cater 


for a variety of activities.


Development on the western side of Rosamond 


Road cannot be controlled by the Highpoint 


Shopping Centre development and nothing in 


the Development Plan prevents other land from 


developing in a way that would respond to local 


and state policy as well as the DPO17.


We note in the planning report that the DP has 


undergone a thorough authority engagement. 


We are just curious to know if the DP has also 


undergone any peer review? There is no 


doubt that Urbis is one of the leading urban 


design and planning firms in Melbourne, 


however, the disclaimer in the planning report 


states that the DP was prepared under the 


instruction of the GPT Group, for the benefit 


only of the GPT Group. It would be interesting 


to see what if this DP was prepared also for 


the benefit of the community.


The DPO17 was prepared after extensive 


public and local industry consultation completed 


by Council.


The Development Plan has been prepared in 


response to the requirements of the DPO17 


with expert urban and landscape design, 


planning, traffic, wind, ESD, services, and 


housing and social infrastructure input. The 


Development Plan has been prepared in 


consultation with council staff and the 


Department of Transport including their experts 


in relevant fields.


The disclaimer in the report is a standard 


practice relating to contract management.


10 The proposed plan will need to include an 


authentic and significant commitment to a 


percentage of affordable housing in any 


future development. This ensures the plan 


gives effect to The Planning Policy Framework 


Clause 16 states that planning should provide 


for housing diversity, affordability and 


sustainability. Currently the plan only plays lip 


service to affordable housing.


Whilst council has not required a formal 


contribution to ‘affordable housing’ as defined in 


the Planning and Environment Act and it is not 


required by the DPO17, the Development Plan 


will facilitate a range of different housing types 


that will meet the needs of a diverse range of 


income groups and demographics. The 


Development Plan is a masterplan and the 


specifics of end users will be defined as site 


specific development applications are lodged.
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SUBMITTER ISSUES RAISED RESPONSE


The proposal is not in accordance with the 


preferred heights currently in place for the 


site. The proposal should be amended to 


reflect these heights. What is proposed in 


terms of building heights and their location at 


the periphery of the site does not give effect 


to the Local Policy guidance in relation to the 


Key policy objective to:


▪ Promote higher levels of development at 


the core of the centre, close to facilities, 


with a transition in building heights down 


to existing residential areas to reflect the 


character of those areas and to 


complement the topography of the area.


The Development Plan appropriately responds 


to the preferred building heights within the 


DPO17, seeking to achieve an average of 


10 storeys across the site, while seeking to 


maximise its contribution to local and state 


polices that seek to intensify development 


within Activity Centres to provide people with 


housing close to services, jobs, entertaining 


and recreational opportunities.


Building heights have also been carefully 


considered against design guidelines to ensure 


appropriate levels of sunlight reaches public 


spaces, they are of a human scale and provide 


appropriate and comfortable wind conditions 


whilst accommodating diversity and visual 


interest. The height of each new building will be 


assessed in detail through future planning 


permit applications to ensure they are 


appropriate.


The Development Plan does locate the tallest 


forms away from the edges of the site and 


purposefully scales down to surrounding lower 


scale development to limit amenity and visual 


impacts. This is combined with landscaping 


around the edges of the site that will play an 


additional and important visual and 


environmental role.


Furthermore, the proposed building heights 


and their location on the periphery of the site 


do not support the outcome outlined in the 


Highpoint Development framework “to 


ensure new buildings and landscaping 


complement the topography and enhance 


views in and out of the area”.


The Development Plan responds appropriately 


to requirements of the DPO17 which is the key 


planning provision which was informed by the 


Highpoint Development framework and ensures 


a high quality urban outcome and transition 


from an area specifically identified for more 


intensive development to surrounding lower 


scale areas. The plan responds to the site’s 


unique topography, achieving appropriate level 


transitions through built form and public realm 


which enhance the site’s walkability and 


accessibility.


Development transitions down to existing 


residential areas, consistent with DPO17, 


including 3-6 storeys within 15m of the Ring 


Road, and the green edge
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SUBMITTER ISSUES RAISED RESPONSE


The residential densities proposed for the site 


are far higher than those outlined in Highpoint 


Urban Development Plan and should be 


reduced to meet this


The Highpoint Planning and Urban Design 


Framework does not specify density 


requirements for the site, nor foes the DPO17 


or the Planning Scheme. The Development 


Plan appropriately responds to direction in 


these documents that seeks increased 


densities and intensity of development within a 


key Major Activity Centre and to deliver policies 


outcomes that seek to provide housing close to 


services, jobs, entertainment and recreational 


opportunities.


The proposed number and layout of residential 


development is not in alignment with the 


Development plan overlay overarching Land 


Use and Activities Objectives below:


▪ To reinforce retail and entertainment uses as 


the focus of the precinct.


▪ To facilitate the addition of housing, 


including above other uses, with a focus on 


the south eastern and western edges of the 


Highpoint Shopping Centre.


As such the proposed residential development 


in precinct 6 should be reduced in number and 


the location of it refocused on the south eastern 


and western edges of the Highpoint Shopping 


Centre instead of the north.


The Development Plan proposes to retain the 


core regional retailing role of the Highpoint 


Shopping Centre whilst accommodating a 


range of uses including additional retailing, 


office/commercial uses, community uses, open 


space and housing. The mix of uses is in line 


with the DPO17, local and state policy and will 


make a significant social, economic and 


environmental contribution to the local and 


broader inner western area.


The proposed town centre is too small for 


the future growth on the site. The proposed 


open space is too fragmented with insufficient 


satellite open spaces of size to provide 


alternatives to the town centre.


Open space has been carefully considered to 


provide a diverse range of areas for the 


enjoyment of new and existing 


residents, workers and visitors alike. In 


response to feedback from Council, the ‘Town 


Square’ has been increased to approximately 


10,000sqm in area and will work in conjunction 


with the approximately 24,000sqm of open 


space on the site to provide excellent amenity 


and recreational and social opportunities to new 


and existing communities.


11 Increased Traffic


The plan suggests that with an alteration to the 


current public transport arrangements shoppers 


will be encouraged to use this as a means of 


visiting the centre. Unfortunately, we do not 


share your optimism regarding a reduced level 


of car use. Our observations confirm that the 


typical behaviour of that people who visit 


Highpoint with the intention of purchasing will 


drive rather than use transport. This is because 


they do not want to carry numerous packages 


home on a bus or tram for safety reasons as 


well as convenience.


The Development Plan has been prepared in 


anticipation of changes in traffic and transport 


patterns and will respond over time to these 


changes including enhanced public transport 


provision through a new bus terminal and 


improved tram services. It also acknowledges 


that car parking will remain as part of the centre 


and seeks to optimise its management to cater 


for user preferences.
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SUBMITTER ISSUES RAISED RESPONSE


Noise - Night time Activity & Ring Road


The creation of a village with people live on 


the outskirts of Highpoints will bring more 


premises that will trade later into the evening 


to cater for the population’s social and eating 


activities. Has the increase in noise levels 


from these happenings, from cars to groups 


congregating outside in public spaces, been 


factored into the plan. Our experience is that 


noise from Highpoint travels extremely well to 


the households on the northern edge. Further 


to this, the widening of the Ring Road on the 


northern side will also increase the noise 


coming from the Highpoint Activity centre to 


the detriment of local residents.


The Development Plan responds to local and 


state planning policy that seeks to intensity 


development and activity in Activity Centres. All 


future land uses will meet relevant state and 


local requirements (including EPA 


requirements) to mitigate off-site amenity 


impacts including noise. This will be managed 


in conjunction with council through future 


planning permit applications.


Parking at Christmas time


The Christmas season (particularly Boxing 


Day) is already a great concern to locals in 


terms of Highpoint Shoppers parking in local 


streets. When shoppers are unable to a 


secure parking space within Highpoint, they 


resort to surrounding streets. At times 


shoppers have blocked our driveways 


preventing us from leaving the house! How 


will this problem be addressed with the 


forecasted increase in patronage and no 


doubt increased demand for car space around 


this busy season.


Whilst it is council’s responsibility to enforce 


parking controls on public streets, the 


Development Plan makes provision for on-site 


car parking that will be optimised to meet user 


demands as and when these change over 


time.


Highpoint adopts several strategies during peak 


shopping periods to ensure we meet increased 


demand including extended trade hours, valet 


parking and customer communications around 


increased public transport services.


Development of Defence Site


The proposed development of the defence 


land again brings concerns around increase in 


traffic and higher demands for car parking 


spaces. We envisage this will place an 


incredible strain on Raleigh Rd which is 


already struggling. We would be keen to see 


what studies have been done around traffic 


management in this area. Is there the potential 


for an underground train station at Highpoint?


Council are currently preparaing the Highpoint 


Infrastructure Master Plan (HIMP) which 


assesses the future transport network 


requirements of the broader precinct. The HIMP 


includes consideration of the land use uplift 


anticipated as part of the Highpoint Activity 


Centre (inclusive of the Shopping Centre site) 


and the Maribyrnong Defence Site.


The Transport Report that accopmanied the 


Development Plan identifies potential capacity 


improvements for the key corridors servicing 


the Centre (to Footscray, Sunshine and 


Essendon) to accommodate increased public 


transport and vehicle demands, including the 


creation of tram fairways, intersection works, 


new phasing, turn bans, etc.


A new train station was considered as part of 


the various alignments for the future Melbourne 


Airport Rail Link, however, the adopted 


alignment does not travel via Highpoint. 


Accordingly, there is no proposal for a train 


station at Highpoint at this point in time.
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Re. Highpoint Shopping Centre Development Plan 


The GPT Group is an Australian company and has owned and operated the Highpoint Shopping Centre for 15 
years. During that time, GPT has invested heavily in renewal and rejuvenation of the centre to ensure it remains an 
important shopping and entertainment hub for Maribyrnong and the surrounding region. 
In 2014, the Maribyrnong City Council prepared the Highpoint Planning and Urban Design Framework to help guide 
the development of the Highpoint Activity Centre, including the Highpoint Shopping Centre. 
In 2016, at the request of the Council, and to give effect to the Highpoint Planning and Urban Design Framework, 
the Minister for Planning approved changes to the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme. These changes included rezoning 
of substantial parts of the Activity Centre to mixed use, in order to support a broader range of land uses including 
office, commercial, residential and retail and increase height guidelines to revitalise the area. At the same time, the 
Development Plan Overlay, Schedule 17 (DPO17) was applied to the Highpoint Shopping Centre. 
The DPO17 sets out the planning and development framework for the Highpoint Shopping Centre and requires that 
the land owner prepare a Development Plan before they seek permission for development. 
In accordance with the DPO17, GPT has prepared a draft Development Plan for the Highpoint Shopping Centre that 
will provide an integrated framework for its progressive development and enhancement over the next 30 years to 
create a new urban village. Key points of the Development Plan include:
 • Staged development across 30 years
 • Introduction of new and exciting opportunities for people to live,  


work and play within a 20 minute neighbourhood  
 • Provision of new open and green space including a new town plaza
 • Provision of a new library and community spaces
 • Relocation and upgrades to the bus interchange
 • Upgrading of local perimeter roads to support future development


Since 2019, GPT has worked with Council on the preparation of the draft Development Plan and before Council 
considers approval of the final version, we are seeking your feedback. Your feedback will be considered by the 
project team and summarised in the final submission to the council. Comments may be provided in writing via email 
at HPUVDP@urbis.com.au, and must be received by 5pm, Friday 24 September 2021. 
To find out more about the Development Plan, an online webinar will be held at 5:30pm on 21 September 2021 
where GPT and its project team will present the project. To participate in the webinar, please register your interest 
by emailing HPUVDP@urbis.com.au. You will be provided details of how to log onto the event once you’ve registered. 
We value your feedback on this exciting next phase of the Highpoint Shopping Centre and look forward to continuing 
to be part of the growth of Maribyrnong and Maidstone as well as the broader inner-western area of Melbourne. 
Best regards,


 


Owners and managers of Highpoint Shopping Centre


To the Owner / Occupier


HIGHPOINT  
URBAN VILLAGE  
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WHAT IS A DEVELOPMENT PLAN?
A Development Plan is a statutory document that is approved by 
the council and shows how the land it applies to will be developed 
over time. It may consist of plans, reports and other written 
material. 


WHY HAS A DEVELOPMENT PLAN BEEN PREPARED?
The Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan has been 
prepared because it is required by the Maribyrnong Planning 
Scheme before planning permits for anything other than minor 
works at the shopping centre can be approved. 


WHO APPROVES THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN?
The Maribyrnong City Council are responsible for assessing 
and approving the Development Plan. The assessment is being 
managed by council’s Statutory Planning Department. 


WHAT HAPPENS IF THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN IS 
APPROVED?
Once the Development Plan is approved, all future planning 
permit applications for development within the Highpoint 
Shopping Centre site must be generally in accordance with it.


IF THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN IS APPROVED, CAN GPT 
BUILD WHATEVER IT WANTS?
Before any new development can commence, planning permits 
must be submitted to council for approval. Council will undertake 
an assessment of the proposed use or development in the same 
way it does for other areas in Maribyrnong. The planning permit 
and development must be generally in accordance with the 
approved Development Plan. 


WHAT DOES THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN SAY?
Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan provides direction 
about land use and development of the shopping centre over the 
next 30 years. The vision for the development plan is:
The Highpoint Urban Village Development Plan seeks to create 
a compact, highly accessible and distinctive place that provides 
high quality living, working and recreational opportunities, around 
a prominent town plaza with new development that respects the 
site’s strategic setting and proximity to the Maribyrnong River. New 
development will reinforce the centre’s significant regional retail 
role and will accommodate a diverse range of quality housing 
typologies, new local retailing to complement the existing large 
format retailing, office and other commercial based business 
at different scales, improved vehicle, pedestrian and cycle 
connectivity and plentiful green spaces. 


The vision will be delivered through the following key principles: 
 • New Urban Environment with a Rationalised Street 


Network – Create a new legible street network and urban 
structure with varied built form and heights providing visual 
diversity and interest, whilst being responsive to the site 
context and key views.


 • Mixed Use Precinct with a Community Heart – Create a 
vibrant urban mixed-use village by increasing the density 
across the site and introducing a variety of accommodation 
typologies and a complementary mix of employment 
generating and community uses.


 • Enhanced Connections – Enhance pedestrian movement 
around and through the site, ensuring these new and 
enhanced routes are legible and of high-quality, particularly 
considering the challenges in site topography. 


 • Sustainable Change – Deliver environmentally, socially and 
economically sustainable outcomes in all aspects of the new 
urban form. 


 • Open Spaces – Provide a network of open spaces of 
different scale, character and function which cater for a 
variety of activities to support the future community.


FAQS


HOW CAN I PROVIDE FEEDBACK?
You can provide feedback by sending  
an email to HPUVDP@urbis.com.au. 


WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
Once all feedback is reviewed, a final Development  
Plan will be submitted to council for approval.  


WHO CAN I CONTACT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS?
If you have any questions about the Development Plan, 
please contact us via email at HPUVDP@urbis.com.au.  
Urbis have been appointed by GPT to prepare the  
proposed Development Plan.


Full details of the Development Plan 
including its supporting reports can 
be found on the Highpoint website at 
https://bit.ly/HighpointUrbanVillage 


Artist’s illustration – Indicative Only
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Risks and Opportunities in the Five Focus areas of Planning Reform 


 
The State Government is developing a range of planning reforms that will change how 
planning decisions are made and how the planning system operates. These reforms will 
appear to be the most significant changes to the planning system since the creation of the 
Planning and Environment Act 1987.  
 
DELWP has publicly stated that the reforms are grouped under five broad themes:  


1. Update and simplify planning rules and processes 
2. Partner with local council planning departments 
3. Focus on major projects and attracting investment 
4. Planning for priority precincts and growth areas 
5. Prioritising infrastructure delivery  


 
The key driver of this reform package appears to be lifting Victoria’s post COVID economic 
performance through facilitating growth. The roots of this reform program can be found in the 
Red Tape Commissioner’s 2019 review of planning and building approval systems which 
has not been released publicly. This agenda is already apparent in recent planning scheme 
amendments (VC187, VC190, VC194, VC198) which have streamlined decisions for Big 
Housing Build and State and Local government projects. 
 
Some reforms will likely be welcomed by local government.  Any focus on investing in 
process improvement and refining the Victoria Planning Provisions (VPPs) to enable more 
streamlined decision making will be valuable to councils. We believe it is vital to balance this 
against local planning policies and strategic vision. We also believe that council and 
community must retain their roles in Victoria’s planning system. Considered, community-
informed decision making should not be undermined for short term economic outcomes.   
 
The Government is determined to complete the reforms as quickly as possible, with DELWP 
officers given tight timeframes to design and implement the changes.  
 
We recognise the priority of driving economic growth as Victoria recovers from the impacts 
of COVID. We also believe it is vital that the reforms strike the right balance to ensure 
medium to longer terms planning outcomes are not compromised.   
 
We think some of the key aspects for consideration include:  
 


• Protecting the role of councils and councillors as elected community 
representatives, in developing longer term visions for their built environments: 
To date consultation on the reforms with councillors has been extremely limited. The 
absence of engagement with elected community representatives is a major concern.  
It sets a worrying precedent for the relationship between the State Government and 
councils. Despite the MAV and individual councils repeatedly calling on the State to 
consult and engage openly and accountably, the reforms have by and large been 
developed without consultation with councillors. It is a missed opportunity to work 
with representatives who know and understand their constituents and local areas 
intimately. This would assist DELWP to identify, pursue and promote reforms in the 
interests of all Victorians. 
 


 



https://www.vic.gov.au/planning-and-building-approvals-process-review

https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/schemes-and-amendments/browse-amendments?query=VC&search_mode=id&start_rank=1#Amendments--VC187

https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/schemes-and-amendments/browse-amendments?query=VC&search_mode=id&start_rank=1#Amendments--VC190

https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/schemes-and-amendments/browse-amendments?query=VC&search_mode=id&start_rank=1#Amendments--VC194

https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/schemes-and-amendments/browse-amendments?query=VC&search_mode=id&start_rank=1#Amendments--VC198
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• Ensuring there is a role for community voice in the planning system:  Victoria’s 
planning system is well known for incorporating community consultation in planning 
decisions. It is a component of our system that is enshrined in legislation and gives 
social license to planning decisions. We are concerned the positive influence 
community input often has on development outcomes has not been adequately 
considered. Existing processes have allowed councils to facilitate tens of billions of 
dollars’ worth of development every year while maintaining a high degree of 
community input. Recent changes have seen decision making for key developments, 
including social housing and major projects, transferred to the Minister, with 
consideration of local planning policies and direct community input severely 
diminished.  


 


• Creating appropriate checks and balances on Ministerial powers within any 
reforms:  Council and community input will be limited for projects that the Minister 
considers “state-significant”, while less significant applications will follow the existing 
process with councils. In many instances, consultation must merely be carried out “to 
the satisfaction of the Minister,” but this can itself be waived. Essentially the State is 
creating a parallel planning system for projects that have the most impact on 
communities, providing these projects with a decision-making pathway that has the 
least amount of oversight. 


 


• Balancing shorter term economic recovery priorities with longer term strategic 
planning objectives:  In seeking faster decision-making to help deliver short-term 
economic gain, the State must ensure that our built and natural environment is 
enhanced for future generations. Development must not undermine the planning 
vision for an area and must align with strategic planning work undertaken by councils 
with their communities. This will reduce the likelihood of substandard outcomes. 
Strategic work such as council housing and environment policy as well as urban 
design, heritage and neighbourhood character objectives are vital to achieving 
balanced outcomes. 


 


• Addressing climate change mitigation and adaptation in our planning system 
may be overshadowed by an economic recovery lens:  Councils continue to push 
for greater consideration of climate change in the planning system and within their 
own planning schemes. If these reforms are the most significant in a generation, they 
must address the biggest challenge of the generation – the climate crisis. Across all 
the reform focus areas, there are opportunities to support and facilitate the transition 
to net-zero emissions and increase resilience to climate change impacts. While the 
Government is working on some changes, such as the ESD roadmap, we must 
create systemic planning reform that readies and enables the planning system to 
deeply integrate climate thinking into decision-making. This work must be focused on 
long term interests and must not be overshadowed by an economic recovery lens. 
Changes to the planning system must include listing some decisions (such as 
planning scheme amendments) under the Planning and Environment Act in Schedule 
1 of Climate Change Act 2017, mandating net-zero buildings, integrating electric 
vehicle charging, and planning for increased environmental hazard risk. 
 


 
The MAV has consolidated an assessment of the wider risks and opportunities in the reform 
program’s five focus areas for local government.  They are outlined below. We welcome 
council feedback on this to help inform our advocacy.  
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Reform Theme 1: Update and simplify planning rules and processes 
 
Reforms under this theme include both statutory and legislative changes that seek to reduce 
complexity and delays. This will involve creating simpler planning pathways for smaller 
projects/permits, including code-based assessments or removing permit requirements. 
Legislative changes will aim for more efficient planning scheme amendment processes. 
 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Process improvement 


• There are several opportunities to address existing “high footprint, low impact” 
situations where significant resources are expended for minimal benefit. This 
includes further reform of the VPPs to streamline assessment of more minor 
development applications.  


• Process improvements free up council planning officer time to focus on more 
significant projects that have a greater impact. Requiring permit applications to be 
complete and ready for assessment before being submitted would aid this by 
reducing the time spent by councils shepherding applications to an acceptable 
standard. A complete application requirement should also serve to deter applicants 
from lodging incomplete applications with the intent to use VCAT for primary 
assessment rather than review.  


• Process improvements must also extend to DELWP and referral authorities. Referral 
authorities should be required to meet their obligation to provide timely and well 
considered advice. 
 


Improved Planning Scheme Amendment process  


• In progressing a planning scheme amendment there are several steps at which 
council must wait to receive approval from the Minister. In theory there are time limits 
for these Ministerial decisions.  In reality, the experience of councils is these are 
frequently exceeded. The Minister should be required to meet these timeframes, with 
councils permitted to continue the amendment process if they are not met.  


• The Planning Panel process should be simplified, including by limiting panels to 
complex matters. Less complex amendments or those with few submissions to be 
undertaken ‘on the papers’.  


• There should be stronger guidelines for community and stakeholder submissions to 
assist the community to engage with applications on valid planning grounds. 


 
RISKS 
Limited consultation means reforms and support may not be appropriately targeted 


• Councils continue to implement process improvements for simple applications to free 
up council planner time. The key risk here is that the State targets application types 
that should follow standard processes with third-party appeal rights.  


• By further eroding review processes and protections in the planning system that seek 
to manage reasonable community expectations of change in an area, there is a risk 
of eroding public confidence in the planning system.  


• Any reform agenda that seeks to streamline decision making must ensure no net 
detriment to the community and to the environment.  
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Reform Theme 2: Partner with local council planning departments 
 
Direct capacity and resource support, as well as process improvements, are proposed under 
this reform theme. There is some overlap between this theme and theme one, Update and 
simplify planning rules and processes. Process reforms include opportunities for 
simplification and streamlining of permit processes, refreshed guidance material, and 
investment in digital systems.  
 
OPPORTUNITIES 
In addition to the positives that partnering more closely with DELWP would bring in 
developing process improvements for simple and less-impactful applications, we see 
opportunities for councils in the following areas: 
 
Streamlining for Growth 


• Continued support for programs like Streamlining for Growth that have been effective 
in assisting councils to improve processes and boost capacity and capability would 
be welcome. DELWP should work with councils to identify where this is most needed. 
 


Regional Planning hubs  


• The Regional Planning Hub program has supported rural and regional councils to 
progress statutory and strategic planning work, including permit application backlogs 
and planning scheme amendment processes. Training opportunities for planners are 
also available through the program.  


• There would be potential for significant economic benefit if this program had 
additional funding to better resource rural and regional councils. 
 


Digital reform 


• There are numerous frustrations with the systems councils currently use to manage 
planning permits and amendments. This includes the Amendment Tracking System 
(ATS), which both council and DELWP planners say cause delays and frustrations in 
drafting provisions and general administration.  


• Investment in new technology and processes could be welcome news for councils 
looking to address the digital process side of their planning departments. 


 
RISKS 
Local government planning not tapped into effectively 


• Councils process over 50,000 planning permits every year. The vast majority are 
uncontroversial. Local government is a critical partner in the planning system. It has 
knowledge and expertise that, if tapped into, could help deliver a reform package in 
the interests of all Victorians.   


• Limiting engagement with councils despite their detailed knowledge of the system 
risks missing key insights regarding how to best understand critical bottlenecks in the 
system, or how to enhance the public’s engagement in planning applications – 
whether they be an applicant or submitter.  


• Longer term council capacity and capability development not supported if ongoing 
investment is discontinued and council insight is sidelined. 
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Reform Theme 3: Focus on major projects and attracting investment 
 
A dedicated development facilitation program will be formalised within DELWP and direct 
decision-making powers for major ‘state-significant’ projects to the Minister or independent 
committees. Public consultation on these projects will be limited.  
 
OPPORTUNITIES 


• Clear criteria and agreed-upon thresholds for Ministerial call-ins could improve 
consistency and transparency.  The current experience of the system is one of high 
levels of Ministerial discretion. It will clarify the role of councils in providing advice on 
and managing community input on such applications.  


• Clear criteria for call-ins may reduce instances of councils spending resources on an 
application only for it to be called in. This could potentially free up council time to 
focus on other pressing planning issues, or other important projects that might be 
significant, but do not meet the Ministerial call-in criteria.  
 


RISKS 
Resource impact on councils  


• Even where decision-making power is transferred to the Minister, councils will still be 
required to provide their expert advice to DELWP as part of the process.  


• Councils will be required to administer planning permits that may not have been 
granted if council had been the decision maker. Councils will need to resource this 
work while also receiving reduced planning application fee revenue which helps fund 
council planning departments.  


 
Misalignment with council vision 


• State-significant developments will likely not be required to align with strategic 
planning work undertaken by councils with their communities.  This raises the real 
prospect of decision making that undermines the local planning vision.  


• Strategic work such as council housing and environment policy as well as urban 
design, heritage and neighbourhood character objectives are vital to achieving 
balanced outcomes and must be considered.  


• Strategic planning projects are time-consuming and costly for councils to undertake, 
and benefit from significant community input. Sidelining this work further erodes trust 
in the planning system and weakens a council’s ability to shape the future of its 
community. 


 


Reform Theme 4: Planning for priority precincts and growth areas 
 
This area of reform is largely being led by the Victorian Planning Authority (VPA). Very 
limited information has been shared. We understand some of the reforms under this theme 
may be informed by the Victorian Auditor-General’s audit report on Managing Developer 
Contributions (March 2020), and the subsequent work of the Minister’s Infrastructure 
Contributions Advisory Committee. More information will not be available until late 2021 or 
2022.  
 
OPPORTUNITIES 


• Improvements to infrastructure contribution tools are necessary. The availability of 
different tools for different situations should be a strength of the system, not a 
weakness. Different tools respond better in different contexts. 
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• Affordable housing is a form of infrastructure that has broad social benefits. A certain 
percentage of social and affordable housing funding could be realised through broad 
developer contributions schemes, providing ongoing funding beyond the Big Housing 
Build. 


• Provision of land for public purposes has proven to be one of the most complex 
aspects of the Development Contribution Plan (DCP) system, and the source of 
some of the costliest funding shortfalls. There are promising signs from the land 
equalisation model implemented through Infrastructure Contribution Plans. There is 
merit in exploring whether this mechanism could be adapted for use in a DCP model. 


 
RISKS 


• Councils are responsible for the implementation of Precinct Structure Plans (PSPs) 
and delivery of infrastructure on the ground. Planning for PSPs lies with the VPA. 
Councils therefore administer PSP areas over which they have had a limited 
contribution to strategic plan. 


• Efforts to streamline contribution processes must not compromise the quality of 
infrastructure being provided and the outcomes sought.  


• Councils continue to take on great financial risk through the current system. Reforms 
must ensure that the levies accurately reflect the true cost of delivery with an 
appropriate balance found to cost sharing. 


• There is still no guide to what constitutes the ‘basic and essential’ standard of 
infrastructure. This should be addressed through the reform program.  
 


 
Reform Theme 5: Prioritising infrastructure delivery  
 
We have little detail on how planning reform will impact decision making for infrastructure 
delivery. We understand that the Department of Transport (DoT) is developing changes to 
planning, heritage and environmental assessments in infrastructure decisions.  
 
DoT has already rolled out some of these changes through amendment VC194 which was 
gazetted in March 2021. This amendment created new permit exemptions for any State 
Government led or funded (or part-funded) project, or project carried out on Crown land. 
Notably, the amendment also exempted Councils from planning requirements for public-led 
projects valued under $10million.  
 
OPPORTUNITIES 


• There are opportunities to reform major infrastructure projects planning assessments, 
particularly transport infrastructure. Review of legislation and planning tools should 
be undertaken alongside the development of a comprehensive transport plan for 
metropolitan Melbourne and regional Victoria.  


• An integrated transport plan is critical to giving local government and private entities 
confidence to plan and invest in supporting or complementary infrastructure. The 
current haphazard approach to transport planning decisions in Victoria is further 
eroding confidence in planning for State-significant infrastructure.  


• Victoria’s Infrastructure Strategy (Infrastructure Victoria 2021) makes a number of 
recommendations to address these issues, particularly recommendations 32 to 34.   


 
 
 



https://www.infrastructurevictoria.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/1.-Victorias-infrastructure-strategy-2021-2051-Vol-1.pdf
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RISKS 


• The planning, placement and design of critical government infrastructure is important 
to all Victorians. Leaving community consultation to the discretion of the Minister 
jeopardises the quality and transparency of decision making on publicly funded 
projects.  


• There are already significant concerns about the effectiveness and value of 
environmental and heritage protections when planning for state-significant public 
projects – particularly transport infrastructure such as road and rail. Any changes to 
these processes must add greater rigour to environmental and heritage review to 
ensure costly mistakes are not repeated. 


• Planning for large-scale infrastructure rarely considers existing council strategic 
planning policy for an area. Further weakening of planning protections and processes 
will actively undermine council’s strategic planning work, and further constrain public 
input.  


 
If you have any feedback or comments on the above, please contact James McLean, Senior 
Policy Adviser – Natural and Built Environment at jmclean@mav.asn.au 



mailto:jmclean@mav.asn.au






 


 


MAV Brief on Victorian Government planning reforms 
The Victorian Government is embarking on the most significant reforms to the Victorian planning system since the Planning and Environment Act 1987 was 
enacted. Consultation with local government has been extremely limited to date.  


The key driver of this reform package appears to be lifting Victoria’s post COVID economic performance through facilitating growth. The roots of this reform 
program can be found  in the Red Tape Commissioner’s 2019 review of planning and building approval systems. This agenda is already apparent in recent 
planning scheme amendments (VC187, VC190, VC194, VC198).  


While we recognise the priority of driving economic growth, we believe it is vital that the reforms strike the right balance to ensure medium to longer term 
planning outcomes are not compromised.  We think some of the key aspects for consideration include:  


 Protecting the role of councils and councillors as elected community representatives, in developing longer term visions for their built environments  
 Ensuring there is a role for community voice in the planning system 
 Creating appropriate checks and balances on Ministerial powers within any reforms 
 Balancing shorter term economic recovery priorities with longer term strategic planning objectives  
 Addressing climate change mitigation and adaptation in our planning system may be overshadowed by an economic recovery lens 


The following table summarises the five themes of the reform program, and our view of the risks and opportunities associated with each. 







 


 


Theme Risks Opportunities 
Update and simplify planning rules and 
processes 
Legislative and non-legislative changes 
intended to reduce complexity and delays in 
strategic and statutory planning processes. 
This includes VPP changes targeted at specific 
application types. 


 Limited consultation means reforms and 
support may not be appropriately targeted 


 Eroding the social licence of the planning 
system 


 Loss of third party appeal rights for some 
application types which currently act as an 
important check on decision making 
 


 Addressing “high footprint, low impact” aspects of the 
planning system to free up resources for dealing with 
strategic planning and higher impact development 


 Requiring permit applications to be complete and ready for 
assessment before being submitted would aid this. A 
complete application requirement should also serve to 
deter applicants from lodging incomplete applications with 
the intent to use VCAT for primary assessment rather than 
review. 


 Improving transparency and timeliness of DELWP and other 
agencies’ roles in the planning system, i.e., approval of 
planning scheme amendments, and responses from referral 
authorities 


Partner with council planning departments 
Both process improvements and direct 
support provided to councils 


 Support programs do not target identified 
needs of individual councils  


 Longer term council capacity and capability 
development not supported by partnering 
approaches 


 Continuation of already successful programs like 
Streamlining for Growth 


 Strengthening relationships between DELWP and councils 
 Ability for councils to address backlogged or aspirational 


work that otherwise would not occur (i.e. Regional Planning 
Hubs program) 







 


 


Theme Risks Opportunities 
Focus on major projects and attracting 
investment 
Facilitation of “state significant” projects 
including by making the Minister the decision 
maker, having a concierge service within 
DELWP (similar to the Building Victoria’s 
Recovery Taskforce) and streamlining the 
application process 


 Loss of community input into applications that 
have major local impacts through transfer of 
decision making to the State 


 Councils being responsible for administering 
permits granted by the State creating 
reputational risk, challenges with resourcing 
and potential technical complexity for 
enforcement 


 Resourcing impacts as councils still need to 
provide input while the State absorbs 
application fees 


 Potential for misalignment between Ministerial 
decisions and council strategy 


 Clear criteria for Ministerial call-ins could improve 
consistency and transparency compared to the current 
highly discretionary system 


 Clear criteria for call-ins may reduce instances of councils 
spending resources on an application only for it to be called 
in 


Planning for priority precincts and growth 
areas 
Led largely by the VPA, we have very limited 
knowledge on this theme currently. 


 Funding and delivery of associated 
infrastructure undermined by ‘streamlined’ 
precinct development proce4ss 


 Unsubstantiated claims of “gold-plating” by 
both private industry and state agencies 


 Developing fit for purpose infrastructure contribution tools 
for different development settings 


 Addressing unmet need for social housing through a 
contributions system 


Prioritising infrastructure delivery 
Facilitating major infrastructure projects, 
particularly transport 


 Community impact marginalised and/or ignored 
 Strategic policy being overridden or re-written 


to suit major infrastructure decisions 
 Erosion of environmental and heritage 


assessment for major infrastructure 


 Integrated transport planning, supported by a metropolitan 
and regional transport plan would give local government 
and private sector confidence to plan and invest 


 Potential for increased transparency of infrastructure 
planning and alignment with municipal strategies 
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Foreword 


The Planning and Building Approvals Process Review was established in March 2019 to look in 


detail at how the current system could be streamlined to reduce delays and unnecessary costs and 


to increase the focus on the quality of outcomes. After extensive consultation with stakeholder 


groups and councils, the Review’s Discussion Paper was released in October 2019, identifying a 


wide range of opportunities for improvement. We have now reviewed the extensive feedback 


provided by stakeholders and finalised this Report to Government, making 27 recommendations 


which include specific actions.  


I would like to thank the members of the Advisory Board, Bill Kusznirczuk, Kate Roffey and Radley 


De Silva for their wise counsel and valuable contributions.  It was a pleasure to work with each of 


them and the report benefited from their expertise.   


Part 1 of this Report sets out these recommendations and actions into five separate programs to 


reduce delays and costs, grouped together for coordinated delivery. Many will require close co-


operation between DELWP and councils.  


Part 2 identifies the priorities for immediate action by key agencies as part of these programs.  


Part 3 sets out a complete list of the 27 recommendations and the actions required to implement 


them. Part 4 contains a discussion of each recommendation including the existing issues it 


addresses, a summary of stakeholder feedback on the improvements proposed in the Discussion 


Paper and the way in which those proposals have been refined. 


The terms of reference sought advice on both short and medium-term opportunities to streamline 


planning processes. Our recommended actions have therefore been sorted into those that can be 


commenced in 2020 and those that may take longer.  


The scale and speed of reform efforts will depend on additional resources being made available to 


deliver the recommended reforms.  


One of the major challenges in reforming these systems is the many decision-makers and decision-


making parts across the approvals spectrum. Councils and referral authorities have a substantial 


role in the approvals process and thus are the focus of much of this Report. 


From our consultation with the many councils that made submissions it is clear that councils are 


aware of the opportunities to improve their operations and that many have already made significant 


efforts to address them. What is needed is for best practices to become common practice, 


reforming the rules and simplifying processes along the entire approvals chain. Councils have 


demonstrated themselves eager and capable of driving these changes – in addition to the many 


examples of best practice mentioned in the Discussion Paper, submissions highlighted further good 


examples, many of which are noted in this Report. 


The terms of reference specify the goal of this Review as reducing unnecessary delays and costs 


without compromising the intent of the regulations to deliver quality outcomes for the community. 


The recommendations in this Report are consistent with this goal and have the potential to deliver 


significant improvements in the approval system’s effectiveness and efficiency and to boost 


Victoria’s productivity.  


Anna Cronin 


Commissioner for Better Regulation 


Red Tape Commissioner 
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Part 1: Introduction 


Victoria’s planning and building system provides the legislative and regulatory framework for the 


appropriate use and development of buildings and land. The system protects the amenity and 


safety of the community and supports the efficient implementation of government land use planning, 


building and infrastructure policies.  


Over time, planning approvals processes have become more complex with many decision-makers 


and decision points, some of them repetitive or no longer necessary. This has resulted in concerns 


about delays and the quality of decisions. Building approvals processes have similarly become 


more complex and require updating to meet community expectations. Improvement is clearly 


needed in both these areas. For applicants, (individuals, families or developers) time is money. The 


harder it is to navigate the system, the more costs are incurred at the expense of efficiency and the 


system’s overall effectiveness. 


Balancing the demands of growth, employment, sustainability, climate change, housing affo rdability 


and liveability for our community is a huge, ongoing challenge.  


Consultation undertaken as part of this Review demonstrates there is scope for immediate 


improvement in how we assess and approve land use and development proposals and scope for 


more fundamental improvements in the medium term. 


Currently there is too much fragmentation, inconsistency and complexity in the voluminous 


documents that underpin the planning and building rules that apply in Victoria. This leads to 


uncertainty for applicants, repeat work needed by council and referral authority staff and much 


wasted time and effort. Almost half of all applications result in a formal “ request for further 


information” (RFI) and around a quarter are referred to other agencies for advice.  


Processes should be fit for purpose, requirements should relate directly to the purpose of the 


assessment, policies should be clear about their expected outcomes, the business processes of 


assessment should be efficient and decisions should be made at the most effective organisational 


level. 


Electronic process management should promote complete and accurate applications that are 


decision-ready, access to all necessary information for the applicant, the community and the 


decisionmaker and automatically track progress and generate appropriate performance reporting 


data. 


The assessment should deliver the intended policy, amenity and safety outcomes. The level of 


assessment should align with the nature of the risk and statutory and business processes should 


recognise the costs and impacts on all stakeholders and the community.  


Guidance material should ensure that applicants are clear about all the information they need to 


prepare a decision-ready application. The community should be able to access appropriate 


information about a proposal and decision-makers should have the training and support they need, 


as well as an appropriate authorising environment in which to make good decisions.  


It is clear from our work in this Review that it is not sensible to consider separately information 


requirements for planning permits, the submission of applications or ways to deal with the need for 


additional information. Although each of these is the focus of separate sets of recommendations, 


this Report emphasises the need to integrate these. 
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The benefits of improving the planning and building system 


Improving the efficiency of the planning and building system will benefit Victoria in a range of ways.  


The cost to the economy of delays in the $33 billion planning and building industry has been 


estimated by SGS to be as large as $400 million to $600 million a year (based on estimated value 


of additional rental yields that would be realised sooner if approvals were granted faster) . This is a 


burden that can be significantly reduced. These avoidable costs are better re-channelled into 


productive outcomes such as more affordable housing, rather than just being lost to the economy 


as they are now.  


Promoting better and faster approvals processes will not only bring forward residential , commercial 


and industrial construction but also dwelling occupation, delivering economic benefits associated 


with household expenditure for goods and services and increased employment. For example, 


according to the Performance of Construction Index, September 2019 was the thirteenth 


consecutive month of contraction for Australia’s construction industry. Forecasts by Charter Keck 


Cramer suggest the residential construction industry across the eastern States is entering a 12 to 


18 month period of decline. While these forecasts have now improved slightly, bringing forward 


construction activity will provide the needed stimulus to the Victorian construction industry.  


Following the release of the Discussion Paper, SGS was reviewed the proposed improvements and 


estimated the likely economic and revenue benefits of implementing them. SGS considered that a 


one-month reduction in the average time taken in approvals processes as a result of proposed 


improvements was readily attainable. 


SGS has estimated the benefits of the reforms based on this improved capacity in the planning and 


building system bringing forward an additional 4,800 units of dwelling construction worth $1.8 


billion. These benefits over five years (from 2022 to 2026) are estimated to be:  


 an increase in gross state product of around $775 million over five years; 


 an increase in State revenue of up to $330m over five years; and 


 the creation of around 550 jobs per year, on average, over five years, with a peak impact of 


around 1,200 jobs in the construction sector alone in 2024. 


Victoria’s population growth means there will be around 55,000 new households each year on 


average. To accommodate this growth requires over 65,000 dwelling approvals a year, after 


accounting for replacement homes and demolished buildings.  


Dwelling approvals peaked at 75,000 in 2017 but dropped to 59,000 in 2018 as the market 


adjusted. The planning and building systems need to be streamlined and capable of supporting the 


necessary capacity to assess and approve projects as they are put forward, if projected growth is to 


be facilitated. Recent experience shows that when there is a shortage of supply, house prices can 


increase sharply. A strong supply of available properties, in the places that people want to live, 


delivers competitive prices. 


Streamlined approval processes and greater system efficiency will lead to increased investment 


and underpin the supply of new homes. This will result in economic benefits such as increased 


employment in construction and building supplies and increased commercial and industrial 


development to create jobs. 


Victoria is often regarded as having the best fundamental framework for planning nationally. This is 


a significant competitive advantage that we must strive to maintain. A better planning and building 


system is crucial to meeting the community’s infrastructure needs. The recommendations in this 
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Report will help meet these needs through improvements that reduce delays and costs for all types 


of projects. In terms of new precincts and strategic sites, this Report makes several 


recommendations which will enable greater clarity about the timing and delivery of infrastructure 


such as roads, schools, public transport and community facilities. Examples of the latter include 


improving the sequencing of infrastructure delivery in new communities, prioritising and expediting 


planning for sites of strategic importance and simplifying the processes for payment of 


infrastructure contributions. 


The positive engagement by the range of stakeholders involved in this Review demonstrates a 


commitment by all parties to implement more efficient processes and realise the potential economic 


and community benefits of the reforms in this Report. 


The people who operate or interact with the system – including those in government agencies, 


councils, the community, business and the planning and building industry peak bodies and 


individuals who have made significant contributions to this Review – are the key to achieving more 


effective and efficient planning and building approvals. Investing in the people administering the 


system, including providing training and additional resources to address workloads and system 


needs, will deliver better planning and building outcomes for the community and industry.  
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Five proposed programs to reduce unnecessary delays and costs 


The programs of recommendations proposed in this Report, and shown in Figure 1 below, aim to lift 


the performance of the system by locking in permanent and sustainable improvements while also 


setting a solid foundation for further improvements over time.  


 


 


Figure 1: Programs to deliver this Report’s recommendations. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


The recommendations in this Report will be most effective if delivered together in a coordinated 


way. There are several ways of configuring these recommendations within the different programs, 


and Figure 2 below shows an indicative grouping of how the recommendations could be allocated 


to these programs. However, most of these recommendations contain several elements some of 


which are short term and others medium term and involve several agencies working together on 


implementation. A summary of each proposed program is set out below the table.  
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Program 1: Better Planning Rules 


Legislation and regulations set the requirements for the planning scheme amendment and planning 


permit and building permit assessment processes. Improving these processes while focusing on 


good outcomes will require reviewing and resetting the regulatory requirements to embed best 


practices. Changes to regulations will be essential to implementing several key process 


improvements relating to pausing the clock and only assessing complete applications.  


Areas for change include defining roles and responsibilities, ‘front loading’ business processes to 


ensure all the required information is provided to decision-makers from the outset, establishing 


performance requirements and timelines and providing clarity about how notice is prepared and 


given.  


It will also include more consistent drafting of requirements and policies, standardisation of similar 


provisions, improved user focus and guidance and improved proportionality of planning provisions 


with the expected impact of land use and development. A new program, Better Planning should be 


established, working in conjunction with councils to deliver the core recommendations from this 


Report over the next two years. This would build on and extend the work already delivered through 


Smart Planning.  


The current Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) agenda for Smart 


Planning reforms should be refocused to deliver various recommendations from the Review over 


the next two years, working in conjunction with councils. We are suggesting revamping this program 


as Better Planning Rules. This program will address several areas where new practice notes, 


guidelines and ministerial directives need to be drafted to streamline the current requirements and 


simplify the steps to consider applications.  


Program 2: Better Planning Processes 


This program is focused on improving processes at councils as well as in DELWP and other 


government agencies. Councils will be supported in improving their processes by a State-led Better 


Planning Approvals program, and DELWP will lead work with a range of other State agencies to 


improve their processes and practices. 


The Better Approvals program run by Small Business Victoria has delivered substantial 


improvements in how councils provide approvals to small business. This program has enabled 


councils to adopt concierge approaches – where an applicant is given a single point of contact with 


the council. It also involves enabling councils to set up systems to assess applications concurrently 


and develop problem-solving mind sets. The Better Approvals program also yielded useful insights 


into councils’ own practices in approvals for small businesses. 


Better Planning Approvals will support councils’ planning and building teams in applying a 


‘concierge’ model to their planning and building approvals operations , implementing concurrent 


assessment and improving application processes overall. This will also help them implement the 


best practices identified in the Discussion Paper and identify any obstacles to adopting them.  


This program will include, for example, checking what stage of development a council’s process 


management systems and IT platforms are at and any challenges councils face in improving these, 


with this information supporting the upgrade of digital systems and introduction of a Better 


Reporting framework in Program 3. This approach will also be aimed at addressing the substantial 
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stakeholder feedback regarding issues relating to quality of applications, access to and clarity of 


information and the delays caused by sequential approaches to obtaining technical and specialist 


comment on applications. 


DELWP will work with a range of State agencies to improve their processes and practices. This will 


contribute to a wide range of improvements in efficiency, including faster resolution of disputes, 


faster approval of Precinct Structure Plans (PSPs), clearer guidelines and requirements from 


referral authorities and faster electricity connections to new development. 


Better Planning Approvals will be complemented by several improvements in State agency 


activities, including the review underway of the various Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal 


(VCAT) listing options and approach of the Victorian Planning Authority (VPA) to managing staged 


payment arrangements for the Growth Areas Infrastructure Contribution (GAIC). 


Developing a more collaborative working culture within and between councils, agencies and 


applicants will promote more efficient and concurrent assessment and decision processes. 


Harmonising policies and requirements for like matters between adjacent councils will also generate 


efficiencies for proponents, referral authorities and councils. 


Program 3: Better Reporting 


This program is based on the fundamental requirement to deliver significant improvements in data 


collection and reporting across the entire planning and building approval systems. The Better 


Reporting framework will provide accurate and comparable data on planning and building approvals 


performance. 


The existing Planning Permit Activity Reporting System (PPARS) data provides a good starting 


point. However, data entry is variable and does not include specific data on some matters of 


particular interest such as the total time taken in specific stages of processing an application. In 


conjunction with upgrading councils’ digital systems, improving the quality of performance reporting 


data and automating how it is collected would enable real time management and assist in achieving 


best practice.  


Key milestones and decision points in all four stages of permit approvals (strategic, statutory, post-


permit and building) will be recorded to allow better identification of bottlenecks and further 


opportunities for improvement. 


There also needs to be a stocktake of the different councils’ IT process management systems. 


More work is needed to define what is best practice and the pathways different councils can follow 


to upgrade their systems. 


More comprehensive use of a digital portal for applications that ensures they are decision-ready 


before they are assessed would deliver significant efficiencies.  


While a State-wide system or network of compatible systems is a widely supported end goal, 


existing council systems are at various stages of development. Joining up the varied systems will 


not be easy. In the first instance the DELWP Planning portal can give access to each council’s 


planning permit applications, just as they currently link to local planning schemes. 
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Program 4: Better Capabilities 


A recurring theme in stakeholder feedback was the need for improved capabilities in counc ils and 


other decision-making bodies and participants in the approvals system. 


This program aims to address these issues by providing the resources, support, guidance and 


training required by councils and users of the system. This will involve the establishment of 


Regional Planning Hubs to provide additional resources for councils and facilitate training and 


regional collaboration. 


The DELWP regional office network offers an opportunity to create Regional Planning Hubs that 


can provide short-term resource support, address peak workloads, provide specialist support and a 


centre for training. These Hubs would support both the strategic and statutory functions of councils.  


The nature of the support they offer will vary between regions based on their specific needs. For 


example, some regions may require more support for strategic planning than statutory planning. 


Some may require more support from heritage, native vegetation or drainage experts than others.  


Based on existing best practice in some councils (see successful efforts in Gippsland and among 


the Wimmera councils), these would be most effective if established at a regional level. This would 


support the establishment of the “communities of practice”. The Regional Planning Hubs would be a 


logical channel through which DELWP could convene and support collaboration between councils 


in a region. 


Improved guidance material is an important mechanism for ensuring that best practice is 


established across the State regarding how similar matters are managed and decided. Up to date 


and user-oriented documentation will promote best practice as common practice and underpin the 


provision of new education and training pathways. 


A system can only operate efficiently when people who operate it perform at their best. Shortages 


of skilled people, particularly in regional areas in the planning and the building areas were 


consistently raised. This program aims to increase training opportunities in key areas, such as the 


application of permit conditions, expanding training for councillors and staff and developing 


programs to increase the attractiveness of the planning, engineering, building surveying and 


building inspection professions. 


Program 5: Better Building Approvals 


This program of work includes several actions to minimise delays by increasing the supply of skilled 


practitioners and streamlining and clarifying responsibilities for the building approvals process.  


Stakeholder feedback has confirmed that actions to increase the supply of suitably qualified 


building surveyors, inspectors and fire safety engineers will support the timely issue of permits, 


inspection of work and certification of completed buildings. This work will include promoting these 


professions as career options for secondary students (with a focus on women to address the 


current gender bias), improving the quality and availability of training, particularly in regional and 


rural areas, and assisting graduates to build their experience through structured on-the-job 


programs such as cadetships. The Victorian Building Authority (VBA) commenced some of this 


work in 2019 and plans to continue to do so in partnership with the peak industry associations.  
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Complementary measures include the creation of a new category of building surveyor for low-rise 


domestic building work, and the VBA providing bridging pathways for practitioners from related 


occupations such as builders, architects, engineers and project managers. A new category of 


building surveyor for low-risk domestic building work will not only assist with the high cost of 


professional indemnity insurance but will free up more experienced practitioners for the quality 


assurance of high-risk buildings.  


Building approval processes can be streamlined, for example, by removing the requirement to 


obtain a building permit for some decks, mobility access ramps and small sheds that have a low risk 


and low impact. 


Expanding the scope of the Building Activity Management System (BAMS) to become the central 


digital registry for all building records for Victoria is also recommended. Expanding BAMS will make 


it easier for builders and developers to quickly find copies of the records they need to support their 


application and obtain a building permit, and for the VBA to access the records it needs to 


undertake its ongoing building inspection and audit programs. 


The Victorian Government recently announced a comprehensive review of the Building Act 1993 


and appointed an expert panel to lead the review. This Report refers several matters to the Building 


Act Review for consideration to clarify the roles and responsibilities for verifying the standard and 


quality of building work and for administering and enforcing the building approvals process. 


Consistent with work Program 3, Better Reporting, the Building Act Review will also consider an 


ongoing role for the State Building Surveyor to monitor and report on the performance of the 


system. 


Some short-term measures which could be implemented (while the Building Act Review is being 


conducted) include introducing a protocol to guide co-operation and communication between the 


VBA and councils, and the development of a practice guide setting out the matters to be examined 


when inspecting buildings. 
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Part 2: Priority actions for agencies 


The proposed programs are intended to promote an efficient and coordinated delivery of all the 


recommended actions, based on best practice. Most of the gains will take some time to  achieve and 


will depend on both management commitment from both the Victorian Government and councils 


and the availability of training in new policies and processes.  


In the short-term, there are some twenty opportunities for significant early improvement that should 


be given priority. These are listed below, grouped by the responsible agency.  


Priorities for DELWP  


1. Better planning rules 


A new program, Better Planning should be established working in conjunction with councils to 


deliver the core recommendations from this Report over the next two years. This would build on and 


extend the work underway through Smart Planning.  


There are several areas where new practice notes, guidelines and ministerial directives need to be 


drafted to streamline the current requirements and simplify the steps to consider applications. More 


substantial regulatory changes will require regulatory and legislative amendments. 


2. Reforms related to applications 


The most prospective set of changes is to tackle the problem of incomplete applications and the 


high rate of requests for further information. By only starting the “statutory clock” once an 


application is decision-ready and pausing – instead of resetting – the clock for requests for further 


information there will be incentives for both applicants to submit more complete and higher quality 


applications and for councils to be more timely and effective in their use of RFIs.  


3. Make amendment authorisation decisions quickly 


DELWP should review the process and criteria for planning scheme amendment authorisation with 


a view to making all decisions within 10 days or, if further review is required, within an additional 30 


days. 


4. Introduce VicSmart Plus 


Introducing VicSmart Plus, subject to further consultation on and refinement of the proposal, will 


expand the number of low-risk applications (particularly for residential development) that can be 


determined quickly through the VicSmart assessment process. 


5. Establish regional planning hubs 


Regional councils have very limited planning resources and face significant variations in demand. 


There are considerable benefits in having shared resources, harmonised policies and access to 


reserve staff to cover absences and peaks. 
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6. Introduce the Better Reporting framework 


DELWP to examine how to improve data collection and performance reporting, including using and 


expanding the existing PPARS and Know Your Council data. The Better Reporting framework 


addresses the need to report additional data across many different points in the system (this is 


reflected in links to the Better Reporting framework note in Recommendations A2, B8, B9, C1 and 


C2). 


7. Provide guidance on delegation models and processes 


DELWP should work with councils to develop frameworks based on several best practice examples 


of delegation arrangements, that councils can elect to adopt or amend, in accordance with local 


circumstances. This work should involve preparing example deeds of delegation to support councils 


in choosing and applying the delegation mechanisms that best suits their needs and supporting 


councillors to understand their roles and responsibilities when making decisions under the planning 


framework through training. 


 


Priorities for VPA and DJPR 


1. Establish a strategic sites pipeline 


DELWP and the Department of Jobs, Precincts and Resources (DJPR) should lead work with the 


VPA and councils to develop clear criteria for prioritising precincts and strategic sites that warrant 


direct facilitation and management by the Victorian Government. A Standing Advisory Committee 


should be created to advise the Minister for Planning at the Minister’s request on which precincts or 


strategic sites to expedite, the appropriate role for different agencies in order to expedite planning 


for those precincts or strategic sites and the most appropriate mechanisms with which to do so. 


This Committee could also form the Panel for hearings on planning scheme amendments relating to 


precincts and strategic sites. 


2. Streamlining for Growth program 


Continuing this program, which is managed by the VPA, would continue to fund councils that do not 


have the resources to implement the reforms needed to manage growth or undertake strategic 


planning for the release of land for housing growth. 


3. Coordination of infrastructure delivery 


The Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) and the Department of Treasury and Finance (DTF) 


should seek a whole of government approach to forward planning for infrastructure across portfolios 


to ensure that land use development can progress with confidence in the way strategic sites and 


growth corridors will be supported by new investment in schools, transport and community facilities.  
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Priorities for councils 


The review identified several best practices already implemented by some councils that could be 


adopted by other councils as common practice. Councils could review their current arrangements 


and implement operational and business process improvements that support the objectives of this 


Review immediately. Some of these opportunities are listed below, including supporting councils in 


these efforts through a State-led Better Planning Approvals program. 


1. A Better Planning Approvals concierge approach 


The Better Approvals program delivered significant improvements to the handling of small business 


approvals. Several councils have redesigned their business processes to provide every applicant 


with a single point of contact through the approvals process. This approach enables concurrent 


assessments to be used. DELWP, in collaboration with Local Government Victoria, could oversee 


the implementation of the Better Planning Approvals program focused on improving planning and 


building approvals processes through a similar concierge service. 


2. Merging development branch silos 


Disconnected (and sometimes physically separated) strategic, statutory, building, heritage, 


engineering, traffic and environment units within councils create significant inefficiencies as a 


project passes through the four stages of approval. Some councils have delivered significant 


efficiencies by creating development branches that co-locate some or all of these functions. This 


co-location boosts opportunities to deliver concurrent and well-informed assessments. 


3. Modernising public notification 


It is not necessary to change the Planning and Environment Regulations 2015 to implement a more 


modern and user-friendly basis for public notice of an application. Some councils such as Glen Eira 


do this already. Creating a template for councils to adapt and use would deliver an immediate 


improvement. 


4. Reducing use of conditions 


There is scope to update and simplify the use of conditions. The United Kingdom Government 


recently updated its guidance to councils and it is worth considering the principles on which this 


was based. An updated Practice Note is needed to define the appropriate circumstances more 


appropriately and to manage the timeframes for post permit approvals. 


5. Construction management plans and protection of local assets 


This requires development of model local faws for the range of matters included in construction 


management plans and asset protection permits along with supporting guidance materials and 


template documents, as required. This should be centrally coordinated but needs to involve 


DELWP, councils and the Municipal Association of Victoria (MAV). 


6. Permits for low-rise low-impact building work 


Work to expand the types of minor building work that can be exempt from the requirement to obtain 


a building permit while maintaining public safety could be progressed ahead of the Building Act 
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Review. This would include the construction of certain decks, mobility access ramps and sheds that 


meet the relevant building standards. 


 


Priorities for other agencies 


VBA: Expand the building surveyor workforce 


While the VBA is already working to promote careers in building surveying and inspection to 


secondary students, providing more flexibility for practitioners from related professions to move into 


these professions will also assist in expanding the future workforce. Work by DELWP and the VBA 


to create a new class of building surveyor for low-risk domestic building work would assist with 


building surveyor workloads and could also progress in advance of the Building Act  Review. . 


ESC: Amend the electricity distribution code 


The Essential Services Commission (ESC) should formalise ongoing public reporting requirements 


for non-standard connections. A performance management framework could be introduced with 


enforceable timelines for defined residential non-standard electricity connection in greenfield 


developments with clear and effective compliance obligations. This could be introduced in parallel 


with ESC’s current review of Electricity Distribution Code (EDC).  


VCAT: Listing options 


Given the delays that are experienced by developers through the VCAT process, there is 


considerable opportunity for review and improvement. This may result in streamlining processes, 


better registry support and greater opportunity for mediation, ultimately realising the economic value 


of these developments sooner. 


VCAT already has a reform process in train for its Planning and Environment Division, under the 


new Deputy President Teresa Bisucci. VCAT is aware of the need to better promote the availability 


of its existing Short Cases List and the ability to settle simple matters “on the day”. There is another 


infrequently used process to request a “practice day hearing” for matters that can be dealt with in 


30 minutes. 


Consumer Affairs Victoria: Awareness about the role of building consultants 


In regard to the use of building consultants, the recommendation is that Consumer Affairs Victoria 


(CAV) should continue its consumer awareness program. Other related actions – such as limiting 


the use of the term “building surveyor” or “inspector” to registered and qualified people – should be 


considered by the VBA. 


Federal Government: Timely environmental approvals 


These issues are being considered as part of the recently announced inquiry into “green tape” 


being led by Graeme Samuel. This issue can be directly raised by the Premier with the Prime 


Minister – possibly by listing it on the agenda for the Council of Australian Governments. In the first 


instance the issue can be raised with DELWP and a ‘whole of Department’ view put to the Ministers 


for Environment and Planning. 
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Part 3: List of recommendations  


Recommendation A1 – simplify planning schemes 


This Report recommends simplifying planning schemes by: 


 building on recent reforms, focusing on plain language drafting principles, improving digital 


delivery and accessibility and completing the translation of planning schemes into the 


integrated Planning Provisions Framework; 


 consolidating planning scheme requirements that serve similar purposes and updating 


longstanding policies to reduce overlap and duplication; 


 DELWP prioritising the development of State-wide planning policies, particularly on 


emerging issues (as has been recently done in the case of developments overshadowing 


solar panels); 


 developing tighter criteria for where local variations of planning policy are justified to 


provide a better framework for local policy development; and 


 councils working together within their regions and across Victoria, to harmonise local 


planning policies where possible.  


These measures should be led by DELWP, working in consultation with councils. 


 


Recommendation A2 – streamline the planning scheme amendment process 


This Report recommends streamlining the planning scheme amendment process by:  


 DELWP providing councils with a final response within 30 days of DELWP initiating a 


“further review” of an authorisation request; 


 DELWP exploring opportunities to stream different types of planning scheme amendments 


and package multiple amendments in omnibus amendments; 


 as part of Better Reporting, DELWP to measure and review the performance of the planning 


scheme amendment process from start to finish and to identify the steps in the chain that 


are causing some amendments to take unreasonable time;  


 modernising how proposed planning scheme amendments are publicly explained, updating 


notice templates to support plain-language, multi-language notices and using images for 


significant planning scheme amendments – DELWP should provide an updated Planning 


Practice Note to support the use of these new provisions; 


 councils referring exhibited amendments to Planning Panels Victoria (PPV) at the earliest 


opportunity in cases where there are clearly unresolvable objections — DELWP should 


provide guidance on how this can be managed through delegations;  


 reducing the maximum period for publication of Panel reports by councils from 28 days to 


14 days; 


 requiring councils to provide reasons as well as notice for a decision to abandon or to not 


consider or progress an amendment; and  


 clarifying the process for applicants to formally seek a planning scheme amendment related 


to their land and how such requests can be referred to the Minister should the council 


unreasonably reject the proposal – this may require an amendment to the Planning and 


Environment Act 1987. 
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Recommendation A3 – streamline the precinct planning process 


This Report recommends streamlining the Precinct Structure Planning (PSP) process by:  


 finalising the VPA’s PSP 2.0 process and applying this to the current round of greenfield 


precincts, in order to reduce the average completion time to two years; 


 adapting the VPA’s PSP 2.0 process as the standard method for structure planning for all 


major precincts, strategic sites and regional developments; 


 requiring early engagement of key government agencies in the VPA planning process to 


ensure that future requirements for infrastructure, including transport, education, health and 


other community facilities are properly embedded in agency forward plans, with timing of 


delivery linked to future development needs; 


 using the PSP plans to empower the sequencing of how a new community develops over 


time and community facilities are delivered, enabling infrastructure providers to use trigger 


points (for example, population) and capital works programming to ensure that schools, 


parks and public transport are delivered at the appropriate point in the cycle and not built at 


the end;  


 DPC and DTF considering how the longer-term planning for infrastructure development is 


integrated with the State budget cycle and timely utilisation of  developer contributions, 


including consideration of development-related need for State infrastructure; and 


 reducing delays between precinct planning and permits for the first stage of development by 


encouraging concurrent assessment processes for subdivision and permits and the PSP 


process, bearing in mind the provisions in section 96A of the Planning and Environment Act 


1987 are rarely used. 
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Recommendation A4 – expedite planning for precincts and strategic sites  


This Report recommends expediting planning for precincts and strategic sites by: 


 DELWP and DJPR classifying the numerous precincts already identified in Plan Melbourne 


and the Regional Growth Plans into three tiers of responsibility: 


o State priority precincts (the responsibility of DJPR); 


o precincts of strategic importance (generally referred to VPA); and 


o key local growth precincts (generally planned by the responsible council);  


 DELWP and DJPR issuing clear criteria to designate new precincts and strategic sites; 


 including in the criteria for precincts and strategic sites factors such as economic and job 


potential, community support, opportunities for innovation and synergies with State 


infrastructure projects – other considerations include opportunities for value uplift and the 


need for coordination;  


 providing ongoing funding through the Streamlining for Growth program for the VPA to 


support councils planning key local growth precincts, in each case using the most 


appropriate of the VPA’s four engagement levels;  


 facilitating better coordinated planning by the Minister, where appropriate, using the existing 


powers to appoint him or herself as the responsible authority for State priority precincts and 


some sites of strategic importance, appointing the VPA or DJPR as planning authority and 


setting clear timeframes for outcomes; 


 creating a Standing Advisory Committee under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 to 


advise the Minister for Planning on strategic sites at the Minister’s request (and to form the 


Panel for hearings on planning scheme amendments if requested);  


 looking at adopting similar mechanisms to the Major Transport Projects Facilitation Act 


2009 to aid the delivery of major sites; and 


 considering new approaches to expediting the issuing of planning permits and subdivisions 


in State priority precincts and precincts of strategic importance (such as adopting a 


coordinated approach to referrals and secondary approvals, utilising some of the lessons 


from the Queensland SARA model). 
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Recommendation B1 – support councils to improve pre-application processes 


This Report recommends supporting councils to improve their pre-application processes and 


provide more help to applicants by: 


 supporting councils to adopt early engagement opportunities through the Better Planning 


Approvals program; 


 focusing early engagement approaches to assist applicants to provide all the information 


required under the planning scheme (see also Recommendation B2 regarding decision-


ready applications) and supporting early engagement with external referral authorities and 


council departments for internal referrals; and 


 using the upcoming review of planning fees to consider prescribing fees or fee structures 


for pre-application services (including fees that may vary within prescribed limits and giving 


councils discretion over whether to charge fees). 


The Report notes that to deliver significant improvements in application processing including 


reducing delays and ensuring sound decision-making, it is imperative that the improvements 


regarding early engagement, clarity of information requirements, improvements having decision-


ready applications and managing assessment times are integrated and that the relevant 


recommendations considered together. This means that these recommended actions overlap with 


those in Recommendations B2 and B7, relating to only assessing applications that are decision-


ready and pausing (rather than resetting) the clock for requests for information.  


Further work is being done to integrate these three recommendations and address concerns raised 


by stakeholders. 


 


Recommendation B2 – ensure applications are decision-ready before being 
assessed 


This Report recommends ensuring applications are decision-ready before they are assessed by: 


 developing guidelines, forms and checklists to ensure that applicants are clear about what 


information is required under a planning scheme (this work to be led by DELWP, in 


collaboration with councils) and the standards that applications must meet; 


 reviewing and clarifying the the Victorian Planning Provisions (VPP) information 


requirements, and identifying opportunities to remove any duplicative or unnecessary 


information requirements (this work to be led by DELWP, in collaboration with councils); 


and 


 amending the regulatory framework to allow councils to only assess applications once they 


are decision-ready and for the statutory clock on council decision to start once applications 


are decision-ready.  


See also the related comments under B1 regarding the need for integrating improvements 


regarding early engagement, clarity of information requirements, improvements having decision-


ready applications and managing assessment times. 
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Recommendation B3 – complete the move to online permit tracking and 
processing 


This Report recommends that, as part of the Better Planning Approvals program (see Part 1), 


DELWP should support all councils completing the move to online permit tracking and processing 


by: 


 conducting a stocktake of the current situation and the capabilities of digital platforms in 


each council; 


 identifying which improvements in these systems would be required to facilitate the best 


practices identified in this Review, and to determine which would be most beneficial to each 


council’s planning processes as part of the Better Planning Approvals program; and  


 exploring mechanisms like the Rural Council Transformation Fund to target support for 


online tracking and processing of planning applications for groups of rural and regional 


councils and prioritising those that will accelerate collaboration towards a standardised and 


integrated system across councils.  


 


Recommendation B4 – improve planning resources for councils 


This Report recommends improving planning resources for councils by expanding the five DELWP 


Regional Planning Service offices to create Regional Planning Hubs which would provide councils 


with: 


 access to staff to help manage short-term workloads as well as provide access to specialist 


strategic and statutory planning skills suited to the needs of each region;  


 training packages (including online modules) focused on the practical skills required in each 


region to deliver improved processes, including the implementation of the reforms coming 


out of this Report; and 


 support to underpin collaboration between regional groups of councils and to facilitate 


regular forums to promote best practice as well as an annual state-wide conference.  


 


Recommendation B5 – modernise public advertising of proposals 


This Report recommends modernising public advertising of proposals by:  


 requiring planning notices for proposals to include a picture of the intended development 


subject to specific triggers (for example, size or significance of development) with clear 


guidelines on the form and content of images; 


 supporting councils to deploy user-friendly notice designs with quick and clear pathways 


(including QR codes) to access further information about an application;  


 supporting councils to provide supplementary notice via council websites, email alerts 


and/or social media (to be done as part of the Better Planning Approvals program) ; and  


 updating guidance on best-practice processes for notifications of different types of permit 


applications, including reviewing greater use of online notification and the requirement for 


formal newspaper advertisements. 


This work should be done as part of the Better Planning Approvals program in collaboration with 


councils. 
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Recommendation B6 – stream applications according to risk 


This Report recommends streaming applications according to risk by: 


 reducing restrictions on specific land use types where those uses are compatible with the 


purpose of the zone (such as non-retail service provision uses being allowed in retail 


centres without a permit)  


 facilitating the provision of important community services such as child care, aged care or 


social housing facilities in residential areas; 


 further consulting on and refining the proposed VicSmart Plus to provide a third pathway for 


low-risk applications;  


 reducing the current occupancy restrictions and including secondary dwellings on a single 


title in the proposed VicSmart Plus permit approval stream – there should be further 


consultation with councils and industry to confirm standard characteristics; and 


 developing a small lot code for established areas as part of VicSmart Plus and in 


consultation with councils and industry. 


 


Recommendation B7 – reduce requests for further information 


This Report recommends reducing requests for further information (RFIs) by focusing them on 


those matters which go beyond that which is required for a complete application by:  


 starting the ‘decision clock’ only once an application is decision-ready; 


 pausing – rather than resetting – the clock when council issues an RFI; 


 adopting guidelines to focus the use of RFIs on requests for information that is needed to 


inform a decision;  


 discouraging the use of RFIs by councils for purposes other than to obtain information to 


inform a decision (for example, using RFIs to request changes to a design);  


 supporting councils to share insights about and improve their practices for accurately 


assessing the need for RFIs by issuing a PPN and facilitating training opportunities; and 


 making more use of VCAT’s Short Cases List in the event of disputes about the content of 


RFIs.  


See also the related comments under B1 regarding the need for integrating improvements 


regarding early engagement, clarity of information requirements, improvements having decision-


ready applications and managing assessment times. 


Given the improvements embedding early engagement and the discipline around “decision -ready” 


applications, there will be less need for requests for further information later in the process.  
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Recommendation B8 – reduce response times for referrals 


This Report recommends reducing response times for external referrals by:  


 the Government giving formal advice to referral authorities about the importance of their 


statutory role in the planning system and the need to provide timely responses;  


 authorities providing the appropriate focus and resources to their role as referral authorities;  


 improving the customer-focus of referral authorities by engaging early with applicants to 


provide up-front direction on triggers for referrals and the likely information required (as part 


of councils’ early engagement services – see B1); 


 DELWP collaborating with referral authorities and councils to standardise requirements for 


simple, low-risk referrals so that these can be assessed directly by councils and referral 


authorities can focus resources on complex referrals; 


 considering giving referral authorities access to grants under Streamlining for Growth to 


improve their internal systems; 


 requiring referral authorities to report their performance as part of the Better Reporting 


framework; and  


 establishing regional forums among referral authorities to share insights about bes t-practice 


(to be led by DELWP in collaboration with the VPA). 


 


Recommendation B9 – improve transparency for decision timeframes 


This Report recommends improving transparency and accountability for decision timeframes by:  


 keeping applicants up to date about their application’s progress through the assessment 


process (achieving this through the proposed Better Planning Approvals program and the 


adoption of online management of applications);  


 councils reporting on time taken at different stages of the assessment and decision process 


through PPARS in the Better Reporting framework; and 


 in cases where applicants indicate at the beginning of an application process that they are 


willing to agree to longer approval timeframes, in return for confidence that it will be met, 


having councils agree up front. 
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Recommendation B10 – provide guidance on delegation models and processes 


This Report recommends providing frameworks for councils, based on several best practice 


examples of delegation arrangements, that councils can elect to adopt or amend, in accordance 


with local circumstances: 


 DELWP working with councils to develop suitable criteria for delegation of decision-making 


based on approaches used by councils already where decision-making frameworks are 


clear, effective and efficient; 


 DELWP and MAV preparing example deeds of delegation to support councils in choosing 


and applying the delegation mechanisms that are appropriate to their needs and consistent 


with other councils’ practices; and 


 supporting councillors through training to better understand their roles and responsibilities 


when making decisions under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and the planning 


scheme. 


 


Recommendation C1 – simplify post-permit approvals 


This Report recommends reducing the time taken for post-permit approvals and improving the 


clarity and quality of post permit conditions and approvals by: 


 DELWP developing guidance and training on best-practice post-permit approvals processes 


and standards; 


 focusing guidance and training on applying conditions that arise directly from issues relating 


to a permit and only using conditions that are necessary and reasonable where other 


provisions cannot manage compliance; 


 incorporating benchmark approval timeframes into post-permit guidance;  


 setting standards for urban and non-urban areas through a manual of standardised 


engineering infrastructure requirements and conditions – this approach should aim to 


facilitate greater consistency across councils and reduce the time taken to negotiate 


infrastructure contributions;  


 reporting through PPARS as part of the Better Reporting framework on time taken for key 


stages in post-permit approval processes; and 


 utilising the Better Planning Approvals approach to ensure internal referrals are considered 


up front and concurrently with planning assessment as part of the permit process to avoid 


conflicting or unnecessary conditions. 


This Report notes that implementing Recommendations B1, B2 and B7 to coordinate internal 


referrals as part of a concierge approach that begins with early engagement pre-application 


services, improve the quality of applications and only assess applications that are decision-ready 


should lead to fewer post approval conditions and faster assessment of endorsed plans. 
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Recommendation C2 – streamline variations to a permit 


This Report recommends making it easier to get variations to the terms of a permit approved by:  


 DELWP collaborating with councils to prepare a Planning Practice Note to update guidance 


on post-permit variations (including both secondary consents and extensions of time) along 


with benchmarks for reasonable timeframes for approvals; and 


 using the upcoming review of fees as an opportunity to consider prescribing fees or fee 


structures for post-permit services provided by councils; 


 making more use of VCAT’s Short Cases List hear appropriate secondary consent disputes 


more frequently and more quickly; and 


 as part of the Better Reporting framework, supporting councils to report on key aspects of 


the post-permit process (see also Recommendation B3 regarding supporting councils to 


upgrade digital systems to make such reporting easier).  


 


Recommendation C3 – reduce timelines for electricity connections 


This Report recommends reducing timelines for electricity connections by: 


 developing a performance reporting framework for residential non-standard electricity 


connections including common timeframes for distribution businesses; 


 formalising ongoing public reporting requirements, including enforceable timelines for 


defined residential non-standard electricity connection in greenfield developments with clear 


and effective compliance obligations, in parallel with the ESC’s current review of the EDC;  


 increasing training requirements and encouraging tighter endorsement for civil contractors 


to improve the quality of civil works; and 


 reviewing sources of locational data to identify opportunities to have a single address 


database for electricity connections and other purposes. 


 


Recommendation C4 – simplify payment of infrastructure contributions 


This Report recommends simplifying the payment of infrastructure contributions by:  


 boosting efforts by the VPA to streamline the GAIC staged payment system (including a 


simpler method for rolling these over if the GAIC liability has not been triggered within the 


financial year); 


 establishing regular meetings between the VPA, Land Use Victoria (LUV) and the State 


Revenue Office (SRO) and industry representatives to monitor the implementation of 


current reforms (such as SRO’s work with LUV to integrate GAIC notices in the PEXA and 


SPEAR systems and the provision of an online calculator for staged payments); 


 abolishing the (now redundant) GAIC Hardship Board; and 


 developing a stronger and more predictable policy framework for future developer 


contributions, drawing on recent work by the VPA, DELWP, councils and industry on 


Infrastructure Contribution Plans (ICPs), the work of the current Ministerial Advisory 


Committee on Affordable Housing and the recent experience with councils ’ existing section 


173 model agreements. 
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Recommendation C5 – engage earlier with authorities outside the planning 
system 


This Report recommends engaging earlier with authorities outside the planning system by:  


 using councils’ early engagement approaches including pre-application processes to alert 


applicants to other approvals that may apply and involving other authorities earlier as 


appropriate; 


 working with the Commonwealth at both Ministerial and Departmental levels to reduce the 


time taken for approvals under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation 


Act 1999 (including raising the issues through the Commonwealth’s recently announced 


review of the national environmental approvals system); 


 considering the issues of keeping council heritage studies and overlays up to date, interim 


heritage protection requests and the relation with demolition permits as part of the Heritage 


Council’s current review of local heritage issues; and 


 DELWP providing clearer guidance for councils and proponents about State and local 


heritage responsibilities and processes, including the safety protections of the Building Act 


1993. 


 


Recommendation C6 – improve coordination of internal referrals 


This Report recommends improving coordination of internal referrals by: 


 involving planning and building staff as well as heritage, drainage, engineering and other 


specialist staff in councils in early engagement services to identify key issues up front (as 


part of the Better Planning Approvals program); 


 developing a consolidated flood mapping dataset; and 


 councils requesting that applicants include up-to-date flood information (provided by the 


appropriate authority) and other information required by a planning scheme in flood-prone 


areas. 
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Recommendation D1 – expand the building certification workforce  


This Report recommends expanding the workforce of building surveyors, inspectors and fire safety 


engineers by: 


 DELWP collaborating with the VBA to Introduce a new class of registration for building 


surveyors restricted to certifying Class 1 and Class 10 buildings and structures with a floor 


area of up to 500 square metres. To ensure national consistency this recommendation 


should take into consideration equivalent classes of registration in other states and 


territories and be aligned with the current Commonwealth national training package project, 


which is reviewing the vocational education and training qualifications for building 


surveyors; 


 the VBA partnering with industry bodies to continue to promote the building surveying and 


inspection professions as a career option for secondary school students (with a focus on 


women);  


 the VBA partnering with industry bodies and training providers to work towards improving 


the availability and quality of the courses prescribed for the registration of building 


surveyors and inspectors by: 


o improving access to these courses in regional Victoria; 


o strengthening the coverage of the Building Act 1993 and the National Construction 


Code (NCC) in the curriculum for those courses; 


o exploring whether other courses could be prescribed for the registration of building 


surveyors and inspectors; and 


o supporting the development of industry trainers and training materials;  


 the VBA, municipal building surveyors and industry bodies working together to introduce 


cadetships to assist graduate surveyors to obtain relevant work experience in the sector;  


 supporting Engineer Australia’s pipeline strategy to address the predicted shortage in local 


engineering skills; and 


 the VBA developing bridging pathways to enable practitioners from related occupations to 


transfer into building surveying and inspection work. 


 


Recommendation D2 – improve access to building records 


This Report recommends improving access to building records by making the Building Activity 


Management System (BAMS), introduced by the VBA to manage building permit numbers, the 


State’s central registry for these records for councils and building practitioners in Victoria.  
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Recommendation D3 – streamline building permit requirements for low-risk 
work 


This Report recommends DELWP and VBA streamlining building permit requirements for low-risk 


work while maintaining safety and quality by considering the following exemptions in the context of 


national harmonisation: 


 exemptions for the construction of decks and sheds from the requirement to obtain a 


building permit if they comply with the NCC and any other conditions determined necessary 


to ensure the standard of building work, nearby amenity and community safety, for 


example:  


o the deck is less than 800 millimetres in height; and 


o the shed has a floor area not exceeding 16 square metres; and 


 an exemption from the requirement to obtain a building permit for mobility access ramps, for 


example based on the criteria such as: 


o it complies with the NCC; 


o it complies with any other conditions determined necessary to ensure the standard 


of building work, nearby amenity and community safety; 


o if the mobility ramp is 800 millimetres or above in height, it is certified on completion 


by a building surveyor or inspector; and 


o the appropriate class or classes of buildings to which the exemption is to apply 


have been assessed and determined. 


 


Recommendation D4 – standardise construction management plans 


This Report recommends standardising construction management plans by DELWP working with 


councils and MAV to: 


 develop a model law for adoption by councils on the matters needed to be included in 


different levels of construction management plans. The model law should standardise these 


matters to the extent possible;  


 prepare a standard template for each level of construction management plan identified in 


the model law along with supporting guidelines for builders and developers that could be 


adopted by councils across Victoria with local variation, where required. Development of the 


standard templates and guidelines should draw on the documentation already being used 


by some councils; and 


 include the construction management plan process in the Better Planning Approvals 


program. 
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Recommendation D5 – improve consistency of council asset protection 
requirements 


This Report recommends improving the consistency of council asset protection requirements by 


DELWP working with councils and MAV to: 


 prepare a standard practice guide for applicants for asset protection permits that could be 


adopted by councils across Victoria, allowing local variation, where required;  


 develop a model law and enforcement policy to be adopted by councils on the matters 


needed to be covered by permits to protect council assets, utility assets and other 


development related work – the model law should standardise these matters to the extent 


possible while recognising the different needs of individual and groups of councils; and 


 include the asset protection permit process in the Better Planning Approvals program. 


 


Recommendation D6 – distinguish building “consultants” from building 
surveyors 


This Report recommends distinguishing building “consultants” from building surveyors by: 


 CAV continuing to raise consumer awareness of: 


o what to look for when engaging a building consultant; and 


o the importance of engaging a qualified and/or experienced building consultant ; and 


 DELWP (in consultation with the VBA) reviewing the role and conduct of building 


consultants, and the measures to address the issues identified – the review should consider 


non-regulatory and regulatory measures such as a registration scheme and a code of 


conduct for building consultants. 
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Recommendation D7 – clarify processes for enforcement  


This Report notes that there are several measures underway which support this outcome, and in 


that context, recommends clarifying the processes for enforcement of the building permit approvals 


process through:  


 the review of the Building Act 1993 announced by the Victorian Government in 2019 


considering:  


o alternative models to clarify and strengthen responsibility and processes for the 


administration and enforcement of the building permit approvals process; 


o the respective roles of private and municipal building surveyors to minimise the 


conflict of interest inherent in the private certification of building work; and 


o expanding the role of the State Building Surveyor to include ongoing monitoring and 


reporting on the performance of the building permit approvals process, and to make 


recommendations to improve that process, where needed;  


 developing the protocol between the VBA and councils that was recommended in the 2019 


Report from the Co-Chairs of the Victorian Cladding Taskforce to set out accountabilities, 


mechanisms for cooperation and communication, strategic intervent ions and agreed 


procedures for referring enforcement actions;  


 the VBA continuing its current work to: 


o develop and implement a code of conduct for building surveyors and inspectors; 


and 


o develop VBA/council statements of intent to strengthen information sharing; and 


 DELWP and the VBA also developing practice guides for building surveyors and inspectors 


on the processes and matters they must examine when conducting inspections of the 


various classes of buildings. 
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Part 4: Summary of the recommendations and 


stakeholder feedback 


Recommendation A1 – simplify planning schemes 


This Report recommends simplifying planning schemes by: 


 building on recent reforms, focusing on plain language drafting principles, improving digital 


delivery and accessibility and completing the translation of planning schemes into the 


integrated Planning Provisions Framework; 


 consolidating planning scheme requirements that serve similar purposes and updating 


longstanding policies to reduce overlap and duplication; 


 DELWP prioritising the development of State-wide planning policies, particularly on 


emerging issues (as has been recently done in the case of developments overshadowing 


solar panels); 


 developing tighter criteria for where local variations of planning policy are justified to 


provide a better framework for local policy development; and 


 councils working together within their regions and across Victoria, to harmonise local 


planning policies where possible.  


These measures should be led by DELWP, working in consultation with councils. 


Existing process(es) 


Planning schemes are often difficult to navigate and reading them requires an assumed level of 


knowledge. The structure and layout of planning schemes often makes them unnecessarily long 


with sections that could be better organised or consolidated.  


Smart Planning and the Planning Policy Framework (PPF) program have started addressing these 


issues, to remove duplication and consolidate and update planning schemes.  


In cases where emerging policy issues or VCAT or Planning Panels Victoria decisions have created 


the need for State-wide policy clarification, State responses have been slow or inconsistent. This 


has increased complexity and reduced certainty for councils, proponents and the community about 


how to update, interpret and apply planning schemes. 


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed: 


 extending the Smart Planning program to continue improving planning schemes;  


 consolidating planning scheme requirements, principles or rules that serve similar purposes; 


 faster policy resolution for emerging planning issues to ensure consistent state-wide approach 


with clear and appropriate frameworks for local council variation; and 


 harmonise council planning policies where possible through collaboration.  


There was strong support for extending moves to redraft and simplify planning schemes using plain 


language drafting principles and for continuing the translation of planning schemes into the 


integrated PPF. Some councils noted the importance of ensuring that this proposal did not 


exacerbate the already heavy workload associated with current efforts to translate planning 
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schemes or create backlogs in DELWP’s authorisation of proposed amendments to implement 


changes in planning schemes.  


Reordering schemes from most used to least used was not supported and was not considered 


necessary given DELWP’s work on planning schemes that can now be searched online. It was 


considered more important to have an accessible digital platform which shows the triggers relevant 


to a proposal as well as the associated information requirements. 


There was support for consolidating planning scheme requirements and removing duplication 


without diminishing protection for overlays and for DELWP to give priority to development of State-


wide planning schemes for emerging issues. 


In terms of harmonising planning policies, many submissions supported the proposal to reduce any 


unnecessary local variation and to create clear frameworks for local policy development. In the 


same context, councils advised that they spend time preparing planning scheme amendments that 


are then left in abeyance for long periods until a state position is formed. It was generally felt that 


the Victorian Government should be more proactive particularly in relation to emerging policy issues 


rather than waiting for councils to lead the way and that guidance on implementing state policies 


needed to be developed concurrently with those policies. 


The proposal for councils to work at a regional and State-wide level to harmonise and simplify local 


planning policies was supported. Councils advised that this requires additional resources and 


support from DELWP.  
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Recommendation A2 – streamline the planning scheme 


amendment process 


This Report recommends streamlining the planning scheme amendment process by: 


 DELWP providing councils with a final response within 30 days of DELWP initiating a 


“further review” of an authorisation request; 


 DELWP exploring opportunities to stream different types of planning scheme amendments 


and package multiple amendments in omnibus amendments; 


 as part of Better Reporting, DELWP to measure and review the performance of the planning 


scheme amendment process from start to finish and to identify the steps in the chain that 


are causing some amendments to take unreasonable time;  


 modernising how proposed planning scheme amendments are publicly explained, updating 


notice templates to support plain-language, multi-language notices and using images for 


significant planning scheme amendments – DELWP should provide an updated Planning 


Practice Note to support the use of these new provisions; 


 councils referring exhibited amendments to Planning Panels Victoria (PPV) at the earliest 


opportunity in cases where there are clearly unresolvable objections — DELWP should 


provide guidance on how this can be managed through delegations;  


 reducing the maximum period for publication of Panel reports by councils from 28 days to 


14 days; 


 requiring councils to provide reasons as well as notice for a decision to abandon or to not 


consider or progress an amendment; and  


 clarifying the process for applicants to formally seek a planning scheme amendment related 


to their land and how such requests can be referred to the Minister should the council 


unreasonably reject the proposal – this may require an amendment to the Planning and 


Environment Act 1987. 


Existing process(es) 


DELWP’s further review of proposed amendments 


Planning scheme amendments proposed by councils in their role as planning authorities must be 


authorised by DELWP before they can be exhibited. DELWP must either approve or reject the 


proposed amendment within 10 days or decide that it needs to review the amendment further. 


There are no timeframes for this further review, and stakeholders have pointed to examples where 


proposed amendments have been held in limbo for long periods of time. 


Giving notice for a proposed amendment 


When a council exhibits a proposed amendment (subsequent to DELWP’s authorisation) they must 


give formal notice. DELWP’s notification provisions for proposed amendments use a lot of technical 


terms and the notification requirements are not always proportionate to the scale or significance of 


the proposed amendment. Examples of notice provision used provided by the VPA suggest there 


are more effective ways to communicate the intent and expected outcome of the proposed 


amendments in ways that can result in better understanding of a proposal and reduce the risk of 


concerns being raised at the last minute. 


Referring proposed amendments to PPV 
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If, after exhibiting an amendment, a council has received submissions from the community 


requesting changes to the proposal and intends to proceed with the amendment without making 


those changes, then the council needs to refer the matter to PPV for review. Ministerial Direction 15 


currently requires planning authorities to do so within 40 days. In some cases councils have taken 


much longer than 40 days. 


Embargo on release of a Panel report 


When PPV reviews a proposed amendment and associated submissions, the Panel provides a 


report to the relevant council. The council can embargo the release of that report for up to 28 days, 


during which time any proponents of the amendment and any other affected parties remain 


unaware of PPV’s position on the amendment. 


A council’s decision to abandon an amendment 


Councils can abandon a proposed amendment at any time during the planning scheme amendment 


process. While they are required to notify the Minister if they abandon an amendment, there is no 


requirement for councils to inform the community of their reasons for abandoning an amendment. 


More generally, the legal standing of proponents of planning scheme amendments under the 


Planning and Environment Act 1987 is unclear, as are any avenues for appeal if their proposed 


amendments are abandoned. The regulatory framework does not recognise the role of proponents 


apart from regulation 6 of the Planning and Environment Fees Regulations 2016 which prescribes 


fees to be paid by anyone requesting an amendment to a planning scheme. There are no 


prescribed timeframes within which a planning authority must make a decision). 


The potential to package amendments as omnibus amendments 


Data from the recently introduced Amendment Tracking System suggest that there are cases in 


which councils propose multiple planning scheme amendments at different points in time which 


could instead be packaged together as omnibus amendments to move through the entire planning 


scheme amendment process in bulk. 


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed addressing each of the above issues in turn by: 


 DELWP providing councils with a final response within 30 days of DELWP initiating a 


further review of an authorisation request; 


 DELWP updating its notice templates in simpler language and enabling the use of images 


to show the changes the community can expect to see; 


 councils referring exhibited amendments to PPV at the earliest opportunity in cases where 


there are unresolvable objections; 


 reducing the embargo on Panel reports from 28 days to 7 days; 


 requiring councils to give reasons why an amendment has been abandoned; and 


 DELWP exploring with councils the merit of further opportunities to package multiple 


amendments in omnibus proposals. 


DELWP’s further review of proposed amendments 


The proposal for DELWP to provide councils with a final response within 30 days received 


widespread support. Council feedback supported this Report’s recommendation that 30 days be 


used as a benchmark (rather than a hard time limit), given the wide variation in complexity of 


planning scheme amendments. To address this and other feedback, this Report recommends that 
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the 30 days be counted excluding time taken to go back and request further information from the 


planning authority. 


Giving notice for a proposed amendment 


The proposal to improve notice templates had broad support, with suggestions that fact sheets 


should include information in different languages relevant to the affected community and that the 


provisions be accompanied by clear guidance material from DELWP to support councils in 


preventing the use of images that may mislead the community. 


Referring proposed amendments to Planning Panels Victoria 


Feedback from councils reinforced the Discussion Paper’s statements that Ministerial Order 15 


required councils to refer matters to PPV within 40 days and highlighted examples of councils 


already trying to find ways to expedite the process. Some noted that meeting this timeframe was 


sometimes difficult depending on the scheduling of council meetings and the interpretation of the 


requirement for councils to formally decide to refer matters to PPV.  


The Report recommends supporting councils in their efforts to streamline the referral of matters to 


PPV through DELWP providing guidance on how referrals to PPV could be managed through 


delegations. 


Embargo on release of a Planning Panels Victoria report 


Many councils noted that they use the embargo period to brief councillors on key issues relating to 


the Panel report. Some submissions suggest that the Discussion Paper’s proposal was interpreted 


as requiring councils to make a formal decision within 7 days of receiving a Panel report. This 


Report emphasises that the recommendation is that the embargo period be reduced, rather than 


setting a timeframe for decision by council. Considering the common practice of briefing councillors 


prior to release of a Panel report, this Report recommends reducing the embargo period from 28 


days to 14 days (rather than 7). 


Setting out reasons for a council’s decision to abandon an amendment 


This proposal was widely supported, with several councils noting that a formal decision is already 


made in council meetings and recorded in council minutes. Some councils noted that while it is not 


a legislative requirement, they provide reasons for their decision when notifying the Minister  that 


they are abandoning an amendment. Given that preparing reasons for a decision to abandon an 


amendment is common practice, this Report recommends that these reasons by published when an 


amendment is abandoned so that proponents and the community can easily access them. 


Council feedback also highlighted a range of approaches to their roles and responsibilities in 


relation to proponents of planning scheme amendments, given a lack of clarity in the Planning and 


Environment Act 1987about how councils should engage with proponents.  


For example, there are no provisions in the Act for circumstances in which a council decides not to 


prepare or exhibit an amendment sought by a proponent, or for timeframes for council decisions on 


proposed amendments (which, if not formally abandoned, go into abeyance).  


This is compounded by the absence in the Act of any procedural provisions surrounding how a 


proponent can request an amendment. This is commonly done by way of a letter, but there is no 


recourse if the council fails to act or disagrees (with or without reasons). The Minister has overall 


powers to approve that an amendment be exhibited but there is no formal provision for an applicant 


rebuffed by a council to submit the matter to the Minister. 
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Given the uncertainty surrounding these matters, this Report recommends that DELWP clarifying 


the process for applicants to formally seek a planning scheme amendment related to their land and 


how such requests can be referred to the Minister should the council unreasonably reject the 


proposal – this may require an amendment to the Planning and Environment Act 1987. 


The potential to package amendments as ‘omnibus amendments’ 


Submissions were strongly supportive of this proposal. Councils expressed an enthusiasm to work 


with DELWP to identify other amendment types that placed a high administrative burden on 


DELWP and which could be streamlined through omnibus amendments. Councils were also eager 


to consider get further guidance from DELWP regarding the range of amendments that cou ld be 


considered for these purposes (under sections 20(4) and 20A). This Report notes that the 


recommendation would not preclude councils from continuing to pursue one-off, urgent 


amendments. 
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Recommendation A3 – streamline the precinct planning process 


This Report recommends streamlining the Precinct Structure Planning (PSP) process by:  


 finalising the VPA’s PSP 2.0 process and applying this to the current round of greenfield 


precincts, in order to reduce the average completion time to two years; 


 adapting the VPA’s PSP 2.0 process as the standard method for structure planning for all 


major precincts, strategic sites and regional developments; 


 requiring early engagement of key government agencies in the VPA planning process to 


ensure that future requirements for infrastructure, including transport, education, health and 


other community facilities are properly embedded in agency forward plans, with timing of 


delivery linked to future development needs; 


 using the PSP plans to empower the sequencing of how a new community develops over 


time and community facilities are delivered, enabling infrastructure providers to use trigger 


points (for example, population) and capital works programming to ensure that schools, 


parks and public transport are delivered at the appropriate point in the cycle and not built at 


the end;  


 DPC and DTF considering how the longer-term planning for infrastructure development is 


integrated with the State budget cycle and timely utilisation of developer contributions, 


including consideration of development-related need for State infrastructure; and 


 reducing delays between precinct planning and permits for the first stage of development by 


encouraging concurrent assessment processes for subdivision and permits and the PSP 


process, bearing in mind the provisions in section 96A of the Planning and Environment Act 


1987 are rarely used. 


Existing process(es) 


Many stakeholders have highlighted long delays in preparing and approving PSPs for greenfield 


areas.  


In some cases stakeholders have noted that out-of-sequence provision of infrastructure has 


contributed to delays in developing these areas. 


The VPA is developing a revised process for preparing structure plans – PSP 2.0. This work is 


nearing completion and consultation with councils and industry is underway.  


PSP 2.0 has the potential to be used as the process for developing other structure plans outside 


greenfield areas. Currently, there are various names and types of plan being used for precincts 


outside the greenfield areas – these include vision statements, opportunity statements, framework 


plans, structure plans and precinct plans. 


Mostly, subdivision permits are sought well after a PSP has been planned and gazetted. While the 


existing legislation has a mechanism under section 96A that could reduce delays by supporting the 


issue of permits in the first stage of development, the use of this section is associated by councils 


and other stakeholders with previous out-of-sequence developments and delays. 


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed: 


 applying PSP 2.0 as soon as possible to existing PSPs; 
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 adapting PSP 2.0 to support structure planning in other areas;  


 evaluating the effectiveness of PSP 2.0 as soon as practicable; 


 balancing the need to plan over large areas with PSPs that are of a manageable scale to 


deliver; and 


 developing guidelines on sequencing development within a PSP, including using section 


96A of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 to issue early permits for development. 


The Discussion Paper also invited stakeholder feedback on the idea of supporting councils’ 


resource requirements through memoranda of understanding such as those agreed between 


developers and Wyndham Council. 


Stakeholder feedback suggested that it is important to have more certainty about long term 


planning for infrastructure development. There is also a lack of transparency about the use of 


developer contributions (such as GAIC).  


Applying, adapting and evaluating PSP 2.0 


There was strong support for a more streamlined and predictable timeframe for preparing PSP’s 


and for PSP 2.0’s consolidation of structure planning into the readily understandable steps of:  


 initial consultation and engagement with agencies to identify opportunities; 


 preparation of a PSP and ICP; 


 exhibition and referral to a Panel for consideration of comments; and 


 adoption of a planning scheme amendment; 


The main concern was that other government agencies were not sufficiently engaged in the PSP 


planning process and that the final plans were not “binding” – that other agencies came up with 


their own strategies which differed from the overall plan. This reinforces the importance of early 


engagement from all government agencies in order to achieve the goal of completing any PSPs in 


no more than two years. 


Concern was expressed that the PSP 2.0 process may need to be varied for other locations – 


particularly rural settings. Submissions also noted that while the VPA can recover costs for 


preparing PSPs through fees, regional councils cannot do so and so have to fund this work 


themselves. In several cases this cost has been partly offset by grants from Streaming for Growth. 


DJPR noted the potential for adapting the PSP process to metropolitan strategic si tes. 


Some concern was expressed that there had not been sufficient industry consultation in the 


development of the PSP 2.0 approach. This is being rectified as part of the current consultation on 


the proposal, prior to its adoption.  


Several comments supported careful assessment of the initial round of plans produced using the 


new approach. 


The size and sequencing of PSPs 


There was general agreement that the current size is appropriate for residential PSP planning. The 


more significant issue of concern in submissions was how development within PSPs is sequenced 


and commitments to infrastructure are delivered. Councils highlighted that out of sequence 


development was a huge drain on resources (for example, roads having to be built earlier than 


intended and before they are fully utilised). This issues also impacts on the funding and planning of 


State-provided infrastructure. 
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There was not support for the current section 96A provisions from either councils or the Urban 


Development Institute of Australia, on the basis that using these provisions has proved problematic 


and resulted in delays. An informal practice that has emerged in recent years called “ghost 


planning” was supported: subdivision permit applications are accepted after the Panel report stage 


and processed in parallel with the PSP planning scheme amendment and the ICP. This enables 


prompt approval once the PSP has been gazetted.  


Using memoranda of understanding with developers to support council resources 


Feedback on the Discussion Paper suggested that this can be an effective method for supporting 


council resources, but that it was important that this remain a tailored approach to be used at the 


discretion of councils and as a stop-gap in cases where other resourcing options were not 


available, rather than adopted as standard practice. Several councils noted that any council 


preparing such an agreement would need to be careful that any such agreement guarded against 


any potential conflict of interest.  
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Recommendation A4 – expedite planning for precincts and 


strategic sites  


This Report recommends expediting planning for precincts and strategic sites by:  


 DELWP and DJPR classifying the numerous precincts already identified in Plan Melbourne 


and the Regional Growth Plans into three tiers of responsibility: 


o State priority precincts (the responsibility of DJPR); 


o precincts of strategic importance (generally referred to VPA); and 


o key local growth precincts (generally planned by the responsible council);  


 DELWP and DJPR issuing clear criteria to designate new precincts and strategic sites; 


 including in the criteria for precincts and strategic sites factors such as economic and job 


potential, community support, opportunities for innovation and synergies with State 


infrastructure projects – other considerations include opportunities for value uplift and the 


need for coordination;  


 providing ongoing funding through the Streamlining for Growth program for the VPA to 


support councils planning key local growth precincts, in each case using the most 


appropriate of the VPA’s four engagement levels;  


 facilitating better coordinated planning by the Minister, where appropriate, using the existing 


powers to appoint him or herself as the responsible authority for State priority precincts and 


some sites of strategic importance, appointing the VPA or DJPR as planning authority and 


setting clear timeframes for outcomes; 


 creating a Standing Advisory Committee under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 to 


advise the Minister for Planning on strategic sites at the Minister’s request (and to form the 


Panel for hearings on planning scheme amendments if requested);  


 looking at adopting similar mechanisms to the Major Transport Projects Facilitation Act 


2009 to aid the delivery of major sites; and 


 considering new approaches to expediting the issuing of planning permits and subdivisions 


in State priority precincts and precincts of strategic importance (such as adopting a 


coordinated approach to referrals and secondary approvals, utilising some of the lessons 


from the Queensland SARA model). 


Existing process(es) 


There are several differing processes currently used to designate strategic sites.  


DJPR has designated certain Priority Precincts and developed a framework for identifying priorities. 


Particular attention is being paid to Fishermans Bend, Arden, Parkville, the Richmond to Docklands 


corridor, Footscray and Sunshine as the first priority precincts. In addition, DJPR is managing the 


Geelong City Deal and a range of projects being delivered by Development Victoria and is also 


considering the approach to be taken for stations on the Suburban Rail Loop.  


The VPA has a detailed work program as part of its 2019-20 Statement of Expectations which 


includes work on strategic sites across metropolitan and regional areas. This has included the 


ongoing provision of spatial growth planning and post-PSP Approval services through the VPA’s 


Regional Planning team.  
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Various councils have strategic planning work underway for other activity centres that are not on 


the VPA program. Many of these are looking for assistance from the Victorian Government for 


future planning. 


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed: 


 the VPA and DJPR advising the Minister for Planning and the Minister for Priority Precincts 


of the pipeline of sites of strategic importance; and 


 the VPA (in consultation with DJPR, the Suburban Rail Loop Authority and councils) 


advising the Ministers about which of the sites could be prioritised and the best role for the 


VPA in engaging councils to jointly plan these sites. 


The responses from government agencies provided detailed accounts of their current priorities.  


Several councils’ submissions set out their own priorities and emphasised the value of identifying 


and prioritising strategic sites of regional – not just State or metropolitan – importance.  


Some councils noted in their submissions the need for additional funding and assistance associated 


with strategic planning while emphasising that councils should retain a central role in planning 


strategic sites. Previously, funding has mostly been provided through the Streamlining for Growth 


program with the focus being housing developments for greenfield areas and regional sites rather 


than sites of strategic importance in established areas. This Report notes that the recommended 


Regional Planning Hubs (see Recommendation B4) are intended to provide a mix of stra tegic and 


statutory planning support to councils depending on each region’s needs.  


In general, feedback highlighted that: 


 there are a range of views about what should constitute sites of strategic importance or 


State significance; 


 there are multiple bodies currently working to prioritise sites without a clear and shared 


framework structuring those choices; 


 there is clear support for transparent criteria for identifying and prioritising sites of strategic 


significance; 


 sites of strategic importance need to include those in Regional Growth Plans as well as 


Plan Melbourne; and 


 it is important to be clear about whether we are proposing criteria for designating and 


expediting new sites of strategic importance or for expediting those already identified in 


Plan Melbourne and the Regional Growth Plans. 


This Report therefore recommends that DELWP and DJPR should create clear criteria for 


designating new strategic sites and that DELWP and DJPR should also assign responsibility for 


sites already identified in Plan Melbourne and the Regional Growth Plans by classifying these into 


three tiers of responsibility: 


 State priority precincts (the responsibility of DJPR); 


 sites of strategic importance (generally referred to VPA); and 


 key local growth precincts (generally planned by the responsible council). 


This Report also recommends creating a Standing Advisory Committee under the Planning and 


Environment Act 1987 to advise the Minister for Planning on precincts and strategic sites at the 
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Minister’s request. This Committee could also form the Panel for hearings on planning scheme 


amendments. 


For new sites designated as strategic sites the Committee would advise the Minister for Planning on 


which of those sites to expedite and the appropriate options for doing so. Options may vary from 


one site to the next, including examples such as the Minister using their existing powers under the 


Planning and Environment Act 1987, adopting similar mechanisms to those under the Major 


Transport Projects Facilitation Act 2009 or considering new approaches to expediting sites of 


strategic importance (such as adopting a coordinated approach to referrals and secondary 


approvals, utilising some of the lessons from the Queensland SARA model).  
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Recommendation B1 – support councils to improve pre-


application processes 


This Report recommends supporting councils to improve their pre-application processes and 


provide more help to applicants by: 


 supporting councils to adopt early engagement opportunities through the Better Planning 


Approvals program; 


 focusing early engagement approaches to assist applicants to provide all the information 


required under the planning scheme (see also Recommendation B2 regarding decision-


ready applications) and supporting early engagement with external referral authorities and 


council departments for internal referrals; and 


 using the upcoming review of planning fees to consider prescribing fees or fee structures 


for pre-application services (including fees that may vary within prescribed limits and giving 


councils discretion over whether to charge fees). 


The Report notes that to deliver significant improvements in application processing including 


reducing delays and ensuring sound decision-making, it is imperative that the improvements 


regarding early engagement, clarity of information requirements, improvements having decision-


ready applications and managing assessment times are integrated and that the relevant 


recommendations considered together. This means that these recommended actions overlap with 


those in Recommendations B2 and B7, relating to only assessing applications that are decision-


ready and pausing (rather than resetting) the clock for requests for information.  


Further work is being done to integrate these three recommendations and address concerns raised 


by stakeholders. 


Existing process(es) 


Clear details about what information needs to be provided with an application can be hard to find 


and understand for both applicants and authorities (see also Recommendation B2). 


Many councils offer pre-application services aimed at helping applicants better understand these 


requirements and, in some councils, promoting early engagement with referral authorities.  


While applicants and authorities both report early engagement with councils, council internal 


referral teams and external referral authorities as valuable, there is significant variation in the 


practice and quality of early engagement (including pre-application services) and in the subsequent 


impact on application quality. Submissions note that in cases where early engagement is not 


offered, applicants face multiple requests for further information from councils seeking to obtain all 


required information (see Recommendation B7). 


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed that: 


 DELWP prepare a Planning Practice Note for councils on best-practice application 


processes, including benchmarks for costs of these services to inform potential fees;  


 pre-application should involve experienced council staff and, where appropriate, include 


staff responsible for internal referrals and staff from external authorities where relevant;  
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 councils be required to offer pre-application services and should be able to charge fees for 


pre-application services; and 


 pre-applications should form the first step in a concierge service offered by councils and 


supported by a Better Approvals approach. 


Feedback confirmed that early engagement, including pre-application services, are widely 


practiced, and councils and other stakeholders welcomed an opportunity to develop more 


consistent practices. Submissions noted that effective pre-application services, would improve 


application quality and reduce council and referral authority administrative costs and delays (for 


example, by reducing the need for further information requests or design changes – see 


Recommendation B7).  


Consultation suggested differing views on the timing and purpose of these services, including 


whether they: 


 refer to support provided by council to prospective applicants up until an application form is 


lodged, or until all information required by the planning scheme has been received;  


 should focus on helping applicants prepare decision-ready applications and on early 


engagement with internal and external referral authorities, or provide a form of preliminary 


assessment or indication of likely approval; and 


Many council and non-council submissions emphasised that pre-application comments should not 


be mistaken for application assessment or a form of in-principle approval. This is consistent with 


our understanding that best-practice pre-application services focus on matters such as: 


 communicating to the applicant which policies and triggers apply to their application;  


 clarifying the information required to accompany the application based on the planning 


scheme; 


 identifying which other agencies or other parts of council will be involved; and 


 supporting early engagement with internal and external referrals, where appropriate.  


This Report considers that early engagement, including pre-application services, are best aimed at 


helping applicants prepare and submit accurate and relevant information about a proposal and its 


impacts and making sure that the applicant is aware of what else they may need to provide during 


assessment: they are not a means for seeking in-principle approval or early assessment. This is 


reflected in the Report’s recommendations about changes to the regulatory framework for the 


planning system, outlined in the Part 1. 


This Report notes that feedback also highlighted that some councils may require further resources 


to offer such services, particularly if written advice was to be provided. A pre-application fee was 


generally supported, provided it was set in response to application complexity or scale and the level 


of service each council can provide. Others noted that while early engagement is to be encouraged, 


offering pre-application services for simple applications may not be worthwhile. These issues 


should be considered both in DELWP’s Planning Practice Note for councils on best-practice for 


these services and in the upcoming fee review. 
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Recommendation B2 – ensure applications are decision-ready 


before being assessed 


This Report recommends ensuring applications are decision-ready before they are assessed by: 


 developing guidelines, forms and checklists to ensure that applicants are clear about what 


information is required under a planning scheme (this work to be led by DELWP, in 


collaboration with councils) and the standards that applications must meet; 


 reviewing and clarifying the the Victorian Planning Provisions (VPP) information 


requirements, and identifying opportunities to remove any duplicative or unnecessary 


information requirements (this work to be led by DELWP, in collaboration with councils); 


and 


 amending the regulatory framework to allow councils to only assess applications once they 


are decision-ready and for the statutory clock on council decision to start once applications 


are decision-ready.  


See also the related comments under B1 regarding the need for integrat ing improvements 


regarding early engagement, clarity of information requirements, improvements having decision-


ready applications and managing assessment times. 


Existing process(es) 


Applications are often submitted to councils without all the information required by the planning 


scheme or with some accompanying information being of too low quality to be ready for 


assessment by council planners. 


While the Planning and Environment Act 1987 requires that all information required in a planning 


scheme must accompany an application, past VCAT decisions have found that councils must 


accept an application provided that a valid application form has been received, even if the 


application lacks the information required for council to be able to assess and decide on an 


application. 


There is a range of views about the minimum required form and content of plans or other 


information that must accompany the application to enable council to assess and make a decision 


on the application. 


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed ensuring that applications are complete by going back to the 


applicant about information before starting the assessment process, and that to support this:  


 councils should only accept complete applications; 


 the information requirements in the VPP should be improved; and 


 duplication and unnecessary local information requirements should be removed.  


While there was widespread support for the proposal to only accept applications that are decision -


ready on the grounds that many applications were incomplete or of poor quality, several 


submissions highlighted the need for support to help applicants prepare an application that 


contained all required information and provided an description of the proposal that is of suff icient 


quality to be assessed.  
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Councils and other stakeholders acknowledged that applicants can’t always identify all the relevant 


permit triggers and requirements from the planning scheme – these matters are often only identified 


when the council planner undertakes a considered preliminary assessment after lodgement. 


Several councils noted that pre-application services are used to address issues like this and 


Recommendation B1 of this Report recommends focusing on the helping applicants prepare 


decision-ready applications during the pre-application stage. 


Several stakeholders highlighted that their interpretation of the existing regulatory framework made 


it difficult for councils to only assess decision-ready applications, on the grounds that they were 


currently required both to accept incomplete applications and to start the clock, which created 


pressure for councils to start assessing incomplete applications or to rely on RFIs to ‘reset the 


clock’ (see Recommendation B7 for more on this). 


Feedback reinforced the Discussion Paper’s suggestion that improving this stage of the process 


should be focused on assessing applications once they were decision-ready – not on turning people 


away or refusing to accept submitted documents until all required information can be submitted at 


once.  


The proposal to improve the clarity of application requirements in planning schemes and the VPPs 


was widely supported – including removing, adding and clarifying requirements as needed. The 


value in this was the potential to agree a common understanding on application standards.  


Submissions supported DELWP consulting closely with councils in undertaking work to clarify and 


consolidate information requirements, to ensure that the requirements reflect the information 


councils need to be able to make fully-informed decisions. 
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Recommendation B3 – complete the move to online permit 


tracking and processing 


This Report recommends that, as part of the Better Planning Approvals program (see Part 1), 


DELWP should support all councils completing the move to online permit tracking and processing 


by: 


 conducting a stocktake of the current situation and the capabilities of digital platforms in 


each council; 


 identifying which improvements in these systems would be required to facilitate the best 


practices identified in this Review, and to determine which would be most beneficial to each 


council’s planning processes as part of the Better Planning Approvals program; and  


 exploring mechanisms like the Rural Council Transformation Fund to target support for 


online tracking and processing of planning applications for groups of rural and regional 


councils and prioritising those that will accelerate collaboration towards a standardised and 


integrated system across councils.  


Existing process(es) 


There is wide variation between councils (particularly between rural, regional and urban councils) in 


terms of their investment in and use of digital platforms, as well as the perceived demand for those 


platforms and the resources available to fund them.  


Many councils have e-planning capabilities including electronic lodgement and payment of 


applications, ability for the public to view advertised plans and lodge objections online and 


dashboards for staff to track and record progress of applications. Some have also adopted digital 


plan reading and assessment tools. A limited number provide publicly viewable stage-by-stage 


process tracking. 


Many rural and regional councils do not yet provide for electronic lodgement and tracking. However 


basic facilities enabling the emailing of applications and uploading of files are common. Many 


referral authorities do not have online lodgement services, which makes it harder for an applicant to 


contact the referral authority directly (instead of having council handle that task after the application 


has been lodged).  


The Rural Councils Transformation Project (RCTP) has approved funding for 4 groupings of 


regional and rural councils (19 councils) for shared digital platforms. One of these groupings, 


Central Highlands, has committed to delivering planning services within its shared services model.  


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed that: 


 timeframes should be set for councils to adopt online permit processing systems;  


 these systems should be designed to allow compatibility with other council systems; and 


 funding initiatives to deliver such systems should target collaborative proposals.  


The majority of stakeholders support the Discussion Paper’s proposal for councils to improve their 


online planning processes and to move towards greater standardisation and compatibility between 


systems. Many, including Referral Authorities, noted the usefulness of the SPEAR system for 


subdivision and suggested extending this system for other application types, or developing a similar 
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system. One submission suggested that online systems could help improve referral times by 


providing a standard format for referrals. 


While many respondents noted that a single state-wide planning portal would offer the greatest 


benefits in terms of efficiencies, transparency and monitoring, many councils stressed that its 


introduction would require significant investment, research and testing.  


Several councils have recently invested heavily in the development of their own digital planning 


platforms which integrate with their other corporate systems but may not easily integrate with other 


council platforms.  


This Report notes that while a single, State-wide platform may be preferable in the longer term, the 


immediate priority is to assist those councils with limited or no digital functionality, to build and 


transition to fully digitised portals and tracking systems that are compatible with other systems for 


future integration. 


Feedback suggested that for several rural and regional councils, building online systems would 


require substantial resources and that in some cases these councils had relatively low quantities of 


applications. This reinforces the importance of State-led initiatives focusing on supporting groups of 


councils. 


Feedback in response to several parts of the Discussion Paper emphasised the importance of 


having good tracking and processing systems in place to support improved reporting.  
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Recommendation B4 – improve planning resources for councils 


This Report recommends improving planning resources for councils by expanding the five DELWP 


Regional Planning Service offices to create Regional Planning Hubs which would provide councils 


with: 


 access to staff to help manage short-term workloads as well as provide access to specialist 


strategic and statutory planning skills suited to the needs of each region;  


 training packages (including online modules) focused on the practical skills required in each 


region to deliver improved processes, including the implementation of the reforms coming 


out of this Report; and 


 support to underpin collaboration between regional groups of councils and to facilitate 


regular forums to promote best practice as well as an annual state-wide conference.  


Existing process(es) 


Councils regularly experience shortages of planners. Shortages are most acute in regional Victoria 


and outer metropolitan Melbourne.  


A 2018 MAV report noted that immediate shortages are often filled with contractors, which is costly 


and does not build in-house expertise, and that councils’ capacity to access and deliver training to 


their staff is limited by resources and the availability of expert trainers. The problem is particularly 


acute for rural and regional councils. 


A lack of resources for strategic planning in councils makes it difficult for councils to keep their 


planning schemes up to date. This means that important work to update schemes for matters like 


flooding and heritage studies can fall behind. Outdated planning schemes are more likel y to result 


in unnecessary variations between schemes in different municipalities, are less likely to deliver 


good planning outcomes, and can place additional administrative burden on council planners 


assessing permits. 


Councils have welcomed existing efforts to support their resource needs, including the VPA’s 


ongoing provision of spatial growth planning and post-PSP approval services through the VPA’s 


Regional Planning team and ongoing Streamlining for Growth funding for regional areas.  


Councils have also expressed a need and an eagerness to share ideas about planning policies and 


practices more frequently than they currently do.  


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper  


The Discussion Paper proposed: 


 establishing Regional Planning Hubs to supplement and share authority resources; 


 develop more online training packages to improve non-metropolitan access; 


 hosting regular regional level forums to encourage communication, collaboration and 


harmonisation between authorities. 


Most stakeholders strongly support the Discussion Paper’s proposals for a State-led initiative to 


provide additional resources for DELWP’s Regional Planning Services network to enable it to 


become a network of Regional Planning Hubs, providing resources and facilitating train ing to 


support councils’ planning functions.  
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Feedback supported the proposal in the Discussion Paper that this support be offered in addition to 


existing DELWP services. Stakeholders also reinforced the value of staffing these hubs with 


planners with specialist knowledge and skills relevant to each region (for example, skills in 


assessing biodiversity including native vegetation requirements or experience in considering 


bushfire impacts).  


There is widespread support for in-house training via DELWP’s regional networks and via e-


learning and roadshows. A common theme of feedback was training for council planners should use 


modern training methods and provide trainers with practical experience, focusing on the real -world 


challenges facing councils and industry in administering and using the system.  


Providing or coordinating this training through the regional hubs was supported by stakeholders 


who noted that the training needs of different regions will vary (much as the resourcing needs may 


differ between councils). 


Councils also saw this as a good opportunity for DELWP to provide guidance and training on how to 


interpret and apply the VPP, especially in the case of changes to the VPP. Several organisations 


including the Planning Institute of Australia, VPA, the Housing Industry Association and UDIA 


offered to help develop and deliver training.  


Councils were enthusiastic about the suggestion of structured and routine regional collaboration in 


meetings and workshops. The Wimmera councils noted that they already meet quarterly and 


include referral authorities and regional DELWP staff in these meetings. In facilitating communities 


of practice to support council collaboration, DELWP can draw on Wimmera’s experience and that of 


the Planning in the Economic Growth Zone councils. The regional hubs provide a logical structure 


for DELWP to use to support regional communities of practice. 
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Recommendation B5 – modernise public advertising of proposals 


This Report recommends modernising public advertising of proposals by:  


 requiring planning notices for proposals to include a picture of the intended development 


subject to specific triggers (for example, size or significance of development) with clear 


guidelines on the form and content of images; 


 supporting councils to deploy user-friendly notice designs with quick and clear pathways 


(including QR codes) to access further information about an application;  


 supporting councils to provide supplementary notice via council websites, email alerts 


and/or social media (to be done as part of the Better Planning Approvals program); and  


 updating guidance on best-practice processes for notifications of different types of permit 


applications, including reviewing greater use of online notification and the requirement for 


formal newspaper advertisements. 


This work should be done as part of the Better Planning Approvals program in collaboration with 


councils. 


Existing process(es) 


A prescribed written planning permit application notice is used by most councils for direct owner 


and occupier notices, and for public notices such as on-site signs and newspaper notices. 


The form and language of these notices is often technical and not very user friendly, making it 


harder for those receiving or seeing the notice to understand the nature of the proposed 


development.  


Consultation with stakeholders suggested that this sometimes means concerns or objections are 


raised late in the process, rather than at an earlier stage where they may be able to be addressed 


more easily and in a less adversarial manner. 


Councils with online permit registers often provide direct online access to plans and information for 


currently advertised applications, but the pathways for members of the community to learn about 


and easily access this information vary widely between councils. 


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed: 


 including pictures of development proposals on planning permit application notices;  


 encouraging notice to be given via online platforms; 


 updating guidance on best practice notification processing. 


There was strong support for improving the presentation of notices including by using images of 


development proposals. Some noted that it would save time by reducing the need for interested 


parties to visit council offices. Some councils use notices that provide details of where users can 


get more information online. One council suggested that it would be helpful for DELWP’s guidance 


and the prescribed public notice form to be updated to clarify which aspects of an application are 


valid grounds for objections from the public, as councils currently adapt the prescribe form to 


provide the public with more practical parameters for their feedback. 


Submissions reinforced the value of have user-friendly notices that made it simple and easy for 


members of the community to access further information (as shown in the Discussion Paper’s 
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example of Glen Eira’s use of QR codes). Councils such as Moreland are using augmented reality 


software to allow users to see what a site would look like once developed as proposed. 


Others noted that images may only be suitable for certain types of applications. Many submitters 


noted that consistent guidance on the quality and type of images is required to ensure that images 


are presented as objectively as possible, with one noting VCAT’s guidelines for presenting images 


to tribunal hearings. 


Many submissions supported the Discussion Paper’s suggestion that written notification for affected 


landowners remain a requirement, with notice via other media (websites, email, social media) to be 


used where feasible and practicable. Submissions noted some obstacles to systematic use of 


electronic communication for notices, such as councils not having valid email addresses for 


ratepayers. 


Other submissions emphasised the importance of ensuring that if using other media to provide 


notice to the community there would need to be a clear distinction between these and formal 


notices provided in writing and formal written objectives, to avoid situations in which a member  of 


the public believes they have formally ‘objected’ by expressing concerns via social media. 
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Recommendation B6 – stream applications according to risk 


This Report recommends streaming applications according to risk by: 


 reducing restrictions on specific land use types where those uses are compatible with the 


purpose of the zone (such as non-retail service provision uses being allowed in retail 


centres without a permit)  


 facilitating the provision of important community services such as child care, aged care or 


social housing facilities in residential areas; 


 further consulting on and refining the proposed VicSmart Plus to provide a third pathway for 


low-risk applications;  


 reducing the current occupancy restrictions and including secondary dwellings on a single 


title in the proposed VicSmart Plus permit approval stream – there should be further 


consultation with councils and industry to confirm standard characteristics; and 


 developing a small lot code for established areas as part of VicSmart Plus and in 


consultation with councils and industry. 


Existing process(es) 


Stakeholders have identified several examples where streamlined assessment pathways or 


simplified requirements could expedite planning approvals. 


In terms of restrictions on specific types of land use, concerns raised by stakeholders usually 


focused on current provisions that were capturing quite modest changes in use and tying up a lot of 


effort and resources for applicants in getting the right permit for their intended use of land. In cases 


where planning schemes have fallen behind changing patterns in land use and community 


preferences, restrictions on land use may no longer be up to date.  


The development of VicSmart Plus is still in the consultation phase and a proposal will be put to the 


Minister for consideration after further consultation in early 2020. The proposal would create a third 


assessment pathway with 30-day assessment and targeted notice provisions. 


Under Rescode there is an “as of right” power to bui ld a dwelling that complies with the building 


code on a lot larger than a specified size (usually 500 square metres). A VPA-produced code for 


building single dwellings on small growth corridor lots has been operating since 2012 to streamline 


home-building as the preference for smaller home lots has grown. 


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper  


The Discussion Paper proposed: 


 reviewing issues with current prohibited and restricted uses to allow non-retail land uses 


that add vitality and patronage to shopping strips and centres and to allow planning 


concessions for child care centres, aged care centres and social housing in residential 


areas; 


 enabling 30-day streamlined issuing of permits through VicSmart Plus for secondary 


dwellings and for dwelling applications for small lots in an established area; and 


 considering amending Rescode and dealing with siting and other issues through building 


permits, following the review of the small lot code for growth areas.  
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Many submissions suggested in-principle support for more streamlined assessment pathways and 


requirements, provided that there were corresponding efforts to reduce administrative burden and 


to prevent any of these changes from compromising the quality of outcomes. Several councils also 


emphasised that while they were open to further streaming of application types, they did not 


support exempting the example land uses from permit requirements altogether.  


Submissions from councils highlighted their detailed knowledge of the tradeoffs involved in 


streamlining applications and a variety of views on the merits of the proposed improvements, and 


an enthusiasm to be involved in the ongoing development of any streamlined pathways or changes 


in land use requirements.  


In terms of concessions for some types of land use, councils’ views were heavily dependent on the 


form of concession that might be offered. Some councils pointed out that in cases where decisions 


needed to be made on a case-by-case basis the requirement for a permit might be preferable to 


offering additional concessions. The Country Fire Authority (CFA) noted that there may be limited 


scope for additional land uses concessions in areas at risk from bushfire. 


Based on this feedback, this Report considers that there is value in DELWP collaborating with 


councils in 2020 on opportunities to reduce prohibitions and restrictions on specific land use types 


(such as non-retail land use in commercial centres and child card, aged care or social housing 


facilities in residential areas). 


Regarding the proposed VicSmart Plus assessment pathway, some councils suggested that while a 


third pathway for assessment might provide faster assessment for eligible applications it could also 


add administrative burden for council officers triaging applications (in cases where such operations 


are manual and not supported by an online system as recommended in B4). Council feedback 


suggests that this burden would be reduced if other recommendations in this Report were 


introduced to improve the quality of applications (see Recommendations B1 and B2 regarding pre-


application services and only assessing applications that are decision-ready) and could also be 


addressed in the upcoming fee review by considering cost-reflective fees for this service.  


Council feedback also highlighted different levels of awareness of the nature of the proposed 


VicSmart Plus. For example, while consultation to date has included consideration of the definition 


of secondary dwellings on a lot for inclusion in VicSmart Plus, feedback from some counci ls 


suggests that broader and deeper engagement to confirm an appropriate definition is warranted.  


Based on this feedback, this Report recommends that DELWP continue consulting on the proposed 


VicSmart Plus and refining its development of VicSmart Plus with these issues in mind, and to 


ensure that the use of VicSmart Plus in established areas does not undermine the intention of an 


underlying zone (for example, the CFA noted in its submission that otherwise simple proposals for 


small lots may still require detailed assessment if the lot is in a Bushfire Management Overlay).  


Feedback on the proposal to consider a small lot code in established areas suggests a key role for 


councils in working with DELWP to develop such a code, given the range of issues raised by 


different councils. For example, most council submissions mostly on the question of whether a 


State-wide small lot code would be suitable for their municipalities compared to growth zones. 


Similarly, several councils noted in their submissions that a single State-wide code would not 


appropriately capture the neighbourhood and amenity concerns of some municipalities. Among 


these councils the commonly held view was that a small lot code would need to be carefully 


designed in order to be used outside of the growth areas. Another example of the level of detail that 


needs to be considered in developing such a code for established areas is the question of how 


minimum garden requirements would apply. 
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This Report recommends DELWP consult with councils on these matters to consider the merits of a 


small lot code for established areas following the refinement and development of VicSmart Plus and 


the adoption of a small lot code for growth areas. 
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Recommendation B7 – reduce requests for further information 


This Report recommends reducing requests for further information (RFIs) by focusing them on 


those matters which go beyond that which is required for a complete application by:  


 starting the ‘decision clock’ only once an application is decision-ready; 


 pausing – rather than resetting – the clock when council issues an RFI; 


 adopting guidelines to focus the use of RFIs on requests for information that is needed to 


inform a decision;  


 discouraging the use of RFIs by councils for purposes other than to obtain information to 


inform a decision (for example, using RFIs to request changes to a design);  


 supporting councils to share insights about and improve their practices for accurately 


assessing the need for RFIs by issuing a PPN and facilitating training opportunities; and 


 making more use of VCAT’s Short Cases List in the event of disputes about the content of 


RFIs.  


See also the related comments under B1 regarding the need for integrating improvements 


regarding early engagement, clarity of information requirements, improvements having decision-


ready applications and managing assessment times. 


Given the improvements embedding early engagement and the discipline around “decision -ready” 


applications, there will be less need for requests for further information later in the process.  


Existing process(es) 


On average, councils make at least one request further information for every second application 


they receive. This has increased from every third application in 2008.  


An application with complete and adequate information about the proposal and its impacts is critical 


to enable councils to make good decisions and for the planning system to achieve good outcomes. 


However, applicants suggest that further information requests are often used to address other 


matters such as council amendment requests, workload management and matters capable of being 


addressed through assessment. 


Any request for further information issued by a council within 28 days of an application being lodged 


resets the 60-day statutory ‘decision clock’. Councils report that they often end up issuing repeated 


requests for information before applicant provides the information required by the planning scheme.  


The current system creates delays and frustration for those administering and those using the 


permit system. 


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed reducing requests for information by:  


 pausing instead of resetting the time after which an appeal right for failure to decide arises;  


 considering the merit of a 10-day deadline for further information requests; 


 improving and promoting VCAT’s Short Cases List for review of further information 


requests; and 


 developing a practice note on assessing further information and preparing requests.  
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There was overall support in principle for reducing further information requests, with many 


submissions reinforcing that the proposed improvements would only work if supported by the 


actions outlined in Recommendations B1 and B2. Those include, for example, having properly 


resourced pre-application services that focus on the quality of applications prior to assessment 


commencing, having a clearer standard for the minimum required information and putting in place a 


strong incentive for applicants to submit high-quality applications that are decision-ready. 


If pausing the clock were implemented in the absence of these other changes, councils anticipated 


that the result would be lower quality applications. This was on the basis that applicants would have 


less incentive to ensure the application was decision-ready if a request for further information did 


not pose potentially longer timeframes for the assessment of their application.  


Other councils acknowledged the usefulness of resetting the clock in managing their assessment 


workload in the face of incomplete or poor-quality applications, suggesting that to pause instead of 


resetting the clock without complementary measures to improve the quality of applications would 


place significant additional burden on council planning staff. 


The proposal that DELWP develop guidance on using requests for information was welcomed by 


councils. Feedback emphasised the relationship between this and the need for clearer guidance on 


what constitutes the minimum required information under the planning scheme (see B2). This was 


particularly important to councils in cases where new VPP provisions are created without councils 


being given much context, guidance or training regarding the information the provisions require. 


This makes it challenging for applicants and planning officers alike to know what information is 


needed. 


Given Recommendations B1, B2 and B7 and their refinement in response to stakeholder feedback 


– which will reduce the need for and number of requests for further information – there is no need to 


introduce a 10-day time limit for requests for information. 


Submissions were generally supportive of using the VCAT Short Cases List. The Better Reporting 


framework (see Part 1) will help evaluate whether this results in any significant change in the 


number of appeals and, if so, what factors might be driving that change.  
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Recommendation B8 – reduce response times for external 


referrals 


This Report recommends reducing response times for external referrals by:  


 the Government giving formal advice to referral authorities about the importance of their 


statutory role in the planning system and the need to provide timely responses;  


 authorities providing the appropriate focus and resources to their role as referral authorities;  


 improving the customer-focus of referral authorities by engaging early with applicants to 


provide up-front direction on triggers for referrals and the likely information required (as part 


of councils’ early engagement services – see B1); 


 DELWP collaborating with referral authorities and councils to standardise requirements for 


simple, low-risk referrals so that these can be assessed directly by councils and referral 


authorities can focus resources on complex referrals; 


 considering giving referral authorities access to grants under Streamlining for Growth to 


improve their internal systems; 


 requiring referral authorities to report their performance as part of the Better Reporting 


framework; and  


 establishing regional forums among referral authorities to share insights about best -practice 


(to be led by DELWP in collaboration with the VPA). 


Existing process(es) 


Councils are required to refer certain permit applications to referral authorities for a decision or 


comment, unless an applicant has already referred the relevant matter to a referral  authority and 


received approval within the three months before lodging an application.  


There is a 28-day statutory clock for referral authority decisions on applications referred to them by 


councils. If a referral authority requests further information from council within 21 days, this 28-day 


statutory clock is reset. 


There is no public reporting of referral authority performance, with limited self -initiated reporting. 


Nearly all applications requiring referral authority involvement have the same processing rules, with 


no differentiation for complexity or scale. 


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed: 


 emphasising referral authorities’ role in efficiently meeting their planning duties;  


 pausing – not resetting – the clock for RFIs from referral authorities; 


 improving referral authority performance reporting; 


 supporting continuous improvement by referral authorities; 


 engaging referral authorities early in the permit process; and 


 removing referral triggers for simple and low-risk matters. 


Almost all submissions on this issue expressed frustration at the lack of prioritisation of or 


resourcing for referral authorities’ roles in the planning system. Some submissions noted that in 


some cases applicants had to consult with multiple divisions within a referral authority.  
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There was widespread in-principle support for better targeted referral triggers, reducing timeframes 


for responses to more straightforward applications and using standardised requirements for simple,  


low-risk referral matters that could then be code-assessed by councils. 


Further work will need to be done by DELWP in collaboration with referral authorities and councils 


to refine the recommendation that simple, low-risk referrals be standardised and code-assessed by 


councils. This should consider any associated resource requirements that councils may need to do 


this work. The examples of driveways and fire hydrants noted in the Discussion Paper are 


worthwhile starting points for this work, in collaboration with Department of Transport (Roads) and 


the Country Fire Authority.  


There were mixed views on the merits of pausing – rather than stopping – the clock for RFIs from 


referral authorities. Some authorities suggested that it would have little impact on their work, either 


because they did not issue many RFIs or because the more burdensome work for them came in the 


post-permit stage with the check to ensure permit conditions had been met. Some authorities 


expressed concern that pausing the clock would result in unrealistically short timeframes for them 


to assess referrals, particularly in the case of more complex referrals. These can include, for 


example, referrals relating to otherwise simple applications that involve lots in Bushfire 


Management Overlays, where a proper CFA assessment can be vital.  


Based on this feedback, this Report does not recommend changing the current arrangements for 


the statutory clock for referral authority decisions, meaning that the statutory clock for referral 


authority responses would still be reset in cases where a referral authority requests further 


information from a council within 21 days of receiving a referral. This Report notes that the 


recommended Better Reporting framework would, however, keep track of each time that a referral 


is issued and the total gross – rather than statutory – days a referral is handled by a referral 


authority. The option to pause the clock for referral authorities could be reviewed after implementing 


the other recommendations of this Report along with the Better Reporting framework.  
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Recommendation B9 – improve transparency and accountability 


for decision timeframes 


This Report recommends improving transparency and accountability for decision timeframes by:  


 keeping applicants up to date about their application’s progress through the assessment 


process (achieving this through the proposed Better Planning Approvals program and the 


adoption of online management of applications);  


 councils reporting on time taken at different stages of the assessment and decision process 


through PPARS in the Better Reporting framework; and 


 in cases where applicants indicate at the beginning of an application process that they are 


willing to agree to longer approval timeframes, in return for confidence that it will be met, 


having councils agree up front. 


Existing process(es) 


Applicants can appeal to VCAT against a council for failing to grant a permit within 60 days of an 


application being received. 


Based on PPARS data, almost a third of applications are not assessed within this statutory 


timeframe.  


Several users of the planning scheme who were consulted in this Review noted that they were often 


unaware of whether their application was likely to be assessed within this timeframe and of how 


long assessment would take. 


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed: 


 considering a longer timeframe for more complex applications, along with guidance defining 


the threshold for ‘complex’; 


 requiring councils to report on the time taken at different stages of the assessment and 


decision process; and 


 user-focused concierge service to update users throughout the assessment process on the 


likely timeframe for a decision on their application. 


Feedback from a range of stakeholders noted that the idea of longer timeframes for more complex 


applications had merit, but that defining ‘complex’ could be challenging and costly exercise. Given 


the potential for this to add more red tape, this Report does not recommend creating a longer 


timeframe for complex applications. 


Several councils noted that they sometimes enter into agreements with applicants regarding 


timeframes, and several applicants noted that they are often happy to do so. This Report therefore 


recommends that as standard practice all councils should – through their preapplication processes 


and potentially through changes to the prescribed application form – make it easy for applicants to 


declare if they are willing to agree to longer timeframes.  


There was widespread support among councils for the adoption of a concierge service (such as the 


proposed Better Planning Approvals program) to provide better communication with stakeholders 


throughout the assessment process. Some councils noted that they already have such practices in 


place, and that if councils have a proper end-to-end online process management platform in place 
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(see Recommendation B3) then this reduces the administrative burden of making sure applicants 


know where their application is in the system. 


As with Recommendation B9 (which includes improving reporting during the permit process), many 


stakeholders, including several councils, supported the proposal to improve the measurement and 


reporting of activity and timeframes during the permit process as part of the State-led creation of a 


Better Reporting framework (see Part 1). To deliver this improvement effectively and with due 


consideration of the resource implications for councils, any additional reporting should be integrated 


with the existing PPARS system. The potential resource requirements for the Better Reporting 


framework can be scoped out for each council as part of the Better Planning Approvals program’s 


stocktake of councils’ digital platforms and systems (see Part 1).  
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Recommendation B10 – provide guidance on delegation models 


and processes 


This Report recommends providing frameworks for councils, based on several best practice 


examples of delegation arrangements, that councils can elect to adopt or amend, in accordance 


with local circumstances: 


 DELWP working with councils to develop suitable criteria for delegation of decision-making 


based on approaches used by councils already where decision-making frameworks are 


clear, effective and efficient; 


 DELWP and MAV preparing example deeds of delegation to support councils in choosing 


and applying the delegation mechanisms that are appropriate to their needs and consistent 


with other councils’ practices; and 


 supporting councillors through training to better understand their roles and responsibilities 


when making decisions under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and the planning 


scheme. 


Existing process(es) 


Councils are the appropriate level of government to make local planning decisions.  


When acting as a responsible authority under the Planning and Environment Act 1987, councils 


may delegate powers relating to planning permit decisions to a committee or to council officers.  The 


council can determine what categories of applications should be considered directly by the council 


(or its Planning Subcommittee). This is usually done by the council adopting a “deed of delegation” 


at the commencement of each term.  


Many councils delegate powers in this way. Indeed 97 per cent of planning permit applications are 


decided under delegation. In cases where assessment of applications is delegated to officers, the 


primary role of the councillors is to set the policies and guidelines that enable these to be 


undertaken effectively. Over time the nature of these deeds has varied significantly with many 


different triggers being set for when a contested application should be considered by council.  


Unclear delegation processes and practices can be challenging for councils to administer and can 


make it difficult for applicants to anticipate the way in which their application will be assessed 


(particularly in cases where applicants work across municipalities). 


The time delays for an application that is decided directly by the council can be significant due to 


the timing of council meetings and the lead time required for reporting to council. 


The Local Government Bill 2019 is currently before Parliament. It includes a provision in section 32 


that requires all councillors to receive induction training. This training should include specific legal 


advice on the distinction between a council acting as planning authority and its general duties and 


the individual obligations on councillors when handling planning matters. 


 


 


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed: 
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 developing a best practice model ‘deed of delegation’ and supporting guideline for planning 


permit decisions; 


 increasing the frequency of councils’ planning subcommittee meetings; and  


 providing training for councillors about their roles and responsibilities in the planning 


system. 


Submissions reinforced the Discussion Paper emphasis of the importance of councillors’ role in 


reflecting community opinion and managing local issues. Submissions also confirmed the 


Discussion Paper’s understanding of the substantial variation in delegation practices and 


highlighted some of the key factors that should be considered by DELWP in developing guidance 


and model deeds to support councils in choosing the delegation mechanism that best suits their 


needs. For example, some rural councils with low volumes of applications reported low levels of 


delegation from their councillors, while councils with higher application volumes generally had 


higher levels of delegation, coupled with the ordinary right of councillors to call in an individual 


application.  


One submission noted that one example of potential improvements from clearer and more 


transparent delegation processes would be providing certainty about whether delegated powers 


extended to being able to represent a council at VCAT hearings or not.  


Smaller councils noted that more frequent meetings of their full council would be impractical, 


particularly in rural areas, which points to the value of councils convening planning sub-committees. 


Given the large variation in application loads, council sizes and the administrative burden of 


scheduling additional meetings, this Report notes that other opportunities to reduce decision 


timeframes through more frequent meetings may be identified through support provided to councils 


in the State-led Better Planning Approvals program. 


There was widespread support for councillor training on their role and responsibilities in the 


planning system. 
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Recommendation C1 – simplify post-permit approvals 


This Report recommends reducing the time taken for post-permit approvals and improving the 


clarity and quality of post permit conditions and approvals by: 


 DELWP developing guidance and training on best-practice post-permit approvals processes 


and standards; 


 focusing guidance and training on applying conditions that arise directly from issues relating  


to a permit and only using conditions that are necessary and reasonable where other 


provisions cannot manage compliance; 


 incorporating benchmark approval timeframes into post-permit guidance;  


 setting standards for urban and non-urban areas through a manual of standardised 


engineering infrastructure requirements and conditions – this approach should aim to 


facilitate greater consistency across councils and reduce the time taken to negotiate 


infrastructure contributions;  


 reporting through PPARS as part of the Better Reporting framework on time taken for key 


stages in post-permit approval processes; and 


 utilising the Better Planning Approvals approach to ensure internal referrals are considered 


up front and concurrently with planning assessment as part of the permit process to avoid 


conflicting or unnecessary conditions. 


This Report notes that implementing Recommendations B1, B2 and B7 to coordinate internal 


referrals as part of a concierge approach that begins with early engagement pre-application 


services, improve the quality of applications and only assess applications that are decision-ready 


should lead to fewer post approval conditions and faster assessment of endorsed plans.  


Existing process(es) 


When granting a planning permit, councils may attach conditions that must be met. These allow for 


important factors that cannot be included in a planning permit to be considered.  


While most planning permits come with conditions attached, and many are not significant hurdles, 


applicants have reported that conditions are often overused, ambiguous, or could be dealt with via 


other means (for example in the permit itself or through the building permit system instead of being 


stipulated as a condition of a planning permit). 


There are some cases in which planning permits have been issued subject to all conditions from 


DELWP’s now 12-years-old guidance material in a ‘kitchen sink’ approach. 


In other cases a condition such as ‘must comply with the Road Management Act’ is attached to a 


permit without the permit holder being aware that this can involve lengthy and complex approval 


processes with Department of Transport (Roads) engineers, and then counter-approval from 


council traffic engineers. The result is raised expectations about being ‘nearly finished’ with 


approvals processes, only to find several more stages await. 


These issues can cause delays to applicants that are incurred through testing whether a condition 


is valid in the first instance, gathering additional information to demonstrate that a permit condition 


has been met and amending plans to meet those conditions.  


From the point of view of councils, planning staff end up spending large portions of their time 


handling permit conditions and having to repeatedly send back incomplete or poor-quality requests 


for post-permit conditions to be approved. 
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Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed developing: 


 a planning practice note and updating guidance to focus on best-practice principles and 


timeframes for post-permit processes; 


 an education and guidance program to better target conditions and improve consistency of 


conditions across councils; 


 using the Better Planning Approvals concierge approach to coordinate internal referrals 


including those between planning and building teams within local council; 


 a State-wide manual of standardised engineering infrastructure requirements and 


conditions; and 


 collecting and reporting council performance data in the post-permit stage. 


The idea of providing guidance and education to improve post-permit processes was well received. 


In developing this guidance, DELWP will be able to address issues raised by stakeholders 


regarding the varying types and complexity of post-permit approvals, rather than taking a one-size-


fits-all approach. This variation will also be reflected in DELWP’s guidance on benchmark approval 


timeframes (noting that these benchmarks would not equate to prescribing timeframes).  


The Discussion Paper suggested that the principles recently adopted in the United Kingdom for the 


use of permit conditions are worth consideration. This was broadly supported. One of the principles 


is for draft conditions to be clearly communicated to applicants before a permit is granted. This 


would enable applicants to take proactive steps to address likely conditions or reduce their 


necessity. Several councils noted in their submissions that they already do this either as a formal 


step in providing a planning permit or in the general course of communication with applicants during 


the permit process.  


Other councils noted they would be reluctant to share written draft conditions with applicants – they 


were concerned that doing so would create another formal consultation stage and result in 


applicants trying to negotiate conditions. The intention of the proposed improvement was not that 


councils would be required by law to provide written copies, but that it was good practice where 


practicable, for councils to communicate and consult with applicants so that they were aware of the 


types of conditions they were likely to have attached to a permit, and why. 


Submissions reinforced the Discussion Paper’s observation (also noted in Recommendation B1) 


that internal referrals could be better coordinated to deal with matters up front and make sure that 


conditions were used only when necessary to manage issues relating to the permit. 


There was widespread support for a State-wide infrastructure manual, with submissions from both 


councils and users of the system wanting to ensure a degree of flexibility. This Report notes that 


rather than setting uniform State-wide standards for all infrastructure requirements and conditions, 


this manual would be developed in collaboration with councils, government agencies and industry 


to establish more consistent standards. This Report envisages that councils would retain the 


authority to deviate from the requirements in the manual and that they would be able to explain to 


applicants the rationale using the manual as a benchmark.  


As with Recommendation B9 (which includes improving reporting during the permit process), many 


stakeholders, including several councils, supported the proposal to measure and report activity and 


timeframes during the post-permit process as part of the State-led creation of a Better Reporting 


framework (see Part 1). To deliver this improvement effectively and with due consideration of the 


resource implications for councils, post-permit reporting should be integrated with the existing 
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PPARS system. The potential resource requirements for the Better Reporting framework should be 


scoped for each council as part of the Better Planning Approvals program’s stocktake of councils’ 


digital platforms and systems (see Part 1). 
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Recommendation C2 – streamline variations to a permit 


This Report recommends making it easier to get variations to the terms of a permit approved by: 


 DELWP collaborating with councils to prepare a Planning Practice Note to update guidance 


on post-permit variations (including both secondary consents and extensions of time) along 


with benchmarks for reasonable timeframes for approvals; and 


 using the upcoming review of fees as an opportunity to consider prescribing fees or fee 


structures for post-permit services provided by councils; 


 making more use of VCAT’s Short Cases List hear appropriate secondary consent disputes 


more frequently and more quickly; and 


 as part of the Better Reporting framework, supporting councils to report on key aspects of 


the post-permit process (see also Recommendation B3 regarding supporting councils to 


upgrade digital systems to make such reporting easier).  


Existing process(es) 


In contrast to post-permit approvals processes that are created by a condition or requirement of a 


responsible authority or a referral authority (see Recommendation C1) there are also post -permit 


approvals that are triggered by requests from permit-holders. 


These most commonly include requests for secondary consent (where a permit-holder requests a 


change in their permit or attached conditions that requires consent to be obtained again from a 


responsible authority or referral authority) and requests from a permit-holder for an extension of a 


time limit on their permit (for example, a requirement that development commence before a 


specified date). 


The post permit processes are the most unclear, with some stakeholders saying that it sometimes 


takes as long to get any changes arising from applicant actions or requests that need to be 


approved to be reflected in the permit.  


Consultation with stakeholders to inform the Discussion Paper revealed conflicting and uncertain 


views on any prescribed timeframes for approvals for secondary consents or extensions of time. 


Decisions made as part of post-permit approvals are not reported and so there is no monitoring or 


reporting on council performance or on how quickly and accurately applicants meet conditions.  


Under the Planning and Environment (Fees) Regulations 2016 there are no prescribed fees for 


variations to a permit or extension of times.  


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed: 


 DELWP preparing a Planning Practice Note to update guidance on post-permit approvals 


(including both secondary consents and extensions of time) along with benchmarks for 


reasonable timeframes for approvals; and 


 VCAT promoting their Short Cases List to hear secondary consent disputes more frequently 


and more quickly; 


 prescribing post-permit fees; and 


 requiring councils to report on the number of conditions and time taken to approve post -


permit conditions.  
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There was widespread support for DELWP providing guidance on best-practice post-permit 


approvals, and submissions suggest that councils would welcome the opportunity to provide input 


to the development of the Planning Practice Note. Submissions supported the Discussion Paper’s 


suggestion that DELWP’s guidance provide benchmarked timeframes rather than prescribing new 


statutory time limits (see also Recommendation C1 for a discussion of the need for any benchmarks 


to reflect variation in post-permit processes).  


There was broad support for the recommendation concerning VCAT Short Cases List. Some 


stakeholders seemed unaware of the opportunity this list provides to get an early hearing date, 


which reinforces this Report’s recommendation that the list be promoted.  


There was strong support for scaling fees for post permit consents with a suggestion that these 


needed to be set centrally by the Victorian Government. Submissions emphasised the importance 


of these being cost reflective given the complexity of some consent applications. The Planning and 


Environment (Fees) Regulations 2016 are scheduled to have a mid-term review completed by 


October 2021. The scope of the mid-term review can include new fee structures for post-permit 


services provided by councils.  


Council submissions were broadly supportive of reporting on post-permit approvals provided this 


was done as an extension of PPARS (as suggested in this Report’s recommended Better Reporting 


framework initiative). Feedback supports this Report’s suggestions that such reporting should 


include clear delineation of the time spent by applicants in meeting permit conditions and not just 


the time taken by councils to approve those efforts. Council feedback supported the observation in 


the Discussion Paper that additional reporting requirements can impose administrative burden on 


councils and so should prioritise the most important information.  
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Recommendation C3 – reduce timelines for electricity connections 


This Report recommends reducing timelines for electricity connections by:  


 developing a performance reporting framework for residential non-standard electricity 


connections including common timeframes for distribution businesses; 


 formalising ongoing public reporting requirements, including enforceable timelines for 


defined residential non-standard electricity connection in greenfield developments with clear 


and effective compliance obligations, in parallel with the ESC’s current review of the EDC; 


 increasing training requirements and encouraging tighter endorsement for civil contractors 


to improve the quality of civil works; and 


 reviewing sources of locational data to identify opportunities to have a single address 


database for electricity connections and other purposes. 


Existing process(es) 


The timeframes for non-standard electricity connections, which are largely in greenfield areas, are 


negotiated between distribution businesses and developers. Non-standard are generally more 


costly and complex than basic or standard connections and may require network augmentation. 


Unlike basic and standard connections, there are no regulated timeframes or penalties for poor 


service. 


The ESC has introduced a voluntary Service Improvement Commitment (SIC) to address delays in 


the connection process. Since being introduced, the development industry has noted some 


improvements to the timeliness of construction audits and the provision of temporary connections. 


But timelines for some steps in the connection process have not improved and there is some doubt 


among developers that any improvement are “locked in” for the future. There is no formal 


compliance obligation under the SIC and there are no ongoing formal public reporting requirements. 


In parallel to the SIC process, the ESC is also undertaking a review of the Electricity Distribution 


Code (‘the Code’). The ESC states that this Review of the Code will be a staged process over 


several years but its principal focus in 2019 and 2020 is on technical standards. Matters related to 


timeliness of connections are yet to be scheduled for review. The ESC and the Australian Energy 


Regulator are also outlining their respective responsibilities for non-standard connections. The ESC 


advises that this is yet to commence. Previous advice suggested this would be completed by mid-


2020. Regardless of the outcome of the EDC review and responsibility mapping, the EDC can be 


changed by the ESC after consultation with industry. 


Developers engage civil contractors to carry out many of the steps in the connection process 


including construction (each distribution business determine which steps are contestable). Some of 


the work conducted is of low quality which increases the time taken for electricity to be connected 


and threatens safety. 


To have electricity connected, data on addresses needs to be provided to retailers and in turn to 


Energy Safety Victoria and distribution businesses. Sometimes addresses are not compatible or not 


up to date, causing delays in simple connections. 


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed: 


 amending the EDC to include a performance framework for distributors; 
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 include timeframes for connection stages in that framework with penalties for non-


compliance; and 


 developing training and support for contractors and subcontractors to improve work quality.  


There was broad support for the introduction of a performance measurement framework, as delays 


in this area can have significant costs. Distribution businesses have noted that some refinement is 


required to the way in which the proposal was couched in the Discussion Paper. For example, non-


standard connections may include large scale projects such as solar farms and wind farms. Other 


feedback raised included the feasibility of applying specific timelines for certain steps, the effect of 


factors outside distribution businesses’ control (such as weather) and differences in the connection 


processes of distribution businesses. 


An exemption process for large scale projects such as solar farms and wind farms could be 


introduced. Subject to further consultation, this could mean regulators are able to grant an 


exemption for projects outside the scope of this Review (e.g. non-housing or energy projects), for 


factors outside of the distribution businesses control (e.g. severe weather events or other works) or 


for safety reasons.  


Overall, there was support from the development industry, councils, civil contractors and distribution 


businesses about training to increase the quality of contractor’s work. It was also noted that existing 


bodies, such as the Victorian Electrical Distribution Network (VEDN), already have processes in 


place to administer training. Further consultation with distributors and industry will be important in 


the development of training programs to improve the quality of work to ensure the training is tailored 


to the needs of the sector and provided by trainers with the relevant expertise. 


The issue of inconsistent locational data sources used by retailers, distribution businesses and 


some regulators was also raised. An application which contains locational data inconsistent with the 


receiving party’s locational data is immediately rejected. This impacts up to 2.5 percent of all 


electricity connections. The source of locational data should be reviewed for the purposes of 


aggregating these data. 
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Recommendation C4 – simplify payment of infrastructure 


contributions 


This Report recommends simplifying the payment of infrastructure contributions by:  


 boosting efforts by the VPA to streamline the GAIC staged payment system (including a 


simpler method for rolling these over if the GAIC liability has not been triggered within the 


financial year); 


 establishing regular meetings between the VPA, Land Use Victoria (LUV) and the State 


Revenue Office (SRO) and industry representatives to monitor the implementation of 


current reforms (such as SRO’s work with LUV to integrate GAIC notices in the PEXA and 


SPEAR systems and the provision of an online calculator for staged payments); 


 abolishing the (now redundant) GAIC Hardship Board; and 


 developing a stronger and more predictable policy framework for future developer 


contributions, drawing on recent work by the VPA, DELWP, councils and industry on 


Infrastructure Contribution Plans (ICPs), the work of the current Ministerial Advisory 


Committee on Affordable Housing and the recent experience with councils’ existing section 


173 model agreements. 


Existing process(es)  


Reform efforts to streamline GAIC payments have been underway for some time, in an environment 


that is changing significantly. The outsourcing of major land title functions to LUV, the 


implementation of PEXA and the shift to greater online processing of subdivision applications have 


all resulted in significant process improvements in recent times. 


Since the GAIC Hardship Board’s establishment, legislative changes to the Planning and 


Environment Act 1987 have been made which render it unnecessary. Under the current provisions 


a purchaser can elect to defer their GAIC liability and, if they cannot pay the GAIC, they would be 


able to on-sell the development and would therefore not be required to pay the GAIC. 


Three common recent uses for section 173 agreements by councils are: 


 as an interim measure to secure infrastructure payments until an ICP or Development 


Contribution Plan is negotiated; 


 as a “one off” contribution towards infrastructure outside the growth corridors; and 


 as an agreement with developers to provide affordable housing. 


Stakeholders raised concerns that the use of section 173 agreements resulted in protracted 


discussion between stakeholders and councils about the appropriate cost and specifications for 


stipulated infrastructure. Community housing developers noted that section 173 agreements were 


being used in ways that (unintentionally) compromised the viability of those projects from the 


developer’s perspective due to council planners being unfamiliar with Community housing 


developers’ business models.  


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed that: 
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 the VPA continue to streamline the GAIC staged payment system (including a simpler 


method for rolling these over if the GAIC liability has not been triggered within the financial 


year); 


 the VPA, LUV and the SRO meet regularly with industry representatives to monitor the 


implementation of reforms (such as SRO’s work with LUV to integrate GAIC  notices in the 


PEXA and SPEAR systems and the provision of an online calculator for stage payments);  


 the GAIC Hardship Board should be abolished by repealing the relevant sections of the 


Planning and Environment Act 1987; 


 the VPA, councils and industry continue working towards agreement on using simpler 


arrangements to deliver infrastructure contributions; and 


 DELWP, councils and the MAV develop model section 173 agreements and explore the 


opportunity to create benchmark infrastructure prices. 


There was good support for the proposals relating to GAIC. The VPA and SRO have committed to 


take additional steps, including the provision of an online calculator and convening regular meetings 


to examine issues as they arise. No submissions opposed the abolition of the GAIC Hardship 


Board. 


Broadly there was support for the concept of model s173 agreements. In the growth corridors the 


revised implementation arrangements for ICPs should mean that interim s 173 agreements would 


no longer be necessary. The primary focus was on individual developments and several councils 


said they were happy with their own model agreements. However, there is still a lot of time and 


money spent on negotiations over the details and the quantum of support to be provided. DELWP 


has already produced a model s173 agreement for affordable housing and this issue is currently 


being considered by a Ministerial Advisory Committee. 


More attention was given to whether it is possible to set benchmark prices for infrastructure, given 


the variation in circumstances across the State – both in terms of the standards to be met and the 


cost of delivery in different locations. As with the proposal for a State-wide manual of engineering 


standards, there is a strong view that different standards are appropriate for non-metro councils 


which do not want to have to deliver standards suited to denser urban areas.  


Based on feedback about section 173 agreements and infrastructure prices, this Report 


recommends DELWP collaborate with councils and industry to draw on recent work on growth 


corridor ICPs, the current Ministerial Advisory Committee on Affordable Housing and councils’ 


existing section 173 model agreements to evaluate the way in which costs are currently considered. 
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Recommendation C5 – engage earlier with authorities outside the 


planning system 


This Report recommends engaging earlier with authorities outside the planning system by:  


 using councils’ early engagement approaches including pre-application processes to alert 


applicants to other approvals that may apply and involving other authorities earlier as 


appropriate; 


 working with the Commonwealth at both Ministerial and Departmental levels to reduce the 


time taken for approvals under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation 


Act 1999 (including raising the issues through the Commonwealth’s recently announced 


review of the national environmental approvals system); 


 considering the issues of keeping council heritage studies and overlays up to date, interim 


heritage protection requests and the relation with demolition permits as part of the Heritage 


Council’s current review of local heritage issues; and 


 DELWP providing clearer guidance for councils and proponents about State and local 


heritage responsibilities and processes, including the safety protections of the Building Act 


1993. 


Existing process(es) 


There is a range of approvals that are outside the planning system – each with their own processes 


and complexities.  


Consultation with stakeholders found that engaging later in the process with other authorities can 


cause delays and frustration for permit-holders. 


Generally, these processes work best when proponents engage early and when the responsible 


authority ensures that the necessary provisions and information requirements are up to date.  


Councils maintain heritage studies for buildings of local heritage significance. Sometimes these 


studies are not up to date. As a result applying for a demolition permit can trigger interim measures 


that result in delays which would have been avoided if the Heritage Overlays were up to date.  


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed that: 


 early engagement (including through preapplication processes) should enable council 


planners to inform proponents of the range of approvals they will need; 


 the Victorian Government and the Commonwealth should work together to reduce time 


taken for approvals under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 


1999; 


 councils should ensure that their heritage studies and overlays are up to date; and 


 DELWP should provide clearer advice and information about heritage responsibilities and 


processes including coordination with demolition applications under the Building Act 1993. 


Several councils noted in their submissions that they seek to flag ‘other approvals’ early in 


approvals processes for applicants where relevant and where they are aware of them. Many 


councils also noted that as they are not technically responsible for approvals by other authorities, 
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they do not have the resources or expertise to provide applicants with any certainties about which 


future approvals from other authorities will or will not be required.  


This reinforces the Discussion Paper’s suggestion that – while it is the responsibility of proponents 


to be aware of and obtain all the necessary approvals that may be required for their proposal – 


councils’ early engagement (including preapplication services) can help identify potential approvals 


required later and facilitate engagement with authorities early in discussions where appropriate. 


This is consistent with this Report’s recommendation that council concierge services can help 


applicants get a ‘whole of project’ perspective on approvals processes, withou t making councils 


responsible for all parts of that process. 


The Commonwealth has recently announced a new initiative that will work towards digitising 


environmental approvals and building a national biodiversity database. This represents a significant 


opportunity for the Victorian Government to work collaboratively with the Commonwealth to 


advance sensible reforms that improve coordination and efficiency of the environmental approvals 


process. The priority that this initiative has been given by the Commonwealth is welcome and 


represents a good opportunity to streamline the process. 


In relation to heritage, councils pointed to the cost and time involved in heritage studies and that 


this is a challenge in a resource constrained environment. These resourcing requirements could be 


further explored as part of the Heritage Council’s review of local heritage issues and as part of the 


Better Planning Approvals initiative (see Part 1) supported in part by the Regional Planning Hubs 


(see Recommendation B4). Councils also noted that there are sometimes differing views among 


heritage consultants which can result in varying advice being provided to councils. The subjective 


nature of heritage issues was a clear theme from the submissions that were received. A greater role 


for DELWP in providing guidance about heritage matters was widely supported by councils.  


The matters concerning heritage are particularly complex. We acknowledge that councils have 


expressed concern over their ability to resource the costly work of maintaining heritage studies and 


note that this activity is a responsibility of councils. 
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Recommendation C6 – improve coordination of internal referrals 


This Report recommends improving coordination of internal referrals by: 


 involving planning and building staff as well as heritage, drainage, engineering and other 


specialist staff in councils in early engagement services to identify key issues up front (as 


part of the Better Planning Approvals program); 


 developing a consolidated flood mapping dataset; and 


 councils requesting that applicants include up-to-date flood information (provided by the 


appropriate authority) and other information required by a planning scheme in flood-prone 


areas. 


Existing process(es) 


In some instances, the assessment of a building permit raises matters not previously stipulated or 


anticipated at the planning permit stage. These take times to resolve and may require additional 


conditions to be attached to the planning permit or amending the permit itself before the building 


permit can be issued.  


Some councils have attempted to address these issues by creating ‘development’ branches that co -


locate council planning and building staff, to deliver faster and more integrated coordination of 


internal referrals. 


One prominent concern regarding the intersection of requirements prescribed on planning permits 


and the requirements of building permits relates to flooding. Examples include planning permits not 


considering flooding requirements that are likely to be dealt with in the building approvals  stage and 


flooding information being inconsistent across the two stages.  


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed: 


 councils using the concierge approach, which would start with preapplication services (see 


B1), to coordinate internal referrals; 


 development of a consolidated flood mapping dataset to reduce frequent contradictions 


between the requirements prescribed through planning permit assessments compared to 


those prescribed through building permit assessments; and 


 requiring building statements to be prepared when lodging planning permit applications in 


flood prone areas (as an interim measure until a consolidated dataset can be developed).  


Councils largely supported a concierge approach that provides more integration between their 


planning and building services.  


The Better Planning Approvals program would work with councils to apply these concierge and 


concurrent approaches in a proportionate way. Council feedback confirmed the value of a 


proportionate approach. In some cases, for example, councils’ Municipal Building Surveyors are 


active in assessing and granting building permits, so the need to focus the concierge approach on 


building permits would vary between councils.  


Many submissions supported the suggestion of councils adopting the ‘development branch’ 


organisational structure, with better integration between council planning, engineering and building 
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teams. The Better Planning Approvals program should help councils explore opportunities to adopt 


this practice. 


The proposal to develop a single, consolidated set of flood mapping information was largely 


supported by stakeholders. The interim measure proposed in the Discussion Paper – using Building 


Information Statements (BISs) earlier in the planning and building approvals process to provide up-


to-date flood level information – was widely supported. This proposal was to change the point in 


time at which a Building Information Statement was prepared, without changing the party that would 


complete the Building Information Statement. Feedback suggests that there are other ways of 


councils or permit applicants obtaining this information from the relevant authority. This Report 


recommends that councils request that applicants include up-to-date flood level information along 


with other information required by a planning scheme.  
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Recommendation D1 – expand the building certification workforce  


This Report recommends expanding the workforce of building surveyors, inspectors and fire safety 


engineers by: 


 DELWP collaborating with the VBA to Introduce a new class of registration for building 


surveyors restricted to certifying Class 1 and Class 10 buildings and structures with a floor 


area of up to 500 square metres. To ensure national consistency this recommendat ion 


should take into consideration equivalent classes of registration in other states and 


territories and be aligned with the current Commonwealth national training package project, 


which is reviewing the vocational education and training qualifications for building 


surveyors; 


 the VBA partnering with industry bodies to continue to promote the building surveying and 


inspection professions as a career option for secondary school students (with a focus on 


women);  


 the VBA partnering with industry bodies and training providers to work towards improving 


the availability and quality of the courses prescribed for the registration of building 


surveyors and inspectors by: 


o improving access to these courses in regional Victoria; 


o strengthening the coverage of the Building Act 1993 and the National Construction 


Code (NCC) in the curriculum for those courses; 


o exploring whether other courses could be prescribed for the registration of building 


surveyors and inspectors; and 


o supporting the development of industry trainers and training materials; 


 the VBA, municipal building surveyors and industry bodies working together to introduce 


cadetships to assist graduate surveyors to obtain relevant work experience in the sector;  


 supporting Engineer Australia’s pipeline strategy to address the predicted shortage in local 


engineering skills; and 


 the VBA developing bridging pathways to enable practitioners from related occupations to 


transfer into building surveying and inspection work. 


Existing process(es) 


Shortages of building surveyors, building inspectors and fire safety engineers are causing delays in 


the approval of building plans and the construction of buildings. The problem is more acute in 


regional areas and for smaller building projects.  


Some of the factors contributing to the shortages are the: 


 inadequate numbers of students enrolling in and completing the courses for entry to the 


building surveying and engineering professions, and for building surveyors and inspectors 


an ageing workforce; 


 limited access to courses for building surveying and inspection careers; 


 lack of bridging pathways for building practitioners seeking a career change into building 


surveying; and 


 heavy reliance on skilled migration to meet local demand for engineers. 
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Feedback from stakeholders based on the Discussion Paper 


The Discussion Paper sought feedback on several proposals including creating a new class of 


building surveyor, increasing interest in the building and engineering professions as a career option, 


improving the quality and availability of training; and developing bridging pathways for practitioners 


from related occupation to transition into building surveying and inspection work.  


There was widespread support for these proposed improvements. 


The proposal to create a new class of building surveyor for low-rise domestic buildings was 


supported by the majority of stakeholders. Stakeholders who did not support the proposal appear to 


have misinterpreted it as duplicating the existing class of ‘limited’ building surveyor. By comparison 


the limited building surveyor class is authorised to deal with all classes of building up to three 


storeys and with a maximum floor area of 2,000 square metre whereas, the proposed new class of 


building surveyor would be restricted to class 1 and 10 buildings with a floor area of up to 500 


square metres.  


A small number of stakeholders were concerned that the new class of building surveyor may risk 


public safety. However, setting the appropriate training and experience standards for the new class 


of building surveyor would ensure practitioner competency. Other stakeholders noted that further 


work would be required to set these standard. This work would be undertaken as part of 


implementing the proposal and should consider the review of the building surveying qualifications 


contained in the national Construction, Plumbing and Services Training Package being undertaken 


by Artibus Innovation on behalf of the Commonwealth Government. Stakeholders also commented 


that the training and experience standards for the new class of building surveyor should be 


consistent with those in the other states and territories where there is an equivalent class of 


registration.  


Almost all stakeholders supported the proposals outlined in the discussion to increase interest in 


the building and engineering professions as career options, and to improve the quality and 


availability of training. These proposals included, for example, scholarships, subsidised tuition fees, 


cadetships, a specialised unit of study on building law and the NCC to be included in  the courses 


prescribed for the registration of building surveyors and inspector, exploring whether additional 


course could be prescribed and improving training delivery. These measures were seen as 


necessary to address current shortages and to ensure that sufficient numbers of practitioners are 


available to meet future demand from private sector and government projects.  


Councils, industry associations and regulators all supported the introduction of bridging pathways 


for builders, architects, engineers, project managers and the like wishing to move into building 


surveying and inspection work. Stakeholders noted that courses forming the bridging pathways 


would need to recognise the existing skill sets of the different categories of practitioners while being  


sufficiently rigorous to ensure public health and safety. 


Some stakeholders raised the increasing cost and the coverage of professional indemnity insurance 


for building surveyors as affecting the numbers of people entering and exiting the building surveying 


profession. However, given the action taken by the Victorian Government in mid-2019 and the work 


underway by the Building Ministers’ Forum, at this time no further action is recommended on 


professional indemnity insurance for building surveyors. 
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Recommendation D2 – improve access to building records 


This Report recommends improving access to building records by making the Building Activity 


Management System (BAMS), introduced by the VBA to manage building permit numbers, the 


State’s central registry for these records for councils and building practitioners in Victoria.  


Existing process(es) 


Building owners and developers are experiencing delays preparing building permit applications 


where the records of a property – such as previous building plans or records of construction 


materials or methods – are not available, incomplete or only kept in difficult to access hard copies.  


The issue is compounded over time and as properties are sold. The consequences where accurate 


records are not available include safety risks, challenges for regulators undertaking audits and 


building inspections, including for combustible cladding, and additional costs and delays to prepare 


a building permit particularly where an owner must engage a consultant to compile the information 


needed. 


While building records can be lodged electronically with councils by building surveyors, some 


records continue to by lodged as hard copies and many historic records are still stored as hard 


copies. 


Feedback from stakeholders based on the Discussion Paper 


The Discussion Paper supported the Victorian Government’s longer-term objective to centralise the 


storage and retrieval of building records by utilising the BAMS platform managed by the VBA.  


Almost all stakeholders responding to this proposal agreed with the BAMS platform becoming the 


central database for all building records for Victoria. Where the proposal was not supported this 


appears to be based on early experience with software issues following the introduction of BAMS in 


mid-2019, and highlights the important role that systems design, consultant and support for councils 


will play in implementing this proposal. 


In supporting the proposal councils commented on the heavy workload that would be required to 


migrate their records to the BAMS database and the need for funding assistance to do this. Council 


resourcing and funding along with technical queries about the platform, such as the need for ease 


of use and maintenance of records would be considered as part of the implementation of this 


proposal. 


Concerns about loss of council revenue from the introduction of BAMS for the storage of building 


records are speculative as councils would be able to continue to respond to, and charge for, public 


request for access to building records in their jurisdictions. 


Some stakeholders suggested further extending BAMS to manage all building permit activity or to 


capture other building records, for example, fixtures, fittings and appliances to track faulty products 


and assist with rectification. While extending BAMS in these ways may have merit, it is a longer-


term goal. 


As BAMS develops it will become a rich source of data that could be utilised to monitor and report 


on the performance of the building permit process as recommended in D7. In addition, this data 


could be integrated with the data proposed to be collected on the planning permit approval process. 


This would provide a holistic view of the performance of the planning and building system from the 
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application for planning permit through to the issue of a certificate of occupancy on completing the 


construction of a building. 
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Recommendation D3 – streamline building permit requirements for 


low-risk work 


This Report recommends DELWP and VBA streamlining building permit requirements for low-risk 


work while maintaining safety and quality by considering the following exemptions in the context of 


national harmonisation: 


 exemptions for the construction of decks and sheds from the requirement to obtain a 


building permit if they comply with the NCC and any other conditions determined necessary 


to ensure the standard of building work, nearby amenity and community safety, for 


example:  


o the deck is less than 800 millimetres in height; and 


o the shed has a floor area not exceeding 16 square metres; and 


 an exemption from the requirement to obtain a building permit for mobility access ramps, for 


example based on the criteria such as: 


o it complies with the NCC; 


o it complies with any other conditions determined necessary to ensure the standard 


of building work, nearby amenity and community safety; 


o if the mobility ramp is 800 millimetres or above in height, it is certified on completion 


by a building surveyor or inspector; and 


o the appropriate class or classes of buildings to which the exemption is to apply 


have been assessed and determined. 


Existing process(es) 


For some categories of low-risk, low-impact building works, such as sheds, mobility access ramps 


and decks, the requirement to obtain a building permit: 


 imposes a cost that outweighs the potential benefits of the permit; 


 leads to delays for developers and builders; 


 puts additional pressure on the heavy workloads of building surveyors; and 


 can result in work being done illegally to circumvent the permit process. 


Feedback from stakeholders based on the discussion paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed exemptions from the requirement to obtain a building permit for the 


construction of: 


 decks up to the height of 800 millimetres; 


 mobility access ramps provided those above 800 millimetres in height are certified on 


completion by a building surveyor or inspector; and 


 sheds up to the size of 16 square metres, which would mean increasing the current 


exemption that is set at 10 square metres. 


In each case the exemption is proposed as being conditional on the building work  continuing to 


meet the requirements of the NCC. 


There was broad support for the proposed exemptions provided that appropriate conditions are 


imposed to ensure the standard of building work, nearby amenity and community safety is 


maintained, and that the proposals are considered in the context of national consistency.  
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In addition to the NCC requirements proposed in the Discussion Paper, the additional conditions 


suggested by stakeholders for decks are the size of the deck, its set back from the property 


boundary, overlooking into neighbouring properties, easements and the protection of utility assets. 


Similar areas for conditions were raised for mobility access ramps and sheds with the addition of 


height and number of structures for sheds. The flexibility to consider such conditions in drafting the 


exemptions has been incorporated into the actions recommended above.  


Ensuring that the details of the exemptions are consistent with the VPP was also considered 


important. Except for sheds, the proposals are consistent with the VPP, which exempts mobility 


access ramps from requiring a planning permit and also decks that are less than 800 millimetres 


high unless a permit is specifically required in a particular zone or overlay. There are exemptions in 


the VPP for sheds (described as out-buildings) in specific zones and overlays, however, the trigger 


is less than 10 square metres, which is the same as the current exemption from a building permit. 


Increasing the building exemption trigger, therefore, may prompt a review of the trigger for sheds in 


the VPP. 


In addition, the VBA has advised that the exemption for decks should also consider any findings or 


recommendations of the current Coronial inquest into the collapse of a balcony in Melbourne in 


2017. However, it is noted that this was a second storey balcony and, therefore, may have limited 


application to the proposed exemption. 


Although most stakeholders agreed with the thresholds for the exemptions for decks and sheds, 


some suggested that for decks it be lower at 600 millimetres or 250 millimetres, and for sheds it be 


increased from 10 square meters to either 15 or 20 square metres. In response, 800 millimetres is 


considered to be the appropriate threshold for decks as this height qualifies a deck for an 


exemption from the overlooking requirements of the VPP, while 16 square metres for sheds 


ensures that enough space is available to store land and bushfire management equipment.  


A challenge raised in relation to the proposed mobility access ramp exemption is the complexi ty of 


the NCC and the difficulty of identifying the requirements for ramps attached to different types of 


buildings. Therefore, one suggestion was to limit the exemption to ramps attached to Class 1 and 


Class 10 buildings. To address this, an action is recommended above to consider the classes of 


building to which the exemption for mobility access ramps should apply.  


While some stakeholders were generally cautious of exemptions referring to the issues that had 


arisen in the past when there was a permit exemption for all building work under the value of 


$5,000, there was also recognition of the narrower character of the proposed exemptions. 


The approach to ensuring the compliance of exempt building work with the building standards was 


also raised by stakeholders. This will be clarified as part of the implementation of the recommended 


actions. 
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Recommendation D4 – standardise construction management 


plans 


This Report recommends standardising construction management plans by DELWP working with 


councils and MAV to: 


 develop a model law for adoption by councils on the matters needed to be included in 


different levels of construction management plans. The model law should standardise these 


matters to the extent possible;  


 prepare a standard template for each level of construction management plan identified in 


the model law along with supporting guidelines for builders and developers that could be 


adopted by councils across Victoria with local variation, where required. Development of the 


standard templates and guidelines should draw on the documentation already being used 


by some councils; and 


 include the construction management plan process in the Better Planning Approvals 


program. 


Existing process(es) 


Delays of between six to 12 months for the approval of some construction management plans are, 


in turn, delaying the issue of building permits. The causes of these delays are:  


 unclear and varying requirements; 


 inconsistent standards of documentation and administrative procedures between councils;  


 inexperience and gaps in the skills of some council officers assessing construction 


management plans; and 


 poor communication between council officers and building surveyors issuing permits.  


Feedback from stakeholders based on the Discussion Paper 


The improvements proposed in the Discussion Paper included the development of a model local 


law supported by a template for a construction management plan and guidelines for builders and 


developers who need to prepare a plan. It was also proposed to include the construction 


management plan process in a Better Planning Approvals approach to enable councils to case 


manage builders and developers through the process. 


There is strong support for the development of a model law, template plan and guidelines.  


Some stakeholders suggested that the model law would need to provide for different levels of 


construction management plans to reflect the nature, scale and complexity of different types of 


developments. Different template plans and guidelines would also need to be developed to support 


each of the different level of construction management plans. The first action recommended above 


recognises this need for different levels of construction management plans and supporting 


documentation.  


It was also suggested that development of the model law and associated documentation should 


draw on any relevant state or national standards and be clear on the circumstances that trigger the 


need for a construction management plan. 


A collaborative approach that involves DELWP, the MAV and councils as outlined in  the Discussion 


Paper was confirmed by stakeholders as the approach to developing the model law and standard 
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documentation. However, it was noted that councils would need support to participate in the 


process and adopt the model laws, which among other matters, would require changes to council 


processes and amendments to the laws that each council makes locally under the authority of the 


Local Government Act 1989. B4 recommends action to improve planning resources for councils that 


could assist with this process. 


The development of a model law and standard documentation was welcomed as a means of 


achieving certainty and consistency for both industry and councils. However, councils agreed with 


the proposition in the Discussion Paper that they should be able to vary the model law and 


documentation in certain circumstances to reflect their local conditions, in particular, the different 


needs of metropolitan and regional and rural councils.  


While the Discussion Paper acknowledged some councils as having pre-existing templates and 


guidelines, other councils indicated that they also have templates that could support the 


development of the proposed model law and documentation. 


All stakeholders supported the Better Planning Approvals approach as proposed in the Discussion 


Paper to manage the preparation and assessment of constriction management plans. B1 


recommends that councils adopt a Better Planning Approvals approach that features early 


engagement with permit and other applicants. 
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Recommendation D5 – improve consistency of council asset 


protection requirements 


This Report recommends improving the consistency of council asset protection requirements by 


DELWP working with councils and MAV to: 


 prepare a standard practice guide for applicants for asset protection permits that could be 


adopted by councils across Victoria, allowing local variation, where required;  


 develop a model law and enforcement policy to be adopted by councils on the matters 


needed to be covered by permits to protect council assets, utility assets and other 


development related work – the model law should standardise these matters to the extent 


possible while recognising the different needs of individual and groups of councils;  and 


 include the asset protection permit process in the Better Planning Approvals program. 


Existing process(es) 


Inconsistent requirements between councils for the protection of council and other assets, such as 


utility assets, are delaying the start of building work and imposing additional administrative 


overheads on builders and developers operating in more than one municipality.  


Many of the requirements are imposed by councils through their local laws and administrative 


arrangements. 


Feedback from stakeholders based on the Discussion Paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed several improvements to streamline the asset protection permit 


process by standardising the requirements across councils. These included: 


 developing a model law and consistent enforcement policies; and  


 proving support for permit applicants through a standard practice guide and a Better 


Planning Approvals approach at councils. 


Stakeholders were unanimous in their support for a standard practice guide that could be adopted 


by all councils to create uniformity in asset protection permit requirements across Victoria. There 


was also widespread support for a model law to establish the uniform requirements that would 


underpin the standard practice guide. Some stakeholders noted that in certain circumstance 


councils would need to retain the ability to be able to vary the model law and standard practice 


guide to meet particular local conditions. This need for flexibility was reflected in the improvements 


proposed in the Discussion Paper and is included in the relevant actions recommended above. 


Stakeholders reinforced the view in the Discussion Paper that the practice guide and model law 


should not be limited to council assets but should encompass the requirements for protecting utility 


assets and other relevant development related work. 


An online portal was suggested by stakeholders as the long-term goal for recording, tracking and 


reporting on building permit applications, including asset protection permits, and also planning 


permit applications. Recommendation B3 sets out the actions for moving towards digital planning 


processing and tracking, which in the future could be extended to the building approvals process, 


and Recommendation D2 outlines the actions for establishing an online registry of build ing records.  


There was general agreement that councils would need assistance, in particular additional 


resources, to support them to contribute to the development and implementation of these proposed 
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improvements, and subsequentially to enforce compliance with the model law. B4 recommends 


action to improve planning resources for councils that may also benefit the building approvals 


processes. 


As with construction management plans, all stakeholders supported the asset protection permits 


process being managed through the Better Planning Approvals approach recommended in B1 to 


support early engagement by councils with permit applicants. 
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Recommendation D6 – distinguish building “consultants” from 


building surveyors 


This Report recommends distinguishing building “consultants” from building surveyors by: 


 CAV continuing to raise consumer awareness of: 


o what to look for when engaging a building consultant; and 


o the importance of engaging a qualified and/or experienced building consultant ; and 


 DELWP (in consultation with the VBA) reviewing the role and conduct of building 


consultants, and the measures to address the issues identified – the review should consider 


non-regulatory and regulatory measures such as a registration scheme and a code of 


conduct for building consultants. 


Existing process(es) 


Some building consultants employed by owners to provide them with independent advice on the 


quality of building work are causing unnecessary disputes between owners and builders that are 


causing delays to building work while the matter is resolved. 


Disputes referred to Domestic Building Dispute Resolution Victoria demonstrate that some building 


consultants are either unskilled and provide reports that are incorrect and misquote regulatory 


requirements, or aggressively market their services and provide reports that while technically 


correct mislead owners about the consequences of minor matters. 


Some building consultants have been targeting particular ethnic communities and older home 


owners. 


As there is no requirement for building consultants to be qualified or registered, the only action that 


can be taken is by the property owner under the Australian Consumer Law for false or misleading 


conduct and representations, or for services that are not fit for purpose or not provided wi th due 


care. 


Feedback from stakeholders based on the Discussion Paper 


The Discussion Paper proposed a review of the role and conduct of building consultants and, as an 


interim measure, a communications campaign to raise consumer awareness of the issues that can 


arise from the reports provided by building consultants. 


Almost all stakeholders responding to this issue supported these proposals. It was noted that in 


some cases consultants were targeting more vulnerable community members who are less able to 


check their qualifications and levels of expertise.  


The proposed review was strongly supported with most stakeholders considering that mandatory 


qualifications and/or a registration scheme were the preferred solution. Alternatively, some 


stakeholders agreed with the view in the Discussion Paper that the review should also consider 


other measures to protect consumers. Examples of such measures raised by stakeholders for 


consideration were mandatory insurance requirements for building consultants and the role that the 


industry bodies could play. 


While the conduct of building consultants may be misleading and have financial consequences for 


consumers, building practitioners and related occupations are regulated under the Building Act 


1993 to ensure public safety. As DELWP has policy responsibility for the Act, the above 
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recommendation is for DELWP to lead the review in consultation with the VBA, as the regulator for 


building practitioners.     


In the context of the proposed review, the VBA noted that a registration and licensing framework for 


building trades is currently being developed and is scheduled for implementation in September 


2020. There is an opportunity for this work to consider the role and regulatory framework for 


building consultants.  


There was also strong support for the proposed communications campaign as an interim measure. 


The above recommendation acknowledges that since the release of the Discussion Paper CAV has 


commenced work on such a campaign. 
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Recommendation D7 – clarify processes for enforcement  


This Report notes that there are several measures underway which support this outcome, and in 


that context, recommends clarifying the processes for enforcement of the building permit approvals 


process through:  


 the review of the Building Act 1993 announced by the Victorian Government in 2019 


considering:  


o alternative models to clarify and strengthen responsibility and processes for the 


administration and enforcement of the building permit approvals process; 


o the respective roles of private and municipal building surveyors to minimise the 


conflict of interest inherent in the private certification of building work; and 


o expanding the role of the State Building Surveyor to include ongoing monitoring and 


reporting on the performance of the building permit approvals process, and to make 


recommendations to improve that process, where needed;  


 developing the protocol between the VBA and councils that was recommended in the 2019 


Report from the Co-Chairs of the Victorian Cladding Taskforce to set out accountabilities, 


mechanisms for cooperation and communication, strategic interventions and agreed 


procedures for referring enforcement actions;  


 the VBA continuing its current work to: 


o develop and implement a code of conduct for building surveyors and inspectors; 


and 


o develop VBA/council statements of intent to strengthen information sharing; and 


 DELWP and the VBA also developing practice guides for building surveyors and inspectors 


on the processes and matters they must examine when conducting inspections of the 


various classes of buildings. 


Existing process(es) 


Fragmentation of responsibility for enforcing the building permit approvals process along with an 


inherent conflict of interest in private certification for building surveyors contribute to delays that add 


costs to the permit approvals process. 


Accountability for enforcement is split between four groups – private building surveyors, municipal 


building surveyors, local councils and the VBA – meaning that, in practice, it is often not clear who 


is responsible for enforcing building permit matters. 


In addition, there is evidence that some private building surveyors are reluctant to act against 


builders with whom they have a commercial relationship and depend on for ongoing work. This is a 


concern as private building surveyors have control over all stages of the building approvals process 


and, therefore, for all but a few projects have responsibility for verifying the standard and quality of 


building work in Victoria. 


Feedback from stakeholders based on the Discussion Paper 


The Discussion Paper sets out several proposals to: 


 clarify the accountabilities for enforcement for the building permit approvals process;  


 introduce ongoing performance monitoring and reporting of that process, and  


 minimise the inherent conflict of interest in the private certification of building work. 
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Stakeholder feedback confirms that the improvements proposed in each of these areas are 


appropriate measures to address the issues and bottlenecks identified in the Discussion Paper.  


Responsibility for enforcement 


The majority of stakeholders supported a review of the enforcement arrangements on the basis that 


the current arrangements are ineffective and limited funding makes enforcement challenging for 


councils, particularly those in regional and rural Victoria.  


As an early action there was also broad support for developing the protocol recommended by the 


Co-Chairs of the Victorian Cladding Taskforce in their 2019 Report, which is aimed at fostering 


cooperation and communication between the VBA and councils and guiding enforcement actions. 


The VBA advised in its response that, as a complementary measure, statements of intent have 


been finalised with the majority of councils that will strengthen information sharing and grow its 


market intelligence.  


There was some support for councils to develop local building control plans. However, the timing for 


considering such plans may be of more benefit following the review of the Building Act 1993, which 


is due to commence in 2020, and the subsequent implementation of any changes to the 


enforcement accountabilities resulting from that review. Therefore, while the development of local 


building central plans was suggested in the Discussion Paper, it has not been included in the above 


recommendations. 


Performance monitoring and reporting 


There was unanimous support from councils and the VBA for expanding the role of the State 


Building Surveyor to include monitoring and reporting on the performance of the building permit 


approvals process. A performance monitoring framework was considered to be a positive step in 


facilitating ongoing process improvements, although it was noted that councils would require 


funding assistance if further reporting obligations were imposed on them. 


Any monitoring and reporting functions given to the State Building Surveyor would be supported by 


the information and data available by expanding BAMS, in the first instance, to capture all building 


records, as proposed in Recommendation D2, and in the future to potentially record all building 


permit activity. In addition, date collected on the building permit approvals process could be 


integrated with the planning data collected through the approach to digital processing and tracking 


outlined in Recommendation B3.  


Conflict of interest 


There was widespread support for the proposals outlined in the Discussion Paper to address the 


inherent conflict of interest that arises with the private certification of building work.  


All stakeholders supported a review of the respective roles of private and municipal building 


surveyors. Most stakeholders saw merit in practice guides for building surveyors and inspectors on 


the processes and matters they must examine when inspecting buildings during construction, and a 


code of conduct for building surveyors and inspectors, in particular, to strengthen their obligations 


to avoid conflicts of interest.  


In its response to the Discussion Paper, the VBA confirmed that it is currently developing a Code of 


Conduct to set out the core principles and conduct expected of building surveyors when performing 


their statutory functions and other work they undertake as building surveyors. For clarity, the VBA 


intends to publish example of the types of conduct that would breach this code, which should 


include conduct and practices that create a conflict of interest. 
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Appendix 1: Summary of feedback on the 


Discussion Paper 


Alongside the release of the Discussion Paper there was an open consultation process capturing a 


wide range of stakeholder groups including councils, industry and Victorian Government officials.  


This was an essential undertaking to ensure that the areas canvassed in the Discussion Paper 


were well understood by key stakeholders and that they were well placed to contribute to the review 


process.   


A number of activities were completed, including: 


 publication of the Discussion Paper on the Engage Victoria website ( the Discussion Paper 


was the second most downloaded file from Victorian Government domains during the 


consultation period); 


 an open submission process which attracted over 100 submissions (including 40 from local 


councils and 50 from a range of businesses, community groups and industry associations);  


 a number of panel sessions and forums that were hosted by industry organisations where 


Advisory Board members and the Commissioner provided an overview of key areas of the 


Discussion Paper and facilitated open questions and answer sessions; 


 public briefings provided by the Commissioner and the review team that were offered to key 


industry stakeholders and councils (with these sessions live streamed to accommodate 


regional and rural stakeholders); 


 a webinar through the Planning Institute of Australia which included a presentation by the 


Commissioner and an open Q&A session that involved over 200 planning practitioners; 


 workshops held in Gippsland to further test certain recommendation areas involving five 


Gippsland councils, a number of referral authorities and regional Department of Land Water 


and Planning (DELWP) staff; and 


 promotion of the consultation process and the discussion paper release via DELWP local 


government news and via direct email to a wide range of industry and local government 


stakeholders.  


This represented the second consultation period as part of the review with the initial round one  


consultation period attracting around 40 submissions. 
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Inner Melbourne Bicycle Program – Footscray Pop-Up Links
Community Sentiment Report







Community and stakeholder engagement 


• Engagement and consultation on multiple channels between August and November 2021
• Key stakeholders included City of Maribyrnong, Maribyrnong Active Transport Advisory 


Committee, local schools, Bicycle Victoria 
• 20,000 Letterbox drops, social, 246 door knock, virtual meetings, and website consultation 


(social pinpoint) 
• Spoken directly to 90 impacted residents and businesses on the routes 
• 329 online comments 
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Key themes 


• Commentary largely centred around issues or improvements to assist them in 
getting around.


• Sentiment noted during door knocking was largely positive about change
• A significant number of comments were received calling for more separated bike 


lanes, permanent infrastructure and filling network gaps. 
• Some concerns about cyclist safety issues and questions about why particular 


treatments have been chosen over others. 
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Footscray Pop-Up Links - what are we hearing
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Online sentiment 
(329 comments 17/11/2021)


Positive Negative Neutral


Key issues: Online commentary
Significant commentary demonstrating need for cohesive network of permanent 
infrastructure:
• Largely representative of bike rider views (In particular Bike West members 


expressing similar views.)
Requests to:
• Address gap from Dynon to Moore St and from central Footscray to Geelong Rd 


and West Footscray.
• Improve east/west network – through central Footscray and make proposed 


routes more direct.
• Use separation rather than linemarking as much as possible.


Key issues: Doorknocking 
Doorknock focussed on 7 areas where there will be changes to parking and or access 
• Overall positive reception, doorknocking company reported: “a community 


positive about change and improvements that will assist them in getting around”
• Comments generally specific to the local area, some parking concerns raised
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(90 reached 23/11/2021)
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Footscray Pop-Up Links – issues summary by section 
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Middle Footscray Connectors: 
Positive themes: general support for the improvements, improved cycling paths 
and proposed roundabout at the intersection of Victoria St and Raleigh St. 
Issues and suggestions: improved separation along Buckley St and Victoria St, 
improved bike lane visibility at Cross St, Buckingham St and Errol St and 
improved connections to Barkley Village.  


Footscray Park Connector: 
Positive themes: appreciation for proposals and additional infrastructure as well 
as proposed roundabout. 
Issues and suggestions: some commentary calling for a more direct east to 
west route and parking protected bike lanes. Other suggestions include improved 
separation on Barkly St and Hopkins St, improved connectivity and safety on 
Ballarat Rd and improved access to schools. 


Dynon Rd Connector Area: 
Positive themes: appreciation for proposals and intersection improvements at 
Moreland St. 
Issues and suggestions: some comments about missing links and suggestions 
for improved safety from the Dynon Road bike path to central Footscray, as well 
as Central Footscray to Sunshine.


Parker St Area: 
Positive themes: support for proposed links to Dynon Rd. 
Issues and suggestions: separated bike lanes on Napier St and Parker St and 
calls to address the missing link between Central Footscray and Footscray Road 
off-street bike path. 


Albert St Area: 
Positive themes: support for separation and improvements to the Albert St, Buckley 
St intersection. 
Ideas and suggestions: some comments about connectivity to central Footscray, 
with calls for more separated bike lanes throughout the area and improved traffic 
signals at the intersection of Albert St and Buckley St. 


Charles St Area: 
Positive comment: supportive of the proposed improved on road painted bike 
lane. 
Ideas and suggestions: commentary about the lack of separation and changes 
to on street parking. Suggestions include improved safety measures on Charles 
St and the Victoria St, Buckley St intersection.


Hyde St Area: 
Positive themes: support for the proposed design and improved connectivity to 
Williamstown. 
Ideas and suggestions: some commentary about cyclist’s proximity to parked 
cars and the connection between Schilds St and Hyde St. Suggestions include 
wider bike paths to avoid potential conflicts and increasing the landing/footpath 
area at Napier St.


Education Precinct Area: 
Positive themes: support for intersection improvements and the proposed 
roundabout at Bristow St. 
Ideas and suggestions: separation on Pilgrim St, traffic calming and textured 
road surfaces. 


The Seddon Connector Area, Yarraville Connector Area, Kingsville Connector 
Area and Schild and Princess Streets received minimal commentary and have 
been excluded from this analysis. 







Future connections


• The Footscray Pop-Up Links project is intended to create immediate incremental improvements, 
over a 12–18-month time frame supporting Council’s Integrated Transport Strategy and Bicycle 
Strategy 2020-2030, as well as improved transport movements arising from completion of the 
Westgate Tunnel, Footscray Hospital and further capital works in the precinct.
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• Community feedback on our proposed design is the first stage of our ongoing engagement process. 
• We will share what we’ve heard and what we’re doing in our next community update.
• It is expected that interest and feedback will broaden significantly when the infrastructure becomes 


tangible.
• Our ongoing monitoring and review program will identify and respond to any safety issues observed 


by the team or raised by community members.
• We’ll review community feedback received 6 weeks after installation to identify if any tweaks are 


needed and we’ll continue to monitor community feedback through to the end of the pop-up program.
• Initial feedback and lessons learned from the early works package can feed into subsequent delivery 


packages.


Engagement process
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